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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents research into the longitudinal comfort performance of six office buildings and one

educational building in their normal, everyday modes of operation. The aim of the research was to

determine whether changing patterns in occupant comfort perceptions in longitudinal occupant

surveys can be identified, and whether such patterns can be linked reliably to morphological, physical

and operational factors. Statistical and qualitative analysis sought to determine whether changes in

physical and operational contexts could be reliably associated with discernable changes in occupant

satisfaction. The ultimate objective was to inform policies and decisions made by designers and

operators. It also aimed to aid decision-making during interventions carried out during a Soft Landings

process of feedback and professional aftercare (Bordass, W.; Bunn R.; Leaman, A. and Way, M. 2014) .  

The research relied primarily on quantitative measurements, descriptive statistics, and the numerical

comfort scores and qualitative feedback obtained from the Building Use Studies (BUS) survey, in

common use in its current form since 1998. Such surveys are becoming a staple tool in post-

occupancy building performance assessments, and occupant health and wellbeing assessments. The

longevity of the BUS survey, plus its consistency over time, facilitated the research project. The

research involved multiple longitudinal surveys of seven non-domestic buildings using a grounded

theory, case-study based approach. The database of surveys amounted to over 2300 individual

occupant responses, with three to 21 years between BUS surveys. Data obtained was mapped against

the morphological and physical changes in the buildings over time, with details of changes captured

in a contextual framework developed for the project, called context nesting. Movement in BUS

occupant satisfaction scores were tested statistically. Longitudinal statistical change in the perceptions

of building occupants were triangulated with measured and calculated contextual information to

determine potential causal factors, with the strength of causality based on the weight of evidence.  

The research revealed a consistency in each building’s main comfort and satisfaction scores over time,

unless contextual or population changes had occurred to alter occupants perceptions, and thereby

their scoring. This finding motivated a theoretical concept termed ‘building comfort signatures’, i.e.

that a building’s comfort profile will be determined by its design and initial operation and captured in

the first occupant survey. The research also explored relationships between occupant numbers (i.e.

density) and satisfaction. Some relationships were found between higher densities over time and

declines in occupant satisfaction for a range of comfort variables. The research failed to find consistent

relationships between changes in seasonal, functional, and environmental control variables and what

were treated as the ‘outcome’ variables of perceived comfort, health and productivity. It is postulated

that the lack of repeated relationships between perceived productivity, comfort and health across the

buildings were due to survey respondents’ ability to cope, tolerate and adapt to prevailing conditions.   

The research project concludes by reconsidering how occupant satisfaction metrics may be better

applied through the adoption of ‘carrying capacity’ theory, defined as the ability of a given office work

space to enable people to perform tasks without detriment to their perceived comfort, health and

productivity. It is suggested that a baseline for determining carrying capacity should be based on a

thorough and detailed mapping of a building’s context(s), alongside the results from occupant

satisfaction surveys, and that these dual characteristics be used as baselines against which occupant

satisfaction can be efficiently and effectively monitored and managed over time.  
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Building Use Studies
(BUS) survey

In the thesis the BUS survey (or ‘methodology’) refers to a paper-based questionnaire, owned by consultant
Arup, designed to poll building occupants’ of perceptions of their satisfaction with 48 factors or variables:
categorised as seasonal, functional, control and outcome variables (q.v.). Internet versions of the survey are
also available. Over 800 non-domestic BUS surveys had been carried out between 1995 and 2017.

Building Use Studies
(BUS) benchmarks

BUS benchmarks are mean scores derived from a rolling database of the last 50 buildings in the BUS
database managed by consulting firm Arup. The benchmarks are usually reported with 95% confidence limits
which reflect the variance in the benchmark dataset for each variable. The benchmarks are not used in the
thesis except in their role for determining the summary chart colour code conventions (q.v.). 

Building Use Studies
(BUS) summary charts

The BUS summary charts used universally since 1998 have been adopted in the thesis to maintain a
longitudinal connection and consistency with previously published BUS surveys. The BUS survey traditionally
reports mean scores for satisfaction with 12 summary variables in a single chart using semantic differential
scaling. Summary variables are: summer and winter temperature, summer and winter air conditions, overall
satisfaction with lighting, noise, comfort, design (of the building), needs met, perceived health, image to
visitors and perceived productivity.  Colour-codes show scores that are statistically above, below, or no
different to the scale midpoint and BUS benchmark references (q.v.).

Building satisfaction
/comfort signature

A term that describes a tendency for consistent patterns to be found in the numerical scores of longitudinal
occupant satisfaction surveys of non-domestic buildings. A signature is thought to reflect occupants’
perceptions of a building over time, independent of occupant turnover but not necessarily independent of
gender or age balance. Changes to a signature should be able to be reliably associated with identifiable
changes in a building’s physical or operational context. The strength of a signature is partly dependent upon
the choice of statistical thresholds. Non-statistical movements in scores are considered meaningful if they
trend with contextual changes, for example increases in occupant density, or loss of meeting rooms.

Comfort

The word ‘comfort’ is a term from common usage from Middle English (1568). This thesis subscribes to the
general meaning of the term in the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘satisfactory’ or ‘delight’ (1728). The term is
not used exclusively to mean satisfaction with indoor thermal and air conditions. To avoid confusion, the
factors relating to the work environment are mostly referred to in the thesis as occupants’ ‘satisfaction’ with
variables (q.v.) as most semantic differential scales (q.v.) in BUS generally use ‘satisfactory’ and
‘unsatisfactory’ scale labels. However, where the term ‘comfort’ is used, it is as a general synonym. Now fuck

Context nest

A description of a building’s internal context at three levels: whole building, occupied zone, and locations
within that zone, such as office typology (e.g. open plan or cellular), and window and non-window seating
positions. At the primary level, context may be defined by fixed features, while at the third level the context
may be partly defined by the occupants’ perceptions of those features (typically the degree of control over
environmental systems) as no other method of defining the context is practicable. Context definitions can
disaggregate into greater detail, for example occupant density in various forms, or toilet provision.

Control variables
Control variables are those for which survey respondents report their perceived level of control over five
building systems or characteristics: heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and noise. The variables are defined
by the topics covered in the BUS survey. 

Functional variables

Functional variables are aspects of the internal environment which define, describe, or link to factors that
have a use or physical properties. Meeting rooms and storage are functional factors. The functional category
also covered aspects of a building or space that are strongly, but not wholly, related to a building’s physical
characteristics. In particular a building’s perceived acoustic qualities were classified as ‘functional’.

Leptokurtic

The tendency of a sample distribution to flatten across the 1-7 semantic differential scale. This is also known
as negative kurtosis. In BUS results a leptokurtic (non-normal) distribution tends to occur when there is a
wide variety of perceptions in a sample population. This occurs most often (but not exclusively) when
conditions are perceived to differ across an occupied area, such as levels of daylight in a large single-sided
office. Leptokurtic distributions may indicate a need for sub-sampling, when sample sizes allow. 

Longitudinal

The term used to describe two to three BUS surveys of a building, conducted at least two years  apart, using
the same survey methodology conducted exactly the same way (as far as known or as close as possible), to
enable a comparison of occupant satisfaction responses over time. Due to staff turnover the research did not
presume any matched-pair scoring. Turnover may have been entire between surveys, especially in tenancies. 

Glossary

The following table contains an alphabetised glossary of key terms and concepts used in the thesis.

Some definitions are exact and are not open to interpretation, while some concepts are defined in

the manner they are used in the thesis.  Note that ‘q.v.’ after a term indicates a separate entry in the

glossary.

The glossary is compiled in the assumption that a reader has no prior knowledge of the terms used. It

is intended as an aide memoire. It is not intended to be exhaustive nor claimed to be definitive. 
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Mann Whitney U-Test
A non-parametric statistical test (q.v.) of non-normal data to determine the difference between two
independent population samples. The U-test includes a t-test (q.v.) statistic which is used in the thesis. 

Mean BUS scores
The average for interval level data. It is calculated by adding the values from all survey respondents and
dividing by the number of respondents. In the thesis, tabulated and graphed mean scores are accompanied
by sample sizes and declaration of sample variance. Note that response rates vary between questions.

Morphology 

Morphology is used in the thesis to refer to features such as dimensions, materials, fixed elements (such as
windows and vertical transportation). Morphology does not refer to fixtures and fittings, although room
partitions may, for example, be considered effectively morphological, especially when used to delineate
tenanted areas and public spaces. Non-morphological characteristics, such as use of space (e.g. kitchens)
tend to be referred to in the thesis as ‘physical’ features. 

Non-parametric

A term that is used to define a non-normal (gaussian) distribution. Non-normal or leptokurtic (q.v.)
distributions are often a feature of BUS occupant survey data, as respondents in a population may have very
different perceptions of conditions depending where in a space they sit and/or which direction they face.
Non-parametric statistical tests (e.g. Mann Whitney tests, q.v.) need to be used with such samples. 

Outcome variables

The BUS survey traditionally reports respondents’ scores for ‘comfort overall’, ‘perceived health’, and
‘perceived productivity’ as overall or outcome satisfaction ratings. In the thesis the mean scores for these
variables (to which has been added the scores for ‘needs met’) were classified as consequences of all other
variables, i.e. ‘outcome variables’.  

Platykurtic

The tendency of a sample distribution to peak around a particular value, e.g. the neutral score of ‘4’ on the
BUS semantic differential scaling (q.v.). This is known as a high level of kurtosis. A platykurtic distribution can
also occur at one end of a BUS scale; occupant responses for environmental control tend towards ‘no
control’ in sealed air-conditioned buildings, but tend towards scoring for greater control in mixed-mode or
naturally-ventilated buildings. Note that the provision of occupant controls is no guarantee of actual control.  

Response rate

In the thesis, response rate is defined as the percentage of respondents in a building on the day of a survey
who returned a completed questionnaire. Response rates are difficult to monitor as daily staff utilisation is
often unknown or not recorded. People can also come and go without being spotted by a surveyor. Entry
swipe-card records can help but are unreliable. An acceptable response rate is regarded as above 60%, as
this is thought likely to ensure all spaces in a building or tenancy are covered. 

Satisfaction

The term used in BUS surveys to indicate the level of satisfaction expressed by a building’s permanent or
semi-permanent (but not transient) population. The term ‘satisfaction’ largely derives from the semantic
differential scale labels (q.v.) used in BUS, which are mostly (though not exclusively) on ‘Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory’ scales. Satisfaction is used synonymously in this thesis with the term ‘comfort’ (q.v.).

Seasonal variables
Seasonal variables are defined as comfort or satisfaction variables which can change with the seasons. This
includes indoor temperature, air conditions, levels of daylight and glare from daylight.

Semantic differential
scale

A numerical scale that assesses the subjective meaning of a concept to a survey respondent, compared with,
for example, how much they believe in a particular concept (i.e. ‘agree slightly’, ‘disagree completely’) as
used in Likert Scales. In BUS a 1-7 semantic differential scale is used, mostly (but not exclusively) on a
satisfactory/unsatisfactory axis, thereby allowing respondents to declare a neutral score (i.e. ‘4’).  Perceived
productivity is on a 9-point scale to give respondents greater choice. Semantic differential scaling may
reduce the risk of acquiesence bias (Robson, C., 2014, page 311) where respondents might have a tendency
to agree with a question’s statement, such as ‘My work area allows me to work without interruptions’, as
sometimes used on agree/disagree Likert scales.

Soft Landings

A term for a set of generic principles whereby a construction project team performs graduated handover and
delivers professional aftercare for up to three years post-completion. Often erroneously defined as purely a
‘process’ or set of procedures, Soft Landings is more about a change in procurement culture where greater
attention is required to be paid to operational outcomes, from project inception onwards. Soft Landings
needs to be client-led, and should involve all members of a project team working in a spirit of collaboration. 

t-test

A statistical test applied to test a null hypothesis. In the thesis, the t-test is used to check the difference
between two longitudinal (q.v.) population samples to determine the level of statistical change. Although an
arbitrary level of 95% confidence level for statistical difference has been adopted in the thesis (i.e. p <0.05),
differences near to this value are valued, as the insights they give might otherwise be ignored.

Variance
A measure of dispersion in data, most applicable for whole integer interval level variables used in BUS
surveys (i.e. 1, 2,...7)
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Primary research objectives

Over 20 years of post-occupancy research has revealed the extent and nature of the under-

performance of new and refurbished non-domestic UK buildings. Shortfalls show quantitatively in

excess energy consumption and high carbon dioxide emissions, and qualitatively in terms of occupant

satisfaction and low perceptions of health, well-being and productivity. The shortfalls in building

performance have become popularised in the phrase ‘the performance gap’ (Menezes, A., Cripps, A.,

Bouchlaghem, D., & Buswell, R., 2012). Attempts to close performance gaps in occupant satisfaction

are limited by a lack of insight into the sensitivity of building occupants to conditions they experience

in their internal environment. Surveys can identify how occupants of a particular building perceive

conditions at a particular point in time, but it is not known how those perceptions alter as the

morphological, physical and operational aspects of buildings change and age, and as the usage of the

various internal zones and spaces shifts or intensifies. A research project was therefore developed to

how occupant perceptions of comfort and overall satisfaction in non-domestic buildings changes over

time, what motivates those changes, and whether quantitative and qualitative movements in

perceptions is negligible or considerable. The investigation relied on an approach rare in building

studies: long-term longitudinal assessment of buildings operating in their normal, everyday states. 

As occupant satisfaction metrics are increasingly used to inform decisions in building procurement

and operation, greater insight into the long-term perceptions of building occupants is thought to be

increasingly vital. Occupant satisfaction metrics of various kinds may be used by construction

professionals during briefing and design, and by facilities managers to inform management decisions

during building operation. It is therefore suggested that the outcomes from longitudinal occupant

satisfaction studies could be used to both predict and to visualise relationships between self-reported

occupant satisfaction, the design and operation of a building’s environmental systems, and the

physical and morphological characteristics of zones, spaces and end-uses.

This thesis therefore aimed to gain hitherto unknown insights into the long-term comfort perceptions

of occupants in non-domestic buildings. It reports the in-depth longitudinal performance of seven

non-domestic office buildings, primarily using the occupants’ perceptions of conditions to determine

whether patterns in perceptions emerge, and whether those patterns can be linked reliably to

physical and operational factors. Statistical and qualitative analysis sought to determine whether

changes in physical and operational contexts can be reliably linked or associated with discernable

changes in occupant perceptions of comfort and functionality. 

The research was carried out with a view to benefitting Soft Landings projects, where a client and

project team would be engaged after handover for up to three years of professional aftercare. In Soft

Landings, occupant satisfaction is a key metric in achieving desired operational outcomes (Bordass,

W.; Bunn R.; Leaman, A.; and Way, M, 2014). The uptake of Soft Landings by the commercial

construction sector and its clients, its adoption by UK government (Bateson, A., 2015) and its

incorporation into a British Standard (BS 8536-1:2015), has led to a greater interest in measuring

occupant satisfaction as a performance metric, in and of itself. This research project therefore aimed

to provide guidance to inform such metrics. Such guidance may have additional currency as two
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occupant satisfaction surveys are recommended during the three-year period of Soft Landings

aftercare: an initial survey to determine initial satisfaction and identify the causes of any

dissatisfaction, and a second survey to check whether any remedial interventions have improved the

occupants’ perception of conditions. Periodic occupant surveys conducted in the years that follow –

particularly after any changes to occupancy or to the building itself – would serve to reveal changes in

levels of occupant perceptions of comfort and satisfaction. It is therefore a motivation for the

research to determine whether occupant satisfaction metrics could emerge from the study, and to

consider how these might be incorporated practically within a Soft Landings delivery programme.

1.2 Research imperatives

New and refurbished non-domestic buildings have been found to under-perform against expectations

(Kimpian, J., Chisholm, S., and Burman, E., 2013), (Zero Carbon Hub, 2014), (Palmer, J., and Armitage,

P., 2014). Differences in performance found between the design intention and the as-built reality are

not limited to a building’s technical systems. A performance gap can also exist in the form of

occupant discomfort and perceptions of unhealthy and non-productive working conditions that are

contrary to expectations. Occupants of new and refurbished buildings may find them variously too

hot, too cold, too draughty, too stuffy, or too noisy. There may be functional problems with space and

storage, or difficulties with controlling internal conditions. Occupants may find the internal

environment very different to what they asked for, what was promised, and what they expected. 

There is therefore growing interest in knowing more about the component parts of occupant

satisfaction – the factors that determine it and the drivers that may act to change it – as the property

market seeks to define the parameters that will measurably improve occupant health, productivity

and wellbeing. Growing enthusiasm in the US and UK property market for occupant satisfaction

metrics has stemmed directly from the World Green Building Council report Health, Wellbeing and

Productivity in Offices: The Next Chapter for Green Building (World Green Building Council, 2014). This

led to the emergence from North America of the Well Building Standard (Well Building Standard,

2017). The so-called standard (a commercial product) aims to train and certify consultants with skills

to rate offices for their effects on aspects of human wellness. In 2016 the Well product was

introduced in the UK as a commercial service, whereby accredited consultants could assess occupant

wellbeing and suggest interventions to improve environmental and physical conditions. At the time of

writing the Well Building Standard was being adopted by high-end US and UK commercial property

owners. Both the WGBC initiative and the advent of the Well Standard have occurred within the

period of the doctoral research project, arguably providing a heightened justification for it.

The broader context for improving the performance of buildings is a need for construction clients and

the supply chain to focus upon improving operational outcomes. This requires monitoring of buildings

after handover and commitment to fine-tune them during early occupation. In 2001 a process to

enable this was devised called Soft Landings (Way, M.; and Bordass, W. 2005). Essentially this is a

process whereby a project’s client, design team, builder and operator collaborate to focus on

operational outcomes from the inception of a project, throughout its construction, and during post-

occupation management. Initial fine-tuning after handover is followed by a longer period of

professional aftercare during which a building is monitored and periodically measured to determine
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its performance. The results are used to motivate interventions to improve building performance. 

The Soft Landings process was developed into in an open-source methodology: the Soft Landings

Framework (Bordass, W., Bunn R., Leaman, A., and Way, M., 2014). The Framework requires project

teams to focus on occupant needs and expectations beyond the conditions stipulated in regulatory

requirements and institutional guidance. Project teams are required to think more deeply about

functional performance, manageability, and usability of systems and their control interfaces. Metrics

for these factors are increasingly being required in client requirements. This has found expression in a

central government version of Soft Landings: Government Soft Landings (Bateson, A., 2015).

Commercially-available occupant surveys such as the BUS Methodology (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W.,

2001) are commonly used tools for assessing occupant satisfaction. Such tools are designed to

generate feedback on occupant comfort to aid design choices and inform operational decisions.

However, information gained from one context cannot be easily or directly generalised to another

context without a detailed and thorough understanding of the contextual drivers. Generalising is also

hampered by a lack of publicly-available performance benchmarks by which the likely impact of a

design decision on occupant satisfaction can be judged. Building designers and operators tend to rely

on physiological data published in institutional design guidance to set satisfactory conditions for

human comfort, such temperature, noise, and illumination (CIBSE Guide A, 2006). Other sources of

published data are used to determine spatial and functionality requirements, such as average office

occupant densities published by the British Council for Offices (BCO, 2013) or levels of toilet provision

quoted in British Standards (BS 6465, 2006).

All these forms of guidance help architects and engineers set boundary conditions for notional levels

of occupancy. However, other than extensive guidance on thermal comfort, little is known about the

extent to which occupant satisfaction changes or degrades when a given threshold, such as noise

levels, is reached or surpassed. While occupant surveys such as BUS are commonly used to determine

satisfaction levels at a single point in time (and possibly help to identify specific causes of distress),

this is after the building is constructed. What is therefore needed is a greater understanding, by

design professionals and building operators, of the many factors that may contribute to occupant

satisfaction, the relationships between the various comfort variables, and the points at which

conditions may become unacceptable and occupant satisfaction compromised. 

1.3 The research project   

The rationale for undertaking longitudinal research into occupant comfort and satisfaction in

buildings stems from an implicit belief by designers and operators of buildings that occupants’

perceptions of environmental conditions will be consistent with the values obtained during design

modelling, and furthermore that satisfaction will derive from the physical characteristics of the

building to which occupants will be exposed – be they spatial, functional or environmental. By

extension there is a belief that measured conditions that match the design expectation will also be

the same as occupants’ perceptions, and therefore that behaviours can be predicted and controlled.

In the absence of rigorous post-occupancy evaluation or long-term monitoring, such beliefs go

untested and unchallenged. In such situations there will be little information on the relationship of
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occupant satisfaction to comfort parameters, particularly as those parameters change over time with

changes to buildings and perhaps greater intensity of use. Some occupants may adapt easily to some

changes in conditions and demonstrate resilience to them, while others may be highly sensitive

and/or intolerant. The latter may wish to alleviate discomfort and distress only to find their options

limited. They may seek salvation through workplace avoidance tactics, such as working in meeting

rooms or atriums or possibly by avoiding the workplace altogether. This may be counter to an

employer’s needs and expectations.

The research project has therefore explored the use of long-term longitudinal occupant surveys to

understand more about the relationship of self-reported perceptions of comfort conditions with the

dynamic morphological aspects of the internal built environment. By careful attention to identifying

and characterising the contexts of the study buildings, the research has tested the relationship of

occupant perceptions to changes in (dependent) contextual variables, such as from cellular to open-

plan offices, changes in environmental control strategies (local control to centralised control), or

changes in occupant numbers (e.g. population density in its various forms). 

In this research a context-rich, multi-building, case-study approach was made possible by unusual

circumstances. In the 1990s, the advent of government-funded, industry-led collaborative research

into building performance led to four, successive research programmes with which the researcher

was closely involved: the PROBE project (Ruyssevelt, P., Bordass, W., and Bunn, R., 1995), 

the Carbon Trust’s Low Carbon Building Performance project (Carbon Trust, 2011), the £8 million

Building Performance Evaluation programme (www.buildingdataexchange.org), and the Invest in

Innovative Refurbishment project: the £6 million competitively-tendered collaborative research

programme run between 2012-2015 by the Low Impact Buildings Platform of InnovateUK to test

innovative energy efficient and low emission technologies. The researcher’s industrial involvement on

these programmes provided a source of buildings for which historical performance and occupant

satisfaction data was available. Enduring personal relationships with the owners and occupiers also

facilitated repeat study. Furthermore, as previous research on the building dataset was performed in

the public domain, it enabled the buildings to be identified and fully described, thereby providing

greater clarity of context than would otherwise be possible. The researcher therefore came to the

doctoral research programme armed not only with considerable industrial experience but also with a

strong background in occupant satisfaction evaluation techniques, the use of which could be replicated

to achieve substantial commonality between longitudinal datasets. More specifically, all candidate

buildings had been previously analysed using the Building Use Studies (BUS) occupant questionnaire

(Leaman A., and Bordass, W. 2001). 

The resulting thesis was therefore able to examine whether longitudinal occupant surveys, conducted

in buildings at different stages in their operational lives, could identify changes in occupant

satisfaction and comfort that could be linked to contextual changes in those buildings. If causal links

could be identified and established, it was postulated that this may help establish some generalised

conclusions about the relationship of occupant satisfaction with physical changes in buildings. Such

insights may enable designers and operators to be better able to predict the responses of occupants

to changes in contextual variables. Where divergence is found – particularly dissatisfaction – it would

be useful to be able to associate the  dissatisfaction with contextual factors, and to know to what

extent occupants’ comfort perceptions might improve as a consequence of remedial interventions.
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1.4 Recent building performance research

The British Council for Offices estimates that around half of the 30 million workers in the UK work in

offices (BCO, 2013). It also estimates that commercial buildings represent 29% of all non-domestic

building stock. Not surprisingly, the comfort and welfare of office workers has long been a topic for

academic and applied research, not just in the UK but internationally. The research field is populated

by many diverse professional disciplines, from engineers who design heating, cooling and ventilation

systems to psychologists interested in the spatial and organisational aspects of the office workplace. 

Occupant health and satisfaction in buildings has long been studied. It was originally the preserve of

clinicians assessing conditions in the workplace, particularly hazardous environments in factories.

Over the decades surveys have been used by psychologists, healthcare professionals, interior

designers, space planners, and asset managers, all variously interested in health issues, the

efficiencies of office layouts, and measures of workplace productivity. However, researchers often

eschew the complications of working in the field (with its many confounding variables) for the

controlled environment of a laboratory or climate chamber, where variables such as temperature or air

quality can be controlled and varied at will. The physiological and mental response of human subjects

can then be measured at each experimental setting, and causes and effects thereby determined.

The interests and professional boundaries of those measuring health and satisfaction tend to overlap,

as do many of the topics covered in the survey tools (Figure 1). While two different designs of survey

may share those topics, they may approach issues from different professional standpoints. Engineers

might define health from an air quality perspective, while ergonomists may approach it from a

workstation perspective. Clinicians may be interested in pathogens (and thereby focus on cleanliness

of the workplace) while social psychologists may be interested in sources of workplace stress.  The

use of occupant surveys by built environment specialists has been a more recent phenomenon.

Although popularised in the UK in the mid-1990s (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 2001), such surveys

had not been used routinely until they became mandatory research tools in a succession of UK

government-funded built environment studies. These programmes have arguably done more than

any other recent research to define the tools and methods used for building performance evaluation.

Figure 1: The relationship between the

types of occupant surveys used to analyse

occupant satisfaction, and health and

workplace effectiveness. 
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Academic research prides itself on rigour in data gathering, analysis, and double-blind peer review

prior to publication. Industrial research, on the other hand, tends to be more focussed on fault

diagnosis and practical solutions to improve building performance. The public sector-funded

collaborative research programmes described in sections 1.4.1 to 1.4.4 were designed with the latter

as a priority, albeit with an added objective to up-skill industry in the use of BPE tools and techniques.

Academic rigour was not a requirement. In most cases the research agencies funding the work could

not dictate or assess the level of experience or skill in the research teams, beyond that promised in

the written application for funding. 

Four large-scale government-funded building performance research programmes since 1995 have

used the Building Use Studies (BUS) occupant questionnaire as the primary tool for understanding

occupant satisfaction. The programmes were run independently (and with individual research

objectives) and they were sequential. The researcher’s direct and close involvement with the 

programmes enables a critique to be made of their strengths and weaknesses, their contribution to

knowledge, and their influence on the researcher’s research project.

1.4.1 Post-Occupancy Review of Buildings and their Engineering 

The antecedents of post-occupancy evaluation (POE) lie in academic work carried out in the late

1960s at Strathclyde University (Markus, T.; Whyman, P.; Morgan, J.; Whitton, D.; Maver, T.; Canter, D.;

and Fleming, J. 1972). Arguably, however, POE became popularised in the UK through the PROBE

research project (Post-occupancy Review of Buildings and their Engineering), conducted between

1995-2001 (Ruyssevelt, P.; Bordass, W., and Bunn, R. 1995). Uniquely, the research was contracted to

the researcher when editor of the industry construction magazine Building Services Journal, the

magazine of the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE). Funding was awarded to

the Journal under the Partners In Technology programme, run by the Construction Directorate at the

one-time Department of the Environment. The Journal was able to conduct the research free of

academic and commercial constraints, and appointed a small group of experts to conduct the work.  

The PROBE project aimed to revisit buildings that had been celebrated for their sustainability

credentials at the time of their construction, and reported in the Journal at a high level of contextual

detail. This provided background to the post-occupancy evaluations and the predicted/anticipated

level of performance against which the findings could be compared. The design intent and

specifications had been recorded, and images and data were readily available. The buildings were

also named and in the public domain, and relationships had been forged with building owners and

occupiers. Twenty three non-domestic buildings, of various typologies, were studied over six years.

Most revisits occurred two years or more after handover to give the buildings time to settle down. 

Three research tools were developed on the project: a pre-visit questionnaire used to obtain initial

data on a target building (which also helped determine whether a target building was suitable for

study), an energy assessment tool, and an occupant survey. The energy assessment method

originated at the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and was developed into a working tool on

PROBE. The PROBE occupant survey was a much simplified and modified version of the Office

Environment Survey (OES) developed in the 1980s by Dr Sherwood Burge and Dr Alan Hedge in the
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Applied Psychology Division at Aston University (Burge, P. S., Hedge, A., Wilson, S., Harris-Bass, J., &

Robertson, A. S. 1987). It also incorporated questions from a six-page health survey developed at the

BRE (Raw, G., J. 1995). The survey was developed further by a company set up to investigate

buildings: Building Use Studies Ltd (BUS), which gave the survey its current name. The history of the

BUS methodology is covered in detail in Section 3.4 and a critique in Section 3.4.2. While the

researcher has considerable experience in the use of the BUS survey, the researcher was not involved

in its evolution and subsequent development prior to its purchase by the consulting firm, Arup, in

2010. The researcher therefore has no vested interest or other stake in the methodology used in the

research project. The survey is available to students for academic use at no charge.

While the BUS survey evolved during the PROBE project, its core questions remained substantially the

same. This consistency provided a set of office buildings from the PROBE project suitable for inclusion

in the EngD longitudinal study: the Elizabeth Fry Building, celebrated at the time for having a high

level of occupant satisfaction and low energy consumption; Tanfield House (the earliest study

included in the research dataset); and the headquarters of the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF), a

building that had performed poorly on both energy and occupant satisfaction despite its many

sustainability features (Standeven, M., Cohen, R., Bordass, W., and Leaman, A. 1998), (Bunn, R., 2008).

Of these three, a repeat study of CAF had to be abandoned due to problems with overheating during

the summer of 2015.

The PROBE project was a greater success in research terms (despite being conducted outside of an

academic system) than was ever intended or anticipated by its developers. The outputs in the Journal

(hosted on the Usable Buildings Trust website www.usablebuildings.co.uk) and in a multitude of

academic papers (Building Research & Information special issue, 2001) have been extensively cited by

generations of researchers. The project had other successes beyond popularising POE: a series of

fabric pressure tests revealed serious issues with uncontrolled infiltration. The evidence prompted a

successful campaign by the CIBSE for airtightness requirements in Part L of the 2002 Building

Regulations.

The PROBE project prompted moves to develop a process whereby newly-completed buildings could

be subjected to the equivalent of maritime sea trials: a process of running-up systems such as heating

and refrigeration to check and resolve incipient performance problems before they became chronic

shortcomings. This idea found form in an initial set procedures known as Soft Landings (Way, M., and

Bordass, W. 2005). These initial ideas were subsequently expanded into a set of routines for carrying

out project feedback and graduated handover, and for defining a three-year period of professional

post-occupancy aftercare. The routines were formalised by BSRIA and the Usable Buildings Trust in the

Soft Landings Framework (Bordass, W.; et al 2014). Systematic post-occupancy evaluation was required

including energy assessment and measures of occupant satisfaction. However, no specific tools or

methods were defined as this was considered a matter of choice by the client and professional team. 

The PROBE project introduced other tools and procedures that were adopted on the BPE and IIR

research programmes: A pre-visit questionnaire to identify the availability of critical information prior

to a decision to undertake full research, and a staged (and escalating) staff awareness-raising process,

found to be critical to the successful implementation of a BUS occupant survey.
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1.4.2 Carbon Trust building performance projects

PROBE funding ended in 2001. It also signalled a short hiatus in UK POE research. However, in 2006

the UK’s Carbon Trust instigated two collaborative research programmes that involved post-

occupancy assessment: the competitively-tendered Low Carbon Building Performance (LCBP) and the

Low Carbon Buildings Accelerator (LCBA) projects. These were funded under the Low Carbon

Buildings Programme run by the Department of Energy and Climate Change. The two parallel

projects, together worth around £5 million, set out to prove the benefits of on-site renewable

technologies in 28 new build and refurbishment case studies. The projects spanned the retail,

education, offices and mixed-use residential sectors. The researcher was involved in the data analysis

and dissemination activities. The programme generated one office building suitable for long-term

occupant satisfaction analysis: the deep refurbishment of Ashburton Court in Winchester,

subsequently renamed Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (aka QE2CE). 

Energy analysis in LCBA and LCBP used the CIBSE TM22 methodology, while the final PROBE version

of the BUS survey was used to assess occupant satisfaction. The research was notable for coining the

term the “performance gap” (Carbon Trust CTG047, 2011). However, the LCBP and LCBA programmes

only generated four building case studies worthy of publication. Two were published by Building

magazine in their entirety (Bunn, R., 2011). The research suffered from a variety of problems: some

research outputs failed to reach the required level of quality. In other projects the renewable

technologies under-performed or suffered procurement issues. Not surprisingly, the LCBP and LCBA

research found the same systemic problems in building performance reported by the PROBE project.

Renewable technologies were also found to deliver far less than promised, often because they were

fitted to buildings that were fundamentally dysfunctional (Carbon Trust CTG050, 2011).

1.4.3 Building Performance Evaluation programme

The completion of the Carbon Trust LCBP and LCBA research programmes coincided with the start of

an £8 million Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) research initiative, a collaborative programme

with industry and academia. The programme was run by the government’s Technology Strategy Board

(subsequently InnovateUK) between 2011 and 2015 and funded by the former Department of

Innovation and Skills. Approximately 100 projects were funded, evenly distributed between domestic

and non-domestic developments. The researcher was hired as one of 12 Building Performance

Evaluators to oversee the programme, as well as being directly involved in two research projects.

The BPE programme encompassed a variety of analytical methods, such as airtightness tests,

thermography, and co-heating tests for domestic dwellings. The BUS method was again chosen to

measure occupant satisfaction, while an updated and more sophisticated version of the CIBSE TM22

Energy Assessment and Reporting Methodology was produced to study energy consumption and

carbon dioxide emissions from the non-domestic buildings (Tse, P., 2012). A version of TM22 for

analysing energy use in domestic dwellings, DomEARM, was created by Arup in collaboration with the

Oxford Brookes Institute for Sustainable Development: Architecture (OISD:A).

The strength of the BPE programme was its breadth and rigorous oversight of research activities and
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reports. However, the research quality tended to vary. Diligent and regular assessment of the staged

outputs was needed to maintain an acceptable quality and comparable (generalisable) results across

the projects. There were limited funds remaining at the end of the programme for meta-analysis.

Energy and occupant satisfaction data was classified as commercially confidential to the building

owners and research teams. As a result no interim reports or raw data were made available. Only

final reports became public (https://buildingdataexchange.org.uk).  

As with the PROBE and LCBP/LCBA programmes, the BPE research expanded the number of buildings

available to the researcher for longitudinal assessment. However, unlike PROBE, the core data from

the non-domestic BUS occupant surveys was not made available for analysis. As owner of the BUS

methodology from 2010, Arup had licenced the BUS survey to InnovateUK under a commercial

agreement. This did not involve open access to the BPE data. To gain access, the researcher reached

an agreement with InnovateUK whereby occupant survey data could be released for academic use

where the employer of the staff surveyed had granted permission. This established the principle

whereby employers are considered to own the BUS survey data contained in spreadsheets submitted

by BPE researchers to Arup for statistical analysis, while Arup acted as custodian of that data. To

protect staff identities, all names were redacted from coding sheets prior to their release by Arup to

the researcher. Redaction was also applied to all BUS coding sheets held by Arup and Building Use

Studies Ltd to which the researcher did not already have access.

1.4.4 Invest in Innovative Refurbishment programme

The £6 million two-year Invest in Innovative Refurbishment (IIR) programme in 2012 led on directly

from the BPE programme. The IIR research was similar to the LCBP and LCBA initiatives: Building

owners or occupiers, working with technology suppliers, were invited to submit proposals for the

testing of innovative energy efficient technologies. Successful bidders in a Small Business Research

Initiative (SBRI) competition won funding from the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC).

The winning projects were managed by InnovateUK. As with the LCBP and BPE projects, the IIR

research adopted the research version of TM22 and the BUS occupant survey. The assessment tools

were to be used before and after the refurbishments to test whether the technologies had improved

building performance and the perceived comfort and satisfaction of the occupants.

The IIR programme attempted to avoid the high professional oversight costs of the BPE programme by

requiring the technology suppliers to appoint a nominated evaluator to ensure that both the proposed

building and the energy efficient product were acceptable for their “energy-saving potential and

impact on the building internal environment” (DECC application guidance, July 2012). The evaluator

was therefore contracted to manage two projects involving three refurbishment projects. This

contributed one building to the EngD thesis database: the Foots Cray Depot, a local authority building

in south London selected for the application of external insulation and background mechanical

ventilation. The researcher instrumented the building before, during, and after the refurbishment. Two

BUS occupant surveys were carried out: one in 2013 and a follow-up in 2015. The combination of

contiguous environmental measurements and multiple BUS surveys offered an opportunity to

compare the physical environmental measurements of internal conditions (temperature, relative

humidity and carbon dioxide levels) against occupants’ perceptions of conditions (Appendix B).
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1.5  Problem statement

Among the many shortcomings found in building performance, the research described in Section 1.4

identified three problems that the proposed doctoral research project might help resolve:

● A lack of shared understanding among construction project partners of the component 

parts of the so-called performance gap, in terms of occupant satisfaction, comfort, and 

perceptions of health and productivity

● A lack of tools with which to express and visualise quantitative and qualitative measures of 

occupant satisfaction, from project inception through construction to occupation 

● A lack of mechanisms that enable emerging occupant satisfaction outcomes to be 

measured and compared against initial performance expectations.

Close involvement with the building performance and post-occupancy research programmes

described in Section 1.4 gave the researcher experience with the performance evaluation tools while

simultaneously contributing to their development. More crucially for the research project,

involvement in the research enabled the researcher to assemble a unique dataset of building studies,

to a known level of detail and research quality, suitable for longitudinal analysis.

All four research programmes adopted the paper version of the BUS questionnaire, whereby

researchers conduct a survey on site, speak with prospective respondents directly, and hand out and

retrieve questionnaires. Respondents can also be assured of survey confidentiality. Surveys on site

arguably reduces the incidence of respondents conferring over responses, and limits interference

from third parties or persons of authority in the employer. Some projects reported low response

rates, or used a web version of the BUS survey. Unless data quality could be assured the latter surveys

were not added to the database of possible longitudinal studies. More details on the BUS system and

an assessment of its survey questions is covered in Section 3.4.

A possible downside of the researcher’s association with the aforementioned programmes (and their

wholesale adoption of the BUS occupant survey) was that it fundamentally pre-determined the

research design and methodologies used in the doctoral research. For example, the shortcomings of

the BUS methodology – and the way it was administered historically – were inherited along with its

strengths. The BUS questionnaire itself also set the boundaries to the research: the comfort factors

that would be studied, the questions posed to office workers, the way the survey was administered,

and the type and format of the numerical and qualitative data that was generated. The research

design could not, therefore, be designed from the bottom-up, nor could it be based on knowledge

obtained purely from academic research (as detailed in Section 2). As a consequence the research

data is not claimed to be wholly original nor is all the data the sole preserve of the researcher. These

innate characteristics of the doctoral research project, and the constraints and limitations of the BUS

questionnaire, are examined in Section 3.4.2. Note that potential improvements to the BUS survey –

and considerations for any future use in longitudinal surveys – are considered in Appendix C.
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1.6 Initial research questions

Rather than form research hypotheses at the outset, pilot studies were undertaken to test exploratory

questions: is occupant satisfaction stable over time, or does it change? If the latter, can the altered

perceptions be linked reliably to physical and functional changes in the study buildings, or do occupant

scores in comfort surveys contain too much randomness? Furthermore, is respondent scoring too

heavily influenced by factors outside of the built environment (such as changes in gender balance, or

age profile, or staff turnover rates) to be of practical value? This is a form of interrupted longitudinal

research as defined by Robson (Robson, G., 1999, p.105).

The project therefore took an exploratory line of enquiry, in line with the process of inductive

reasoning suitable for a grounded theory approach to researching buildings in their real-world

context (Section 3.1). The objective was to create conditions under which research hypotheses could

emerge from the analysis of initial data, rather than fix the research hypotheses at the outset (Richie

et al, 2014 p.3). Initial activities were therefore broad in scope. They were intended to identify key

areas of interest, create a focus for further research, and to set the overall scope and the boundaries

to the work (Section 2.3.1).  The initial research questions were therefore simple, open-ended, and

largely exploratory in nature:

● Are perceptions of occupant satisfaction different between identical surveys 

applied in the same building conducted many years apart?

● Are those differences random, or is there a pattern in the response data that can be 

explained by influencing factors in the buildings?

● Can associations be made between changes in building morphology and operational

and organisational factors and occupant perceptions of comfort and satisfaction?

Implicit in the questions is a possible relationship between respondents’ responses (numerical and

free-text) and the contemporaneous physical contexts. The exploratory stage was therefore used to

check whether patterns emerged from the longitudinal numerical and qualitative occupant

satisfaction data. It follows that any deviation in occupant comfort perceptions should be accountable

by known, observed, or measured changes in morphological and physical conditions. By association,

longitudinal survey data should not exhibit random nor unexplainable numerical scores, nor should

there be movement in scores over time where there have been no discernable changes in

morphological factors, operational conditions, end uses, or occupancy demographics.

Although the POE and BPE research programmes described in Section 1.4 did much to uncover the

extent of the performance gap in occupant comfort satisfaction, and heavily motivated the researcher

to carry out research and to generate findings that may help construction professionals to deliver a

better outcomes to construction clients and the occupants of buildings, it was important to review

the available academic research literature for guidance on research topics and methodologies. It was

also vital to identify where gaps in knowledge might lie. The results of the literature review into

occupant satisfaction in buildings is presented in Section 2.
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The results of the review led to additional research questions. For example, academic research

identified the issue of occupant dissatisfaction with open-plan offices compared with that in shared

and cellular offices. The following additional questions were added to the research:

● Does occupant satisfaction decline or improve with as offices change layouts from 

cellular to open-plan offices?

● Where changes (a decline or improvement) are found in specific occupant

satisfaction variables, does this decline equate to a reduction in perceptions of

overall workplace health, comfort and productivity?  

● Do longitudinal occupant comfort perceptions in some contexts exhibit a change 

(improvement or decline) in accordance with movement in other comfort and 

satisfaction variables?

● Where environmental control is provided to the occupants, do occupants find their 

ability to control the environmental parameters thwarted by poor usability?

1.7 Thesis structure

The thesis is structured into eight main sections:

1. The purpose of the research: its motivation and rationale, the historical and 

research contexts, and the background to building performance investigations that 

have given rise to performance gaps between design intention and operational 

outcomes, both in energy and carbon dioxide emission terms, and in terms of 

occupant comfort satisfaction and various measures of wellbeing

2.  A background review of the published research literature into occupant 

satisfaction in non-domestic buildings, both academic and industrial, the latter 

mostly in the form of collaborative research between industry, its research agencies 

(e.g. BRE, BSRIA), and academia

3.  The grounded-theory design of the research project, motivated and structured in 

line with previous research activities, dictated by the availability of working 

buildings suitable for in-depth longitudinal study and the survey and statistical tools 

used to analyse them. The research methods are explained along with the practices

and procedures used to analyse the longitudinal occupant satisfaction in the four 

initial pilot studies. The primary tool used in the longitudinal research, the Building 

Use Studies (BUS) occupant satisfaction survey, is described and critiqued

4.  Longitudinal pilot studies of three office buildings followed by three further studies 

(Table 1), with analysis of spatial density, workgroups, comfort control strategies and 

the potential consequences of morphological and operational changes. The research 
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explores an emerging theme of the potential limits to satisfaction and comfort 

carrying capacity, primarily from the perception of building occupants

5.  A review of the initial research findings, with emerging issues explored in more 

detail. The results were used to refine the set of research questions and to steer a 

a second literature review to inform the topics, nature and focus of the longitudinal 

analysis of a further three buildings

6. Longitudinal analysis of a further four office buildings, using the research method 

modified in the light of findings from the pilot studies (Table 1)

7.  Analysis of the full data set of seven buildings (involving 16 surveys over a 21 year 

period). The generalisability (or otherwise) of the research outcomes are explored. 

The potential for applying the principles of carrying capacity in order to measure, 

understand and characterise occupant perceptions of comfort, satisfaction, health 

and perceived productivity are presented

8.  The overall conclusions from the case-study research are presented, and the 

major findings outlined with acknowledgement of the various limitations of the real-

world research. Recommendations for further research and development of carrying 

capacity theory are considered. 

The results of the investigations and statistical tests lead into a discussion of the merits and virtues of

longitudinal building performance analysis, and how such investigations can help understand the

long-term performance of buildings, and the factors that may either improve, maintain or lead to a

fall in occupant satisfaction. The thesis concludes by proposing a practical framework for defining the

carrying capacity of buildings from a human standpoint, with specific focus on the role of spatial and

social density in determining whether occupants feel their needs are being met.

Buildings potentially suitable for longitudinal study were identified from various sources, with their

histories, characteristics, and extent and quality of source material assembled in an Excel relational

database. This database was used to select the seven buildings for longitudinal study. A simplified list

of qualifying buildings is given in Appendix A.

Other appendices cover topics allied to, or in support of, the primary research activities, including

comparisons of occupant perceptions with physical measurements (Appendix B1.1 - 1.4), tests of the

BUS survey for validity and reliability (Appendix B2), and analysis of demographic drivers in survey

data such as age and gender (Appendix B3). In addition, suggested modifications to the BUS

methodology in the light of the research findings are given in Appendix C. A critique of the

methodology developed by the researcher to analyse respondents’ free-text comments in the BUS

questionnaire is presented in Appendix D. 
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2.0 Literature review

2.1 Strategic approach

The performance of buildings can be measured in many ways. For non-domestic buildings in

particular, performance is officially measured against regulatory requirements in terms of energy

consumption and resultant carbon dioxide emissions (H. M. Government, 2013). However,

performance can mean different things to different project stakeholders. Building owners may be

more interested in staff retention and low rates of absenteeism, whereas building operators may be

more interested in system reliability, ease of management and maintenance, and zero complaints.

Occupants of buildings may not be interested in the building itself, but more concerned with the

conditions of the internal environment and the quality of control they can exercise over it so they can

be productive (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 2001). 

Interest in the so-called performance gap in buildings has been growing as recent UK government-

funded research projects (covered in detail in Section 1.4) have identified differences between client

aspirations and the operational outcomes (Bordass, W., Cohen, R., and Field, J., 2004; Carbon Trust,

2011; Kimpian, J., Chisholm, S., and Burman, E., 2013). A performance gap is generally expressed as a

difference in energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions between that calculated and that

achieved. A gap in performance between that expected and that delivered is usually expressed in

operational energy, as it can be quantified during design and directly compared with measured

outcomes after occupation. Energy performance gaps greater than a factor of three have been found

in research of new and refurbished non-domestic buildings (Palmer, J., and Armitage, P., 2014). 

Good performance can also be compromised by unintended relationships between heating,

ventilation and cooling systems that lead to systems operating against each other with the

consequence of parasitic losses. For example, poor design and integration of solar and glare control

with electric lighting can lead to a default operating condition of “blinds down, lights on” (Bordass,

W., and Leaman, A., 1999; Bunn, R., and Raynham, P., 2018). A wide range of other performance

problems were found during InnovateUK’s Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) and Innovative

Refurbishment research programmes (Section 1.4). However, performance is not just about energy. A

performance gap can also be in the form of unmet occupant expectations. Predictions of

environmental comfort and building usability can be very different to the experience of the finished

product. Buildings may be found to be too hot, too cold, too draughty, too noisy, or suffer from a

range of dis-functionalities (Zero Carbon Hub, 2014). They may be difficult to control, or worse,

respond in unexpected ways when control is attempted (Carbon Trust CTG052, 2011).

The value of occupant surveys as a systematic method of assessing occupant perceptions of the built

environment began with the PROBE post-occupancy review project (Ruyssevelt, P., Bordass, W., &

Bunn, R., 1995). An occupant survey methodology was devised for the PROBE project based on the

Office Environment Survey (OES) developed in the early 1990s. The survey became the Building Use

Studies (BUS) survey. The BUS survey, and many others influenced by the OES, has been used

intensively by researchers around the world (Burman, E., 2015; Bluyssen A., Aries M., & van

Dommelen, P., 2011).  
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This chapter’s review of published research into occupant satisfaction was used to inform an

exploratory phase of research in the form of longitudinal pilot studies and to refine the initial

research questions (Section 1.5). A further assessment was motivated by themes that emerged from

the exploratory pilot studies (Section 6). While this literature review is split between research into

operational energy factors and research into occupant satisfaction, much recent research work in

building performance evaluation has involved concurrent study of both issues (e.g. http://building

dataexchange.org.uk). Researchers around the world have used both scientific and qualitative

research methods to understand the relationships between technical and non-technical factors and

how they combine to influence building performance outcomes (Fisk, W., J., 2000; Leaman & Bordass,

2007; Baird, G., 2011). However, longitudinal studies that combine energy consumption and occupant

satisfaction are few in comparison to the much larger separate bodies of work on each subject. The

review of the research literature therefore considers the contribution of academic research from each

area, and then brings the two strands of industry research and academic enquiry together to frame

the scope of the research project.

2.2 Energy performance research

Evidence for the persistent under-performance of buildings arguably began to emerge through the

seminal post-occupancy research carried out by the Building Performance Research Unit (BPRU) at

Strathclyde University. Founded in 1968, the BPRU investigated the performance of newly-

constructed schools and presented the results in the seminal textbook Building Performance (Markus,

T., Whyman, P., Morgan, J., Whitton, D., Maver, T., Canter, D., and Fleming, J. 1972). Interest in

undertaking building performance studies waned for the following 20 years (Bordass, W., & Leaman,

A., 2014), but re-entered the UK mainstream through two concurrent events: the founding of the

International Building Performance Evaluation (IBPE) consortium in 1995, and the PROBE series of

published post-occupancy evaluations (POE), which ran from 1995-2001 (Cohen, R., Standeven, M.,

Bordass, B., and Leaman, A., 2001).

The PROBE investigations studied energy use and occupant satisfaction, exploring the links between

energy efficiency and perceptions of occupant comfort. The PROBE research – and the subsequent

InnovateUK programmes that adopted its assessment procedures – also linked comfort in buildings to

their energy performance with respect to controls, lighting, daylighting, and issues emerging from the

adoption of advanced natural and mixed-mode types of ventilation. Twenty-three case-study

buildings were selected for their sustainable or low-energy design features that had been promoted

by their owners and the construction industry at the time of occupation, usually in the construction

press. The buildings tended to have higher ambitions for their subsequent performance and greater

attention was paid to target-setting. They were often innovative in design, adopted multiple forms of

low and zero-carbon technologies, and tended to have technically complex computerised

management and automated control systems. Despite these attributes the PROBE researchers

uncovered shortcomings in operational energy performance and occupant comfort that often

confounded the expectations of the design teams. Shortcomings tended to be most apparent in

buildings for which high energy efficiency and low carbon dioxide emissions (among other

sustainability targets) had been a key objective. Investigation revealed a range of performance

shortfalls, such as higher energy consumption compared with the design prediction, construction
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failings such as poor fabric airtightness, and problems with controls and usability. The anticipated

advantages of technically advanced and often complex systems were also often offset by difficulties in

managing the technology in practice. Over-complex controls systems often defied attempts by

occupants to control devices such motorised windows and vents. Facilities managers were frustrated

in their attempts to control and maintain central plant effectively. The discovery of under-

performance against design expectations was termed a “credibility gap” by the PROBE team (Bordass,

B., Cohen, R., and Field, J., 2004).

Subsequent building performance investigations over two decades since PROBE revealed that new

buildings tend to be more energy wasteful and difficult for occupants to control than clients are led to

expect. For example, case studies of sustainable schools and academies built in the early 2000s

revealed performance gaps in both energy performance and occupant satisfaction (Bunn, R., 2006).

While heating energy can be close to, or below, good practice benchmarks, electricity consumption in

schools can be between two and five times best practice (Pegg, I., Cripps A., Kolokotroni, M., 2007).

More recent, large-scale UK Government-funded post-occupancy research has revealed that under-

performance in terms of energy efficiency and occupant satisfaction remains a chronic problem. In

2011 the Low Carbon Buildings Performance (LCBP) research programme conducted by the Carbon

Trust analysed the performance of retail, education, offices and mixed-use residential buildings

(Carbon Trust, 2011). Researchers found poor prediction of energy use, over-complicated control

strategies, deficiencies in construction, commissioning and handover, and ineffective electricity sub-

metering. Case study outputs from InnovateUK’s four-year Building Performance Evaluations (BPE)

programme reported similar energy performance shortfalls, often between a factor of two and three

compared with design forecasts and/or performance benchmarks (Palmer, J., and Armitage, P., 2014).

In 2006, international concern over carbon dioxide emissions from the built environment led to the

Kyoto Protocol agreement. This contained the first legally-binding reductions in emissions. The

European Union enacted the Protocol’s requirements in the Directive on the Energy Performance of

Buildings (EPBD), which was implemented by EU Member States. Its requirements were embodied

within UK Building Regulations and the set of Approved Documents on energy conservation that

underpin them. The cornerstone of the Approved Documents is a whole-building energy performance

calculation method. Total carbon dioxide emissions of the regulated loads in a new building must be

no greater than a notional building which has prescribed physical characteristics (e.g. U-values) and

standardised operating conditions. Approved Document Part L of the Building Regulations was

amended to require the calculation of a building’s carbon dioxide Building Emission Rate (BER)

expressed in kilograms of carbon dioxide per square metre per annum (kgCO2/m2 per annum). The

robustness of mathematical modelling tools subsequently used by designers to meet these

regulatory requirements has long been questioned. Research by Raslan and Davies into the accuracy

of a range of commonly-used energy simulation tools highlighted considerable variability in energy-

use predictions (Raslan R., and Davies, M., 2009). Some tools displayed particular limitations when

used to model particular HVAC strategies. The end result was inconsistency between tools in

generating the pass/fail outcome for an identical building model.   

Other researchers contend that while simulation is capable of simulating energy flux in buildings to

an acceptable level of accuracy (Menezes, A., 2013), it will be dependent on the way energy
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simulation models reflect the patterns of occupation and the behaviour of the occupants. This

particularly relates to user-controlled climate-control systems such as openable windows and air

conditioning controls. Simulation software is, however, heavily reliant on deterministic rules and

simplified occupation profiles. For example, the steady-state thermal model in BS EN ISO 7730 has

long come under criticism for containing an in-built bias for over-predicting the subjective warmth of

building occupants (Humphries, M., and Nicol, F., 2002). 

It has been argued that improvements in energy performance may come from the development of a

coherent model of occupants’ internal movements, activities and behaviours, with due regard to

sensitivity to specific contexts (Robinson, D., and Haldi, F., 2012). Other specialists in energy and

environmental computer simulation have attempted to develop stochastic models of occupant

behaviour as inputs to thermal modelling programs (Brager, G. S.; Pailiaga, G.; and de Dear, R.; 2004).

However, the difficulties inherent in accurately articulating behavioural inputs in energy simulation

models was illustrated by a review of occupant-controlled natural ventilation systems (Roetzel, A.;

Tsangrassoulis, A.; Dietrich, U.; and Buschin, S.; 2010). Roetzal et al found that the behavioural

models developed by various researchers to improve the predictability of performance failed to

reflect the wider range of parameters that influence occupant decisions over ventilation, such as

window orientation, indoor air quality, furniture placement, and the outside air quality and noise

conditions. Almost all the field studies analysed by Roetzel et al observed “a large individual spread of

different occupant behaviour, even under similar circumstances”. They concluded that it might be

more useful for simulation tools to: “demonstrate the range of influence of possible ventilation

control on energy performance and comfort rather than trying to predict it precisely”. 

Allied research by Haldi and Robinson demonstrated similar difficulties in integrating occupant

presence and behaviour in dynamic simulation algorithms (Haldi, F., and Robinson, D., 2011). Haldi

and Robinson attempted to predict the effectiveness of window controls at the design stage by

simulating occupants’ relationship and interaction with them, and, by extension, the effects that

exercising that control had on a building’s predicted energy consumption and environmental

conditions. They found that facades with a greater area of openable window led to occupants’

random interactions having a greater effect on heating energy consumption than buildings with

smaller window ratios. Such randomness complicated the creation of a deterministic rule for

modelling occupant behaviour. On the observed stochastic variations, Haldi and Robinson wrote: “…

the fixed result would appear to be wholly unrepresentative of occupants’ observed behaviours”.

The variability of occupant behaviour on heating and cooling demands were also found to exceed

that arising from changes to building design variables such as larger windows or thicker insulation.

They later concluded that improvements in computer modelling may come from a coherent model

of occupants’ internal movements, activities and behaviours, with due sensitivity paid to the

characteristics of specific contexts (Robinson, D., and Haldi, F., 2012). 

The difficulties encountered with linking occupant actions to building energy performance suggests

that greater resolution in modelling may require greater knowledge of how occupants perceive their

surroundings, both in relation to their desired comfort conditions and the perceived functionality and

effectiveness of the building’s facilities, all of which combine to motivate human behaviours that may

influence energy performance. This is advanced as a further justification for the research project: that

a greater understanding of occupant comfort perceptions may emerge from a closer and more
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indepth study of occupant perceptions over time in relation to the morphological, physical and

operational conditions people in buildings believe they experience. 

2.3 Occupant comfort studies

For researchers who have long studied buildings and human perceptions of comfort, health and

productivity, the research findings from the energy simulation community is nothing new. The work

by Strathclyde University’s Building Performance Research Unit (BPRU) in the late 1960s analysed the

dynamic nature of environments, the human activities within them and the human environmental

control interfaces. The BPRU observed that occupants modify their environment in order to change

the way it affects them: “Interaction goes on constantly, and it means that it is incomplete to consider

an environment without an activity taking place within it or vice versa. This makes the research

problem particularly knotty, and leads to the use of indirect assessments or the adequacy of the

interaction such as verbal reports and observation of space at a particular point in time” (Markus, T.,

Whyman, P., Morgan, J., Whitton, D., Maver, T., Canter, D., & Fleming, J., 1972. Section 1.3.3, page 9).

Among many other observations, Markus et al noticed that the flexibility provided in a building’s

systems may not be taken advantage of in practice, as people learn to live with physical limitations

until a threshold of dissatisfaction is reached, at which point there might be an intervention to improve

conditions. Markus wrote: “It is reasonable to deduce that simple changes will be made constantly, but

anything which requires effort will left unchanged until there is enough motivation to effect a change.

The end-user therefore will subconsciously make a judgement between the amount of effort required

to intervene, and the benefit that will derive from that intervention” (Markus, T., 1972, page 109).

More recent researchers have reported this behavioural characteristic as “a hysteresis phenomenon”;

for example, the daylight illuminance levels at which occupants deploy glare control blinds was found

to be higher than the point at which they retract them (Haldi F., and Robinson, D., 2010).

The pioneering work by the BPRU presaged a large body of international research on the factors that

influence the satisfaction and well-being of people in buildings. From the 1980s onwards, research

branched off into distinct but often overlapping paths of investigation which, for the purposes of this

literature review, can be put into three (often overlapping) categories:

● Building health studies and investigations carried out in the late 1980s and 1990s typically 

to determine the causes of what some researchers coined sick building syndrome (SBS). 

●  Studies of office worker productivity. Initially conducted in North America, sponsored by 

Federal government research programmes and real estate organisations, and latterly by 

research agencies in Europe

●  Building performance studies to determine the factors that may lead to better operational 

outcomes, including occupant satisfaction. Three large-scale research projects were funded 

by the UK government between 1995 and 2015 (Section 1.4).

Each branch of study is examined below by reference to, and analysis of, relevant research papers.
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2.4 Health and productivity studies

The first major study into occupant health in office buildings was the US-wide Building Assessment

Survey Evaluation (BASE) study between 1994 and 1998 (Womble, S.E., Girman, J.R., Ronca, E.L.,

Axelrad, R., Brightman, H.S. and McCarthy, J.F., 1995). The United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) randomly sampled 100 mechanically-ventilated US office buildings. The database was

subsequently used by a large body of researchers to analyse various aspects of human satisfaction,

performance and health in buildings. The BASE study coincided with a similar study of 160 buildings,

including schools and healthcare facilities, conducted by the US National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH). Buildings were selected on the basis that occupants had requested

health-hazard investigations from NIOSH. Of the 160 buildings studied, 80 were office buildings.

Industrial hygienists used a standardised inspection form, and analysed the characteristics of the

buildings’ ventilation systems and indoor environments. Both the BASE and NIOSH studies employed

nearly identical 10-page occupant survey questionnaires.

The BASE and NIOSH datasets were analysed by a large body of researchers, most regularly those at

Helsinki University of Technology in Finland and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in

the US. LBNL analysed the environmental risk factors and work-related respiratory symptoms

reported in the NIOSH data (Mendell, M. J., Naco, G. M., Wilcox, T. G., and Sieber, W. K., 2003). The

primary finding from the multivariate analysis was a strong association between frequent, work-

related, multiple lower-respiratory symptoms in office workers, and building-related factors related to

moisture and ventilation system contamination as observed by the NIOSH industrial hygienists.

However, Mendell noticed that health investigators often focussed on reported symptoms such as

headache, fatigue, and eye irritation without recognising that such symptoms are the most commonly

reported in any building, whether categorised as ‘sick’ or not. Nonetheless, Mendell hypothesised

that the findings of the NIOSH research might represent office buildings in general.

The self-reported work-related symptoms and job and workplace characteristics of the 4326

respondents who took part in the BASE project were analysed to determine whether patterns of

reported symptoms from occupants in buildings who had complained about their environmental

conditions differed from those reported in randomly-selected buildings (Brightman, H. S., Womble, S.

E., Ronca, E. L., and Girman, J. R., 1996), (Brightman, H. S.; Milton, D. K.; Wypij, D., Burge, H. A.,

Spengler, J. D. 2008). Brightman reported that 45% of the workforce claimed that at least one health

symptom was related to the workplace, while 20% reported at least three symptoms were related to

the workplace. As with Mendell’s findings, Brightman concluded that it would be counter-productive

to categorise buildings into ‘healthy’ or ‘unhealthy’, and recommended that future study should focus

on investigations of the relationships between worker health and productivity, and the characteristics

typically found in [US] office buildings. This conclusion was helpful to the EngD researcher when

formulating the research questions, as it supported an wider, more exploratory approach to

researching occupant comfort rather than a narrower focus on health factors.

Other researchers analysing the BASE dataset found a high degree of correlation between many

environmental variables. This made it difficult to rank the environmental predictors of work-related

health conditions (Sieber, W. K., Stayner, L. T., Malkin, R., Peterson, M.R., Mendell, M. J., Wallingford

K. M. C., Wilcox, T. G., Reed, L., 1996). Moreover, the usefulness of the BASE dataset for testing causal
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relationships between environmental air quality and occupant health perceptions came under

question when the ventilation rates of the study buildings were taken into account (Persily, A. K.,

Gorfain, J., and Brunner, G., 2006). Researchers investigating the ventilation systems in the BASE

buildings found that reported fresh air rates were often around 55 litres/second (l/s) per person –

very high relative to the 10 l/s per person value specified in the (contemporaneous) ASHRAE Building

Codes. Persily et al also found that the outdoor air fractions and calculated outdoor airflows had large

measurement uncertainties. This threw doubt on the BASE study evidence with respect to the

relationship between occupant satisfaction and ventilation rate. Other potentially confounding and

compounding environmental variables were either unknown, or considered insufficiently researched.

A European Community-funded European Indoor Air Quality Audit Project (aka EC-Audit) followed a

similar research trajectory to the BASE and NIOSH investigations. The EC-Audit research studied the

relationship between building ventilation rate and both the observed and occupant-reported indoor

environmental conditions. The objective was to develop assessment procedures and guidance on

ventilation and source control, and to help optimise energy use in buildings while maintaining good

indoor air quality (Bluyssen, P. M., De Oliveira Fernandes, E., Groes, L., Clausen, G., Fanger, P. O.,

Valbjørn, O., Bernhard, C. A., and Roulet, C. A., 1996). Fifty-six office buildings of various ventilation

regimes, located across nine European countries, were studied during periods of normal occupation.

The objective was to identify sources of pollution generated by materials in the building, and to

quantify the pollution generated by the occupants. Standardised field survey methods included

physical and chemical measurements, an eight-page occupant questionnaire, and a walk-through

survey. The questionnaire had a longitudinal (termed “retrospective”) component: respondents were

asked about their present-day health symptoms and symptoms they had experienced at least once in

the preceding month. Outdoor air supply rates were measured while perceived air quality was

assessed by researchers trained to sniff and rate the indoor air quality (an “olfactory sensory panel”).

Bluyssen et al polled 6537 building users on a range of perceived health issues, for example dry and

watery eyes, stuffy noses, and headaches. Although the questionnaire used a semantic differential

7-point scale similar to that used by the BUS survey, Bluyssen et al did not report whether occupants’

written comments were obtained. From the literature it appears only numerical response data were

gathered and analysed. Furthermore, the researchers reported that smoking was allowed in more

than 80% of the buildings studied, with an average 31% of occupants classified as smokers.

Across the 56 studies the researchers found that the pollution contribution from occupants was low

compared to that generated by building materials and components in the ventilation systems. No

relation was found between chemical pollutant loads and the sensory data, nor between perceived

indoor air quality and measures of volatile organic compounds. High ventilation rate was found to

correlate with occupants’ high perceptions of indoor air quality. Of specific interest to the research

proposal was the finding that responses from the retrospective questions correlated with the

present-day perceptions, indicating a consistency of occupant perceptions over time. 

While Bluyssen et al found that ventilation rates in the study buildings were “quite high”, with an

average of 1.9 litres/s per m2 or 25 litres/s per person – well above contemporary ventilation

standards – nearly 30% of occupants (and 50% of visitors) reported unacceptable indoor air quality.

Given contemporary knowledge of the health risks from active and passive smoking, a tobacco
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variable might now be regarded as a significant confounder in any attempt to correlate self-reported

health symptoms with indoor conditions and operating characteristics of mechanical ventilation

systems in offices. The researchers concluded, somewhat obliquely, that: “meeting existing

ventilation standards is obviously no guarantee for proper indoor air quality acceptable for people”.

Researchers at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory were among the first to attempt estimates

of the total productivity gains that might result from healthier indoor environments (Fisk, W. J., and

Rosenfeld A. H., 1997). The paper – revised three years later (Fisk, W. J., 2000) – exerted strong

influence on subsequent research in the field. Fisk and Rosenfeld identified four linking characteristics

between indoor environmental quality and health and productivity: infectious disease, allergies and

asthma, sick-building health symptoms, and “direct impacts of indoor environments on worker

performance”. Fisk and Rosenfeld quoted research on the cost of respiratory sickness to US worker

productivity, citing 300 million workdays lost annually, equating to US $35 million-worth of lost work.

Fisk and Rosenfeld stated that the potential savings from increasing ventilation rates, disinfecting

supply air, reducing occupant densities, and improving ventilation filtration could reduce incidence of

sickness (and, by association, lost work) to an annual national value of US $0.64 bn.

Fisk and Rosenfeld postulated that the amount of time spent in a building should influence the

probability of disease transmission within the building. To test their hypothesis, the researchers

estimated percentages of time that occupants would likely spend in different building types (notably

schools, jails, and dwellings rather than offices) and applied a further assumption that the magnitude

of a factor’s influence on incidence of respiratory disease would vary, linearly, with time spent in

those buildings. From cited studies (again, mostly military contexts rather than commercial buildings).

Fisk and Rosenfeld calculated that improving building and ventilation characteristics could influence

the rates of respiratory disease by factor of between 1.1 and 1.3, leading to an annual economic

benefit of between US $6 – $19 billion.

Fisk and Rosenfeld examined the evidence for linkage between the quality of indoor environments

and the incidence of allergic and asthma symptoms. They found the association to be statistically

strong, particularly in damp indoor environments. Their review of the available evidence led the

researchers to conclude that there was a “strong theoretical basis for the hypothesis that the

symptoms of allergies and asthma can be substantially decreased by improving indoor

environments.” However, Fisk and Rosenfeld acknowledged they were unable to differentiate

between home and workplace indoor concentrations of allergens, and that there were relatively few

published studies of the effect of changes in building conditions on the symptoms of allergies and

asthma. Fisk and Rosenfeld were open-minded but also somewhat vague about the significance of

their partial evidence: “With the limited data available” they wrote, “it is tempting to conclude that

no estimate of potential savings is possible without additional research….the most credible estimate

of savings is clearly some number greater than zero”. 

Referencing contemporaneous research into sick building syndrome, Fisk and Rosenfeld suggested

that between 5 - 40% of workers suffered from various building-related adverse health effects, such

as runny noses, dry eyes and headaches. The researchers cited research that showed characteristics

of buildings and indoor environments that “are known or suspected to” influence symptoms, such as

the type of building ventilation system, type or existence of humidification equipment, the rate of
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outside air ventilation, the chemical and microbiological pollution in the indoor air and on indoor

surfaces, and indoor temperature and humidity. Fisk and Rosenfeld acknowledged uncertainties and

inadequacies in the available data for estimating the both the magnitude of adverse health effects as

well as the magnitude of direct improvements in productivity that might accrue from enhancing

indoor environments. They speculated that workers who are unhappy with their indoor environment

might exaggerate estimates of productivity decreases. Nevertheless, while they freely admitted that

their theoretical analysis demonstrated “considerable uncertainty…with respect to the quantitative

relationship between SBS symptoms and ventilation rates”, Fisk and Rosenfeld held on to their belief

that a lack of certainty did not invalidate their conclusions: “Estimates of this relationship” they

wrote, “is preferable to having no quantitative estimates.” In terms of the relationship between

worker-reported sick building syndrome symptoms and reported losses in productivity, Fisk and

Rosenfeld found the effects to be small. Other studies of self-assessed building-related sickness

symptoms have also reported self-assessed productivity decrements of only 3-4% (Raw, G., Roys, M.,

and Leaman A., 1990); (Nunes, F., Menzies, R., Tamblyn, R.M., Boehm, E. and Letz, R. 1993). 

A further attempt to assess relationships between productivity and health and building factors such

as ventilation rate and indoor air quality was carried out by Ole Seppänen at the Helsinki University of

Technology. In 2002, Seppänen and Fisk collaborated to synthesise research literature on the

relationship between self-assessed sickness symptoms of office workers and ventilation system types

in office buildings (Seppänen, O., and Fisk, W. J., 2002). Seppänen reviewed literature from the 1980s

onwards and found “inconsistent results” in literature linking the prevalence of the sick building

symptoms in medium to large office buildings with different systems of ventilation – natural,

mechanical and full air-conditioning. However, in their review of eleven studies in Northern Europe

and one from the USA (467 buildings in total), Seppänen and Fisk found a significant increase in

building-related sickness symptoms in buildings with air-conditioning (with or without humidification)

relative to the prevalence of symptoms in naturally-ventilated buildings. However, despite detailed

analysis, the researchers concluded that the reasons for consistent increases in symptom prevalence

remained unclear. “Multiple deficiencies in HVAC system design, construction, operation, or

maintenance may contribute to the increases in symptom prevalence, including deficiencies that lead

to pollutant emissions from HVAC systems” they wrote. Seppänen concluded that the type of HVAC

system could not directly influence health symptoms. He further concluded: “…many factors other

than ventilation system type…may influence health outcomes”. As with the BASE studies, Seppänen

found that research often failed to account for confounding factors that could undermine the

statistical associations between (self-reported) health outcomes and technical variables, such as the

type of ventilation or the ventilation rate. 

Danielsson, Chungkham, Wulff and Westerlund data-mined the Swedish Longitudinal Occupational

Survey of Health (SLOSH), a large cohort study of work environments and health, for evidence of

statistical associations between sick leave rates and office design (Danielsson, C. B., Chungkham, H. S.,

Wulff, C., and Westerlund, H., 2014). Medically-certified sickness records for 1852 workers were

matched against seven types of office (e.g. various sizes and forms of cellular, shared and open-plan) to

determine whether any of the office types had any relationship with sickness absence. Danielsson et al

discriminated between short spells of sick leave, long (medically certified) sick leave, and total number

of sick leave days. Data was gathered from paper questionnaires. The results revealed “elevated risks”

for short-term sickness among employees in the open-plan offices compared with those in cellular
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offices. The highest sickness risks were found in both small and large open-plan offices.  For medically-

certified sickness, Danielsson et al found significant differences between the genders: a higher risk of

long sick leave being found among women in large open-plan offices. Overall, the three types of

open-plan office defined by Danielsson et al performed the worst in terms of statistical relationship to

sickness rates. However, the causes for the statistical relationships were more speculative than

definitive, with the researchers unable to make causal associations beyond saying the risk of infection

was higher in close groups of people. Furthermore, the contextual architectural, environmental and

building operation factors, which might (at least partly) explain the statistical associations, were not

recorded in the SLOSH database. 

From the late 1980s, there was a trend in UK building design for more environmentally sustainable

buildings. Researchers Adrian Leaman and William Bordass analysed 177 non-domestic buildings to

determine whether the occupants of buildings with advanced forms of ventilation were more

comfortable and productive than conventional air-conditioned buildings (Leaman, A., and Bordass,

W., 2007). Occupants perceptions were obtained using data gathered using the Building Use Studies

(BUS) occupant survey system (Section 3.4). Comfort scores were ranked in order of importance.

Occupants’ ratings of self-assessed productivity at work were related to the primary environmental

variables. 

Leaman and Bordass found that while many passively ventilated or mixed-mode buildings possessed

features that occupants valued and liked, not all buildings categorised as being green by their design

features were considered by their occupants to perform well. Analysis of the BUS summary comfort

variables indicated that green-intent buildings scored better on air in summer and winter, comfort

overall, design, health, image, lighting overall, and perceived productivity. Analysis of the sub-

variables (such as noise from colleagues) showed results to be “less optimistic”. Leaman and Bordass

found that the passively-designed buildings tended to be hotter and stuffier in summer, while winter

comfort was no different to conventional buildings. Occupants of passively-designed buildings

reported more glare from sun and sky, and perceived conditions to be slightly noisier.  

When contextualising their building dataset by type of ventilation, Leaman and Bordass found

regression between perceived productivity and overall comfort to be r = >0.8 in all cases, with

correlation strongest for mixed-mode buildings in the dataset, followed (in order) by advanced

naturally-ventilated buildings, conventional naturally-ventilated buildings, and air-conditioned

buildings (Figure 2, overleaf). It can be seen that naturally ventilated buildings in the dataset had a

wider spread of comfort and perceived productivity scores than the air-conditioned buildings. The air-

conditioned buildings clustered more, which may be expected from buildings with closely-controlled

comfort conditions. Naturally-ventilated buildings displayed greater variance; this was possibly a

reflection of their free-running characteristics where outturn performance will tend to be more

dependent upon a far greater range of physical variables, for example: site, size, orientation, window

design, and building depth. The effectiveness of local environmental control systems may also pay a

role (Baker N., and Standeven, M., 1995).

The advanced naturally-ventilated buildings (i.e. buildings with motorised or computer-controlled

windows and vents) tended to have fewer comfort and productivity drawbacks compared with

conventional naturally-ventilated buildings, with a proviso that the former tended to be more recent
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and may have deteriorated less. By contrast, the sealed, air-conditioned buildings appeared to reduce

risks of poor comfort and productivity outcomes; this performance was not universal: from the

perception of the occupants some air-conditioned buildings performed as poorly as the worst

naturally-ventilated buildings. Leaman and Bordass postulated that it may be more difficult for

occupants in air-conditioned deep-plan spaces (often with long hours of operation) to balance

comfort, lighting, and noise characteristics compared with occupants in smaller buildings, who may

find it easier to reach democratic consensus on set-points, or settings of user-controlled comfort

devices such as openable windows, boost switches, and similar.

In the wake of their research, Leaman and Bordass introduced the concept of what they termed a

‘forgiveness factor’ – the degree to which building occupants are thought to more tolerant or

forgiving of conditions they encounter. Statistically, the forgiveness variable was derived from dividing

individual building mean scores for the variable ‘comfort overall’ by the average of scores for the

variables temperature in summer overall, temperature in winter overall, ventilation/air in summer

overall, ventilation/air in winter overall, lighting overall, and noise overall. Higher values implied that

occupants were more forgiving of their perceived conditions. Leaman and Bordass found that the

naturally-ventilated and mixed-mode buildings they studied tended to have higher forgiveness scores

than sealed air-conditioned buildings. They reasoned that naturally ventilated buildings either have

local means by which occupants can alleviate discomfort quickly (and demonstrably), or have

attentive building management, and/or well-controlled devices that reduce discomfort problems.

Leaman and Bordass suspected that the clarity with which design intent in new buildings is

communicated to occupiers (not only by building designers, but also by the control devices) is a vital

component of occupant satisfaction. 

The findings of Leaman and Bordass chimed with earlier research from the European PASCOOL

project (Baker, N., and Standeven, M., 1996). The PASCOOL researchers concluded that passive

Figure 2: Perceived comfort overall against

perceived productivity in 177 UK buildings studied

using the BUS occupant survey. Buildings are

categorised by ventilation type. NV: Naturally

ventilated; ANV: Advanced naturally-ventilated;

MM: Mixed-mode (hybrid) ventilation; AC: Air-

conditioned. 

NV buildings have a wider spread than MM, ANV

and AC buildings which cluster more. NV buildings

exhibit a wider range of performances from the

perceptions of end-users. AC buildings appeared to

give greater certainty of acceptable comfort and

perceived productivity outcomes where done well.

NV may be worse than air-conditioning where it is

done badly. Source: Adrian Leaman, Building Use

Studies.
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features that are able to limit extremes of thermal conditions, and with features that are legible to

the occupants, will tend to perform better in terms of thermal satisfaction. More recent research also

support the contention that availability of environmental control will determine comfort perceptions.

For example, Brager et al contended that occupants of naturally ventilated buildings tend to be

comfortable over a wider range of indoor conditions (Brager, G. S., Zhang, H., and Arens, E., 2015).

They concluded that this was a result of “occupants having a greater degree of personal control over

their thermal environment...and becoming more accustomed to variable conditions”.

In their conclusions, Leaman and Bordass believed it is vital that future researchers back up their

statistical descriptions with detailed accounts of building context in order to obtain a deeper

understanding of occupant satisfaction. They argued that individual circumstances should be

explained as clearly as possible “so that rounded conclusions are obtained”.  This particular

conclusion was noted when designing the research methodology for the EngD project.

2.5 The role of local context

Research work that explored the role of contextual features in the satisfaction of occupants with

building environments was sought in the academic literature. Occupant satisfaction data from the

European Health Optimisation protocol for energy-efficient buildings project (HOPE) were analysed to

determine the relationships between social and personal factors and perceived health and comfort

and perceived comfort (Cox, C., 2005). The HOPE project involved investigation of 164 buildings (69

offices and 95 apartments) using checklists, interviews and self-administered occupant

questionnaires covering perceived health and comfort. The questionnaire was based on the Office

Environment Survey (OES), the immediate forerunner of the BUS survey (Section 2.6). The aim of the

study was to obtain a better understanding of the relationships between social and personal factors

and how they influence perceived health and comfort. The authors ran HOPE data through Principal

Component Analysis. Four variables (lighting, noise, temperature and indoor air quality) explained

64.9% of variance for the summer season and 59.6% for the winter season. The authors found that

the degree of personal control over environment was a significant comfort variable: personal control-

related items explained 54.5% of the variance in comfort responses. The highest correlation for the

personal control variables was found to be control of temperature and control of ventilation.  

Subsequent research investigated whether providing people with the means to control their indoor

environment could improve satisfaction with thermal, visual and air quality variables. In a review of

the research literature on the benefits of local user control of environmental systems, Frontczak and

Wargocki reported that providing such control could improve thermal and visual comfort and overall

satisfaction with indoor environmental quality (Frontczak, M., and Wargocki P., 2011). However, the

researchers added that local context seemed to matter: “Control solutions may be different in naturally

ventilated and air-conditioned buildings, and should always be made on a case-by-case basis”. 

The findings of Frontczak and Wargocki were consistent with research outputs from the Carbon

Trust’s Low Carbon Building Performance programme (Carbon Trust, 2011): that controls need to be

appropriately specified, designed, procured and installed. Frontczak and Wargocki’s findings also chime

with findings by Leaman and Bordass who had listed local control of environment as a “killer variable”:
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“Buildings, especially offices, tend to work best for occupants when there are plenty of opportunities

for changing things should conditions deteriorate,” (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 2017). 

Baird, Leaman and Thompson used data from the Building Use Studies (BUS) survey (section 2.6) to

understand more about user’s perceptions of the indoor environment (Baird, G., Leaman, A., and

Thompson, J., 2012). They analysed 45 comfort factors related to the operational, environmental,

personal control and satisfaction aspects of 31 buildings (selected on the basis of high sustainability

credentials) compared with the results of 109 conventional commercial and institutional buildings.

Baird et al found that buildings with sustainable features did not universally perform better on the

temperature and air quality variables. For example, buildings tended to be perceived by their

occupants to be colder in winter and as hot in summer compared with the more conventional

buildings. Perceptiond of ‘lighting overall’ was significantly worse. Glare from sun and sky was similar

for both sets of buildings. Noise was marginally better in the sustainable buildings but not statistically

significant. Health and perceived productivity scores were much higher for the sustainable buildings.

As with the PASCOOL findings, a perceived lack of environmental control – the level and quality

thereof – was an issue in all buildings irrespective of their age, design, or condition. The researchers

were unsure whether a lack of local control equated to a performance failing: they reported that

control exercised by proactive facilities managers might be as good (or possibly better) than control

exercised by occupants.

Researchers O’Brien and Gunay investigated the contextual factors in office buildings thought to

contribute to occupants’ comfort (O’Brien, W., and Gunay, B., 2014). The researchers hypothesised

that existing models of occupant behaviour tend to focus on too few environmental variables. They

proposed a modelling framework whereby a broader definition of occupant satisfaction could be

used to inform building design. The researchers suggested factors such as availability of personal

control, occupancy patterns, social constraints, the complexity and transparency of automation

systems, interior design, and the communication of environmental and economic performance to

building occupants should be included in such a framework. The authors even proposed the creation

of a “central standard database” of the environmental variables, occupant responses, and contextual

factors so that future designers could “confidently account” for occupant behaviour. O’Brien and

Gunay suggested that a modelling framework could cover the following contextual factors:

● The number of occupants in a space (i.e. occupant density)

●  Acoustics (noise) factors 

●  Availability of occupant-controlled adaptive systems and the ease of using controls 

●  Period of occupancy (notably occupant arrival, a period of occupancy, and then 

departure) 

●  The presence of mechanical/electrical systems.

O’Brien and Gunay believed a context-sensitive system that included these factors could form the

basis of a modelling framework for occupant behaviour that could be used in building performance
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simulation. However, as has already been reported in the work by Haldi and Robinson, attempts to

incorporate user behaviour in algorithms to support the computer simulation of energy consumption

have hitherto been unsuccessful (Haldi, F., and Robinson D., 2011). Nonetheless,O’Brien and Gunay

postulated that systematic reporting of occupant behaviour could lead to a better understanding of

the key contextual factors that could be generalisable, possibly in the form of drop-down list of

options in a building simulation tool.

O’Brien and Gunay’s review ended on a note of direct relevance to the proposed research project:

“Designers must understand the guiding principles of occupant decision-making processes and look

to successful case studies rather than assuming that occupants will behave as designers hope.”

2.6  A review of the BUS Methodology 

The Building Use Studies occupant survey system (BUS for short) has been used by building

researchers since the late 1980’s. The survey, and its progenitor the Office Environment Survey

influenced the occupant survey tools used in the aforementioned HOPE and PASCOOL studies. This

section provides a brief history of the BUS survey and its literature sources. Further details on the

survey’s role and application in the research project are provided in Section 3.4.

The BUS survey is a self-completion questionnaire designed to obtain perceptions of satisfaction and

comfort from adult occupants of non-domestic buildings. Its forerunner, the Office Environmental

Survey (OES) was developed in the 1980s by Dr Sherwood Burge, consultant physician at Solihull

Hospital and Dr Alan Hedge in the Applied Psychology Division at Aston University. The OES was

designed to be self-administered in order to elicit respondents’ views of sick building syndrome

symptoms. The results were analysed alongside physician diagnosis and clinical opinion. While the

OES asked specific questions symptoms of ill health, such as lethargy, stuffy nose and incidence of

headaches, the survey also included a set of questions on perceptions of temperature and air quality

in summer and winter, along with questions on lighting and noise, ventilation and lighting. The survey

used 7-point semantic differential scales. 

Between 1987 and 1995 the OES questionnaire was applied in a national study of comfort and health

in buildings. The fieldwork involved polling the perceptions of 4373 office workers in 46 buildings.

Results were published in The Office Environment Survey: a Study of Building Sickness (Burge, P. S.,

Hedge, A., Wilson, S.,Harris-Bass, j., & Robertson, A. S., 1987). The OES survey was applied on a

further six buildings. A stratified random sample of 160 workers in the buildings was selected and a

self-completion questionnaire issued. Physicians made independent diagnoses. The research

revealed that the average number of work-related symptoms per worker showed  “good agreement”

between the two research methods. The self-administered questionnaire was found to produce a

higher prevalence of work-related flu-like symptoms, which, in the opinion of the medical specialists,

were often regarded as being due to infections. In individuals, work-related symptoms on the

self-administered questionnaire were validated by the medical opinion in over 75% of cases for eye

and throat symptoms, lethargy and headache (Burge, P. S., Robertson, A. S. and Hedge, A., 1991).

Working within the research company Building Use Studies Ltd, (with principals Sheena Wilson and
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Jon Harris-Bass), Burge and Hedge developed the OES survey into an open-source version for the

Royal Society of Health. Their work heavily influenced the European Indoor Air Quality audit

questionnaire (Blyussen, M., Fernandes, E.D.E.O., Groes, L., and Clausen, G., 1996), and was used in

the Health Optimisation Protocol for Energy-efficient buildings (HOPE) project (Cox, C., 2005). 

In 1995, the OES was modified for use in the Post-occupancy Review of Buildings and their

Engineering (PROBE) series of building investigations run by Building Services Journal, the official

magazine of the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (Ruyssevelt, R., Bordass W., &

Bunn R., 1995). The PROBE version of the OES was blended with surveys developed by Adrian Leaman

of Building Use Studies and Gary Raw of the BRE (the latter for use under guidelines issued by the

Health and Safety Executive for the determination of sick building syndrome). Elements of a more

wide-ranging questionnaire, developed at the former University of Manchester Institute of Science

and Technology (UMIST), were also incorporated. The first PROBE surveys used the original OES

survey, albeit stripped down and simplified to focus on built environment factors. The survey was

thereby reduced in size from 16 pages to three for more rapid application.

The OES used an ordinal seven-point semantic differential scale on which survey respondents

variously rated their satisfaction or level of comfort for 68 questions, including sub-topics for

variables such as noise and lighting (e.g. daylight and glare). Scale labels were dependent on the

comfort criterion. For example, for the variable ‘temperature in winter’, the scale ran from 1:

‘Comfortable’ to 7: ‘Uncomfortable’, while the variable ‘air quality in winter’ scale ran from 1: ‘Fresh’

to 7: ‘Stuffy’.  The subsequent stripped-down, OES-derived version of the survey, applied in the early

PROBE surveys, adopted the same scale directions of the original OES. Later surveys from around

1997 onwards used reversed scales so that 1 was a poor score and 7 a positive score. i.e. a score of 1

became ‘Uncomfortable’ or ‘Unsatisfactory’, while 7 was ‘Comfortable’ or ‘Satisfactory’. This change

was consistent with advice given by many experts in survey design, such as de Vaus, who advises

allocating low numerical codes to categories that indicate a low quantity of a variable (or value), and

high codes to categories indicating a high quantity (de Vaus, D., 2002, p.59).

Many BUS surveys conducted after the end of the PROBE project in 2001 had additional questions to

suit the specific interests of a surveyor or building owner. For example, the 2006 BUS survey of

Ashburton Court (refurbished and renamed Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East – QE2CE, Section 6.4) had

additional questions on happiness, morale, privacy, and collaboration. As these questions were

unique to that one survey, they were not included in this longitudinal research project. 

The measure of a questionnaire’s quality rests in its reliability (i.e. the consistency in which survey

respondents give the same response of different occasions), the validity of its questions (i.e. whether

a question is measuring the concept it is believed to address),  its replicability over time and its ability

to duplicate a set of results in an identical study, assuming no changes to prevailing conditions (de

Vaus, D., 2002).  The OES and BUS occupant surveys have been subjected to three published tests for

validity and reliability, all of which have reported good or excellent reliability.  Two of these tests were

conducted on the OES version of the survey, which shares many identical questions with the BUS

survey, particularly the seasonal thermal and air quality questions (Wilson, S.; and Hedge, A.; 1987),

(Raw, G. J.; Coward, S. K. D.; Aizlewood, C. E.; Rathouse, K.; and Wilde, D. J.; 2002). An indepth

assessment of the reliability of the BUS questionaire was published in 2017 (Parkinson, A. T.; Reid, R.;
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McKerrow, H.; and Wright, D.; 2017).  Details of the tests for reliability and validity, along with the

results, are presented in detail in Appendix B2. A full appraisal of the BUS survey as a longitudinal

tool, in the wake of the research project, is presented in Appendix C.

2.7 Longitudinal occupant studies

The research literature was searched for longitudinal surveys of buildings where comfort and

functionality factors had been studied over time in order to determine the sensitivity of human

comfort perceptions to morphological and operational conditions. The researcher found

comparatively few longitudinal building case studies compared with the vastly larger body of research

into thermal comfort and health. Of the relevant longitudinal studies found, many were conducted

over a short timeframe, such as over a period of an office move or a refurbishment. 

A longitudinal comparison of the performance of traditional (cellular) office design and open-plan

offices found that open offices were “negatively related” to workforce satisfaction (Brennan, A., Chugh,

J. S., and Kline, T., 2002).  The data-gathering process involved confidential self-completion surveys

distributed to 80 persons. A 26% completion rate was achieved for all three surveys. Brennan et al

polled occupants’ perceptions at three points in time: prior to an office move, four weeks after the

move, and six months later. Employees were surveyed for their satisfaction with the physical

environment, their perceptions of stress in the office, satisfaction with co-workers, and perceptions of

how their productivity is influenced by the office environment. Physical stressors covered included

satisfaction with lighting, ventilation and thermal conditions, and noise in the workplace.

Although the strength of the findings were limited by the tiny response sample (21 persons), the

results indicated a fall in satisfaction for all measures (with the exception of office protocols)

immediately after the move and six months later. Not only was there no evidence of long-term

workforce adaptation to conditions, after six months the respondents had reported increased

discomfort with disturbances and distractions in the open office. Although the research findings were

useful for guiding the author’s research project, the power of the conclusions was reduced by the low

response rate. Furthermore, the questionnaire design comprised leading questions that may have

introduced bias in the answers (de Vaus, 2004; page 98).

Brager, Paliaga and de Dear conducted a field study of office occupants’ satisfaction with different

levels of window control in a naturally-ventilated building (Brager, G. S., Paliaga, G., and de Dear, R.,

2004). The research had a longitudinal aspect in that the methodology consisted of two-week periods

of study in the heating and cooling seasons. Physical measurements were taken of environmental

conditions around the building and at individual workstations, while 38 respondents were surveyed

repetitively several times a day using a web-based survey tool in order to get instantaneous feedback

on comfort perceptions. Brager et al found that occupants who had more control over their thermal

conditions, particularly an openable window, maintained their satisfaction with higher summer

temperatures more than those with low or negligible levels of control.  Air speed through the

windows did not seem to be a limiting factor, as the increased tolerance was achieved at air flows  at

mean infiltration rates of 0.09 m3/s. In line with the findings of Bordass and Leaman, Brager et al

concluded that people with greater access to control may not only be more tolerant of warmer
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conditions but may prefer them. They also concluded that the role of air movement is “significant”,

and strongly related to thermal sensation. Brager, Zhang and Arens revisited the topic of occupant

control over environment conditions, concluding that occupants become more tolerant of variable

conditions “that closely reflect the natural rhythms of outdoor climate patterns” (Brager, G. S., Zhang,

H., and Arens, E., 2015).

Leaman and Bordass speculated that democratic consensus on the position of windows and vents can

be reached more easily with workgroups smaller than five people in shared offices, whereas

agreement is more difficult to reach in larger workgroups typical of open-plan offices. They also

reported that perceptions of productivity can be higher for smaller and more integrated workgroups

in cellular offices or in “clusters within an open-plan space” (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 2017). 

The relationship between type of office and sickness absence was studied in a longitudinal survey by

Pejtersen et al. The research involved a national survey in Denmark of 2404 employees working in

shared and open-plan office buildings (Pejtersen, J. H., Feveile H., Christensen, K. B., and Burr, H.,

2011). Occupant surveys were carried out to determine the relationship between different types of

offices (single-person cellular, offices shared by up to six occupants, and open-plan offices with more

than six workers) and self-reported sickness and absence days. Pejtersen et al found that workers in

open-plan offices that housed more than six people reported 62% more sickness absence than single

occupants of cellular offices. The research team admitted that reliance on self-reported sickness

absence was a weakness of their research method (along with various types of bias operating on the

data). They nevertheless concluded that employees and employers alike “pay a high price for the

benefits of open-plan offices in terms of sickness absence and loss of productivity.”

A similar longitudinal study investigated perceived health, work environment and perceived

productivity of workers who had moved from “private” (cellular) offices to open-plan offices.

(Bergström, J., Miller, M., and Horneij, E., 2015). Using self-completion questionnaires, the

researchers reported that respondents’ perceived health had declined at three months and 12

months after the move. Perceptions of work environment quality, and perceived performance at

work, were reported to have fallen “significantly”. Consistent with the findings of Pejtersen et al, the

researchers found that employees said they performed less well in open-plan offices compared with

their colleagues in private offices. 

2.8 Implications for the applied research project

The review of academic research into occupant health, productivity and comfort in non-domestic

buildings helped to identify gaps and opportunities in the research field and to refine the outline

research questions posed in Section 1.6. Historically, it was evident from the published literature that

occupant satisfaction research has tended to explore occupant comfort variables at a whole building

level using large, amorphous, non-context rich building datasets. Such datasets (e.g. BASE, NIOSH)

were often simply categorised by building type (i.e. offices or jails) or by ventilation type (i.e. air

conditioned/naturally ventilated, or green/ conventional) rather than by their individual contextual

characteristics. Historical research also tended to focus heavily on health and productivity rather than

a wider range of comfort and satisfaction variables.
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Research findings from the large scale BASE, NIOSH and HOPE projects helped set some boundaries

to the proposed research project. Even with 160 buildings and 4326 respondents, the BASE project

illustrated that it was not possible to link health symptoms with health perceptions. Academic

analysis of sick building syndrome research has also suggested that researchers have not been able to

link self-reported incidence of health symptoms reliably to the morphological features of buildings

and the specifics of the ventilation systems in buildings (Seppänen, O., and Fisk, W. J., 2002).  On the

basis of Seppänen and Fisk’s assessment of sick building research, the researcher opted not to

incorporate the prevalence of self-reported sickness symptoms in the research design. The BUS

question on the perception of health conditions was, however, retained for symmetry with the earlier

BUS surveys. Retention also enabled checks on whether respondent scores for perceived health

change when their perceptions of other comfort variables change.

Seppänen found that previous research often failed to account for confounding factors that could

undermine the statistical associations between (self-reported) health outcomes and technical

variables such as type of ventilation or ventilation rate. This conclusion was also helpful to the

doctoral research design: it justified analysis of a wider set of independent and dependent comfort

factors than simply ventilation system and self-reported health.

Analysis of the EC-Audit research by Bluyssen et al found that responses from retrospective

questions correlated with present-day perceptions, indicating a consistency of occupant perception

over time (Bluyssen, P. M., De Oliveira Fernandes, E., Groes, L., Clausen, G., Fanger, P. O., Valbjørn, O.,

Bernhard, C. A. and Roulet, C. A, 1996). This supported a research design based on longitudinal case

studies. Similarly, the findings by Danielsson et al and Bergström et al, of increased dissatisfaction

among employees in the open-plan offices compared with those in cellular offices, suggests to the

researcher that the longitudinal analysis should attempt to determine whether occupants report

different comfort perceptions for types of office space (Danielsson, C.B., Chungkham, H. S., Wulff, C.,

and Westerlund, H., 2014); (Bergström, J., Miller, M., and Horneij, E., 2015). It was also concluded

that the researcher’s pilot studies needed to test whether changes in satisfaction over time may be

linked to changes in office layouts.   

It was also clear from the literature review of longitudinal occupant surveys that the most reliable

research outcomes tended to stem from a trustworthy database of occupant satisfaction survey

scores, drawn wholly from buildings where the physical and environmental contexts were well-known

and recorded. Although the published literature suggested that low response rates can reduce the

power of conclusions that could be reached, research based on large response samples enabled

statistical analysis to be undertaken with greater confidence. Furthermore, high response rates give

greater confidence that sample sizes would be more representative of whole building populations,

and enable disaggregation of data sets by various parameters, such as age, gender, location in space,

space type (e.g. cellular and open-plan offices). This became an objective in the doctoral research

project. The literature review therefore suggested that a need exists for research that combines two

desirable characteristics:

1. A database of buildings large enough to represent a chosen typology (e.g. offices, 

schools) with sample sizes large enough to generate normal distributions for 

parametric or non-parametric statistical analysis
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2. A richness of contextual detail at a building and zonal level to enable analysis and 

comparison of occupant responses, disaggregated by selected contextual factors. 

It was also judged that the proposed research project would benefit from a contextual framework of

the type suggested by O’Brien and Gunay, whereby occupant comfort perceptions (the dependent

variables) could be mapped against a study building’s physical and operational (independent)

variables (e.g. core morphological and environmental features). Bordass and Leaman also

recommended that future researchers back up their statistical descriptions with detailed accounts of

building context (Bordass, W., and Leaman A, 2007).  

The research literature suggested that context definitions for occupied spaces in buildings could

provide a common platform for more insightful analysis of occupant survey data. It is thought that

such a framework might also meet the needs of Soft Landings and Government Soft Landings projects

where occupant satisfaction outcomes are required to be assessed against the client requirements,

and any comfort targets set at the design stage (Bateson, A., 2015). This led the researcher to develop

a model for defining context known as context nesting (i.e. local spatial contexts within larger spatial

contexts) so that case study buildings could be analysed separately but findings could be generalised

where relevant and appropriate, and where the context nest data was similar enough to enable

comparisons. It is important to note that the quality and resolution of contextual detail differed

between case-study buildings, particularly where dimensions varied a great deal (e.g. ceiling heights)

or where data was partial or questionable, e.g. utilisation (Section 3.3).  

It was clear from attempts to translate human behaviour into algorithms for energy simulation

modelling that it would be unlikely for the research project to be able to generate absolute or even

generalisable outcomes from the case-study based longitudinal analysis of occupant satisfaction

(Haldi, F.; and Robinson, D.; 2011). Previous researchers had found that, even with the a simple

mechanism like operation of glare control blinds, the range of human behaviours was greater and

more complex that could be reasonably distilled into a rule-based algorithm (Haldi, F.; and Robinson,

D.; 2012). It was also suspected that not every independent variable likely to exert influence on

comfort perceptions would be identifiable or recorded over time. Furthermore, as other researchers

had found, long-term and detailed records of system management decisions were rarely available and

not usually contiguous. Energy data, for example, were often difficult to obtain because energy

consumption was not known in detail (Bluyssen et al, 1996). It was therefore decided not to attempt

to associate occupants’ longitudinal comfort perceptions with building operational parameters over

the intervening periods between occupant surveys, unless such data was freely available and of a

known provenance. This proved possible for one building in the researcher’s case study dataset: the

Foots Cray Depot. The results of the subsequent analysis are reported in Appendix B1.1.

Much previous research has identified user control in buildings as a key component of occupant

satisfaction (Baker, N., and Standeven, M., 1996); (Leaman, A, and Bordass, W., 2007); (Bluyssen A.,

Aries M., and van Dommelen, P., 2010); (Frontczak, M., and Wargocki P,. 2011). Cox found that

personal control-related items explained 54.5% of the variance in comfort responses, with the highest

correlation found to be control of temperature and control of ventilation (Cox, C., 2005). The work by

Brager at al demonstrated that control over temperature and air movement may be vital for greater

occupant satisfaction (Brager, G.S.; Paliaga, G.; and de Dear, R.; 2004). Their longitudinal study
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suggested that comfort may be greater by window seats compared with non-window seats, even

where airflows through the window are very low. It is thought the proposed longitudinal pilot studies

could check this evidence, especially where comfort perceptions in single person and shared cellular

offices could be compared against open-plan offices. 

Although the literature review identified environmental control as a key component of occupant

satisfaction, it was notable that no data was available on users’ perception of the usability of those

controls. It was thought the concept of controls usability could be tested in the pilot studies to

determine whether satisfaction is a function of usability as much as it is about control provision. This

prompted the creation of a controls usability question in the BUS questionnaire (Section 3.4.3).

The small number of longitudinal surveys reported in the research literature hint at the possibilities

for a greater understanding about the tolerance and resilience of building occupants towards their

internal environments, particularly in office-type buildings. There appears to be scope for identifying

the relative thresholds for discomfort and perceptions of health and productivity. Some researchers

claim to have found comfort, productivity and health differences, both over time and between

different types of office space, i.e. in open-plan versus cellular. This was considered a potentially

fruitful area for longitudinal research to determine whether occupant satisfaction changes as a

building’s office typology changes. The research project was therefore structured to enable a

comparison of the longitudinal comfort perceptions of workers in open-plan offices with those in

cellular and shared accommodation (where population sample sizes allowed).

2.9 Refined research questions  

The outcome of twenty years of government-funded collaborative research into building

performance, with which the researcher was directly and indirectly involved, led to the initial

research questions: 

● Are perceptions of occupant satisfaction different between identical surveys 

applied in the same building conducted many years apart?  

● Are those differences random, or is there a pattern in the response data that can 

be explained by influencing factors in the buildings?

● Can associations be made between changes in building morphology and 

operational and organisational factors, and occupant perceptions of comfort and 

satisfaction?

The review of the academic literature did not require changes in the initial questions, but did inform

additional questions. For example, research had identified occupant dissatisfaction with open-plan

offices compared with shared and cellular offices. Additional questions that arose were:

● Does occupant satisfaction decline or improve with a change from cellular to open-

plan offices? 
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● Where changes (a decline or improvement) are found in specific occupant 

satisfaction variables, does this decline equate to a reduction in perceptions of 

overall workplace health, comfort and productivity? Furthermore, given that the BUS 

survey asks occupants whether the facilities in the building overall meets their needs,

do the longitudinal scores also exhibit a change (decline or improvement) in 

sympathy with changes in other scores? 

● Where environmental control is provided to the occupants, do occupants find their

ability to control the environmental parameters thwarted by poor usability?

● Do occupants with window seats in the pilot study buildings express greater 

satisfaction with conditions than those without a window seat? 

It was also decided to use the pilot studies to determine whether changes in demographics

(specifically higher occupant numbers or shifts in gender balance) may be responsible for statistical

movement found in satisfaction scores; more specifically whether a greater percentage of females in

window seats, or a greater percentage in open-plan as opposed to cellular or shared accommodation,

might affect statistical changes in satisfaction with comfort and functional variables, and possibly

perceptions of productivity and health.  

It was necessary to define a working definition of what constituted a longitudinal study for the pilot

research (and the extended case studies reported in Section 6). The definition of ‘longitudinal’

therefore adopted by the researcher was:

● Studies of complete buildings, including individual tenancies, measured at 

successive points in time using the same tools of assessment, applied in the same 

way. The longitudinal studies will comprise at least two studies, performed at least 

two years apart to allow for physical or operational changes to have occurred, and 

indeterminate periods of greater than two years in order to capture morphological 

changes such as refurbishment or internal remodelling. Longitudinal studies involving

three or more surveys will be preferred in order for trends to be plotted.

In the event, all longitudinal gaps were greater than two years, with five to ten years being the norm.

In one case a 21 year gap occurred between BUS surveys (Tanfield House, Section 6.3).
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3.0 Research methodology 

3.1 Outline research methodology

The epistemological approach involved long-term occupant surveys in which the comfort perceptions

of building occupants in seven buildings – six office buildings and one academy – were studied at

intervals of between two and 21 years in their everyday mode of operation. The research involved 16

occupant surveys (excluding separable tenancies) involving over 2300 individual responses. Each

building’s morphology, physical state, occupational profile, and operating strategy were recorded and

used as the basis of comparison with the occupant comfort perceptions. Hence the occupants were

the primary longitudinal measurement and reporting instruments, and thereby treated as the

ultimate judges of the environmental and functional conditions they believed they experienced.

The research described in the thesis adopted a form of triangulated grounded theory: a technique

that enables latent patterns and structures to be identified through observation of the real world

contexts, with data and intelligence-gathering though a mixed-methods research process. The approach

triangulated quantitative (measured data and numerical comfort scores) with qualitative observations by

the researcher and free-text feedback from occupants.

Ontologically, the research design attempted to retain the complexity and uniqueness of each

building under study while using the findings to identify themes across the buildings that might be

generalisable. However, in order to perform such contextually-rich, case study-based research, the

epistemological approach could not be wholly inductive. It was inevitably influenced by the

researcher’s previous experience of measuring building performance, as well as research conducted

by others. Moreover, what Blaikie termed a retro-ductive approach to study was adopted, whereby

explanations were sought for patterns in data, along with identification of mechanisms and structures

that may have been responsible for the comfort perceptions (Blaikie, N. 2007). 

Figure 3 shows the initial structure of the research project. This evolved during the research. The

Figure 3: The initial structure of the research project.
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methodological design was informed by the initial literature review and determined by the use of the

BUS occupant survey methodology and associated database which made the longitudinal research

possible. The research design was also informed by a theory of context (or set of context definitions)

which were applied to all buildings and spaces under study. This ensured consistency of comparison of

occupant survey responses with the building morphologies, and their internal physical and operational

characteristics. Pilot studies were conducted to test the research design, the outcomes of which were

used to modify the research process. The findings from the pilot studies also motivated and influenced

a second, more specific analysis of research literature covering topics that emerged.

3.2 Grounded theory approach

Inspiration for the research design was drawn from two specific texts: Real World Research (Robson,

C., 2011), which tackles the factors involved in undertaking applied research in working environments

(rather than in laboratory or purely theoretical contexts), and Qualitative Research Practice (Ritchie,

J., Lewis, J., Nicholls, C. M., and Ormston, R., 2014). While the latter textbook is aimed at social

science researchers, many of its principles were found to be highly relevant to the study of occupant

satisfaction in built environment contexts. 

Real World Research tackles the issue of setting a research question that is not purely deductive but

which stems from an appreciation of the complexities of real-world situations rather than the neat

and orderly structure of a theoretical viewpoint. Robson therefore characterises real-world enquiry as

being an emphasis on solving problems rather than simply the pursuit of knowledge, and a focus on

predicting effects rather than just identifying causes. He champions the use of both quantitative and

qualitative approaches to data gathering within a mixed-methods approach to real-world research.

Robustness of research results is also posited to be more important than just assessing the statistical

significance between variables. Consistency between studies is stressed in order to improve the

power of conclusions. Tellingly, given that much academic and industrial research is defined by time

and budget constraints, Robson highlights the importance of “taking as long as the problem needs

and as much finance as the problem needs”. Robson cites Campbell et al in suggesting that the

process for selecting research questions is often “non-linear and involving considerable uncertainty

and intuition”. He asserts that research that starts with mechanistic thinking “may be clean and tidy

but it unlikely to be of any significance”, whereas something poorly understood but which is well-

defined, logical and rational “could well be of value” (Campbell, J. T., Daft, R. L., and Hulin, C. L.,

1982). Robson acknowledges that much real-world research is often experimental in nature but

nonetheless stresses that rigour “in all aspects of enquiry” is required to achieve believability and

trustworthiness in the research report (Robson, C., 2011, p.9). 

Similarly, in Qualitative Research Practice, Ritchie et al recommend devising a research hypothesis

from the analysis of initial data, rather than starting out with a definitive hypothesis at the outset

(Ritchie et al, 2014 p.3). Like Robson, the authors recommend clarity in the researcher’s

epistemological approach (the way of knowing things), and the ontological standpoint (the nature of

a reality that research is attempting to capture). For the research project, this meant that the

methodology for obtaining human comfort perceptions needed to be well-reasoned, clear and

transparent in all aspects of the enquiry. It also demanded awareness of the strengths and
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weaknesses of the BUS survey’s questions, and for that understanding to made clear in the thesis. It

also placed a requirement on the researcher to manage and analyse the BUS data appropriately so

that there could be confidence in the results and any conclusions reached. It also demanded a

thorough understanding of the context in which the research had been conducted (Section 3.3)

Ontologically, the researcher needed to be aware that reality as perceived by people and reality as

recorded by other means might not necessarily be the same. Self-reported perceptions of comfort, as

recorded via an occupant survey, offer one version of reality. This may conflict with another version of

reality, for example derived from empirical measures such as environmental instrumentation. Ritchie

et al therefore suggest that perceptions of reality be treated as possessing a given “depth of realism”.

Extending this thinking to the research topic, it is considered that a depth of realism may vary

depending on the topics of survey questions and respondents’ understanding of their comfort in

relation to the physical context. This, it was considered, required clarity and simplicity in the survey

questions and subsequent data analysis rather than statistical abstruseness or complication. It also

required a good understanding of context and a grasp of the independent and confounding variables.

Furthermore, in the absence of a real-world contextual framework (actual or theoretical), it was

recognised that statistical analysis may demand more from human response data than it might be

reasonably be expected to deliver. For example, recent researchers working in the field of occupant

satisfaction have applied complex statistical algorithms to occupant’s numerical scores without taking

into account real-world dependent variables (Parkinson, A., Reid, R., McKerrow, H., and Wright D.,

2017). While statistical analysis of respondents’ scores may be able to demonstrate dependencies or

relationships between two or more survey questions (e.g. between scores for noise and perceived

productivity), it may not offer much insight as to the factors driving occupant comfort perceptions

unless the physical context(s) influencing the scores have been identified and subsequently analysed

against those scores for any contextual relationships and dependencies. 

Taking Ritchie’s depth of realism one stage further, it is axiomatic that research questions posed to

building occupants need to be realistically answerable. Office workers may not be particularly

interested in their physical surroundings let alone be experts in how it affects their perceived

comfort. Such people might be reasonably expected to report whether they are too hot or too cold,

but less able to link their perception of thermal comfort with various built environment factors. A

depth of reality that people may have, for example, about causes of excessive noise in the workplace,

and their understanding of how co-workers might contribute to that noise, may be too shallow for

abstract statistical analysis. For example, occupants may struggle to understand and convey how

noise affects their sense of wellbeing or health, particularly when analysed independent of other

lifestyle factors, such as any underlying physiological conditions they may have. 

By extension, the qualitative or statistical comparison of two variables, operating at different depths

of realism, might be expected to exhibit variance in the strength of an association. It may be difficult

(if not impossible) to place a specific numerical value on such differences, much less to apply a

correction factor to the data. Differences in depths of realism therefore needed to be borne in mind

when drawing conclusions, especially when a statistical association is weak or marginal as there may

be a stronger association than the data is capable of showing. The converse may also be true: when an

association is found to be strong the strength may be coincidental and therefore potentially misleading.
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Taking all these factors into consideration, the ontological position adopted by the researcher largely

followed the inductive approach to reasoning. As suggested by Ritchie et al, this approach obtained

knowledge from a bottom-up approach: gathering evidence to build theories, and testing those

theories to lead to the genesis of a conclusion. However, as mentioned earlier, the research could not

be wholly inductive. Interpretation of the research results, for example, was influenced by the

researcher’s experience with BUS surveys and their findings (Section 1.1). The researcher was also

aware that precious research suggests that the quality of facilities management might influence

occupants’ responses to discomfort: the more occupants are aware of the effort put into solving

discomfort problems, the more likely they may be tolerant of that discomfort (Bordass, W., and

Leaman, A., 1995). Furthermore, the researcher was aware that the greater control that occupants

are able to exercise over their immediate environment, the more satisfied they will be, and possibly

more tolerant of discomfort, as when it occurs as they can do something about it. 

Rather than being a drawback, the researcher’s background in the subject area aided what Blaikie

terms a “retro-ductive approach”: that which seeks to explain patterns in data, identifying the

mechanisms and structures that may have produced them, and trying them out to see if they fit

(Blaikie, N., 2007). It also enabled the researcher to adopt an epistemological position of what Ritchie

et al term “correspondence theory”, whereby a statement (or expressed perception) could be held to

be true (or valid) if it matches independent reality. However, as with Ritchie’s “depth of realism”

discussed above, the researcher adopted this particular approach with a great deal of caution. For

example, a found correspondence between occupant perceptions and an independent variable might

happen by chance, akin to an ill-fitting suit that only fits where it touches. This risk is believed to be

greater with occupant survey data, as it tends to posses greater variance within a sample population

based on variables such as location in space, time spent at that location, and (depending on the

comfort factor in question), a respondent’s gender (explored in detail in Appendix B3).

Nevertheless, the weight of evidence gathered during the research enabled the researcher to adopt

what Ritchie et al termed a “coherence of truth”: that which occurs is held to be true if it can be

supported by several other accounts or pieces of evidence. For example, sampling and analysis of

respondents’ free text feedback – critical, negative and positive – might provide corroboratory oral

evidence to support the numerical scores in the BUS occupant surveys. Evidence that corresponded

with observed and/or measured evidence (such as measures of social density) may provide greater

strength to support a conclusion. Ritchie et al also suggest that researchers using qualitative research

should adopt triangulation to achieve a coherence of truth, while striving to remain empathetically

neutral. Ritchie et al define this as “a position that recognises that research cannot be value-free, but

which advocates that researchers make their assumptions, biases and values transparent while

striving to be neutral and non-judgemental”. 

For the research project, a version of triangulation was adopted as illustrated in Figure 4. This

approach is put forward as providing correspondence between measured and observed evidence (the

physical building contexts), the numerical scores provided by occupants on the survey’s semantic

differential scales, and their free-text comments (Section 3.5.5). While adoption of the approach

championed by Ritchie et al provided a coherent framework to the research project that aimed to

remain grounded in reality, elimination of doubt was not assumed: triangulation might well lead to a

defensible general conclusion, but not necessarily to a high level of certainty. This matches the
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position held by building investigators Leaman and Bordass who wrote in a paper introducing what

they called ‘killer variables’: “the cat’s cradle of causality and association differs from one building to

the next, making it dangerous to be over-assertive about causation without careful appreciation of

the contexts” (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 1999).

Another risk inherent in generalising links between occupant comfort and morphological factors

(especially when relying on small population samples), is that later observations might conflict with

earlier findings; in other words, it should be anticipated that exceptions will appear or will be found.

In this respect a top-down approach to deductive thinking (reaching conclusions from general

principles) might be considered a more relevant approach. However, the researcher concluded that

the context of studying buildings in their natural states – with the vast array of context-dependent

variables at play – led logically to the inductive approach: independent variables needed to be

observed and selected, rather than pre-selected on the basis of a deductive hypothesis. Proving or

disproving an hypothesis was less important than finding out what was going on in the buildings to

alter the occupants’ comfort perceptions. It also led to an acceptance that variance in the strength of

associations between independent and dependent variables was less a failing of the research design

and more a feature of a messy and complex real world that does not always conform to expectations.

However, it was thought that once initial factors and relationships had emerged from the pilot studies

(Section 4), a degree of deductive reasoning could be cautiously applied. This may then lead to

generalised inferences which could be tested on a further set of case studies. 

The inductive approach to obtaining qualitative and quantitative data, sifting it for evidence and

analysing it rigorously, required the adoption of a formal and academically-acceptable investigative

and analytical process. The research process that best fitted both the real-world context in which the

longitudinal studies were carried out, and the analysis of the data that was obtained, was a form of

grounded theory (Glaser, B., Strauss, A., and Anselm, L., 1967)

Measured 
and 

observed 
evidence

Occupants’ 
numerical 

scores

Test of 
inductive 

theory 

Occupants’ 
free text 
feedback

Figure 4: The inductive analytical

process triangulated between

occupants’ numerical (quantitative)

data , the qualitative free-text

feedback from occupants, and

measured and observed evidence

from the case study buildings

captured in ‘context nests’ (Section

3.3.1).
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3.2.1 Applying grounded theory in the research project

Judith Holton of Mount Allison University in Canada has championed three principles of applied

grounded theory: emergence, theoretical sampling, and constant comparison (Walsh, I., Holton, J.A.,

Bailyn, L., Fernandez, W., Levina, N., Glaser, B., 2015). 

Holton defined the principle of emergence as a researcher remaining open to what is discovered

empirically in the area under study, free of preconceived ideas based on personal or professional

research interests. Theoretical sampling is defined as the process of data collection in which the

researcher makes decisions about what data to collect, then collects, codes, and analyses that data.

Constant comparison is defined as a process of continuously comparing data with that previously

collected, searching for similarities and differences in the datasets. Each empirical incident is analysed

to see if the data supports (and continues to support) any emerging concepts. 

The research thesis has applied all three principles of grounded theory as defined by Holton, albeit

with some crucial differences that were driven by the specific research context. For example, the

researcher came to the project with existing knowledge about the field of occupant satisfaction in

buildings, and with detailed knowledge of the case-study buildings and how they had been

performing. Total freedom from personal or professional research interests (and experience) was

therefore not possible. Existing knowledge was an inherent characteristic of the research design,

simultaneously being both a strength and weakness from the ‘emergence’ perspective. This

demanded that the researcher conduct research and data analysis with a studiously open mind,

allowing relationships between independent and dependent variables to emerge from statistical

iterations rather than from the researcher jumping to conclusions based on preconceived ideas.

Application of Holton’s second principle – theoretical sampling – was dictated by the nature of the

source data. This was derived from predefined populations of office workers, themselves pre-

determined by the limited number of office buildings available for longitudinal analysis. On the other

hand, effort to ensure high response rates from surveys would help to ensure that samples could be

representative of the whole building populations, even when local utilisation factors were taken into

account (Section 3.6).

Figure 5: The hallmarks of “rigorous and well-founded, substantive, cross-sectional data analysis” (Ritchie, J., et al, 2014

p.281). Ritchie recommends analytic ideas and concepts grounded in the data, ensuring that they are checked to ensure

that data support the hypotheses. 
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Holton’s third principle, the process of constant comparison, was at the core of the research project:

longitudinal data obtained using the same method of data collection, administered in the same way

and curated in the same way, was compared in a within-subjects research design. The approach

adopted was similar to Robson’s ‘single-subject experimental design’ (Robson, C., 2011, p.109). In the

research context, the single-subject was a building and the occupants within the building the case

study population. This approach was applied consistently for all buildings and for all individual

tenancies in the research cohort. That said, despite adherence to Holton’s principles, it cannot be

claimed that the procedures adopted for the research project conform wholly to pure grounded

theory as conceived by Glaser et al (Glaser, B., et al, 1967). The context of studying buildings over

time in their natural states set the boundaries to the study design and largely dictated the format, the

amount, and the quality of the data that emerged. In the absence of similar long-term longitudinal

building performance studies in the research literature, early research work needed to be exploratory

– the inductive bottom-up process as described by Ritchie et al. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows how the generic grounded theory process shown in Figure 5 was adapted for the

research project. Work began with a background literature review, looking at the UK history of

building performance evaluation and recent large-scale building performance investigations where

occupant satisfaction surveys were a fundamental component of the research design. Initial

hypothesis testing focused on two buildings in the researcher’s dataset that had been surveyed more

than once (i.e. the Elizabeth Fry Building, and the Foots Cray Depot) to determine whether changes in

occupant perceptions were random or linked to known contextual changes. Two further pilot studies

were carried out (Pennywell Academy, and Heelis) to refine the research design and develop the

research hypotheses based on initial data analysis. Following analysis of the pilot buildings, three

further large office buildings were analysed against the refined research hypotheses (the Rivergreen

Centre, Tanfield House, and Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East – QE2CE) to identify linkages and causes for

changes in expressed occupant satisfaction (Section 6.0).

The use of pilot studies fits with the application of grounded theory as advocated by Lotte Bailyn from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who argues for analysis that is “exploratory versus

confirmatory” (Walsh et al, 2015). The quantitative occupant numerical scores and measured physical

values from each individual building and tenancy were analysed against the qualitative evidence to

Figure 6: The application of grounded, qualitative data analysis on the research project, modified after Ritchie et al (Ritchie,

J., 2014). Initial hypothesis testing (pilot case studies) informed deeper analysis of the wider case study dataset.
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move towards the genesis of a conclusion. By virtue of multiple forms of data (plus multiple buildings

in the research dataset) it was possible for conclusions in one context to be reinforced by

confirmatory evidence from other buildings. However, it was necessary to avoid taking a overly-

positivist position: while five buildings out of six might strengthen a confirmation, a sixth might

contradict it. Therefore, in line with Bailyn’s approach, all case-study buildings (with the exception of

Pennywell Academy) were re-analysed using the refined research process, and all data put into the

project’s comparable and generalised reporting framework. Additional research was carried out to

test topics that emerged from the initial research, specifically the relationship between comfort

variables and spatial and social density, and the relationship between occupant perceptions of

daylight and noise with modeled and measured values (Appendix B). 

Overall, the entire grounded theory research process was mindful of the advice from the social

scientist David Silverman, who speculated 25 years ago that if everything derives from various forms

of representation, how could secure ground be found from which to speak? He conjectured that

qualitative researchers may inevitably be led to a process of infinite regression, where ultimate truths

are unavailable (Silverman, D., 1994). The trick, he concluded, is to “produce intelligent disciplined

work on the very edge of the abyss”. This may fairly describe the application of grounded theory to

the context-bounded, real-world, case-study based investigation presented in this thesis. 

The researcher was mindful that the longitudinal research project involved gaps between occupant

satisfaction data. Robson states that the power of conclusions will be stronger with more data points

over which trends can be more reliably tracked. The greater the data points, the more a researcher

would be able to assess whether longitudinal data is stationary or trends towards increases or

decreases (Robson, C., 2011 p. 105). Robson also advises that where pre-existing archive material is

available a researcher will need to apply “careful scrutiny” to establish data reliability and validity. In

the case of the research design, the consistent and systematic use of the BUS survey as the data-

gathering tool enabled considerable control to be applied on what and how data was gathered.

Despite data being gathered at different times, and sometimes by different people, the systematic way

in which BUS data is curated provided an audit mechanism to ensure data consistency and quality.

3.2.2 Research components

The research design needed to recognise (and work within) the constraints posed by the unique

complexities and qualities of the buildings selected for case study, while nonetheless applying a

consistent set of research procedures so that generalisable themes could be identified where

possible. A structured approach was therefore needed to make sense of the contexts, and to

interpret and extract useful meaning from the measured values. The structured research components

therefore comprised:

● The primary measurement tool (the Building Use Studies survey)

● A set of context definitions for the buildings and spaces under study (Section 3.3)

● Pre-survey interviews with building owners and/or facilities teams (Section 3.3.2)
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● The statistical methodology and tools employed to determine statistical differences in 

occupant comfort scores (Section 3.5)

● A methodology for qualitative analysis of the free-text comments made on BUS 

questionnaires (Section 3.5.5)

● Demographic checks of the longitudinal sample populations for all case studies.

3.3 The contextual framework

3.3.1 Capturing contextual data

In order to characterise the physical characteristics of the pilot study buildings (against which the

qualitative occupant survey results would be analysed), a contextual framework was devised for

morphological, physical and operational characteristics in the buildings thought most likely to

influence occupant comfort. 

The initial contextual framework for the pilot projects centred on a simple set of context descriptions,

expressed either numerically (e.g. floor area) or descriptively (e.g. openable or sealed windows).

These were termed context ‘nests’ as the contexts were nested within each other at increasingly

localised and/or disaggregated levels of detail:

1. A first-order or primary nest the fundamental physical characteristics of the 

building, such as typology, treated floor area (measured), key internal dimensions 

and ventilation type. The primary contextual characteristics were disaggregated into: 

2. The second-order nest such as spatial types (such as an individual cellular office or 

open-plan office), horizontal distances, gender demographics, and details of the 

HVAC strategy. 

3. The third-order nest contained the details of the spatial characteristics, such as 

workstation and population density (measured and perceived), spatial distribution 

(i.e. window or non-window seat locations), toilet provision by gender split, and user-

reported levels of control over heating, cooling, lighting, ventilation and noise. The 

third order nest data was therefore a combination of measured, calculated, reported 

and perceived information.

The context mapping was underpinned by evidence from a variety of sources, sometimes verbal and

other times in the form of drawings and schedules, such as: 

● Recorded: design criteria/objectives, as-built and operational and management 

records, facilities management policies (the latter provided from interviewing asset 

managers)
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● Observed: office layouts, functional status, i.e. of windows and blinds, user 

interventions (such as ad hoc shading, task lighting, and ad hoc storage)

● Reported (actual): building populations, locations (e.g. floor level, window seat, 

department), workgroup sizes, demographics (such as age, gender, and working hours)

● Reported (perceived): social density

● Measured: survey numbers, spatial density, internal dimensions, travel distances, 

toilet provision.

Data not routinely included in the theoretical context framework (although sometimes gathered or

made available during interviews with building operators) were:

● Current or historical system setpoints

● Spot measurements (e.g. of lighting levels)

● Environmental monitoring data (Foots Cray Depot only)

● Staff utilisation levels

● Sickness absence 

● Staff turnover 

● Storage provision.

Although the resulting context data is not claimed to be exhaustive (and sometimes relied on data

that may needed to be taken on trust and/or which had an unknown degree of variance), it was a

means by which the fundamental characteristics of the case-study buildings could be categorised and

disaggregated, consistently and transparently.

In the process of determining occupant reactions to changed conditions, it was also hoped that the

items captured in the context nests – particularly where independent variables had changed over

time – would provide a focus for statistical movements in occupant perceptions, be they thermal,

functional or acoustic. It was also hoped to understand more about the resilience and tolerance

displayed by occupants as conditions changed in the buildings, particularly when those changes were

outside original design parameters. Such changes may be an increase or decrease in occupant

numbers, changes to end-uses, or alterations to spatial layouts and end-uses (e.g. from meeting

rooms to cellular offices). It was also hoped to pick up changes in occupant comfort perceptions

following refurbishment interventions, such as changes in provisions to facilities such as staff

kitchens, or alterations to environmental controls (particularly those used directly by occupants) such

as ventilation, lighting and glare control mechanisms. 
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Figure 7: The context nesting approach derived from the theory of context tested on the pilot projects. Temporal aspects are

captured in changes in the variables listed. 

The pilot studies were used to check whether the set of context definitions were reliable enough to

apply to the variety of buildings being studied, and the changes they had been though in the years

between BUS surveys. For one case study building, the Foots Cray Depot, it was possible to assess the

change in occupant comfort perceptions as a consequence of a major refurbishment intervention:

the provision of external insulation and background mechanical ventilation (Section 4.3). 

The theory of context tested on the pilot studies is shown in Figure 7. It is important to stress that the

context categories are not presented as an exhaustive set of built environment descriptors. Instead

they are factors that could either be measured directly, extracted from design information or from

building records and able to be validated by observation or based on evidence provided by the

occupants themselves. They were also factors that are relatively easy to measure or to obtain, as

opposed to being hard to articulate or measure empirically (e.g. the value to human wellbeing of

views out of a window). The context nests also avoided data that could only come from extensive

and/or invasive long-term monitoring, such as the concentration of volatile organic compounds in

indoor air. Figure 7 is colour-coded to illustrate the source of information. Many contextual factors

are fixed (plan form and orientation), while others can change, e.g. additional storeys, space changes,

e.g. from educational use to office use. Ventilation strategies can also change, such as from wholly

natural ventilation to mixed-mode ventilation or even full air-conditioning. Such changes are

theoretically possible over time in all the variables listed at the second and third levels of the context

nests. 

Contextual factors highlighted in red were obtained from the building owner or employer or sourced

from previous analyses carried out (e.g. from the PROBE studies, or the researcher’s own

investigations). Items highlighted in green were obtained by site measurements or calculations
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derived from scaled drawings. Items highlighted in grey were the best-obtainable (not necessarily

definitive) data, or calculated or otherwise obtained manually by the researcher. Variables highlighted

in blue were either obtained from the building owner or employer, or, where necessary, extrapolated

from BUS survey returns, such as the occupant demographics. Reliability of extrapolation, particularly

for gender and age splits required high response rates to the BUS surveys. 

Items in highlighted in mauve could only be obtained by observation, and from feedback from

building operators. However, the latter was not always reliable. For example, occupants in one

building had worked out how to release windows that had been locked closed in a strategic move

from mixed-mode ventilation to full air-conditioning (Section 6.3). Similarly, occupants in another

building had illicitly retained their hand-held remote controls for dimming the lights (and still used

them) even though the asset manager believed they had all been gathered up (Section 6.4). 

It is important to note that while much of the contextual data for Figure 7 should, in theory, be easily

obtainable, in practice the provenance and quality of some data was suspect. For example, quoted

occupant numbers could sometimes not be validated against actual desk or seat positions, requiring

laborious manual checks to determine the truth – an example of Ritchie’s warning about “depth of

realism” (Ritchie, J., et al, 2014). Assiduous checking was vital for accurate assessment of spatial

density. Similarly, quoted floor areas (particularly those on Display Energy Certificates) did not usually

match physical site measurements or drawing take-offs. This illustrated the risks of relying on

published data without first checking and verifying it.

3.3.2 Pre-survey interviews

Structured interviews were held with most owners, operators and facilities managers of the buildings

in the research project. The questionnaire was a lightly modified version of a questionnaire used on

the PROBE project, and subsequently modified by the researcher for InnovateUK’s Building

Performance Evaluation (BPE) projects. As such the questionnaire was not formally tested on the pilot

projects, but simply adopted with minor changes. It was also used more as a prompt for discussion

rather than applied systematically, as the people interviewed often had different levels of technical

knowledge and skills, and varying levels of access to historical information. In some buildings the

operational records were thorough while others had more partial or anecdotal information.

The interviews attempted to gain information on management and maintenance changes in the

period between surveys, and any physical changes made to the building’s purpose and function.

Background was obtained on system upgrades and modifications. The information obtained was

treated as anecdotal unless reinforced by recorded information, empirical measurements, or

personal observations. The information was not analysed formally, but was used to describe the

background to the buildings and any changes that had been made since the previous BUS survey.

Generally, the greater the time gap between BUS surveys, the less detailed, the less trustworthy and

the less comprehensive the information was found to be. In the case of Tanfield House where 21

years had elapsed between BUS surveys, little information was available about the refurbishment or

specific changes to comfort systems beyond that reported by the management company running the

building. 
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3.4 Applying the BUS Methodology 

As described in Section 2.6, the Building Use Studies Methodology (BUS) is a self-completion survey

designed to obtain perceptions of satisfaction and comfort from adult occupants of non-domestic

buildings. The survey is typically administered in paper and in person by a trained surveyor. Web-

based versions are also available for use over the internet. Separate versions also exist for polling the

views of transient users of buildings (i.e. visitors) and for occupants of domestic dwellings. While BUS

is a commercial tool, it is provided for free to students via the Usable Buildings Trust

(www.usablebuildings.co.uk). It is available in 18 countries in nine language versions. As the BUS

Methodology is widely applied in academia and the construction industry, the database of surveys is

constantly expanding. 

At the time of the 2016 doctorate surveys, the BUS database included well over 800 non-domestic

buildings of various typologies. The large database facilitates benchmarking by building typology or by

type of ventilation for 46 comfort and functionality variables. The BUS convention is to create

benchmarks from a rolling database of the last 50 buildings surveyed. This can be typology-specific, for

example all non-domestic buildings, all naturally-ventilated non-domestic buildings, or schools

(segregated into primary or secondary as required). By definition, a rolling database will include new

buildings. Theoretically this may result in benchmarks improving over time, but it is also possible for

benchmarks to regress if a batch of relatively poorly-performing buildings are entered into a database.

In this respect the benchmarks can never be considered absolute values, but merely a population

reference at a point in time.

At the time of this thesis, the BUS survey system had been in use in its present form, with some

deletions and additions, for nearly 25 years. Its longevity and wide adoption in commerce and in

academia makes it suitable for use in longitudinal building performance analysis. While the author

has considerable experience in using the BUS survey, he was not involved in its original development,

not in its ongoing curation by the consulting firm Arup. However, modifications and additional

questions (Section 3.4.3) were made with input from the originator of the BUS survey, Adrian

Leaman, and UCL visiting professor Gary Raw to check that question wording and structure were

appropriate and consistent with the original questionnaire. 

3.4.1 BUS surveys on the research project 

To facilitate the most direct comparison with earlier surveys, the BUS questionnaire was used with

limited modifications, both on the pilot projects and the extended studies. All questions that were of

direct interest were retained. Some were removed as they were suspected of being of questionable

value, specifically the questions relating to ‘importance of control’. Discussion was held with the

originator of the BUS survey, Adrian Leaman, before such questions were removed. The justification

for these removals is discussed in the critique of the BUS survey in Section 3.4.2. The standard BUS

survey also includes an optional journey-to-work module. This was not used in the research project. 

BUS surveys of the mid-1990s included questions that have since been dropped. This was due to poor

response rates, or experience that showed respondents were confused about the wording and
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purpose of a question. Questions dropped included ones on privacy, occupants’ perceptions of the

importance of cleaning, and questions on discomfort events. Conversely, questions have been added

at various times in the past 20 years that now are considered fundamental to the BUS questionnaire.

These include questions on the building’s image to visitors, perceptions of safety, and hours spent on

computers and at desks. These were introduced after the earliest surveys used in the researcher’s

building dataset, such as Tanfield House (Section 6.3).

3.4.2 Critique of the BUS survey

The Doctoral research project is predicated on the use of the BUS survey. While the questionnaire has

known strengths and weaknesses, drawbacks with particular questions emerged during its use on the

research project. It is therefore important to present a short critique of the BUS survey prior to

reporting the outcome of its use on the pilot studies.

In order to take advantage of the unique opportunity for conducting longitudinal surveys, there was

no option in the choice of survey methodology. The following critique does not therefore amount to a

literature review of BUS or other survey systems available. However, in critiquing the BUS survey,

some comparisons on survey structure, questions and scoring mechanisms have been drawn with the

similarly long-lived and widely-adopted Indoor Environmental Quality survey devised by the Center

for the Built Environment (CBE) at the University of California, Berkeley (Huizenga, C. Laeser, K., and

Arens, E. 2002). This is known as the CBE survey.

The BUS Methodology questions are analysed in the order they appear in the questionnaire. The

analysis includes evidence on response rates experienced by the researcher from the case studies.

Note that the BUS Methodology is a copyrighted system. Examples of wording shown in this section

are therefore reproduced under permission. A copy of the survey was not attached to this thesis for

copyright reasons at the request of the owner, Arup. 

While BUS benchmark values described above are not used in the research project they are

reproduced in summary charts for historical consistency and for their role in determining the colour-

coding of summary mean scores.

Background

The BUS questionnaire begins by obtaining background demographic data from respondents, such as

age, gender, location in building (window or non-window seat), time spent in building and at

workstation, and perceived size of workgroup. While this provides useful background data by which

survey respondents’ spatial relationships with the building can be determined, it also provides a set

of questions that respondents can answer factually and simply. This serves as a gentle introduction to

the relatively more demanding questions on comfort perceptions. Respondents invariably answer all

the background questions, with some exceptions for the question on gender.

Age

The age question in BUS has two categories: below 30 and above 30 (i.e. nominal data labels). The

precise reason for the 30-year threshold has not been recorded. By contrast, the CBE survey
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separates age into three bands: below 30, between 31 and 50 and over 50. The main advantage of

two age bands in BUS is less complicated statistical analysis. It is considered unhelpful to have small

samples generated by many sub-categories, particularly for statistical tests such as analysis of

variance. Smaller sample sizes may force a researcher to amalgamate sub-categories into larger

categories simply to achieve statistically valid samples. A question that sub-divides age into smaller

categories could therefore be self-defeating, especially for small buildings and tenancies.

The main disadvantage of the current BUS age band is the choice of threshold, which, at 30 years, is

not a mid-point for adult workers (taking 18 as the earliest age for adult workers and 65 as a typical

retirement age over the last 20 years of the BUS survey). In recent years the 65 age of retirement has

become optional rather than mandatory. This has lead to workplaces with employees aged several

years beyond the former retirement threshold. 

However, while more age bands would provide finer differentiation (and possibly help to identify

age-related changes in comfort and satisfaction perceptions), it may have unintended

consequences. Sample sizes are always subject to differences in response rates, as people can

choose not to answer a question. In particular, questions that are personal and sensitive in nature

(age being a good example) may motivate a respondent to either lie (i.e. choosing a lower age

bracket) or, if they feel the question is too prying, to simply ignore the question. This would lead to

smaller samples. While the standard age question was therefore retained for the pilot studies, the

resulting data was used to reflect on potential improvements to the question.

Workgroup size

The BUS workgroup question asks respondents to report whether their work area is occupied by them

alone, shared with one other, shared with 2-4 others, shared with 5-8 others, or shared with more

than eight others (i.e. nominal scale labels). Response rates are usually very high. In the 2015 Heelis

survey of 360 respondents,for example, the response rate to the workgroup question was 96.4%.

The thresholds in the workgroup question are important for defining spatial contexts. They enable

differentiation between cellular, shared and open-plan office contexts. The question is less robust for

other building types, such as schools, where a classroom of 60 m2 would be reported as being

occupied by a single adult (the teacher), but still be occupied by around 30 other users in the form of

(non-surveyed) pupils. While such variation doesn’t invalidate the universality of the workgroup

question, care is needed to interpret responses when working across different building types.

The longitudinal pilot studies revealed an issue with the BUS workgroup question that had previously

gone unnoticed. In the studies of the Elizabeth Fry Building and the National Trust (Heelis) building

(Section 4), occupant numbers had increased between surveys. In 1998, the permanent population of

the largely cellular Elizabeth Fry Building numbered 60, but by 2015 this had risen to 160 with the

creation of two open-plan offices. In the 2011 survey, 32% of the workforce reported sharing with

eight or more others. By 2015, this had risen to 46% (Section 4.4.2). These figures were consistent

with changes in the building’s office areas and therefore begged no questions in occupants’

perceptions of their workgroup sizes. 

By contrast, the answers to the workgroup question in the Heelis survey (Section 4.5) were more
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enigmatic. Heelis has been almost entirely open-plan since occupation, with a very small number of

cellular offices. In 2006, only 31% of staff reported working with eight or more others. Furthermore,

30% reported working alone – this in a building occupied by at least 475 people. By 2015, occupant

numbers had increased to an average of 650, with 900 people registered as able to work in the building

at any one time (Figure 8 a&b). The percentage of occupants who reported working with eight or more

others had only risen to 54%, with 17% still reporting working alone, and a further 12% reporting as

working with up to eight others. However, the percentage increases occurred despite no change in the

organisation’s departments. Investigation of the other buildings in the research dataset where numbers

had increased displayed the same percentage increase in the larger workgroups, and a concomitant

decrease in the smaller workgroups. This phenomenon is discussed further in Section 7.0.

One conclusion that might be drawn from occupants’ responses is that as numbers in a building

increase, smaller workgroups are perceived by the workforce to agglomerate and perhaps merge into

the larger ones. However, in open-plan offices particularly, this may not be a reflection of actual

workgroup size – the original purpose of the workgroup question. This presents a dilemma for the

BUS survey. Two options are suggested: 

1.  The question should be improved to elicit more factual information on actual 

workgroup size, or

2. The question should be retained, but in certain contexts (open-plan offices) used 

more as an indication of occupants’ perception of their social workgroup size.

Detailed proposals on how the workgroup question could be changed in the BUS Methodology, along

with its relationship with other spatial questions, are presented in greater detail in Appendix C. (Also

see the comments below related to the space at desk question, the original OES privacy question, and

the occupation density question).

Figure 8a&b: An example of longitudinal changes in workgroup size perceptions in the Heelis building in 2006 and 2015. In

2015, the number of respondents who perceived themselves to be working in the largest workgroups has nearly doubled

compared with 2006. Although staff numbers have increased from 475 over 650 (maximum possible: 900), there have been

few changes in departments and their locations. 

20152006
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Location and time spent in building

The BUS survey asks respondents to declare whether they sit next to a window and how many hours

they spend in the building, at desks, and on computer. The hours per day and days per week

questions are essentially free-text boxes – respondents can choose what they declare. The CBE

survey, by contrast, limits respondents to three 10-hour bands, which does not enable average

fraction of hours and thereby variance in a population to be calculated to the fine degree of

resolution possible with the BUS survey.

Most respondents answered the location and time questions, although some respondents get

confused between hours per week and hours per day, often putting weekly hours against the daytime

questions. The questionnaire layout was improved during the research to try and reduce the

incidence of incorrect answers, but it did not solve the problem. Respondents’ data entry errors were

of little consequence as long as they were spotted during keystroking and during quality assurance

checks. An erroneous statement of a working day of 37 hours could be simply resolved by dividing the

occupant’s response by five (days) and rounding to the nearest 30 minutes (it is a BUS data

convention to avoid small fractions of an hour).

The BUS survey asks occupants whether they are next to a window. The question generated a

response rate of over 90% for most buildings. The question was tested for its accuracy by linking

responses to specific desk positions for some buildings (Appendix B1.3). The question was found to

be reliable. Part of its reliability stems from the question’s clear definition of proximity, that of being

‘next’ to a window. This is regarded as a more reliable and less vague measure of window proximity

compared with the corresponding question in the CBE survey, which asks respondents: “Are you near

a window (within 15 feet)?” However, analysis of responses from two office buildings – Tanfield

House and the Rivergreen Centre – suggests that occupants may report being ‘next’ to a window if

they feel relatively close to it. It is suspected that perception of relative proximity might be linked to

the depth of space, i.e. the deeper an office space the greater the distance away from a window a

respondent may still regard as being “next” to it. However, this could not be proved with the available

data on respondents’ seating positions. Suggestions for improvements to this question are given in

Appendix C.

The building overall

A section on the building overall combines questions on respondents’ views of the building design;

whether their needs are met, and their views of space effectiveness, cleaning, meeting rooms,

personal safety, and storage. A question on the image that the building presents to visitors was

included from 1999 onwards. 

Most respondents complete these ordinal scale questions, although some are left blank if, for

example, the building has no meeting rooms (e.g. in a school). ‘Design’ might be left unanswered if

the respondent does not understand what ‘design’ relates to, or has no opinion. It was found that the

‘needs’ question often elicited strong comments about the building that pre-empted responses to

later questions, for example those on storage, noise, and health. The free-text box for ‘needs’ also

tended to generate a wide variety of comments; it is thought that a high degree of topic repetition

may be a sign of a systemic problem in a building (e.g. dirty toilets), especially where such repetition

is expressed by respondents who are disconnected from each other by workgroups or floor level. 
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Of the list of eight questions, only four – design, needs, meeting rooms and storage – are equipped

with free-text boxes for respondents to add comments. The precise reason for this differentiation is

unknown. The order of the questions is also thematically random. ‘Image to visitors’, for example, is

sandwiched between questions on ‘space‘ and ‘safety’. The research has not found the sequence in

which questions are posed in the BUS survey to be problem in any of the surveys carried out. In the

researcher’s experience, no respondents complain or comment about the order of these questions. 

The ‘image’ question was not used in the longitudinal analysis, largely as not enough earlier surveys

included the question. Suffice to say that what might appear an innocuous and unimportant question

can reveal the extent to which occupants believe their building to have an external image contrary to

the performance they experience. There are examples in the researcher’s BUS database where image

scores highly but comfort variables score lowly. This demonstrates that occupants are not only able to

discriminate between what ought to be and what actually is, but are motivated to make a distinction.

Numerical and comment responses to the ‘space’ question (i.e. whether space is used effectively or

ineffectively) were found to work well and without ambiguity, especially when responses were

associated with the new question on perceived density and related questions on storage, needs and

meeting rooms. By contrast, the corresponding question in the CBE survey asks respondents: “Does

the office layout enhance or interfere with your ability to get your job done?”, with ‘enhance’ and

‘interfere’ at either end of a seven-point scale. This is considered a far more ambiguous (and possibly

dysfunctional) question, as ‘enhance’ is not an antonym of ‘interfere’ and therefore should not be

used on the same scale. The question is unintentionally measuring two variables not just the one.

Work requirements

The BUS survey asks respondents to identify “examples of things” that can hinder or work well.

Almost invariably the ‘hinder’ comments about the facilities outnumber the ‘work well’ comments.

The degree of imbalance may be a function of the amount and severity of perceived problems. For

the 2016 survey of the four-storey QE2CE building (218 total respondents – Section 6.4), ‘hinder’

comments were between 10% greater and double the number of ‘work well’ comments, depending

on floor level. As the question is not specifically about built environment issues, respondents’ ‘hinder’

comments tend to include anything from malfunctioning IT systems to distracting fire alarm tests or

the vagaries of an employer’s hot desk policy. For that reason the numerical scoring and associated

comments contain a greater variety of responses than tends to be helpful for a longitudinal analysis

of built environment factors. Although such comments were often insightful, the numerical scores for

this question were not used in the longitudinal analysis because of the scope of responses.

Space at desk

The BUS survey asks occupants whether they have enough space at their desk and in their normal

work area. The question requires occupants not only to rate whether they have too little space, but

also too much. Analysis of the scoring and associated free-text comments has revealed that the

question does not deliver consistent responses. Figures 9a-c illustrate the problem of combining

numerical scores from respondents with very different interpretations of the question. For some

respondents excess space is related to perceptions of waste, while for others having too much space

is more about a lack of equality with co-workers. It can also be about the wrong kind of desk: too big

for one worker but too small for two. 
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The most internally consistent and reliable survey questions are those where the question does not

assess more than one dimension or construct. In the case of the ‘space at desk’ question, scores at

the ‘too small’ end of the 7-point scale cannot be averaged with scores at the ‘too little’ end of the

scale as occupants’ responses at the latter end of may be about egality, not about physical space. The

averaged mean scores were not therefore included in the longitudinal analysis (although, as with the

work well/hinder question, respondents’ written comments were often insightful).

Thermal comfort and air conditions

The BUS survey asks questions of thermal comfort in winter and summer. Most respondents answer

the questions, although staff who have been employed in a building for less than a year typically

leave one of the seasonal set of questions unanswered. Response rates can therefore fall below 85%.

As analysed in Appendix B3 there are significant differences in scoring between the genders, with

females consistently reporting lower thermal comfort in winter (i.e. too cold) and males reporting

lower thermal comfort in summer. 

The ‘air in winter’ and ‘air in summer’ questions are subdivided into separate 7-point scores for air

movement, humidity, freshness, and odour. The scale labels are worded to extract respondents’ views

of specific aspects of air conditions and are therefore not on ‘satisfactory’ or ‘unsatisfactory’ scales.

The consistent use in BUS of a 7-point scale for all thermal and air quality questions ensures data

consistency and comparability. The CBE survey, by contrast, asks respondents a set of additional

questions based on their scoring to a thermal comfort question. While the thermal comfort question

asks respondents to score on a ‘very satisfied’ – ‘satisfied’ 7-point scale, the additional questions in

Figures 9a-c: Examples of three different responses to the

space at desk question. The examples illustrate that

respondents’ often have very different reasons for scoring

the question, and also have difficulty separating issues of

physical space with issues of co-worker equality. Question

©BUS Methodology.
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the CBE survey require respondents to choose between tick-box choices of ‘often too hot’ or ‘often

too cold’. These options might be considered both limited in scope and extreme in wording for

respondents who may have only expressed mild discomfort for the preceding thermal comfort

question. The jump from scaled to binary scoring in the CBE survey is also thought to increase the risk

of exaggerating occupant responses for what may be a mild and tolerable problem overall. 

BUS contains questions on indoor air quality in winter and summer, followed by a question on

‘conditions in winter/summer’. The latter question is generally completed by respondents: for the 360

staff at Heelis the response rate both winter and summer was above 85%, while for 218 staff at

QE2CE the response rate was above 90%. However, the precise meaning of the term ‘conditions’ is

questionable. It is generally taken to mean ‘all things considered’, but as there is no such prompt to

the survey respondent, the claim cannot be substantiated. That said, no respondent to the

researcher’s knowledge has ever queried the purpose of the question. It is believed that if a

respondent has a problem with thermal comfort but no problem with air quality, then a negative

score – e.g. for ‘conditions in winter’ – will reflect the thermal score, and vice versa (Figure 10).

However, over a large survey there is no obvious pattern. It is therefore considered reasonable that a

negative score for ‘conditions’ is likely to have its root in either the air quality or the thermal scores

(sometimes both, but unlikely to be neither). Further analysis may reveal evidence of a relationship

between the scores, but this was not the purpose of the research project. 

Note that the BUS thermal and air quality questions are not equipped with free-text comment boxes.

The precise reason is unknown, but may be due to a lack of space on the original 2-page BUS survey

form and a desire to control survey length and completion time. 

Noise

The BUS questionnaire asks occupants about their about their perception of noise overall and sources

of noise (inside and outside). Most respondents answer the noise questions (response rates for Heelis

Figure 10: An example of comfort scoring where a (female) respondent has scored ‘Conditions in Winter and ‘Conditions in

Summer’ purely on their extreme scoring for thermal variables rather than their neutral scoring for air variables. Other

respondents give a more nuanced response. Question ©BUS Methodology.
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and QE2CE were above 96% and often 99%). Noise also has a comments box. 

The five sub-topic questions follow the question about noise overall. While this order has not (to the

researcher’s knowledge and experience) been queried by survey respondents, there may be an

argument for reversing the order, whereby the question on noise overall comes last in the sequence.

However, it has been found in the longitudinal studies that while respondents are able to discriminate

between sources of noise disturbance, and score those variables accordingly, they may be tolerant of

noise conditions overall. 

At QE2CE (Section 6.4), the BUS survey was (unavoidably) conducted while repair work was

underway on the cladding system, creating external noise during the working day. Respondents

often drew attention to this, but as they understood the source of the noise, the reasons for it and

its transience, it did not appear to depress their scores for ‘noise overall’. However, it was often a

cause for comment. This indicates to the researcher that the majority of respondents score the

noise variables intelligently and thoughtfully. Furthermore, a score for ‘noise overall’ may not be a

sum of all noise variables; a score may be driven by extremes in one or more of them. The order of

the questions therefore does not matter, as they appear to be independent of each other. It is

possible that reversing the order, so that ‘noise overall’ comes last, may predispose the respondent

to actively consider summating their sub-variable scores, which may then distort their unbiased

perception.

The BUS noise questions discriminate between noise from colleagues and noise from other people. In

some buildings (e.g. Heelis), mean scores show less noise disturbance from non-colleagues compared

with that from colleagues, i.e. less distraction from visitors or people passing through. In other

buildings, such as QE2CE, the relationship is reversed. Investigation of the QE2CE comments reveals

that staff can be disturbed by people using circulation routes, particularly moving to and from

meeting rooms bookable by other departments in the organisation. The evidence demonstrated that

respondents were able to discriminate between noise disturbance related to their work (and thereby

acceptable), and noise that is not related to their work (and therefore an irritation). Furthermore, it

demonstrated the importance of context when interpreting numerical BUS survey data. It is thought

that generalising on noise data without knowledge and appreciation of context cannot lead to any

meaningful conclusions. 

The acoustic properties of the study buildings could not be well-characterised by observation for the

context definitions. Therefore some physical tests were carried out on the Heelis building to

determine whether occupant perceptions had any relationship with noise characteristics as

conventionally defined in the field of acoustics (Appendix B1.4).

Lighting

The BUS lighting questions follow a similar format to the noise questions: a question on lighting

overall followed by sub-variables on natural light, electric light, and glare. A comments box is

provided. As with noise, response rates are high, usually above 98%. It is surmised that the high

response rates for the noise and lighting questions are due to the ease with which respondents can

synthesise the sub-question topics: they are a function of what people can hear and see – possibly a

product of highly-tuned sensory organs in the human body. 
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The lighting characteristics of the study buildings could not be easily characterised in the context

definitions, beyond spot measurements taken on the day of the most recent surveys. The researcher

therefore entered into a collaboration with a UCL PhD colleague, Longyu Guan, who created three-

dimensional computer models of three of the six study buildings using supplied drawings and

dimensions. The models were run through daylight simulation using the open-source program

Radiance. The overcast sky daylight factor and average indirect illuminance (AIE) results were then

compared with the perceptions of the occupants. As the models were, of necessity, highly simplified

versions of the buildings, it is not appropriate to claim that the models validated the BUS responses.

However, it was possible to determine whether respondents’ perceptions of daylight corroborated the

modelled values or diverged from them. The results of this research are reported in Appendix B.

Comfort overall

The BUS questionnaire asks occupants to rate their overall comfort in the building, “all things

considered”. This has traditionally been regarded as a key question in the BUS system. Response rates

were usually very high in all longitudinal studies: e.g. above 98% for Heelis and 95% for QE2CE.

The comfort question is equipped with a free-text box. As with the ‘Needs’ question, respondents

tend to use this to report a range of comfort issues uppermost in their minds. The topics may be

unconnected (and often repeated from earlier text boxes), and may be about functional things as well

as thermal issues. Furthermore, a respondent’s numerical score may not be linked to specific

problems they have identified (Figure 11). 

Health (perceived)

The BUS survey asks occupants whether they feel less or more healthy in their building. While the

question delivers high response rates (above 95%), some respondents express difficulty in relating

Figure 11: An example of a response to the question on comfort overall. Comfort for this respondent is a combination of

thermal, spatial and functional issues. The scoring also demonstrates that occupants are willing and able to make a

distinction between specific problems and their overall comfort perceptions. Question ©BUS Methodology.
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their perceived health to the building independent of other lifestyle variables, particularly when,

overall, occupants are reporting conditions as being either neutral or good. Where conditions are

perceived by respondents to be sub-optimal (i.e. variously too hot, stuffy or still in summer) they

seem to find it easier to answer the question because they have something specific with which to

associate their perception of personal health. However, the possibility remains that the workplace

may be unfairly blamed and a scapegoat for a respondent’s other lifestyle shortcomings or underlying

health issues. In this respect the way respondents answer the BUS question is consistent with the

findings of Ole Seppänen who concluded: “…many factors other than ventilation system type…may

influence health outcomes” (Seppänen, O., and Fisk, W. J., 2002). 

For the reasons given above, the health question is regarded to possess less reliability compared with

other questions in BUS. The mean health score has traditionally been treated as a key BUS summary

variable. Perceived health has been retained as an ‘outcome’ variable for the research project, albeit

with concerns about it as a reliable reflection of environmental conditions in a building independent

of other influences (e.g. journey to work experiences, or a range of other lifestyle consequences).

Productivity (perceived)

BUS asks respondents to evaluate how they think their productivity is affected by the building and its

environmental conditions. The productivity question uses a 9-point scale to give occupants a finer

graduation with which to judge their perceptions. The 1-9 scale is in 10% increments from -40% or

less (scale label ‘1’) to +40% or more (scale label ‘9’) to assist occupants with estimating productivity

gains or losses. Respondents have a comments box to qualify their scores. 

Some respondents have difficulty associating any kind of productivity gain or loss with their building,

while others can be more specific than the scale requires, for example commenting “probably closer

to 3-5%”. Response rates to the question tend to be high: for example 89% for QE2CE and 95% for

Heelis. The mean perceived productivity score has traditionally been treated as a BUS main

(summary) variable. In the research project ‘perceived productivity’ has been treated as a summary

outcome variable. It should be acknowledged that other researchers studying occupant comfort in

buildings can confuse perceptions of productivity obtained from the BUS survey with actual measures

of productivity, and speciously attach monetary values to each percentage band increase or decrease

in perceived productivity (for example: Fisk, W. J. and Rosenfeld A. H., 1997); (Loftness, V., Hartkopf,

V., and Gurtekin, B., 2003). Such data can subsequently be misreported, perhaps by organisations

with vested interests in proving that certain designs of building or office layouts generate better

productivity outcomes in financial terms (World Green Building Council, 2014). In reality, the BUS

survey only seeks to obtain occupants’ perceptions of their productivity; it is important that the data

obtained is not misconstrued, misused or misreported as a measure or index of actual productivity. 

Personal control

The BUS survey includes a question asking respondents how much personal control they have over

five environmental factors: heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and noise. ‘No Control’ is scaled as

‘1’, and ‘Full Control’ scaled as ‘7’. Early versions of the BUS survey asked additional questions on how

quickly respondents thought comfort conditions were achieved. The questions were dropped in

favour of questions about the importance of control over the five factors, again using a 7-point

semantic differential scale. The ‘importance’ questions were added in the late 1990s as a
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consequence of advice given by researchers at the University of Manchester. They have been retained

ever since as a standard part of the BUS survey provided by Arup. 

The researcher’s experience with the BUS survey is that respondents struggle with the ‘importance’

questions, some commenting that they have already tacitly answered the question in the preceding

question about ‘no control’ or ‘full control’. Most buildings studied using the BUS survey do not give

occupants anything approaching ‘full control’. Even in naturally-ventilated or mixed-mode buildings

occupants only have control over ventilation in the form of windows, vents and blinds, perhaps with a

boost control for extra mechanical ventilation (Figure 12). There is usually limited local control over

heating, cooling and noise. Lighting only tends towards full control in cellular and shared offices, with

limited or no control of lights in open-plan offices beyond personal task lights. 

Occupant control in open-plan comes with difficulties in terms of reaching democratic consensus over

the status of openings and other comfort devices (Leaman, A., and Bordass , W., 2017). In one case-

study, occupants were originally able to control the open-plan lighting with remote hand-held

controllers. However, problems created by regular office moves, keeping track of handsets, and in

reaching consensus on light levels, led the building’s facilities management to confiscate the

controllers and control the lighting centrally (Section 6.4). This was not universally popular. During the

BUS survey some occupants took delight in revealing their illicitly-retained lighting controllers to the

researcher. A similar problem occurred in the Heelis building in reaching consensus in open-plan

areas over vent positions. Local control of window and roof vents was removed from occupants

between the BUS surveys and is now automated and controlled centrally (Section 4.5.6). 

For these reasons it is not unusual, even in buildings with relatively high levels of user control, for

occupants’ scores for the control questions to cluster down the lower end of the 7-point semantic

differential scale (i.e. 1: no control, 7: Full control) , with mean scores rarely higher than 2.50 and

Figure 12: An example of a BUS response

distribution for ‘control over ventilation’ in a

mixed-mode building with openable windows. A

high number of people score ‘no control’, while

many more have some control, and a few high

level of control. 
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usually much lower. Furthermore, while the control questions may deliver high response rates (e.g.

88% in Heelis and 92% for QE2CE), response rates for the importance questions tend to be

considerably lower. For Heelis in 2006, response rates fell to 65%. While such responses can still

generate statistically-viable samples for large survey populations, for smaller buildings the resulting

sample for ‘importance of control’ questions may be too small to be of practical use let alone

statistical value.

As the ‘importance of control’ questions were deemed to perform poorly, they were dropped from

the pilot studies. In slimming down the BUS survey the opportunity was taken to introduce a new

question on the usability of controls that asked respondents to rate them on a ‘very poor’, ‘very good’

7-point scale (see above). This was trialled on the pilot surveys.

Effect on behaviour

The BUS survey asks occupants whether they change their behaviour as a consequence of conditions

in the building in the form of yes/no tick boxes, accompanied by a free-text comments box.

Responses to the question tend to be slightly lower compared with the comfort questions, but

typically higher than 85%. The question is one of the last questions in the BUS survey. Although there

is no empirical evidence, it is possible that survey fatigue may occur at this point in the survey.

Nevertheless, respondents do not seem to struggle with the question conceptually. Analysis of the

comments show that respondents tend to report adaptive responses to thermal conditions (e.g.

changing clothing level or drinking more hot or cold drinks), However, in surveys conducted by the

researcher, respondents also report changes in their mental or emotional wellbeing and sometimes

link a change in behaviour to productivity, such as: “When hot or cold, [I am] less productive”, or:

“When it is too cold or too hot I struggle to work effectively or as quickly as normal”, or: “Heat:

agitated. Cold: can't concentrate as much”. For these reasons it is important when in understanding

numerical scores to study the behaviour question’s comments alongside the perceived productivity

scores and comments. 

Response to problems 

The BUS survey finishes with three questions called “Response to problems”. The heading is a slight

misnomer, as the question is more related to the consequences of an occupant’s request to changes

to heating, lighting and ventilation systems rather than problems per se. A simple yes/no tick-box is

provided for the opening question, after which occupants who have called for changes are invited to

rate the speed of response and the effectiveness of that response. 

Response rates for those reporting a request for changes are often low. At Heelis, of 302 respondents

(84%) who answered the opening question, only 34% reported asking for changes. The majority of

respondents who asked for changes also answered the speed of response and effectiveness of

response questions. With a large population sample, 34% asking for changes may generate a sample

large enough for statistical testing, but for a smaller building (or a lower overall response rate) the

sample for the response questions may be too small for reliable statistics to emerge for longitudinal

comparison. Although the ‘response to problems’ questions were retained, they did not feature in

the context definitions unless other evidence was available to suggest that facilities management was

contributing to the perceived performance of the building, or there had been a statistical difference

in scores – but this, as explained above, had to be based upon a statistically-sound samples. 
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Validity and reliability

The BUS survey (and its predecessor the Office Environment Survey with which BUS shares many

questions) has been tested for reliability and validity. The researcher also attempted a limited test of

the seasonal comfort variables to determine the degree of variation in occupant responses

depending on what season the survey is conducted. However, the samples sizes obtained were not

large enough for statistical analysis (Appendix B2).

3.4.3 Additional BUS questions

The researcher added two new questions to the BUS survey for the pilot studies: a question on

controls usability, and a question on respondents’ perceptions of occupant density. Note that a third

question on satisfaction with toilets was added to the questionnaire following findings from the pilot

studies (Section 3.9). This addition, plus other changes, is covered in Section 4.2.2. The wording of the

questions was devised by the researcher, following the idiom set by existing BUS questions and by

following the checklist suggested by de Vaus (de Vaus, D., 2002, page 97).

A question on controls usability was motivated by findings from previous research. Frontczak and

Wargocki, for example, postulated that providing people with the means to control their indoor

environment would improve overall levels of satisfaction (Frontczak, M., and Wargocki, P., 2011).

Problems with ergonomics, legibility, and usability of controls had been found in the PROBE surveys

(Bordass, W., Cohen, R., Standeven, M., and Leaman, A., 2001), the BPE research programme Kimpian

et al, 2014), and research by the Building Controls Industry Association (Bordass, W., Leaman A., and

Bunn, R. 2007). As the standard BUS survey only asks occupants whether or not they have control

over environmental systems, not whether that control is actually usable, an additional question

addressing usability was thought justified. A controls usability question was worded to determine

whether occupants who had access to environmental controls understood them and felt able to use

them to improve their comfort conditions (Figure 13). The question used the standard a 1-7 BUS

scale, with ‘1’ equating to ‘very poor’ and ‘7’ as ‘very good’. 

Figure 13: The controls

usability question tested on

the pilot studies. 
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The BUS survey has never included a question asking occupants’ views on the density of people in

their work area, despite research that finds that the numbers of people occupying a workspace

affects their perceptions of personal privacy and satisfaction with their environment (Keeling, T.,

Clements-Croome, D., Roesch, E., 2015). Keeling et al argue that a measure of occupant density is a

key measure of space utilisation, and important in understanding the effect of spatial constraints on

human relationships. However, Keeling et al also argue that a density metric is not, by itself, the only

factor that needs to be taken into account. They say it needs to be considered in tandem with other

physical building features in order to understand its role in overall occupant satisfaction. Leaman and

Bordass came to similar conclusions, arguing that buildings work best when the activities within them

properly fit the spaces and services that support them, not only in spatial capacity, but also for zoning

and control of environmental factors, noise and privacy (Leaman, A., & Bordass, W., 2017).  

A question on occupant perceptions of density was therefore included for the pilot surveys (Figure

14). Although no longitudinal data comparisons are possible, responses to the question (“In the

vicinity of your normal work area, do you think there are too many people or too few people?”) were

compared with the context nests and cross-referenced with other BUS comfort responses to

understand the role and effect of density issues in changing levels of occupant satisfaction over time.

As it was not known how respondents might read the midpoint on the scale, a hint of ‘just right’ was

added to the scale midpoint of ‘4’. The question was tested on the following buildings, with response

rates in parentheses: Heelis (87%), Rivergreen Centre (93%), Tanfield House (main tenant response

rates between 90.3% and 97.4%%) and QE2CE (91%). These rates are regarded as high given that the

question is positioned at the end of the questionnaire when survey fatigue may be occurring.

The BUS questionnaire has never included a question on occupants’ perception of toilet provision.

However, largely as a consequence of concerns raised by the occupants of the Heelis building, a

specific question was developed (Section 5.3.3) and tested in the later surveys. The question was

simply “How do you rate the toilet facilities in the building?” with prompts the respondent to

Figure 14: The occupation density

question. 
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consider the number, cleanliness, and distances to and from the facilities.

While the question was not useful for the longitudinal analysis, responses provided some additional

background information with which to bolster the interpretation of any changes over time with

respondents’ satisfaction with other functional characteristics, such as cleanliness. The question was

found to work satisfactorily (e.g. a response rate of 96%). However, many survey respondents

interpreted the term ‘toilets’ widely, for example including the condition of the washroom and the

functionality of allied systems, such as sinks, taps and hand driers.

In addition to the new questions, a long-dropped question on personal privacy was resurrected for

the 2016 Tanfield House survey for consistency with the 1995 survey. Although personal privacy was

not of specific interest, it provided an additional topic for the longitudinal comparison of Tanfield

House. While the longitudinal results of Tanfield House are covered in Section 6.3, it is pertinent to

point out here that resurrecting the question had an unexpected outcome. The researcher had the

option of keeping the scale labels to that used in 1995 (so that the question was identical), or

reversing the scale labels to make them consistent with other questions in the 2016 survey. The

decision was taken to keep the scale labels in the idiom of the 1995 survey. This had the unintended

consequence of confusing some respondents, while others called it out as an ‘error’ in the survey

form. The experiment therefore demonstrated the virtue of consistent scale labels in surveys. It was

also clear that while some respondents read the BUS questionnaire assiduously, and responded in

accordance with the scale level direction, there may be a percentage of people who entered their

scores without noticing the scale labels were switched. This cast doubt over the value of the

longitudinal comparison of personal privacy responses. Statistical testing of the privacy question was

therefore abandoned.

Full details on the use of the BUS survey on the case-study buildings, such as the procedures,

practices, ethics and confidentiality issues, are covered in Section 3.7.4.
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3.5 Methods of data analysis

3.5.1 Overview

Data analysis of BUS results comprised three approaches: 

● Comparison of building-specific occupant satisfaction scores using non-parametric 

statistics tests to check for statistical differences

● Qualitative analysis of occupant free-text comments using an enhanced version of 

a system devised by Dykes and Baird (Dykes, C., and Baird, G., 2012)

● Comparison of quantitative and qualitative data with descriptive statistics defined 

by context nest characteristics. 

The research process for the pilot studies followed the analytic journey shown in Figure 15. This is

based on a design quoted in Ritchie et al (Ritchie, J., et al, 2014, page 276). While the procedures for

the overall research design did not adhere wholly to this linear structure (there were multiple

iterative feedback loops between the analysis and the refinement of the research design) the overall

structure was adopted. The ‘bounding and focusing’ stage in Figure 15 was defined by the questions

within the standard BUS survey (and new questions added for the research project) and the

composition of the context nests (Section 3.3.1). Sampling was based on the qualifying conditions

attached to the researcher’s building database, and the approach to data collection involving

occupant perceptions, physical measurements and other descriptive statistics. The refinement stage

was based on feedback from the pilot studies.

For one building, Foots Cray Depot, the analysis included comparison of changes in numerical data

and qualitative text feedback with environmental monitoring data. For three buildings (the pilot study

of Heelis, plus the later studies of Rivergreen Centre and Tanfield House) additional comparisons

were carried out between occupant comfort scores and the results of daylight modelling and acoustic

tests (Appendix B1).

Figure 15: The analytic journey for research projects based on recommendations by Ritchie (Ritchie, J. et al, 2014). While

the flowchart is reproduced faithfully, the role of the pilot projects in the applied research are shaded in blue. Note that

dotted lines are not defined by Ritchie et al, but represent interactions in the research project. 
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3.5.2 Statistical analysis

The numerical scores from the BUS survey were analysed using the Aabel exploratory data analysis

package (Gigawiz, 2018). Aabel contains all commonly used statistical and analytical techniques such

as ANOVA tests, regression analysis, and a variety of parametric and non-parametric tests, allied to a

graphics package for visualising complex multi-variate data. The computational model has an

automatic error-check that prevents a statistical test being performed on data that does not fulfil the

parameters of the test. For example, the program prevents the inappropriate use of categorical

(nominal) data (such as gender) being used instead of continuous ordinal data (such as occupants’

ranking of temperature on a cold-to-hot 7-point scale) or vice versa.

Figure 16 shows three core features of the statistics program, based on an example test for statistical

difference between two related but randomly-chosen comfort parameters (temperature in summer in

cellular and in open-plan offices) in one survey year. Reading from left to right, the typical example of

a test process combines the following windows:

● An Aabel spreadsheet containing continuous variable (whole integer) BUS scores 

● The menu of statistical tools, with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test selected 

for calculating the statistic difference between two (unpaired) sample populations 

(open-plan offices versus cellular offices) for perceptions of summer temperature. 

The data layout has to be correct for the statistics test to function

● Tabular output for the Mann-Whitney statistical test showing sample sizes, Mann-

Whitney U-score and z-score (not used), a test of significance (<0.0070), and 

associated histograms of the sample distributions used in the example test.

Figure 16: Features of the Aabel statistics program used in the research project. From left, the BUS coded spreadsheet,

centre the Mann-Whitney U-Test category selection from a list of statistical tests, and right the tabular and graphical output. 
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The fundamental purpose of the statistical analysis was to determine whether the distribution of

occupant scores in population samples for each pair of comfort variables in each building were

statistically different between two longitudinal BUS surveys. This involved the import of survey scores

for each sample into Aabel spreadsheets. A sample may be a whole building population or a subset of

it, such as window and non-window samples, or samples defined by gender or workgroup type. Data

was arranged in a spreadsheet most appropriate to the statistical test to be performed.

BUS occupant sample populations differ in both size and their inherent characteristics between

survey years (e.g. gender split and age range). The demographics had changed in most buildings

between occupant surveys, particularly when there was a gap of five years or more between surveys,

with most buildings becoming more densely occupied. Most populations had changed in the

intervening periods, sometimes totally. This meant that population samples could not be paired at

any level. Furthermore, the samples for survey questions were often not Gaussian or normally

distributed. The distributions could variously exhibit natural skew, bi-modality, or other non-normal

characteristics for a variety of contextual reasons. For example, in mechanically ventilated buildings,

certain scores (particularly for control over environment) tended to cluster towards the ‘no control’

end of the BUS 7-point semantic differential scales. Similarly, perception scores for air conditions could

be influenced by respondents’ proximity to openable windows or ventilation openings. Windows and

vents may also exert a greater influence on a distribution of scores generated in a narrow-plan space

compared with responses from a deeper plan space. In other fields of research, non-normality in data

may be regarded as an undesirable characteristic to be resolved or to be reported as a limitation. In

this research project, particularly for the larger samples (i.e. above 50), non-normality was regarded

as a natural, context-sensitive property to be acknowledged and understood but not corrected in any

way. The same can be said of outliers: in this project outliers were welcomed for the insights they

might generate, not discarded for purposes of statistical cleanliness.

Given that occupant scores for certain comfort questions tend towards a certain distribution of data

(i.e. skewed to low or high scores), benefit may be had by applying a transformation to the data. Thus

modified, data may be more able to meet the assumptions of a statistical inference method, such as

regression analysis. Without applying a transformation it may not be possible to create the linearity

required by a regression test. Furthermore, transformation would enable a deterministic

mathematical function to be applied to each point in the data set, such as a logarithmic function or

square root, in order to normalise it. Despite the well-known advantages of transformed data, the

researcher opted not to apply transformation in the statistical analysis for the following reasons:

● BUS scores are whole integer scores on ordinal (1-7 semantic differential) scales. 

For example, where raw scores to a specific question had skewed toward 1 or 7 to a 

different degree in two or more time series surveys, the degree and nature of skew 

was meaningful 

● Data transformed to achieve normality in some distributions but not others would 

lead to difficulties and confusion in interpretation of results

● Transformed data would remove outliers and tails in data that might be insightful 

for certain areas in a building, such as window locations or small workgroups
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● Correlations between transformed comfort variable scores might imply a closer 

relationship between those variables that may be the case in practice, leading to 

strong statistical associations, potentially spurious causal relationships and therefore 

potentially false research conclusions.

Statistics tests were chosen that were most appropriate to the characteristics of the population

samples, i.e. for nominal (binary) scores and whole integer ordinal data originating from the 1-7 BUS

semantic differential scales. The fundamental objective of the research project was to determine

whether statistical differences could be found between scores from paired comfort variables over

time. Where statistical differences could be demonstrated, it was hoped to identify a possible trigger

or cause. The tests needed to take into account the differences in sample sizes between surveys, and

the fact that the data to be tested had no given probability distribution. The tests were therefore tests

of statistical inference, whereby the samples derived from a BUS survey were used to infer properties

about the comfort perceptions for the entire population of the building for a period at (and leading up

to) the time of the survey. The tests needed to be non-parametric as appropriate for the descriptive

statistics generated from the context nests. The inferential statistics generated from survey data did

not depend on the population fitting a distribution defined by specific physical parameters.

Two statistical tests were relevant for determining if two sets of data were significantly different from

each other: standard t-tests, and the Mann-Whitney U-test for non-normal distributions (Mann, H.,

and Whitney, D., 1947). The Mann-Whitney U-test is also known as the Wilcoxon ranks sum test and

the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. The Mann Whitney U-test is a non-parametric test (two-tailed for

non-directional hypotheses) used to determine whether two sample means are equal or not. The U-

test value thus generated is the number of wins in a pair-wise contest. It is important to note that the

Mann-Whitney test also generates a Z-score (or standard score) by converting variables onto a

generic scale for normalising purposes. Results are derived by dividing the amount that raw scores

differ from the mean of the distribution by the standard deviation. The Z-score thus reports whether

a particular score is equal to the mean, below the mean, or above the mean for a sample of values. If

the Z-score is positive, movement is above the sample means, and if it is negative it is below the

sample means (Field, A., 2005 p12-13). A larger Z-score in either direction is consistent with the t-

statistic reported within a Mann-Whitney test. For this reason – and to avoid the risks of normalised

data described above – the researcher opted to rely on the Mann-Whitney t-test statistic. Therefore

although the BUS survey reports uses Z-scores as indices, as such they had no role in the research

project. 

For the research project, an independent unpaired samples t-test was considered for samples derived

from two populations, obtained independently and measuring the sample variable. An example would

be the degree of satisfaction with noise generated by from colleagues. In cases with a relatively short

time difference between surveys (notably the surveys of Foots Cray Depot), some paired samples

occurred, but as identification of individuals in the BUS survey was not ethically permissible, all survey

data was treated as unpaired. Furthermore, samples could not be treated as being identically

distributed or of identical size, as the nature of the BUS datasets is that populations differ between

survey years. In most pilot studies, occupant numbers had increased between surveys.

The context-sensitive distributions that derive from BUS surveys tend to be non-normal, the use of
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the non-parametric Mann Whitney U-test was prefered (with the two-tailed t-test preferred for non-

directional hypotheses). In contrast to the standard t-test, the Mann Whitney test compares median

scores of two samples, not the mean scores. It is therefore more robust against outliers and tail

distributions. As the Mann-Whitney U-test is non-parametric, it does not require a special distribution

of the dependent variable in the analysis. It is therefore an appropriate test to compare groups when

the dependent variable is not normally distributed. The Mann-Whitney test is also appropriate when

the data is ordinal and/or when the assumptions of the t-test cannot be satisfied. Although Mann-

Whitney has the advantage over standard t-tests in that the U-test can be used on non-normal

distributions, the U-statistic treats distributions as normal when sample sizes are higher than 20. 

In the U-test, the test for significance () is linearly related to the U-value. It is calculated by dividing

the U-value by the maximum value of the sample sizes.  is therefore a non-parametric measure of

the overlap between the two sample distributions. A  value greater than 0.5 represents complete

overlap. In the situation where two distributions have nearly identical medians, a U-test result must

report the measure of central tendency, the U-value, sample sizes and the significance levels

achieved. However, as BUS survey responses generate whole integer data (on a finite 1-7 scale), the

chances are much greater that two distributions will have the same median values. This has to be

borne in mind when reading the results from the pilot studies, statistical differences being reported

using mean values rather than sample medians so that the differences between samples are evident.

Both unpaired t-tests and the t-test within the Mann-Whitney U-test offer the choice of single and

two-tailed tests. A two-tailed test is suitable where deviations of a parameter in either direction from

a benchmark value are theoretically possible, while a single-tailed test is more appropriate if only

deviations in one direction are thought possible (Salkind, N. J., 2008). The term ‘tail’ relates to the

extreme portions of distributions, where data values are small and said to tail off toward zero as in

the normal distribution curve. In most cases the research project reports the results of two-tailed t-

tests, which are not only more appropriate to the data but a tougher test for reporting statistical

movements in occupant perceptions over time.

The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric H-test was applied for testing between-subjects variance by ranks

(specifically, for the pilot projects, gender perceptions of independent variables such as seasonal

temperature and air quality by year). The Kruskal-Wallis test is used to compare independent

continuous samples against a categorical variable. It can test whether two populations (e.g. male,

female) in a sample possess different median values. The  value is used to report statistical

significance. The Kruskal-Wallis test gives an equivalent result to the Mann-Whitney U-test. 

3.5.3 Significance thresholds

The researcher has adopted a conventional threshold for statistical significance for U-test results: the

95% confidence level of 0.05 (Salkind, N. J, 2008). However, due to the nature of BUS data –

comfort perceptions rather than physical measurements – the researcher expected that meaningful

movement between sample populations might emerge from two-tailed values greater than 0.05,

and perhaps as far as 0.2 (an 80% chance that two samples are different). The reasoning for this

position is that the research is as much about determining movement in comfort perceptions as it is
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about proving a statistical difference using mean values (Salkind, N. J, 2008, p163). Identifying

movement in a particular direction (i.e., better or worse) between <0.05 and �0.2 gives a

reviewer some insight as to whether there is meaningful movement over time within the nested

contexts, as well as any change at the formal 95% confidence level. It is also judged that an 80%

chance of two samples being different (or a one in five chance of the difference being by chance) is

more insightful than wholly discounting a difference as a consequence of an habitual adherence to an

arbitrary dichotomous statistical threshold. Therefore, although the <0.05 (95%) statistical

threshold has been retained in all statistical analyses in this thesis, for some data comparisons values

obtained between >0.05 and �0.2 were considered potentially meaningful if not statistically

significant. This was particularly helpful for discussing the trends in which longitudinal data was

moving in buildings where three BUS surveys had been performed.

3.5.4 Qualitative analysis

Qualitative analysis performed in the research project used two types of data: the descriptive

statistics generated by populating the context nests, and occupants’ free-text feedback.

The context nest data was captured in tabular format for the buildings overall, and for sub-zones such

as individual floors, departments and tenancies as appropriate. Individual contexts were only

delineated where physical boundaries could be reliably drawn. This was easier for individual floors

but less straightforward for departmental boundaries in open-plan offices. Occupied areas calculated

from scale drawings were usually measured several times before an average value was settled upon;

usually a difference of less than 5 m2 either way was found acceptable after several repeated

measurements. The temptation to find the ‘best-possible value’ was avoided in case this led to

exaggerated statistical outcomes and bias towards confirmation of an hypothesis. While the quoted

area figures are specific rather than rounded, they should be regarded as possessing a degree of error.

The context nest criteria were not always possible to populate universally. For example, it was

intended that floor to ceiling heights be included routinely. However, in practice two of the study

buildings (Heelis and the Rivergreen Centre) had pitched ceilings, rendering an averaged floor to

ceiling value meaningless. For other buildings, a floor-to-ceiling height value was complicated by

coffered ceilings of varying heights (Tanfield House and QE2CE). While the researcher became

increasingly aware of the possible importance of floor-to-ceiling heights (particularly in relationship

to floor depth) as a parameter that may contribute to occupant comfort perceptions, it could not be

defined in the same terms for all buildings. Where context nest criteria could be defined reliably and

consistently, they were used as independent variables against which dependent variables could be

compared. For example, measures of spatial density (persons per square metre) could be compared

with measures of perceived density, and with comfort perceptions such as environmental noise.

However, it was the purpose of the research project to account for changes in comfort perceptions

over time and identify possible physical causes for changes, not to compare comfort perceptions with

highly transient spot-measurements of daylight factor or environmental temperature. The descriptive

statistics of the context nests therefore offered limited scope for acting as dependent variables in

statistical tests. They were of greater value for providing evidence of changes in fixed contextual

variables that may motivate a change in occupants’ comfort perceptions.
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3.5.5 Free-text data

Respondents’ comments in BUS surveys are richer in contextual detail than can be recorded by any

numerical scoring system, whether of the semantic differential type used in the BUS questionnaire, or

Likert scales where respondents can choose one of five possible responses on a scale, e.g.: ‘Agree

strongly’, ‘Agree somewhat’, ‘Not sure’, ‘Disagree somewhat’, ‘Disagree strongly’ (Likert, R., 1932).

As described in Section 3.5.6, the researcher wanted to know whether occupants’ comments were

linked to scores given to survey questions, or whether they were random disconnected jottings and

therefore of limited potential for understanding a respondent’s motives for numerical scores.

This concern led to three research questions:

1. Do occupants’ comments match their numerical scoring? (i.e. are respondents 

being reasonable or perverse in their numerical ratings)

2. If the answer to 1 is ‘yes’, can comments be categorised as either ‘positive’, 

‘negative’, and ‘balanced’ for insights into the severity of a particular problem?

3. If the answer to 2 is ‘yes’, can the numerical scores related to segregated 

comments provide an additional quantitative measure in addition to the overall 

(mean) numerical scores?

Answering these questions required a method of capturing, sorting, ranking and interpreting

respondents’ comments, and, having done so, to arrive at some conclusion as to their relevance. The

method needed to be consistent, reliable, simple to conduct, and not depart from the core

information or demand re-interpretation. Robson (Robson, C., 1999) suggested four fundamental

approaches to the analysis of content:

● Keyword-in-context lists: The context in which certain words appear

● Word frequency lists: The frequency within which words and their synonyms 

appear

● Category counts: The frequency with which comments fit a given category or 

theme (researcher defined)

● Combined criteria lists: Searches in text for particular words.

For longer tracts of commentary (typically generated by written or recorded interviews) analytical

techniques such as thematic analysis can be used to categorise the content into themes – usually

defined by the individual researcher. However, this was considered inappropriate for BUS survey

comments, as they tend to be brief one-liners to fit the text box provided. Word clouds and similar

can be helpful for quickly identifying common concerns or qualities held about a building. However,

word clouds simply rank words used in a sample of comments by reproducing them in font sizes that
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increase in proportion to the frequency with which words are repeated. This still leaves a question of

whether the words themselves (and any synonyms) are being used negatively or positively. For

example, the use of the word ‘hot’ in a comment such as “the building is a bit hot” would, in a word

cloud, be associated with all uses of the word ‘hot’. Similarly, the positive use of the word in a

comment “the building is not hot in summer” would add the use of the word ‘hot’ to all other

incidences of its use, both negative and positive. A word cloud could therefore hide the reality of

whether people thought the building was ‘hot’, or, indeed, ‘not hot’. Researchers may also assume

that because ‘hot’ was used extensively, that this implies a major problem. It may not be:

respondents may be happy to tolerate the condition or perhaps even find it acceptable or normal.

(This is one reason why BUS benchmarks for different building types can be in different locations on

the 1-7 scales. For example, naturally-ventilated and well-daylit school classrooms are typically hot in

Summer. Word clouds are insensitive to such contextual subtleties. Taken purely at face value, such

assessments may mislead a researcher unfamiliar with the building in question.)

The researcher therefore determined that a better method was needed to assess comments made by

respondents. A categorisation approach was tested in the pilot project as developed by Baird and

Dykes (Baird, G., and Dykes, C., 2012). Baird and Dykes grouped respondents’ comments into three

categories: positive, negative, and balanced. A comment that, in the subjective judgement of the

researcher, was overtly negative or positive was categorised as such. More ambiguous statements

were classified as ‘balanced’. For example, a respondent comment such as: “It can be hot in here”,

could be classified as a balanced observation rather than a negative comment because the person is

merely making an observation, not a judgement. If a doubt persisted, a look at the respondents’

numerical scores could assist with classification, but this was used sparingly as the point of the

exercise was to interpret comments not merely classify them in accordance with respondents’

numerical scores. Nonetheless, once categorised, the numerical mean scores for each category could

be correlated with the subjective categorisation and checked for consistency.

This researcher amended Baird and Dykes’ approach by adding a fourth category: those who made no

comments. Absence of comment might well be interpreted as a comment in itself. It was thought

potentially insightful to know how people not minded to make a comment tended to score. For

example, non-commenting respondents might find conditions mostly agreeable as opposed to

unsatisfactory or disagreeable. However, it could also be possible for a non-commenting respondent

to be nervous about raising a problem and would prefer their concerns to go unrecorded beyond a

numerical score. Either way, the lack of a comment may be meaningful.

Once comments had been accordingly classified, it was possible to construct two metrics for

comparison of all comments: 

1. A comparison of the means of the numerical scores associated with each category 

of comment

2. The percentages of all positive, negative and balanced comments over the total 

number of survey respondents (i.e. including non-commenting respondents).
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3.5.6 Categorising comments

The comments analysis relied on the researcher reading all comments and classifying them

subjectively. The subjective rating of each comment followed some simple rules:

● Any comment that was wholly negative without qualification as classified as 

‘negative.’ An example would be: “When it’s cold I feel ill and I work less effectively”

● Any comment that was critical without being negative, contained mitigating 

commentary, or only criticised certain aspects of the building was classified as 

‘balanced’. An example would be: “Mostly OK but it has been very stuffy recently”. As

“very stuffy” is overtly negative, the respondent would have needed to provide some 

qualification, as in “mostly OK”, for the comment to be categorised as ‘balanced’.

● Any comment that expressed satisfaction or offered praise was classified as 

positive. The praise could be faint, as long as it was not qualified by a criticism.

By these rules it was found possible to reliably and consistently rank the negative and positive

comments in a BUS survey, although the balanced category tended to include more criticism than

faint praise. The resulting lack of precision in the balanced comment category is regarded as a

consequence of attempts to avoid over-populating the negative category with statements that were

more of an observational nature than a direct complaint. In other words, the ‘balanced’ category

acted as a methodological safety-valve. Thus developed, the methodology adopted was as follows:

● Free-text comments in the BUS coding spreadsheets were colour-coded as being 

positive, balanced, or negative using the Excel conditional formatting function to 

highlight each comment (Figure 17)

● An additional column was created in each spreadsheet and a 1-4 coding system 

adopted with the same conditional formatting: 1: No comment; 2: Balanced; 3: 

Positive; 4: Negative

● Codes were entered against each comment. The conditional formatting of the 

codes highlighted errors

● The Excel ‘sort’ function was used to rearrange all comments, the formatted 

codes, and the respondents’ original numerical scores (Figure 18)

● The arithmetic total and percentages of negative, positive and balanced comments 

were calculated using standard Excel functions. A check was included to ensure all 

responses in the sample were included

● The percentage of comments to all survey responses were calculated and graphed

● All spreadsheet coding was completed in one sitting to achieve consistency of 

coding within each spreadsheet.
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A limitation of the approach to assessing comments – a function of limited resources – was a lack of

cross-checking of the assessment by an independent appraiser. It is also acknowledged that some

comments might move between categories if the researcher had repeated the subjective scoring on

another day, in a different state of mind. The categorisation process also proved time-consuming and

laborious. For example, the 10 comment boxes for each of the 361 respondents at Heelis involved

categorising upwards of 2500 comments. Outside of academic research it is acknowledged that some

form of automated analytical process would be needed for similarly large population samples. 

The data on positive, negative and balanced comments enabled additional insights to be obtained:

● A comparison of the means of numerical scores with the associated comments, 

thereby enabling a check on whether respondents were commenting in sympathy 

and in accordance with their numerical scores

● A sanity check on whether the researcher’s choice of categorisation was in line 

with respondents’ numerical scores

● The inclusion of the ‘no comments’ in this analysis revealed, by the process of 

extraction, to determine whether non-commenting respondents were generally 

positive, negative or balanced in their numerical scoring

● The closer the respondents’ numerical scores matched their positive, negative and 

balanced comments, the more meaningful the non-comment numerical scores 

became in signalling whether conditions in a building were good, bad or indifferent. 

To determine whether comments made by occupants were random or consistent with their

Figure 17: An example of comments sorted (subjectively) into positive, negative and balanced comments. Excel conditional

formatting using colour-coding was used for recording and checking the accuracy of coding. Comments were sorted by code

number along with respondents’ associated numerical scores, the arithmetical means of which were calculated and charted.
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numerical scores, the means of the scores of each comment category – ‘positive’, ‘negative’,

‘balanced and ‘no comment’ – were tabulated for each case-study survey. It was then possible to see

whether comments were reflected in scores. 

An additional module to the comments analysis methodology was the analysis of repeated terms in

comments, such as “too hot”. The word count facility in the on-line word cloud service Wordle was

again used for this purpose, being free, simple, and customisable (www.wordle.net). The brevity of

comments in BUS allows the frequencies of words or phrases to be quickly identified.

The evidence gathered from the context nests, BUS respondent scoring and the comments analysis

were triangulated for each case study to build a picture of the following characteristics of the time-

series studies:

● Statistical movement in comfort scores between BUS surveys

● Changes in physical context that may be causing or influencing changes in the 

comfort scores

● Comments analysis to add contextual detail to the context nests and support or 

challenge the link between context nest criteria and the change in comfort scores.

Any divergence in links between changes in the context nest criteria and the comments feedback

from respondents was investigated. Gaps and inconsistencies in the context nest criteria were

highlighted, along with any gaps found in the BUS survey topic areas.

Figure 18: An example of the calculations performed for each comfort variable with a free-text comments box. This example

is for a pilot study. The item circled in blue illustrates a limitation in the procedure for coding single statements, the meaning

of which may be ambiguous. In such cases it was regarded as permissable to check the respondent’s numerical score for

clues. In this instance the respondent coded it ‘1’, justifying the classification of the comment as ‘negative’.
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3.5.7 Graphics representation

The researcher adopted the standard (i.e. industry-adopted) conventions for representing BUS mean

scores (to two decimal places) in graphics. This adoption is particularly appropriate for an industrially-

supported Engineering Doctorate thesis. The conventions apply specifically to the BUS summary

charts. The graphics depict the colour coding and BUS satisfaction benchmark references for each case

study building so that research results can be compared with historic survey results. This ensures

continuity and consistency of presentation even though the BUS benchmark references (and their

confidence limits) are not used in the research. Note that response rates vary between questions. For

simplicity (and consistency with BUS reporting conventions) response rates are not reproduced in the

summary charts. They are instead reported in the statistical tables for each longitudinal comparison

along with data variance. The BUS summary chart graphics are explained in Figure 19. 

Colour coding has been adopted for histograms showing population distributions for a particular

satisfaction or comfort variable. This allows the histograms to be grouped or linked thematically across

the dataset. In order of seasonal, functional, control and outcome variables, the coding is as follows:

● Red: Summer temperature and summer air conditions; control over heating

● Light blue: Winter temperature and air conditions; control over cooling

● Dark Blue: Control of ventilation

● Yellow: All lighting variables

● Green: All noise variables

● Grey: Space-use effectiveness, meeting rooms, storage, perceived density 

● Black: Usability of controls

● Orange: Perceived health, perceived productivity, overall comfort, needs met.

The comments analysis bar charts are generated from statistics derived from subjectively-determined

positive, negative and balanced comments. Negative comments are in red tint, with balanced in grey.

The data are shown by individual survey year rather than combined, partly to dissuade readers from

comparing small changes in percentages (Example: Section 4.2.5). Such subtle comparison is not

advised, as the source data are not at a high level of resolution. The graphs should instead be used to

understand high scores and large swings in percentage scores from one survey to another, for example

for complaints over excessive noise or lack of storage in one survey year compared to another.

Figure 19: Explanatory chart for the BUS summary comfort and satisfaction graphics. Confidence limits on midpoints and

benchmarks are not shown as their role is indicated ultimately by the colour coding.
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3.6 Building selection 

3.6.1 Case study database

The list of non-domestic buildings found suitable for longitudinal analysis is listed in Appendix A, with

an extract from the database of qualifying characteristics shown in Table 2. The qualifying criteria for

inclusion in the database was as follows:

● Buildings whose full-time adult occupants had been surveyed using the Building 

Use Studies (BUS) methodology, with the details of the survey recorded (date, 

surveyor, and response rate) and the subsequent analysis peer-reviewed

● Buildings whose architectural and engineering specifications had been recorded at 

the time of building completion, with detailed descriptions of the design intent 

supported by key engineering data (e.g. floor areas, design occupancy levels) 

annotated system schematics, and extensive photographs available

● Buildings whose professional design and construction team were known, preferably

personally to the researcher. This helped on occasions when trying to make sense of 

a particular building feature or design decision

● Buildings whose technical performance, energy consumption, and occupant 

satisfaction had been extensively monitored and analysed at least two years after 

completion using industry-recognised tools of analysis and assessment

● Buildings that were of interest technically, either because they were had been at 

the forefront of sustainable design thinking or because the project team had made 

attempts to deliver high performance through innovative design concepts such as 

advanced natural ventilation or heat recovery

● Buildings whose owners or employers were known to the researcher and with 

whom a long-term relationship had been fostered and trust established. This was a 

vital pre-requisite for a longitudinal study

● Buildings where BUS survey coding sheets from previous surveys were either 

available, already obtained, or for which permission could be granted by the building 

owner for their release by Building Use Studies Ltd or Arup (the owner of the 

BUS Methodology)

● Buildings whose identity, design details, and subsequent performance had been 

fully reported in the public domain.

For buildings not surveyed by the researcher, it was important to identify the individual who had

conducted the previous BUS survey(s), and preferably to be able to contact them to determine any

peculiarities in the data or in the manner the survey was conducted. For example, some researchers
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allow BUS surveys to be filled in over a number of days, while others only attempt to obtain a sample

of respondents (e.g. one person per row of four desks) rather than survey all occupants. In some

surveys of multi-storey buildings entire floors may be omitted or certain departments not included,

for example due to resistance from office managers. As longitudinal survey datasets needed to be

statistically compatible, the degree of departure from the normal BUS survey process determined

whether or not a building was included in the research database.

The passage of time created some problems for both obtaining original BUS coding sheets, and for

getting them in the right format for analysis. For example, coding sheets for the early BUS surveys had

been stored in redundant file formats and some translation work was therefore required. In some

cases, errors in BUS coding sheets were only spotted during preparation for the statistical tests.

Duplicated line entries and keystroking errors were the most common failings. Left uncorrected, the

errors could affect the mean scores calculated by the researcher and potentially lead to spurious

statistical conclusions. The act of cleansing BUS coding sheets led inevitably to some differences

between the sample distributions and the mean values quoted in this thesis and the values shown in

the BUS summary charts published by Building Use Studies or by Arup.

It is recognised that the researcher’s subjective judgement on what constituted acceptable research

quality or reporting accuracy required a degree of pragmatism and flexibility. For example, while it

was relatively easy to check whether sample sizes obtained during a BUS occupant survey were

representative of the prevailing total building population, response rates on surveys conducted by

people other than the researcher had to be taken on trust, as did the quality of the way the surveys

were administered on site. If there were serious doubts or unknowns, the building did not make it

into the dataset. Of the 14 surveys in the longitudinal research dataset, 43% were performed by

other researchers, albeit ones known to the student with the contexts of each survey fully recorded. 

It is important to list the criteria that were not applied to the dataset, as some are pre-requisites for

other researchers working in the field, and are often a key part of a research methodology:

● Building typology was not a criterion for inclusion in the database. As assembled,

the database tended to comprise schools and office buildings of various kinds 

(academic, commercial or public sector), as these non-domestic building types were

most regularly under construction in the last 20 years, and therefore most often 

researched by post-occupancy evaluation projects such as PROBE or the InnovateUK 

programmes

● Type of ventilation (natural, mechanical or mixed-mode) was not a criterion. The 

final database was a mix of natural and mixed-mode types. Fully-sealed, air 

conditioned buildings were only represented by Tanfield House (and only in 2016) 

● The presence of an environmental quality label, such as available through 

commercial assessment products such as BREEAM and LEED, was not a selection 

criterion. Other researchers in the field of building performance and occupant 

satisfaction have investigated whether so-called ‘green’ buildings perform better than

conventional buildings, relying on an environmental certificate as a means of 
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discriminating between the two (Section 2). This categorisation was avoided, as 

evidence abounds that environmental certification is no guarantee of good outturn 

energy performance or occupant satisfaction (Bunn, R., and Burman, E., 2016) 

● Geographical location was not a selection criterion, as the researcher did not have 

the freedom to pick and choose buildings based on where they were built. However, 

the database (and the subsequent selection of buildings for study) were both 

geographically spread and a mix or rural, semi-urban, and urban contexts (Figure 20).

Location was far less important than the specific site contexts, as data were being 

compared longitudinally within the buildings rather than between buildings.

The final list of potential study buildings were assembled in an Excel database containing hyperlinks

to BUS summary data, floor plans and photographs (this is available for academic use from the

researcher on request and after discussion as to its use). 

3.6.2 Pilot-study buildings  

The researcher intended to conduct longitudinal analysis on eight to 10 buildings selected from the

database as described in Section 3.6. A set of four buildings were selected as initial pilots to test the

research questions defined in Section 1.6. The criteria for selection followed the reasoning in Section

3.6.1; in essence the final selection of case-study buildings depended largely on the enduring good

relationships with building owners and managers, their enthusiasm to take part in the research, and

the willingness of the building occupants to be surveyed. The number of case studies was constrained

Figure 20: The geographical

location of the four pilot study

buildings for longitudinal

analysis. A wide geographical

spread was an emergent

property rather than intended.
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by available research time. From the database one school and three offices were selected for the

pilot studies. These covered a wide geographical region as shown in Figure 20. No limits of building

typology were initially set, as the research design was to remain sensitive to local context in each

longitudinal study rather than aim to generalise or normalise across a building dataset. An objective

to generalise would tend towards a focus on a particular building type. This was avoided at the outset

in order to ensure no insights were missed from focussing too narrowly on a given building category.

In the event, only one school was studied (albeit including back-office facilities). The office buildings

themselves were also different in ways that the typology categorisation of ‘office’ would not

immediately make evident.  

The overall objective of the pilot studies was to obtain longitudinal data on occupants’ perspectives

of the performance of their buildings over periods greater than at least three years, and to test the

responses – numerical and free text – against the characteristics in the context nests as defined in

Section 3.4, accounting for any statistical movements in comfort variable distributions. Three more

buildings were selected for further study in the light of findings from the pilot studies (as explained in

Section 5) and for applying an expanded scope of the research (as explained in Section 5.7). 

Table 3: The key characteristics of the pilot studies. 

Pilot study

buildings
Type Built Area (net)1 Space type Ventilation type

BUS1

Survey 1

BUS

Survey 2

BUS

Survey 3

Date Date Date

Pennywell
Academy (aka
Academy 360)

School 2009 10,172 m2 Classrooms and
admin offices    

Mechanical, plus
openable
windows

Mid 2012 June 2015

Foots Cray Depot Office
1974

approx
1180 m2 Open-plan 

Mixed-mode
(manual

windows)

March
2013

May 2015

Elizabeth Fry
Building

Academic
office

1994 3130 m2 Cellular, shared
and open-plan

Mixed-mode
(manual

windows)

January
1998

November
2011

June 2015

Heelis (National
Trust)

Office 2005 7350 m2 Open-plan
Mixed-mode
(motorised
windows)

November
2006

May 2015

Pilot study buildings Pennywell Academy Foots Cray Depot Elizabeth Fry Building Heelis

Survey data (month/year)
Mid 2012
June 2015

March 2013
May 2015

January 1998
November 2011

June 2015

Nov 2006
May 2015

Maximum occupancy (in year
order)

150
150

150 approx
70

120
160

475
586a

Occupancy on day of survey
101b

102
70
70

70
N/A
100

255
500+

BUS respondents (in year order)
100
73

64
69

41
60
90

242
361

Response rate (in year order)
99%b

71%
78%
98%

58%
N/A
90%

92%
66%

a Actual occupancy can range from 650 to 900. Entry swipe-card records suggested 586 staff on the day of the survey. 

b Unverified.

Table 4: The survey details of the pilot studies.  
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Table 3 lists the essential features of the four initial pilot studies. Table 4 lists the survey data for the

four pilot studies. Note that the figures quoted are best estimates. Many building owners and

employers did not maintain regular nor accurate records of daily staff utilisation, nor were visitor

numbers monitored. Table 4 gives best estimates on response rates to the BUS surveys, all of which

were higher than the self-imposed threshold of 50%, and often above 80%. 

Table 5 provides a breakdown of the age ranges for the pilot surveys, while Table 6 provides the

gender split. All data is derived from BUS survey returns and is thought to broadly reflect the total

building populations. The demographic differences in numerical scoring are explored in detail in

Appendix B. Foots Cray Depot had the coincidental virtue that the researcher had gathered 18

months of physical environmental data against which occupant survey results could be compared.

While this comparison was not a formal part of the research design or methodology, an analysis of

occupant responses with physical environmental measurements is covered in Appendix B.

Initially the research aimed to understand whether comfort perceptions were different or broadly the

same between surveys and where possible to account for the causes of any changes in a sample

population’s mean comfort scores, such as:

● Changes in occupant numbers

● Changes of use, such as from educational to office use

● Changes in the buildings’ physical characteristics, (e.g. fabric improvements, 

change in office layouts)

● Changes in building operation, such as less or more attentive asset management 

Table 5: The age breakdown for the pilot study buildings. The balances remained relatively stable over time. 

Table 6: The gender breakdown for the pilot-study buildings. The gender balance has remained relatively stable. 

Pilot study buildings Type

BUS Survey 1 BUS Survey 2 BUS Survey 3

Below 30 Above 30 Below 30 Above 30 Below 30 Above 30

Pennywell Academy (aka Academy 360) School 17% 83% 19% 81%

Foots Cray Depot Office 19% 81% 9% 91%

Elizabeth Fry Building Office 17% 83% 17% 83% 9% 91%

Heelis (National Trust) Office 32% 68% 26% 73%

Pilot study buildings Type
BUS Survey 1 BUS Survey 2 BUS Survey 3

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Pennywell Academy (aka Academy 360) School 30% 70% 26% 74%

Foots Cray Depot Office 49% 51% 46% 54%

Elizabeth Fry Building Office 21% 79% 25% 75% 28% 72%

Heelis (National Trust) Office 36% 64% 39% 61%
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● Changes in the control of the internal environment, such as less local user control 

and more central control, or vice versa.

3.6.3 Recruitment and approvals

The recruitment process for obtaining access to the pilot study buildings was straightforward, as

personal relationships existed between the researcher and the building owners and operators. The

BUS survey itself is available free of charge to students via Building Use Studies Ltd under an existing

agreement with the copyright holder, the consulting firm Arup. In most cases approval for a follow-up

BUS survey could be given immediately by the building operators, although in most cases views of a

higher authority were also solicited on the researcher’s behalf. In the case of Pennywell Academy, this

was sought from the academy operator, Gentoo, and the school bursar. For the Elizabeth Fry Building

permission was granted by the University of East Anglia Estates Department. For tenanted buildings,

the tenants were approached by the developer and landlord on the researcher’s behalf.

As with all BUS surveys, staff in the pilot study buildings were made aware of the survey by the

building operators and facilities managers via the organisation’s internal procedures. Involvement in a

BUS survey is always voluntary. Staff are made aware of it and asked to take part, but no mandate is

issued nor were occupants forced or expected to participate. Details of the awareness-raising

procedures are described in Section 3.7.2. It is worth recording that while there are always some

people who decline to take part, a great many others demand to take part on days leading up to or

following the survey, as they are disappointed to find they will not be in attendance on the allotted

day. The response adopted in these cases is covered in Section 3.7.3.

3.6.4 Research boundaries 

The research methodology operated within researcher-defined boundaries. While these boundaries

applied to the pilot studies in the first instance, some changes were made for the extended research

project. 

A key boundary (not necessarily a limitation – Section 7.1) was the number of buildings able to be

surveyed in the time available. The initial aim was to survey ten buildings to obtain a total survey

research population of around 3000 responses. This was reduced to a target of eight buildings to

meet the research timetable. In the event seven buildings were studied, with one organisation opting

out due to operational problems with their building. However, the shortfall in response data was

compensated by the inclusion of the multi-tenanted office building Tanfield House, which delivered

over 500 survey responses from its two BUS surveys. In total, the doctoral research survey database

amounted to 2307 responses. This is modest compared with the 6537 responses over 56 buildings

achieved in the EC-Audit project (Bluyssen, P. M., et al., 1996) and that of the BASE project involving

4326 responses from 100 buildings (Womble, S.E., et al, 1995). However, the averaged response rates

from these highly-resourced projects were 117 responses and 43 responses per building respectively,

compared with the author’s averaged rate of 144 responses per survey (albeit concentrated in five

out of the seven buildings surveyed – Table 1 page 14). The author’s database may therefore be
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considered to have a level of depth and thoroughness the equal of, if not greater than, that achieved

in the large scale and oft-cited occupant studies of the past 30 years. 

For the pilot studies the following research boundaries applied:

● No measurements of environmental conditions were carried out, other than that 

available as a consequence of other research activities (e.g. environmental 

monitoring at Foots Cray Depot, Appendix B1.1)

● No investigation of thermal comfort conditions were carried out using either the 

steady-state model of thermal comfort (the PMV and PPD indices) or the adaptive 

comfort model. The research design focussed wholly on occupants’ self-reported 

perceptions of thermal comfort and air conditions in summer and winter 

● No buildings for which surveys had been conducted less than two years after 

completion were included in the research dataset 

● All BUS surveys conducted during the doctoral research were conducted in person. 

Although the BUS survey can be administered remotely via web browser without loss

of data comparability, this obviates the need for surveyors to attend site and there is 

therefore no witnessing of how and when the surveys are filled in. Further details on 

BUS survey administration practices are covered in Section 3.7.

● No mixed-methods approach was adopted for occupant feedback, such as focus 

groups or structured interviews except pre-survey interviews conducted with 

facilities managers and caretakers

● The research design did not include analysis of energy consumption and carbon 

dioxide emissions, as comparison of occupant satisfaction with energy use was not 

the purpose of the study. 

The two-year cut-off period aimed to limit statistical distortions due to occupants being pleased to be

somewhere new and possibly better than their previous accommodation (irrespective of how the

new accommodation was actually performing); or, conversely, their initial shock at being in

accommodation less than what was expected or worse than previously experienced. The two-year

rule also allowed two heating and two cooling seasons to pass before any initial assessment of the

buildings was carried out. This period or delay in post-occupancy evaluation is also enshrined in the

Soft Landings Framework (Bordass, W.; Bunn, R.; Leaman, A.; and Way, M., 2014). 

The BUS survey is a mechanism for combining numerical scoring and free-text feedback from building

occupants (permanent or transient). The researcher’s experience in using the BUS system shows that

both pre-survey familiarisation and post-survey follow-up interviews with building occupants are

rarely needed as the questionnaire allows opportunities for survey respondents to provide extra

information. Furthermore, the standardised routine for conducting a BUS paper survey – handing out
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and retrieving questionnaires in person and speaking individually to the survey respondents – tends

to elicit verbal feedback on whatever else might be bothering or concerning the occupants. While

there may be instances where respondent openness is limited and follow-up might be needed (for

example, for sensitive buildings such as a magistrates court or a high-pressure environment such as a

dealing floor or call centre) no such contingencies were found necessary for the case study buildings.

In light of the findings from the pilot studies, the research boundaries were widened for the extended

research project to include the following:

● Physical noise tests were carried out on one wholly open-plan office building 

(Heelis) to provide some background context on the building’s acoustic properties 

that could not be articulated from observations. The acoustics tests were compared 

and contrasted with occupant perceptions of overall noise conditions (Appendix B)

● Daylight modelling was conducted on three buildings (Tanfield House, Heelis and 

the Rivergreen Centre) to provide some background context on the building’s 

daylighting properties that could not be articulated from observations. The results 

from daylight modelling were compared and contrasted with occupant perceptions of

the daylight conditions (Appendix B1.3).

3.6.5 Building identification

The convention in academic research is for buildings used in field research to be rendered

anonymous. In this research project all seven buildings in the research dataset had already been

publicly named with findings published in the public domain. All references to previous BUS surveys

cite references where the buildings were identified and named, and their locations reported.

Furthermore, all imagery pertaining to the buildings in this thesis and the original studies make them

easily identifiable. Permission was also granted at the times of the BUS surveys to identify the

buildings in the research project. It was therefore deemed unnecessary and unhelpful to conceal the

identities of the buildings in the thesis. However, the identities of all occupants surveyed are

concealed as are the names of all tenants in the tenanted buildings.

3.7 Survey practices

3.7.1 Survey administration

Administering a BUS survey is governed by a set of procedures that have been found by experience to

deliver the best results in terms of organisational and occupant enthusiasm, and keen participation

on the day of the survey. The greater the awareness and interest, the higher the likely response rates.

The procedures adopted by the researcher during the doctoral project followed a set sequence of

events:

● The building owner is approached for permission to conduct a BUS survey. The 
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reasons for request needs to be made clear (in the case of the research project, 

academic enquiry), and the potential benefits to the building owner and occupants 

fully considered before the approach is made 

● Confidentiality of the data obtained from the survey is made clear i.e. all 

respondents’ names to be redacted from survey forms prior to statistical analysis by 

Building Use Studies (or, in the case of commercial surveys, by Arup R&D)

● The building owner/operator seeks approval from staff via departmental managers 

and similar. The BUS surveyor communicates in writing how the survey will be 

conducted: over one day, in person, using paper questionnaires handed out 

personally to each member of staff in turn and collected in person the same day.

● Any questions of concerns from staff are relayed back to the researcher via the 

building manager. Such concerns may be about extending the survey over a longer 

period for people not in the building on the day, or requests to complete it over the 

internet. Very rarely do staff communicate resistance or a reluctance to take part.

The reasons for conducting the survey by paper need to be explained to prospective respondents

(and the procedures gently but firmly adhered to). The following arguments are advanced for the

one-day, paper-based survey:

● It gives the best response rates

● It ensures internal consistency of survey data 

● It enables and fosters personal communication between researcher and 

respondent about the questionnaire and its purpose

● Questions – perhaps of a sensitive nature – can be fielded in person and doubts 

allayed (e.g. data confidentiality)

● The researcher experiences the building on the day of the survey (often insightful 

evidence can be observed on the day).

3.7.2 Awareness-raising

Awareness-raising with prospective respondents is key to the success of a BUS survey. It should

answer most questions, allay all concerns, enthuse the building occupants and give them every

opportunity to organise their diaries and prepare mentally for the survey.

For the research project, awareness-raising involve four separate communications:
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● A personal e-mail from the researcher (sent out and countersigned by the building 

manager) between 10 days and a week before the survey explaining the purpose of 

the survey and how it will be carried out, and who will administer it

● A reminder e-mail two or three days before the survey, reiterating the content of 

the first e-mail

● A final e-mail on the morning of the survey to prepare staff for the visit by the 

researcher. This also enables the researcher to challenge occupants who said they 

had not received or seen the communications (it is not unusual for some staff to 

ignore e-mails and/or build up a backlog of unanswered e-mails, particularly from 

outsiders not directly related to their job of work)

● A ‘thank-you’ e-mail a few days after the survey.

To avoid total reliance on e-mails and word-of-mouth, the awareness-raising also involved A4 posters

for staff noticeboards. These contain a personal message and a head-shot of the researcher to help

occupants recognise a person who would otherwise be a stranger to them on the day. 

Many offices and receptions have large TV screens running corporate messages, events or meeting

room bookings. For some of the study buildings a Powerpoint version of the pinboard poster was

generated, if possible in the corporate colours or style of the occupying organisation. Linking the

survey to the employer helped both with awareness-raising and in encouraging high response rates.

It is not known how effective such awareness-raising is in generating high responses. However, the

researcher invariably finds that developing familiarity with a target audience for a BUS survey tends

to foster a welcoming atmosphere and a more compliant (if not willing) attitude of building occupants

to what is otherwise an interruption to their working day. 

BUS surveys are carried out in person on one day only, rather than over several days (or even weeks,

in the case of some surveys), as conditions in the building might change, such as a heating or cooling

system failure. However, a little latitude is often necessary for people not in on the day who demand

to take part on following days. In special cases (usually strident enthusiasm by occupants to have

their voices heard) permission is granted as long as such respondents return their survey forms either

in sealed envelopes directly to the researcher, or collated and forwarded by a third party trusted by

the respondents (often the building receptionist but never a staff manager or the building manager).

3.7.3 Questionnaire preparation, handout and retrieval

It is important to gain a reliable estimate of the likely staff numbers on the day of the survey, and to

print off enough survey forms. Under-estimation will involve time being wasted on the day printing-

off additional forms. It also looks unprofessional to be poorly prepared. Questionnaires are printed on

coloured paper (usually yellow or green, but not red as it is a negative colour) in order for the

surveyor and respondent alike to differentiate the questionnaire from any other paperwork.
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Figures 21 a&b: Categorising

survey forms by department

or by floor level needs to be

carried out carefully so forms

to do get mixed up. Paper

surveys also enable one-to-

one conversations to allay

fears and deal with concerns.

Staff often volunteer opinions

as forms are handed out. 

For conventional commercial BUS surveys, it is not always necessary to number the questionnaires or

otherwise categorise them prior to hand-out, as the client for a BUS survey is normally only

interested in the building’s overall mean scores. However, for the academic research project,

numbering the questionnaires helped with calculating the all-important response rates.

For the research project it was important to differentiate BUS survey forms by floor, by tenant, and in

some cases by department (Figure 21a). The latter was important for buildings where workgroup

sizes and spatial density fluctuated department-by-department across what was otherwise an

unobstructed, open-plan floor plate, and where a department may have increased in size (and

preferably not moved) between surveys. The BUS questionnaire includes a text box for respondents

to record their department. As some respondents leave this text box blank, it cannot be relied upon

to be a reliable nor a definitive record of where respondents are located in space. Some of the

previous BUS surveys used in the research project were found to suffer from a lack of such

information. In most cases, however, the historical BUS records were found to be detailed enough for

longitudinal comparison at least at a departmental or floor level. The student’s survey forms were

carefully segregated by departments and other building locations to provide some insurance.

Surveys are handed out in the morning with a promise to be back in the afternoon to retrieve them.

In a large building, several circuits may be necessary to meet late-comers or to see people who have

been in meetings. Each person given a survey gets a short introduction to it and any questions

answered (Figure 21b). Rapport-building is a key part of this interaction. To achieve the highest

possible response rate, the best approach is to be polite, sensitive to personal privacy, open to

personal concerns, but also firm and insistent within the bounds of reason. As part of this interaction

staff are asked not to give their completed survey to anyone else. They are instructed to fold it in half

after completion and leave it on or near their desk so it can be seen. Folded questionnaires cannot be

read surreptitiously. They are also a visual signal that the researcher can collect them. 

Surveys are picked up in the afternoon as promised. Some late-comers are given surveys (a practice

that can occur up until the end of the working day). All survey questionnaires – both completed forms 

and blank forms – are gathered up prior to leaving the building. 
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The demographic data, numerical scores, and free-text comments from the questionnaires are then

keystroked into a standard Excel coding sheet in a format that enables it to be exported to the BUS

statistical engine run by Building Use Studies and Arup. Random quality-assurance checks are made

(for example, every ten entries) to ensure data has been keystroked correctly, with each survey form

numbered in the coding sheet and the completed questionnaires themselves stored in numbered

order for ease of identification during those checks. As comments cells are interspersed with

numerical scores, it is easier to notice when a column has been jumped, as a numerical score will

tend to be entered incorrectly into a text cell. Running averages can be calculated in Excel on the fly,

enabling any strange average mean values to be investigated immediately.

3.7.4 Survey ethics and confidentiality

The BUS survey and the purpose for which it was being used complied with UCL ethics procedures. As

BUS is a common survey tool used in academia, compliance is a relative formality compared with

new, bespoke, or otherwise untested survey systems.

In accordance with the need for confidentiality, completed survey forms are not seen by anyone else

other than the researcher. The coding sheet is initially populated with individuals’ names so that any

odd entries or ambiguous free-text comments can be clarified later if necessary (in practice a rare

occurrence, but sometimes useful if clarification on a score or a comment is needed). All names are

subsequently redacted from the coding sheet prior to submission to BUS Ltd or Arup for statistical

analysis. Survey forms are kept for a short period in case any inconsistencies are spotted in the coding

sheet, then destroyed by shredding or burning rather than recycled. Photographs may be taken of

any particularly interesting scoring comments for future reference, but in those instances the

identifiable source of the evidence (building, tenancy or respondent) is not recorded.

3.7.5 Feedback

Feedback on survey results is always offered to the building manager and to individual members of

staff who request it. However, the results are always communicated to the building manager in the

first instance, never to employees directly. Feedback is usually in the form of the standard BUS

reports in PDF. These contain response-count histograms, comfort variable mean scores (plus building

typology benchmarks), and all comments. The BUS reports also contain a hyperlink to a web resource

containing interactive graphics and more statistical detail. 

In some cases the building operator may request a formal presentation to staff. The researcher

conducted feedback sessions on two buildings: two sessions to staff in the Foots Cray Depot, and one

to the Estates management team at the University of East Anglia who manage the Elizabeth Fry

Building. For most other cases on-line conferencing, e-mails and telephone conversations usually

sufficed to answer any questions that arose from the surveys. 
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4.0  Pilot studies

4.1 Overview

Four buildings were selected as pilot studies for the research. The qualifying criteria are listed in

Section 3.6.1. The essential pre-requisites were that all buildings had been surveyed using the

Building Use Studies (BUS) occupant satisfaction survey at least two years prior to the research

project, and that surveys had been performed to an academically-acceptable standard in terms of

administration, data curation, sample sizes and availability of data. 

The research design was not originally constrained by building typology. However, of the preferred

list, Pennywell Academy (aka Academy 360) was the only non-office building. Although the research

design was case-study based, whereby datasets were analysed building by building, it was rapidly

determined that the Academy possessed many characteristics unique to the research cohort. It

therefore differed fundamentally from the other case studies in key ways:

●  Pennywell Academy is not one single building, but a cluster of 12 buildings 

comprising classrooms, open-plan spaces, sport facilities and administration services 

spread over a large site. It was found impractical to apply the context nest approach 

as devised for the research project

●  The building houses different occupiers compared with the offices dataset, with 

one adult occupier (the teacher) for every 45-62 m2 classroom. Using a simple 

average of 150 adult occupiers for the 10,172 m2 building, the density is therefore 

one person per 68 m2. This compares to one person per 8 m2 typical of offices 

●  The vast majority of users, 1120 pupils, were not able to be surveyed for logistical, 

ethical, and methodological reasons

●  The wide variety of spaces would require a different sampling technique for 

statistical tests.

The virtues of the Academy were ease of access, the quality of the first BUS survey, and the high

survey response rates achieved. A detailed record was available of the building’s design and

subsequent operation from the point of handover in 2009. There was also a three-year gap between

BUS surveys. Furthermore, many changes had been made to the internal morphology and

improvements made to malfunctioning systems that may have influenced occupants’ comfort

perceptions in the intervening period. It was therefore decided to include Pennywell Academy purely

as a pilot study for testing the consistency of occupant responses in a repeat BUS survey, rather than

attempt a full analysis of the survey responses against a detailed set of physical context definitions.

The final longitudinal pilot study cohort, for which the occupant survey results would be compared

against the context nest criteria, were therefore the Elizabeth Fry Building, the Heelis building, and

the Foots Cray Depot. The research methodology is described in Section 3. Two additional questions

were added to the new surveys: a question on the usability of controls, and a question on

perceptions of occupant density. Comments boxes were added to both.  
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4.2 Pennywell Academy

4.2.1 Building overview

Pennywell Academy (known latterly as Academy 360) is a 10,172 m2 school constructed in 2008 and

occupied in June 2009. The building was designed as a cluster of 12 buildings around an internal

courtyard (Figures 22 and 23). The design intent was to create a small campus of two and three-

storey steel-framed buildings, many with mono-pitch profiled roofs facing south. The architecture

attempted passive solar orientation with overhanging eaves shading. In terms of building fabric, no

substantial improvements were made on the 2006 Building Regulations. A curtain-wall solution was

employed across the majority of the façades, integrating opaque and glazed panels with brick plinths.

In order to ensure ventilation at all times, earth tube ventilation was provided involving subterranean

ducts delivering fresh air through low-level supply terminals. In winter the incoming supply is

preheated by the surrounding ground (at a stable temperature of around 11oC all year round) while

in summer the supply air is pre-cooled by the relatively lower temperature of the ground. 

Double-height internal breakout spaces form part of the ventilation route for the perimeter

classrooms. Passive stack ventilation vents vitiate air through high-level operable vents into the

double-height spaces. The majority of perimeter classrooms which surround the break-out spaces

are provided with single-sided opening windows. These provide cross-ventilation alongside the

passive-stack ventilation. Extract fans are integrated into the classroom system to provide the

teachers with an extract boost during peak summer months. Control of internal lighting was

generally automatic, and driven by means of presence detectors and/or daylight sensing photocells.

Manual lighting controls were also provided in each room by means of a local light switch.

4.2.2 In-use performance and changes

The researcher conducted interviews with the facilities manager in September 2010 less than a year

after handover and sometime prior to the first BUS survey in mid-2012 (conducted by project

architect AHR – formerly AEDAS), and again in 2015 immediately prior to the second BUS survey. In

2010 the facilities manager reported that training support in the use of the building’s systems had

Left, Figure 22: The layout of Pennywell Academy prior to handover in 2009. The variety in architectural forms is evident.

Right, Figure 23: South-facing classrooms adjacent to the courtyard with structural overhangs for solar shading.
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been inadequate, to the extent the facilities team did not know how to access, let alone use, the

computerised building management system. With reference to the building logbook, the Innovate UK

report stated:“…the general information pages such as the overall building design section are blank.

[The] BMS interface is well-documented but not in a language that could be understood by a lay

person/building occupant. There is also no description of plant control or BMS settings/alarms or

which meters are linked to the BMS, none of the commissioning charts have been filled and no

signatures are displayed”, (Kimpian, J., Chisholm, S., and Burman, E., 2015).

The facilities manager reported that the building had not met the expectations of the three

amalgamated schools that had moved into the building. The building was not considered large

enough for its population, and many departments were said not to have got the spaces or facilities

they required to fulfill their curriculums. Some classrooms were originally of an open-plan design, but

by 2010 some spaces had been partitioned. It was reported that the organisation charged with

representing the teachers for all three schools were unsure whether teaching needs and desires were

taken on board in the design brief; teachers were apparently given the opportunity to comment, but

were surprised when they got things they didn’t expect, particularly open teaching areas immediately

adjacent to student circulation routes.

In 2010 (and subsequently reported extensively by Kimpian et al), Pennywell Academy suffered

serious technical shortcomings. On occupation, the automatic lighting suffered a massive and

widespread default to ‘on’. It took many months of research and interventions to re-set the lighting

controls so lights would turn off. There were no internal switches in PIR-controlled circulation areas,

and manual switches in classrooms were reportedly overridden by PIR detectors that sensed when

people were in corridors. A late evening visit by the researcher revealed that lighting came on and

stayed on at night, often when there was no human presence. The tendency of the lighting to remain

on had partially been solved by the time of the second BUS survey in 2015.

In 2010 the facilities manager reported that parts of school were often too hot, and that classrooms

were either too hot or too cold. Many classrooms have openable windows and hand-winder

controlled clerestory windows to facilitate cross-ventilation. The clerestory window winders were

found to be generally acceptable, but as they were not labelled the teaching staff didn't know when

to use them. The architect, AEDAS, reported that some opening windows were removed on cost

grounds, which motivated the m&e engineer to recommend boost fans for eight classrooms.

However, the mechanical boost system subsequently proved difficult for the teachers to operate. 

No service agreement had been set up for the biomass boiler, and the Academy had experienced

multiple parts failures which were expensive to remedy. The facilities manager reported that the

wood pellets were too expensive and the gas price was “far cheaper”. As the school didn’t qualify for

Government assistance due to the age of the system, the school opted to mothball the biomass

boiler in November 2012 when the store of wood pellets was exhausted.

4.2.3 Summary variable results

The results of the BUS summary variable mean scores at Pennywell Academy for 2012 and 2015 are
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Figure 24: The summary comfort variable means scores for Pennywell Academy 2012.     

Figure 25: The summary comfort variable means scores for Pennywell Academy 2015. Note the repeated pattern of comfort

scores, suggestive of a comfort perception signature of the building held by its occupants which is consistent over time. The

exceptions are the summary scores for ‘lighting overall’, ‘noise overall’, and ‘needs met’. 
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shown in Figures 24 and 25. Colour coding and benchmark references are shown for consistency with

previously-published summary charts, i.e. red for statistically lower than midpoint and benchmark

confidence limits, orange circles for no statistical difference to midpoint and benchmark confidence

limits, and green for statistically higher than midpoint and benchmark confidence limits. Markers for

confidence limits have been excluded on the basis that colour-coding indicates whether mean scores

are statistically outside, or within, all confidence limits. Note that (rolling) benchmark means are

shown purely for consistency and for ease of reference with BUS graphics by future researchers. They

play no role in the statistical analysis.

For the 2012 survey, most of the comfort scores (conventionally reported as summary variables in

BUS statistics) are below the scale midpoints of the semantic differential scales, with only scores for

‘lighting overall’, ‘comfort overall’, ‘noise overall’, and ‘image to visitors around or above the scale

midpoint. While Pennywell Academy’s adult occupants score the building’s image typically high on

the scale, occupants’ perceptions of the building’s performance in terms of comfort, design and

seasonal performance was low (also see Section 3.4.2 for a longer discussion on this phenomenon).

4.2.4  Longitudinal occupant survey results

The 2012 BUS survey results analysed by AEDAS focused on the inadequacy of the open spaces in

terms of teaching, noise and pupil behaviour control. There were concerns over the lack of storage

space and cupboards, perceptions of a poor and layout (e.g. angled rooms) and wasted, inflexible

space (Kimpian, J. et al, 2015).

The spatial and other physical changes recorded by the facilities manager are shown in Figure 26 with

details of the introduced glare problem. The researcher’s follow-up interview with the facilities

manager immediately prior to the 2015 BUS survey revealed that additional walls and partitioning

had enclosed some previously open-plan teaching spaces, thus improving acoustic and visual privacy

(Figure 27). Additional storage had been provided in some areas. Poor glare control in some areas

remained a chronic shortcoming (Figure 28). Problems with direct solar gain and glare through some

high-level clerestory windows had been reduced by the addition of reflective film. However, this had

the unintended consequence of redirecting the sun’s glare onto north-facing classroom windows,

thereby redirecting the glare to parts of the school that had previously been glare-free. The contextual

changes informed the analysis of the longitudinal BUS surveys. Due to the changes in the teaching

spaces, two BUS survey sample populations were created for statistical comparison: a whole building

sample for each survey year (2012 and 2015), and teaching area samples derived from BUS

respondents who had specifically reported their workplace as a classroom or a teaching space.  

As explained above, the complex built form and varied internal morphology of Pennywell Academy

did not lend itself to a single set of contextual definitions in accordance with the context nesting

approach defined in Section 3.3. Not only is the Academy a collection of 12 separate buildings with

individual architectural identities, the very low density of adult occupiers (teachers, catering and

administrative staff) also led to tiny (and statistically untenable) samples for a building-by-building

(i.e. context-by-context) analysis. The context was therefore limited to the overall demographic data

and the descriptive evidence of the buildings characteristics as reported by the InnovateUK
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researchers, the facilities manager, and personal investigations and observations made by the

researcher. Pennywell Academy’s demographics and BUS response data are given in Table 7. 

To determine whether the mean comfort and satisfaction scores were  statistically different between

BUS surveys, the population samples from the 2012 and 2015 surveys were subjected to a means

difference test using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney t-statistic for two continuous unpaired

samples. The results are given in Table 8, which also reports sample sizes, mean scores and variance

within the sample populations for each comfort variable. The results of the 2015 survey in Table 8

show strong similarities to the mean scores for 2012. The statistical analysis reveals that occupant

satisfaction scores were statistically different between survey years for four comfort variables:

satisfaction with cleaning, the effective use of space, noise overall, and perceptions of whether the

facilities meet staff needs. While movement in other comfort variables was not statistically significant

at a 95% confidence level, the direction of movement is thought insightful. An assessment is

therefore provided for the movement in each variable over time, i.e. an upturn or decline in a score.

Some changes, such as problems controlling natural sources of glare, are not reflected in a

statistically-significant movements in occupant perceptions. Scores for satisfaction with natural light

and glare have declined, but while the drops are consistent with the contextual evidence, they are not

necessarily due to the new glare problems, which have occurred in particular spaces and elevations.

Physical, demographic and survey data 2012 2015

Treated floor area 10,172 m2

BUS responses 100 73

Response rates (2012 unverified) 60% 71%

Age profile (Percentage over 30) 80% 81%

Gender balance (male/female) 31% / 69% 26% / 74%

BUS density perception mean score (1: Too few, 7:

Too many)
N/A 4.32

Table 7: The BUS survey data for Pennywell Academy.

95

Left, Figure 27: By 2015 walls and partitioning had been installed in some areas to improve acoustic privacy. Here additional

panels have been installed between the pillars in an first-floor, open-plan teaching zone. Right, Figure 28: Rudimentary and

poorly integrated internal glare control was criticised by survey respondents for its ineffectiveness. 

Facing page, Figure 26: The ground floor plan of Pennywell Academy with physical changes to the Academy’s layout as

reported by the building operator. The changes were made to overcome the most significant problems with acoustic and

teaching privacy.  Note the clerestory glazing above the central south-facing classrooms. 
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Table 8: The BUS scores for survey years at Pennywell Academy, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in the scoring

for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or a decline in mean scores relates to each comfort

variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 

C
o

n
te

x
t

Comfort variable

2012 2015

U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence2Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

80 3.29 2.89 62 3.44 3.39 0.8242 �

Summer 
too hot/too cold3 80 3.14 2.72 60 2.98 1.77 0.7362 �

Winter
temperature

94 3.49 2.70 66 3.76 3.90 0.4437 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold3 90 4.94 2.61 57 4.70 2.35 0.3430 �

Conditions in
winter

93 3.55 2.35 67 3.69 3.30 0.8995 �

Conditions in
summer

80 3.31 2.31 64 3.45 2.88 0.8109 �

Natural light4 98 3.45 2.45 70 3.56 2.19 0.7138 � Y

Natural glare5 97 4.04 3.74 69 4.38 4.38 0.2618 � Y

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 100 5.95 1.66 73 5.56 2.08 0.0452 Y �

Meeting rooms 90 3.42 3.03 67 3.96 3.64 0.0895 �

Storage 95 2.68 2.40 72 2.99 3.28 0.3847 �

Space use 99 3.03 2.25 72 4.07 2.95 0.0001 Y �

Density - - - 72 4.32 1.20 - - - - 

Electric lighting4 99 4.49 1.10 70 4.60 1.89 0.6701 �

Noise overall 99 3.98 3.18 70 4.67 3.81 0.0184 Y � Y

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 96 1.74 1.54 66 1.77 1.90 0.8127 =

Cooling 96 2.24 2.26 66 2.30 2.30 0.8540 �
Ventilation 96 3.01 3.42 64 3.12 4.90 0.9708 �
Lighting 94 3.48 4.23 64 3.02 4.77 0.1430 � Y

Noise 94 2.09 2.42 64 2.23 2.34 0.5226 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 98 3.63 2.62 72 4.43 3.45 0.0056 Y � Y

Comfort overall 99 3.89 1.95 71 4.21 2.76
0.1930 �

Health
(perceived)

98 3.17 1.19 70 3.19 1.37 0.9065 =

Productivity
(perceived)

84 4.30 2.06 61 4.25 1.62 0.9952 =

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should be aware of the scale labels (see notes 3 and 4). 

2 In the absence of formal context nests for Pennywell Academy, this column relates to recorded evidence of operational issues and morphological changes made to the

Academy buildings between BUS surveys.

3 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

4 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too many
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There has been a decline in satisfaction with lighting overall, but an improvement in the score for

noise overall. The mean scores for ‘space effectiveness’ and ‘needs met’ have shown a whole integer

improvement in mean score (Figures 29 and 30). All seasonal variables mean scores have remained

largely the same. Note that Pennywell, uniquely among the buildings in the research dataset, could

not be defined using the context nest structure that was applied to the offices cohort. In the absence

of the context structure the statistically-significant changes in occupant perceptions could only be

linked to the recorded evidence of operational issues, and morphological changes made the Academy

buildings between BUS surveys (recorded on Figure 26). The (marginally) statistically-different scores

for cleaning cannot be associated with any contextual evidence gathered for Pennywell. Perceptions

of the quality of cleaning were already high in 2012 and had improved marginally (r = 0.0452) in the

2015 survey. The improvement in perception of cleaning may be linked to a change in the cleaning

regime that is unknown to the researcher. It may also be a statistical anomaly.

To determine whether occupants in classrooms and other teaching spaces held different perceptions

of comfort and satisfaction to occupants of other spaces in the Academy, the researcher created a

classroom subset of 36 respondents from the 2012 survey and 40 respondents from the 2015 survey.

Respondents were only included in the sub-samples if their location in the school was unambiguously

associated with teaching. The samples did not include teaching administrators or those teaching

physical education. The results are shown in Table 9. As can be seen, statistical differences were

found in the control of lighting, satisfaction with lighting overall, and perceptions of space use

effectiveness. As satisfaction scores for space use effectiveness had improved by over an integer in

2015 compared with 2012 (Figure 29). There was also a statistical improvement with needs being

met. A drop in satisfaction with natural glare was statistically marginal (r = 0.0504), but consistent

with the other lighting variables. Although an association with the glare control problems – whereby

attempts to solve glare in one part of the school has caused problems elsewhere – cannot be proved,

Left, Figure 29: Respondents to the 2015 survey reported greater satisfaction with the effectiveness with which space was

being used – possibly due to localised improvements from introduced partitioning. Right, Figure 30: An improvement is

shown in respondents’ views of their overall needs being met.
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Table 9: The BUS scores for classrooms at Pennywell Academy, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in the scoring

for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or a decline in mean scores relates to each comfort

variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 

C
o

n
te

x
t

Comfort variable

2012   Classrooms only 2015   Classrooms only

U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence2Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

30 3.50 2.60 34 3.21 3.01 0.4634 �

Summer 
too hot/too cold3 30 3.13 2.18 32 2.75 1.67 0.3980 �

Winter
temperature

35 3.74 2.84 36 3.83 3.40 0.9039 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold3 32 4.84 2.13 31 4.48 2.19 0.3827 �

Conditions in
winter

34 3.62 2.18 37 3.43 2.75 0.4008 �

Conditions in
summer

29 3.41 1.46 35 3.14 2.89 0.2001 �

Natural light4 35 3.77 1.94 39 4.00 1.94 0.7659 �

Natural glare5 36 4.67 2.34 39 5.38 2.87 0.0504 Y � Y

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 36 5.86 2.12 40 5.40 2.40 0.1002 �

Meeting rooms 32 3.12 2.62 35 3.91 3.19 0.0717 �

Storage 36 2.75 2.65 40 2.72 3.48 0.7197 =

Space use 36 2.56 1.85 39 3.64 3.23 0.0089 Y �

Density - - - - - - -

Electric lighting4 36 4.44 0.76 40 4.70 1.90 0.3879 �

Noise overall 35 3.91 3.25 38 4.45 3.87 0.2485 �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 36 2.00 1.94 36 1.69 2.04 0.1876 �

Cooling 36 2.64 2.35 36 2.69 3.76 0.8394 =

Ventilation 36 3.64 3.55 34 3.68 4.52 0.9391 =

Lighting 34 4.62 2.97 35 3.37 4.71 0.0158 Y �

Noise 34 2.35 2.23 35 2.54 2.55 0.6832 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 35 3.37 2.53 40 4.05 3.35 0.1223 �

Comfort overall 35 3.71 1.73 39 3.72 3.10 0.9267 =

Health
(perceived)

35 3.34 0.93 38 3.00 1.51 0.2463 �

Productivity
(perceived)

29 4.03 3.60 34 4.09 1.59 0.5955 =

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should be aware of the scale labels.

2 In the absence of formal context nests for Pennywell Academy, this column relates to recorded evidence of operational issues and morphological changes made to the

Academy buildings between BUS surveys.

3 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

4 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much
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the association is supported by the contextual evidence. Calculations of statistical differences

between non-classroom spaces in the survey years might corroborate the hypothesis. However, this

was not possible as the non-teaching sample comprised too many dissimilar spaces such as catering

and various offices, along with responses from non-defined locations. It was therefore not practical to

remove ambiguity from a non-classroom sample without ending up with statistically tiny samples. 

As can be seen from the (non-normal) sample distributions in Figures 31 and 32, for ‘lighting overall’

and ‘natural glare’, the change in perceptions is marked. The distributions are, however,  characterised

by a range of responses that suggest some spatial differences in perceptions. Associating responses

with specific locations in the school could test this, but it was considered both impractical and likely to

be statistically weak (and unethical if the test were to identify individual respondents).

Statistical t-tests were run between survey years on the BUS noise sub-variables (noise from people,

noise from inside, and noise interruptions) for the overall building samples and the classroom sub-

samples. Given the morphological changes to the teaching spaces – additional walls and partitioning

– it was hypothesised that teaching staff might report a statistically-significant improvement in

perceptions of noise conditions between 2012 and 2015. However, the hypothesis was not supported

by the statistics: for the teaching and classroom samples there were no statistical differences for the

noise sub-variables. For all noise sub-variables the teaching staff in 2012 and 2015 experienced ‘too

much’ noise from people and frequent interruptions. Conversely, the overall response samples from

2012 and 2015 show statistical improvements in ‘noise overall’ and ‘noise from people’ (Figures 33

and 34). Respondents also report (statistically) fewer interruptions. Evidently non-teaching staff had

found most improvement, although in 2015 scores still err towards ‘too much’ noise (Figure 34). For

the reasons given above it was not practical to disaggregate the survey year samples to test this

theory. It is suspected, but cannot be proved with the quality of the data, that the new partitions and

other acoustic improvements to teaching areas have benefitted non-teaching staff more.

Left, Figure 31: Satisfaction with ‘lighting overall’ has declined since 2012, possibly as a consequence of introduced glare

problems in some parts of the school. Right, Figure 32: The overall decline in occupant satisfaction for natural glare . 
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4.2.5 Free-text comments analysis

The free-text comments from 2012 and 2015 were analysed for clues to the changes in perceptions

(Figures 35 and 36). The feedback is shown in the percentage of negative comments as well as the

combined scores for negative and balanced comments. The latter are combined, as balanced

comments are critical although not wholly negative. As can be seen the highest percentages of

negative and negative+balanced comments in 2012 were about storage and needs being met, with

slightly fewer negative comments about noise. In 2015 the negative comments on noise had

improved, but there were more negative comments on lighting.  Lack of storage was still a topic of

complaint. Although the changes might be considered marginal (not least because of the subjectivity

of categorisation that lies behind the comments assessment), the movements are consistent with the

known morphological changes in the building: improved acoustic treatment in certain areas, but

greater perceptions of daylight glare. 

A check of the repeated use of terms in free text comments was conducted on the needs, noise and

lighting variables using the on-line Wordle word cloud service. This service usefully provides simple

and rapid counts of repeated words. Inevitably the word counts are highly dependent upon sample

sizes as not all respondents comment. The results of the top three terms used by respondents are

nonetheless tabulated in Table 10. Note that word counts were often in single figures, except for

compound terms such as “not-enough”. In all cases the operative word and extensions thereof in

each category (i.e. storage, lighting, need, needs, noise, noisy) were removed from the word counts.

While the information in Table 10 does not add a great deal to the understanding of the statistical

trends between survey years, the topics are consistent and clear: respondents complain of not having

enough of the things that are needed (space and storage), and too much of the things that are

Left, Figure 33: Scores for ‘noise overall’ improved in 2015 throughout the school compared with 2012, possibly as a

consequence of the partitioning and space improvements. Right Figure 34: A median value shift in ‘noise from people’

indicates an improvement in noise conditions; non-teaching staff reported the greatest benefit.
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Figure 35: The percentages of negative and balanced comments made by survey respondents in 2012, as assessed

subjectively by the researcher using the system developed by Baird and Dykes (Baird G, & Dykes, C. 2012). The highest

percentages of negative and negative plus balanced comments in 2012 were over storage and needs being met.

Figure 36: The percentages of negative and balanced comments made by survey respondents in 2015, as assessed

subjectively by the researcher using the system developed by Baird and Dykes (Baird G, & Dykes, C. 2012). In 2015 the

negative comments on noise had improved, but there were more negative comments on lighting. Lack of storage was still a

topic of complaint.
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Most common terms used in comments for statistically-different comfort variables

Needs met Storage Noise Lighting

2012 survey

Most common term Not enough [storage] 
Not enough

[storage] 
Pupils Windows

Second common term Areas [Open] Space Open Blinds

Third common term Space Areas Door Natural [sun, glare]

2015 survey

Most common term Space Not enough Area Glare

Second common term Storage Space Open Lights

Third common term Toilets Very little [storage] People Windows

Table 10: The most common terms used in respondents’ free-text comments in the 2012 and 2015 surveys based on simple

word counts in the on-line Wordle word-cloud text analysis tool. Operative terms (singular and plural) and their synonyms

were removed (e.g. ‘noise’ and ‘noisy’ and ‘light’ and ‘lighting’).

unwanted (particularly sources of noise and glare from sun and sky). It must be recognised that each

individual comment adds more to the understanding of specific issues far more than a distillation and

ranking of the use of terms. The trends in numerical scoring were nonetheless found to be consistent

with the  comments in both survey years, and also consistent with changes in the built morphology of

the teaching spaces in the Academy.
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4.3 Foots Cray Depot

4.3.1 Building overview

The Foots Cray Depot is a two-storey, naturally-ventilated building owned by the London Borough of

Bexley. In 2015 it housed the Borough’s Libraries and Technical Services departments. Built in around

1974 of masonry construction with an unfilled cavity, the 1180 m2 treated floor area (TFA) building  is

rectilinear in plan, orientated south-east – north-west,with a flat concrete roof (Figure 37). An

extension on the first floor is of similar construction but with partial cavity insulation. Analysis of the

structure, exposed during refurbishment works, found that the Depot is constructed of 102 mm of

outer brickwork, a 50 mm un-insulated cavity with brick ties, an internal leaf of 100 mm dense

blockwork, and with a plastered internal finish. Although there is visual evidence of penetrations

consistent with the use of blown insulation, no cavity insulation was found during the ductwork

penetrations. Areas of more recent brickwork showed that the building had windows and doors

blocked up over the years and  had various other modifications and penetrations. The ground floor

had been fitted with a mechanical extract system at some stage, the extent of which is unknown. By

2013 the system had long been inoperative. The original metal-frame windows had been replaced

with uPVC double-glazed units five to six years prior to the first BUS survey. The opening toplights are

generally 1200 mm in height. Security measures reduce the maximum opening to less than 100 mm

at the bottom, consequently throttling the natural ventilation rate.

The building was originally built to house the Bexley Highways Department, with a store and small

office on the ground floor and a canteen, locker room and small dormitory on the first floor. It was

not designed for its current use as offices. It suffers from labyrinthine circulation routes through the

building, small window areas, poor ventilation, and no solar shading to the unobstructed south

elevation that overlooks the local domestic recycling centre. The building also contains an office

immediately adjacent to a weighbridge used for weighing Council refuse vehicles. Offices on both

floors tend to be shared or open-plan, with some cellular offices on the first floor. The maximum staff

complement was said in 2013 to be 107 staff, but actual utilisation appears much lower (at between

60-80 on a normal day) due to a peripatetic workforce who are often out on Council sites. The

building has no on-site facilities management, so facilities support tends to be reactive to reported

problems rather than of the preventative kind. The building’s lack of on-site facilities management

Left Figure 37: Foots Cray Depot prior to fabric refurbishment. Right, Figure 38: The Depot after treatment with dynamic

thermal insulation. Pre-refurbishment, the building achieved a fabric airtightness value of 8.91 m3/(m2.h) @50 Pascals. 

Air supply and

extract spigot
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appears to have led to a laissez-faire attitude by the building’s occupants to fulfilling their needs and

solving comfort problems. For example, personal kettles, a fridge, and free-standing fans were found

dotted around the top floor open-plan office. Among other consequences this rendered staff distances

to kitchen facilities rather meaningless as a contextual metric. However, despite the building’s age and

many physical shortcomings, systems such as boilers and windows were in a good state of repair. 

The building became available for longitudinal study due to the prototype testing of an innovative

form of external insulation with a ventilated cavity (Figure 38). The application of external insulation

was funded by an InnovateUK grant awarded under the Invest in Innovative Refurbishment

programme, supported by the erstwhile Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC). The

researcher was appointed by DECC to advise and monitor the effectiveness of the insulation. Energy

consumption was measured before and after the retrofit and the BUS survey was used to measure

104

Left Figure 39: The theory of the

dynamic external wall insulation in

winter mode.

Left, Figure 40: The dynamic

insulation system in summer (bypass)

mode. 
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any change in occupant satisfaction. The retrofit began in December 2013 and completed in March

2014. The researcher obtained permission from the London Borough of Bexley to install additional

environmental monitoring equipment for use within the doctoral research project. 

The dynamic external wall insulation and background mechanical ventilation (Figures 39 and 40)

involved mechanically recovering heat lost through the fabric and re-introducing it to the building to

reduce gas consumption for space heating. The external insulation itself was a prototype product

produced by insulation manufacturer Jablite. The insulation comprised a ventilated cavity which

trapped the lost heat. In winter lost heat is captured in the air gap and drawn back into the building

by a mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) system (Figure 39). In summer the system can

enter into a cooling mode whereby air is drawn into the building directly from outside. Vitiated hot

air is dumped by reversing the flow through the insulation cavity (Figure 40).  

4.3.2 In-use performance and changes

Full details of the building’s environmental performance are covered in Appendix B1.1. Suffice to say

the building was found to suffer comfort problems and high energy consumption before the retrofit

of external insulation. The building was found to consume fossil fuel (gas) and grid electricity at 182

kWh/m2 per annum – almost double the naturally-ventilated cellular-office best practice values in

Energy Consumption Guide 19: Energy Use in Offices (BRECSU, 2000). Problems with the natural

ventilation, coupled to inadequate solar control and poor thermal performance of the walls and flat

roofs, has led to the proliferation of fixed and free-standing fans, and free-standing air-conditioning

units. Many electric convector heaters are used in winter. On the ground floor, desk fans have been

wall-mounted to encourage air movement (Figure 41) . Some manual winders for the roof lantern

clerestory windows – added to improve ventilation – have been trapped by shelving (Figure 42).

The researcher conducted two BUS surveys: one in March 2013 prior to the refurbishment, and a

second in May 2015 a year after the refurbishment works completed. This enabled any changes in

occupants’ comfort perceptions to be linked to the recorded changes in the building’s physical

context. Foots Cray Depot was the only building in the pilot study where environmental conditions

Left Figure 41: Lack of air movement on the ground floor led to desk fans permanently fixed to the south-facing internal

wall. Right, Figure 42: Manual winders for the first floor clerestory windows had been subsequently hidden behind shelving.

Most were inaccessible.
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Figure 43: The context nesting structure for Foots Cray Depot, with major changes between BUS surveys involving the

provision of background mechanical ventilation and occupant boost controls.

N
é

Figure 44: Foots Cray Depot ground floor showing office areas in grey plus ductwork routes for the background MVHR system.

Figure 45: Foots Cray Depot first floor. Office areas in grey, ductwork for the MVHR, and rooftop lanterns as white rectangles.

Air supply and

extract spigot
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were studied in depth alongside occupants’ comfort perceptions. The assessment of the external

insulation involved long-term continuous logging of thermal conditions in the occupied spaces, and

continuous thermal and relative humidity measurements at various points within the mechanical

ventilation and insulation system. Largely contiguous data over 18 months was obtained from supply

and extract data loggers. This enabled a detailed comparison between quantitative physical

measurements and the qualitative occupant perceptions (Appendix B1.1).

4.3.3 Context nest data

The building’s physical and demographic data was captured in the context nesting structure, as

described in Section 3.3. Figure 43 shows the nesting structure in 2012 before and after the

refurbishment, with significant internal changes in the orange tinted boxes. As only two years had

elapsed between the BUS surveys, no major changes had occurred inside the building with the

exception of the provision of the background MVHR to service the dynamic external insulation. While

the mechanical ventilation operated automatically on air temperature settings, wall-mounted controls

with a ventilation boost switch were provided in the office for occupants to use. The context nesting

revealed no major issues with distances to facilities; spatial density was above British Council for

Offices norms (BCO, 2014). However, the building’s highly variable (and mobile) population did not

enable a reliable estimation of persons per toilet. Figures 44 and 45 show the building’s ground and

first floor layout, with ductwork routes shown.

4.3.4 Summary variable results

Figures 46 and 47 show the occupant survey summary results. The 2013 and 2015 BUS surveys were

conducted midweek when occupancy numbers for the building’s peripatetic workforce were said to

be at their highest. The surveys generated samples of 64 and 69 people respectively. Estimated

response rates were 78% and 98% respectively.

Colour-coding and benchmark references are shown for consistency with previously-published

summary charts, i.e. red for statistically lower than midpoint and benchmark confidence limits,

orange circles for no statistical difference to midpoint and benchmark confidence limits, and green for

statistically higher than midpoint and benchmark confidence limits. Markers for confidence limits

have been excluded on the basis that colour-coding indicates whether mean scores are statistically

outside, or within, both sets of confidence limits. Note that (rolling) benchmark means are shown

purely for consistency and for ease of reference with BUS graphics by future researchers. As with

Pennywell Academy, the longitudinal summary results show great similarity not only between scores,

but in the pattern of scores. Only one variable has improved, that of ‘noise overall’, whereas other

scores had declined (despite the objectives of the refurbishment). Evidence of the fall in temperature

and air conditions between surveys is evident. This is supported by environmental monitoring of space

temperature and relative humidity before and after the retrofit (presented in Appendix B1.1).
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Figure 47: The summary comfort variables for Foots Cray Depot, 2015. The summary scores for 2015 display a very close

match to the scores for 2013. This suggests that buildings have a distinct occupant comfort signature that may prevail over

time unless changes have occurred within the building to change occupants’ comfort perceptions.

Figure 46: The summary comfort variables for Foots Cray Depot, 2013.
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Summer
temperature

53 2.81 2.50 66 2.48 2.13 0.2593 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 54 2.30 1.27 67 2.25 1.80 0.5751 =

Winter
temperature

57 3.89 3.34 66 3.70 2.92 0.5769 �
Winter 
too hot/too cold2 57 3.51 2.47 66 3.27 2.29 0.5129 �

Conditions in
winter

61 3.54 2.78 66 3.36 2.48 0.6107 �

Conditions in
summer

53 2.98 2.67 66 2.71 2.45 0.3748 �

Natural light3 62 3.56 1.89 70 3.74 1.73 0.6144 �

Natural glare4 62 3.63 2.66 70 3.54 2.63 0.8553 �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 64 4.36 2.71 70 3.89 2.07 0.0580 �

Meeting rooms 58 3.97 2.42 67 4.33 3.10 0.1575 �
Storage 60 3.95 3.37 67 4.20 1.01 0.8336 �
Space use 64 4.89 2.32 68 4.78 1.84 0.6261 �
Density
(perceived)5 - - - 69 4.20 0.40 - - - -

Electric lighting3 62 4.42 1.03 69 4.33 1.37 0.7071 �
Noise overall 62 4.19 2.06 70 4.60 2.04 0.1301 �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 61 2.16 2.34 68 2.31 3.02 0.7502 �
Cooling 61 2.39 2.27 69 2.30 2.59 0.6292 �
Ventilation 61 3.23 2.51 69 3.20 2.84 0.7582 =

Lighting 61 3.39 2.84 68 3.68 4.19 0.5538 �
Noise 61 2.31 1.68 69 2.25 2.01 0.6375 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 63 4.76 2.31 68 4.50 2.37 0.3357 �
Comfort overall 63 3.92 2.43 67 3.55 2.79 0.2076 �
Health
(perceived)

62 2.95 1.13 68 3.26 1.57 0.1263 �

Productivity
(perceived)

60 4.00 1.35 66 4.58 1.66 0.0374 Y �

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many

Table 11: The BUS scores for survey years at Foots Cray Depot, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in the scoring

for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each comfort

variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 
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Foots Cray Depot
Most common terms used in comments for statistically-different comfort variables

Needs met Comfort Health Productivity

2013 survey

Most common term N/A [too] Hot Air [no, poor, lack of] Work [regardless]

Second common term Headaches [too] Hot 

Third common term fresh [work at] Home 

2015 survey

Most common term [too] hot [too] hot [No, not enough] Air [can’t] Concentrate

Second common term [need better] kitchen [Not enough] Air Headaches Air =

Third common term [no hot] water Stuffy Ventilation Hot [summer]  =

Table 12: The most common terms used by respondents in free-text comments for the 2013 and 2015 occupant surveys

4.3.5 Longitudinal occupant survey results

To determine whether the mean scores were statistically different between survey years, the BUS

survey samples from the 2013 and 2015 surveys were subjected to a means difference t-test using

the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test for two continuous unpaired samples. The results are

presented in Table 11. This reports sample sizes, mean scores and variance within the sample

populations for each comfort variable. As can be seen, none of the comfort variables in the context

nesting structure exhibited statistically-different scores between the surveys, except for perceived

productivity. While there was movement both up and down between many mean comfort scores,

none approached statistical significance at r <0.05.  

The statistical movements of all comfort variables was checked against the context nesting

characteristics in Figure 43, and self-reported changes in workgroup sizes, hours at desk and at

computer, for evidence of contextual changes that may have motivated the statistical changes in

comfort perceptions. Only small percentage differences were found between the surveys in 2013 and

2015 for the size of the perceived workgroup, with a slight increase in those working in groups of eight

or more. Reported hours spent in the building and on screen also showed small differences in

respondent scores. Evidently, more people in the 2015 survey report they are more productive

compared with those sampled in 2013. No obvious causes could be pinpointed for this statistical

improvement. Although the sample distributions are statistically different (with the median values

moving from 4.00 to 5.00 in 2015), the mean score of 4.58 is still below the midpoint on the 1-9

semantic differential scale. It might be argued that while the movement represents a statistical

difference it is not significant in itself; however, that can only be weakly defended as there may be a

root cause not evident in the context nests.

4.3.6 Free-text comments analysis

Overall, while the survey results for Foots Cray Depot show very little movement in comfort and

satisfaction scores between the two survey years, it is evident that the fabric retrofit and provision of
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Figure 48: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by respondents to the 2013 Foots Cray Depot

survey.

Figure 49: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by respondents to the 2015 Foots Cray Depot

survey. The number of negative comments increased for perceptions of health, comfort, and productivity. 
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background mechanical ventilation with heat recovery did not improve the perception of comfort

conditions for what continued to be a poorly-performing and overheating building from the

occupants’ perspective. The building’s environmental conditions were monitored before, during and

after the refurbishment, and the measurements substantiate the occupants’ thermal and air quality

perceptions. The results of the monitoring are reported in Appendix B1.1.

The occupants’ free-text comments from both survey years were categorised using the comments

assessment procedure described. Figures 48 and 49 show the relative percentages of the negative

and negative plus balanced comments in both survey years. It is immediately evident that, for such a

poorly-performing building, the percentage of negative comments is low, at least relative to

Pennywell Academy (note that the question on toilets was not used for the Depot studies, and the

question on density only introduced in 2015). Compared with 2013, there was an increase in negative

comments on perceived health and comfort overall, although comments on perceived productivity

showed no change. As with the thermal and air quality numerical scores, the increase in

dissatisfaction is substantiated by the physical monitoring.

A check was run on the repeated use of terms in the free-text comments that had shown change:

health, comfort, and needs met, with an additional check on the perceived productivity comments

for clues as to the statistical improvement in numerical scoring. The results are in Table 12. The

exercise was limited by the relatively low numbers of respondents in each survey and the

concomitantly lower number of people who commented. Therefore repeated terms were often in

single figures, and very low in incidence for second and third-level terms. In 2013, word counts for

repeated terms were both too low (and mostly of equal incidence) to be able to populate the

rankings for ‘needs met’ and ‘comfort overall’.  However, overall, the negative terms support the

numerical scores in both survey years, and are consistent across survey years. 

The comments do not explain the statistical improvement in perceived productivity scores; however,

some staff were motivated to comment say that they get more done at home as they can’t

concentrate in the heat of the office. Freedom to escape the building’s poor environmental

conditions is facilitated by the requirement for the Council’s highways and technical services staff to

work away from the office – an opportunity that many seem to take. This may have been a factor in

the occupant satisfaction results. 
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Left, Figure 50: The north-facing elevation of the Elizabeth Fry Building. Right, Figure 51: The south-facing elevation of the

Elizabeth Fry building, showing the basement seminar rooms and the LTS office windows below the glazed brise soleil. 

4.4 Elizabeth Fry Building

4.4.1 Building overview

The Elizabeth Fry Building (EFB) is a university teaching and administration building constructed in

1995 on the University of East Anglia (UEA) campus in Norwich, Norfolk (Figure 50). The building was

notable for being an early adoption of the Swedish Termodeck mechanically-ventilated structural

floor-slab system, designed to provide year-round tempering of fresh air with high efficiency heat

recovery (Winwood, R., 1996). The use of the Termodeck hollowcores as air supply routes also

increased the amount of structural fabric available for thermal tempering. The design aimed for high

levels of thermal insulation, with triple-glazed windows and low levels of natural air infiltration.

The EFB has a gross floor area of 3250 m2 (3130 m2 treated) over four storeys, including a split-level

basement housing small lecture theatres. In 1995 the ground floor contained a student reception

area and seminar rooms. The upper floors contained 50 cellular offices for about 70 academic and

administrative staff, plus two dining rooms for events served by a small catering kitchen. The

building’s technical specification was recorded and analysed by the researcher in 1995 shortly after

its opening (Bunn, R., 1995). Its long-term performance was subsequently analysed in January 1998

within the PROBE research project (Standeven, M., Cohen, R., Bordass, W., and Leaman, A., 1998),

and surveyed again in November 2011 by members of the original PROBE team (Bordass, W., 2012;

Bunn, R., 2012). On both occasions the building was subjected to an energy consumption audit, a

fabric airtightness test, and a built environment satisfaction survey using the BUS methodology. The

researcher carried out a third BUS survey as part of the research project in June 2015.

4.4.2 In-use performance and changes

The building has undergone physical internal changes since 1998. Some areas have changed use while

others have been enlarged. In 2008, the kitchen and dining areas on the second floor were removed

and opened out to create an open-plan Post-Graduate Research (PGR) office (also called the Gurney

Room) for around 22 administrators (Figure 52). The office serves several faculties and has a student

help desk. In summer 2011, the ground floor south-facing seminar rooms were knocked-through to
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Figure 53: The ground floor of the Elizabeth Fry Building with the open-plan LTS room created in 2011 shaded in grey.
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Figure 52: The second floor of the Elizabeth Fry Building with the open-plan PGR room created in 2009 shaded in grey.

create an open-plan office of 165.6 m2, subsequently occupied by 32 staff in a UEA Learning and

Teaching Service (LTS) hub (Figure 53). At the same time the staff and common rooms on the first and

second floors became shared offices. Consequently, the original cellular office accommodation

provided in 1995 became a mix of cellular, shared, and open-plan offices. Cellular accommodation for

single or dual occupancy accounted for 841 m2, while shared offices of fewer than five staff occupied

171 m2. The LTS room and the open-plan PGR office, with 21 nominated desks for permanent office

workers, together accounted for 323 m2 (27.7% of the total office area). The split-level basement has

retained its original seminar rooms. As the permanent occupants do not use these spaces, the

basement was omitted from the research analysis.

4.4.3 Context nest data

The built environment contexts prevailing in the EFB in 1998, 2011 and 2015 at the time of the BUS

surveys are tabulated in Figure 54. Major changes are shown in highlighted cells. Note that data on

occupant numbers in 1998 and 2011 were obtained from reports made at the time. As they cannot

be verified they are considered best estimates rather than precise figures. Physical dimensions and

distances were obtained from scaled drawings, while data on gender, workgroup size and time spent

in the building and on computer were obtained from the BUS samples and scaled up. Some data is

notional, such as persons per toilet, as actual numbers are not certain and utilisation levels cannot be

determined as academics come and go without management oversight. Utilisation overall may be

lower outside of term times, and will vary during term-time according to taught module timetables.
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Utilisation is likely to be higher and steadier in the open-plan administration departments than it is

for the cellular offices, the latter occupied for the most part by academics. With those caveats in

mind, Figure 54 shows that occupancy has nearly doubled from around 68 staff in 1998 to 160 in

2015. This coincides with the shift from 100% cellular office space to 27.7% shared and open-plan

offices. There have been increases in persons per toilet. A male toilet was added or re-assigned on

the first floor some time after 2011. Prior to this, men on the top floor had a long walk to the single

set of urinals located in the basement.

4.4.4 Summary variable results

The results of the BUS summary variable mean scores at Elizabeth Fry Building for 1998, 2011 and

2015 are shown in Figures 55-57. Colour coding and benchmark references are retained for

consistency with previously published data. Note that some variables have changed colour as the

benchmark references (and their confidence limits) have changed since 1998. Note also that the 2011

survey was carried out after the PGR Room was created, but before the 165.5 m2 LTS room on the

ground floor. The 2015 survey data therefore includes all open-plan office areas. As with the previous

pilot studies, the summary variables show a symmetry in mean scores that persists in each BUS survey

despite movement in the scores. The pattern in the mean scores might be regarded as a signature of

the building that retains its shape over time, even when mean scores change. The data shows a

gradual decline in the summary comfort variables over time, notably thermal and air variables,

although ‘noise overall’ shows movement in both directions. What were regarded as an exemplary set

of comfort scores in 1998 have declined to a point where respondents in 2015 scored summer

temperature, perceived health and perceived productivity below their respective scale midpoints.

To determine whether the mean scores were statistically different between survey years (and more

specifically to determine in which period a change in comfort perceptions occurred), respondents’

Figure 54: The context nest changes in the Elizabeth Fry Building from 1998 to 2015.
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Figure 55: The summary

comfort variables for the

Elizabeth Fry Building, 1998.

Note that perceived

productivity was measured

on a +20%, -20% scale. See

lower figure for colour

coding.

Figure 56: The summary

comfort variables for the

Elizabeth Fry Building, 2011.

Note that perceived

productivity in the BUS

survey system was

measured on a +40%, -40%

scale from around 1999

onwards.

Figure 57: The summary

comfort variables for the

Elizabeth Fry Building, 2015.

The key comfort mean

scores have all declined.
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Summer
temperature

33 5.30 2.71 57 3.93 3.85 0.0017 Y �

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 33 3.45 1.00 57 2.93 1.53 0.0823 �
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temperature

41 4.66 3.68 57 4.86 3.44 0.6526 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 40 4.52 1.12 56 4.55 1.34 0.9852 =

Conditions in
winter

41 5.20 2.36 59 4.83 2.38 0.2548 �

Conditions in
summer

32 4.88 2.43 55 4.18 2.96 0.1044 �

Natural light3 39 4.46 1.88 60 3.42 2.14 0.0046 Y � Y

Natural glare4 38 3.55 3.39 60 3.12 3.42 0.2646 �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning - - - - - - - - - -

Meeting rooms - - - - - - - - - -

Storage - - - - - - - - - -

Space use - - - - - - - - - -

Density - - - - - - - - - -

Electric lighting3 39 3.28 1.63 60 4.13 1.23 0.0033 Y �

Noise overall 40 5.05 2.71 60 4.32 3.17 0.0446 Y �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 42 1.69 1.44 59 1.42 1.11 0.3030 �
Cooling 42 2.69 4.02 59 2.07 2.72 0.0850 �
Ventilation 42 4.57 3.71 59 3.59 3.86 0.0240 Y � Y

Lighting 42 5.17 3.80 59 3.81 4.46 0.0016 Y � Y

Noise 42 2.93 3.09 59 1.98 1.81 0.0055 Y �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 41 5.66 1.68 60 5.07 2.26 0.0559 �

Comfort overall 37 5.41 1.80 57 5.09 2.04 0.2569 �
Health
(perceived)

41 4.15 1.53 58 3.97 0.91 0.5249 �

Productivity5

(perceived)
39 4.38 1.03 58 5.14 3.03 0.0357 See note5

Notes 1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 The BUS productivity scale changed after the 1998 Elizabeth Fry Building assessment, from +/-20% to +/-40%. A direct statistical comparison is therefore not truly possible.

Table 13: The BUS scores for survey years at the Elizabeth Fry Building 1998 and 2011, with mean scores, sample sizes, and

variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates

to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 

mean scores from 2011 were compared against those from 1998, while scores from 2015 were

compared against 2011 results. The tests used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test for unpaired

samples. The 1998 survey did not contain the functionality questions of cleaning, meeting rooms,

storage, and space-use effectiveness, so comparisons are only possible between 2015 and 2011. 
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4.4.5 Longitudinal occupant survey results

Table 13 shows the statistical differences between the 1998 and 2011 surveys. The 2011 survey

includes the PGR open-plan office created on the second floor. For differences between the 1998 and

2011 surveys, Table 13 shows that statistical decline at the 95% confidence level occurred for

perceptions of summer temperature and noise overall, although mean scores were close to the

neutral scale midpoint of ‘4’. Occupants reported slightly too little natural light, whereas in 1998 the

mean score was slightly ‘too much’. Although the statistical U-test reported significance at r <0.05,

the 2011 score does not necessarily indicate dissatisfaction owing to the nature of the scale labels.

For functional variables, satisfaction with electric lighting had similarly changed from being slightly

‘too little’ to a neutral score of 4.13 with low variance. Statistical declines in control scores were

found for control of ventilation, lighting and noise. The distributions for ventilation and lighting

display variance in scores suggesting perceptions of lost control may be in particular areas of the

building. Other declines include perceptions of the building becoming too hot in summer (already a

perception in 1998), and a decline in the way respondents’ felt the building met their needs, although

the latter still returned a good mean score in 2011.

Table 14 shows the statistical differences between the 2011 and 2015 surveys. The 2015 survey

includes the open plan LTS room created in 2011 on the ground floor (but not included in the 2011

survey). For seasonal differences, Table 12 shows that survey respondents were consistent in their

perception that the building was still too hot in summer, though only a slight decline over 2011.

While satisfaction with summer temperature had not changed statistically since 2011, dissatisfaction

Left, Figure 58: The longitudinal movement in perception scores for summer temperature. Right, Figure 59: Longitudinal

trends in satisfaction with electric lighting.  
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has increased further since 1998 as shown in Figure 58, where the median values had moved from 6.0

in 1998 to 3.0 in 2015. Statistically, respondents reported neutral perceptions of winter temperature

compared to 2011, albeit with wide variance in the responses. The building was regarded as being too

cold in winter (although not statistically so), with significantly lower variance in the scores. Perceptions

of air conditions in winter had declined statistically, but only to a more neutral score.

C
o

n
te

x
t

Comfort variable

2011 2015
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ta
ti

sti
ca

ll
y

d
iff

e
re

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

57 3.93 3.85 87 3.55 2.60 0.2451 �

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 57 2.93 1.53 85 2.85 1.08 0.5366 �

Winter
temperature

57 4.86 3.44 89 4.11 4.10 0.0309 Y �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 56 4.55 1.34 85 4.98 1.76 0.1052 �

Conditions in
winter

59 4.83 2.38 88 4.17 3.13 0.0170 Y �

Conditions in
summer

55 4.18 2.96 87 4.07 2.60 0.7313 �

Natural light3 60 3.42 2.14 93 3.25 1.73 0.4099 �

Natural glare4 60 3.12 3.42 93 3.22 2.80 0.7394 �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 59 6.36 0.71 94 5.76 1.56 0.0026 Y �

Meeting rooms 58 3.84 4.76 91 4.47 2.80 0.1000 �

Storage 60 4.75 3.61 94 4.07 3.27 0.0286 Y �

Space use 58 4.97 1.51 91 4.96 1.82 0.7129 =

Density
(perceived)5 - - - 90 4.33 0.81 - - - -

Electric lighting3 60 4.13 1.23 92 4.51 1.30 0.0803 �

Noise overall 60 4.32 3.17 94 4.71 2.87 0.1739 �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 59 1.42 1.11 85 1.38 0.85 0.7746 �
Cooling 59 2.07 2.72 85 2.24 2.39 0.4073 �
Ventilation 59 3.59 3.86 85 3.36 3.28 0.4609 �
Lighting 59 3.81 4.46 86 2.81 4.27 0.0041 Y � Y

Noise 59 1.98 1.81 86 2.01 1.66 0.6859 =

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 60 5.07 2.26 93 5.10 1.89 0.9940 =

Comfort overall 57 5.09 2.04 93 4.65 2.21 0.0746 �
Health
(perceived)

58 3.97 0.91 94 3.67 1.12 0.0858 �
Productivity
(perceived)

58 5.14 3.03 90 4.87 2.23 0.3529 �

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 14: The BUS scores for survey years at the Elizabeth Fry Building 2011 and 2015, with mean scores, sample sizes, and

variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates

to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 
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Table 15: The BUS scores for window and non-window locations at the Elizabeth Fry Building in 2015, with mean scores,

sample sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. As the analysis was contained within one survey year,

no improvement or decline in a comfort variable can be determined. See footnotes for scale label and scale directions. 

C
o

n
te

x
t

Comfort variable

2015 Non-window position 2015 Window position U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ta
ti

sti
ca

ll
y

d
iff

e
re

n
t 

a
t

r
=

 <
0

.0
5

Link to
context

evidence1Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer temperature 41 3.37 1.93 46 3.72 3.18 0.3834

Summer 
too hot/too cold1 41 2.73 0.90 44 2.95 1.25 0.3512

Winter temperature 40 3.80 3.65 49 4.37 4.40 0.1829

Winter 
too hot/too cold1 39 4.97 2.02 46 4.98 1.57 0.6915

Conditions in winter 40 3.78 3.30 48 4.50 2.80 0.0634

Conditions in summer 42 3.86 2.32 45 4.27 2.83 0.2807

Natural light2 44 2.98 2.11 49 3.49 1.29 0.0712

Natural glare3 44 2.73 2.34 49 3.65 2.85 0.0098 Y

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 44 5.55 1.83 50 5.94 1.28 0.1306

Meeting rooms 42 4.40 3.07 49 4.53 2.63 0.7897

Storage 44 3.68 3.01 50 4.42 3.30 0.0547

Space use 43 4.81 1.87 48 5.08 1.78 0.3928

Electric lighting2 43 4.70 1.64 49 4.35 0.98 0.0917

Noise overall 44 4.84 2.65 50 4.60 3.10 0.4953

Noise Outside 44 4.25 0.84 50 4.60 0.89 0.0911

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 41 1.51 1.20 44 1.25 0.51 0.3791

Cooling 42 2.10 2.18 43 2.37 2.62 0.4985

Ventilation 42 2.79 2.56 43 3.93 3.40 0.0050 Y

Lighting 42 2.45 4.10 44 3.16 4.27 0.1189

Noise 42 1.86 1.34 44 2.16 1.95 0.3268

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 43 5.12 1.77 50 5.08 2.03 0.9693

Comfort overall 44 4.59 2.20 49 4.69 2.26 0.7877

Health (perceived) 44 3.55 0.62 50 3.78 1.56 0.4241

Productivity (perceived) 42 4.64 1.60 48 5.06 2.74 0.1523

Notes 1 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

2 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

For functional contextual variables, satisfaction with personal storage had declined, albeit to a neutral

score of 4.07. Satisfaction with cleaning – already an exemplary mean score of 6.36 in 2011 – had

declined statistically in 2015 but with a score (and low variance) that indicates widespread

satisfaction in the building. Satisfaction with electric lighting had declined marginally, but more

respondents were reporting ‘too much’ artificial lighting compared with 1998 (Figure 59). Statistical

difference in the control variables was only reported for control of lighting – a whole integer change

in the mean score. While the shift on perception of control over lighting since 1998 is marked, there is
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high variance in the response data which may indicate that occupants in different parts of the

building may have diverse perceptions of their control opportunities. Respondents reported slightly

‘too little’ electric lighting in 1998, improving to a neutral score of 4.13 in 2011. By 2015, however,

respondents were reporting slightly ‘too much’ electric lighting. While the movement between each

survey is small, between 1998 and 2015 the change in perception equates to a statistical difference of

r <0.0001. This change in perception is also found in the range of responses for control of electric

lighting, which moved from a high mean score of 5.17 in 1998 to 2.81 in 2015. This is consistent with

staff in open-plan areas having no access to light switches (or daylight control blinds).

The changes in occupant satisfaction over the 17-year period of BUS surveys were compared against

the changes in the building recorded in the context nests in Figure 54. Despite the movement in

comfort scores over time, the shifts in occupant perceptions could not be directly associated with any

changes recorded in the primary context nests. However, high variance in some samples, notably for

lighting variables, prompted a check on whether specific locations in the building could account for

the movement in overall BUS scores and thereby provide evidence for possible links with the spatial

changes (i.e. the shift from cellular to open-plan) recorded in the context nests. The BUS survey

structure offered two spatially-related population samples: respondents in window and non-window

locations, and separation by self-reported workgroup size and departmental locations.

The BUS survey asks respondents to state whether they sit by a window. The percentage of

respondents reporting a window seat in each survey year had fallen from 76% in 1998 to 63% in 2011

and to 53% in 2015. Window and non-window samples could therefore be created, (with due

recognition that proximity to a window is a subjective judgement for those not directly adjacent to

one). Sample sizes for 1998 were found to be too small for statistical analysis (11 in a non-window

seat) and marginal for 2011 (22 in a non-window seat), while in the 2015 survey 44 respondents

claimed to have a non-window seat. For the pilot study, statistical analysis focused on the 2015 data.

For the open-plan to cellular statistical analysis, respondents in 2015 who had identified themselves

as working in the LTS hub on the ground floor and in the PGR office on the second floor were

combined to form an open-plan office sample of a maximum 48 respondents (depending on the BUS

question). This enabled statistical comparisons to be made against a sample created from known

single and shared cellular offices. This sample also totalled 48 respondents depending on the BUS

Left, Figure 60: Reflected glare from the balcony

external to the ground floor LTS office windows solved

by strategically-positioned cardboard. 
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question. While it would have been advantageous to perform the same test on the 2011 BUS dataset,

the sample sizes for open-plan working were judged too small for a meaningful statistical analysis.

4.4.6  Window/non-window analysis

The window/non-window sample distributions are shown in Table 15.  Only two statistical differences

at r <0.05 were found. Some in window locations reported glare problems (evident by observation,

Figure 60). While glare from sun and sky was lower for staff in self-reported non-window locations

(Figure  61) those respondents had less control over ventilation (Figure 62). This is reasonable and

consistent with a building with largely south-facing offices (particularly the LTS and PGR rooms), and

openable windows. Those with window seats reported greater satisfaction with storage facilities,

possibly because the availability of window cills, especially in the LTS Room, demonstrably provided

storage room not available to those with in-board desks. Those in non-window locations also

reported relatively ‘too much’ electric lighting, although not to a statistically significant level. A

statistically marginal difference is seen with respondents in window seats expressing greater

satisfaction with winter air conditions, with the mean score for those in non-window seats scoring

below the scale midpoint. Again, this difference is consistent with window seat respondents having

more environmental control over ventilation devices than those seated inboard.

4.4.7 Cellular/open-plan analysis

Analysis of the open-plan office sample against the cellular and shared office sample is shown in

Left, Figure 61: The difference in perception scores for glare from sun and sky by window and non-window location in 2015.

Right, Figure 62: Longitudinal difference in perception scores for control over ventilation for window and non-window

locations in 2015.  
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Table 16. Note that the cellular and shared samples did not include the building’s three reception-

based staff as arguably these respondents did not fit either category. 

The analysis found that respondents in open-plan offices reported statistically worse conditions for 15

out of 24 comfort variables, including perceived comfort, health and productivity. Dis-satisfaction

Table 16: The BUS scores for cellular and open plan offices at the Elizabeth Fry Building in 2015, with mean scores, sample

sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean

scores relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 

C
o

n
te

x
t

Comfort variable

2015 cellular and shared offices 2015 open-plan (OP) offices
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ta
ti

sti
ca

ll
y

d
iff

e
re

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
OP better
OP worse

�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

42 3.74 3.85 45 3.38 1.42 0.5131 �

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 39 2.90 1.41 46 2.80 0.82 0.7243 �

Winter
temperature

45 4.42 4.97 44 3.80 3.09 0.1190 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 42 4.98 1.77 43 4.98 1.78 0.7819 =

Conditions in
winter

44 4.55 3.41 44 3.80 2.63 0.0279 Y �

Conditions in
summer

41 4.59 2.95 46 3.61 1.88 0.0062 Y �

Natural light3 46 3.74 0.95 47 2.77 2.05 0.0006 Y � Y

Natural glare4 46 3.41 2.16 47 3.02 3.41 0.2232 �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 46 5.85 1.33 48 5.67 1.80 0.6445 �
Meeting rooms 44 4.32 2.82 47 4.62 2.80 0.4411 �
Storage 48 4.93 2.59 46 3.25 2.57 <0.0001 Y �
Space use 43 5.30 1.64 48 4.65 1.81 0.0180 Y � Y

Electric lighting3 46 4.11 0.50 46 4.91 1.81 0.0009 Y �
Noise overall 46 5.28 2.29 48 4.17 2.86 0.0019 Y �
Noise colleagues 46 4.20 0.78 48 4.75 1.12 0.0160 Y �
Density
(perceived)5 41 4.02 0.07 44 4.61 1.36 0.0289 Y �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 41 1.51 1.10 44 1.25 0.61 0.3697 �
Cooling 42 2.31 2.85 43 2.16 1.99 0.8261 �
Ventilation 42 4.02 3.24 43 2.72 2.54 0.0012 Y � Y

Lighting 42 4.21 3.88 43 1.48 1.00 <0.0001 Y � Y

Noise 42 2.45 1.86 44 1.59 1.13 0.0009 Y � Y

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 46 5.33 2.00 47 4.87 1.72 0.0453 Y �
Comfort overall 46 4.98 2.46 47 4.32 1.78 0.0302 Y �
Health
(perceived)

46 4.09 1.10 48 3.27 0.84 0.0004 Y �

Productivity
(perceived)

43 5.44 2.44 46 4.34 1.49 0.0005 Y �

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

OP: Open-plan
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with electric lighting is particularly evident, along with a perception of less storage. Many variable

mean scores show an integer difference or more in favour of cellular and shared accommodation. The

greater dissatisfaction with noise conditions in the open-plan office areas (Figure 63) prompted a

check of whether the noise disturbance was general noise, noise from the building’s general

population, or specifically noise from colleagues. As the BUS questionnaire asks questions of all three

sources (along with external noise) a statistical test was possible. The results revealed that only one

noise source – that from colleagues – was statistically different between the two office sample

populations. All other noise source scores were statistically similar. As shown in Figure 64, the

response counts for open-plan offices skew towards ‘too much’ noise from colleagues, shifting the

median value by one integer (with relatively low variance in both samples).

The statistical differences between the two office populations for 15 comfort variables – of which eight

fell below their respective (direction dependent) scale midpoints – strongly suggests that the decline in

comfort conditions in the Elizabeth Fry Building in 2015 compared with 1998 is likely to be associated

with the changes in spatial uses and layouts since 2009, as captured in the context nests (Figure 54). 

Left, Figure 65: The LTS Room. The ad hoc storage was temporary. Desk fans were not. Right, Figure 66: The PGR room.

Left, Figure 63: The difference in perception scores for noise overall. Figure 64: Noise from colleagues by type of office.  
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The omission of the LTS Room from the 2011 survey, coupled with the smaller sample for open-plan

workers in 2011, prevents a reliable check of whether the gradual move to open-plan working can be

reflected in the longitudinal statistics. However, in 2015, an additional check was possible using the

scores for perceived density. A statistical t-test on samples separated by open-plan (n = 44) and

cellular office space (n = 41) returned r 0.0289. The sample distributions reveal that 15 respondents

returned scores of ‘5’ or above on the ‘too few’, ‘too many’ scale. While this is a very small sub-

sample of those reporting stress from a perception of too many people in their work vicinity, it

nonetheless represents 34% of the respondents in those open-plan spaces. A check was therefore

run on the spatial densities of the LTS and PGR rooms (Figures 65 and 66) by comparing seating

numbers with measurements from scaled drawings. The former was calculated as one person per 5.3

m2, and the latter, one person per 7.5 m2. This compares with British Council for Offices (BCO)

guidelines of one person per 8-13 m2 depending on office type (BCO, 2014). 

Given the changes in space use and the increased density (actual and perceived), it is perhaps not

surprising that in 2015 more staff perceive themselves to be working in shared office space of eight or

more people compared with 2011 (Figure 67a&b). While workgroup data is not available for 1998, in

2011 a third of staff perceived themselves to be sharing with eight or more people. By 2015, this had

risen to nearly half the staff complement, with a concomitant reduction of staff percentages in

cellular offices. This data corroborates the space analysis reported in the context nests (Figure 54). 

4.4.8 Free-text comments analysis

The free-text comments from 1998, 2011 and 2015 were analysed for clues to the changes in

perceptions reflected in the numerical scores. The feedback is shown in the percentage of negative

comments as well as the combined scores for negative and balanced comments (Figures 68 – 70). The

Left, Figure 67a&b: Perceptions of workgroup sizes at the EFB in 2011 and 2015 tend towards larger workgroups. 
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Figure 68: The comment scores by percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments for the Elizabeth Fry

Building, 1998. Only five comfort variables related to the context nests were equipped with free-text boxes in 1998.  

Figure 69: The comment scores by percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments for the Elizabeth Fry

Building in 2011.  
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Elizabeth Fry

Building

Most common terms used in comments for statistically-different comfort variables

1998 survey

Topics Design Needs Noise Health (perceived)

Most common term Stairs/staircase Space [not enough] Corridor [talking in] Headaches

Second common term Glass [staircase] Toilets [not enough] Offices [noise transfer] Stuffy [air]

Third common term
People [comment on

stairs]
Doors [banging]

2011 survey

Topics Noise Lighting

Most common term Building [works]
Natural [too much, not

enough, glare]

Second common term Outside [car park] Summer [various issues]

Third common term Teaching Window [various issues]

2015 survey

Topics Storage  Needs Noise Lighting

Most common term
Not enough,

insufficient, too little  

Toilets [not enough,

too few, lack of male]

Colleagues [noisy,

talking, distracting]

Natural [not enough, gloomy,

window film blocks] 

Second common term Space [not enough] Winter [too cold] Car park [noise from] Windows [film on, blinds]

Third common term
Filing [not enough,

broken locks]
Not enough [toilets]

Office [noise from

and into, visitors]

Winter [too dark, gloomy,

dull]

Table 17: The most common terms used by respondents in free-text comments for the EFB surveys in 1998, 2011 and 2015.

Figure 70: The comment scores by percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments for the Elizabeth Fry

Building, 2015. 
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latter are combined, as ‘balanced’ comments are usually critical without being wholly negative.

The 1998 version of the BUS survey had fewer free-text boxes, therefore comments could only be

assessed for noise, lighting, needs met, comfort overall and perceived productivity. While the 42

responses represent a 70% response rate for the 60 staff that occupied the building in 1998, the

numbers who commented were often in single figures. This makes the percentage scores volatile to

any shift in the subjective assessments of whether a particular comment is judged ‘negative’ or

‘balanced’. However, what can be said with certainty is that the number of comments in both

categories were low, with few criticisms levelled at the building (but even fewer positive comments).  

A check of the repeated use of terms in free-text comments was conducted on the four highest

commented topics of ‘needs met’, ‘noise’, ‘lighting’ and ‘perceived health’ variables using the on-line

Wordle word cloud service. This service provides simple and rapid counts of repeated words and

compound terms. Inevitably the word counts are highly dependent upon sample sizes as not all

respondents comment. The results of the top three terms used by respondents are nonetheless

tabulated in Table 17. Note that word counts were often in single figures, except for compound terms

such as “not-enough”. In all cases the operative word and extensions thereof relevant to the

comment category (i.e. lights and lighting, need and needs, and noise and noisy) were removed from

the word counts, as were common verbs and conjunctions (e.g. ‘and’, ‘the’, and ‘of’ etc). 

For 1998 the word counts were too low to enable ranking by frequency of use for lighting and

comfort. The paucity of comments also prevented a ranking of word counts for the 2011 survey with

the (marginal) exceptions of ‘noise’ and ‘lighting’. As the building had been recently constructed, in

1998 respondents’ comments for ‘design’ were included along with those for ‘needs met’, ‘noise’ and

‘perceived health’. The few negative comments for needs focussed on lack of space and storage, noise

from corridors intruding into cellular offices, and some people complaining of stuffy conditions and

headaches. However, these comments were very few in number. The comments on design were more

revealing, as many negative (and balanced  comments) focussed on the frosted glass staircase with its

open-tread design. Although few in number, comments focussed on the perception that the stairs

were disorientating and possibly unsafe. This was flagged as an issue in the original PROBE study in

1998 (Bordass W., et al, 1998). The UEA Estates department consequently added a yellow strip to the

lip of each step to make the steps easier to see.

In 2011 the number of respondents to the BUS survey had increased to 60, which was 50% of the

total number of occupants said to work in the building (the response rate to the survey on the day

was higher). As can be seen from Figure 69, the number of negative and balanced comments had

increased. While scores for ’design’ are not part of the context nest analysis for 2011 (given that the

building was, by that time, six years old), a few staff still commented negatively about the (improved)

glass staircase, with comments ranging from “unhelpful” to “treacherous”. 

Negative comments on noise had increased slightly compared with 1998, followed by lighting and

meeting rooms. The increase in negative comments on noise were often related to external building

works, noise from the car park (directly adjacent to the south elevation), and noise from teaching

rooms adjacent to offices. This is most likely to have involved noise transfer from the seminar rooms

adjacent to the new PGR room, as the LTS office was not included in the 2011 survey. It must be

noted that despite the increase in outside noise disturbance in 2011, it did not affect respondents’
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numerical scoring, which had shown an improvement in mean score for ‘noise overall’ compared with

1998. A statistical comparison with 2011 is not possible as ‘noise outside’ was not covered in the

1998 version of the BUS survey. Comments on lighting seemed highly context-specific, with

comments either on glare from natural light, or not enough natural light requiring the use of electric

light. Although not reflected in the word frequency, respondents used various synonyms to complain

about the effects of natural light, specifically distractions on computer screens or being dazzled by

the Sun. However, it must be acknowledged that the percentage of negative comments was low, at

under 17% of all respondents. 

A word frequency check was made for negative comments made on the topic of meeting rooms.

However the number of comments was too few to provide meaningful insight into the issues, other

than there being a general view about too few meeting rooms following the spatial reorganisation.

The number of comments for many comfort variables had increased at the 2015 BUS survey, with

negative comments on ‘storage’, ‘noise’, ‘lighting’, ‘needs met’, and ‘perceived productivity’ being

expressed by one in five respondents or more. On storage, respondents commented on there not

being enough storage and a range of problems with filing cabinets. Respondents made a relatively

large number of comments about not enough toilets, particularly for males, and the distance needed

to get to the male toilets and urinals in the basement. Although a perceived lack of provision was

noticed in 1998, the problem was mentioned by more respondents in 2015. This is consistent with

the number of toilets per person captured in the context nest (Figure 54), particularly for males.

Although the number of males per toilet (excluding urinals) was similar that for females in 2015, the

distance to travel was far higher particularly when the one extra toilet, provided since 2011, was

occupied. The 2015 EFB survey did not include a specific question on toilets.

In terms of problems with needs being met, respondents commented on poor temperature

conditions in winter, which is reflected in a statistical difference in the numerical mean score between

2011 and 2015. Although satisfaction with summer temperature fell between 1998 and 2011, the

paucity of comments in the 2011 survey precluded an analysis using the comments methodology. In

2015, the statistical decline in satisfaction with winter temperature seems to have motivated

respondents to comment. While the numerical mean score is still just above scale midpoint,

respondents have signalled that conditions are ‘too cold’ by nearly an integer above scale midpoint

(Table 14). The high variance in the ‘winter temperature’ mean scores suggests spatial differences in

the building. It may be significant (albeit not statistically so) that occupants of the open-plan offices

deliver a mean score below scale midpoint for winter temperature compared to occupants of cellular

and shared offices, while conditions in winter (and in summer) are also statistically lower for those

seated in the open-plan (Table 16).

The change in emphasis in the free-text comments for lighting conditions in 2015 compared to 2011

is consistent with the low scores for natural light (i.e. skew towards ‘not enough’) and for the

statistical difference in natural glare scores between window and non-window seats. However,

despite some comments about dazzle from sun and glare on screens, this only affected those by

seated by windows rather than being a problem widespread in the building. This finding further

justified separate analysis of window and non-window samples in order to get a proper grasp of the

daylighting issues, and any related conditions such as glare.
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4.5 Heelis 

4.5.1 Building overview

The Heelis building was procured as a pre-let development and occupied in July 2005 by the National

Trust (NT), with the aim of centralising its administrative functions from six offices located around the

UK located in buildings of varying types and condition. The NT chose a brownfield site in Swindon

located among former railway engineering sheds. The trapezoidal footprint was a challenge for the

architect. To maximise floor area the structure follows the site boundaries closely, which ultimately

dictated the building’s shape. The architecture is sympathetic in design to the classic sawtoothed-roof

rail sheds of the former Great Western Railway (Figure 71).

The building’s designers settled on a two-storey, deep-plan building on a roughly north-south axis,

with the longest façade facing due south (Figure 72). The construction is conventional, being of steel

frame on a concrete base. The envelope is a mixture of aluminium curtain walling, with a covered

walkway and brise soleil on south elevation, with smaller areas of fixed glazing set into brick walls of

the remaining elevations. The pitched roof is in-filled with exposed 80 mm-thick pre-cast concrete

panels intended to provide some thermal mass to help stabilise internal temperatures. 

The building’s technical specification was recorded and analysed in January 2007 (Bunn, R., 2007).  A

period of monitoring, funded by the architect and carried out by William Bordass Associates, was

carried out with the aim of improving and fine-tuning the building’s systems in the 18 months

following handover.

Left, Figure 71: The Heelis building looking South. Note the courtyards, the ventilation turrets and the rooflights.

Right, Figure 72: The heavy brise soleil of the south elevation. The ground floor is a reception and shop, with offices above.

Left, Figure 73: An internal courtyard.  Right, Figure 74: The ground floor atrium housing the staff cafe. The south-facing first

floor offices are open to the atrium.  
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The north-facing roofs are punctuated with northlights, either side of which are upstanding

motorised extract ventilators. Two internal courtyards break up the deep-plan offices, allowing

daylight to penetrate and to enable cross-ventilation (Figure 73). The first floor mezzanine is

penetrated by internal lightwells that help daylight to reach the ground floor. They also perform as

stack-assisted extract paths. A large atrium houses the staff cafe (Figure 74).

4.5.2 In-use changes and performance

The Heelis building was a mixed-mode building from the outset, with fresh air supplied through

motorised windows and extracted at high level through the wind-assisted roof ventilators. The

building management system is programmed to provide night cooling in summer to discharge the

heat built up during the day and to cool the concrete roof and exposed mezzanine slab. In winter, a

mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery is used to reduce the wasteful loss of warm air (the

design estimate was a 70% reduction). Air is supplied at low velocity under the raised floor and

injected into the offices via trench slots which house finned-coil heat emitters. The designers’

objectives to reduce energy consumption led to a relaxation in winter and summer set-points.

Occupants were told not to expect stable conditions and to vary their clothing layers depending on

prevailing weather conditions (Bunn, R., 2007). Initially, the centrally-controlled ventilation could be

overridden locally by occupants located around the building’s perimeter through the use of window

switches. These were programmed to provide 60 minutes of local control. Due to the inability of

occupants in the open-plan offices to agree when windows should be open or closed, control of the

motorised ventilation was entirely centralised by the building’s managers sometime after 2011. 

Although there was no long-term monitoring of the building, a study carried out by a commissioning

engineer in 2012 found some systems in poor condition, such as all boilers operating together (and

the condensing boiler faulty), burners in poor condition, all variable-speed pumps running at 100%,

and faults with the energy metering. In addition, it was discovered that controls for different systems

had been procured separately, so the natural ventilation and the supplementary cooling operated

independently of each other (and of the heating controls), leading the systems to fight one other.

Some room temperature sensors were in ceiling voids and had not been detecting representative

room temperatures. As a result, some parts of the building had suffered from low temperatures.

4.5.3 Context nest data

Figure 75 shows the context nest data for the Heelis building for the two BUS surveys in 2006 and

2015. Occupant numbers have progressively increased over time. By 2015 some departments had

higher densities than others. Heelis was initially designed with 420 workstations. This rose to 475 at

the time of occupancy, with a quoted average occupancy of 350 (75 per cent utilisation). By 2013,

occupancy had risen to 495 workstations for a potential maximum of 630 people. In some areas this

has led to use of smaller desks (1200 x 600 mm). By 2015, the fixed desk allocation had risen to 586,

including 34 nominated hot desks. It was also reported that 900 staff, volunteers, and contractors are

registered as able to work from the Heelis building should they choose. However, occupancy profiles

maintained through swipe entry-card records show in 2015 that occupancy averaged around 650
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midweek. On the day of the 2015 BUS survey 540 people had accessed the building, although this

included around 50 visitors and non-permanent workers. In the BUS results, 42 people reported using

hot desks. This was 23.5% above the desk allocation. As they may not all be in the building at the

same time they may not be competing for desks. However, it was evident that some people choose to

work in the atrium. Typical occupancy levels were recorded as 60 per cent from Monday-Thursday (as

against 45 per cent in a typical office), but were said to be only 20 per cent on Fridays.  Staff turnover

in 2015 was said to be running at just under 15 per cent.

The built environment contexts prevailing in Heelis in 2006 at the time of the first BUS survey have

been tabulated alongside the contextual characteristics as known in 2015 (Table 78). The Heelis

facilities management team provided data on occupant numbers, while data on gender, work group

size, and time spent in building and at desk were obtained via the BUS survey. Physical dimensions

were obtained from scaled Autocad drawings. The context nests also contain data obtained from

room/zone schedules. Changes judged to be significant are highlighted, such as the rise in occupant

numbers, a consequent increase in overall density, and a change from local user control of the

motorised natural ventilation system central (facilities management) control. The increase in

occupant numbers translates into concomitant increases in persons per individual unisex toilet and

male urinal. Note that these increases should be taken as minimums, as the building is home to a

large number of peripatetic workers and contractors and utilisation is said to vary considerably.  The

percentage increase in persons per unisex toilet is therefore conservative, based on average numbers

in the building. The 54% increase over the design expectation (assuming 650 occupants) is

nonetheless considerable. 

Figures 76 a&b show the occupants’ change in perception for workgroup sizes at Heelis overall. In

2006, 31% of respondents reported working in groups of eight or more people. By 2015, this had

risen to 54%. The National Trust provided the researcher with detailed seating and departmental

Figure 75: The context nest changes in the Heelis building from 2006 to 2015. Author’s addendum 01052019: In May 2019

occupancy was reported to be above 750 on some days. A retrofit and space re-organisation was planned.
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Figure 77: The summary

comfort variables for the

Heelis Building, 2006.  

Figure 78: The summary

comfort variables for the

Heelis Building, 2015.  

Figures 76 a&b: Perceptions of workgroup sizes at Heelis in 2006 and 2015 show a trend towards larger workgroups. 
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plans for 2006 and 2013. The offices are almost entirely open-plan, on both floors. Although some

departments had changed name, amalgamated, or had moved around, there were eleven discrete

departments in 2013 compared with eight in 2006. The perceived increase in workgroup size has

therefore occurred despite the departmental fragmentation, suggesting that the perceived

boundaries between departments and workgroups has become blurred or possibly even eliminated. 

4.5.4 Summary variable results

The BUS summary comfort charts for 2006 and 2015 are shown in Figures 77 and 78.  As with all pilot

studies, the colour-coding and BUS benchmark references in the charts are retained for consistency

with previously-published data and to assist future researchers. The benchmarks influence the coding

but play no role in the research project.

In 2006, the summary mean scores show that the building scored above scale midpoint for all

variables except temperature in summer. The response rate to the 2006 BUS survey was a claimed

92%, with 242 staff surveyed. The actual number of people in the building on the day was not

recorded. For the 2015 survey, 361 staff responded. This equates to an estimated 72% response rate

based on security card-swipe data provided by the main desk, but the rate may be higher as the

building’s security system also counted visitors and contractors. The summary data for 2015 shows a

very similar distribution of comfort scores, despite the passage of nine years between BUS surveys.

Movements appear to be slight; perceptions of temperature in summer have improved, but

perceptions of both thermal and air conditions in winter have declined. The mean score for perceived

productivity has also dipped below the scale midpoint. Nonetheless, the pattern of scores repeats the

phenomenon found in other pilot surveys: occupant perceptions of comfort and satisfaction with

conditions and facilities seems to be set early in a building’s life and the relationships between the

comfort factors broadly maintained over time.

4.5.5 Longitudinal occupant survey results

To determine whether the seasonal, functional, control and outcome variables have changed

statistically, the sample populations were analysed for differences using the Mann-Whitney t-test

statistic as described in Section 3.5.2. Table 18 shows the mean scores for all relevant variables, the

variance in scores, and the statistical differences at 95% confidence (two-tailed t-test, at r <0.05).

The tests show longitudinal statistical declines in mean scores for all thermal and air condition

variables, with greater satisfaction with conditions in summer but a decline in perceptions for winter

conditions, albeit slight. A statistical fall in satisfaction with meeting rooms is shown, which may be

linked to the perception that space is not being used as effectively as it was (although the mean score

for space use is still high). Table 18 also shows statistical declines in the environmental control

variables. Perceptions of perceived control fell statistically for all variables between 2006 and 2015 at

r <0.0001. This is consistent with the context nest data, where user control of windows and vents had

been removed in around 2010 when it was found that occupants could not agree over the position of

ventilation devices. The facilities team centralised control via the computerised building management

system, with vent opening determined by environmental measurements in control zones. Overall,
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occupants of Heelis in 2015 say that their perceptions of comfort, health and productivity are lower

in 2015 than they were in 2006, although the mean scores show that staff believe their needs are

being met (and, with a sample mean score of 5.31, being met well).

The 2015 BUS survey included the new question on perceived density (Section 3.4.3). While the

distribution of the 314 responses cannot be analysed longitudinally, the mean score was 4.88
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Summer
temperature

202 3.58 3.03 306 4.19 2.46 <0.0001 Y �

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 195 3.08 1.97 304 3.51 1.30 <0.0001 Y �

Winter
temperature

228 4.39 2.54 328 3.80 2.67 <0.0001 Y �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 209 4.59 1.36 325 5.08 1.59 <0.0001 Y �

Conditions in
winter

230 4.47 2.56 328 3.98 2.11 0.0003 Y �

Conditions in
summer

196 3.88 2.81 306 4.16 1.84 0.0274 Y �

Natural light3 238 3.99 1.42 355 4.15 1.14 0.0611 Y �
Natural glare4 238 3.30 2.64 355 3.51 2.59 0.1097 =

F
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n
cti
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l

Cleaning 241 5.06 2.46 359 5.21 2.17 0.2866 =

Meeting rooms 229 5.02 1.70 347 3.34 2.68 <0.0001 Y �

Storage 227 4.13 2.98 349 3.87 2.98 0.0950 �
Space use 238 5.25 1.56 355 4.70 2.06 <0.0001 Y �
Electric lighting3 236 3.86 0.93 352 4.09 0.75 0.0034 �
Noise overall 236 4.13 2.95 355 4.14 2.57 0.9861 =
Density
(perceived)5 - - - 314 4.88 1.62 - - - -
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Heating 235 2.10 1.55 315 1.28 0.71 <0.0001 Y �

Cooling 232 2.43 2.15 315 1.51 1.28 <0.0001 Y �
Ventilation 235 3.01 2.79 314 1.77 2.13 <0.0001 Y �
Lighting 236 2.44 2.68 314 1.76 1.80 <0.0001 Y �

Noise 235 1.74 1.32 315 1.35 0.71 <0.0001 Y �

O
u
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e

Needs met 239 5.38 1.47 354 5.31 1.64 0.7076 =

Comfort overall 237 4.99 1.87 354 4.75 1.73 0.0322 Y �
Health
(perceived)

236 4.16 1.42 354 3.71 1.43 <0.0001 Y �

Productivity
(perceived)

220 5.02 2.36 343 4.80 2.46 0.0279 Y �

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 18: The longitudinal statistical analysis for Heelis in 2006 and 2015, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in

the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each

comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 
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(variance 1.62) indicating a near-whole integer score above the ‘about right’ scale midpoint of ‘4’. The

density score is shown against the movements in the other functional variables (Figure 79). As can be

seen, 2015 survey respondents are specific in their perceptions of where problems lie: declines in

space effectiveness and storage provision, and a large drop in satisfaction with meeting room

provision. The distribution of scores needs to be considered in relation to the perception that the

workgroup sizes have increased since 2006 (Figure 76 a&b). While 50% of respondents in 2006

believed they worked in groups smaller than 2-4 other people, by 2015 this had declined to only 29%

of staff. Respondents’ free-text responses were analysed for possible causes.  

A feature of the Heelis surveys compared with the previous three pilot studies was the large sample

sizes. While these did not necessarily tend towards Gaussian distributions, the variance in mean

scores was lower in most cases, with sometimes small changes in mean scores leading to statistical

differences at r <0.05. Although the Heelis office space has been wholly open-plan since 2006, the

increase in staff numbers has not been equally distributed. It was known that certain departments

have increased in staff numbers but not in physical area (Figures 80 and 81).

Figure 79: Changes in mean

scores and sample

distributions for the space

use variables at Heelis

between 2006 and 2015.

Occupant perceptions of

workplace density are added

for comparison. Mean values

are denoted by diamonds,

and medians by a notched

line. Plot whiskers extend

from 5th - 95th percentiles,

with outliers shown as dots. 

Figures 80 and 81: Two photographs taken from similar viewpoints on the second floor, south elevation, nine years apart.

The increase in spatial density is apparent, as are the pressures on personal storage.
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Movements in departmental boundaries prevented department-by-department longitudinal

comparisons with the notable exception of the Information Technology (IT) department, which has

retained its 2006 floor area. Other than removal of the local environmental controls there have been

no other physical changes to the IT space. Figure 82 shows the ISS desk layout in 2006 with, inset, the

IT desk layout in 2015. Staff  numbers have reportedly increased from 68 in 2006 to 128 in 2015.

Furthermore, it is evident from the seating layout – witnessed on the day of the 2015 survey – that

there are three persons per two desks, with the third person occupying a position straddling the desk

Figure 83: The context nest changes in the Heelis IT department from 2006 to 2015.

N
é

Figure 82: The Heelis IT department desk layout of 2015 inset to the desk layouts prevailing at Heelis in 2006 for what was

the ISS department. Seating positions have nearly doubled, sometimes by fitting three people into desks designed for two.
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legs. The facilities manager was acutely aware of the pressures on space, writing to the researcher:

“We have created a ‘creative’ space at one end of the building for a new team. We had to pack

people in more tightly to achieve this and it hasn’t been universally popular.” 

These changes are captured in an IT department context nest (Figure 83), with the main changes

highlighted. Note that the IT department context nest has also revealed a change in the departmental

gender balance: a shift from 47% to 74% males. Table 19 shows the statistical movements in scores.
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Summer
temperature

30 4.03 2.65 78 4.33 2.51 0.2815 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 30 3.63 1.75 77 3.47 1.19 0.7210 �

Winter
temperature

35 4.29 1.97 82 4.01 2.33 0.3783 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 35 4.89 0.86 82 4.94 1.46 0.8210 =

Conditions in
winter

35 4.14 2.30 83 4.10 1.86 0.9039 =

Conditions in
summer

29 4.10 2.02 78 4.31 1.72 0.5282 �

Natural light3 38 3.97 1.05 86 4.09 1.14 0.5804 �

Natural glare4 38 3.92 1.91 86 3.79 2.54 0.7760 �
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cti
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Cleaning 38 4.79 2.60 87 5.24 1.67 0.1840 �
Meeting rooms 35 5.14 1.30 86 3.40 2.80 <0.0001 Y �
Storage 38 4.24 3.10 86 3.63 2.37 0.0703 �
Space use 38 5.21 1.68 87 4.34 2.46 0.0031 Y � Y

Electric lighting3 38 3.95 0.42 85 3.98 0.54 0.6516 =

Noise overall 37 4.54 2.58 86 4.16 2.53 0.2347 �
Density
(perceived)5 N/A 77 5.60 1.24 N/A Y
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Heating 38 1.71 1.07 78 1.28 0.51 0.0276 Y �
Cooling 38 1.87 1.19 78 1.40 0.91 0.0183 Y �
Ventilation 38 2.34 2.33 78 1.64 1.66 0.0110 Y � Y

Lighting 38 2.71 3.45 78 2.12 2.49 0.1183 �
Noise 38 1.71 1.18 78 1.24 0.34 0.0436 Y �
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Needs met 38 5.29 1.99 86 5.23 1.92 0.7656 =

Comfort overall 38 4.68 1.95 86 4.64 1.57 0.6764 =
Health
(perceived)

38 4.11 0.85 86 3.74 1.29 0.0507 �
Productivity
(perceived)

38 4.54 1.77 85 4.72 2.18 0.0605 �

Notes
1Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 19: The longitudinal statistical analysis for Heelis IT Department in 2006 and 2015, with mean scores, sample sizes,

and variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores

relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 
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As can be seen there is no statistical movement in seasonal comfort variables between 2006 and

2015. While survey respondents overall report a lower perception of winter conditions, in the IT

department the sample distributions in each survey year are almost identical. Other movements in

comfort variables are too slight to be deemed significant. Variance with the samples are also small

relative to the overall sample distributions. The largest differences are in the control variables (as in

the building overall), in the functional variables of space effectiveness (Figure 84), and in perceptions

of meeting rooms. Note that control over noise is marginally statistically different. This may be linked

to perceptions of density, which, at a sample mean score of 5.60, suggests that staff believe there are

too many people in the workplace area. 

The distribution of density scores in 2015 for the IT department (n = 77) were compared with the

density scores for Heelis overall (minus the IT department – n = 237). As can be seen the mean value

is over an integer different, and the median different by two integers (Figure 85). Using the Mann-

Whitney t-test, the two distributions were found to be statistically different at r <0.0001.    

Given the difference in density scores a strong association could be made, within the Heelis

longitudinal analysis, between perceptions of density and mean scores for space-use effectiveness.

The increase in density (in the case of the IT department, measured to between one person 4.4 - 4.7

m2), may be inversely related to perceptions of the effective use of space. However, this proposition is

problematic, as the decline in space-use perceptions among IT department staff in 2015 compared

with 2006 is statistically the same for the Heelis overall population (Table 18). However, the mean

score for space-use effectiveness is lower in the IT department (4.34 versus 4.81). To test whether the

difference between the sample populations is statistically quantifiable, a non-parametric t-test was

carried out between the overall 2015 Heelis sample of 268 responses for space use effectiveness

(minus the IT department), and the 2105 IT department sample of 87 responses. As the null

hypothesis is that the IT department should show no statistical decline compared with the rest of the

Heelis population, the single-tailed t-test was also regarded as a valid measure. The t-test returned a

Left, Figure 84: The longitudinal scores for space use effectiveness as perceived by occupants of the IT department.

Right, Figure 85: The decline in satisfaction expressed by IT department staff with the availability of meeting rooms.    
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value of r 0.0246 for the two-tailed test, and r = 0.0123 for the single-tailed test. This shows that,

statistically, IT department respondents score space-use effectiveness lower than the overall Heelis

population. Figure 84 shows that the distribution for the IT department has grown wider, suggesting

that the greater dissatisfaction is felt more by some than others. Although IT staff report a large

statistical shift in their satisfaction with meeting rooms (Figure 85), this may not be related to density

as the perceived decline in meeting room availability is universal across the building. There are no

meeting rooms dedicated to individual departments. As the meeting room question in BUS has a

comments box, respondent feedback was analysed using the comments methodology (Section 4.5.7).  

Although it is known that density has increased in all departments in Heelis, shifts in departmental

boundaries since 2006 prevent analysis for any other department sample other than the IT

department (Figure 86). Some corroboratory evidence was found in the workgroup perceptions of

the IT samples in 2006 and 2017. Figure 87 a&b show that the percentages of people reporting

working in groups greater than eight people climbed from 25% in 2006 to 48% in 2015. Given the

fixed dimensions of the IT department, it is suggested that there are fewer perceived social boundaries

as workgroups have amalgamated. Note that a similar percentage of staff report working alone in both

survey years. The reason is unknown but may be related to hot desk users and/or peripatetic workers

who are not linked to a particular social workgroup, irrespective of spatial density. 

4.5.6 Window/non-window analysis

The BUS population samples for Heelis overall in 2006 and 2015 were separated by those who

Above Figure 86: The difference in perception of social

density between the IT department and Heelis overall.

Figure 87 a&b: The increase in perceived workgroup size

in the IT Department. 
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Comfort variable

2015 Window 2015 Non-window Two-tailed 
t-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05

2
0

0
6

d
iff
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n
ce

�
Window better

Window worse
�

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer temperature 110 4.31 2.63 186 4.12 2.63 0.3980 �

Summer 
too hot/too cold1 109 3.45 1.13 185 3.57 1.42 0.6012 =

Winter temperature 115 3.53 2.54 204 3.98 2.65 0.0176 �

Winter 
too hot/too cold1 115 5.31 1.58 201 4.94 1.56 0.0095 �

Conditions in winter 115 3.77 2.10 204 4.11 2.02 0.0426 �

Conditions in summer 112 4.25 1.84 184 4.10 1.79 0.4852 �

Natural light2 126 4.40 1.04 219 4.00 1.13 0.0008 �

Natural glare3 127 3.61 2.71 219 3.45 2.47 0.3857 =

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 127 5.35 1.94 222 5.14 2.27 0.2514 =

Meeting rooms 120 3.37 3.05 217 3.34 2.47 0.9525 =

Storage 121 3.74 2.95 218 3.92 3.02 0.3370 =

Space use 125 4.82 1.95 221 4.66 2.11 0.3569 =

Electric lighting2 127 4.03 0.66 216 4.11 0.78 0.5463 =

Noise overall 126 4.32 2.33 219 4.01 2.70 0.1143 � �

Density (perceived)4 113 4.81 1.64 1.92 4.91 1.71 0.2857 =

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 113 1.35 0.76 193 1.25 0.71 0.2974 �

Cooling 113 1.76 1.82 193 1.37 0.97 0.0324 �
Ventilation 112 2.19 3.01 193 1.53 1.50 0.0025 �
Lighting 113 2.11 2.18 192 1.59 1.54 0.0031 �

Noise 113 1.42 0.90 193 1.31 0.62 0.5500 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 126 5.45 1.46 219 5.15 1.85 0.0396 �
Comfort overall 127 4.79 1.59 218 4.72 1.79 0.8443 =

Health (perceived) 127 3.79 1.31 219 3.67 1.51 0.3727 �

Productivity (perceived) 123 4.95 2.52 210 4.72 2.46 0.2944 �

Notes 1 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

2 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much (Electric lighting more neutral in 2015)

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much (Note: natural light statistically more for window seats but not necessarily better or worse)

4 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 20: The statistical analysis for Heelis and 2015 with scores segregated by window and non-window seats for the 2015

BUS survey, showing mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. There were no

statistical differences in 2006 except for ‘noise overall’. This is shown in the shaded box. Note that labelling for an

improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels. See footnotes. 

reported occupying a window seat position from those who did not. A non-parametric t-test was then

performed to determine whether those in window seat positions scored their comfort and

satisfaction differently those without a window. Table 20 shows the statistical results. For the 2006

survey, no statistical differences were found between those in window seats and those who were not

except for ‘noise overall’. Although the statistical data for 2006 are not shown,  the green arrow for
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Above, Figure 88: The distribution of scores for ‘noise overall’

by window seats and non-window seats in 2006 and 2015.

Distributions are shown for 5th - 95th percentiles with outliers.

Diamonds are mean scores, and notches the median score. 

Right, Figure 89: The distribution of gender scores for

satisfaction with winter temperature for window seats. 

‘noise overall’ relates to a mean value of 4.62 for those in window seats versus those in non-window

seats who delivered a mean score of 3.92 (r 0.0032). Sample sizes were 78 and 148 respectively.

While those in window seats delivered a statistically better (more satisfied) score, it has to be noted

that a mean score of 3.92 is very close to the neutral score of ‘4’ on the BUS semantic differential

scale. The ‘noise overall’ sample distributions for 2006 show a normal distribution for non-window

seats (Figure 88) while more people in window seats tended to be more satisfied with noise

conditions. By 2015, the distinction in scoring for noise variables had disappeared with only a slight

bias in scores in favour of window seats. The reasons for this statistical change is unknown, but may

be a product of a higher population. More curiously, differences in satisfaction for winter

temperature and air conditions between window and non-window seats appeared in 2015 (Table 18).

This is consistent with the trend in the overall scores for Heelis in 2015 for lower satisfaction with

winter comfort. Given the relatively large samples for window seat respondents – around 35% of the

maximum 2015 sample of 361 respondents – it is thought that the perceptions of winter conditions

by those in window seats may exert enough influence on the overall comfort scores to affect overall

longitudinal (statistical) differences in winter comfort.  

The results of the window/non-window seat comparison begged a question of what may be driving

the emergence of a statistical difference in satisfaction with winter conditions. Although the gender

balance in Heelis between 2006 and 2015 moved slightly towards more males (Table 6, page 81),

females were still 61% of the 2015 population. It is therefore no surprise that females comprised 66%

of respondents in window seats. Given that the major contextual and operational change in Heelis

between 2006 and 2015 was the removal of local control of windows and vents in favour of central

computer control, it may be surmised that the control setpoints for winter heating and natural

ventilation may be more suited to the thermal requirements of males than females. When this was

tested statistically, it was found that females scored winter comfort in window seats nearly a whole

integer lower than males, with the sample statistically different at r 0.0019 (Figure 89). The
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conclusion that may be drawn from this analysis is that gender distinctions for seasonal conditions

can play a major role in statistical tests, and therefore need to be analysed fully before coming to

conclusions about longitudinal seasonal performance. It is also reasoned that changes in comfort

systems and operational policies that alter comfort conditions, particularly for during winter, are likely

to be perceived by females first. If a building’s population is skewed towards females, particularly over

time, it is reasonable to conclude there will be a greater drop in comfort perceptions that will appear

in longitudinal measurements of thermal comfort. The implications of gender differences are discussed

in Appendix B3. Note there is relatively more control by those in window seats in 2015, but overall a

perceived loss of environmental control in the building compared with 2006. 

4.5.7 Free-text comments analysis

The free-text comments from 2006 and 2015 were analysed for clues as to the changes in comfort and

satisfaction perceptions. The feedback is shown in the percentage of negative comments as well as the

combined scores for negative and balanced comments (Figures 90 and 91). The latter are combined, as

‘balanced’ comments are often critical but not wholly negative. In 2006 there was no provision  in the

BUS survey for comments on toilets, occupant density and the effectiveness of facilities management.

Figure 90 shows the percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments for 2006. Given the

large sample size of 236 respondents, the negative comment percentages are low relative to other

pilot studies. The highest percentages of negative comments are related to issues with storage, noise

and (marginally) meeting rooms. By 2015 the volume of comments had increased, with a higher

percentage of negative comments on meeting rooms (now higher than issues with storage) and noise

(Figure 91). The percentage of negative comments for the outcome variables of needs met, comfort,

and perceived health and productivity increased compared with 2006. 

Table 21 shows the frequency of the three most-used words and phrases in the occupant free-text

responses for each survey year, derived from simple word counts. All keywords and synonyms related

to the comment topic (e.g. ‘noise’ and ‘noisy’ for the noise question) are redacted prior to the count.

Figure 90: The

comment scores by

percentage of

negative and negative

plus balanced

comments for the

Heelis building in

2006.   
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Heelis
Most common terms used in comments for statistically-different comfort variables

Meeting rooms Storage Noise Perceived productivity

2006 survey

Most common term Noisy Not enough Phones/mobiles Noise

Second common term Not enough Space People Hot/cold [too] 

Third common term Booked [always] Room [little] Atrium Interruptions

2015 survey

Most common term Not enough Not enough Building [noise in] Cold [too]

Second common term Hot Personal Distracting [people] Winter

Third common term Booked/book Space Atrium [noise from] Hot [too]

Table 21: The most common terms used by respondents in free-text comments for the Heelis surveys in 2006 and 2015.

In 2006, respondents commented most on the perceived shortage of meeting rooms and the

difficulty of booking them. The automatic venting was criticised for being noisy and interrupting

presentations  (this was subsequently found to be a heating controls problem). Respondents

complained most about restrictions on storage and space. Noise problems in the open-plan building

tended to come from use of phones and mobiles, as well as noise disturbance from the atrium café

and its meeting areas, which is immediately adjacent to an open-plan office area on the top floor. In

2015, the same order of terms occurred. The noise characteristics of Heelis – and for the study

dataset as a whole – were not able to be characterised in the context nest structure. Therefore

acoustic tests were performed at Heelis in 2016. The findings are covered in Appendix B1.4.

As the outcome variable of perceived productivity had dropped statistically since 2006, comments

were analysed for possible causes. In 2006, productivity was perceived to be negatively affected by

noise and thermal conditions. Disturbance from interruptions was mentioned by many respondents. In

2015, the same terms occurred at a similar frequency, although the nature of the comments suggests a

shift towards problems with winter temperature and winter air conditions. This is reflected in the

numerical scores for winter temperature in 2015 in Table 20, all of which fell statistically at r <0.0001.

Figure 91: The

comment scores by

percentage of negative

and negative plus

balanced comments for

the Heelis building,

2015. Negative

comments as a

percentage of total

responses had

increased, with more

respondents making

critical or balanced

comments.  
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4.6  Pilot study findings

4.6.1 Overview

As explained in Section 3.1, the project initially took an exploratory line of enquiry: testing the use of

longitudinal pilot surveys in a grounded research-based design and studying buildings in their normal

operating condition to determine whether changes in occupant perceptions could be associated with

contextual changes in the built environment. The overarching research questions aimed to determine

whether perceptions of occupant satisfaction were random or exhibited patterns that reflected

changes in demographics, building morphology, and a range of operational and organisational factors.

The pilot studies were carried out to test the three initial research questions (Section 1.6):

1.  Are perceptions of occupant satisfaction different between identical surveys, 

applied in the same building many years apart?

2. Are those differences random, or is there a pattern in the response data that can 

be explained by influencing factors in the buildings?

3. Can associations be made between changes in building morphology and 

operational factors and the occupants’ perceptions of their comfort and satisfaction?

With these questions in mind, the main conclusions of the pilot studies are summarised:

●   The longitudinal BUS surveys revealed, through the summary comfort variables, 

that the distribution of comfort scores was particular to each building. While the 

comfort scores moved between surveys, there appeared to be a longitudinal  

relationship between comfort scores. This answered the first research question

●   The findings appear to justify the concept of a building comfort ‘signature’ – a 

distribution of scores that prevail, statistically, until a morphological or operational 

change occurs to motivate occupants to both quantitatively and qualitatively 

report a change to their comfort and satisfaction. This supported the second 

clause in the second research question but did not answer it categorically

●   Triangulation between the mean comfort scores, the observed and recorded 

evidence, and the morphological and operational changes has shown that statistical 

movements in comfort scores can be partly (and sometimes wholly) explained by 

changes in contextual variables. This partly answered the third research question, 

but doubts remain.

Subsidiary findings from the pilot studies were as follows:

●   The context nest methodology was tested and found to be functional at 
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categorising the main demographic, morphological, and functional changes in the 

pilot study buildings and provided corroboratory evidence for explaining statistical 

movements in occupant satisfaction over time

●   The context nests were not capable of capturing major changes to operational set

points and system upgrades. However, these could change at any time, at any 

frequency. A change recorded at any point between longitudinal surveys could not 

be captured other than anecdotally. There was also no way to capture whether a 

maintenance or upgrade intervention would have had a positive or negative effect on

the occupants’ comfort perceptions (over the short or long-term)  

●   In one pilot study (Pennywell Academy) interventions had been made by the 

building operator to improve comfort and functionality. The success of some 

interventions were found in the occupant survey responses. One intervention had 

unintended negative consequences that were also reflected in the occupant responses 

●   In the longest longitudinal pilot study (Elizabeth Fry Building), it was found that 

changes of use and increased spatial density could account for statistical declines in 

comfort and satisfaction with seasonal and functional variables. Decline was 

statistically evident in the dissatisfaction with open-plan working compared to 

cellular and shared offices. The changes were a departure from the design intent

●   Insights were obtained from responses to the new density question. Two out of 

four pilot studies demonstrated that occupants were able to report incidence of ‘too 

many people’ where spatial density was found to have exceeded accepted norms. 

This suggests further research is required to substantiate the findings and to 

establish the relative importance of spatial density and social (perceived) density in 

determining occupant satisfaction

●   The question on controls usability provided little useful feedback with relation to 

the controls in the pilot study buildings

●   Perceptions of workgroup size showed large increases in the largest workgroup 

(i.e. of eight or more people) in two pilot studies. Perceptions were associated with 

higher overall densities. More research is required to understand the relationship 

between occupant satisfaction, workplace density, and perceived workgroup size

●   All statistical differences were reported using non-parametric t-tests at � 0.05 

(two-tailed, as movement in perceptions could be in either direction). However, the 

adoption of a 95% significance threshold led the study to be insensitive to trends in 

respondent perceptions. It is thought that movements in occupant satisfaction at 

larger � values, that hint at changes in a building, may be missed or sacrificed in 

the process of analysing data to a level of rigour acceptable for academic enquiry 

●   The three surveys at the Elizabeth Fry Building were of greater value for 
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highlighting trends compared with two surveys. However, strict adherence to a 

� 0.05 threshold meant that reporting of statistical movement between two sample 

distributions could leave the researcher open to charges of confirmation bias unless  

movement in sample distributions achieved the arbitrary threshold for statistical 

significance. For longitudinal comfort research, it is therefore argued that the blanket 

application of a � 0.05 threshold for statistical significance is unhelpful 

●   A statistical loss of environmental control was found to be associated with 

changes in control strategies, shifts to open-plan working, and high occupation 

densities. However, loss of local control could not directly be associated with declines

in other comfort variables

●   The comments analysis methodology was found to be informative and useful for 

insights not otherwise available via respondents’ numerical scoring. Word frequency 

was found to be more useful compared with simple word clouds but nonetheless 

hampered by low frequency of repeated terms and their synonyms. Given the 

method’s limitations it nonetheless worked well enough to warrant its continued use.

Specific findings from the pilot studies are discussed below.

4.6.2 Longitudinal analysis

Although the BUS survey data were found to be broadly comparable over time, some key differences

between datasets were found. The surveys conducted in the 1990s (e.g. for the Elizabeth Fry

Building) lacked the functionality topics of the later surveys, specifically on cleaning, meeting rooms,

storage and space-use effectiveness. Such omissions, while not thought to compromise a longitudinal

study, were at least a limitation when attempting to compare a building’s performance using the full

range of BUS comfort variables. Furthermore, some questions in mid-1990s surveys had scales with

switched label directions compared to later versions of the BUS survey. For example, in the 1990s,

low scores (i.e. 1) were ‘Satisfactory’ and high scores (i.e. 7) were ‘Unsatisfactory’. In order to create

statistically-compatible longitudinal datasets a simple formula was applied to data sourced from

inverted scales. As low scoring values tended to be associated with ‘less of something’ or ‘worse’, and

higher scoring values associated with ‘more or something’ or ‘better’, there an element of trust and

belief was needed that respondents’ scoring would not be influenced by scale direction. The research

design did not allow for a test to determine possible bias in mean scores due to the changed scale

directions. Fortunately the problem only occurred with the early surveys (e.g. Elizabeth Fry Building)

and only for questions with ‘satisfactory/unsatisfactory’ scales.

Data for some of the early surveys were held in obsolete software, which required care with

extraction and particularly data translation. It demanded that affected surveys needed to be checked

line-by-line for errors. In what was a laborious exercise some duplicated entries were found and

removed. Similarly, errors in respondent scoring were found, particularly for questions on hours per

day in the building and at screen. Overall, however, the BUS surveys were found to be largely

comparable over time as long as care and diligence was exercised in quality control, with checks
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repeated at different times in case mistakes had been missed. Ostensibly, the survey datasets were

identical, but in practice differed in small but possibly crucial ways. The first outcome from the

longitudinal pilot studies is therefore that future researchers should take great care with data

curation, and be wary of potential data-entry errors that may compromise statistical analyses. 

The initial analysis of the comfort and satisfaction scores for the pilot study buildings was based on

the key comfort variables used in 20 years of BUS surveys, and in the reporting format commonly

used in industry and academia. This involves the reporting of temperature and air condition variables,

lighting, noise and comfort overall, as well as satisfaction with the building’s design, using colour

coding to show relationships of scores to scale midpoints and benchmarks. All pilot study buildings

started out with a particular arrangement of their summary comfort scores. It was found that the

subsequent summary comfort scores on the 7-point scales exhibited a building-specific pattern that

prevailed between surveys, albeit with movement in mean scores. This is illustrated in Figures 92 and

93 for the four pilot studies. By removing the colour coding and benchmark references, and

superimposing each building’s longitudinal scores onto one graph, it was possible to illustrate a

Figure 92: The summary scores from different survey years superimposed to indicate the building-specific arrangement of

comfort scores for the Pennywell Academy and Foots Cray Depot.   

Figure 93: The summary scores from different survey years superimposed to indicate the building-specific arrangement of

comfort scores for the Elizabeth Fry Building and Heelis.   
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distinctive pattern or signature of a building’s overall summary variables over time. None of the

surveys of the pilot study buildings displayed a pattern of summary comfort scores that were

unrelated to the pattern of scores in a preceding survey.

It is acknowledged that the building-specific patterns or signatures in the summary variable scores

may be due to a tendency for mean scores to weight to particular positions on the BUS 7-point scale.

If so, what might be regarded as a comfort core ‘signature’ might have less to do with each building’s

individual contextual properties and more to do with a gravitation of respondents’ scores towards

BUS benchmarks, particularly where the latter were generated from building-specific samples (i.e.

‘schools’, rather than ‘all buildings’) at the time of the survey. The answer to this concern was sought

in the statistical analyses for each pilot case-study, and the degree of association that could be made

between the score of a given comfort variable the statistical movement over time with known

changes in each building’s morphological and operational context.

4.6.3 The mapping of context 

The context nesting approach by which the morphological, operational, and demographic

characteristics were defined was found to work well in capturing the main changes in the buildings

over time. The nesting components fell into two broad categories:

1.  Physical and spatial i.e. the building’s fabric, the provision of meeting spaces 

and storage, space use, and the provision of physical features and functions, such as 

windows and environmental controls

2.  Social and demographic such as occupant numbers, location in space (i.e. window

and non-window) workgroup type, actual and perceived density, and occupants’ 

relationships with physical features such as controls.

In all four pilot study buildings it was possible to use the nesting structure to overlay the demographic

characteristics of the occupancy onto the building’s morphological features. It was also possible to

capture movement in physical and occupancy characteristics that may be associated with changes in

occupant comfort perceptions. The structure of the BUS survey enabled subdivision in the context nest

structure in terms of spatial density, window and non-window locations, and gender balance. The

latter was used to determine notional changes in utilisation, such as persons per toilet or urinal.

However, inherent limitations in the context definitions became evident in all the pilot studies. While

spatial characteristics could easily be determined by area measurements, other physical features such

as glazing ratio could only be expressed in very general terms, and not by floor or by elevation.

Similarly, it was not possible to characterise floor to ceiling heights (and thereby the height to floor

depth ratio) as the dimensions changed within the buildings and between areas. While the Foots Cray

Depot and Elizabeth Fry Buildings are simple rectilinear and regular built forms, Pennywell and Heelis

have complex, asymmetrical, and highly varied internal architecture. Furthermore, Heelis has flat

ceilings on the ground office floor and pitched ceilings on the second floor. Pennywell cannot be
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regarded as one building, but rather a group of 12 buildings, albeit connected but each with

individual architectural morphologies. 

Demographic data was not available from any of the occupying organisations to a high level of detail

or accuracy, with the possible exception of Pennywell Academy for which the adult occupancy (i.e.

teachers and administrators) was relatively known and fixed. In all other buildings there was doubt

about total occupant numbers, and often little oversight by the employers of their building’s day-by-

day utilisation. At Heelis, it was reported that 900 people could conceivably work in the building at

any one time, but that the actual occupation was around 560 people with a variation of 50 either

side. In the absence of verified data, the demographic data relied on the (high) BUS sample response

rates, from which demographic data could be extracted and inferred to represent a building’s whole

population. Therefore, while it is believed (but cannot be verified) that the demographic data quoted

in the context nests are broadly representative of each building’s total population at the time of a

survey, the degree of variance is unknown. The demographic data is therefore presented in this thesis

as the best obtainable version of reality (a given “depth of reality” as advanced by Ritchie et al

(Ritchie, J., Lewis, J., Nicholls, C. M., and Ormston, R., 2014).

The context nests lacked occupant survey data on satisfaction with toilet facilities. The standard BUS

questionnaire does not contain a question on satisfaction with toilets. However, for the Elizabeth Fry

Building and Heelis, respondents raised issues with toilet provision within their free-text comments.

For the Elizabeth Fry Building some male respondents on upper floors drew attention to the lack of

local facilities, and the distance needed to travel to use the basement urinals – the only ones in the

building. For Heelis, survey respondents in 2015 commented on the shortage of toilets and the need

to queue for them at busy times. Some female respondents commented on the lack of privacy and

often the questionable condition of the building’s unisex toilets. The finding prompted the inclusion

of a new question on toilets in the BUS surveys carried out for the subsequent office case studies. 

It became apparent that the context nests offered no way of characterising a building’s acoustic

morphology and noise conditions of the buildings against which the occupant survey responses could

be compared (and analysed longitudinally). Ways of characterising the acoustic contexts were

considered but quickly ruled out as being variously impractical or subjective. All the buildings in the

pilot study were categorised as mixed-mode. Sources of noise could therefore be external as well as

internal. While it was possible to relate the BUS noise scores to increases in spatial density (and

thereby social density), there was no other way of linking occupant perceptions to the physical

acoustic conditions. The lack of quantified acoustic parameters is regarded as a major limitation of

the context-nesting approach. Attempts to validate the occupant perceptions by using noise tests in

one building are reported in Appendix B1.4.

4.6.4 Longitudinal analysis by key factors

The longitudinal changes in occupant comfort perceptions in the pilot study buildings were assessed

using the Mann-Whitney t-test statistic to determine the statistical differences between comfort

scores over time, and relating statistical movements against contextual maps of the buildings as

captured in the context nest structure. Each building was therefore treated as an individual case
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study, with each survey dataset of occupant comfort perceptions assembled and analysed by themes

within the scope set by the BUS survey methodology:

●  Seasonal: thermal comfort, air conditions. Natural lighting conditions

●  Functional: Space-use effectiveness, cleaning, storage, electric lighting, noise 

conditions (internal and external)

●  Environmental control: over heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, and noise

●  Outcomes (perceived): health, comfort, productivity and overall needs met.

These topics are assessed and discussed below. 

As all pilot study buildings were treated as context-specific case studies, there was no concatenation

of comfort perception datasets into single datasets, as to do so would ipso facto conflate and confuse

all the local contextual influences that are thought to dictate comfort and satisfaction perception

scores. An examination of the themes that emerged from the pilot studies was therefore performed

on a building-by-building basis, remaining sensitive to context in analysing and describing the

research findings. However, general themes were extracted from the pilot surveys to identify

potential longitudinal trends, with due regard to the small sample of buildings. 

Other longitudinal trends examined were:

●  Gender balance over time

●  Changes in reported time spent in building, at desk, and on computer screen

●  Changes in reported workgroup sizes

●  Changes in spatial densities (and perceived social density where data was available).

Note that assessing changes in age profiles was not studied owing to the simplistic age categorisation

used in the BUS survey (i.e. below 30 and above 30). Proposed changes to the BUS age question are

presented in Appendix C.

4.6.4.1 Seasonal variables

All pilot study buildings exhibited movements in their seasonal comfort variables, mostly (but not

exclusively) involving decline in perceptions of summer and winter comfort. The smallest movements

(though not necessarily the least statistically different) were found in surveys where the shortest time

had elapsed between BUS surveys, i.e. those at Foots Cray Depot and Pennywell Academy. However,

only one building – Foots Cray Depot – exhibited scores on the 7-point comfort scale that might be

considered inherently poor in both survey years, with summer thermal variables scored towards the

extremes of the semantic differential scales. It might be argued that conditions were perceived to be
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so poor that they could not decline much further (and not statistically) unless conditions became

unbearable. The comments analysis of Foots Cray Depot also revealed occupants who had adapted

to, and were coping with, the sub-optimal conditions. The discomfort experienced by the building’s

workforce was possibly relieved by their mobility and freedom to work elsewhere if they chose.

As explained above, as the movements in respondent scores are highly context-dependent it is not

appropriate to generalise on the causes of the changes in seasonal comfort variables. It is not known,

for example, whether perceptions were influenced by unusually hot summers or cold winters. In such

cases, it is not possible to know exactly what the consequences were, how the buildings coped, what

the asset management response was, and which survey respondents were there at the time and

whether they remembered events enough to influence their scoring. Longitudinal research can only go

to a certain depth – another example of Ritchie’s “depth of realism” (Ritchie, J., et al, 2014)

At the Elizabeth Fry Building, the decline in satisfaction with thermal conditions could be charted over

the course of three BUS surveys. When the statistical threshold of � 0.05 was applied (i.e. a 5%

chance of concluding that a difference exists when there is no difference), summer temperature was

found to have declined statistically between 1998 and 2011, while winter temperature and air

conditions declined between 2011 and 2015 (with no subsequent recovery in the summer variable

scores). When a statistical comparison was made between the population samples for 1998 and

2015, a statistical shift was found towards conditions being too hot in summer as well as a statistical

decline in perceived air conditions in summer. It could be argued that the intermediate survey in 2011

effectively masked statistical movements in seasonal conditions over the whole 17-year survey

period, particularly when the confidence threshold of � 0.05 was used. It may be argued that

movement in scores at lower statistical thresholds should therefore not be ignored, as they may be

evidence of incipient problems that require attention before they become chronic failings only

reportable (and thereby classifiable) at a � 0.05 threshold (95% confidence).

The context nest approach proved useful for capturing the gender split for all surveys of the Elizabeth

Fry Building. Although the gender balance in the survey samples changed only marginally in 17 years

(from 76% female in 1998 to 71% female in 2015), separating male and female gender scores for

comfort conditions revealed that females consistently scored temperature in summer and air

conditions in summer below that of males (Figure 98). While the male sample for the 1998 survey is

very small, the trend in perception difference is maintained over the larger samples for 2011 and

2015. The mean scores suggest that while males were broadly content with conditions in 2011 and

2015, females were not – scoring below the scale midpoint for both temperature and air conditions. 

Further analysis of wintertime thermal and air scores revealed a similar pattern: for air conditions in

winter the female mean score was nearly an integer lower than males on the 1-7 BUS scale (a mean

of 5.00 versus 5.80), although both sets of scores were still towards the ‘satisfactory’ end of the scale.

In 2011, as with the summer scores in Figure 94, the gender difference in scores was smaller (and not

statistically different), but by 2015 the gap had widened again to nearly an integer, with women

reporting relative dissatisfaction, now above the scale’s unsatisfactory/satisfactory midpoint (a mean

of 4.73 versus 4.02). For perceptions of winter temperature, the gap in 1998 was over an integer, with

women reporting much lower satisfaction (a mean of 4.40 versus 5.80). As with summer air conditions,

the gap narrowed in 2011, but widened again in 2015 to a whole integer (a mean of 3.86 versus 4.86). 
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The consistency in gender scoring suggests that while the thermal and air quality scores for the

Elizabeth Fry Building are influenced by gender-specific perceptions (and possibly the reason why

summer scores dipped below the scale midpoints), the overall decline in comfort perceptions are

independent of gender, as the gender balance had only changed a little over the 17-year period. The

BUS survey results therefore revealed gender to influence the severity of scores, but not the cause of

it nor the reason for the longitudinal decline in satisfaction overall. The results from the Elizabeth Fry

Building prompted an investigation of the differences in gender perceptions of seasonal conditions

for all buildings and tenancies in the research dataset. The gender comparisons for all other buildings,

including the pilot study buildings, are presented and discussed in Appendix B3. 

In 2015, the survey sample for the Elizabeth Fry Building could be disaggregated  into respondents in

cellular and shared accommodation and respondents in open-plan accommodation (keeping both

sub-samples above 40). The samples were analysed statistically to determine whether office type

might be related to gender differences in comfort perceptions by one type of office contributing more

to poorer thermal and air condition scores. This analysis revealed that occupants in both office space

types in 2015 perceived the building’s thermal conditions in summer to be below the BUS scale

midpoint. The exception was winter temperature, where occupants of cellular spaces reported a

score above the scale midpoint, (although not statistically differently, probably due to high variance in

the scores). That said, with identical mean scores of 4.98 for the variable winter temperature ‘too

hot’/’too cold’, respondents in all offices scored nearly an integer towards being ‘too cold’. For winter

and summer air conditions, the statistical evidence is stronger in suggesting that open-plan may

contribute to a shift in perceptions of air conditions in both winter and summer (Table 14 page 119),

with much higher satisfaction in cellular and shared offices compared with open-plan. 

Statistically, the comparison of open-plan and cellular office spaces did not provide a conclusive

answer to the drop in thermal comfort perceptions. That said, it is clear from the functionality and

Figure 94: Male and female scores

for temperature and air conditions

for the three surveys at the

Elizabeth Fry Building.  
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environmental control variables that the shift to 27% open plan is responsible for many declines in

comfort and satisfaction, along with statistically lower perceptions of productivity, comfort and health

for the open-plan offices created since 2011.

The movement in seasonal occupant perceptions at the Heelis building between 2006 and 2015

shows a statistical improvement in satisfaction with summer temperature and reduction of conditions

being considered ‘too hot’, but a statistical decline in satisfaction with thermal conditions in winter

and a shift towards conditions being ‘too cold’ (Table 18, page 135). As with the other pilot buildings,

the factors captured in the Heelis context nests do not provide a direct association between changes

in the building’s morphology and occupant perceptions of seasonal comfort. Since 2006, the building

has undergone a change in environmental control strategy, from local (individual) control of the

natural ventilation system to centralised automated control. This is reflected in the statistical change

in all environmental control variables, particularly control over ventilation. This may be an example –

for summertime conditions at least – where centralised control has proved to be better than local

control, especially in a context where agreement on device settings could not be easily achieved.

The change in ventilation control scores does not account for the perceived (statistical) loss of control

over heating and cooling. It was suspected that the statistical fall in the outcome scores for perceived

health, comfort and productivity (with mean scores for perceived heath and productivity declining

below their scale midpoints) may not have their root in the change in seasonal variables. Other

possibilities are discussed in the discussion on functionality variables below. 

A seasonally-related finding from both Heelis surveys was the neutral score for daylighting. Figure 95

shows what might be considered the surprising, if not remarkable, mean scores for satisfaction with

daylight conditions for the two BUS surveys. Heelis is a deep-plan building where only a third of

respondents say they sit next to a window (34% in 2006 and 36% in 2015). However, the building is

daylit from rooflights and internal courtyards, and from lightwells that puncture the floor mezzanine

to enable daylight to penetrate deep into the building. The success of this strategy is clearly reflected

in the occupant satisfaction scores, with very close mean scores and sample distributions in both

survey years (a decade apart). The scores indicate unanimity of occupant perceptions despite the

passage of time and turnover of staff (plus an increase in numbers), and evidence of the need to

regularly clean the roof lights to remove the external build-up of mildew (Figure 96).

While it is not the purpose of this thesis to generalise across the research dataset (i.e. between

contexts), a comparison of the Heelis longitudinal daylight scores with the scores from the Elizabeth

Fry Building and Foots Cray Depot demonstrates that satisfaction with daylight in a deep-plan office

(typical maximum depth 19 m) can match, or be better than, daylight conditions perceived in a

narrow-plan office. Furthermore, the comparison shows that satisfaction with daylight at the

Elizabeth Fry building (maximum office depth 6.8 m) has declined from 1998, when there was a slight

bias in respondent scores towards ‘too much’ natural light, switching statistically towards ‘too little’ in

2011, with the mean score declining further in the 2015 survey. This is thought to be related to the

27% shift to open plan-offices where more people do not have direct access to daylight (i.e. a window

seat). An attempt to quantify the daylighting benefits of the Heelis building was made using a daylight

model of the building. Overcast sky illuminance values were obtained from the model and compared

with occupant mean survey cores (Appendix B1.3).
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4.6.4.2 Functional variables

The component parts of the functional variables studied in the longitudinal surveys were satisfaction

with space use effectiveness, storage, cleaning, and meeting rooms. Satisfaction with electric lighting

and satisfaction with noise was also included in the functionality categorisation as former has a

function while the later is a consequence of function, both in terms of the morphology of the internal

space and the functions and human activities that go on within it. Occupant perception scores for

density of people in the work place have been included to provide extra context for understanding

any longitudinal movement in other comfort variables, such as space use effectiveness and noise.

For Pennywell Academy the only statistical differences in longitudinal comfort scores were found for a

decline in satisfaction with cleaning, and a perceived improvement in the use of space. In the absence

of a context nest for Pennywell it was not possible to account for the change in perception of

cleaning. However, the movement is marginal. 

There were no changes in the functionality variables for Foots Cray Depot. As mentioned earlier, the

sample distributions show movement that cannot be easily accounted for, but is thought likely to be

due to the mobile workforce causing some lack of commonality in respondents for the two surveys

conducted only 30 months apart.

The longitudinal BUS response distributions for functional variables at the Elizabeth Fry Building (EFB)

are limited to a comparison between 2011 and 2015, as only questions on satisfaction with‘lighting

overall’ and ‘noise overall’ were included in BUS in 1998. Respondent scores for noise overall were

found to have declined statistically in 2011 compared with 1998, although the fall was marginal, at

� = 0.0446. The change is considered to be related to higher occupancy in 2011 and a shift to more

open-plan working. In 2015 the scores for noise overall were not statistically different to perceptions

expressed in 2011. However, sample sizes for the 2015 survey allowed a comparison of noise

perceptions in open-plan areas compared to cellular and shared offices (Table 16, page 123). This

revealed a statistical difference in satisfaction for noise in the open-plan offices at � 0.0019. A

concomitant greater level of satisfaction with ‘noise from colleagues’ was found among respondents

Right, Figure 95 : Comparative longitudinal

scores for natural lighting for offices with

different plan depths. Respondents score

conditions neutrally in well-daylight deep-plan

offices, but worse in narrow-plan and less well

daylit buildings, particularly where retrofitted

to accommodate open-plan office space.

Below, Figure 96: Good daylighting at Heelis is

achieved despite the susceptibility of skylights

to mildew.   
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in the cellular and shared offices compared to those in open-plan, at � 0.0160.  

The analysis of longitudinal change in functional variables at the Heelis building found that

respondents’ satisfaction with meeting rooms and space-use effectiveness were statistically lower in

2015 compared with 2006. Increased pressure on space due to higher staff numbers, along with

demands for commercial privacy, had resulted in at least two meeting rooms becoming cellular

offices. Some staff commented that pressure on meeting rooms forced staff to hold their meetings in

the atrium. Where they did so at lunchtimes it led to competition for those who wished to use the

atrium for their lunch break. The decline in satisfaction with meeting rooms was straightforward to

identify. Primarily the room booking system was dysfunctional. Heelis occupants reported rooms

being booked but unused because someone had failed to cancel the room booking. 

Occupant densities at Heelis had risen significantly since 2006, with spatial density increasing from

one person per 14 m2 in 2006 to one person per 10 m2 on average in 2015; For the IT department (for

which the external boundaries had not changed in the intervening period) density had increased to

one person per 4.7 m2. While occupants’ perceptions of density could not be analysed longitudinally,

respondents’ scores in 2015 for perceived density reflected the context nest spatial density data for

2015: a mean score of 4.88 for Heelis overall, and 5.60 for the IT department, i.e. both scores

averaging towards ‘too many’ people. Note that while a decline at � = 0.070 for satisfaction with

storage in the IT department is not statistically significant at a 0.05 threshold, it is consistent with the

increase in staff density and the decline in perceptions of space use. The statistical analysis

performed on the Heelis IT department showed a statistical decline in satisfaction with space-use

effectiveness, although the mean score was comfortably above the scale midpoint, at 4.70 (Table 19,

page 138).  However, the response distribution in Figure 84, page 139 shows a wider set of scores in

the distribution and a longer tail of dissatisfied scoring, implying spatial differences in perceptions.

The context nest approach allowed for the assessment of persons per toilet and males per urinal.

Heelis is equipped with unisex toilets and four urinals per floor. For the urinals, BS 6465-1:2006

requires four urinals for 100 male occupants, “plus one urinal and washbasin for every unit of

fraction of a unit of 50 males”. Heelis also has four male urinals per floor. Therefore if the 38% sample

in the BUS returns is representative of the Heelis population, it equates to 209 males at an occupancy

of 550, or 247 at an occupancy of 650. On that basis it was found that the design provision was still

within capacity in 2015. Based on this calculation Heelis is also still able to meet the male

population’s urinal needs when occupancy reaches 650.

BS 6465-1:2006 requires eight WCs for 100 persons, “plus one WC and washbasin for every unit or

fraction of unit of 25 persons”. Heelis has 24 toilets, but for occupancy of 550 people, 26 toilets

would be needed, and for 650 persons – said to be the average midweek occupancy – 30 toilets

would be needed.  For the unisex toilets, it is reasonable to assume that problems with availability

may occur at times of Heelis’ peak occupancy. This fits with the survey respondents’ concerns

expressed in the free-text responses, where dissatisfaction was voiced with many aspects of the

toilets, from the need to queue at peak times to problems with gender sharing, and also a cleaning

regime that some respondents considered inappropriate.

The combination of factors that arose from the Heelis study suggested that the BUS survey might
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benefit from a specific question on toilets. Perception data on toilets was thought to offer the

opportunity of a statistical triangulation between scores for calculated spatial density, perceived

density, and satisfaction with toilet provision against the calculated toilet provision.

Unlike the Elizabeth Fry Building, Heelis has only been subjected to two surveys, so it is not possible

to determine whether the decline in satisfaction found with the functional variables is in-line with the

increase in staff numbers. It is therefore unknown whether the movement in responses for space-use

effectiveness represents a trend or not. If occupant density continues to increase, a future BUS survey

might be able to answer that question.

A finding common to both the Elizabeth Fry Building and Heelis was the change in perception of

workgroup size (Figures 67 a&b and 76 a&b). At the Elizabeth Fry Building, the shift in perception to

larger workgroups is consistent with the change from wholly cellular to 27% open-plan working and a

slight increase in smaller shared offices. However, at Heelis there has been no change in spatial

layout. In 2006 there were seven separate departments and a few hot desks. By 2015 there were nine

distinct departments and 34 hot desks. Rather than a creating a trend towards more smaller

workgroups, the opposite has occurred: 54% of staff perceived themselves to be working in groups of

eight or more people compared with 31% in 2006. A similar trend is shown in the IT department.

Respondents who reported working in the largest workgroup nearly doubled, from 25% in 2006 to

48% in 2015. 

It is deduced that the perception of workgroup size may be related to higher perceived social density,

as a consequence of the increased spatial density as captured in the context nest. While the

increased numbers at Heelis may result in departments and workgroups growing and therefore

exceeding the eight-person threshold of the BUS question, it is thought equally possible that the

physical boundaries between workgroups has eroded, with smaller workgroups agglomerating into

the larger workgroups, thereby erasing actual boundaries that may once have existed between small

groups working on specific tasks or projects. 

The BUS survey questions, and the context nests as tested on the pilot studies, do not enable an

answer to this hypothesis. Most staff did not take part in both surveys so there is no opportunity to

measure personal changes in perceptions over time. In any case, it is not possible to know what

respondents were thinking when they answered the workgroup question (suggestions for a re-

wording of the question are proposed in Appendix C). However, the insights on workgroup size gained

from Heelis and the Elizabeth Fry Building were followed up with more detailed analysis of

workgroup sizes during the detailed longitudinal studies conducted at Rivergreen centre, Tanfield

House and Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE) in Section 6. 

The results for the occupant density question could not be analysed longitudinally but nonetheless

presented an opportunity to triangulate occupant responses to other comfort variables and measures

of spatial density over time. As has been previously reported, increased levels of spatial density can be

associated with lowered satisfaction with space-use effectiveness and possibly perceptions of less

storage. Two areas where density had increased, beyond what might be considered accepted norms

(BCO, 2013), were the IT department at Heelis and the open-plan areas in the Elizabeth Fry Building. To

check whether perceptions of social density matched the measured spatial density, the responses for
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both areas were disaggregated from the total sample, and comparisons made between the

disaggregated scores. Sample results are shown in Figure 97. Although the sub-samples were modestly

sized (~44 respondents at the Elizabeth Fry Building), it can be seen that while the majority of

respondents scored density at 4 (labelled ‘about right’), a greater proportion of respondents in the

more highly occupied spaces scored towards ‘too many people’. The variance in the samples was low.

Densities are perceived to err towards ‘too many people’ in open-plan spaces. A perception of ‘too

many’ people may depend where a respondent is seated. Also see Figure 100.

4.6.4.3 Environmental control variables

The BUS questions on environmental control were identical in all surveys conducted on the pilot

study buildings, from 1998 onwards. In the relation to the context nests on the pilot study buildings it

was found possible to associate most gains or losses of local environmental control with changes in

context, either morphological or operational or a blend of both.

For Pennywell Academy, the respondents to the second survey in 2015 scored control over the five

environmental variables (heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and noise) statistically the same as

survey respondents did in the 2012 survey. Greatest levels of control, in both survey years, were for

control of ventilation and control of lighting. The former is consistent with the mixed-mode

ventilation strategy of openable windows and boost mechanical ventilation, and the latter with

additional light switches provided in office areas and classrooms.  

Figure 97: Differences in perception of

social density in two pilot study

buildings. In both instances where

spatial density has been calculated to

be higher than established norms

(British Council for Offices, 2013),

survey respondents scores tended

towards ‘too many people’. 

Note: Actual spatial densities quoted

vary across the buildings. 
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No statistical shift in control variables was found for the environmental control responses between

the two surveys at Foots Cray Depot. As part of the dynamic external insulation system, a boost

ventilation control was provided for the two-speed background ventilation system. As these controls

were only provided in certain areas rather than widely available, it was thought that only some

respondents were aware of them and used them (Figure 98). In any case, there are no statistical

differences on control of ventilation between the two survey distributions. Some staff commented in

the 2015 survey that the system was often automatically in boost mode and that therefore there was

little point in using controls.

For the Elizabeth Fry Building, respondents’ perception of environmental control dropped statistically

between 1998 and 2011 for the variables of ventilation, lighting and noise. However, the mean scores

indicate that occupants retained some degree of control. It was hypothesised that the movement in

control scores between 1998 and 2011 may be due to the 14% shift towards more shared and open-

plan working.    

No statistical difference at the�� 0.05 threshold (two-tailed) was found for any of the five control

variables. However, statistical tests comparing the larger open-plan areas created after 2011 and

cellular samples in 2015 revealed statistically lower perceived environmental control, and (more

revealingly) statistically lower satisfaction for many functional variables and the outcome variables of

perceived comfort, health, productivity, and needs met (Table 16, p123).  

All the personal environmental control scores for Heelis showed statistical movement between 2006

and 2015, all at � <0.0001. Respondents most adjacent to a motorised window or vent may report

more control compared with those occupying inboard workstations. In 2006 there was no statistical

difference in control perceptions by seating location for the five control variables of heating, cooling,

ventilation and noise. However, the single-tailed test for ventilation (an applicable test, as it is

reasonable to assume that lower control will be experienced by non-window seats) returned

� 0.0461 – a marginal statistical difference at the � 0.05 threshold. For the 2015 whole building

sample, a statistical drop in control over cooling, ventilation and lighting emerged for non-window

seats, with the single-tailed test for control over ventilation returning a statistical difference at 

� 0.0012. Conversely, respondents reported no statistical difference for control over heating and

noise irrespective of where they sat. When responses from non-window seat responses in 2006 were

compared with responses from non-window seats in 2015, all perceptions of control had fallen at � =

Figure 98: The fan controller provided for end-user

control of the background ventilation system at Foots

Cray Depot. These units were sparsely located on both

floors of the office. Some survey respondents

commented that the system was often already in boost. 
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<0.0001.  The same results occurred for the comparison of window seat locations between 2006 and

2015, with the exception of no statistical difference in control over lighting (which would also include

perceived control of daylight). The test showed that while seating position at Heelis was responsible

for some differences in control perceptions, respondents in 2015 reported statistically less control

overall over their environment than in 2006. This fits the change in control strategy captured in the

context nest (Figure 75, page 132).

4.6.4.4 Outcome variables

Outcome variables are defined as those comfort factors that are thought related to the sum of

specific comfort variables, such as temperature and noise, and functional variables such as space use.

The outcomes are measured in BUS as ‘comfort overall’, ‘perceived productivity’, and ‘perceived

health’. ‘Needs met’ was also categorised as an outcome variable as the question posed in the BUS

questionnaire specifically relates to “the building as a whole”.

For Pennywell Academy the outcome variables of perceived health and perceived productivity

showed no statistical change in the three years between surveys. However, a statistical improvement

was found for ‘needs met’ at � = 0.0056. This change is consistent with the improvements in space

use and acoustic separation carried out to overcome problems with noise disturbance in open-plan

teaching areas. As evidenced by the statistical tests for comfort perceptions in classrooms compared

with other areas, improvements have been experienced most by teaching staff.  

The longitudinal analysis for Foots Cray Depot – the building with the shortest period between BUS

surveys – showed an improvement in the outcome variable of ‘perceived productivity’. This is a

confounding outcome, as conditions in the building have not improved, either physically or in the

perception of the end users. Although comfort factors declined after the refurbishment works, others

were perceived to have improved marginally. The possible causes for the declines are examined

alongside the monitored conditions (Appendix B1.1). It is thought that the combination of a relatively

short period between surveys, a highly transient population for the building’s more densely

populated top floor, plus differences in conditions between the north elevation and the unobstructed

south elevation, combined to create some variance in scores that cannot be easily associated with

morphological and operational factors, not explained by changes in the context nests. 

The outcome variable scores for the Elizabeth Fry Building show no statistical differences year on

year, although all movements in respondent mean scores are declines with the exception of ‘needs

met’ in 2015. A check of the statistical movement in scores from 1998 to 2015 shows statistical

declines for all variables at � 0.05 for ‘needs met’, ‘perceived health’, and ‘comfort overall’. ‘Perceived

productivity’ showed no overall change. The Elizabeth Fry Building is the only building in the pilot

study dataset that has been subjected a change in internal morphology and space use: open-plan

areas created by the conversion of seminar rooms to open-plan offices. When the comfort

perceptions in the new open-plan spaces were compared to the perceptions in spaces that

conformed to the original design intent, it has been demonstrated that all outcome variables, along

with many other comfort and functional variables, declined statistically (Table 16, p123). 

The outcome variables for the Heelis building show statistical declines for perceived health, comfort,
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and productivity but not for ‘needs met’. The mean scores for health and productivity have fallen

slightly below their respective scale midpoints. It was noted that the absolute change in mean scores

(and medians) for Heelis were small compared to the other buildings in the pilot study dataset. This is

thought due to the high sample sizes in the two survey years which has led, in many cases, to

leptokurtic sample distributions which tend towards showing greater statistical differences with small

changes in mean values. This is thought to be a characteristic of Heelis, where there are fewer

changes in satisfaction scores across the space: effectively a large open-plan shed with marginal

differences in workplace types and conditions, except for pockets of higher density. Overall, while the

statistical tests show declines at � 0.05, scores have not fallen below the scale midpoint of ‘4’, except

for winter temperature and winter air conditions, meeting rooms, and perceived health.

The statistical tests on the Heelis IT department indicate that while perceptions of space use and

meeting rooms may have declined, occupants report no effect on perceptions of their needs being

met or on their perceived productivity (which displays a marginal rise). The statistical drops in

outcome variables for Heelis overall may reflect issues in specific areas that cannot be tested

longitudinally as the departmental boundaries have changed in all departments (other than the IT

department) since 2006.

4.6.5 Additional BUS questions

Two new questions were added to the BUS survey in order to test their applicability: a question on

the usability of controls and a question on occupant perceptions of social density.

4.6.5.1 Controls usability

Figure 99 shows the distribution of responses for each building sample. The histograms show

variance and kurtosis, and the response rates against total building sample and against the sample

who answered the five questions on environmental control. As can be seen, the data for each

building exhibits some variance and also platykurtic distribution of scores that indicates a wide range

of perceptions of control usability. While the resulting distributions are not surprising given the

buildings and the range of controls available in each one, of more interest is the response rate to the

controls usability question. Against the total response samples the drop in response rate to ‘controls

usability’ ranged from 22% to 41%. 

To check whether this was evidence of survey fatigue by the time the respondents reached the third

page of the survey, the response rate for controls usability was compared with the averaged response

rate to the preceding controls questions. Although all respondents at Foots Cray Depot answered the

usability question, for all other buildings was a response rate drop-off of between 6-13%. This finding

indicates some doubt in survey respondents on either the relevance of the controls usability question,

what ‘usability’ might mean, of simply an indication that respondents have no opinion to offer. There is

therefore limited scope for arriving at meaningful conclusions about the controls usability response

data, but the range of responses and the drop in response rate suggests to the researcher that the

question did not work as well as was hoped. The question was retained for the subsequent case

studies in the research dataset in the hope that some insight might be gained from it.
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4.6.5.2 Perceived density  

Figure 100 shows the distribution of responses for each building in the pilot study for the question on

perceived occupant density. The scale was ‘1’ for ‘too few people’ to ‘7’ for ‘too many people’.  An

additional scale label of ‘about right’ was provided for the scale midpoint of ‘4’. The histograms show

variance, kurtosis, and sample response rates. 

Compared with the control usability responses, there is less variance in the response data and the

distributions are more leptokurtic, indicating that density is viewed to be ‘about right’ by many

respondents, although there is slight skew towards ‘too many’ people in all buildings. For the Heelis

and Elizabeth Fry buildings greater incidence of ‘too many people’ is known to be influenced by

conditions in certain office spaces and departments. Compared with the control usability question, a

much higher percentage of respondents answered the density question, with responses in all pilot

studies above 85%. The response rate was close to the average response rates to other questions in

the BUS surveys of the pilot studies, and sometimes higher, despite being one of the last questions in

the survey when respondent enthusiasm might be expected to wane. The density question was

therefore relatively more successful than the controls usability question, and with less variance in the

data. The researcher is therefore more confident that the question as posed was understood by

respondents and that they were capable of expressing their perceptions in numerical terms. It is

therefore concluded that the occupants’ perceptions of density generated useful insights.

Furthermore, for those pilot studies where the density question was posed, respondent perceptions

were found to be consistent with spatial density measurements. 

Left, Figure 99: Perceptions of the usability of controls across the pilot study buildings. No clear picture emerged of whether

controls were usable or not. Right, Figure 100: A clearer picture emerged of respondents’ perceptions of social density.

Perceptions broadly matched spatial density calculations captured in each building’s context nest.
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4.7 Comments analysis

The comments analysis methodology was based on that devised by Dykes and Baird (Dykes, C., and

Baird, G., 2012). Reporting was structured into seasonal, functional and outcome themes, consistent

with BUS conventions. While the methodology relied heavily on the researcher’s subjective

categorisation of positive, negative, and balanced comments (with accuracy limited by the researcher

being the sole assessor), the volume of negative comments was found to broadly reflect respondents’

numerical scoring. As satisfaction scores declined, the volume of critical comments tended to

increase. It was found, however, that respondents who scored a variable high on a scale could still

make a critical comment, and those who scored lowly could make a conciliatory comment.

Free-text entries in the BUS coding spreadsheets were found to be prone to keystroking errors.

Misspelled keywords could distort the comments analysis and reduce the incidence by which

repeated terms were used. Spell-checks were therefore performed, but in some cases the keystroking

was too poor to enable the respondents’ intended meaning to be determined. Although the

frequency of such instances was low, keystroking errors were found to be a limitation in the

comments analysis. The use of text-recognition software to speed up the analysis of paper-based

surveys may not solve such problems (and could also introduce new errors).

The ranking of comfort issues by analysing the frequency of repeated words often enabled topics to

be identified that enabled triangulation between numerical scores and changes in context. However,

word counts were compromised by small samples for overtly negative comments and a concomitant

low frequency of repeated terms. Indications of dissatisfaction were usually limited to the repeated

use of terms such as “not enough” (e.g. of storage), or “too hot”, or “too cold”.  The advantage of the

comments analysis was the insights into specific complaints, particularly where a topic had not been

specifically covered by a BUS question. For example, in two buildings, respondents repeated concerns

with toilets when responding to questions on cleanliness, perceived health, and needs met. This

finding reinforced the decision to include a question on toilets for the extended studies. 

The comments methodology was relatively more robust for surveys with large samples, notably

Heelis. In all pilot studies, responses in the purely negative category were sometimes less than 20,

and for the smaller populations at Foots Cray Depot and Elizabeth Fry Building often into single

figures. While this did not invalidate the methodology for uncovering the relative balance of concerns

and for identifying issues not covered directly by the BUS survey, the subjective basis of the

comments assessments made the percentage results subject to an indeterminate range of error.  As

Robson wrote “Confidence…is dependent upon the quality of the individual responses; there is

legitimate scepticism about whether or not the often perfunctory survey responses carry real

meaning” (Robson, C., 2011). 

Although such “perfunctory” comments made in BUS surveys may be an inherent weakness compared

with longer tracts generated from structured interviews and focus groups, the independence of the

BUS responses (and possibly their brevity) is regarded as a virtue not an inadequacy. Hence the free-

text response methodology will be used for the extended surveys, albeit with care and circumspection.
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5.0 Review of research methods

5.1 Research methodology modifications

The project research methodology was revisited as consequence of the pilot studies. In general

terms, the approach to field research described in Section 3 was found to generate consistent survey

data and high response rates. While the research process was found to be broadly sound (built, as it

was, on over twenty years of research using the BUS methodology), some aspects of the research

design were found to require some changes. That said, some changes were not possible within the

research project, as they would reduce the comparability of new survey data with existing data. For

example, improvements to the workgroup question would compromise the longitudinal comparisons.

While future proposed changes to the BUS questionnaire are described in Appendix C, changes to the

research methodology can be summarised as follows.

5.2 Additional longitudinal case studies 

Owing to the particular contextual conditions that exist in schools, and the difficulties in generating

high samples of adult occupiers (especially in teaching spaces), it was decided to focus the research

entirely on office buildings. While it was not an objective of the research project to generalise

between the case studies, a focus on office buildings provided greater scope for generalisation where

it was possible and desirable.

Furthermore, multi-storey, tenanted office buildings were favoured for the extended research. Large

office were judged to provide discrete sub-samples large enough to facilitate statistical comparisons. A

tenancy’s particular spatial and social densities, utilisation patterns, and workforce demographics

might also provide greater certainty about sub-sample characteristics than possible with a single

occupier when the boundaries between populations (i.e. non-bounded departments) may be

indistinct. As a result, three office buildings from the research dataset (Appendix A) were identified as

suitable for longitudinal study:  Rivergreen Centre (Section 6.2), Tanfield House (Section 6.3), and

Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE, Section 6.4).

5.3 Changes to the BUS questionnaire

5.3.1 Age question

The age boundary in BUS (below 30 and above 30) was found to be too simplistic to provide useful

age differentiation of the workforce. The original BUS question does not enable differentiation

between workers who were young (and, by definition, more likely to be fitter and more able), from

those who were older and less able, perhaps with degeneration of sensory faculties such as eyesight

that may affect their perception of the lit environment. The advantage of two age bands is simple

statistical analysis, whereas the greater the number of age bands, the smaller the samples likely in

each band, and the lower the statistical power when analysing age-band data against BUS satisfaction

and comfort data. The main disadvantage of the question as currently posed is the threshold, which,
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at 30 years, is not a mid-point for adult workers (taking 18 as the earliest age for adult workers and 65

as a typical retirement age over the last 20 years of the BUS survey). Furthermore, the 65 age of

retirement has become optional. This has led to workplaces with employees aged up to several years

beyond the former retirement threshold.

Assuming an employment start age of 18 and an upper retirement age of 70, a reasonable mid-point

could be 45. Furthermore, age-related Presbyopia usually occurs around the age of 40 (Petrash, J. M.,

2013). This involves blurred near vision when reading or working on computer screens, necessitating

reading glasses or contact lenses. People above the age of 40 also tend to experience reduced visual

acuity, reduced sensitivity to contrast and reduced ability to discriminate contrast, and take longer to

adapt to large and sudden changes in luminance. They may also have increased sensitivity to glare

(Boyce, P., 2003). It is therefore reasonable to suppose those aged above 45 may require higher levels

of electric and natural lighting (and need it on sooner) than those aged below 40. The BUS

questionnaire as currently formulated does not cater for these human characteristics, and therefore

it is not possible to determine whether the responses to the natural and artificial lighting questions

in the survey are influenced by the age profile of the survey respondents. Unsurprisingly, analysing

BUS responses by age (above and below 30) across all buildings and tenancies in the research

dataset failed to generate insightful statistics on age-related comfort (Appendix B3). It is thought

that a threshold of 45 would also help to generate more equal population samples, as the age band

below 45 would arguably create larger samples than those generated by the current 30-year

threshold, and therefore more equal sample sizes for statistical analysis.

It was concluded that the age threshold in the BUS survey should be changed from 30 to 45 in order

for the BUS survey to be able to capture respondents’ perceived degradation in their visual abilities for

those above 40. It is also thought sensible to retain just two age bands rather than increase them to

three (or more) in order for analysis to be practicable. However, in order for the age question to both

be consistent with earlier surveys and provide a means by which to test for differences in lighting in

different ages bands, the BUS survey used for the remainder of the research project retained the

‘below 30’ and ‘above 30’ banding, but  introduced a third option: ‘45 or over’. The upper 30 age band

was changed to ‘30 to 45’.

5.3.2 Privacy question

For the study of Tanfield House (analysed in 1995 using the Office Environment Survey, the progenitor

of BUS), it was possible to resurrect a question on personal privacy (Figure 101). It was decided to

retain the reversed scaling of the original survey (i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) to enable

longitudinal comparisons of responses without the need to convert the numerical scores.

5.3.3 Toilets question

Issues with toilet facilities in two pilot studies prompted an additional question in the BUS survey on

toilets. The question posed is shown in Figure 102. While occupant perceptions cannot be analysed

longitudinally, it was hoped the question would provide more insight into issues with toilets and
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Figure 101: The original

question on personal

privacy used in the 1995

Office Environment Survey.  

provide corroboratory evidence alongside respondent scores for cleanliness, needs met, and health.

In common with the perceived density and controls usability questions introduced for the pilot

studies, the wording of the toilets question was devised by the researcher in accordance with the

checklist devised by de Vaus (de Vaus, D. 2002, Page 97). It  was also run past the originator of the

BUS Methodology, Adrian Leaman, to ensure that the words and idiom used were consistent with

existing BUS questions.

5.3.4 Additional research components

Continuous monitoring of the internal environmental conditions at Foots Cray Depot between 2013-

2015, bridging both surveys and the refurbishment works, enabled a check of occupant comfort

perceptions with physical conditions. The results are presented and discussed in Appendix B1.1.

The inability of the context nests to characterise the daylight characteristics of the study buildings led

to a collaboration with a fellow UCL PhD student to perform daylight tests on models of three of the

office buildings. Modelled results and their comparison with occupant perceptions of daylight

availability and perceptions of natural sources of glare are presented in Appendices B1.2 and B1.3.

The inability to characterise a building’s acoustic conditions in the case-study context nests led to a

field test of the acoustics at Heelis. This tested whether the acoustic conditions corroborated the

views of survey respondents. The study involved real-time sound level tests and a reverberation test.

The results are also presented and discussed in Appendix B.4.

Figure 102: The new

question on toilets devised

for the full case study

buildings.  
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5.4  Tests for statistical significance 

The statistical tests performed on the pilot studies were found to be appropriate and robust for

analysing the longitudinal movement in respondent scores. To avoid potentially spurious claims of

statistically-significant movements in comfort variables, the non-parametric Mann Whitney t-test

statistic for unpaired samples was employed (a mildly more demanding t-test as described in Section

3.5.2). Only results for two-tailed tests were reported at the 95% confidence level (� 0.05) as it was

not possible to hypothesise in which direction perceptions would move. The student therefore

attempted to perform statistical tests with the purest of intentions, remaining self-critical, and taking

the resultant � values at face value and disregarding results with larger � values. However, as the pilot

studies progressed, it became evident that insights were being lost from the blanket application of the

random significance threshold, which, of itself, had no relationship or particular relevance to the

specific research context. It was also found that the � 0.05 threshold tended to lead the student to not

the claim potentially meaningful statistical movements of � �0.05 for fear of accusations about lack of

statistical rigour. 

Although the � 0.05 threshold was retained to defend against charges of weakness in the research

methodology (and to protect against risk of confirmation bias), it was found to undermine  the

exploratory approach of the research where the objective is to “describe or assess change or

development over time” (Robson, C.; 2011). It is therefore argued that it is more appropriate to use

statistical tests to interpret and grade measures of the strength of evidence, rather than to only

report change or no change above a statistical threshold. While larger � values offered some evidence

against a null hypothesis, they were not evidence of no effect. In the longitudinal studies involving

more than two surveys, it is important to acknowledge that a statistical difference may be found at

one moment in time but not at another. Conversely, a statistically significant change found at one

particular time may not, necessarily, be evidence of a trend.

It is believed that the pilot study findings lend weight to the argument that, irrespective of the

method of statistical inference, non-automated informed judgment is a more appropriate scientific

approach than a blanket application of a dichotomous statistical threshold. Therefore, depending on

context, it is argued reasonable to report and follow up on a statistical result that is interesting and

important, even if there is a risk that patterns in data may have been created by (statistical) chance.

Informed judgment should, however, always recognise a need for better data. The lesson from the

pilot studies may also be that, for the avoidance of doubt,the � 0.05 value should continue to be

reported along with the sample variance or standard deviation. However, the arbitrary threshold was

not, henceforth, applied in this thesis to determine what was, and was not, analysed and reported.

The results were therefore not partitioned into statistically ‘significant’ and ‘non-significant’

categories. A less categorical and more appropriate term ‘statistical difference’ was used in the main

research studies analysed in Section 6 and beyond.
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5.5 Second literature review

The findings from the pilot studies raised issues that had not featured in the primary review of the

published literature. The findings prompted a review of specific research of occupant satisfaction and

comfort in three contexts: open-plan offices versus cellular and shared offices, the comfort aspects of

window versus non-window seating locations, and studies into functional and spatial factors in office

buildings. While it was not the purpose of the research to consider corporate organisational issues,

studies that had focussed on the effects of spatial and social density on occupant satisfaction in office

buildings were also investigated for potential insights. A review of recent research of occupant

comfort in so-called green buildings was also carried out in case anything emerged of relevance. The

analysis primarily focussed on research published during the period of the pilot studies, but also

reviewed earlier research where it was thought relevant.

The review also took a closer look at the recent history of spatial density guidance, specifically that

issued by the British Council for Offices (BCO) upon which so much recent UK office design has relied.

The guidance issued by the BCO was compared with the findings of research into density and issues

of social crowding. Findings from the second literature search were used to inform and revise the

research framework for the subsequent longitudinal studies.

5.5.1 Trends in UK office space

Regulatory requirements for temperature, lighting, ventilation, means of escape and toilet provision

are covered by UK Government Building Regulations, British and European Standards, and institutional

guidance produced by the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE Guide A, 2015).

Provision of these factors in the study buildings were taken to be in compliance at the point of design.

Other guidance on physical parameters, such as office densities and meeting space provision, are more

advisory and usually updated through research findings and property industry feedback. 

The British Council for Offices (BCO), the non-institutional body representing UK building developers

and owner-occupiers, has issued guidance to aid office design since the 1990s. The BCO publishes

regular updates to its Occupier Density Study based on feedback from the property industry and its

advisors. Although the published guidance is not peer-reviewed nor held to be definitive, the

publications are believed to be a reliable report on norms in UK office design. The researcher set out

to compare the most recent BCO office density data (BCO, 2013) with market data generated in 2001

by property specialist Gerald Eve (Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, 2001). This provided a way

of charting trends in office density as the period spanned by the reports covered most buildings in

the author’s research database. The majority of the case-study buildings were designed after 2001,

with two designed in the early 1990s. All buildings were either refurbished or underwent some

change of use in the intervening period. The Gerald Eve and BCO reports are therefore a useful and

defensible source for benchmarking occupant density in the case-study buildings. 

The Gerald Eve report in 2001 adopted the metric of ‘office occupation density’:  a measure of how

much space each person occupies within the workplace. This was derived by dividing the net internal

area (NIA) by the number of employees. 
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Table 22 lists the densities quoted in the 2001 Gerald Eve report alongside data published by the BCO.

More recent research data reported by Keeling, Clements-Croome, and Roesch is included for 2015,

although this is based on a small sample of seven buildings (Keeling, T., Clements-Croome, D., and

Roesch. E., 2015). In 2001, the Gerald Eve survey reported that the average workstation-to-employee

ratio was 92% (i.e. more employees than workstations), which is a measure of office utilisation. Hot-

desking was reported as an average of 24% of office workers in companies that had adopted the

practice. This could also be taken as a measure of space utilisation. Interestingly, given the student’s

case study findings, the 2001 report had already acknowledged a trend towards higher occupant

densities (RICS, 2001, page 24). 

At the time of the doctoral research (2015) the BCO reported market norms prevalent in 2012 (British

Council for Offices, 2013). The average densities from 2008 to 2012 are shown in Table 22. Data for

2012 was derived from a primary dataset of 2.5 million square metres of office space, surveyed

across 381 properties. Compared with norms in 2001, the average office density in 2012 had

increased to one workplace per 10.9 m2 of net internal area, while 38% ranged from one workplace

between 8-12 m2 and 58% one workplace between 8-12 m2. The BCO associated the increases with

“economic pressure and technological enablement”. The BCO believed the trend towards higher

densities would level out, on the basis that: “densities can only increase so far”.  However, the BCO

added: “There is no evidence that suggests that any buildings constructed in the past…15 years have

been unable to cope with higher densities due to their design standard of 1:10”. 

The 2013 BCO report was critical of current measuring practices adopted by UK property surveyors,

stating that simple net internal area (NIA) is an “ambiguous” metric for reporting occupant density. It

therefore proposed three interdependent occupancy measurements: 

● The total notional population which a building has been designed to support 

● The total number of people for whom the building is their normal base; and 

● The number of workplaces being used at any one time. 

In terms of quantifying ‘occupation’, BCO recommended three definitions of density: 

● Workplace density (square metres per workplace)

Source of reported occupant
density 

Date
Low density 

(m2/person)a

Average density

(m2/person)a

High density

(m2/person)a

Net density

(m2/person)b

Gerald Eve Report  (RICS)c 2001 23.2 16.3 9.7
Average: 12.6

High: 7.5

British Council for Offices

2008 10.9

2009 11.9

2010 9.7

2011 9.8

2012 9.6

Keeling et al (7 buildings) 2015 14.2 8.8 6.9

Table 22: Trends in office density.

a Net internal floor area
b Office space net of meeting, reception and storage
c Reported as “office occupation density” (how much space each person occupies over net internal floor area).
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● Population density (square metres per full time worker), and 

● Effective density (workplace density divided by the utilisation of workspaces). 

On quantifying utilisation, the BCO noted that utilisation rates are only measured formally by a small

number of organisations (mostly in the management consultancy and technology sectors). It could

therefore only report that utilisation rates of 60-70% are “commonly observed”, with rates of 80% or

higher “typically a target rather than a reality.” The 2013 BCO report called for more post-occupancy

studies “in order to test whether actual occupation is really driving enhanced specification”.

The researcher’s review of occupant satisfaction in open-plan offices began with previous literature

studies. A  review of the literature on worker health and performance in different types of office from

1972 onwards was carried out by de Croon et al (De Croon, E., Sluiter, J., Kuijer, P. P., and Frings-

Dresen, M, 2005). The authors identified 49 studies relevant to the research approach. They

separated the research record into short-term and long-term longitudinal studies. The authors

selected a number of studies to analyse the occupant “psycho-physiological reactions” (such as

crowding stress) to office location, layout and usage.  

de Croon et al specifically examined the effects of location on open-plan working. They found “strong

evidence” that working in open-plan workplaces reduced job satisfaction, and similarly “strong

evidence” that open workplaces reduced perceptions of privacy. “Insufficient evidence” existed to

link teleworking and desk-sharing (i.e. hot desking) with occupant comfort, and “limited evidence”

that cognitive workload worsened interpersonal relations. There was “inconsistent evidence” that

workplace openness and distance between workstations affected performance and health. The

researchers found that while open-plan offices can improve worker communication and

collaboration, their acoustic properties led to lower control over interpersonal interaction and less

privacy. Furthermore, they found that “open workplaces and high density offices increase cognitive

workload…due to too many people and interactions, and too close proximity to others”. Croon et al

recommended the inclusion of environment-related comfort variables (notably lighting, thermal

conditions, noise, and indoor air quality) into research designs in order to “improve predictive

validity”. 

Duval, Charles and Veitch conducted a review of the research literature on the effects of open-plan

office density on occupants’ environmental satisfaction (Duval, C. L., Veitch, J. A., and Charles, K.

2002). Duval et al assessed 19 studies of ‘traditional’ offices (i.e. cellular) and open-plan offices. The

researchers categorised the space use by social density (occupants per office) and spatial density

(persons per square foot of office space). The researchers looked for evidence of crowding, i.e.

occupants’ perceptions of people numbers in the vicinity of their workplace. Duval et al found two

(pre-2002) studies that had reported greater satisfaction in single-person offices compared with

shared offices. Dissatisfaction was found to decrease with numbers, i.e. a four-person office led to

greater dissatisfaction than a solo office. Duval concluded from this evidence that it is important to

“limit occupants’ perceptions of space sharing though the use of individual partitions [or] by

subdividing larger office areas into smaller areas.”

Although Duval et al found that such research was often hampered by an “inconsistent use of
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quantifiable density measures”, five studies were nonetheless identified were occupants had become

less satisfied with their lighting, acoustic, ventilation and temperature conditions as spatial density

increased. This finding was reinforced by the literature review conducted by Shafaghat (Shafaghat, A.,

Keyvanfar, A., Ferwati, M. S., and Alizadeh, T., 2015). Nineteen research reports were identified by

Shafaghat et al that “provided tentative outputs on open-plan office design that were largely

consistent with each other”. The positive factors included improved communication and reduction in

operational costs. Negative factors were greater workplace noise, disturbances and distractions, an

increased sense of crowding, and a loss of privacy.

In this vein, Keeling, Clements-Croome and Roesch analysed the effects of agile workspace (i.e.

workers not tied to particular desks) and remote working on self-reported experiences of privacy,

crowding and satisfaction (Keeling, T., Clements-Croome, D., and Roesch. E., 2015). This research

occurred in parallel with the researcher’s pilot studies. Keeling et al compared the perceptions of

mobile workers and workers in so-called “agile” workspaces with those occupying more traditional

workplaces. They also compared the perceptions of workers in cellular offices with those in open-

plan offices. The open-plan sample was disaggregated between those with assigned seats and those

without. A self-completion questionnaire polled 179 staff from seven buildings on their perceptions

of privacy and overcrowding. Surveys returned an average 20% response rate. This is low compared

with the student’s response rates of 60% and above. Nonetheless, the research by Keeling et al found

that occupant density per net internal floor area varied from one person per 6.9 m2 to one person per

14.2 m2  (Table 22). Localised densities were lower: between one person one person per 3.6 m2 to one

person per 5.9 m2. These numbers are similar to those found in the Elizabeth Fry Building’s LTS room

(one person per 5.3 m2) and the Heelis IT department (one person per 4.4 - 4.7 m2).

Keeling et al found that perceptions of privacy and crowding were not directly related. Some

respondents rated their work area as uncrowded but still lacking in privacy, suggesting that

confidentiality is difficult to maintain where conversations can be easily overhead. Nonetheless, the

occupant surveys of the so-called agile offices were found to be better than conventional open-plan

offices for controlling the flow of information between workers. Although Keeling et al found that

agile workers  wanted more privacy than those in other work areas, agile open-plan offices were

found to provide more opportunities for people to adopt coping mechanisms, such as using

headphones, taking breaks, or scheduling private work during quiet times or at a home office.

Keeling et al found that cellular offices were better than agile offices at masking unwanted noise and

controlling environmental factors such as lighting, glare and ventilation devices (a finding that chimes

with the results from the student’s pilot studies, conducted in parallel). On density issues, Keeling et

al found that while density in agile workspaces was no different to other open-plan typologies, agile

workers’ different perceptions of privacy and overcrowding may mean that a simple density metric

based on persons per square metre may not be enough to infer problems with those factors. 

Keeling et al argued that more agile working requires a new approach to spatial analysis, stating: “The

experience of the spatial environment and its effect on occupant relations cannot be understood using

simple metrics of units per given area; instead typologies and features of space should be used

instead”, adding: “To fully understand a person’s experience of a spatially-constrained office it is

necessary to understand the configuration of an office and what it enables them to do.”
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Research into noise disturbance that ran parallel to the pilot studies drew together the results from

four empirical studies on cognitive disturbance in offices, specifically the effects of intelligible but

irrelevant background speech on the satisfaction of open-plan office workers (Schlittmeier, S. J., and

Liebl, A, 2015). Schlittmeier and Liebl surveyed 659 office workers for their perception of office

acoustics, and evaluated different levels of background speech in three subsequent experimental

studies. The researchers found that the two prevailing international Standards on noise (DIN 18041,

2004; ISO 3382-3 2012-2015) presented office designers with conflicting guidance on how to improve

speech intelligibility in offices while simultaneously trying to reduce it. Schlittmeier and Liebl’s survey

revealed that although 50% of respondents were satisfied with non-speech sources of noise “such as

ringing telephones or printers”, 75% were dissatisfied with disturbance “due to conversations with

others”.  The research concluded that simply reducing noise levels was not a solution to noise

disruption, stating: “The detrimental performance of highly intelligible background speech was only

reduced if both the level and speech intelligibility were reduced simultaneously”. Schlittmeier and

Liebl recommended that sound absorption techniques should be employed to deliver a low

reverberation time and a “fast decline” of the level of speech. That said, Schlittmeier and Liebl

concluded that solving the noise disruption problem was a building management issue rather than an

architectural or systems engineering issue.   

5.5.2  Window/non-window comfort differences

The results of the window/non-window comparisons in the pilot studies led to a review of research

for evidence that might support or challenge the findings, and perhaps provide clues for

improvements to the student’s research methodology. 

Yildirim, Akalin-Baskaya and Celebi attempted to determine the roles played by windows in

maintaining comfort conditions in open-plan offices (Yildirim, K.,  Akalin-Baskaya, A., and Celebi, M.,

2007). Their research polled the perceptions of computer-based staff in two companies occupying

100 m2 office plates in an office building in Ankara, Turkey. Yildirim et al obtained comfort data from

self-completion questionnaires. Response rates in both companies of around 50% led to a total of 41

employees, 46% of whom were located close to a window and 54% away from windows. The

questionnaire used 5-point semantic differential scales with adjective scale labels (i.e. “good lighting”,

“poor lighting”). Responses were segregated by window seat and non-window seat. The datasets were

also segregated by gender to determine whether women reported conditions differently to men. 

Yildirim et al reported that respondents positioned closer to windows in an open-plan office rated

their location more positively than those seated away from a window. Furthermore, respondents

with higher desk partitions generated higher comfort scores than those with lower partitions. Male

respondents reported statistically more positive perceptions compared with female respondents for

all environmental and space variables studied. Overall, Yildirim et al concluded that: “differences in

employees’ locations in [an] open-plan office have a significant influence on perceptual evaluations”.

The researchers suggested that window seats in an open-plan office might compensate for other

shortcomings. 

However, as the research methodology was limited to measuring a narrow range of environmental
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variables (planning, privacy and lighting), it was not possible for the researchers to determine the

inter-relationships between the full range of comfort variables experienced by office occupiers. For

example, there was a notable absence of thermal comfort and indoor air quality variables in the

survey method. Furthermore, the lighting comfort variable was not disaggregated between sources of

natural light and performance of artificial (electric) light, so there was no way of knowing which

source of light was important in the study, nor what role incidence of glare might have played in

occupants’ comfort perceptions. Nevertheless, the strong statistical differences found by Yildirim et al

between window and non-window seats – and the gender differential – suggest the student’s

extended case studies would benefit from replicating the window/non-window comparison with an

wider range of comfort and satisfaction variables.

5.5.3 Functionality and spatial factors

The student’s pilot studies revealed the importance of functionality variables in determining occupant

satisfaction in offices, and the declines in satisfaction over time when key variables come under

pressure, such as perceptions of the effective use of space, personal storage and meeting rooms.

A two-year field study into floor-plan legibility in 11 office buildings, conducted by Hua, Loftness,

Kraut and Powell, attempted a deeper understanding of the effects of spatial parameters on occupant

satisfaction (Hua, Y., Loftness, V., Kraut, R., and Powell, K. M., 2010). The researchers studied

accessibility, openness and visibility of the collaborative spaces in open workplaces. Hua et al devised

a set of spatial variables. These included distance from individual workstations to nearest meeting

spaces, printer hubs and kitchen areas, along with the percentage of floor space devoted to meeting

areas and amenities. Occupants’ perception of the openness of their spaces was also logged. The

researchers measured social density from the floor plans (i.e. net workstation density) rather than

gross spatial density. The physical measurements were supplemented by a self-completion

questionnaire to elicit occupants’ satisfaction with the arrangements of their collaborative spaces. 

The researchers found that the layout of collaborative spaces directly influenced occupant

satisfaction with collaborative working, reporting that layout descriptions of collaborative spaces

were more significant predictors of how well occupants rated the capacity of a work environment to

support collaborative work compared with workstation-scale variables. This provides further

evidence to support the capture of spatial contexts, such as distances between facilities, as a key part

of the student’s research into the functionality of open-plan offices. Hua’s findings were matched by

research carried out by Kim and de Dear, whose study of a variety of 15 occupant satisfaction

variables gathered from occupant surveys in 600 buildings (including offices) also concluded that

“amount of space”  was the indoor environmental factor that had the greatest effect on overall

satisfaction (Kim, J. K., and de Dear, R., 2012).

A longitudinal comparison of the performance of traditional (cellular) office design and open-plan

offices found that open offices were negatively related to workforce satisfaction (Brennan, A., Chugh,

J. S., and Kline, T. 2007). Although limited by a very small survey sample (21 persons), Brennan et al

polled occupants’ perceptions at three points in time: prior to an office move, four weeks after the

move, and six months later. Employees were surveyed for their satisfaction with the physical
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environment, their perceptions of stress in the office, satisfaction with co-workers, and their

perceptions of how their productivity is influenced by the office environment. The data-gathering

process involved confidential self-completion questionnaires distributed to 80 persons. A low 26%

completion rate was achieved for all three surveys. Brennan et al reported a decline fall in satisfaction

for all measures (excepting office protocols) immediately after the move but also six months later.

Not only did Brennan et al find no evidence of long-term workforce adaptation to conditions, after six

months reported discomfort with disturbances and distractions in the open office had increased.

Although the findings were useful for guiding the author’s research project, the power of the

conclusions is reduced by the small sample size and low response rate. Furthermore, the

questionnaire design comprised steering questions rather than neutral questions that may have

introduced acquiesence bias in the answers, such as “I really feel I am part of the team”, for which

respondents were required to mark their preference on a five-point Likert scale. This is contrary to

the good practice in survey design promoted by de Vaus and others (de Vaus, 2004, page 98).

The relationship between type of office and sickness absence was studied in a longitudinal survey by

Pejtersen et al. The research involved a national survey in Denmark of 2404 employees working in

shared and open-plan office buildings (Pejtersen, J. H., Feveile H., Christensen, K. B., and Burr, H.,

2011).  Occupant surveys were carried out to determine the relationship between different types of

offices: single person cellular, offices shared by up to six occupants, and open-plan offices with more

than six workers. The researchers gathered self-reported sickness and absence days. The research

found that occupants of open-plan offices reported 62% more sickness absence than single occupants

of cellular offices. The research team openly admitted that reliance on self-reported sickness absence

was a weakness of their research method (along with various types of bias operating on the data),

but nevertheless concluded that employees and employers: “pay a high price for the benefits of

open-plan offices in terms of sickness absence and loss of productivity.”

A similar longitudinal study conducted by Bergström, Miller and Horneij –  again during the period of

the pilot studies – investigated perceived health, work environment and perceived productivity of

workers who had moved from “private” [cellular] offices to open-plan offices (Bergström, J., Miller,

M., and Horneij, E. 2015). Using self-completion questionnaires, the researchers reported that

respondents’ perceived health had declined at both three months and 12 months after the move.

Perceptions of work environment quality, and perceived performance at work, were reported to have

fallen “significantly”. The researchers concluded that employees had performed less well in the open-

plan offices compared with the private offices. 

5.5.4 Occupant satisfaction studies of green buildings

While the primary literature review in Section 2 analysed research papers comparing green buildings

(i.e. those with environmental ratings) against conventional buildings, the topic area was revisited to

determine whether research carried out since the start of the doctoral research had added to

knowledge.  

Occupant satisfaction research conducted after 2012 has been conducted in buildings judged to be

low energy or environmentally sustainable (and thereby classified as ‘green’) under one of many
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international green rating schemes, such as the North American Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (LEED) environmental scheme in North America and the Greenstar scheme in

Australia. Some researchers have attempted to determine whether such environmentally-rated

buildings perform better than non-rated buildings in delivering better occupant health and wellbeing.

Menadue, Soebarto and Williamson found some occupants in Australasian Greenstar-rated buildings

reported  lower productivity (Menadue, V., Soebarto, V., and Williamson, T. 2013). Similarly, work by

Hua , Göçer and Göçer found some occupants scored winter temperature relatively lowly in an

award-winning green building (along with low scores for air movement) whereas occupants

elsewhere in the building complained of being too hot (Hua, Y., Göçer, G., and Göçer, K., 2014).

Instability in temperature control was reported, suggesting that the low-energy buildings studied may

have had difficulty maintaining comfort conditions compared with buildings that relied on more

heavily-powered systems. 

Investigation by Newsham et al sought to determine whether LEED-rated buildings were out-

performing conventional buildings on a range of comfort and energy criteria (Newsham G. R., Birt, B.

J., Arsenault, C., Thompson, A. J. L., Veitch, J. A., Mancini, S., Galasiu, A. D., Gover, B. N., Macdonald, I.

A., and Burns, G. J., 2013). Twenty-four US and Canadian office buildings were studied, involving 2545

occupants polled on their perceptions of thermal, air quality, noise and lighting conditions as well as

views of health and well-being and attitudes on the environment. The researchers reported that the

green buildings tended to outperform conventional buildings on most comfort criteria, but (as with

the UK PROBE, LCBP and BPE research projects), the LEED-accredited buildings did “not meet energy

performance expectations”. 

It is considered revealing that Newsham’s research team admitted their classification of what was

green was “somewhat broad”. For example, the conventional buildings were relatively elderly, some

dating back to the mid-1960s and two from the late 1950s, which raises questions about end-user

expectations in those buildings and therefore their comparability with buildings constructed to more

recent building standards. 

In 2015 Leder et al reported on a multi-building analysis, carried out over 12 years, into the

differences between open-plan and cellular office environments (Leder, S., Newsham, G., Veitch, J. A.,

Mancini, S. and Charles, K. E., 2015). In common with other researchers, the authors’ case study

buildings were segregated into ‘green’ and ‘conventional’ categories. Although the term ‘green’ was

not explicitly defined by Leder et al, it is taken to mean buildings that had been scored for their

sustainability credentials during design using the LEED environmental certification scheme. Leder et

al gathered physical measurements from individual workstations in the conventional buildings and

conducted occupant surveys covering 27 satisfaction parameters, of which 18 were environmental

factors. An online questionnaire was used, from which 2545 responses were returned. Detailed

environmental measurements were taken at 974 workstations over 10-minute periods.

The research revealed that satisfaction with acoustics and privacy in the conventional buildings

positively correlated with the size of workstation (i.e. distance between workers). However, their

green building dataset revealed greater satisfaction with noise conditions and privacy. This finding,

the authors acknowledged, was at variance with the findings of some previous studies (Leaman, A.,
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and Bordass, W., 2007) that had showed green buildings to perform less well on these variables as

they had features that could be a source of dissatisfaction, such as exposed thermal mass and

exposed surfaces that tend to propagate noise transfer and thereby cause more disturbance. Leder et

al found that thermal variables played a “minor role” in both their conventional and green buildings,

whereas “measures of air quality “ were relatively more important in the green buildings. In line with

the research by Yildirim et al, a window seat was found to be a “major factor” in satisfaction with

lighting, but not for other factors (possibly because the windows in Leder’s building dataset were not

openable). 

Leder et al suggested that environmental measurements taken at workstations “might not [be] as

important as we think in determining occupant satisfaction”, and that: “perhaps human perception is

a better indicator of integrated indoor environment effects, or perhaps the current standards do not

yet capture the most influential variables.” This finding is believed to further reinforce the value of

the author’s research approach of relying on occupant feedback, rather than instrumented

measurements, to determine longitudinal comfort conditions.

5.6 Carrying capacity

Other findings from recent research confirmed many existing elements of the student’s research

methodology, with much research published since the start of the doctoral research project found to

be consistent with the outcomes of the student’s pilot studies. The BCO’s work in charting the steady

increase in occupancy density in offices – and the possible limits to comfort from excessive densities

– suggests to the student that dissatisfaction in office buildings may be akin to limits being

approached or possibly being reached to a building or an office’s carrying capacity.

In the fields of ecology and life sciences, carrying capacity is defined as the “The ability of the earth to

support life” (Chambers et al, 2000, cited by Bendevald, M. J., 2010), or, more specifically: “the

maximum population of a given species that can survive indefinitely in a given environment”

(www.sustainablescale.org/ConceptualFramework/UnderstandingScale/MeasuringScale/CarryingCap

acity.aspx). Carrying capacity has been used by Bendevald to define characteristics of sustainability

assessments (Bendevald, M. J., 2010).  

5.6.1 The origins of carrying capacity

Carrying capacity predates the contemporary ecological and sustainability movements with which the

term is most often associated. In a study of the history of carrying capacity, Nathan Sayre found the

earliest references to mechanical or engineered carrying capacity in 1840 in the context of maximum

safe limits of shipping cargo (Sayre, N. 2008). The term was used in the 1870s to describe attributes

of natural systems, and subsequently appropriated in the mid-twentieth century as a term to

describe the environmental limits to organism populations. Sayre found that carrying capacity was

therefore not solely an ecological construct, but a concept that has been applied to “almost any

human environment interaction, at any scale.” One reason for this, according to Sayre, is that the

term conveys a notion of “calculability and precision” that terms like sustainability tend to lack. Sayre
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believes that this sense of exactness may have motivated scientists to apply carrying capacity to

topics as diverse as chemistry, economics and anthropology. 

Although Sayre struggled to pinpoint the term’s origins, he found that carrying capacity became an

expression that not only described a maximum limit, but also “an optimal or normative one”, i.e. a

form of evaluative standard. For example, Sayre quotes Aldo Leopold’s development of carrying

capacity as it applied to game management in the early twentieth century. Leopold’s use of carrying

capacity was motivated by a collapse of deer populations on the Kaibab plateau in the mid-1920s,

followed by similar collapses in Wisconsin and elsewhere. Once large predators such as wolves had

been eradicated the wild deer populations were found to rise initially, but then drop abruptly when

grazing resources had been exhausted. Leopold found that when the maximum wild density of grown

individuals was attained, and had become uniform over a wide area, the maximum was effectively a

saturation point of that species for that particular environment and its resources. However, Leopold

deduced that while a particular species might reach its saturation point, carrying capacity was more a

property of the environment itself. Leopold wrote: “Every range has...a limit of carrying capacity. Not

all species, however, exhibit a saturation point”. This led to the recognition that the key to effective

resource management lay in a greater understanding of a multiplicity of factors that might determine

carrying capacity (Leopold, A., 1933).

Sayre claims that Leopold’s work “nearly achieved a complete reworking of carrying capacity from an

ideal and static norm to an inductive and dynamic guide”. However, it allegedly failed to answer a key

question: how many animals a given habitat could support at a particular point in time. The core of

the problem, as Sayre acknowledged, is that such limits are “rarely static or quantifiable, let alone

predictable and controllable”. 

5.6.2 Models of carrying capacity

In the late twentieth century, scientists concerned with population growth and resource depletion

attempted to apply the concept of carrying capacity at a global level. This was typified by the ‘Project

on the Predicament of Mankind’, subsequently published as The Limits to Growth (Meadows D. H.;

Meadows D. L.; Randers, J.; and Behrens W. W., 1972). Meadows et al, working within a team of

international scientists known as the Club of Rome, developed and modelled causal relationships and

feedback loops of global population growth, resource use, and pollution in an attempt to predict the

future of the world. The Report’s authors identified four characteristics or “behaviour modes” of

carrying capacity based on variables that increase, decrease, remain constant, or oscillate (Figure

103). They defined four types of population growth rate that could stress the world’s carrying

capacity. The first is where a population adjusts smoothly to equilibrium by a gradual decrease in

growth rate (Model A). Alternatively, a population may overshoot its limit but fall back to an

acceptable level, smoothly or in oscillation (Models B and C); or, a population may overshoot a limit

and, in the process, decrease the environment’s ultimate carrying capacity (Model D). An example of

the latter in natural environments would be over-grazing that leads to soil erosion and non-

recoverable destruction of habitation (Meadows et al, 1972, page 92). It is a matter of record that

Limits to Growth was widely criticised for failing to recognise that human ingenuity and invention is

able to reshape environments, thereby raising physical limits and thresholds beyond their assumed
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maxima, effectively increasing carrying capacity. To paraphrase Bendevald, modern science argues for

the existence of physical limits, yet modern technology at the same time encourages their

transcendence (Bendevald, M. J., 2010).

Bendevald applied the principles of carrying capacity to balance the ways in which buildings

sequestrate carbon – e.g. in terms of the building site and in building materials used – against the

carbon dioxide emitted during construction and building operation. Bendevald’s work at the Rocky

Mountain Institute led to a computerised model of carbon capacity, and an on-line calculator for

assessing the design targets required to achieve goals such as carbon neutrality, or net zero site

energy (www.greenfootstep.org). Using a case-study project, Bendevald demonstrated that to stay

within a (self-imposed) carrying capacity goal the project needed to reduce and offset carbon dioxide

emissions at a rate of 16 tCO2 per annum.

The concept of carrying capacity has not, to the researcher’s knowledge, been used to describe the

limits of a building’s ability to deliver comfort, utility and satisfaction for its occupants. It is

appreciated there are many published limits and absolute values for factors such as fire evacuation

routes, indoor air quality, and occupational noise. These are expressed variously in regulations, British

and European standards, and in institutional guidance. However, building operators do not actively

consider carrying capacity, for example when considering the consequences of increasing a building’s

utilisation. There are no common mechanisms by which occupant perceptions of comfort, utility, and

functionality (and – as a consequence – perceptions of health and productivity) can be reliably

monitored or assessed against whatever thresholds or targets that may be considered. It may be

because the values required for such an assessment are relative and often subjective rather than

absolute. However, without a practical or even an intellectual grasp of carrying capacity – let alone

knowledge of its component parts and how those component parts interact – building operators rely

on readily-available analogues: e.g. data on physical limits, such as the number of desks that can be

Figure 103: Four models of carrying capacity. Developed by Meadows D. H., Meadows D. L., Randers, J., and Behrens W. W,

1972, Limits to Growth, pp 91-92.
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fitted into a space, or the amount of room for storage. Certain capacities, such as the number of

toilets per head of population (a constraint fixed at design) may be treated as limits that can be

exceeded without undue penalty, assuming those design limits are known let alone monitored. In any

case, the capacities of fixed assets like toilets can rarely be increased outside of a major retrofit. This

is supported by evidence from some case studies (e.g. Heelis and QE2CE) that suggest that toilet

capacity, in particular, is not necessarily treated as a limiting factor when the operators are seeking to

increase utilisation. (As explored in Section 7.4.2, it may be unwise to generalise from a few examples.) 

Some building investigators have considered carrying capacity in terms of acceptable levels of

occupant comfort, satisfaction and measures of productivity. In 1997, Leaman and Bordass devised

their set of “killer variables”. These are variables considered to exert a critical influence on the overall

behaviour of a system and, in the case of buildings, to most directly affect users’ perceptions of

workplace productivity (Leaman, A., and Bordass W., 1997). Their killer variables included: 

● Ventilation type and building depth (narrow-plan better than deep-plan)

● Levels of personal control over the internal environment

● Responsiveness in various forms (i.e. by systems, controls, and facilities managers)

● Workgroup size (smaller being better, and where opportunities to exercise control 

are well matched to workgroup size)

● Design intent, and how well it is communicated to occupants.

Building performance failures investigated by Leaman and Bordass found that dis-satisfaction tended

to be systemic and multi-factorial rather than due to single causes. Furthermore, they postulated that

the thresholds for a building’s carrying capacity may vary, and may only be exceeded at certain times

rather than continually. This is, in effect, a recognition of the complex interactions that take place

within buildings, the relationships of which differ between buildings and between contexts within

those buildings. 

A recent re-appraisal of the paper on ‘killer variables’ by Leaman and Bordass led to some

modification of the variables (Leaman, A., and Bordass, W., 2017). Leaman and Bordass still contend

that shallow-plan forms tend to work better than deep-plan forms (as the former are less demanding

and less technically complex) and also where natural ventilation is adopted, in whole or in part.

Zoning and densities are still thought to be important, not only in maintaining comfort conditions but

also for ensuring that more subjective factors, such as acceptable levels of noise and personal privacy,

meet occupants’ expectations. However, Leaman and Bordass also believe that while occupant

density can be manipulated to keep these variables in balance, it is now considered possible for

densities to increase to a point where a building’s carrying capacity threshold(s) could be exceeded. 
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5.6.3 Testing notions of carrying capacity  

It was considered that the longitudinal case studies provided an opportunity to test the notion of

carrying capacity as a representation of occupant satisfaction, supported, as the case studies are, by

thorough contextual measurements and assessments. It is was also thought that the longitudinal

occupant satisfaction assessments may also enable a further step: identification of evidence and

criteria for defining operational carrying capacity as it changes over time, and potentially for

identifying thresholds. 

In the context of the longitudinal case-studies it was therefore decided to test a definition of carrying

capacity:

“The ability of a given office workspace to enable people to perform tasks without 

detriment to their perceived comfort, health and productivity”.  

An underlying structure was needed in order to undertake this assessment. As a first step it is thought

reasonable to determine whether the permutations of carrying capacity, as defined by Meadows et al

(Figure 206), reflect or share commonalities with occupant satisfaction as measured in the case-study

buildings, particularly with respect to changes in occupant populations over time. This test could be

considered the closest approximation to the classic definition of carrying capacity: the ability of a

given environment to support a given population. The degree of separation would be analogous to a

strength of association.

It was posited that longitudinal studies may provide the evidence for defining a building’s carrying

capacity (and possibly its various thresholds) where impairment to work and personal comfort may

occur when limits are approached, reached or even breached. It is further theorised that a building’s

carrying capacity may be dependent in part on occupants’ tolerance of sub-optimal conditions. This

Figure 104: The potential influences on the potential carrying capacity of office buildings to be examined in the case studies.
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may be a reflection of the resilience of a building when its carrying capacity is under strain, plus the

resilience of the occupants themselves when coping with those conditions. 

The researcher’s proposed inputs to carrying capacity, that the pilot studies suggest may exert

influence over carrying capacity, is shown in Figure 107. Some variables are physical and

morphological (as captured in the context descriptions), while others rely on the self-reported

experiences of occupants (as captured in the BUS survey responses). Some variables, such as control

over environment, are thought to be a blend of both actual provision and the perceptions of

functionality (and usage) as reported by end-users.

The pilot studies and second-stage review of recent research led to the following contentions that

were tested in the subsequent longitudinal case studies of three office buildings:

1.  That decreases in occupant satisfaction of seasonal, functional and environmental 

control variables can be associated with increases in occupant numbers, 

exceedance of statutory provision (e.g. of toilets) increase in measured spatial 

densities breaching BCO published norms, and negative measures of perceived social 

density, as captured via the BUS density question

2.  By extension, that reported improvements in occupant satisfaction in the 

longitudinal surveys are reflected in improvements in improved satisfaction with  

seasonal, functional and environmental control variables, the maintenance of design 

criteria (e.g. regulatory provision of toilet facilities), lower measured densities, and 

positive perceptions of social density as captured via the BUS density question.

The case study research also aimed to test whether perceptions of privacy, noise from colleagues and

crowding are directly related. In the research by Keeling et al, some respondents rated their work

area as uncrowded but still lacking in privacy, suggesting that confidentiality is difficult to maintain

when conversations can be easily overheard.

5.7 Implications for the research project

While academic research does much to further knowledge of the relationship between building

morphology and occupant satisfaction in its many forms, the construction industry relies heavily on

non-academic literature in the design of offices. The publications issued by the British Council for

Offices (BCO) exert a strong influence on client requirements and specifications for office design.

Recent BCO research has, for example, identified trends towards greater densities in open-plan

offices, but at the same time identified a gap in knowledge for factors such as utilisation levels.

The lack of definitive information on utilisation in office buildings presented a problem for the

student in calculating likely longitudinal densities in the case-study buildings, and therefore the

effects those densities might have. It is recognised that calculating densities based on maximum

possible utilisation may create a false baseline against which to compare end-users perceptions of
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density with, for example, perceptions of noise disturbance. This is not necessarily a problem for

buildings where daily utilisation is known, but where it is not (most of the time), the student was

faced with applying some form of universal utilisation percentage.

Based on the longitudinal evidence on densities from the Gerald Eve office survey in 2001, plus that

of the BCO published in 2013, it was decided that the that densities recorded in the author’s case

study buildings, at each building survey point, be compared to published norms. The BCO’s

recommended methods of defining density were followed to enable comparability of the author’s

case study building with the national dataset. The BCO reported that 80% utilisation was “typically

more of a target than a reality”, and that actual utilisation is often lower. Recent reported case studies

have also measured utilisation rates of between 63% and 83% (Workplace conference, 2017). The

student therefore settled on a 70% utilisation rate as a universal factor that was applied across the

three office buildings selected for deeper study (a percentage reversed into the pilot studies for

consistency when all buildings were considered together). 

The 2012 BCO study stated that it had found little evidence that recent buildings had been “unable to

cope” with higher densities due to their design standard of one person per 10 m2. The BCO did not

define what it meant by “cope”, neither as a spatial measure nor as a measure of human comfort.

BCO also did not define thresholds that might apply to each comfort factor, such as noise. BCO’s 2013

guidance emphasised the need to design for diversity, thereby “allowing densities to be raised locally

in all buildings.” Although the BCO caveated this belief by stating that: “if nothing else, personal

comfort will be limiting factor”, the organisation did not consider how evidence of discomfort could

operate as a brake on employers intending to increase occupant densities in their buildings, nor what

the limits might be. Despite such ambiguities in BCO guidance, the definition of density as net

occupational density (the office space net of meeting, reception and storage facilities) is regarded as

a useful and relevant measure. It was therefore adopted for the three office buildings selected for

deeper study.

The findings from the green building research suggested to the researcher that segregating building

datasets into ‘green’ and ‘non-green’ (or ‘conventional’) was not a worthy or defensible

categorisation, as researchers had found that some ostensibly green buildings performed relatively

poorly while some ‘conventional’ buildings had performed relatively better. This form of

categorisation was therefore not adopted when analysing the results of the case studies.
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6.0 Extended case studies

6.1 Overview 

Three office buildings were candidates for the extended research project. As with the pilot studies,

the buildings needed to meet the qualifying criteria listed in Section 3.6. The essential requirement

was that all buildings needed to have been surveyed using the Building Use Studies (BUS) occupant

satisfaction survey for at least two years prior to the research project, and carried out with academic

rigour in terms of survey ethics, sample sizes, response rates, and data curation. 

The three buildings initially selected from the student’s database (Appendix A) comprised the

Rivergreen Business Centre in Aykley Heads in Durham, the tenanted offices of Tanfield House in

Edinburgh, and the headquarters of the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) in West Malling, Kent that had

been surveyed twice before. For technical reasons the CAF building was dropped late in the research

process. The chosen alternative was an office building for Hampshire County Council in Winchester,

the Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (aka QE2CE). The QE2CE building also had the advantage of being

surveyed twice before: in 2006 before a major refurbishment, and again in 2010 around two years

after the refurbishment works. The refurbishment was also heavily monitored by the Carbon Trust.

The researcher was involved in the building’s performance assessment in 2010. 

Figure 105 shows the locations of all the study buildings. Table 23 shows the survey details. As with

the pilot studies, the BUS surveys comprised a paper questionnaire given in person to all permanent

occupants in the buildings on the day of the survey. The surveys were conducted on one day only to

ensure consistency of respondents’ comments with the prevailing internal conditions. Questionnaires

Figure 105: The geographical

location of all case-study buildings

including the pilot studies.
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Survey data

(month/year)

Maximum occupancy

(in year order)

Occupancy on

day of survey

BUS respondents

(in year order)

Response rate (in

year order)

Rivergreen Business Centre
March 2007

June 2015

300

262

Not available

150

109

118

Not available

80%

Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East

(QE2CE)

June 2006

July 2010

October 2016

2571

275

356

Not available

Not available

2492

158

158

217

62-88%3

82%

82%

Tanfield House
June 1995

June 2016

1300

11364

Not available5

Not available6

119

411

99%

66%2

1 Based upon desk allocation quoted on 2007 seating plans.
2 Assuming 70% average utilisation on day of survey based on quoted staff numbers. 
3 Dependent on desk allocation. Utilisation for the local authority employer may have been higher than the 70% value applied for consistency across surveys.
4 Tenanted numbers only. Area of 4465 m2 unlet.
5 Random sampling of one in four staff in typical areas on all floors.
6 One tenant declined to take part so total occupant numbers unknown. 

Building Type Built
Treated floor

area m2
Space type

Ventilation

type

BUS

survey 1

BUS

survey 2

BUS

survey 3

Rivergreen

Centre
Office 2006 4852 Mixed Natural

March

2007
June 2015

Tanfield House Office 1990 19,780 Open-plan
Air-

conditioned
June 1995 June 2016

Queen Elizabeth

2 Court East
Office 1960s1 3000 Open-plan Mixed-mode 2006 July 2010

October

2016

Table 23: Buildings in the extended research project.

1Major refurbishment 2008/9.

Table 24: Details of the BUS surveys in the extended research project. Data on maximum occupancy and occupancy on day

of the survey for studies prior to 2010 are the best obtainable estimates.

were handed out and gathered up by the researcher, and completed by respondents at their place of

work. 

In accordance with the pilot study findings discussed in Section 5, the BUS questionnaire was

modified to improve data quality. The age question was changed to include three categories: below

30, between 30 and 45 and above 45.  A new question on toilets was added for all surveys, while the

original Office Environment Survey question on personal privacy was reintroduced for the survey of

Tanfield House to match that used in the 1995 survey.

In accordance with research findings presented in Section 5, extra effort was made to ensure high

response samples in order to allow sub-sampling by floor, by window and non-window location, and

by type of office. For the tenanted Rivergreen Centre and Tanfield House, extra attention was made

to ensure representative samples from each tenant. A target threshold was set at 50 responses for

disaggregation purposes (for example by gender) although this was dependent on tenancy size. Table

24 shows the details of the occupant surveys.

The recruitment process for the three buildings followed the procedures described in Section 3.6.3.

However, agreement from the individual tenants was obtained via the landlord in the case of the

Rivergreen Centre, and in the case of Tanfield House via the building operator. While all tenants took

part in the Rivergreen Centre, a call-centre tenant at Tanfield House declined to allow the surveyor

access to the office floor. BUS questionnaires were therefore picked up and returned to the tenancy’s
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reception desk. These responses were concatenated for the whole building sample, but as the

response numbers were low they were not used for tests by individual tenancy. One tenant at

Tanfield House refused access despite permission having been given prior to the survey. The loss of

this one tenancy reduced the survey size by a potential 255 persons. Furthermore, 4465 m2 of

lettable area at Tanfield House remained unlet at the time of the 2016 survey.

All tenancies are reported anonymously. Although all the buildings have been previously researched

and openly reported in the public domain, rendering their anonymity unnecessary, the same rule

could not apply to the individual occupiers and businesses. Hence all organisation names have been

redacted. The method of data analysis conformed to the procedures given in Section 3.5.
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6.2 Rivergreen Business Centre

6.2.1 Building overview

The Rivergreen Business Centre is a speculative two-storey office (plus basement) located on a

business park development in Aykley Heads in Durham. Completed in late 2005 and progressively

occupied by tenants during 2006, the 4852 m2 (GIA) building was developed by Rivergreen

Developments, which continues to manage it. The building was designed to house around 500

tenants. It also has a 200-seat naturally ventilated conference centre and a small cafeteria. The largely

timber-framed building is cruciform in plan, with a double-height glazed circulation space running

east-west (Figure 106). A south-facing, 6 m high, 600 mm thick rammed-earth wall (a by-product of

the basement excavation) runs almost the building’s entire length (Figure 107). The breathable wall is

intended to perform as thermal mass and to provide some control of humidity.  

Rivergreen can be categorised as an advanced naturally-ventilated building, with a mix of single-sided

ventilation for cellular offices and cross-ventilation for deeper plan offices (Figure 108). Cross and

stack ventilation to the 13 m (max) deep office spaces is aided by motorised clerestory windows that

open to the atrium. These can be controlled by the occupants. The atrium itself has motorised

rooflights under the control of Rivergreen Developments’ on-site management team. Windows are a

mix of manually openable windows, side vents and, on the ground floor, motorised control of some

clerestory windows. The windows meet immediate needs for ventilation while the manual side vents

with insect screens allow for background ventilation and night cooling (Figure 109). Lighting is a mix of

daylight-linked T5 fluorescents in the office areas and compact fluorescents in the circulation zones.

6.2.2 In-use performance and changes

On opening in 2006, the building was home to around 20 tenants, varying in size from single person

tenants in cellular offices to local authority staff who occupied half of the building. Total occupancy

averaged around 300. The building was visited and analysed by the researcher in September 2007
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Left, Figure 106: Rivergreen Business Centre in 2007, looking North-East. The East-west atrium has motorised rooflights and

clerestory windows facing North. Right, Figure 107: Ground floor meeting areas adjacent to the rammed-earth wall. Some

occupants complain of noise distractions from this area and the adjacent cafe.  
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(Bunn, R., 2007). The building has always had a wide range of office types: single-occupant cellular,

shared offices, and small and large-scale open-plan offices. No details are available on the nature of

the individual tenancies in 2007 (complicated by changes of tenancies in the decade since), but the

tenancies were estimated to employ around 300 people: 60% of design capacity. In 2015, however, a

full assessment of the tenancies was made based on feedback from the landlord and the on-site

facilities team. Registered occupant numbers in 2015 were reported by the building’s manager to be

262. Utilisation was reported to fluctuate between tenants and depended on the day of the week.

Around 157 people were said to be in attendance on a daily basis (around 32% of design capacity). 

After the occupant survey in 2007, it was noticed by the researcher that the clerestory window

controls, located away from the windows by the stair and toilet core wall, did not seem to relate to

the clerestory windows. Investigation revealed that the occupants did not understand the purpose of

the controls, and therefore didn’t use them. The landlord subsequently provided an information

board to accompany the controls.

Early in the building’s life the original Talbot biomass boiler was found to be unreliable, and this was

replaced by two 60 kW Herz pellet boilers which ran more smoothly. Space heating is through

underfloor heating in the circulation and conference areas, and radiators in the cellular offices. The

system is controlled through a BMS with weather compensation.

By 2015 some original partitions and internal walls in open-plan areas had been demounted or

moved, notably in the ground floor north offices (the broken red lines in Figure 110, page 189). Some

open-plan offices were more densely occupied while others very lightly occupied (Figure 111, page

190). A calculation of floor areas by tenancy is shown in Table 25, showing both maximum density

and density by reported utilisation, ordered by floor. It can be seen that many of the larger tenants

had very low average utilisation. This was evident on the day of the 2015 survey and is reflected in

the BUS responses and the response rates. Tenant M, for example, was known for its very low

utilisation and therefore generous social density of nearly one person per 35 m2. By contrast most of

the cellular, shared and team offices operated at densities close to institutional norms (BCO, 2013).

Left, Figure 108: The ground floor office in 2007. In 2015, Tenant C occupied this wing to a notional one person/6.35 m2, but

utilisation was regularly less than 50%.

Right, Figure 109:  The ventilation panels with insect screens thought necessary for the rural location and planted gardens. 
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Four tenants account for 68% of the total occupancy (53% by reported utilisation), with a larger

number of tenants in single digits. Some single person cellular offices were vacant on the day of the

BUS survey. In 2017 all tenants decanted from the building to make way for a new single tenant.

6.2.3 Context nest data

The context nest for Rivergreen is shown in Figure 112. In the period between surveys the building

had undergone some morphological changes to accommodate tenant needs. The context nest shows

that spatial densities have changed, both compared with densities prevailing in 2007 and against the

design maximum, although this cannot be distilled into an overarching figure as densities varied

considerably between tenancies. Interviews were conducted with the developer, Rivergreen

Developments (which continues to manage the building), and the on-site centre manager. They

reported that the building’s heating system had some reliability and capacity issues, and that some

occupants had complained of being too cold in winter. Investigation revealed that the north-west, first

floor wing of the building was slow to heat up. Five fan heaters were therefore provided to clerical staff

Tenant Floor Office type

Quoted

staff

levels

Average

occupancy

(reported)  

Floor area m2

(measured)

Density (full)

m2/person

Density

(actual)

m2/person

BUS 

responses

Survey

response

rate  

T1 0 Open-plan 26 20 252 9.7 12.6 17 85%

C 0 Open-plan 65 30 413 6.3 13.7 18 60%

D1 0 Team 13 5 120 9.2 24.0 3 60%

P1 0 Shared N/A N/A N/A 2 N/A

P2 0 Team 4 35 8.7 3 75%

Y 0 Shared 4 45 11.2 3 75%

R2 0 cellular 3 15 5.0 1 33%

L 0 Cellular 2 15 7.5 0 0

R3 0 Shared 5 35 7.0 3 60%

I 1 Open-plan 35 20 332 9.5 16.6 19 95%

M 1 Open-plan 50 12 417 8.3 34.7 11 92%

D2 1 Team 9 72 8.0 5 55%

A 1 Shared 5 40 8.0 5 100%

S1 1 Team 6 50 8.3 4 67%

E 1 Team 8 43 5.4 8 100%

T2 1 Team 5 35 7.0 3 60%

V 1 Team 4 34.3 8.6 4 100%

R1 1 Cellular 1 15 15.0 0 0

B 1 Open-plan 13 9 123 9.4 13.6 4 44%

D3 1 Shared 3 27 9.0 0 0

S2 1 Cellular 2 15 7.5 0 0

Other 4 N/A

Table 25: Spatial density by tenant, ordered by floor level, with utilisation densities for the larger tenancies shown for

comparison. All tenancies are coded. Tenant response rates varied depending on utilisation on the day of the survey.
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Original skylight controls

amended

Figure 110: Floor layouts for the north-facing offices, annotated with key changes and characteristics. The clerestory

window controls were given better labelling and an explanatory graphic sometime in 2008. Red dotted lines show partitions

demounted since 2007. 
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Figure 111: Floor layouts for the south-facing offices, annotated with key changes and characteristics. Most areas

comprised cellular or team-based offices. Most tenants moved out to make way for a large, single tenant in 2017 who will

also occupy the conference facility. Floor areas were traced and calculated in Autocad using scaled drawings.
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Figure 112: The context nest for Rivergreen. Office utilisation and social density varies considerably between tenancies. In

2015 only 157 staff were reported to use the building on a regular basis out of a possible 262 registered with the landlord.

working for tenant M. In 2017 the landlord had invested in a back-up heating system to provide greater

resilience.

The gender balance at Rivergreen had not changed substantially between surveys. Although there

had been a slight shift towards more males than females, it is thought that the balance may have

fluctuated depending on numbers in the building. Although the BUS sample in 2015 was around 50%

of the maximum possible occupancy, the sample is thought to be broadly representative of the

overall gender balance.

The percentage of those reporting proximity to windows in 2015 was virtually the same as in 2007.

The age question was not included in the 2006. The reason for the omission was not known, but it

may have been requested by one or more tenants.

6.2.4 Summary variable results

The 2007 survey was carried out around 12 months after full occupation, returning 108 responses.

The response rate is not known. The second BUS survey was carried out by the researcher in June

2015, polling 118 occupants in 18 of the 21 tenancies. Many tenancies were evidently understaffed

on the day – a typical head count in from one of the largest tenants was 17 persons from a tenancy of

26 employees. The occupant density question was included in the 2015 survey, to which the response

rate was 93%. However, due to timing, the survey of Rivergreen was carried out prior to the inclusion

of the new question on toilet provision and the change to the age question.

The results of the BUS summary variable mean scores at the Rivergreen Centre for 2007 and 2015 are

shown in Figures 113 and 114 overleaf. Colour coding and benchmark references are retained solely

for consistency with previously published data and to aid future researchers. Note that some comfort
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variables scores have changed colour according to the BUS coding system as the benchmark

references (and their associated confidence limits) have changed since 2006.

As with the pilot study buildings, the summary scores for the Rivergreen Centre show a strong

symmetry in mean scores over time, albeit with movement in the seasonal scores. The exceptions are

the scores for temperature and air conditions in winter and summer, which have declined slightly, and

the mean score for ‘noise overall’, which exhibits a substantial improvement in comfort perception

mean score, from 3.44 to 5.03. To determine whether the mean scores were statistically different

between survey years, the sample distributions were compared using the t-test statistic in the non-

parametric Mann-Whitney U-test for unpaired samples. The results are shown in Table 26.

6.2.5 Longitudinal occupant survey results

In accordance with the outcome of the pilot studies, statistical differences are reported at � <0.05 for

consistency. No statistical differences were statistically borderline. It should be noted that while the

majority of the samples for the statistical tests were above 100 respondents, responses for the

summer temperature and air conditions were fewer in the 2007 survey. It is probable that some

tenants had yet to experience summer conditions and were therefore unable to give an opinion.

Perceptions of winter temperature and winter air conditions are statistically different between survey

years, with both variables displaying statistical declines. In addition, respondents in 2015 reported

that the building is erring towards being ‘too cold’ in winter. Although occupant perceptions of winter

comfort have declined since 2007, both winter temperature and air conditions are still rated as above

the scale midpoint. Relatively higher variance within the sample distributions suggests that

perceptions of winter temperature may vary spatially. While the building’s seasonal performance

cannot be captured in the context nest, the results are nonetheless consistent with the low

occupancy, a known tendency of the building to warm up slowly, and persistent problems with the

resilience of the building’s biomass heating system.

Respondents in 2015 reported a statistical improvement in perceptions of natural glare. It is not

immediately obvious why this perception should have changed. There is no evidence in the context

nest criteria that might explain it directly – solar glare mechanisms have not been altered or replaced.

Given the generous densities it may be that occupants have greater freedom and ability to adapt

their working position to avoid sources of glare. While this cannot be proved it is corroborated by

statistical improvements in scores for meeting rooms, storage, and space use effectiveness at �

<0001: a strong statistical shift in perceptions. Rivergreen staff in 2015 report less control over

heating than in 2007, to � <0.0001. The reasons for this are not immediately apparent, as there has

been no change to the heating system control strategy in the period between BUS surveys. This is

investigated further in the comments analysis. It may be a reflection of the drop in satisfaction with

thermal and air conditions in winter, where staff have found difficulty in alleviating their discomfort.

The allocation of fan heaters is evidence for the winter temperature problems, but arguably also

evidence of more control of heating, at least for a few people. 

Satisfaction with ‘noise overall’ has improved substantially, at � <0.0001. Occupant perceptions

reversed the dissatisfaction reported in 2007. The centre manager attributed dissatisfaction with
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Figure 113: The summary comfort variables for the Rivergreen Centre, 2007. Colour-coding and benchmark references are

shown for consistency with previously published BUS summary charts and to aid future researchers. The benchmark

references play no roles in the research process.  

Figure 114: The summary comfort variables for the Rivergreen Centre, 2015. The similarity in the mean scores between 2007 and

2015 shows that the sample distributions are broadly similar for the BUS summary variables, indicating a distinct comfort signature

for the building with the notable exception of ‘noise overall’ and winter air and thermal comfort. Statistical differences for all

variables are shown in Table 26.
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Comfort variable

Rivergreen 2007 Rivergreen 2015  

U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ta
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t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

81 4.23 2.90 104 4.15 3.22 0.8248 =

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 80 2.98 1.29 105 3.27 1.60 0.1803 �

Winter
temperature

106 4.89 2.67 110 4.25 3.43 0.0117 � Y

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 98 4.44 1.28 109 4.97 1.51 0.0008 � Y

Conditions in
winter

105 4.81 3.02 114 4.40 2.51 0.0425 �

Conditions in
summer

81 4.54 2.35 106 4.28 2.60 0.2951 �

Natural light3 105 4.07 1.16 114 4.15 1.31 0.3902 =

Natural glare4 104 4.18 3.57 114 3.54 3.22 0.0068 �

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 108 5.70 1.76 118 5.59 1.83 0.5514 =

Meeting rooms 90 4.43 3.95 107 5.64 2.00 <0.0001 � Y

Storage 92 4.38 3.25 104 5.40 1.95 <0.0001 � Y

Space use 107 5.02 2.32 116 5.88 0.99 <0.0001 � Y

Electric lighting3 102 4.03 1.17 114 4.11 0.84 0.5335 =

Noise overall 108 3.44 3.44 116 5.03 2.92 <0.0001 � Y

Density
(perceived)5 - - - 110 4.13 0.70 -

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 108 3.11 3.76 109 2.45 3.04 0.0101 �
Cooling 108 3.32 3.54 108 3.06 3.22 0.3380 �
Ventilation 108 4.19 3.48 110 4.05 3.65 0.6115 =

Lighting 107 1.93 2.00 109 1.84 2.44 0.3025 �
Noise 108 1.72 1.19 109 2.09 2.04 0.1296 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 105 5.23 2.56 117 5.84 1.17 0.0095 �
Comfort overall 107 5.34 2.05 108 5.35 2.06 0.9231 =

Health
(perceived)

107 4.29 2.28 109 4.40 1.30 0.5735 =

Productivity
(perceived)

102 5.22 2.27 113 5.48 2.78 0.6984 �

Notes
1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 26: The BUS scores for survey years at the Rivergreen Business Centre, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in

the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each

comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable. See footnotes. 

noise conditions in 2007 to a local authority tenant. Allegedly that dissatisfaction went away when

the tenant moved out. If this was the case it should be expected that low scores for noise should only

occur on that tenant’s floor, and be largely confined to open-plan offices and possibly less prevalent

in cellular and shared office spaces. This is examined in Section 6.2.5.1 where survey responses are

separated out by floor level. It is also covered in Section 6.2.5.3 where responses from cellular offices

are compared with open-plan offices.
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Despite the statistical differences for seasonal and functional variables between 2007 and 2015, the

outcome variables of overall comfort and perceived health and productivity displayed no statistical

changes, with all mean scores well above scale midpoint. The mean score for perceptions of ‘needs

met’ is also above the scale midpoint, but has declined statistically compared with 2015. Since all

functional variables have improved, and there are no organisational and morphological changes that

might explain the fall in score, it is suspected that the drop for ‘needs met’ may be related to the

decline in perceptions of winter comfort conditions in certain areas of the building, but this could not

be substantiated.  

6.2.5.1 Noise analysis 

The statistically higher score for ‘noise overall’ in 2015 compared with the unusual low score in 2007

was investigated for possible causes. The building operator contended that the low score in 2007 was

due to the perceptions of one disgruntled tenant. This was tested by separating the scores by floor to

determine whether or not the perceived problems were indeed confined to one floor. Separating by

entire floor rather than by wing retained high response samples in both survey years. A floor-by-floor

analysis was run separately for each survey year, 2007 and 2015, as shown in Tables 27 and 28.

It can be seen from Table 27 that the perception of poor noise conditions in 2007 was not confined to

the ground floor. Although the mean score is higher on the first floor, both scores are below the scale

midpoint and are not statistically different. The claim that the low noise score originated from a single

ground-floor tenant in 2007 cannot therefore be upheld – perceptions of noise disturbance were

universal, albeit with some (non-statistical) differences in respondent scores in favour of the upper

floor. In terms of noise sources, BUS asks respondents to rate ‘noise from colleagues’ (which may

contain information necessary to job tasks) and ‘noise from other people’ (which can be anyone in

the office space). Although there is no statistical difference between the floors, all scores in 2007

were considerably higher than scale midpoint, indicating a skew towards ‘too much’ noise. In 2015,

staff on the first floor perceived noise conditions for all three variables to be better than the ground

floor, with ‘noise overall’ and ‘noise from people’ calculated to be statistically different. Scores for

noise interruptions indicate that the first floor performs better than the ground floor in both survey

years, with a statistical difference in 2015. 

Table 28 repeats the statistical exercise longitudinally by floor. As can be seen, conditions have

improved between survey years for all noise sub-variables except that for ‘noise from colleagues’.

Although the statistical difference for ‘noise from other people’ is marginal, this is only in respect of

the arbitrary statistical threshold of � <0.05.  Overall, it can be said that noise conditions have

improved universally between 2007 and 2015, with the top floor generally performing better

statistically than the ground floor in 2015 compared with 2007. Perceptions for noise from

interruptions has improved statistically for both floors.

Figures 115 and 116 show how the sample distributions for Rivergreen overall for noise from

colleagues and noise from interruptions. As can be seen, Rivergreen’s occupants in 2007 and 2015 are

generally accepting of noise from colleagues, but scores from interruptions have changed

significantly. It is hypothesised that this is associated with the changes to spatial and social densities.

It is suggested that morphology of the naturally-ventilated Rivergreen Centre, despite many other
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virtues, may possess acoustic properties that create uncomfortable noise conditions when densities

move closer to the design carrying capacity. This is reinforced by the neutral density mean score of

4.13 for the whole building in 2015 (a score which is almost identical for each floor). If the perceived

improvements in noise conditions 2015 are a consequence of lower density, it may also (at least

partly) explain the statistical improvements in perceptions of ‘space use effectiveness’, ‘storage’,

‘meeting rooms’ and ‘needs met’. 

6.2.5.2 Window/non-window analysis 

The population samples of the 2007 and 2015 surveys were disaggregated by window and non-

window seats. This was done for open-plan areas only (data from those saying they were in

workgroups greater than five people). The sample sizes are consequently smaller: in 2007 around 40

2007 Comfort variables
2007 ground floor

mean score
Variance

2007 first floor

mean score
Variance  

Two-tailed

� value

Statistical

difference

Noise overall1 3.20 (n=49) 3.95 3.63 (n=59) 2.99 0.1394 N

Noise from colleagues2 4.77 (n=48) 2.22 4.47 (n=59) 2.04 0.2662 N

Noise from other people3 5.24 (n=49) 2.19 4.79 (n=57) 1.88 0.0643 N

Noise from interruptions4 4.65 (n=48) 4.14 4.10 (n=58) 3.25 0.0878 N

2015 comfort variables
2015 ground floor

mean score
Variance

2015 first floor

mean score
Variance  

Two-tailed

� value

Statistical

difference

Noise overall1 4.53 (n=47) 2.34 5.42 (n=66) 2.86 0.0026 Y

Noise from colleagues2 4.55 (n=47) 0.99 4.24 (n=66) 1.08 0.1586 N

Noise from other people3 4.83 (n=47) 1.14 4.23 (n=66) 1.41 0.0062 Y

Noise from interruptions4 3.74 (n=47) 3.37 2.86 (n=65) 2.65 0.0159 Y

2007 comfort variables
2007 ground floor

mean score
Variance

2015 ground

floor mean score
Variance  

Two-tailed

� value

Statistical

difference

Noise overall1 3.20 (n=49) 3.95 4.53 (n=47) 2.34 0.0006 Y

Noise from colleagues2 4.77 (n=48) 2.22 4.55 (n=47) 0.99 0.3961 N

Noise from other people3 5.24 (n=49) 2.19 4.83 (n=47) 1.14 0.0627 N

Noise from interruptions4 4.65 (n=48) 4.15 3.74 (n=47) 3.36 0.0172 Y

2015 comfort variables
2007 first floor

mean score
Variance

2015 first floor

mean score
Variance  

Two-tailed

� value

Statistical

difference

Noise overall1 3.63 (n=59) 2.99 5.42 (n=66) 2.86 <0.0001 Y

Noise from colleagues2 4.47 (n=59) 2.04 4.24 (n=66) 1.08 0.4159 N

Noise from other people3 4.79 (n=57) 1.88 4.23 (n=66) 1.41 0.0400 Y

Noise from interruptions4 4.10 (n=58) 3.25 2.86 (n=65) 2.65 0.0002 Y

Notes
1 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory   2 1: Too little, 7: Too much   3 1: Too little, 7: Too much   4 1: Not at all, 7: Frequently

Notes
1 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory   2 1: Too little, 7: Too much   3 1: Too little, 7: Too much   4 1: Not at all, 7: Frequently

Table 27: Two-tailed t-test results between floors by year, with mean scores and sample variance.  Some � values are

marginal at � 0.05 indicated in red, but nonetheless may indicate a trend in comfort perceptions.

Table 28: Two-tailed t-test results by floor between years, with mean scores and sample variance. Some � values are

marginal at � 0.05 as indicated in red but nonetheless may indicate a trend in comfort perceptions.
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for window seats and around 27 for non-window seats (response rates depending on question). In

2015, the samples were around 30 each for window and non-window seats, depending on the BUS

question. These samples are marginal for statistical analysis but nonetheless representative of the

two populations. 

It is acknowledged that perceptions of window seat position at the Rivergreen Business Centre may

be influenced by the narrow-plan nature of the cruciform architecture, where most occupants in the

open-plan areas are never far from a window. Some tenancies are so lightly occupied that even

people sitting inboard from a window might perceive themselves to be near one if they are the only

person in that desk area. Nevertheless, as the samples in both survey years are about even for

window and non-window seats, there is no evidence that respondents are claiming to be by a

window when they are not. 

In 2007, noise from colleagues showed a statistical difference between samples for window and non-

window seats, with more noise at window seats at � 0.0206. Both window and non-window samples

showed complete overlap for control over ventilation (� 0.8854). In 2015, there was a slight statistical

difference for perceptions of the effective use of space in favour of those in non-window locations,

but both mean scores were high and with low variance (a mean score of 5.59 for windows and 6.10

for non-windows). Occupants in window locations in 2015 still reported greater control of ventilation

than those in non-window locations (� 0.0196) again, a statistical difference that might be expected.

All other comfort variables were not statistically different, and none were statistically marginal.

Despite these findings, it is acknowledged that the sample sizes were small in both survey years, and

any inference from the statistics may not be robust. It can be broadly concluded that, sample size

notwithstanding, any differences between window and non-window seats in both 2007 and 2015

were marginal at best.

Left, Figure 115: The distribution of scores for noise from colleagues has changed marginally but not statistically, suggesting

noise problems are from other people in the building, i.e. not noise from co-workers, who may share work tasks and

themes. Right, Figure 116: Perceptions of noise from interruptions has fallen statistically between 2007 and 2015. 
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6.2.5.3 Cellular compared with open-plan

The Rivergreen 2007 and 2015 survey datasets were examined to determine whether reliable

statistical comparisons could be made between the comfort perceptions of respondents in cellular

and shared accommodation with those in open-plan accommodation. Two options were available for

segregating the population samples: by reported workgroup size or by organisation (where office type

was known).

The self-reported workgroup sizes are shown in Figures 117 a&b. As can be seen there has been a

20% fall in the largest workgroup and an increase in shared workgroups in 2015. This decrease in

large workgroups may reflect more cellular and shared working, and possibly clusters of people

working together in the spacious open-plan areas. It is consistent with the lower population in 2015. 

The 2007 BUS coding sheet did not contain data on type of office space, nor name of organisation. This

prevented separating the samples by office type. Perception of workgroup size was available from the

BUS workgroup question, which has retained its wording over time. In 2015 the tenancy of each

respondent was recorded, as was office location, type of office, and perceived workgroup size.

However, while single and larger workgroups could be easily separated out in both surveys, it was not

possible to reliably attribute respondents for the 2015 survey to cellular and open-plan offices

accurately enough for statistical comparison. This was due to the variety of shared and team offices

(some greater than 100 m2) that may share some characteristics with the larger open-plan offices.

Longitudinal comparison of comfort scores from different office types was therefore not possible

without risking category errors. However, it was possible to separate cellular office respondents from

those in the open-plan areas for the 2015 survey, albeit with a disparity in sample sizes (44 versus 74

respondents respectively). Mann-Whitney t-tests (two-tailed) were conducted to determine whether

there were statistical differences between the samples for the seasonal, functional, control and

outcome variables. While a � 0.05 threshold of significance was applied for the two-tailed t-test,

scores around that value are considered to be indicative of a statistical difference. The results are

shown in Table 29.

Figures 117 a&b: Perceptions of workgroup sizes for 2007 and 2015 reported by BUS survey respondents.
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C
o

n
te

xt

Comfort variable

Rivergreen cellular 2015 Rivergreen open-plan 2015  

U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05

S
ta

ti
sti

ca
ll

y
 d

iff
e

re
n

t

�
Cellular
better

Cellular
worse
�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

38 4.37 3.10 66 4.03 3.29 0.3621

Summer 
too hot/too cold1 38 3.39 1.05 67 3.19 1.91 0.2655

Winter
temperature

40 3.90 3.42 70 4.44 3.38 0.1203

Winter 
too hot/too cold1 39 5.00 1.68 70 4.96 1.43 0.7543

Conditions in
winter

42 4.31 2.41 72 4.46 2.59 0.5930

Conditions in
summer

38 4.68 2.16 68 4.06 2.74 0.0544 �

Natural light2 43 4.19 1.39 71 4.13 1.28 0.7970

Natural glare3 43 3.81 3.15 71 3.38 3.24 0.1713

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 44 5.91 1.06 74 5.41 2.21 0.1373

Meeting rooms 39 5.79 2.37 68 5.56 1.80 0.1803

Storage 36 5.44 2.71 68 5.38 1.58 0.4103

Space use 44 6.00 1.11 72 5.81 0.92 0.2575

Noise overall 44 4.93 3.13 72 5.10 2.82 0.6779

Noise colleagues4 44 4.18 0.94 72 4.49 1.07 0.3464

Noise people4 44 4.45 2.20 72 4.53 0.90 0.5967 

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 42 3.07 4.26 67 2.06 1.93 0.0123 � Y

Cooling 41 3.37 3.79 67 2.88 2.83 0.2403

Ventilation 43 4.30 3.83 67 3.88 3.53 0.2715

Lighting 42 2.40 3.90 67 1.49 1.25 0.0240 �

Noise 42 2.43 2.54 67 1.88 1.65 0.0903 � Y

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 44 5.91 0.92 73 5.79 1.33 0.8307

Comfort overall 44 5.45 1.65 72 5.19 2.07 0.4110

Health
(perceived)

43 4.53 1.97 66 4.32 0.86 0.2671

Productivity
(perceived)

42 5.74 3.66 71 5.32 2.25 0.3955

Notes 1 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

2 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much (4: About right)

Table 29: Tests for statistical difference for open-plan and cellular office samples for the Rivergreen Business Centre, with

mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement

or decline in mean scores relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.  
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Although most comfort variable distributions show no statistical differences, the tests indicate that

the cellular offices at Rivergreen are perceived to perform marginally better than the open-plan areas

for summer air conditions. Occupants of cellular offices also perceive themselves to possess greater

control over heating and lighting. Although ‘control of noise’ is not statistically difference at � 0.0903,

a contention that cellular offices should be better than the open-plan offices for controlling noise is

marginally supported by the single-tailed t-test result of � 0.0452. Overall, however, the statistical

tests indicate that survey respondents report no comfort or functional differences between types of

office space, with the exception of perceived lighting and heating control. Perhaps surprising is the

lack of statistical difference between the samples for ‘control of ventilation’, but this may be due to

the narrow-plan nature of the offices and the low spatial density. The distributions for control of

ventilation also show relatively higher variance. This may indicate spatial differences in control

perceptions (i.e. it ,may depend precisely where a respondent sits).

Statistical tests were run on the 2007 and 2015 survey samples separated by gender. The analysis

found no statistical differences between the genders except for perceptions of cleanliness. Females

rated cleaning more satisfactory than did males (at �0.082), but in any case both genders rated the

quality of cleaning comfortably higher than scale midpoint. In common with other studies in the

researcher’s cohort, females reported conditions to be colder in winter than males, at a marginal

statistical difference of � 0.0565 (mean score: 5.19). This may be an  indication that the thermal

conditions in the building are relatively less satisfactory in 2015 – possibly a reflection of the lower

density and the heating issues. Some clerical workers in one tenant (all of whom were female) had

been given fan heaters; this lends weight to the winter temperature statistic. Gender responses on

thermal comfort across all the case-studies are reported and explored in Appendix B3. 

6.2.6 Free-text comments analysis 

Analysis of the comments made by survey respondents, and the numerical scores associated with the

categorisation of comments (negative, balanced, and positive), followed the analytical process

described in Section 3.5.6. In common with the pilot studies, occupants were found to comment

more on negative issues, and were less disposed to make positive comments. 

In 2007, the Rivergreen Centre scored highly on the BUS survey summary comfort variables, except

for noise overall which, at a mean score of 3.44, was low against the neutral scale midpoint of ‘4’. It is

unusual for survey respondents to score a building lowly on one comfort variable yet highly on all

others. It clearly demonstrated two things: that the occupants perceived a serious shortcoming in the

building, and second, that they were capable of assessing the comfort variables independently of

each other. Although the building manager believed the noise dissatisfaction was experienced by only

one ground floor tenant, the analysis has revealed that dissatisfaction was experienced on both

floors. Analysis of the noise sub-variables indicated that the problems were mostly about noise from

people other than colleagues, and from unwanted interruptions. Analysis of the 2007 negative and

balanced comments, on a percentage of criticisms made, shows that the noise issues provoked the

most negative comments (Figure 118). In the 2015 comments analysis, criticisms on all variables had

receded, including for noise (Figure 119). The few negative or balanced comments focussed again on

the ease with which conversations can be overhead, along with banging doors and noise penetration
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Figure 119: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by respondents to the 2015 Rivergreen

Centre surveys. There were very few negative comments.

Figure 118: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by respondents to the 2007 Rivergreen

Centre surveys. Dissatisfaction with noise generated the greatest percentage of negative and critical comments.
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into offices from the cafe area. Respondents to the 2007 and 2015 surveys mentioned that noise can

penetrate the office partition walls, which some respondents said were too thin.

The paucity of negative comments at the Rivergreen Centre, in both survey years, does not enable an

analysis of word counts as tested on the pilot studies. However, a check of the word counts for the

2007 comments on noise identified repeated concerns about distracting noise, overheard

conversations from colleagues and other people, and a lack of personal acoustic privacy.  

While the statistical and comments evidence on the source of noise problems is not conclusive, they

are compelling taken in mutual association. Despite performing consistently well, the Rivergreen

Centre may be evidence of a building with a great many virtues but with an acoustical shortcoming in

open-plan areas that only emerges above a certain occupant density. It is hypothesised that if

occupancy rises in future to near or above the density experienced in 2007 (and closer to the design

carrying capacity), then dissatisfaction with noise comfort variables may re-appear. This finding at the

Rivergreen Centre provides evidence for answering the research question related to the carrying

capacity thresholds for comfort variables that are sensitive to spatial and social density, specifically in

terms of satisfaction with noise and its sub-variables (i.e. unwanted interruptions, and noise from

people other than immediate colleagues).
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6.3 Tanfield House

6.3.1 Section structure

The history of Tanfield House and its remodelling into multiple large tenancies requires a particular

approach to the context-sensitive analysis of longitudinal occupant satisfaction. For practical reasons

it was only possible to analyse four tenancies in depth. Large areas of the building remained unlet at

the time of the 2015 study. Some tenancies were too small to study individually. One large tenancy

declined to take part on the day of the BUS survey despite having given prior permission.  The study

therefore differs from others in this thesis in structure although the qualitative and quantitative

approach is consistent with the other case studies. 

The structure of the section is therefore as follows

● Overview of the whole building with comparative analysis of the 1995 BUS survey 

results with those from the 2016 survey

● Analysis using disaggregated BUS responses and local context nests of the four 

largest tenants against the 1995 overall BUS scores. Tenants C and A2 are classified as

non-longitudinal as the office spaces did not exist in 1995 

● Analysis of window/non window samples for three of the four tenancies, and 

analysis by gender for two of the tenancies, where sample sizes allowed 

● Statistical re-evaluation of the 1995 PROBE study conclusions regarding the 

influence of facilities management on occupant satisfaction scores (Section 6.3.11).

Figure 120: Tanfield House looking North in its remodelled form. Two tenancies occupy the former rooftop restaurant,

mirrored in floor area and layout, either side of the central atrium and looking out over planted gardens.
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6.3.2 Whole building overview

Tanfield House in Edinburgh began construction in 1988 as the main administrative office for the

financial institution Standard Life, and occupied in February 1991. Tanfield House was the first

building analysed under the PROBE research project (Ruyssevelt, P., Bordass, W., and Bunn, R. 1995).

It was analysed four years after full occupation using the immediate forerunner of the BUS survey, the

Office Environment Survey (Bordass W., and Leaman, A., 1995). The questions in the Office

Environment Survey (OES) are mostly common to those used in the research version of the current

BUS survey, albeit with some switched scales. 

The client’s requirements were for maximum flexibility of office space for around 1300 mostly clerical

staff. The massive building was defined at the time as a ‘groundscraper’, an apt term for a two-storey

building with deep-plan offices up to 120 m across (Corcoran, M., 1993). The basement housed the

car park while the top floor was a 3560 m2 staff restaurant. The two main office floors were

penetrated on all floors by three, 14 m diameter circular atriums, each topped by a triodetic dome

(Figure 120). The atriums were open-sided so that both floors were effectively a single volume. This,

allied to travel distances to staircases in excess of the statutory maximum, required a relaxation of the

Clockwise from top left, Figure 121: The original layout of Tanfield House in 1995. Figure 122: The remodelled layout

showing the central thoroughfare added in the retrofit. Meeting rooms are now provided within tenancies. Figure 123: The

original offices with metal halide uplighters between orthogonal desk arrangements. Figure 124: Details of the double-skin

facade on the two lower floors.

N
é
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prevailing Fire Regulations. Toilets were centrally located and accessible from the office spaces on all

sides. Partitioned training and meeting rooms were located around the main stairwell adjacent to the

building’s main entrance (Figure 121). These were removed in the remodelling and conversion to

tenancies (Figure 122).

Motorised solar-tracking sails were installed in the domes to reduce sun penetration and reduce solar

glare. In each dome four overlapping sail blinds, shaped to follow the curvature of the dome, pivoted

around a point at the apex and were motorised to rotate in relation to the sun’s position. Fully

deployed the blinds could cover 280°, and 70° when retracted. The coffered (or waffle) slabs span a

13.5 m structural grid with a floor-to-rib height of 3.62 m and a maximum floor to coffer height of

4.25 m (Figure 123). The columns were widely spaced on a 13.5 m grid, with office planning sub-grids

of 2.7 m and 1.35 m. The slab aimed to provide thermal inertia, evening out localised heat gains and

suppressing peak temperatures. It also performed an acoustic role by breaking up reflected sound.  

The envelope on the ground and first floors is a double-skin façade (Figure 124). An extruded-

aluminium frame houses two glazed screens: an outer skin of clear glass and the inner double-glazed

sash windows of grey tinted glass with openable elements. The outer skin acts as a weather screen,

being open at the top and bottom to allow air to pass though the cavity between the inner and outer

skin. The clear external glazing was designed to allow sunlight to heat up air in the cavity, reducing

heat losses. As the inner glazing acted as a cold radiant surface, warm air perimeter heating by finned

convectors was run almost permanently to combat downdraughts. Glass in the inner skin was tinted

grey to reduce daylight penetration by a claimed 73%. This reduced glare and solar gain at the

expense of daylight.

With concern about sick building syndrome prevalent at the time the building was designed, the

client asked for 100% fresh air ventilation with openable windows. The building was classified as

mixed-mode due to its openable sash windows. Staff seated local to the perimeter zones therefore

had some degree of natural ventilation and local control over it. Mechanical cooling was still needed

owing to the building’s great depth, and internal heat gains of 60 W/m2 anticipated during design.

Cooled and humidified ventilation was provided from central air-handling units. Air was ducted

beneath the 600 mm raised floors to perimeter VAV boxes containing low-pressure hot water reheat

coils. Air was supplied through conventional floor swirl-diffusers. Vitiated air was allowed to drift up

towards the atriums where it was extracted through fans located around the perimeter of each atrium. 

The advent of PC-based working in the 1980s led to problems of glare on cathode ray tube (CRT)

screens from sunlight and daylight glare. A popular alternative at the time was to use uplighters

designed to provide indirect diffuse light reflected off ceilings or, as in the case of Tanfield House, off

an exposed concrete waffle slab. The uplighters at Tanfield House each a contained 70 W and 150 W

metal halide lamps, a 150 W tungsten halogen lamp, and a 10 W compact fluorescent lamp for

emergency light. The lights were located in pods in the middle of each cruciform cluster of four desks.

The 100 W tungsten halogen lamps were originally provided to cover the run-up time of the metal

halides. As the latter were switched on by a Delmatic controls system prior to occupancy, the tungsten

halogen lamps were not needed and were progressively removed.  Occupants had local controls to

manually turn off the 70 W metal halide lamps if they wished. Lux measurements take during the

PROBE revisit in 1995 (Bordass, W., and Leaman, A., 1995) confirmed that the design illuminance of
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350 lux was achieved with both metal halide lamps operating. The uplighter pods seemed to reduce

glare, although some workers still resorted to anti-glare screens on their VDUs. Further glare control

was provided by manual roller-blinds hung in pairs – a light opaque blind and a darker blind. 

6.3.3 In-use performance and changes

Standard Life downsized and moved out of the building in May 2005. In 2008 the building was

acquired by developers in a run-down state and remodelled for multiple tenancies by sub-dividing

the floor-plates. Multi-disciplinary consultant BDP remodelled the centre of the building with a new

day-lit atrium as a common thoroughfare, with raised walkways served by stairs and lifts providing

access to office suites. Meeting rooms are now provided within each tenancy.

To provide secure tenancies, vertical circulation is no longer possible via the original nine perimeter

stair cores. All circulation is concentrated in the central atrium (Figure 122). It is therefore not possible

to make a direct comparison of travel distances between 1995 and the multi-tenanted arrangement

prevailing in 2016. However, travel distances from the furthest perimeter desk to the central toilets

and other shared facilities, such as the small café in the reception area and break-out meeting areas in

the central atrium, are considerable. As an example, on the ground and first floors a return journey of

144 m was measured from the furthest perimeter desk to the (nominated) female toilets. The atriums

were sealed around their perimeters, with part-frosted glazing to provide visual privacy for the

tenancies (Figure 125).

Clockwise from top left, Figure 125: Unlet offices on the second floor showing the partially frosted glazing around the fully-

sealed atriums. Figure 126: Conventional fluorescent downlighters have replaced the original metal halide uplighters. Figure

127: The unobstructed south-facing elevation of the new third floor offices requires solar film to reduce solar gain. Figure

128: Ad hoc glare control is exercised by some window seat occupants on the new south-facing floor. 
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A tenanted suite of 909 m2 (GIA) on the ground floor was empty at the time of the 2016 survey, as

were three tenanted suites totalling 3556 m2 (GIA) on the first floor (Figure 126). The former

restaurant on the top floor has been converted to office space for two tenants, Tenant C (1700 m2

TFA) and Tenant A2 (1865 m2 TFA). The conversion expanded the total office accommodation by 3565

m2. This floor had not been air-conditioned in 1995, and the absence of a raised floor in which to run

an air-conditioning system necessitated the creation of a metre-deep ceiling void. The waffle slab is

now hidden behind a profiled suspended ceiling, above which are conventional fan coils. The

suspended ceiling reduced the floor to ceiling height from 4.25 m (floor to coffer) to 2.70 m. It also

brought the ceiling below the level of the full-height windows (Figure 127). Tenancies who work in

these top-floor offices do not have the double-skin façade of the lower floors. The occupier of the

south-facing top floor offices (Tenant C), has resorted to internal solar control in the form of heavily-

tinted plastics solar blinds (Figure 127). In some places the blinds are deforming and coming out of

their guides, giving rise to odd reflections. Even with the blinds, some occupants with perimeter

desks place paper on the windows to reduce glare (Figure 128).

When the building became fully air-conditioned in 2016, the perimeter sash windows in the double-

skin facade were locked closed on all elevations. Control of ventilation was therefore removed from

the occupants. On the lower floors, the uplighters were replaced by conventional cool-white

fluorescent fittings suspended from the waffle slab, which is itself partially illuminated by an uplit

component of the luminaire (Figure 126).  

Table 30 contains the details of the individual tenants in Tanfield House at the time of the 2016 BUS

survey, along with the details of the 1995 survey. Note that all tenants are coded to preserve

anonymity. Tenant F declined to participate. The smaller tenancies were not analysed separately due

to small sample sizes. However, all response data was included in the overall 2016 dataset.

Occupier/

tenant

Floor and

orientation

Net floor

area m2

Quoted

staff1

Overall density

m2/person2

BUS

response

Sample

size

Response

rate3

Staff at 70%

utilisation

Response

rate (70%)

1995 overall 11,050 1300 8.5  1192 9% 99% 910 N/A

2016 overall N/A4 1141 See below 411 36% See  below 798 51.5%

Tenant A 1 (S) 1100 174 6.3 98 N/A 56.3% 122 80.3%

Tenant A2 2 (N) 1500 83 18.0 50 N/A 60.2% 58 86.2%

Tenant C 2 (S) 1700 120 14.1 62 N/A 51.7% 84 73.8%

Tenant D 1 (N) N/A 120 N/A 50 N/A 41.7% 84 59.5%

Tenant G 1 (W) N/A 45 N/A 23 N/A 51.1% 32 71.8%

Tenant T 0 (N) N/A 132 N/A 9 N/A 6.8% 92 9.7%

Tenant Z 0 (S) 1954 212 9.2 119 N/A 56.1% 148 80.4%

Tenant F 5 0 (W) N/A 255 N/A 0 N/A 0% 0% 0%

1 All tenant numbers reported directly by tenants.
2 Density quoted for gross lettable floor area. Office areas in tenancies calculated separately for all tenants. See individual context nests.
3 The 1995 BUS survey was a one in four random sample of staff in typical areas of the building. 120 questionnaires were handed out and 119 returned (a 99%

response rate).
4 Total net area unknown as floor plans not available for non-participating tenants; also non-let areas prevented net comparisons with 1995.
5 Withdrew survey permission on the day.

Table 30: Survey data for Tanfield House 1995 and 2016. Actual utilisation rates on the day of the 2015 survey are unknown.
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6.3.4 Whole building context nest 

Figure 129 shows the overall Tanfield House context nest illustrating the changes from 1995

compared with all occupied tenancies in 2016. The highlighted cells indicate the main contextual

changes in the intervening 21 years between occupant surveys. In 1995 gross floor area was reported

as 20,000 ft2 (1865 m2). In the absence of scaled drawings, an approximate open-plan office area was

calculated by the student by scaling a drawing of the original office layout and deducting stairwells

and atriums. The closest approximation was 11,050 m2, from which an approximate occupant density

could be calculated as one person/8.5 m2 based on the total occupancy of 1300 staff reported in

1995. 

Many characteristics of the building and its occupation have changed significantly since 1995,

complicating a direct comparison with the building as remodelled in 2016. Travel distances are a clear

example, as is the variation in gender balance within (and between) each tenant. The latter particularly

complicates longitudinal analysis in relation to toilet provision. In 1995 a single occupier occupied

Tanfield House, whereas in 2016 it is multi-tenanted with circulation routes prescribed by tenant

partitions. The toilets are now part of the landlord’s services, and no longer accessible from all sides.

There are no urinals.

In 1995 the majority of occupants worked five days per week, with some six-day a week working. In

Figure 129: The overall context nest for Tanfield House comparing the building in its original form in 1995 with its

remodelled form in 2015.

*See context nests for individual tenancies
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2016, staff across the building reported averaging 4.8 days in the office. In 1995 staff worked in the

building for an average 7.28 hours a day, and on display screens for an average 5.20 hours a day. In

2016, the average time in the building across all tenancies was reported as 8.47 hours a day, with a

concomitant rise in hours on screen to 7.34 hours a day. There were differences between the tenants

in 2016, but they were not large.

6.3.5 Summary variable results 

In 1995, the BUS surveyors aimed to obtain a sample of one in four staff from typical areas of the

building on the ground and first floors. The 119 responses from all areas may therefore be more

representative of the whole building compared with the 411 responses from the 2016 BUS survey, as

the latter is derived from specific locations in the building due to the nature of the tenancies. This

may bias certain responses. For example, glare from sun and sky may be more problematic on the

west-facing elevations (less well represented in the 2016 survey compared with 1995) and less

problematic on the north-facing elevations (for which no large sample could be obtained in 2016). 

The additional questions on perception of occupant density, satisfaction with toilets, and perceptions

of controls usability were introduced for the 2016 survey to provide additional evidence for

understanding contextual causes for longitudinal changes in occupant comfort perceptions. The

original 1995 survey question on satisfaction with personal privacy was also reintroduced for the

2016 survey. The researcher had the option of retaining the original scale labels (i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7:

Unsatisfactory) or switching them to the scale labels used in the 2016 survey. Although including one

question with switched scales ran the risk of confusing respondents, it was decided to retain the

original scale label direction to avoid the need to correct scores in the time-series comparison. 

The new tenancies on the restaurant floor are critical to understanding the level of consistency in

comfort perceptions between 1995 and 2016 of the lower floors. In other words, statistical

comparison of the tenancies created out of the former restaurant put the perception of occupants in

the lower tenancies (i.e. the longitudinal performance of the older part of the building) into

perspective. Tanfield is, overall, one building, with co-dependent and interelated spaces.  The

longitudinal comparisons between Tenants C and A2 and the overall comfort data from 1995 were

therefore analysed in the same manner as the other tenancies to identify where differences may lie.

The BUS summary results for Tanfield House overall in 2016 compared with results from 1995 are

shown in Figures 130 and 131. As with the previous studies, the overall mean scores from the 2016

survey are similar to the mean scores from 1995, which is considered remarkable given the surveys

were conducted 21 years apart. This reinforces findings from the other longitudinal studies where the

summary scores display a distinct pattern despite the passage of time and, particularly in the case of

Tanfield House, extensive internal remodelling. Such patterns are characterised by the researcher as a

building’s comfort ‘signature’, hypothesising that a building’s core characteristics are reflected in

occupant comfort perceptions that appear consistent over time unless something changes to alter

those perceptions. However, as with the Elizabeth Fry building (Section 4.4), the early BUS

questionnaire did not include questions on ‘design’, ‘needs met’, and ‘image to visitors’. Assessment

of survey symmetry is therefore weakened by the omissions. The colour-coding indicates whether the
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Figure 130: The summary comfort variables for Tanfield House 1995. Colour-coding and benchmark references are shown

for consistency with previously published BUS summary charts and to aid future researchers. The benchmark references

play no roles in the research process.  

Figure 131: The summary comfort variables for Tanfield House 2016.  Note that questions on design, needs met, health and

image were not in the 1995 questionnaire. The strong similarity of mean scores with the 1997 survey should be noted.
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survey data is both significantly above (or below) the 95% confidence limits around the scale

midpoint and the benchmark confidence limits. Orange circles indicate the results are within the

confidence limits. Note that both sets of summary chart perceptions have been plotted to 2014 BUS

benchmarks, as they did not exist in 1995. The benchmarks have no role in the research project. 

The summary results pose the question as to whether the arrangement of summary comfort scores

could have occurred purely by chance, or whether there are fundamental physical characteristics

underpinning the scores that could create the distinctive patterns in occupant comfort perceptions.

Similar patterns have been detected in the other study buildings, but none so strong and consistent

as the results for Tanfield House.

6.3.5.1 Survey demographics

In 1995, 69% of staff were female, compared with 62% in 2016. The age profile of the Standard Life

sample in 1995 revealed 67% under the age of 30. The 2016 BUS survey used the expanded age

question described in Section 5.3.1. The 411 responses across all tenancies surveyed in 2016 revealed

that the age profile had changed to 36% under the age of 30, 49% over the age of 30, and 15% who

were 45 years old or more. Therefore while the gender balance had not changed greatly in 21 years,

the age profile of the occupants had changed considerably, and arguably had become more

representative of the general working population. 

In 1995 the majority of occupants worked five days per week, with some six-day a week working. In

2016, staff across the building reported averaging 4.8 days in the office. In 1995 staff worked in the

building for an average 7.28 hours a day, and on display screens for an average 5.20 hours a day. In

2016, the average time in the building across all tenancies was reported as 8.47 hours a day, with a

concomitant rise in hours on screen to 7.34 hours a day. There were differences between the tenants

in 2016, but they were not large. 

While the current BUS survey has many direct similarities with the 1995 Office Environment Survey,

thus enabling a longitudinal comparison between respondent scores for all common variables, the

survey used in 1995 had limited opportunities for occupants to comment. However, for consistency,

the few comments recorded in 1995 are in the comments analysis for each tenant. 

6.3.6 Longitudinal occupant survey results

Table 31 shows the overall comparison in seasonal, functional, control and outcome variables for

Tanfield House over the 21 years between surveys. It can be seen that the seasonal comfort scores

have not changed statistically, neither at, nor near to the � 0.05 threshold. Occupant satisfaction with

personal privacy (the question re-introduced for the Tanfield House survey) had improved statistically

with the mean score better than scale midpoint. There is comparatively high variance in the survey

data, indicating personal and/or spatial differences in the samples. There has been a statistical rise in

satisfaction with the electric lighting. The mean score of 4.38 and low variance in the sample

population suggests some respondents still perceive too much electric lighting. The control variables
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C
o

n
te

xt

Comfort variable

Tanfield House 1995 Tanfield House 2016
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

110 4.57 2.57 376 4.39 2.70 0.3739 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 110 3.45 1.02 374 3.56 1.55 0.5988 =

Winter
temperature

114 4.73 2.89 377 4.80 2.75 0.7312 =

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 111 4.18 1.18 368 4.38 1.31 0.0968 �
Conditions in
winter

109 4.73 1.99 374 4.85 2.23 0.3711 �

Conditions in
summer

113 4.46 1.84 375 4.53 2.28 0.6131 =

Natural light2 116 3.47 1.33 405 3.55 1.70 0.6071 =

Natural glare3 117 3.33 2.26 405 3.23 2.98 0.4970 =

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 118 5.68 2.32 412 5.82 1.28 0.8361 �
Meeting rooms4 - - - 372 5.43 1.95 -

Storage4 - - - 364 5.08 2.24 -

Toilets4 - - - 408 4.69 2.69 -

Density
(perceived)4 - - - 386 4.25 0.61 -

Privacy5 118 4.30 3.16 403 3.85 3.09 0.0191 Y � N

Electric lighting6 116 4.80 1.06 404 4.38 1.19 0.0013 Y � N

Noise overall 118 4.33 2.60 401 4.63 2.74 0.0871 �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 119 1.36 1.13 392 1.47 1.22 0.3176 �
Cooling 119 1.48 1.26 392 1.52 1.28 0.6737 =

Ventilation 119 1.75 1.73 392 1.41 0.92 0.0352 Y � Y

Lighting 119 2.32 2.50 392 1.70 1.40 0.0002 Y � Y

Noise 118 1.76 1.80 392 1.62 1.34 0.5140 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met4 - - - 409 5.65 1.19 -

Comfort overall 117 5.27 1.92 405 5.24 1.62 0.6515 =

Health
(perceived)4 - - - 395 3.97 1.37 -

Productivity
(perceived)

108 5.80 1.51 396 5.21 2.00 0.0002 Y � N

Notes
1  Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2  Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold 

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Questions not included in 1995 (Density scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many)

5 Privacy scale direction used in 1995 retained for the 2016 survey, i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory. 

6 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much 

Table 31: Tests for statistical differences between 1995 and 2016 for Tanfield House, with mean scores, sample sizes, and

variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates

to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.  
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of ventilation and lighting show statistical declines. Statistically, perceived productivity has fallen

between surveys. As the scores are still close to the scale midpoint (‘5’), this gave no cause for concern.

The change in mean scores were compared with the built environment evidence captured in the

overall context nest (Figure 129). For most BUS variables the morphological drivers behind a

movement in perceptions was recognised to reside within the individual tenancies. However, the

overall statistical fall in perceived control over electric lighting is thought likely to be associated with

the loss of local manual override when the metal-halide uplighters were replaced with digitally-

controlled fluorescent lighting. This was installed in all lettable zones as part of the refurbishment.

Similarly, the overall statistical loss of control over ventilation is thought to be consistent with the loss

of the openable sash windows throughout the building. As part of the refurbishment all windows in

tenanted areas were locked closed. Overall, it was not possible to ascribe changes in perceptions of

personal privacy to the overall contextual changes in Tanfield House. 

Four tenants provided large enough samples for each of the three floors at Tanfield House: Tenants A,

A2, C and Z. These samples were used to analyse responses by office type, window location and

gender. The threshold for sub-sampling was set at 50 responses to avoid overly small sub-samples

and accusations of statistical weakness. The four tenancies accounted for 329 responses, or 80% of the

total survey sample. Note that ‘response rate’ refers only to the percentage of full-time staff quoted.

The response rates on the day of the survey were not able to be recorded with certainty. However,

the vast majority of survey forms handed out were returned completed. The researcher is confident

of response rates in the larger tenancies being easily above 75%. As no staff attendance records were

made available, the researcher has used the generic 70% utilisation factor as a reasonable estimate of

the numbers likely to be in attendance. Tenancy T was a call centre. There was low expectation of

involvement from tenant T, so only a small sample was obtained from staff who showed enthusiasm.

No attempt was made to increase the response rate due to the inordinate effort required.

To determine where differences between the summary scores may lie in the four major tenants at

Tanfield House, the mean comfort scores were plotted on individual summary comfort charts as black

data points, with the 1995 data shown as grey data points (Figures 132 a-d). Note that each tenant

represents different sample sizes. The summary charts show that the summary mean scores from

tenants A and Z are close to the 1995 mean response scores. For the top floor office (not occupied in

1995), the tenant on the south-facing elevation (Tenant C) reports a decline in mean scores for

seasonal temperature and air conditions, below that of 1995, while the north-facing tenant (Tenant

A2) shows an improvement in scores for many summary variables compared with 1995 mean scores.  

The results beg questions of whether the contextual differences between the tenancies can account

for the differences in the sample distributions that underpin the mean scores. The non-parametric

Mann-Whitney t-test statistic was therefore used to determine whether the 2016 sample

distributions were statistically different from the 1995 distributions. Separate statistical tests were

conducted for the four tenants against the 1995 data: the two largest tenants on the ground and first

floors (Tenants A and Z), and the two tenants in offices created in the former top floor restaurant

(Tenants C and A2). In accordance with the outcome of the pilot studies, statistical differences are

reported at � <0.05 purely for consistency. However, the arbitrary dichotomous threshold has been

ignored for scores that show statistical movement close to the threshold. This latitude has been
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adopted irrespective of whether or not contextual evidence was available to explain a statistical

difference.

The following sections analyse the longitudinal comfort perceptions of building occupants using the

four largest tenants. The tenancies are coded to prevent identification. 

6.3.7 Longitudinal analysis: Tenant A

The characteristics of the area occupied by Tenant A were captured in a local context nest (Figure

133). The context nest highlights all major known morphological changes to the zone occupied by

Tenant A, as well as any factors that are known to be at variance with prevailing standards or good

practice. The changes to the electric lighting are highlighted, as well as the change from mixed-mode

ventilation to fully mechanical ventilation, with the previously openable windows now locked closed.

It can also be seen that 60% of Tenant A’s survey respondents report working in workgroups of eight

or more people, with 22% working alone. The latter is at variance with the office layout, which shows

a number of meeting rooms but no single-person offices. This evidence may reinforce workgroup

responses as perceptions of proximity to other workers rather than statements of fact. 

Figure 132a (Page 213) shows how the summary comfort variables for Tenant A compare with the

overall scores from 1995. It can be seen that occupants of Tenant A’s area on the first floor south-

facing side of the building rate the seasonal performance similar to respondents in 1995. The mean

score for ‘noise overall’ is identical to that of 1995. However there is a distinct change in the mean

score for ‘lighting overall’, although perception of satisfaction is above the scale midpoint. 

The availability of detailed seating plans and occupant numbers of Tenant A enabled a detailed

assessment to be made of the occupancy characteristics. The seating layout at the time of the survey

is shown in Figure 134. The floor plan was traced in Autocad to determine the occupied zone, net of

meeting rooms, reception, structural pillars (5 m2 each) and toilet cores, but inclusive of all cellular

offices and notional circulation zones. This generated a close approximation of 1100 m2. The BCO’s

definitions of population density, workplace density and effective density (Section 5.5.1) were then

applied using the office area measurements. Effective density was calculated by dividing workplace

density by current employee numbers at 70% utilisation (i.e. 5.67 m2/0.7). The results were as

follows:

● Population density: One person/6.32 m2 (174 workers)

● Workplace density: One person/5.67 m2 (194 workstations) 

● Effective density: One person/8.10 m2 (calculated at 70% utilisation in the 

absence of actual utilisation data).

The effective density is thought to be a closer indication of social density (as perceived by the

occupants themselves) when adjacent desks or groups of desks may be fully occupied but with gaps

in-between. It is recognised that effective density is a dynamic concept (changing during the day and

over a working week). Furthermore, seating distances between co-workers will not change linearly

with changes in utilisation. There will be some spatial variation. Similarly, the BUS mean score for
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Figure 134: The seating plan

for Tenant A prevailing at the

time of the 2016 survey.

Figure 133: The context nest for Tenant A. Shaded boxes highlight those factors that have changed since 1995.

perception of social density is an average of a population sample – i.e. a reflection of a population but

with spatial variance. However, of the options available, effective density was considered the most

appropriate figure to compare with the perceptions of occupant density (and also crowding density

as advanced by Keeling et al – Keeling, T., Clements-Croome, D., and Roesch, E., 2015). The density

perception score for Tenant A was 4.24, slightly above the scale midpoint labelled ‘about right’.

Table 32 shows the Mann-Whitney � value results for Tenant A’s responses compared with the

sample distributions from the 1995 survey. Survey respondents in Tenant A perceive the fluorescent

N
é
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C
o

n
te

xt

Comfort variable

Tanfield House 1995 Tenant A 2016 
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

110 4.57 2.57 91 4.38 2.55 0.4531 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 110 3.45 1.02 92 3.38 1.20 0.6042 �
Winter
temperature

114 4.73 2.89 94 4.79 2.51 0.8449 =

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 111 4.18 1.18 91 4.22 1.41 0.8305 =

Conditions in
winter

109 4.73 1.99 93 4.81 2.35 0.5647 =

Conditions in
summer

113 4.46 1.84 92 4.35 2.34 0.5643 =

Natural light2 116 3.47 1.33 97 3.10 1.53 0.0316 Y � Y

Natural glare3 117 3.33 2.26 97 3.20 3.04 0.5427 =

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 118 5.68 2.32 98 5.77 1.74 0.9948 =

Meeting rooms4 - - - 90 5.71 1.22 -

Storage4 - - - 89 4.89 2.19 -

Toilets4 - - - 94 4.59 2.69 -

Density
(perceived)4 - - - 89 4.24 0.52 -

Privacy5 118 4.30 3.16 97 3.98 2.54 0.1472 �
Electric lighting6 116 4.80 1.06 97 4.25 1.54 0.0024 Y � Y

Noise overall 118 4.33 2.60 96 4.34 2.37 0.9310 =

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 119 1.36 1.13 91 1.16 0.25 0.5256 �
Cooling 119 1.48 1.26 91 1.16 0.25 0.1895 �
Ventilation 119 1.75 1.73 91 1.13 0.20 0.0026 Y � Y

Lighting 119 2.32 2.50 91 1.65 1.14 0.0032 Y � Y

Noise 118 1.76 1.80 91 1.30 0.45 0.0473 Y � N

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met4 - - - 97 5.71 0.98 -

Comfort overall 117 5.27 1.92 98 5.00 1.67 0.1138 �
Health
(perceived)4 - - - 93 3.69 1.41 -

Productivity
(perceived)

108 5.80 1.51 95 4.85 2.12 <0.0001 Y � N

Notes
1  Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2  Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold 

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Questions not included in 1995 (Density scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many)

5 Privacy scale direction used in 1995 retained for the 2016 survey, i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory. 

6 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much 

Table 32: Tests for statistical differences for Tenant A compared with 1995, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in

the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each

comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.  
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Figure 135: In 1995 the area beneath each atrium was planted extensively, with casual seating for staff use. Figure 136: The

same atrium area in 2016 is now occupied space and the perimeter of the atrium is sealed on all levels.

lighting differently to the respondents in 1995, who were scoring their satisfaction with a metal-

halide uplighting system. In 1995, Standard Life’s staff scored the uplighting at a mean score of 4.80,

thereby reporting it as delivering a bit ‘too much’ light. The replacement downlighting system

installed in the refurbishment is scored more neutrally by Tenant A’s staff. However, the free-text

comments from Tenant A’s respondents suggest some problems with too little electric light and poor

uniformity across the space, with some desks getting too little electric light (Section 6.3.7.3). This may

reveal that a longitudinal comparison of lighting between 1995 and 2016 may not be defensible,

given that the lighting system in Tanfield House has totally changed. The more neutral score given to

the electric lighting by Tenant A in 2016 may therefore not be regarded as a longitudinal

improvement compared with 1995, but simply a statement about the lighting system as provided. It

may be neither better nor worse than that provided in 1995, but merely different. However, it is

thought that the drop in perceptions of user control over the lights can be accounted for, as local

manual override has been removed. The same can be said about control of ventilation, as the

windows are no longer openable. 

The statistical fall in perceived control over noise cannot be associated with a specific variable. The

change is marginal at � 0.05, but nonetheless should be able to be explained. It is unlikely, given the

building’s secluded elevations, that the loss of openable windows has led to a drop in external noise.

The statistical fall in perceived productivity also cannot be directly linked to any known morphological

or operational variable. It may be a consequence of a comparison between two very different

organisations thereby generating a statistical difference that may be meaningless, longitudinally, and

not possible to link to the internanl built environment independent of any other variables.

The statistical fall in satisfaction with natural light may be linked to morphological changes at Tanfield

House that could not be easily captured in the context nests. In 1995, all office plates were open to

the three atriums on all levels (Figure 135). In 2016, the need for tenant partitioning led to solid walls

being erected on the east side of the tenancy that blocks daylight from the atrium now located in a

different tenant area (not occupied at the time of the research). In any case, the atriums themselves

are now glazed around their perimeters, with frosting of the lower glazing to preserve visual privacy

(Figure 136).  It may be suspected that the creation of a central atrium during the remodelling may

provide daylight into the tenancy through the glazed partitions on the north side. However, daylight
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penetration is limited by the location of the reception area and a staff kitchen (behind solid

partitions) and the positioning of meeting rooms around the inner perimeter of the tenant’s demise. 

To determine whether the occupant perceptions correlated with a loss of daylight due to partitioning

of the tenancy, and the sealing of the atriums around their perimeters on each floor, the researcher

collaborated with a fellow PhD student who created a computer model of Tanfield House. Daylight

factor simulations were run in the computer programme Radiance under an overcast sky condition.

Daylight factors were reported for desk height positions. The results of this work are reported in

detail in Appendix B1.2. In general terms, however, the modelling results suggested that while the

central atrium appears to supply some daylight,  daylight factors drop precipitately a short distance

from the boundary at the points where daylight can penetrate. The east side of the Tenant A’s office

is also partitioned from the south-east atrium by a full height, solid wall. Indicative daylight factors in

that area ranged from 0.1% to 0.6%. While the fall in perception of natural light may be revealed by

the modelling results, the morphological drivers could not be captured in the context nests unless

some value of opacity was used to describe the boundaries to the occupied space. This was not

possible within the bounds of the research methodology.

Additional statistical tests were performed on the Tenant A sample to determine whether gender and

adjacency to windows affected occupant perceptions of building comfort and functionality. The

sample sizes enabled statistical tests to be made for both 1995 and 2016 datasets.

6.3.7.1 Window/non-window satisfaction analysis

The window sample is on the limit of what might be considered statistically valid (i.e. sometimes less

than 30 for window respondents depending on BUS question). Variables that showed statistical

differences below or near to a 0.05 are shown in Table 33. The data indicate that staff in window

seats perceived marginally more control over ventilation than staff in non-window seats. In 2016, the

Comfort variables

1995  mean scores 

(overall samples)
1995 two-

tailed t-test 

� <0.05

2016 Tenant A mean scores
2016 Two tailed

t-test � <0.05
1995 window 1995 non-window 2016 window 2016 non-window

Control over

ventilation

2.11 (n=36) 

Var: 1.87

1.59 (n=83) 

Var: 1.61
0.0530

1.07 (n=27)

Var: 0.07

1.16 (n=64)

Var: 0.26
0.7777

Natural light
3.58 (n=33)

Var: 1.18

3.42 (n=83)

Var: 1.39
0.3200

3.85 (n=27)

Var: 0.43

2.81 (n=70)

Var: 2.81
<0.0001

Natural glare
3.71 (n=34)

Var: 2.03

3.18 (n=83)

Var: 2.29
0.0957

4.44 (n=27)

Var: 1.41

2.71 (n=70)

Var: 2.87
<0.0001

Storage N/A N/A N/A
5.36 (n=25)

Var: 1.74

4.70 (n=64)

Var: 2.27
0.0502

Comfort overall
5.24 (n=34)

Var: 1.76

5.29 (n=83)

Var: 2.01
0.7595

5.46 (n=28)

Var: 1.96

4.81 (n=70)

Var: 1.45
0.0058

Table 33: Comfort variables that showed statistical differences between window and non-window locations in 1995 (overall)

and for Tenant A in 2016. Note small samples for window seats. Statistical differences are highlighted in red.
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distinction had disappeared, consistent with the locked sash windows. In 2016 respondents in

window seats reported more natural light than their non-window colleagues, most of whom rely

wholly on electric lighting. The strong distinction in the 2016 data between perceptions of daylight for

window and non-window locations can be explained by the loss of light from the atriums due to

sealing around their perimeter, and the glazed and solid partitioning between tenancies.

Respondents in window seats scored more than an integer higher in terms of their overall comfort,

whereas in 1995 there was no statistical difference. Interestingly, less daylight, lower environmental

control opportunities, and lower perception of comfort in 2016 was not reflected in statistically lower

scores for perceived productivity and perceived health. Staff in window seats report marginally

greater satisfaction with personal storage. The reason is not known, and cannot be characterised in

the context nest, but may be related to personal access to an area between desks and the windows. 

6.3.7.2 Gender perceptions

The Mann Whitney t-test statistic was used to determine any statistical differences between the

genders for the context nest comfort variables. The comfort scores that showed statistical differences

between the genders within survey years are shown in Table 34. Note that the power of the statistics

for 2016 are weakened by small samples for females.

In 1995, females scored lower for winter temperature and winter air conditions compared with males

(a finding repeated in the researcher’s other case study buildings), although scores were all well

above scale midpoint. Females also reported lower overall comfort (again, with scores above the

midpoint). In the 1995 survey, males in Tanfield House overall reported statistically greater control of

noise than females, and statistically lower satisfaction with natural lighting conditions (although the

scores are at the acceptable, if not good, end of the scale). The precise reasons for the gender

differences are not known and cannot be linked to factors captured in the context nest.

Comfort variables

1995  mean scores 

(overall samples)
1995 two-

tailed U-test 

� <0.05

2016 Tenant A mean scores 2016 Two tailed

U-Test � <0.05
1995 Males 1995 Females 2016 Males 2016 Females

Temperature in

winter

5.41 (n=34)

Var: 2.19

4.44 (n=80)

Var: 2.93
0.0068

4.82 (n=76)

Var: 2.44

4.67 (n=18)

Var: 2.94
0.7222

Air conditions in

winter

5.29 (n=34)

Var: 1.73

4.48 (n=75)

Var: 1.93
0.0057

4.82 (n=76)

Var: 2.07

4.76 (n=17)

Var: 3.81 
0.7769

Natural light
3.92 (n=37)

Var: 0.68

3.25(n=79)

Var: 1.50
0.0215

3.13 (n=79)

Var: 1.60

3.00 (n=18)

Var: 1.29
0.7418

Control over noise
2.08 (n=37)

Var: 1.90

1.62 (n=81)

Var: 1.71
0.0328

1.30 (n=92)

Var: 0.45

1.35 (n=17)

Var: 0.49
0.8248

Comfort overall
5.62 (n=37)

Var: 1.41

5.11 (n=80)

Var: 2.10
0.0972

4.90 (n=80)

Var: 1.48

5.44 (n=18)

Var: 2.38
0.0475

Table 34: Comfort variables that showed statistical differences in perceptions by gender for 1995 (overall) and for Tenant A

in 2016. Note small samples (albeit high response rates) for females. Statistical differences are highlighted in red text.
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6.3.7.3 Free-text comments analysis

The 1995 BUS survey was equipped with few free-text boxes. Comments were only available for

‘noise overall’, ‘lighting overall’ and ‘comfort overall’. Neither topic generated many comments. This

may be considered consistent with the 1995 survey’s high mean scores.

Figure 137 shows the result for the comments analysis for Tenant A. In accordance with the modified

methodology for analysing respondents’ free text comments, Figure 137 shows the percentage of

comments rated as wholly negative, alongside the combined percentage of comments judged as

negative and balanced (i.e. critical without being wholly negative). The highest percentage of negative

and critical comments was for toilets. This is a curious finding, as the numerical score for satisfaction

Tenant A comment percentages for most negative and balanced responses (98 survey respondents)

Toilets 51% Lighting 33% Noise overall (25%) Storage 24%

Most common

term

Clean [not], cleaning [at

lunchtimes] 

Desk [not enough light;

lot of dark areas; poor

uniformity; desk lamps

needed]

Office [acoustics] Space [i.e. need more

storage; storage limited; need

more personal storage]

Second common

term 

Taps [e.g. not working] Blinds [needed in

winter; down too often

limiting natural light]

Open-plan [Offices; noise

travels; teleconferences,

interruptions; kitchen area]

Lockers [Need more]

Third common

term

Not working/broken

[taps, locks, dispensers,

hand-driers] 

Dark [i.e. too dark at

desks; dark areas]

Meeting rooms

[teleconferences]

Not-enough/insufficient

[space; storage]

Table 35: The most common terms used by respondents in free-text comments for the 2016 occupant survey of Tenant A

based on word counts.

Figure 137: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by Tenant A respondents to the 2016 survey.

Dissatisfaction with toilets generated the greatest percentage of negative and critical comments.
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with toilets was above the scale midpoint at 4.59. Word counts for the factors with the most

comments were calculated in the on-line service Wordle (www.wordle.net) with the operative words

(i.e. ‘toilets’) removed, synonyms and plurals combined, and conjunctive words omitted. The results

are in Table 35. The word count revealed that the problem was not necessarily with the toilets

themselves, but with allied aspects, such as the cleaning policy. The regime involves cleaning the

toilets at lunchtimes when staff wish to use them most. Taps were also reported to splash water onto

clothing. Respondents also reported broken door locks, dispensers and handriers. Judging from the

comments, while toilet provision and design was acceptable (although more urinals were desired),

negative comments were largely related to toilet maintenance and cleaning.

Negative comments on lighting tended to be related to poor uniformity across the office, with some

desks getting less electric light than others – particularly seats around the perimeter. Noise

complaints were typical of open-plan working, with noise disturbance from meeting rooms, the

kitchen and interruptions from colleagues. Some survey respondents complained of not having

enough personal storage.  The percentage scoring in Figure 137 does not reflect that negative

comments were often in single figures, with the majority of respondents not commenting. Very few

positive comments were made about any of the survey comfort variables.

6.3.8 Longitudinal analysis: Tenant Z

Tenant Z was the largest tenant surveyed at Tanfield House in 2016, occupying a ground floor, south-

facing location. Unusually for other tenants surveyed, Tenant Z occupies the base of an atrium, one of

three that used to be open to the offices on all floors in 1995. Tenant Z has located its staff kitchen

area below the atrium and separated it from the open-plan offices using partitions and storage

Figure 138: The context nest for Tenant Z. Shaded boxes highlight those factors that have changed since 1995.
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cabinets between 2-3 metres in height (Figure 139). Tenant Z’s office area was measured accurately in

Autocad, net of meeting rooms and core areas, but inclusive of circulation zones. Tenant Z staff

reported 6.5 hours a week more in the building, and 11.5 hours a week more on screen compared

with Standard Life’s occupants in 1995.

The context nest for Tenant Z is shown in Figure 138. As with Tenant A, the staff complement is

mostly male, with a concomitant pressure on availability of local male toilets (although other toilets

are available with a further distance to walk). As elsewhere in the building there are no urinals. The

BUS survey reported that 72% of staff work in workgroups of eight or more people. 

Figure 132b, page 213 shows the BUS summary results for Tenant Z compared to the summary scores

from the 1995 survey. All mean scores are very similar to the 1995 scores. Unlike Tenant A, the scores

for lighting overall are almost identical; this may be a spurious correlation as both the lighting

strategy and the occupiers have changed since 1995, thereby limiting the longitudinal comparison.

Note that ‘perceived health’, ‘design’, ‘needs met’ and ‘image’ were not surveyed in 1995. The

availability of seating plans and occupant numbers enabled a detailed assessment of Tenant Z’s

occupancy characteristics. It was not possible to determine the tenant’s actual utilisation so the

default value of 70% was applied. This provides a consistency for comparison with other tenancies. The

BCO’s definitions of population density, workplace density and effective density were applied using

area measurements. Effective density was calculated by dividing workplace density by current

employee numbers at 70% utilisation. As explained in Section 5.5, effective density is considered to

reflect social density (as perceived by the occupant themselves) when adjacent desks or groups of

desks are mostly occupied but with gaps in-between. The results were as follows:

● Population density: One person/5.30 m2 (212 workers)

● Workplace density: One person/5.30 m2 (212 workstations)

● Effective density: One person/7.59 m2 (calculated at 70% utilisation). 

Figure 139: The floor layout prevailing at the

time of the 2016 survey of Tenant Z. Note the

orthogonal cafe area situated beneath the

atrium. This is separated from the office area

by high partitions. 
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C
o

n
te

xt

Comfort variable

Tanfield House 1995 Tenant Z 2016 
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence  
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

110 4.57 2.57 109 4.41 2.32 0.4789 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 110 3.45 1.02 106 3.56 1.62 0.9592 =

Winter
temperature

114 4.73 2.89 104 4.97 2.84 0.3051 �
Winter 
too hot/too cold2 111 4.18 1.18 99 4.40 1.20 0.2257 �
Conditions in
winter

109 4.73 1.99 107 4.89 1.83 0.4179 �

Conditions in
summer

113 4.46 1.84 111 4.57 1.92 0.6229 =

Natural light2 116 3.47 1.33 115 3.43 1.54 0.5882 =

Natural glare3 117 3.33 2.26 115 2.71 2.38 0.0015 Y � Y 

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 118 5.68 2.32 118 5.81 1.22 0.7221 �
Meeting rooms4 - - - 108 5.14 2.32 -

Storage4 - - - 106 5.26 2.52 -

Toilets4 - - - 118 4.08 3.05 -

Density
(perceived)4 - - - 116 4.38 0.58 -

Privacy5 118 4.30 3.16 114 3.93 3.11 0.1370 �
Electric lighting6 116 4.80 1.06 114 4.49 1.22 0.0613 �
Noise overall 118 4.33 2.60 114 4.10 2.86 0.2902 �

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 119 1.36 1.13 115 1.29 0.78 0.7898 =

Cooling 119 1.48 1.26 115 1.42 1.15 0.7259 =

Ventilation 119 1.75 1.73 114 1.52 1.49 0.1364 �
Lighting 119 2.32 2.50 115 1.36 0.90 <0.0001 Y � Y

Noise 118 1.76 1.80 115 1.32 0.87 0.0135 Y � N

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met4 - - - 118 5.49 1.55 -

Comfort overall 117 5.27 1.92 114 5.20 1.66 0.5726 =

Health
(perceived)4 - - - 114 3.82 1.26 -

Productivity
(perceived)

108 5.80 1.51 114 5.10 2.00 0.0002 Y � N

Notes 1  Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2  Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold 

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Questions not included in 1995 (Density scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many)

5 Privacy scale direction used in 1995 retained for the 2016 survey, i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory. 

6 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much 

Table 36: Tests for statistical differences for Tenant Z compared with 1995, with mean scores, sample sizes, and variance in

the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or decline in mean scores relates to each

comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.  
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The tenancy is tightly occupied at full utilisation. This may be reflected in the perceived density mean

score of 4.38 – above the scale midpoint (4) of ‘about right’ and tending towards ‘too many’ people.

Table 36 shows the Mann-Whitney t-test for Tenant Z’s survey distributions compared with the

distributions sampled in Tanfield House in 1995. Of the seasonal variables only satisfaction with glare

from sun and sky has shown a statistical change, improving on perceptions that were already

favourable in 1995. Although the context nest has not captured the morphological changes relating to

daylight availability (and any glare conditions thereby generated), the sealing of the floor space from

the atrium plus the full height partition to the adjacent tenancy may have reduced sources of direct

and indirect glare enough for occupants in certain locations to report an improvement relative to

their counterparts in 1995. As with Tenant A, there is a marginal change in satisfaction with electric

lighting. However, as the entire lighting strategy has changed, it is not wholly valid to compare

perceptions longitudinally. The reported statistical loss of control over lighting (at � <0.0001) is

consistent with the removal of local occupant override switches used in the integrated desk and

uplighting system in 1995. 

Unlike Tenant A, there was no statistical change in perceptions of control over ventilation. This was 

initially considered anomalous due to the sealing of the formerly openable sash windows in the

double-skin facade, which wraps around the most of Tenant Z’s floor.  The issue was investigated by

comparing the window and non-window seat response distributions (see below).  

The perceived productivity responses from Tenant Z are statistically lower compared with the

perceptions of occupants in 1995. The change is statistically different at � 0.0002, with similar sample

sizes. There is no evidence in the context nest that could account for the change. As the score is

above the 9-point scale midpoint in both surveys, there is no cause for concern about perceptions of

lost productivity. While it may be linked to falls in other comfort factors, it is not supported by the

scores for overall comfort, which are statistically no different to 1995. At � 0.5726 the distributions

effectively overlap. However, scores for perceived health were slightly below scale midpoint. As

‘perceived health’ was not included in the 1995 survey, longitudinal comparison is not possible. The

free-text comments were therefore investigated for possible clues (Section 6.3.8.3).

Additional statistical tests were performed on Tenant Z’s sample, separated by gender and by window

location. The resulting distributions were compared with similarly disaggregated samples from the

1995 survey (identical to the samples used to compare against Tenant A’s responses). As with Tenant

A, sample sizes for both female respondents and respondents in window seats in Tenancy Z were on

the limit of what might be considered statistically acceptable, although it is argued that the high

response rate overall has generated samples that are representative of the full populations. The

reported variance in the samples nevertheless need to be borne in mind.

6.3.8.1 Window/non-window satisfaction analysis

Table 37 reports that only the 2016 window/non-window seat population samples reported a

statistical difference below � 0.05. As can be seen, there are statistical differences in 2016 for natural

light and glare from sun and sky between the respondents who reported sitting near windows and

those in non-window seats. The lack of statistical differences in 1995 is thought to be due to the role

225
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of the atriums in bringing daylight into the deep, open-plan offices. In 2016, the atriums are sealed

around their perimeters with a mix of clear and frosted glazing. Furthermore, in the case of Tenant Z,

the ground floor base of the atrium is partitioned-off to create acoustic separation between the staff

cafe and the open-plan offices. It is therefore considered reasonable to find a statistical difference in

perceptions of daylight between window and non-window seats that were not present in the 1995

survey statistics.

An understanding of the differences in perceptions of noise overall by window and non-window seats

required analysis of the noise sub-variables to find the possible reason for differences in perceptions.

Although respondents in window seats reported greater comfort for all internal noise sub-variables

(i.e. ‘noise from people’) compared with non-window seats, the distributions for all variables

overlapped to the extent that none were statistically different at � 0.05. A single-tailed t-test for ‘noise

from colleagues’ generated � 0.0650 in favour of window seats, while the single-tailed t-test for ‘noise

inside’ generated � 0.0354 (two-tailed at � 0.0708). It is thought that the reason for the equivocal

statistics may partly lie in the desk arrangements in Tenant Z, where desks four-deep are perpendicular

to the window (Figure 139, page 223). The perceptions of those less than four desks away from a

window may therefore combine characteristics of both window and non-window locations. 

The statistical difference for control of ventilation by window seat in Tenant Z was initially thought to

be an anomaly. All sash windows in the inner glazing of the double-skin facade (serving the two lower

floors of Tanfield House) were locked closed in the building’s conversion to full air-conditioning. The

mechanism was designed to be tamper-proof. On that basis there should be no difference in

respondent scores for control of ventilation by window and non-window seat. However, a subsequent

investigation discovered that some occupants in Tenant Z had learned how to unlock their windows in

contravention of the facilities management strategy. The BUS survey results unwittingly provided

evidence for this unauthorised occupant behaviour. The unusual statistics in Table 37 (masked in

Table 36) were thereby resolved and supported by the physical evidence.

Note that the statistics showed no variation between window and non-window seats for functional

variables other than for the noise variables. 

Comfort variables

1995  mean scores 

(overall samples)
1995 two-

tailed U-test 

� <0.05

2016 Tenant Z mean scores
2016 Two tailed

U-Test � <0.05
1995 window 1995 non-window 2016 window 2016 non-window

Control over

ventilation

2.11 (n=36) 

Var: 1.87

1.59 (n=83) 

Var: 1.61
0.0530

2.25 (n=24)

Var: 3.24

1.32 (n=91)

Var: 0.86
0.0318

Natural light
3.58 (n=33)

Var: 1.18

3.42 (n=83)

Var: 1.39
0.3200

4.08 (n=24)

Var: 0.69

3.25 (n=91)

Var: 1.63
0.0032

Natural glare
3.71 (n=34)

Var: 2.03

3.18 (n=83)

Var: 2.29
0.0957

3.50 (n=24)

Var: 1.48

2.51 (n=91)

Var: 2.43
0.0022

Noise overall
5.24 (n=34)

Var: 1.76

5.29 (n=83)

Var: 2.01
0.7595

4.71 (n=24)

Var: 2.04

3.93 (n=90)

Var: 3.93
0.0521

Table 37: Comfort variables that showed statistical differences between window and non-window locations in 1995 (overall)

and/or for Tenant Z in 2016. Note small samples (albeit high response rates) for window seats. Differences are highlighted.
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6.3.8.2 Gender perceptions

Table 38 shows the statistical differences between male and female occupants of Tenant Z in 2016

compared with the scores for Tanfield House overall in 1995. Comparison is weakened by small

samples for males in 1995 and females in 2016. However, it can be seen that females score conditions

universally lower compared to perceptions of males. The gender shift in Tenant Z compared to 1995

may account for some of the (non-statistical) movement in seasonal scores.

6.3.8.3 Free-text comments analysis

The process of analysing free-text comments was followed for Tenant Z. Figure 140 shows the

percentage of comments for each of the BUS questions with a free-text box. The data contains the

percentage of comments rated by the researcher as either negative or balanced (i.e. critical without

being wholly negative) against all survey responses, commenters and non-commenters. A word count

was also conducted for the four topics with the most negative and critical comments to determine

the greatest incidence of repeated terms and their synonyms (Table 39).

As with Tenant A, the highest percentage of negative and balanced comments were made on toilets,

with the comfort variables of ‘noise’, ‘lighting’ and ‘needs met’ generating a fewer number of

comments. As with Tenant A, despite the many criticisms of the toilets the mean score for satisfaction

was around the neutral point on the 7-point semantic differential scale, at 4.08, albeit with a variance

of 3.05 in the distribution. However, the mean score belies the large number of negative and

balanced comments made by over half of all survey respondents, most of which involved the

servicing and maintenance of the toilet facilities. Respondents also pointed to the limited provision of

local toilets for the numbers expected to use them. Some respondents criticised the lack of toilets

within – and dedicated to – Tenant Z, and the lack of male urinals. This is consistent with the

calculations conducted for the context nest (Figure 138, page 222) where the toilet provision for

males is less than the design allowance in BS 6465-1: 2006 (BSI, 2006), both in terms of separate WCs

and the absence of male urinals. Problems with toilets may be particular to Tenant Z owing to its 79%

Comfort variables

1995  mean scores 

(overall samples)
1995 two-

tailed U-test 

� <0.05

2016 Tenant Z mean scores
2016 Two tailed

U-Test � <0.05
1995 Males 1995 Females 2016 Males 2016 Females

Temperature in

winter

5.41 (n=34)

Var: 2.19

4.44 (n=80)

Var: 2.93
0.0068

5.13 (n=82)

Var: 2.53

4.36 (n=22)

Var: 3.67
0.0766

Air conditions in

winter

5.29 (n=34)

Var: 1.73

4.48 (n=75)

Var: 1.93
0.0057

5.04 (n=84)

Var: 1.76

4.35 (n=23)

Var: 1.78
0.0445

Temperature winter

(too hot/too cold)

3.94 (n=36)

Var: 1.02

4.29 (n=75) 

Var: 1.23
0.1869

4.28 (n=79)

Var: 0.97

4.90 (n=20)

Var: 1.88
0.0469

Natural light
3.92 (n=37)

Var: 0.68

3.25(n=79)

Var: 1.50
0.0215

3.52 (n=90) Var:

1.42

3.08 (n=25)

Var: 1.91
0.1740

Control over noise
2.08 (n=37)

Var: 1.90

1.62 (n=81)

Var: 1.71
0.0328

1.27 (n=90) Var:

0.71

1.52 (n=25)

Var: 1.42
0.6063

Health (perceived) N/A N/A N/A
4.00 (n=89)

Var: 1.20

3.20 (n=25)

Var: 0.12
0.0024

Table 38: Variables that showed statistical differences between male and female occupants of tenancy Z in 2016. Red text

indicates statistical differences. Note small female samples.
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male workforce. Problems with toilets also showed in the comments for the ‘needs met’ question.

Complaints about noise were most often linked to the cafe and kitchen beneath the open atrium.

Although the cafe is partitioned at office level, occupants complained of echoes from the open dome.

Morphologically, the atrium floor did not exist in 1995 (at the time being a planted area with casual

seating – Figure 135, page 218). The statistical longitudinal comparison for perceptions of noise in

Tenant Z is therefore weakened by the physical alterations to the atrium. While the numerical score

for noise overall is still above the scale midpoint (and thereby acceptable) it has declined marginally

which may reflect the noise issues with the atrium for those seated adjacent to it.

Tenant Z comments percentages of most negative and balanced responses (119 survey respondents)

Toilets 63% Noise 23% Needs met (22%) Lighting 21%

Most common

term

Clean, cleaning,

cleanliness, cleaned [e.g

not cleaned often enough

and at inconvenient times]

Kitchen [e.g. as a noise

source; distracting;

beeping kitchen

equipment]

Toilets/bathrooms [e.g.

poor, uncomfortable, not

clean, need more; needed

in office area]

Automatic, automatically

controlled [e.g. switching;

too frequently; short times;

too sensitive, auto-dimming

annoying]

Second common

term 

Sink(s) [e.g. splash, flood,

water spreads]

Open-plan [e.g. echoes

from kitchen and open

atrium; noise travels

across office] 

Noise, Noisy On/off [e.g. turn off as

people working and no

moving around; keep going

out]

Third common

term

Doors  [e.g. slam; out of

order; locks broken]

Echo, Echoey [e.g. kitchen

area beneath open

atrium; echoes affect

occupants nearby]

Work/working [e.g. lights go

out while working (at night)]

Table 39: The most common terms used by respondents in free-text comments for the 2016 occupant survey of Tenant Z

based on word counts.

Figure 140: The percentage of negative and negative plus balanced comments by Tenant Z respondents to the 2016 survey.

Dissatisfaction with toilets generated the greatest percentage of negative and critical comments.
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While only a fifth of Tenant Z respondents made negative or critical comments about lighting, most

criticisms were related to the switching and control characteristics of the automated electric lighting

rather than the quality of the light or dissatisfaction with natural light. These issues are particular to

the lighting system installed in the refurbishment and therefore not related to the 1995 survey

results. Overall, respondents in Tenant Z reported too much electric light, and were dissatisfied with

its control and the frequent switching. This explains the statistical decline in control over lighting

(� <0.0001) compared with perceptions in 1995.

The comments on perceived productivity were analysed for clues as the statistical difference between

the distribution from the 1995 and the perception of respondents in Tenant Z. Unfortunately only

12.6% of all respondents made negative or balanced comments about their perceptions of how the

building affects their productivity. Of the few comments made, noise, temperature, air conditions all

featured. Noise and distractions in the open-plan office were mentioned most often. As the paucity of

comments prevents any robust deductions, the statistical difference between the 1995 and 2016

surveys cannot be readily explained. However, both distributions have means around the scale

midpoint, so there may not be any particular problems. 

6.3.9 Non-longitudinal analysis: Tenant C

Tenant C occupies a south-facing 1700 m2 (TFA) office created from the former Standard Life

restaurant on the second (top) floor. The offices are set back from the lower floors, and the external

surface area thereby released provides for rooftop gardens (Figure 144). Owing to its former role as

the building’s restaurant, the second floor had no raised floor and the area was not provided with a

double-skin façade. The new office also has 100% glazing around the entire outer perimeter. The

office floor wraps 180 degrees around one atrium and entirely around a second atrium. Frosted glass

prevents line of sight from the tenancies on other floors. The second floor was retrofitted with a fan-

coil air-conditioning system. In the absence of a floor void the ventilation system was installed

between the waffle slab and a conventional suspended ceiling. This reduced the floor-to-coffer height

of 4.25 m to 2.70 m throughout. With a maximum distance of 10 m from desk to a source of daylight

Left, Figure 141: The top floor tenanted areas at Tanfield House. The floors are stepped back from the lower floors and the

facade is 100% glazed. Right, Figure 142: A computer-generated image of the south-facing tenancy C prior to fit-out. The

unobstructed southerly aspect is accurately represented, as is the half-opaque treatment of the atrium glazing.
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(window or atrium glazing), the depth to height ratio is 3.7. This compares with ratios for the ground

and first floors of around 7.5. The comparison (and statistical analysis that follows) is of the perceived

performance of the new office areas compared to the building as it was in 1995. 

The primary nest characteristics for the Tenant C are shown in Figure 143, with statistical analysis

referenced to the rest of the building as it existed in 1995. Some data were not made available, such

as desk layouts. This prevents measurement of the office area net of meeting rooms and non-

occupied areas. As it was not possible to determine the tenant’s actual utilisation a default value of

70% was applied. This provides a consistency for comparison with other tenancies. As for the other

tenants, all toilets are centralised as landlord provision and therefore external to the tenant demises.

In 1995 the toilets could be approached from any direction. Although Tenant C’s staff have to walk to

their tenancy exit first, there are two points of entry and exit which may make for shorter travel

distances. For the analysis of toilets per person the primary nest combined data for Tenant C with the

adjacent tenant, Tenant A2 – the only other occupier on the top floor. Unlike other floors at Tanfield

House the second floor only has one block of male and female washrooms to serve both tenancies.

However, owing to lower staff numbers, the overall ratio of 23 males per cubicle is better than that

provided for Tenant A and considerably better when compared with serving Tenant Z.

The BCO’s definitions of population density, workplace density and effective density were applied.

Effective density was calculated by dividing workplace density by current employee numbers at 70%

utilisation. Effective density is considered to reflect social density (as perceived by the occupant

themselves) when adjacent desks or groups of desks are mostly occupied but with gaps in-between.

The results were as follows:

* Toilet provision shared with Tenant A2

Figure 143: The context nest for Tenant C at Tanfield House. Density calculations are the best possible in the absence of

seating plans.
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C
o

n
te

xt

Comfort variable

Tanfield House 1995 Tenant C 2016 
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved
Declined

�

Link to
context

evidence  
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

110 4.57 2.57 59 3.42 2.52 <0.0001 Y � N

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 110 3.45 1.02 59 3.49 2.56 0.9225 =

Winter
temperature

114 4.73 2.89 56 4.11 2.60 0.0253 Y � N

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 111 4.18 1.18 56 4.73 1.61 0.0030 Y � N

Conditions in
winter

109 4.73 1.99 56 4.25 2.15 0.0617 �

Conditions in
summer

113 4.46 1.84 57 3.79 2.02 0.0033 Y � N

Natural light2 116 3.47 1.33 64 4.14 1.74 0.0017 Y � Y

Natural glare3 117 3.33 2.26 64 4.44 3.01 <0.0001 Y � Y

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 118 5.68 2.32 64 5.72 1.25 0.4794 =

Meeting rooms4 - - - 60 4.92 3.09 -

Storage4 - - - 60 4.67 2.70 -

Toilets4 - - - 64 5.09 2.31 -

Density
(perceived)4 - - - 56 4.21 0.31 -

Privacy5 118 4.30 3.16 64 3.88 3.22 0.1387 �
Electric lighting6 116 4.80 1.06 64 4.28 1.41 0.0038 Y � Y

Noise overall 118 4.33 2.60 63 5.06 2.28 0.0041 Y � Y

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 119 1.36 1.13 62 1.32 0.45 0.5630 =

Cooling 119 1.48 1.26 62 1.40 0.57 0.7434 =

Ventilation 119 1.75 1.73 62 1.40 0.80 0.2383 �

Lighting 119 2.32 2.50 62 1.60 1.23 0.0041 Y � Y

Noise 118 1.76 1.80 62 1.89 1.80 0.4103 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met4 - - - 64 5.55 1.39 -

Comfort overall 117 5.27 1.92 63 5.06 1.61 0.2297 �
Health
(perceived)4 - - - 64 3.97 1.27 -

Productivity
(perceived)

108 5.80 1.51 64 5.14 1.83 0.0049 Y � N

Notes
1  Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2  Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold 

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Questions not included in 1995 (Density scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many)

5 Privacy scale direction used in 1995 retained for the 2016 survey, i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory. 

6 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much 

Table 40: Tests for statistical differences for Tenant C compared with the entire building in 1995, with mean scores, sample

sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for ‘better’ or ‘worse’ is comparative rather

than longitudinal, and relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.    
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● Population density: One person/14.1 m2 (120 workers)

● Workplace density: N/A (no desk plans available)

● Effective density: One person/20.2 m2 (calculated at 70% utilisation). 

Effective density is evidently generous at 70% utilisation. On the day of the survey the office was

found to be lightly occupied, possibly below 60% utilisation. Most staff completed the BUS survey.

The maximum 64 survey responses equate to a 76% response rate at 70% utilisation, but the actual

response rate was probably higher as the nature of the occupying organisation is that employees are

often out of the office. Most, if not all, questionnaires handed out were completed. The mean score

for perceived density was 4.21 – slightly above the scale midpoint (4) of ‘about right’.

Work groups are predominantly open-plan throughout, albeit with some desk clustering which leads

to spatial differences in workplace density. Desks are primarily in rows perpendicular to windows and

the atrium, separated by a nominated circulation route. There are some small perimeter offices by

the west atrium. A full-height semi-glazed partition separates more densely-occupied offices at the

western end of the floor plate. This area has around four rows of desks parallel with the partitioning

and perpendicular to the south-facing elevation. 

There are more small workgroups in Tenant C compared with other tenancies in Tanfield House, with

31% fewer staff reportedly working in workgroups of five or more. Due to the smaller plan area, a

high percentage staff report a perceived adjacency to a window (45.3%). It is recognised that those

seated around the two atrium perimeters may have reported being by a window. If they did it will

have added an unknown degree of distortion to the window/non-window seat analysis. 

The summary comfort data responses for Tenant C are shown in Figure 132c, page 213, based on 64

responses from a quoted total workforce of 120. It can be seen that the pattern of Tenant C’s

summary mean responses are different to the scores from 1995 (and different to the pattern of

scores generated by Tenants A and Z). The greatest difference is shown in the scores for the seasonal

comfort variables, with scores for summer temperature and air conditions in summer below the scale

midpoints. Scores for lighting overall are close to the 1995 scores, but the similarity may be

erroneous as not only is the lighting in the former second floor restaurant a completely new

installation, it is also a different system to 1995 (and also based on recessed fittings rather than

suspended fittings as used on the lower floors). The response distribution for ‘comfort overall’ is a

relatively high score, and similar to that reported elsewhere in Tanfield House in 1995. Perceived

productivity is lower than 1995 but still above scale midpoint. 

Table 40 shows the statistical results for Tenant C versus the 1995 survey. The statistical differences

reflect the fact that second (top) floor did not exist in 1995, therefore unlike tenancies A and Z the

two BUS surveys do not strictly compare like with like. However, the comparison between a tenant in

a new part of Tanfield House serves to test the differences between the morphological aspects of the

second floor and the lower two floors occupied by Tenants A and Z. Hence the labelling ‘better’ or

‘worse’ is therefore comparative rather than longitudinal. As indicated in the summary chart, the

response distributions for all seasonal comfort variables (with the exception of perceptions of natural

light air conditions in winter, and summer temperature ‘too hot/too cold’) are statistically lower than

reported by the occupants of Tanfield House in 1995. Summer temperature and air conditions are
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also below the scale midpoints, indicating discomfort. The only variable to have improved is that for

availability of natural light. However, this may be at the penalty of natural sources of glare, which, at a

mean score of 4.44, indicates slightly ‘too much’. The causes for the statistical differences are thought

to be associated with the morphological differences between the top floor and the lower floors, and

evidence of dissatisfaction that may be a result of the following:

● The office facade is fully glazed with no external solar shading – a contrast to the 

double-skin and shaded facade of the lower floors

● The tenancy faces due south with unobstructed views

● Problems with direct solar gain have attempted to be alleviated by the use of 

tinted acrylic solar blinds

● The solar control blinds have distorted, possibly under thermal stress

● Workers with desks immediately adjacent to the facade have resorted to ad hoc

shading in the form of sheets of paper fixed to inside of the windows.

As for the other tenants, analysis of longitudinal statistical differences for the functional variables was

limited to cleaning, electric lighting, and noise overall. The privacy question was resurrected for

comparison with the 1995. Despite the statistically poorer seasonal scores, Tenant C’s occupants

report greater satisfaction with electric lighting compared to the uplighting system deployed in 1995

on the lower floors. However, as with the other tenancies at Tanfield House, the comparison of

perceptions of the electric lighting on is complicated by the fact that neither the occupants nor the

lighting system in the upper tenancies existed in 1995. 

The scores for ‘noise overall’ are statistically higher (and better) than the sample distribution in the

1995 survey of the complete building. The possible causes for this improvement may lie in the lower

occupant density in Tenant C, particularly with respect to the low utilisation thought to prevail in the

tenancy, leading to an (estimated) effective density of one person/20 m2. This density is thought to

occur on a regular basis given the nature of the organisation. The score for satisfaction with toilet

provision is higher than tenancies on the lower floors, at a sample distribution mean of 5.09. Tenant

C’s control variables show less statistical variation with 1995 compared with the distributions of

Tenants A and Z. The exception is ‘control over lighting’, which is reflected in the change from local

manual override to full automated (presence detection) control captured in the context nest. Only

respondent scores for ‘perceived health’ and ‘perceived productivity’ can be compared longitudinally.

As with other tenancies, Tenant C’s respondents reported statistically lower perceived productivity

compared with survey respondents in 1995, but nevertheless above scale midpoint.

6.3.9.1 Window/non-window satisfaction analysis

The Tenant C sample was on the margin for sub-sampling by window. The samples for window and

non-window seats were divided 55%/45% respectively. The statistical tests using the Mann-Whitney
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t-test returned no � values close to � <0.05 for any of the comfort variables, indicating that Tenant C

occupants perceive no differences by seating location. This may be a consequence of the relatively

exposed south-facing nature of the office, the perceptions of poor summertime conditions, and glare

from sun and sky that may affect a high proportion of the survey respondents. Respondents near

windows tend to report a bit too much natural light and those in non-window seats slightly too little

light. This is possibly influenced by the partial obscuration of the full-height windows by the

suspended ceiling. The floor-to-ceiling height is also 900 mm lower than the floor-to-coffer rib height

of 3.62 m on other floors. This may inhibit daylight penetration into the space.

The small overall sample of 64 and the small percentage of females in the workforce prevented a break

down of the Tenant C population sample by gender. However, responses are consistent with findings in

other buildings with larger samples: women find winter conditions marginally less comfortable

compared with men, and rate conditions slightly ‘too cold’ for the ‘too cold’/‘too hot’ winter

temperature question. Both response sets are not statistically different at the 95% confidence level.

6.3.8.1 Free-text comments analysis: Tenant C

Figure 144 shows the result for the comments analysis for Tenant C, in line with the modified method

for analysing respondents’ free text comments. Figure 144 reports the percentage of comments rated

as wholly negative alongside the combined percentage of comments judged as balanced as well as

negative. The summed percentage score of negative and balanced comments is justified as on the

basis that the vast majority of comments tend to be critical in nature if not overtly negative.

Figure 144: Negative and combined scores for Tenant C (n=64). The percentage of negative and critical comments were lower

than other tenants in Tanfield House, although worse for seasonal variables (for which no text boxes are provided in the BUS).
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The percentages of overtly negative and negative plus balanced comments were lower for Tenant C

than for tenancies on the lower floors. Although issues with toilets generated the most negative

comments, Tenant C respondents commented most about their lighting. There were very few

negative comments about storage but a comparatively high number of balanced comments about

storage provision. Unfortunately, the paucity of comments in each category prevented tabulation of

the comments by most frequently-used terms. Nonetheless, typical issues were as follows:

● Lighting: Discomfort from lights being too bright; too much glare from sun; 

automatic light switching motion/presence detection system “ineffective”; issues 

with glare control blinds

● Toilets: Standing or pools of water in sink area; closed for cleaning at lunchtimes; 

broken hand driers; missing coat hooks; cleaning issues

● Storage: No/not enough personal storage; don’t use storage; not a building issue

● Needs met: Not enough toilets; sink area wet; repairs slow.

The seasonal questions in the BUS survey are not equipped with free-text comments boxes. However,

many comments elsewhere in the survey related to the tenancy being too hot in summer, issues with

the air-conditioning system, and the daylight glare problems. The comments broadly add context to

the numerical scoring, but were only expressed by a few respondents.

6.3.9 Non-longitudinal analysis: Tenant A2

Tenant A2 occupies the north-facing tenancy on the top floor of Tanfield House (Figure 141, page 229).

As explained earlier, the treated floor area of approximately 1620 m2 was created out of the former

staff restaurant and therefore comparisons of occupant perceptions with the building in 1995 are not

truly longitudinal. Perceptions do, however, serve to demonstrate the differences between floors in

the building in  2016 compared with 1995. The tenancy is exposed to 180 degrees of two atriums,

one with a predominately southerly aspect, the other a northerly aspect. These provide daylight from

the glazed domes, albeit via partially frosted glazing that provides visual separation from lower office

floors. As with Tenant C, the area has been retrofitted with a fan-coil air-conditioning system installed

above a new suspended ceiling. This reduced the floor-to-coffer height of 4.25 m to 2.70 m.

The density calculations were as follows:

● Population density: One person/19.6 m2 (83 workers)

● Workplace density: One person/19.6 m2 (83 workstations assumed)

● Effective density: One person/28.1 m2 (calculated at 70% utilisation).

The occupied floor area cannot be disaggregated owing to the lack of a seating plan and areas

dedicated to meeting rooms and other non-office areas. Hence the population density, workplace

density, and effective density calculations in the context nest (Figure 145) are approximate. Actual
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Figure 145: The context nest for Tenant A2 at Tanfield House. Shaded boxes illustrate the morphological differences

between the new tenancy and the other areas in the building that prevailed in 1995 and 2016.  

densities may be higher. However, it was found that the tenancy is very lightly occupied, even with

full utilisation of the quoted workforce of 83 staff. This may be reflected in the BUS mean score for

perceived density of 3.81 – slightly below the scale midpoint (4) of ‘about right’. As Tenant A2 shares

the same toilet facilities with Tenant C, the utilisation calculations reflect the combined number of

males and females for the second floor across the 10 WCs allocated to each gender (there are no

urinals). This calculation is thought to be more robust than the data for the lower floors where toilet

provision is shared by multiple tenancies, one of which was not included in the 2016 survey.

Figure 132d, page 213 shows how Tenant A2’s responses compare against the 1995 survey. The vast

majority of staff returned completed survey forms, giving a maximum of 50 responses. The response

rates are considered conservative. As can be seen, the BUS summary scores are all above perceptions

in 1995, and a marked contrast to the perceptions of staff in Tenancy C.  The results are remarkable

given that there are few differences in the nature of the work performed by the tenants or the

morphology of the space and its comfort systems. The main difference is solar orientation. Tenant A2

has the same 100% glazed facade as Tenant C (but facing north), and similarly has access to daylight

from two atriums.

Table 41 shows the results of the statistical tests comparing Tenant A2 responses with the survey

sample from 1995. As with Tenant C, some factors cannot be truly longitudinal as the office did not

exist in 1995 and systems like lighting are unrelated to the original installation. Nonetheless, the

statistical tests serve to identify to what extent the office area is performing compared to the original

building concept. It can be seen that no comfort variables have declined statistically compared with

the 1995 sample – the opposite to the results from Tenant C on the south-facing side of the floor
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score
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Mean
score
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variance

S
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Summer
temperature

110 4.57 2.57 43 4.98 2.93 0.1440 �
Summer 
too hot/too cold2 110 3.45 1.02 44 3.77 1.20 0.1752 �
Winter
temperature

114 4.73 2.89 47 4.83 3.27 0.6635 =

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 111 4.18 1.18 47 4.43 1.07 0.2164 �
Conditions in
winter

109 4.73 1.99 46 5.00 3.20 0.2144 �

Conditions in
summer

113 4.46 1.84 42 5.10 2.48 0.0088 Y � N

Natural light2 116 3.47 1.33 50 3.68 1.32 0.3375 �

Natural glare3 117 3.33 2.26 50 3.44 2.70 0.6075 =

Fu
n

cti
o

n
a

l

Cleaning 118 5.68 2.32 49 5.94 1.10 0.7478 �
Meeting rooms4 - - - 45 5.78 1.40 -

Storage4 - - - 42 4.95 1.90 -

Toilets4 - - - 50 4.92 1.74 -

Density
(perceived)4 - - - 47 3.81 0.20 -

Privacy5 118 4.30 3.16 50 3.42 3.39 0.0065 Y � Y

Electric lighting6 116 4.80 1.06 50 4.22 0.58 0.0057 Y � Y

Noise overall 118 4.33 2.60 49 5.67 1.68 <0.0001 Y � Y

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 119 1.36 1.13 48 1.62 1.39 0.1012 �
Cooling 119 1.48 1.26 48 1.46 0.59 0.3524 =

Ventilation 119 1.75 1.73 48 1.44 0.84 0.4707 �
Lighting 119 2.32 2.50 48 2.19 1.39 0.9043 =

Noise 118 1.76 1.80 48 2.12 1.39 0.0143 Y � N

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met4 - - - 48 5.85 0.72

Comfort overall 117 5.27 1.92 50 5.60 1.55 0.1883 �
Health
(perceived)4 - - - 50 4.38 1.09

Productivity
(perceived)

108 5.80 1.51 47 5.81 1.76 0.9318 =

Notes 1  Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2  Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold 

3 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

4 Questions not included in 1995 (Density scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many)

5 Privacy scale direction used in 1995 retained for the 2016 survey, i.e. 1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory. 

6 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much 

Table 41: Tests for statistical difference for open-plan and cellular office samples for Tenant A2, with mean scores, sample

sizes, and variance in the scoring for each sample population. Note that labelling for ‘better’ or ‘worse’ is comparative rather

than longitudinal, and relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.  
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plate. The seasonal comfort perceptions are statistically similar to 1995, with the exception of

perceptions of air conditions in summer, the mean score of which is statistically higher compared

with 1995 (Figure 146). The mean score of 5.10 is also over an integer higher than the mean score of

3.79 reported by Tenant C, and the median is higher by one integer in Tenant C. However, Tenant A2

respondents report thermal conditions to be slightly ‘too cold’. Perhaps not surprisingly, given its

north-facing orientation, perceptions of daylight are below the scale midpoint (a score not dissimilar

to tenants on lower floors) while the mean score for ‘glare from sun and sky’ is an integer lower than

Tenant C on the south-facing side (Figure  147).

All sample distributions for functional variables show mean values comfortably above scale midpoint,

indicating a workforce satisfied with the effectiveness of space use. The score for personal privacy is

also statistically higher in Tenant A2 compared with the sample distribution from 1995. Respondents

in Tenant A2 are neutral about their electric lighting, and also statistically more satisfied with noise

overall compared with 1995; interestingly Tenant A2 respondents are over half an integer more

satisfied with noise conditions compared with the sample from Tenant C. This may be associated with

the statistically higher perception for ‘control over noise’. Tenant C respondents also report higher

control over noise compared with 1995, but not statistically. 

Despite the statistical differences in many variables for Tenant A2, neither of the two outcome

variables that can be compared with 1995 are statistically different. However, given the statistical

differences between the two tenants on the top floor, t-tests were conducted between the outcome

variables. There was no statistical difference found at � 0.05 for ‘needs met’ and ‘perceived health’.

Statistical differences were found for ‘comfort overall’ and ‘perceived productivity at � 0.0182 and �

0.0175 respectively in favour of Tenant A2. As with Tenant C, the small sample of 50 responses

precluded analysis by window and non-window seat, while analysis by gender was not possible due

to the very few female staff in Tenant A2.

Left, Figure 146: Sample distributions for air conditions in summer between the two tenants on the top floor of Tanfield

House. Right, Figure 147: A comparison of sample distributions for natural sources of glare for the two top floor tenants. 
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6.3.10.1 Free-text comments analysis: Tenant A2

Figure 148 shows the result for the comments analysis for Tenant A2. In line with the modified

methodology for analysing respondents’ free text comments, Figure 148 shows the percentage of

comments rated as wholly negative, alongside the combined percentage of comments judged as

balanced as well as negative. The limited number of negative and balanced comments prevented a

meaningful assessment of the frequency with which certain words and phrases were repeated by

respondents. The analysis by percentage of comments also hides the fact that negative comments

were often in single figures.

As can be seen, there were comparatively few negative comments made for most comfort variables

equipped with a comments box. The notable exception was satisfaction with toilets, where 84% of all

50 respondents were motivated to make a comment. Only one respondent made a positive

comment. Of the negative and balanced comments, the most common criticism was for sinks that

spill water and create puddles on the wash-counter, broken or damaged toilet seats, soap dispensers

and door locks, and other maintenance issues. In this respect the negative focus on toilets delivered

by Tenant A2’s survey respondents chimed with the comments expressed by all tenants analysed

from other floors at Tanfield House.

Figure 148: Negative and combined scores for the Tenant A2 (n=50). The negative and critical comments were far fewer than

from other tenants in Tanfield House, with the exception of comments for toilets.
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6.3.11 Facilities management analysis

Although it was not the purpose of the research project to compare the tenants’ perceptions of the

facilities management and the quality of the service received, the PROBE research team that

investigated Tanfield House in 1995 had concluded that the high levels of satisfaction reported in the

BUS survey were due to exemplary facilities management (Bordass, W., and Leaman, A., 1995). Given

that the overall satisfaction scores in 2016 were very similar to those of 1995 (with some statistical

differences emerging from individual tenants), the survey data on ‘response to problems’, ‘speed of

response’ and ‘effectiveness of response’, were analysed to test the 1995 hypothesis that the facilities

management provision was indeed the key variable in occupant satisfaction in 1995, and also to

check whether satisfaction with provision was different in 2016.  

Figure 149: The response

distributions for speed of

response by facilities

management to occupant calls

for changes to systems and

settings. The response

distributions show the spread of

data from 5th to 95th percentiles.

Mean values are shown as

diamonds, median values as

notches in the box plots, and

outliers as dots. 

Figure 150: The response

distributions for effectiveness of

response by those who answered

the question on speed of

response. The response

distributions show the spread of

data from 5th to 95th percentiles.

Mean values are shown as

diamonds, median values as

notches in the box plots, and

outliers as dots. 
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In 1995, the high levels of occupant satisfaction in Tanfield House were partly attributed to the quality

of the in-house facilities management, which involved two resident mechanical and electrical

engineers and a clerk of works. The two engineers each had five on-site staff. Maintenance requests

were issued by e-mail using a standard form and procedure. The PROBE survey team reported that

the response by the facilities team was both ‘thoughtful and rapid’. It was reported that 80% of

adjustment or repair jobs were carried out within three days. Of the respondents to the 1995 survey,

34% had used the e-mail facility, 64% rated the response as fast or very fast, and 70% reported the

outcome as ‘effective or better’ (Bordass, W., and Leaman, A., 1995). 

In 2016, the facilities management of the tenancies was managed by an on-site team employed by

the building operator. This involved a facilities manager and a small team of maintenance staff.

Requests for changes are usually relayed to a nominated manager within each tenancy who relays

Survey sample Responses Response % BUS Mean score Variance Two-tailed U-test  

Responses to ‘request for changes’ question (Yes/No)

1995 (n=119) 115 97.6

2016 (n=411) 378 91.9

Tenant A (n=98) 89 90.8

Tenant Z (n=119) 110 92.4

Tenant C (n=62) 56 90.3

Tenant A2 (n=50) 47 94.0

Responses to ‘speed of response’ question1 (1: Unsatisfactory overall, 7: Satisfactory overall)

1995 (n=119) 42 35.2 5.17 1.60

� <0.0001

2016 (n=411) 121 29.4 3.62 2.87

Tenant A (n=98) 25 25.5 4.00 2.91

Tenant Z (n=119) 33 27.7 4.06 3.49

Tenant C (n=62) 28 45.1 3.00 2.07

Tenant A2 (n=50) 20 56.0 3.35 2.66

Responses to ‘effectiveness of response’ question1 (1: Unsatisfactory overall, 7: Satisfactory overall)

1995 (n=119) 40 33.6 5.08 2.80

� <0.0001

2016 (n=411) 123 29.9 3.50 2.81

Tenant A (n=98) 26 26.5 3.38 3.60

Tenant Z (n=119) 33 27.7 4.00 3.00

Tenant C (n=62) 29 46.7 2.79 1.81

Tenant A2 (n=50) 20 56.0 3.40 2.56

1 Note that a few respondents still answered the speed and effectiveness of response questions having responded ‘no’ to the question on
‘requests for changes’.

Table 42: The response rates and sample mean scores for the facilities management questions for the Tanfield House 1995

and 2016 BUS surveys. Note that approximately 30% of all respondents answered the subsidiary questions in 2016.
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requests either by e-mail or in person direct to the facilities manager, or indirectly via the main

building reception. The sample distributions from 1995 and 2016 for the BUS questions on

‘effectiveness of response’ and ‘speed of response’ are shown in Figures 149 and 150, along with sub-

samples from each of the four tenancies studied in depth. The response distributions show the

spread of data from 5th to 95th percentiles. Data from 1995 shows the high satisfaction score for the

variables. The 2016 sample distributions (411 responses) for speed of response and effectiveness are

statistically different to 1995 for both variables at � <0.0001. Note that tenants C and A2 are furthest

away from the facilities management offices while Tenant Z is nearest. It is not known whether

proximity to the facilities team plays a role in the different tenancy scores, but it may be revealing

that while the comfort scores for Tenant A2 are the highest across the data set, its respondents

scored the response and effectiveness variables below the scale midpoints. 

The power of the longitudinal statistical analysis is weakened not only by the change in facilities

personnel but also the nature of the facilities provision. In 1995 the in-house facilities team were

well-known to Standard Life staff. In 2016 the facilities team are contracted to the building operator,

and as such are not as free as their counterparts in 1995 to wander around the tenancies. As a result

they are comparatively more reactive to issues rather than proactive. The power of the statistical

tests is further reduced by low response rates to the management questions in both the 1995 and

2016 surveys. While a high number of survey respondents answered the binary (yes/no) question on

whether they had made a request for changes to be made, the resulting response rates in 1995 for

the subsequent questions on speed of response and effectiveness of response were much lower at

35.2% and 33.6% respectively, and in 2016 at 29.4% and 29.9% respectively (Table 39). 

Given the response rates, it is questionable whether the occupants’ perceptions of the building’s

good performance in 1995 can be attributed to the facilities management. Although the claim was

rational at the time, it is now reasonable to contend that the comparatively (and statistically) lower

satisfaction with facilities support in 2016 should result in lower occupant satisfaction with the

building’s performance. However, not only have the 2016 respondents reported levels of satisfaction

statistically no different to 1995 for many variables, the one tenant with improved perceptions of

conditions (Tenant A2) has posted the lowest satisfaction scores for the facilities variables. 

On the evidence available – admittedly from low response rates – it is concluded that BUS satisfaction

scores in both survey years cannot be directly related to the quality of the facilities management. It

has been statistically demonstrated that dis-satisfaction with many variables can be associated with

particular features, such as the loss of control over ventilation. It is possible, however, that

dissatisfaction with toilets throughout the building may be directly related to the lower satisfaction

with facilities support. Unfortunately this cannot be tested longitudinally as a question on toilets was

not posed in the 1995 BUS survey.

6.3.12 Discussion 

The longitudinal surveys of Tanfield House reveal a building from an occupant satisfaction perspective

that has retained many of its qualities over the intervening 21 years and following a major

refurbishment and spatial changes. It could be reasonably argued that some physical changes are of
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such a profound nature – and that the nature of the occupancy is different to that of 1995 – that a

longitudinal comparison can only be partly valid. Set against this is compelling evidence of the close

relationships between the 1995 and 2016 satisfaction distributions, illustrated in the summary graphs. 

For the summary variables that enable comparison (some questions were not posed in 1995),

Tanfield House presents an object example of a building ‘comfort signature’ that has prevailed over

time. Where there are statistical differences between population survey samples, the context nest

criteria (which combines both morphological, social and physical characteristics) enabled deductions

to be made and inferences to be obtained between comfort perceptions and building features to a

reasonable level of certainty. That said, the statistics beg some questions that cannot be answered by

the contextual data. Some statistical movements at and around � <0.05, such as cleaning and

personal privacy, cannot be linked to contextual evidence as gathered. Other variables, notably

electric lighting and control of ventilation and lighting, can be attributed to known physical changes

with confidence, particularly in Tenant Z where occupants have unlocked the sash windows in

contravention of the official ventilation strategy. 

It is notable that satisfaction scores for the variable ‘comfort overall’ have been found to be largely

resilient in the face of statistical declines in other comfort factors. The same can be said of the 2016

scores for ‘needs met’ and ‘perceived health’, although these questions were not posed in 1995 and

therefore a longitudinal assessment is not possible. While respondent scores for ‘perceived

productivity’ in some tenancies are statistically lower in 2016 compared with 1995, the mean scores

Figure 151: The response distributions for Tanfield House by year and by tenant for perceptions of natural lighting and electric

lighting. Diamonds signify means, notched lines medians and outliers by dots. Distributions from 5th to 95th percentiles.
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themselves are not cause for concern and may be as much a reflection of organisational or other

corporate factors as the wide variety of morphological, physical and environmental factors prevailing

in those individual tenancies and included in the context nests.

Analysis of variance might be considered a statistical test worth applying to the tenant samples to

shed further light on the contribution of physical (categorical) dependent variables, such as daylight

factors, floor to ceiling heights, and height to depth ratios and the contribution of factors such as

spatial and workplace density to perceived density. However, such tests would be confounded by the

different comfort perceptions that have emerged from individual tenancies, and the particular

characteristics of each tenanted area.

While the occupant comfort scores from the two floors occupied by Tenant A and Tenant Z are largely

similar to perceptions expressed in 1995, the occupants of the new offices constructed from the

former staff restaurant express comfort perceptions statistically different to those expressed on lower

floors (comparatively rather than longitudinally). This emerged particularly in terms of seasonal

comfort variables and factors such as natural light and electric lighting. It is also apparent (small

sample sizes notwithstanding) that the north-facing tenancy on the top floor performs better on

many factors compared with staff in the south-facing tenancy, where the solar conditions are worse

in both summer and winter and  evidently more difficult to control. However, the outcome variables

in both tenancies are not statistically different to 1995, confounding any supposition that the

seasonal conditions should affect occupants’ perceptions of their comfort, health and productivity.

Their perceptions of those outcome variables appear to be resilient in the face of less satisfactory

environmental conditions.

The nature of the retrofit and the changed relationship (and daylight contribution) of the three

circular atriums with the occupied spaces may reasonably be expected to have changed the

occupants’ perceptions of daylight provision. Although the score for natural light in Tenant A has

declined statistically from an already low score in 1995 (a score that can be attributed to a tenancy

now sealed from the adjacent atriums), this is offset by an improvement in perceptions of the electric

lighting. For other tenants, it appears that occupants perceive some daylight from the double-skin

facade and also from the atriums where some daylight can penetrate parts of the floor plates.

The box and whisker plot in Figure 151 shows how occupants regard the relationship of electric

lighting and daylight availability, longitudinally and spatially. Note that Tenants A and Z occupy south

facing offices with a double-skin facade, whereas Tenant C occupies a south-facing a tenancy on an

upper floor. Tenant A2 is north facing on the top floor. Satisfaction with natural light is below scale

midpoint for all cases in 1995 and 2016, with occupants consistently reporting slightly too little

natural light and slightly too much reliance on electric lighting. Although it cannot be proved, the

decline on lower floors may be explained by the loss of daylight from the (now isolated) atriums.

This possibility was explored by conducting daylight simulation on a three-dimensional computer

model of the building. Appendix B1.2 presents and discusses the results.
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6.4 Queen Elizabeth Court 2 (East)

6.4.1 Building overview

Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE) is a concrete-framed, three-storey building originally called

Ashburton Court (Figure 152). It was constructed in the mid-1960s to an imperial grid. Prior to retrofit

the main column grid was reported to be 26' (7.92 m) in each direction, with 29'3" (8.91 m) centrally

in a north/south direction. The building forms one side of a rectangular site, with the west elevation

opening on to an internal courtyard (Figure 153). The building suffered from many of the physical

shortcomings associated with buildings of the period. Although it was naturally ventilated by simple

opening windows on each side of the building, traffic noise meant that windows could be opened as

frequently as the ventilation needs demanded. Pre-refurbishment noise surveys of the background

noise confirmed that windows could not open onto three street sides while maintaining a

comfortable acoustic environment.

In 2007 the largely cellular offices were stripped back to the shell and core, and remodelled to

provide open-plan office space of just over 3000 m2 for around 250 staff. The first three refurbished

office floorplates are 12.5 m wide. The top floor (level 3) was cut back to reduce the overall massing

and reduce the perceived height of the building (Figure 154). The refurbishment was constructed to

meet or exceed the 2006 requirements of Part L of the Building Regulations. It achieved a BREEAM

‘Excellent’ rating and won the Sustainable Project of the Year in the 2009 Building magazine/UKGBC

Sustainability Awards. Practical completion was achieved at the end of June 2009 by which time the

systems in the East Block were fully commissioned.

Figure 152: The east elevation of Queen Elizabeth Court 2 East (QE2CE), post-refurbishment. External brick ventilation

chimneys form the fabric of the East facade.
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Top left, Figure 153: The arrangement of local authority buildings that make up Ashburton Court. Top right, Figure 154: The

top floor of QE2CE is stepped back and reduced in length and width as indicated by the dotted red boxes. Left, Figure 155:

The original offices before refurbishment. Right, Figure 156: The same office shortly after refurbishment, looking south.

Soffits are now exposed.
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The QE2CE design team were aided by an advisory team funded by the Carbon Trust's Low Carbon

Buildings Accelerator programme (LCBA). The LCBA team reviewed and commented on the design

proposals, advising on sensible glazing ratios and suggesting ways to specify higher glazing

performance and U-values. In 2011 the author was commissioned by the Carbon Trust to report on

the subsequent performance of the building. He became thoroughly familiar with the building and

was involved in the post-occupancy evaluation (Carbon Trust, 2011). The building’s design,

construction and subsequent performance two years after completion has therefore been fully

documented.

The refurbishment focussed heavily on improving the internal environmental conditions. A mixed-

mode approach to ventilation was adopted. Openable windows (manual and motorised) were

supported by a mechanical ventilation system to avoid the need to open windows in winter and

reduce the risk of complaints of draughts in perimeter zones. There is no powered office extract – air

is removed by buoyancy via the natural ventilation chimneys and the toilet extract fans. The extract

ventilation chimneys, located at regular intervals along the façade, serve the three lower floors. The

original suspended ceilings were removed (Figures 155 and 156) and the building’s structure exposed

to unlock its thermal capacity and contribute to moderating the internal environment. The removal of
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Left, Figure 157: Typical desk arrangements in 2016. Desks at the far end of each office appeared to be unoccupied. The two

types of slab treatment are evident. The extract grille serves the ventilation chimneys. Right, Figure 158: The East-facing

office on the top floor. A steel structural downstand beam needed to be retained. It partly obscures the windows.  
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the suspended ceiling led the floor to ceiling height to rise from around 2.5 m to between 2.95 m –

3.17 m depending on location. Some parts of the slab are coffered (Figure 157) while other parts are

flat (Figure 158). A steel downstand reinforcing beam on the top floor had to be retained. This

obscures the East-facing windows at the 2 m level (Figure 158). Figures 159 a-d show the basic floor

and desk layouts prevailing in 2014, although an additional row of desks had been added by the time

of the 2016 BUS survey. 

The window bays on the courtyard façade have 600 mm-high, BMS-controlled motorised fanlights

that can be opened to give a 50 per cent free area. The lower windows can be opened by occupants

to a free area of around 30 per cent. Local occupant override controls are provided for each group of

automatic windows and chimney vents. The lighting was replaced with digitally-addressable

fluorescent fittings. The control system combined PIR (occupancy) sensors and light level sensors. The

control system could be programmed individually by staff using hand-held infra-red transmitters. No

manual light switches were provided.

The typical net usable open-plan area was designed to be around 7 m2 per person with the typical net

internal provision around 13 m2 per person (within BCO 2005 guidelines). Initial occupancy density

was low as the Child Services Department that occupied the building at the time was geared around

school terms. This was intensified shortly after occupation to 5.0 – 4.7 m2. Intensifying the spatial

utilisation around individual workstations was said to have allowed the provision of more non-

workstation and break-out spaces. These design figures are borne out by measurements from

floorplans. In 2010, a study by Arup found that the overall average use of workstations during

working hours was about 75%. 

6.4.2 In-use performance and changes

By 2016 the building housed the Council’s Integrated Business Centre. Office provision is essentially

the same on all three levels (Figures 159 a-d). At the time of the third occupant survey in 2016 the
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Figure 159 a-d: The office layouts at QE2CE for 2014, showing basic desk layouts and the additional storage added since the

2011 BUS survey. The top floor layout shows desk arrangements prevailing in 2010 (a 2014 layout was not available). These

layouts had changed by the time of the 216 BUS survey, with an additional row of desks on each west side.

Level 3 (top floor)

Level 2

Level 1

Level 0 (ground)
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largely open-plan offices were book-ended by meeting rooms at one end and a kitchenette at the

other. There are some small cellular offices, meeting rooms and break-out areas. In common with

local authority buildings, departmental moves are a regular occurrence. Although the design

occupancy was 250, by 2011 Hampshire County Council (HCC) had increased occupant numbers to

around 280. A degree of hot desking was therefore introduced on most floors in the building, mostly

located along the west (road side) elevation.  

Problems with the external cladding system were found shortly after occupation, and a programme of

repair and replacement instigated. This was coming to a close in October 2016 at the time of the third

BUS survey. Occupants had suffered from water leaks and noise from external works in the months

leading up to the survey. While respondents were told the survey was not about the cladding, they

were not dissuaded from using their scores to reflect incidences of cladding-related discomfort. The

student is confident that the vast majority of respondents recognised the survey’s wider purpose and

that their comfort scores – particularly for noise variables – reflect the building’s overall performance.

Adrian Leaman of Building Use Studies conducted the first BUS survey in 2006. The second BUS

occupant survey was carried out by consulting firm Arup in July 2010 two years after occupation. All

original survey coding forms were made available enabling them to be analysed, checked for accuracy

of data input, and cleansed where necessary. Although response rates for the 2007 and 2010 surveys

were not monitored floor by floor, both surveys were calculated to deliver response rates above 60%

based on seating plans. For the 2010 survey, the sample of 158 against the maximum possible staff of

280 gives a minimum response rate of 56%. The response rate may have been higher as Arup had

calculated that the building’s utilisation in 2010 averaged around 75%. In 2016, survey rates were

monitored per floor. In total 217 forms were completed. Calculated at 70% utilisation, all floors had

response rates above 80%, except for Level 0 which was 76.5%. These response rates are, however,

considered conservative. While actual occupant numbers cannot be determined, only a few survey

forms were returned not completed. The absolute minimum response rate would be 61% had all the

building’s 356 seats been occupied on the day of the survey. However, this is considered unlikely.

6.4.3 Context nest data

Figure 160 shows the context nest for QE2CE for 2016. The building was extensively remodelled in

2007. While the building’s orientation, external dimensions, massing and service core zones remained

the same, most other morphological features such as glazing ratios, floor to ceiling heights and HVAC

systems were changed. For the context nest, however, the shaded boxes only denote values that have

changed – or which may exceed best practice levels – in the remodelled building since 2010. 

The gender balance in the context nest is based on BUS survey responses. There has been no change

since 2010. The age profile has only changed marginally (2016 BUS data separated ages into three

categories). Analysis of self-reported working hours at desk and on screen shows little change

between 2006 and 2016 occupant surveys. In 2006, staff reported spending 7.5 hours in the building

and 6.3 hours working on computers. In 2016 this had risen to 7.8 hours and 7.0 hours respectively.   

The context nest highlights the change in the electrical lighting system, from downlighters recessed
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Figure 160: The context nest for QE2CE. Cells with factors that have changed since 2010 are highlighted, with the exception

of the floor to ceiling height which changed in 2010. 

into a conventional suspended ceiling to suspended downlights, plus an uplit component to model

the exposed concrete soffit. In 2010, occupants had access to hand-held controllers by which they

could switch and dim lights above their desks. Owing to more agile working and fewer fixed desks,

the facilities strategy changed to central control of lighting and therefore the personal controllers

were taken away. However, some occupants managed to retain their controllers illicitly. Local control

of the automated windows was also centralised in Spring 2016, although occupants still have control

of the manual windows. It was reported that the facilities team actively police the use of manual

windows in spring and autumn when the heating is on.

6.4.4 Summary variable results

Figures 161-163 show the BUS summary charts for the three surveys carried out in 2006, 2010 and

2016. In 2006, the BUS survey revealed that the original building was very poorly perceived by users

(ranked near the bottom of the BUS benchmark dataset). All summary scores were considerably

lower than the scale midpoints. It was judged to be uncomfortable both in summer and winter, with

poor control over heating. There was too much artificial light, not enough natural light, and it was too

noisy. There was high dissatisfaction overall. Occupants’ perceived productivity was also low. 

The second BUS occupant survey two years after occupation (July 2010) revealed that the occupants

had a strongly improved perception of comfort conditions in the refurbished building. At the time this

was regarded as a good result for a building that had retained many shortcomings of its existing

structure: dimensions, orientation, vertical circulation, and window positions. The performance had
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Figure 161: The BUS

summary variables chart for

the 2006 (pre-refurbishment)

survey. Colour-coding and

benchmark references are

shown for consistency with

previously published BUS

summary charts and to aid

future researchers. The

benchmark references play

no role in the research

process.  

Figure 162: The BUS

summary variables chart for

the July 2010 survey, two

years after completion of the

refurbishment and one year

after the completion of fit-

out works. The building was

performing on or better than

scale midpoint and the

prevailing benchmarks, some

of which had improved in the

intervening period due to the

use of BUS on a larger

number of newer buildings.  

Figure 163: The BUS

summary variables chart for

the 2016 survey. The building

has declined in its seasonal

performance in the

perception of the building

occupants. The comfort

signature broadly matches

the 2010 summary results

with the exception of the

seasonal variables.
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Comfort variable

QE2CE 2006 QE2CE 2010
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved

Declined
�

Link to
context

evidence1Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

65 3.11 1.50 140 4.03 3.03 0.0003 Y � Y

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 65 2.72 1.17 129 4.06 2.38 <0.0001 Y � Y

Winter
temperature

71 3.37 2.43 142 4.15 3.17 0.0020 Y � Y

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 68 4.79 1.89 138 4.59 2.07 0.3494 �

Conditions in
winter

71 2.92 1.60 147 4.05 3.00 <0.0001 Y � Y

Conditions in
summer

64 2.88 1.25 144 3.87 2.80 <0.0001 Y � Y

Natural light3 73 3.03 2.11 154 3.86 1.45 <0.0001 Y � Y

Natural glare4 73 3.89 3.35 151 3.40 2.56 0.0426 Y �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 74 3.50 1.84 158 6.37 0.83 <0.0001 Y �

Meeting rooms 74 2.32 1.59 154 4.44 2.43 <0.0001 Y �
Storage 73 3.40 2.27 156 3.72 3.18 0.2078

Space
effectiveness

72 4.43 1.40 154 4.75 2.24 0.0503 Y � Y

Toilets - - - - - -

Density
(perceived)5 - - - - - -

Noise colleagues4 74 4.43 1.53 153 4.33 1.31 0.7366 =

Noise people4 72 4.46 1.01 153 4.62 1.52 0.2025 �
Noise overall 74 3.50 1.90 152 4.16 2.84 0.0064 Y �

Electric lighting3 74 4.68 1.07 153 4.52 1.43 0.2461 =

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 72 1.64 0.96 155 1.70 1.49 <0.0001 Y �
Cooling 73 2.42 1.97 154 2.01 1.79 0.0225 Y �
Ventilation 73 3.12 2.36 155 2.69 2.54 0.0368 Y � Y

Lighting 72 2.64 2.03 155 1.60 1.34 0.0375 Y �

Noise 73 1.75 1.07 154 1.53 0.90 0.0750 �

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 74 3.47 2.09 154 5.31 1.82 <0.0001 Y � Y

Comfort overall 73 3.04 1.43 156 4.56 2.34 <0.0001 Y � Y

Health
(perceived)

73 3.04 1.23 150 3.88 1.05 <0.0001 Y �

Productivity
(perceived)

71 3.69 0.70 143 4.88 1.53 <0.0001 Y �

Notes 1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 43: Tests for statistical differences between the 2006 and 2010 BUS surveys of the QE2CE building, with mean scores,

sample sizes, and variance in the scoring for each population sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or

decline in mean scores relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.
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risen to around the scale midpoints and nearer to prevailing BUS benchmarks. The 2006 comfort

signature in the summary comfort variables, evident in the previous case studies, was not evident in

the post-refurbishment survey BUS results. This suggests that the occupants perceived the

refurbished building to be very different from the original. 

The student carried out a third BUS survey in October 2016. The results are regarded as a measure of

the building’s longer-term performance since its retrofit and subsequent office re-organisations, the

most recent office moves being carried out in 2014. The survey found that occupants’ perceptions of

temperature and air conditions in winter and summer had declined since 2011, almost to pre-

refurbishment levels (Figure 163). However, it is evident that the summary comfort scores in 2016

have strong symmetry with the results of the 2010 survey, notably for ‘noise overall’, ‘lighting overall’,

‘design’, ‘image to visitors’, ‘perceived health’ and ‘perceived productivity’. Hence the building’s

comfort signature in 2016 relates to its 2010 morphology but not to that of 2006. 

6.4.5 Longitudinal survey results

Table 43 shows the statistical comparison of the full 2010 survey results with occupant survey

responses in 2006. Statistical differences between the sample distributions are presented using the

two-tailed t-test results from the Mann-Whitney U-test. Note that sample means are shown with

variance. Statistical differences are shown by coloured arrows. Associations with contextual evidence

are indicated. The vast majority of seasonal variables studied using the BUS questionnaire show

statistical improvements following the building’s deep refurbishment. As functionality issues in the

pre-refurbished building were not known by the researcher – the lighting systems, cleaning regime,

and meeting room provision for example – not all improvements can be linked reliably to contextual

evidence. However, the success of the advanced natural ventilation strategy in the refurbishment

shows clearly in the statistical improvements in the seasonal factors measured in 2010. The lower

scores for control over cooling, ventilation and lighting may not be declines (as indicated by red

arrows), but simply a reflection of the change from cellular offices in 2006 to 69% open-plan in the

refurbishment with the concomitant loss of local environmental control. Although there are some

openable windows, the mechanical ventilation is automated. There are no light switches. Occupants

were given hand-held infrared remote controllers to dim and switch the light fittings, which were also

capable of being controlled automatically by the central controls system. 

Table 44 shows the statistical comparison of the BUS distributions from 2010 with those from 2016. It

can be seen that the improved performance in seasonal factors seen in 2010 has reversed six years

after the second BUS survey. The declines between the sample distributions are mostly at 99% levels

of statistical difference for many variables. Only satisfaction with levels of natural light have been

sustained. Satisfaction with air conditions in winter has fallen, albeit not statistically. Satisfaction with

glare from sun and sky has also changed statistically. However, as mean scores in 2016 are close to

the scale midpoint, the statistical changes do not necessarily imply discomfort, merely a change in

perception towards more glare relative to 2010. Nonetheless, a statistical change at a 99% level of

significance should be explainable by changes in context. At the whole building level shown in the

context nest (Figure 160) there is no evidence to immediately explain the statistical change in

perceptions of natural glare.
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C
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Comfort variable

QE2CE 2010 QE2CE 2016
Two-tailed 
U-Test for
statistical
difference 
r = <0.05 S

ig
n

ifi
ca

n
t

Statistical
change1

�
Improved

Declined
�

Link to
context

evidence
Sample

(n) 
Mean
score

Sample
variance

Sample
(n) 

Mean
score

Sample
variance

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer
temperature

140 4.03 3.03 198 3.06 3.25 <0.0001 Y �

Summer 
too hot/too cold2 129 4.06 2.38 193 2.59 1.99 <0.0001 Y �

Winter
temperature

142 4.15 3.17 200 3.52 2.58 0.0011 Y �

Winter 
too hot/too cold2 138 4.59 2.07 196 5.23 1.67 <0.0001 Y �

Conditions in
winter

147 4.05 3.00 197 3.76 2.36 0.1059 �
Conditions in
summer

144 3.87 2.80 200 3.36 2.86 0.0010 Y �

Natural light3 154 3.86 1.45 215 3.77 1.51 0.6071 =

Natural glare4 151 3.40 2.56 213 4.11 2.07 <0.0001 Y �

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Cleaning 158 6.37 0.83 213 5.35 2.29 <0.0001 Y �

Meeting rooms 154 4.44 2.43 200 4.80 2.36 0.0269 Y �
Storage 156 3.72 3.18 216 4.82 2.42 <0.0001 Y � Y

Space
effectiveness

154 4.75 2.24 213 5.09 1.82 0.0466 Y � Y

Toilets - - - 216 4.75 2.22 -

Density
(perceived)5 - - - 205 4.86 1.38 - Y

Noise colleagues4 153 4.33 1.31 213 4.59 1.15 0.1397 �
Noise people4 153 4.62 1.52 209 4.45 1.26 0.0747 �

Noise overall 152 4.16 2.84 217 3.96 2.49 0.3386 �
Electric lighting2 153 4.52 1.43 213 4.53 1.24 0.7236 =

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l

Heating 155 1.70 1.49 208 1.65 1.27 0.7409 =

Cooling 154 2.01 1.79 206 1.78 1.41 0.0836 �
Ventilation 155 2.69 2.54 206 2.29 2.08 0.0166 Y � Y

Lighting 155 1.60 1.34 207 1.65 1.18 0.6015 =

Noise 154 1.53 0.90 207 1.63 1.19 0.6177 =

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met 154 5.31 1.82 217 5.07 1.95 0.1295 �
Comfort overall 156 4.56 2.34 215 4.62 1.77 0.8357 =

Health
(perceived)

150 3.88 1.05 214 3.72 1.39 0.1851 �
Productivity
(perceived)

143 4.88 1.53 201 4.72 2.27 0.4528 �
Notes 1 Coloured arrows denote a statistical change at p 0.05 showing whether perceptions of a satisfaction variable have improved or declined longitudinally. Black arrows denote

the movement of a variable that may be insightful even if a movement is not statistically different. Readers should always note the scale labels.

2 Scale labels are 1: Too hot, 7: Too cold

3 Scale labels are 1: Too little, 7: Too much

4 Scale labels are 1: None, 7: Too much

5 Scale labels are 1: Too few, 7: Too many (4: About right)

Table 44: Tests for statistical differences between the 2010 and 2016 BUS surveys of the QE2CE building, with mean scores,

sample sizes, and variance in the scoring for each population sample population. Note that labelling for an improvement or

decline in mean scores relates to each comfort variable’s associated scale labels, which differ from variable to variable.
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In contrast with the scores for seasonal variables, satisfaction with functional variables has either

improved statistically or remained broadly similar to 2010. The results demonstrate that occupants in

QE2CE are prepared to discriminate between functional variables that are acceptable or good from

the seasonal variables that are a cause of discomfort. Coincidentally with other buildings in the

research cohort, satisfaction with cleaning has fallen statistically from a very high mean score to a

purely good score. The reason is unknown, but may be due to the cleaning in 2010 being regarded as

a vast improvement on perceptions of cleaning conditions in 2006, but at levels of satisfaction that

possibly could not be sustained. However, evidence from the comments analysis indicates that

occupants using hot desks have hygiene concerns about using shared keyboards and other office

equipment. This may have motivated hot-desk users to give lower scores for cleaning. 

The sample distributions for the noise variables show little change in perceptions. This may be

considered unusual, as the 2016 survey was carried out in the wake of major engineering work on the

building involving the replacement of cladding on the north-west elevation. Other consequences of

the building work – dust and unintended water leaks – might also have been expected to show in

other comfort scores, but the sample distributions suggest that the occupants have understood and

tolerated the problems and not used the 2016 survey as a fulcrum with which to express their

dissatisfaction. Statistical tests for window and non-window populations in both 2010 and 2016 were

carried out to determine whether there were differences in satisfaction based on window proximity,

particularly with external noise in mind. 

The 2016 survey of QE2CE included the new questions on perceived occupant density and

satisfaction with toilet provision. While the response distributions cannot be analysed longitudinally,

they can be linked to the 2016 building context, and potentially to explain some of the other changes

in comfort perceptions over 2010. As can be seen, the QE2CE occupants rate density towards the ‘too

many’ end of the 7-point scale, with a mean score of 4.86. The BCO categories of workplace density,

population density and effective density (utilisation) were calculated for each of the survey years

using seating plans, scaled drawings, and information from the facilities managers. The occupant

density calculations were complicated by differences between the number of workstations known to

be available at the time of each survey, the quoted employee numbers, and variations in utilisation at

the time of the surveys and between departments and floors (Table 45). Both the 2006 and 2010 data

are regarded as best obtainable rather than definitive. The calculations for 2006 were based on

seating plans of the old building. It is not known whether they were accurate. Actual office areas are

also not known. In 2010, the seating plan for the refurbishment shows 187 seats. However, the

population at occupation was reported to be between 270-280 staff. There was similar uncertainty in 

2016: although the latest seating plan for 2014 indicated 273 seats, a desk count after the BUS survey

identified 356 seats (including hot desks). The facilities team, however, reported that 436 occupants

used the building. The difference of 80 people between actual workstations and quoted staff

numbers could neither be reconciled nor explained.

Office areas in 2016 were measured from drawings, inclusive of circulation, break-out spaces and hot

desks, but net of meeting rooms, printer hubs and core areas (e.g. toilets). Drawings were calibrated

to laser measurements (Leica Disto D3) conducted on site. The resulting take-offs are considered

accurate to within 5 m2. The three BCO definitions of density – workplace, population, and effective

density – were then calculated to take into account the variations between workstations and
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employee numbers. Based on the data in Table 45, Figure 164 shows the resulting trends in

population density over time for each floor. The BCO guidance of 8 m2 per person threshold is shown

for comparison. Also shown is an error bar showing the range of possible floor densities from 70%

utilisation of the available seating to the full 436 staff complement in attendance. Although actual

occupation densities are likely to span a range over any given working period, it is clear that densities

are, for the most part, far higher than the BCO’s guidance of one person/8 m2, and had grown to very

high densities by 2016. 

Occupancy details 2006

Floor levels

(reverse

order)

Area m2

Desk
layout
2006

Utilisation
at 70%

Density m2  per person (design)

TFA m2 Office
m2

Workstations (desks)
Populationa Effective

(at 70%)
TFA m2 Measured m2

Level 3 743 N/A 42 29 17.6 N/A N/A N/A

Level 2 743 N/A 81 57 9.2 N/A 9.2 13.1

Level 1 743 N/A 81 57 9.2 N/A 9.2 13.1

Level 0 743 N/A 53 37 14.0 N/A 14.0 20.0

Totals - N/A 257 180 - - - -

Occupancy details 2010

Floor levels

(reverse

order)

Area m2

Desk
layout
2010

Pro-rata

increase on

desk layout

based on

move-in

numbers

Density m2  per person 2010

TFA m2 Office
m2

Workstations (desks)c

Populationd Effective
(at 70%)e

TFA m2 Measured m2

Level 3 355b 330 30 45 8.5 7.9 7.2 10.3

Level 2 743 610 50 75 9.2 7.5 6.9 9.9

Level 1 743 585 57 85 9.2 7.2 6.6 9.5

Level 0 743 495 50 75 14.9 9.9 9.1 13.0

Totals 2584 2020 187 279b - 8.1 average - -

Occupancy details 2016

Floor levels

(reverse

order)

Area m2

Desk
layout
2014

Quoted
staff incl.

hot desksg

At 70%
utilisation

Density m2 per person 2016f

TFA m2 Office
m2

Workplace (desks) Population
Effective

(at 70%)h

TFA m2 Office m2 Seats Staff

Level 3 355c 330 36 54 38 9.9 9.2 6.1 5.0 7.1

Level 2 743 610 84 109 76 8.8 7.3 5.6 4.6 6.5

Level 1 743 585 82 109 76 9.1 7.1 5.4 4.4 6.3

Level 0 743 495 71 84 59 10.5 7.0 5.9 4.8 6.9

Totals 2584 2020 273 356 249 - - - - -

Notes and assumptions
a Presumed population density is based on quoted staff numbers.
b The top floor of QE2CE was cut back in the refurbishment. The actual floor area in 2006 is thought to have been identical to lower floors.
c Desk layouts showed 187 seats were available. 270-280 was quoted as final staff numbers for 2010. Occupancy by floor derived pro-rata using quoted staff,

assuming an even distribution across all floors.
d Population density was calculated by dividing workplace density based on quoted staff numbers (higher than desks, both quoted and counted).
e Effective density was calculated by dividing population density (356 quoted staff) at 70% utilisation (i.e. 7.4 m2/0.7).
f Based on a departmental re-shuffle in February 2014.
g The staff complement quoted by facilities management was 436 for 356 desks.
h Effective density was calculated by dividing population density (436 quoted staff) at 70% utilisation (i.e. 5.0 m2/0.7).

Table 45: Occupancy density calculations for QE2CE prevailing at the times of the occupant surveys. Some data are 

approximate for reasons provided in the accompanying notes.
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Seating density is shown for comparison, although staff density may be much higher at times (Table

45 footnote h). Figure 164 also shows densities assuming full utilisation for the staff complement

reported by the facilities team, although there are not enough workstations to accommodate that

number. While the calculated densities reinforce occupants’ perceptions of slightly ‘too many people’,

it may also be that there are not enough desks to go round, i.e. a shortage of desks may be equivalent

to perceptions of too many people. Occupant comments to the density issues in this respect are

examined in the comments analysis. It is not possible to link the density perceptions categorically to

other variables, but it may play a part in the decline in satisfaction with noise on level 3. The possible

relationships are examined in Section 7.

The context nest in Figure 160 reflects the whole building average of persons per toilet and males per

urinal in 2016. The data show allocation at 70% staff utilisation (assuming a symmetrical reduction in

gender balance) with the calculated gender numbers in parentheses. While WC provision remains

within the design allowance given in BS 6465-1: 2006 (BSI, 2006), the floors were short by one urinal

for the number of males at the time of the 2016 survey. All floors are equipped with two disabled

toilets, one in each core. This provides some redundancy in toilet provision at peak times. The

numerical score in the 2016 survey (a mean of 4.75) indicates general satisfaction with toilet

provision.

Analysis of the self-reported workgroup sizes indicates a considerable change in perceptions since

2010. The 2016 workgroup percentages are shown in pie charts floor-by-floor compared with the

responses data from 2010 (Figures 165a-h). Perceptions of control over environment show no

statistical difference to 2010 with the exception of control over ventilation. The cause for the fall in

perceived control over ventilation in not evident in the context nest. However, on the day of the

survey some respondents volunteered criticism of the policy whereby occupants are dissuaded or

even stopped by the facilities team from opening windows.  

Figure 164: Trends in occupant density at QE2CE based on best-obtainable estimates. The data for 2010 are uncertain, as

the staff complement of 270-280 people is higher than the 2010 seating allocation. The Excel error bar for 2016 takes into

account the range of possible densities, from 70% utilisation at an average density of one person/6.7 m2 to full staff

utilisation (436 staff) at a maximum of one person/4.4 m2 . The 2016 graphed data are based on actual seating arrangements.

Quoted staff m2

5.0

4.6

4.4

4.8
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The outcome variables for 2016 in Table 44 indicate that, despite the statistical falls in 2016,

respondents reported no statistical differences with perceived health, comfort and productivity

compared with 2010. However, while respondents perceive that the building meets their needs and

that overall comfort is acceptable, perceptions of health are below the scale midpoint. The relatively

poor outcome score for perceived health promoted a check of scores by floor level. The check found

that perceived health on Level 3 was scored relatively lowly (Figure 166). To check whether

discomfort was more prevalent on certain floors, the 2010 and 2016 response sample distributions

were compared floor-by-floor (Table 46).

6.4.6 Longitudinal analysis by floor

Statistical differences using the non-parametric t-test in the Mann Whitney U-test at � 0.05 are

shown in Table 46 for the seasonal, functional and outcome variables in the same order as the

longitudinal tables. The table displays maximum responses from each floor in each survey year,

alongside the gender balances. The gender balance has shifted mostly towards more women, but not

to a degree that is likely to have affected the scoring except possibly for Level 0 (the ground floor).

Control variables are omitted as none displayed statistical differences on a floor-by-floor basis. 

Overall, dissatisfaction with conditions appears to increase with floor level. As can be seen, Level 3

(the top floor) shows the greatest change in comfort perceptions compared with 2010, with most

seasonal variables showing large longitudinal falls in scores and particularly extreme low scores for

summer temperature and air conditions. Satisfaction with storage is perceived to have improved

statistically on all floors. This is likely to be a response to the reorganisation in 2014 that led to more

lockers and cabinets. Satisfaction with cleaning has declined statistically on all floors, but only from an

Right, Figure 166: The scores for perceived health show

differences between perceptions on the ground floor

Level 0 and that of Level 3, which is perceived to be

relatively less healthy. The difference broadly prevails in

the comparison of Level 3 to the other floors.
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extremely high level of satisfaction expressed in 2010. Perceptions of health only declined statistically

on Level 3, but the mean score on all levels is below scale midpoint.  

Most of the problems seem to be related to temperature and air conditions rather than to

functionality: the dissatisfaction does not seem to link to occupant density as scores for space

effectiveness and other functionality variables are at satisfactory levels. Furthermore, occupants’

perceptions of the outcome variables of ‘needs met’, ‘overall comfort’ and ‘perceived productivity’

have mostly not declined statistically. The sample distributions for these outcome variables usually

generated satisfactory mean scores, and often with low variance.  A check was made to determine

whether the fall in satisfaction scores for thermal and air quality conditions is linked to window

proximity. Statistical checks were run to determine differences between survey respondents in window

and non-window locations on all floors. Tests were carried out within each survey year and between

survey years.

No statistical differences were found with the exception of more natural sources of glare in 2010 in

window seats and too much electric light. However, these differences were not found by

window/non-window locations in the 2016 survey. Similarly, there were few statistical differences in

numerical scores at � 0.05 between window and non-window seats between 2010 and 2016, with

the exception of a perception of more glare from natural light in 2016 in non-window positions.

However, the mean score for natural glare had only risen to the scale midpoint and was therefore was

not indicative of any problems. A statistical change in perception of more external noise was found in

2016 compared with 2010, at � 0.0004. This is thought likely to be related to the noise disturbance

generated by the cladding works. No other source is thought likely.

In the absence of a clear association between the contextual variables (other than density) captured

in the context nest and the decline in satisfaction in QE2CE in 2016, analysis was made of the free-

text comments to determine whether the evidence lay outside the confines of the BUS survey scales

and the criteria captured in the context nests. 

6.4.7 Free-text comments analysis

Free-text comments were obtained from all three BUS surveys. Using the analytical method described

in Section 3.5.5, all negative and balanced (critical) comments were graphed as percentages of total

responses. As is typical with occupant surveys, the vast majority of free-text observations tend to be

critical. Positive comments tend to be in the low single figures. 

Figures 167 to 169 show the distribution of comments for 2006, 2010 and 2016. The 2006 survey was

conducted before the building was stripped back to its shell and core and extensively remodelled. The

comments therefore have limited value for a longitudinal assessment of occupant satisfaction. Suffice

to say that many of the building’s morphological and functional limitations were resolved in the

retrofit as a direct consequence of the occupant feedback. Also note that questions on toilets and

occupant density were only included in the 2016 survey. They are included as blank items in the

earlier charts to avoid visual confusion between charts. The charts show that most comments

(negative and balanced) in 2006 were aimed at the lack of meeting rooms and problems with
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Figure 167:

Percentages of

negative and

negative plus

balanced comments

from the QE2CE BUS

survey in 2006.

Figure 168:

Percentages of

negative and

negative plus

balanced comments

from the QE2CE BUS

survey in 2010.

Figure 169:

Percentages of

negative and

negative plus

balanced comments

from the QE2CE BUS

survey in 2016.
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occupants’ needs being met. By 2010 problems with meeting rooms had receded, although critical

comments had increased for noise and a greater percentage of comments were critical about storage.

It is known from supplied floor plans that a workplace re-organisation in 2014 had focused on

improving office storage facilities. The success of the strategy is evident in the numerical scoring and

the reduction in critical comments on storage in the 2016 survey. The effectiveness of the facilities

management was not included in the 2006 survey, but in 2010 around 50% of the 158 respondents to

the BUS survey made critical or negative comments. In 2016 the comments percentages had

decreased, while negative comments on noise conditions and satisfaction with toilets had become

highest common topics for respondent comment. Despite the satisfaction with noise overall in 2016,

evidenced by the neutral mean score in Table 44, survey respondents reported slightly too much

noise from colleagues and people. Most other BUS questions equipped with a comments box showed

no strong bias towards negative comments, including the outcome variables of ‘needs met’,

‘perceived productivity’, ‘perceived health’ and ‘comfort overall’. 

The evidence in Table 46 indicates that the greatest decrease in satisfaction is being experienced on

the top floor (Level 3). An analysis of the comments breakdown for Level 3 in 2016 shows that

occupants on Level 3 generate a relatively high amount of negative and balanced comments as a

percentage of survey respondents (Figure 170). This feedback is commensurate with other statistical

differences in numerical scores compared with 2010 for Level 3 shown in Table 46. Around 80% of the

45 respondents were motivated to make negative or balanced comments for the comfort, health and

productivity variables, compared with around 25% for level 2 (albeit with the exception of comments

for ‘noise overall’ and a high number of negative comments for toilet provision). 

An analysis of the most repeated words and phrases was conducted using the on-line Wordle service

(www.wordle.net). The web tool enables a rapid word-count within a batch of comments in order to

identify the incidence of keywords and their synonyms, plus repeated compound phrases (i.e. “not

enough”, or “too cold”). The analysis was run for the 2010 and 2016 overall samples (Tables 47 and

48). Note the most common words and phrases highlighted are a small sample of the overall number

Figure 170:

Percentages of

negative and

negative plus

balanced comments

on Level 3 from the

QE2CE BUS survey in

2016.
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of negative and balanced comments. The most oft-used words and phrases nonetheless characterise

the main issues identified by survey respondents.

It can be seen from the comments analysis that most of the negative (and balanced) comments relate

to temperature and air condition variables – the factors that are not equipped with a free-text box in

the BUS survey. Respondents on all floors complained of extreme temperatures and stuffy conditions.

The control mechanisms available to them in the form of motorised and manual windows were

themselves considered dysfunctional and/or set up to operate in a manner that caused thermal

discomfort. Some respondents complained that the facilities team either forbade them to open

windows or to close windows that they had opened. The extent to which the seasonal temperature

perceptions have changed since the 2010 survey is demonstrated in Figures 171 and 172. As can be

seen, the bias in the sample distribution towards the extreme ends of the comfort scale is more

evident with perceptions of conditions in summer. The distribution characteristics shown underpin

the 2010/2016 statistical analysis in Table 44, page 254.

Storage (21%) Comfort overall (18%) Noise overall (13%) Meeting rooms (12%)

Most common

term

Files, filing [lever, arch;

cabinets; stacked on

cabinets]

Automatic windows [too

many open; open/close at

wrong times/open

unnecessarily; too noisy;

ineffective; close when hot]

People [noisy; distracting;

colleagues; conversations;

loud meetings; phones]

Not enough [too few;

insufficient]

Second common

term 

Cabinet(s) [Not enough;

not suitable for large

files; not enough]

Too cold/very cold

[windows; always; draughty;

too variable]

Windows [Noisy; loud;

distracting] 

Difficult to book [block

booked]

Third common

term

Not enough [storage;

cabinets; personal

storage]

Temperature [too cold; too

hot; variable;

uncomfortable]

Open-plan [office; noise

travels; meetings at desks;

colleagues]

Work/working [e.g. lights go

out while working (at night)]

Table 47: The comment word count for the four topics with the highest percentage of negative responses and most used

phrases, QE2CE 2010 (158 responses).

Toilets (21%) Noise overall (20%) Perceived health (17%) Comfort overall (16%)

Most common

term

Clean/cleaned [not

always or adequately

clean; being cleaned

when needed]

Building work/works

[outside; maintenance;

builders too

loud/disruptive; works

prolonged]

Cold [temperature; air] Too hot/cold [summer

/winter; temperature;

extreme; stuffy; summer

worst/unbearable; windows

open in winter]

Second common

term 

Broken [out of

action/order; taps/

seats/holders broken;

long time to fix/repair]

Office [noisy; telephones;

open-plan; bad acoustics;

too many people]

Colds and flu [large office;

bugs/germs spread easily;

hot desks spread flu]

Windows [automatic; do not

work properly; small

openings; not allowed to open

manual windows/override

auto windows; poor air

circulation]

Third common

term

Not enough [for

number of users/per

floor; numbers too low;

too many staff; not

enough female toilets]

People [too many;

colleagues talking; 

office too small/too many

people; people walking

through; meetings]

Desks/hot desks [germs

from hot desks; unclean

desks; dirty keyboards]

Work/working [e.g. lights go

out while working (at night)]

Table 48: The comment word count for the four topics with the highest percentage of negative and balanced responses and

most used phrases, QE2CE 2016 (216 responses).
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The storage issues raised in 2010 had been resolved by the 2016 survey, commensurate with the

reorganisation in 2014 that had improved storage for bulky lever-arch files and similar. Conversely,

the percentage of negative comments on noise had increased, largely due to noise generated by

extensive and lengthy remedial work on the cladding. This discomfort did not appear in the numerical

scores, suggesting that respondents were willing and able to discriminate between noise that was

linked to the building and its typical operational characteristics, and noise disturbance that was

independent of normal operation and also comparatively transient. Otherwise, noise complaints

centred on distracting noise from telephones and colleagues, and other people moving noisily

through the office space, particularly to and from meeting rooms. A few comments were passed

about poor acoustics and overcrowding at peak times. However, as with the outcome variables, the

noise variables do not display statistical shifts between 2010 and 2016, with the exception of a fall in

noise satisfaction on the top floor.  Negative comments on perceived health often contained concerns

Figure 171: The response

distributions for summer

temperature at QE2CE in

2010 and 2016 by floor. The

response distributions show

the spread of data from 5th

to 95th percentiles. Mean

values are shown as

diamonds, median values as

notches in the box plots,

and outliers as dots. 

Figure 172: The response

distributions for winter

temperature at QE2CE in

2010 and 2016 by floor. The

response distributions show

the spread of data from 5th

to 95th percentiles. Mean

values are shown as

diamonds, median values as

notches in the box plots,

and outliers as dots. 
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about using shared keyboards and other office equipment that may help spread germs. This

perception may have motivated the lower scores for cleaning.  

Although the outcome variables of ‘needs met’, ‘perceived productivity’, ‘perceived health’, and

‘comfort overall’ have not changed statistically since 2010, the quantitative statistics do not provide

total insight, particularly issues not covered directly by the BUS questionnaire. For example, it

became clear from analysis of the free text comments that the lack of microwaves in the on-floor

kitchens was a common cause of complaint. The microwaves are banned to avoid risk of cooking

smells permeating throughout the workplace. However, staff found that they faced long walks to the

cafeteria on the ground floor, a perceived inconvenience in terms of time, distance and cost. While

the microwave problem is not though to have affected respondents’ functionality scores (which show

no decline over 2010) it may be a source of tension between the occupants and the facilities

management strategy, which has also found form in frustration with the window management policy,

especially on Level 3. This may be an insightful finding. Despite the widespread complaints, occupants

have only scored variables statistically different to 2010 where there are specific areas of

dissatisfaction. Hence seasonal mean scores have declined whereas most other variables are

statistically identical. The value of this outcome is discussed below.

6.4.8 Discussion  

The QE2CE building reinforces findings from the other case-study buildings: the summary comfort

scores for the post-refurbished building in 2010 and 2016 suggest the existence of a comfort

signature distinctive of the refurbished building despite changes in personnel and higher overall

utilisation compared with the 2006 design assumptions and the use of the building in 2010. However,

the statistical symmetry of performance from the occupants’ perspective is largely confined to the

functional and morphological variables (i.e. storage, space use), with some improvement in mean

scores. By contrast the seasonal variables have fallen statistically to levels not dissimilar to the poor

performance found in the pre-refurbished building.

Perceived discomfort with the building’s thermal and indoor air conditions appear to increase with

Figure 173: Replacement of the external cladding was

reaching completion when the 2016 BUS survey was

conducted. 

Figure 174: Occupants’ perception of density is towards ‘too

many people’, which corroborates but does not match the actual

measured densities.
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storey height, with the top floor often returning the lowest comfort scores overall and lower,

statistically, compared with 2010. Non-statistical falls in comfort (i.e. above the arbitrary � 0.05

threshold) are also evident in the noise sub-variables of noise from people and colleagues, but this is

confined to Level 1. While satisfaction with ‘noise outside’ has fallen statistically compared with 2010

(at � 0.0004) the mean score of 4.52 in 2016 is a mild movement given the considerable noise

distraction cause by the works to replace the west elevation cladding (Figure 173). 

Occupation density, using the three methods of assessment recommended by the British Council for

Offices (BCO), has also been demonstrated to have risen above recommended levels on all floors to

high levels, albeit with variation based on utilisation and depending on whether the building’s

population is measured by desk positions (356) or staff numbers quoted by the facilities department

(436). However, there is little evidence in the survey scores to suggest that this is having a detrimental

effect on occupants’ perceptions of their overall comfort and perceived productivity. Perceptions of

slightly ‘too many’ people are consistent with actual measurements but do not match the measured

values precisely, indicating that latitude needs to be taken with both measured values and occupant

perceptions when coming to conclusions about how physical density compares with perceptions

(Figure 174). It may be that there are too few desks for the numbers that could conceivably use the

building at any one time, leading to perceptions of too many people as well as pressures to use hot

desks that then gives rise to health worries from using shared devices such as keyboards. That said,

occupants perceive themselves to be working in more amorphous workgroups, a finding consistent

with other case-study buildings where density has increased. It is not known whether this perception

is evidence of a deleterious change or merely reflects occupants’ appreciation of the realities.  

The results of the QE2CE case-study suggest an important lesson when conducting statistical tests on

survey response data. While it may be reasonable to propose an hypothesis that comfort and

productivity will fall as discomfort with thermal and indoor air quality increases, that hypothesis

alone does not justify the choice of a single-tailed t-test for statistical analysis of the difference

between two population samples. A conclusion specific to the QE2CE analysis is that a two-tailed t-

test should always be used for the avoidance of doubt, as perceptions may move in either direction.  It

may also be argued that single-tailed t-tests should only be used once relationships between a

building’s morphological features and various comfort and satisfaction variables have been more firmly

established.

267
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7.0 Analysis of longitudinal data

7.1 Limitations

The research project was conducted under known limitations, while others emerged during the

studies. Known limitations prior to the research were:

● A lack of comparability between the longitudinal case studies, with periods 

between occupant surveys ranging from 30 months to 21 years. Although each 

building was analysed separately, some buildings changed little between surveys 

while others changed considerably, leading to larger gaps in knowledge of context

● Limitations in the BUS questionnaire, specifically the lack of free-text facilities for 

the seasonal comfort variables

● Few buildings with more than two surveys. Functions using data from three BUS 

surveys could only be plotted for the Elizabeth Fry Building and QE2CE as three 

studies were carried out

● A lack of categorical data against which occupant perceptions could be compared, 

specifically design acoustic parameters and prevailing acoustic conditions

● A lack of freedom of choice for when later surveys could be carried out, leading to 

possible seasonal bias in the longitudinal comparison of occupant perceptions. 

Seasonal skew may be amplified by gender differences, particularly for winter 

comfort perceptions 

● Inconsistencies between surveys on matched-pairing between surveys, i.e. some 

surveys could have matched-pair scores while others might have none.

Limitations that emerged during the surveys included:

● Differences in data quality between surveys, particularly in data entry but also 

shortcomings in the level of detail behind survey data, such as incomplete records for

floor or departmental location, thereby preventing disaggregation and longitudinal 

comparisons of subsets (i.e. gender, window/non-window)

● Low data resolution from some BUS questions, such as for age categorisation and 

window seat location 

● Small samples overall for investigating trends for comfort between factors such as 

density and productivity. Small samples also prevented or weakened statistical 

comparisons by gender, by workgroups (e.g. open-plan versus cellular) and by 

window and non-window responses
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● A lack of population samples for office densities higher than one person/15 m2 (i.e. 

fewer people)

● An inability to account fully for certain morphological factors that may exert a 

strong influence on comfort perceptions, specifically effects of floor-to-ceiling heights

and height-to-depth ratios 

● A lack of accurate records for actual staff utilisation, leading to the use of a blanket 

assumption for all utilisation calculations (i.e. 70% applied universally)

● Lack of data on the contribution of agile working and hot-desk policies on 

occupant perceptions of comfort, density, and perceived health and productivity.

The longitudinal analysis also had to take into account a particular characteristic found in BUS

occupant surveys: respondents rarely declare unalloyed enjoyment with their building or immediate

work environment. However, the BUS survey does not aim to elicit occupants’ level of delight with

their workplace or aspects of it; any sense of delight is a matter for a respondent to volunteer.

Generally, it was found that respondents do not eulogise over things they expect to work well; they

appear to take good performance for granted. When factors like daylight and electric lighting are

working well, survey respondents will tend to score neutrally on the BUS 7-point semantic differential

scales, suggesting that the comfort factor – daylight for example – is working well in the background

and therefore not something that occupants think about unless it gets in the way (i.e. glare). The same

may be true of noise from colleagues: as long as it’s considered normal for the work environment,

respondents may be unable, or not motivated, to express an opinion. This characteristic causes issues

for statistical tests where a 7-point scale may act more like a 4-point scale. Satisfaction also reduces

the volume of free-text feedback, which then tends to be dominated by critical or negative

comments.

These proposed characteristics, if they are real, cause problems for conclusions based upon statistical

analyses, especially when a researcher has chosen to adhere to an arbitrary dichotomous threshold

for statistical significance like a 0.05 (95% confidence). This research opted to adopt the a 0.05

threshold (via the slightly tougher t-test within the Mann-Whitney non-parametric U-Test) purely in

order to achieve greater certainty of a relationship between shifts in comfort perceptions and

evidence of contextual changes. However, this adherence – motivated by strict observance of

statistical conventions expected of academic enquiry – may mask subtle or incipient movements in

comfort perceptions that may be important but which will consequently go unreported. 

Reporting of a statistical movement in variables up to a 0.2 (80% confidence) is considered to offer

extra insight into the longitudinal trends (data variance notwithstanding) without falling foul of

academic rigour. Note that the statistical analysis also used the two-tailed t-test for significance, as it

was believed that statistical associations could be causal in any direction. This inevitably reduced the

potential for reporting statistical movements between longitudinal comfort scores, but was also

thought to reduce the risk of spurious statistical associations. Where statistical movement was found,

it was more likely to be attributable to a contextual factor as captured in the context nests.
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7.2 Overview

As detailed in Section 3, the research project took a grounded approach to scientific enquiry: using

detailed case studies to understand the dynamics of occupant satisfaction in buildings over time. The

overall aim was to identify shifts in occupant perceptions of satisfaction that may be associated or

causally linked to changes in each building’s morphological and operational contexts. The research

design encompassed both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data gathering and analysis. The

early case studies were treated as pilots, with the initial outcomes used to inform improvements to

the research methodology (Figure 175). This section (‘abstraction and interpretation’ in Figure 175)

identifies the core themes – statistical and qualitative – that emerged from the case studies, and

attempts to account for patterns in the data that might lead to robust conclusions and

recommendations.

Table 1 page 14 gives details of all buildings studied in the research project. In total seven buildings

were studied longitudinally, six office-type buildings and one secondary school (with administrative

offices). The research involved analysing 16 separate occupant surveys, with eight surveys being

conducted within the doctoral research period. The shortest gap between surveys was two years and

the longest 21 years. The buildings varied in age from over 40 years to 12 years. Two buildings, the

Elizabeth Fry Building and the Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE) building were surveyed three

times. Survey response rates varied from 58% to 98%. In total the research involved 2307 respondents,

with an average of 144 respondents per survey (albeit skewed towards the five largest buildings).

The results analysis avoids over-generalising across the individual case-studies. The in-depth analysis

of the pilot studies in Section 4 the extended case studies in Section 6 revealed buildings with highly

individual physical and operational characteristics. Furthermore it is believed that categorising the

buildings by ventilation type (e.g. naturally ventilated or air-conditioned), by environmental

accreditation (i.e. BREEAM), or by sector (e.g. commercial or local authority) could lead to category

errors when attempting to generalise. In other words, what might be characteristic of one building

may not be evident in another for local morphological and operational differences, and any context-

specific exogenous influences such as space management policies. An alternative approach has

therefore been adopted: to analyse the dataset by theme, and to only group the buildings by the

degree to which they share those themes and, more importantly, evidence of shared outcomes in

terms of overall comfort, perceptions of needs met, and perceived health and productivity.

Figure 175: The stage of abstraction and interpretation for Section 7, modified after Ritchie et al (Ritchie, J., 2014). 
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7.3 Longitudinal comfort signatures

A primary finding from the longitudinal research was the emergence of what is termed a building’s

longitudinal comfort ‘signature’. The signature is postulated as the propensity for the mean scores of

the main BUS comfort variables to maintain a consistent arrangement and relationship over time that

is characteristic of each building, even with some longitudinal movement in the population samples

related to identifiable contextual drivers. The evidence was found in most case-study summary

comfort charts presented in Sections 4 and 6. Where a distinct longitudinal pattern could not be

found, for example in the pre and post-refurbishment sample scores for the Queen Elizabeth Court 2

East building (Table 43, page 252), the absence of a comfort signature could be explained by the

extensive alterations to the building’s morphology and major changes to its technical and operational

characteristics. However, it may also be said that while some comfort scores appear to remain

statistically identical between longitudinal studies (e.g. mean scores for winter and/or summer air

temperature), survey respondents did not appear to export their scores for one comfort variable,

such as temperature, onto a non-related variable, such as noise. Although a statistical movement in

one sample cannot, irrefutably, be detached from movement in another, especially where two

variables may – in some buildings and/or at some times – be associated (e.g. satisfaction with noise

and satisfaction with meeting rooms), the aggregated responses from a survey sample demonstrated

occupants’ disposition to separate the perceptions of comfort factors and to allocate their scores

independent of their levels of (dis)satisfaction with specific things. For this reason trend lines cannot

be drawn between datapoints in the summary charts as individual mean scores are not connected.

However, it has been found by some researchers that scores for some variables, such as perceived

productivity and comfort (categorised in this thesis as outcome variables) are dependent on

perceptions of other variables. The evidence for a relationship is analysed in Section 7.4.

The argument for comfort signatures specific to buildings is based on the following evidence:

● Statistical movement was found in some response samples but not in others, e.g. 

satisfaction with natural light may be the inverse of a score for satisfaction with glare 

(Section 6.3.10 Tenant A2), or satisfaction with noise overall may be strongly the 

inverse of satisfaction with all other variables (Section 6.2 Rivergreen)

● In the majority of case studies, a statistical movement in a comfort score could be 

explained by, or otherwise associated with, changes in building morphology or 

building operation as captured in the context nests (e.g. the increase in open-plan 

working and loss of window seats at the Elizabeth Fry Building, Section 4.4)

● Where the descriptive statistics in the context nests were either inconclusive, 

partial, or insufficient to explain a statistical change in occupant comfort or 

satisfaction perceptions, evidence was sought from the occupant free-text responses.

Some evidence (e.g. issues with toilet maintenance) was provided by comments that 

were not covered directly by the numerical scores and which offered an explanation 

for an otherwise unaccountable statistical change in perceived comfort.
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Despite such evidence, triangulation between numerical scoring, contextual evidence and the

respondents’ comments was not always able to explain all longitudinal movements in comfort

perceptions. Statistical movements in satisfaction with cleaning, for example, could not be linked to

the context nest data, and there was no way in which the quality of cleaning provision over time

could be measured or otherwise captured. In this respect, the occupants’ level of satisfaction with

cleaning became the only measure available. However, as the samples for cleaning usually showed no

decline below scale midpoint, it may be reasonable for the contextual evidence to be lacking or

hidden from the researcher, even when the shift in satisfaction was statistically significant (e.g.

Section 6.4 QE2CE). If this is the case, it suggests that there is a risk of placing excess reliance on

statistical differences at the expense of other evidence. The same is true of statistical movements that

nonetheless mostly moved at (or around) the neutral score on a 7-point BUS scale (e.g. ‘4’). 

The strongest evidence to support the patterns that may underlie an occupant satisfaction ‘signature’

particular to each building emerged from the longitudinal study of Tanfield House. Tanfield House

spanned the longest period between surveys (21 years) and had been radically remodelled internally.

The original single occupier had also been replaced by multiple tenancies. Despite these changes, the

longitudinal occupant satisfaction scores displayed a remarkable repeating pattern of scores. This

suggests that different cohorts of respondents rated, on average, their perception of comfort variables

in a pattern that was distinctive to the building. The evidence to support this was as follows: 

● The concatenated summary comfort samples for the 2016 survey (461 responses) 

statistically matched the whole-building samples from 1995 (119 responses) for those

comfort factors studied in both surveys. The exception were the distributions for 

perceived productivity (which was marked above scale midpoint in both surveys) 

● Statistical differences in variables such as satisfaction with electric lighting and the 

control of lighting and control of ventilation were explained by the replacement of 

the uplighting system by conventional fluorescent downlighters, and the change from

mixed-mode ventilation to full air-conditioning. In one tenant, the unsanctioned 

unlocking and opening of the sash windows explained the lack of statistical change 

for ‘control over ventilation’ for those in window seats 

● Disaggregation of the 2016 comfort scores by tenancy identified statistical 

differences compared with 1995 that could be explained by contextual factors, 

particularly differences in occupant density and lower satisfaction with daylighting 

where occupants no longer had access to daylight from atriums and other sources. 

● The comfort scores from tenancies located in new offices created from the 

building’s former third floor restaurant delivered statistically different scores 

compared with the responses from the original office floors in both 1995 and 2016. 

Statistical differences in seasonal comfort variables were also found between the third

floor south and north-facing tenancies, consistent with solar control characteristics.

The high levels of occupant comfort and satisfaction found in Tanfield House in 1995 confounded
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expectations at the time (Bordass, W., and Leaman A. 1995). It was judged surprising that a building

with extremely deep floor plates (up to 120 m), a densely-packed clerical workforce, few views of

outside, low levels of occupant control, and what was considered a token mixed-mode ventilation

system should deliver such high levels of occupant satisfaction. The unanticipated success of Tanfield

House in 1995 from the occupants’ perspective was stated to be due to the high quality of facilities

and maintenance support. However, the results of the 2016 survey suggest this conclusion was

mistaken. The evidence now suggests that facilities support – while important – is not the primary

reason for high levels of comfort in 1995 and 2016, and almost certainly not responsible for the

longitudinal consistency in the occupant comfort perceptions (Section 6.3.11). 

No other building in the research database provides such compelling evidence of a building-specific

comfort ‘signature’. The evidence from Tanfield House suggests to the researcher that occupants’

perceptions may largely be set within the first two years of occupation (assuming no major physical

changes within that period). The averaged comfort perceptions may therefore be a function of a

building’s fundamental morphological characteristics, with subsequent survey satisfaction scores

moving relative to the original scores depending on the nature and degree of any physical and

operational changes. Although this may be a statement of the obvious, the longitudinal study has

revealed the evidence to support the contention. One key piece of evidence is missing: occupants’

rating of Tanfield’s design was not polled in 1995. However, after 21 years and a refurbishment,

occupants in 2016 rated satisfaction with ‘building design overall’ with a mean score of 5.69 (Figure

176). It is suspected (but cannot be proved) that the distribution of scores for design may have been

similar in 1995. While satisfaction with design has not been used as a longitudinal measure in the

research project (considered, as it is, to be more related to a fixed point in time rather than a dynamic

measure), the distributions for satisfaction with design at Tanfield House are not dissimilar to the

scores for other buildings in the dataset with more obvious occupant comfort credentials, such as

narrow plan, extensive daylighting, and high levels of control over environmental systems such as

windows and lights. The consistent comfort perceptions of Tanfield House are also remarkable given

Left, Figure 176: The distribution of responses

from the Tanfield House survey in 2016 for

satisfaction with the building’s design. The

question was not posed in 1995, preventing

longitudinal comparison. 
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the limited role played by the atriums post-refurbishment, with respect to lost daylight and

ventilation and the loss of relaxation amenities originally provided at the base of each atrium. 

It may be significant that the major morphological changes at Tanfield House were largely external to

the tenanted areas. With the exception of changes to the lighting and ventilation systems, the office

areas are almost identical to those of 1995. Changes in comfort perceptions within the tenancies are

largely explained by known contextual changes (such as electric lighting control and loss of daylight)

as captured in the context nests. Despite the longitudinal statistical consistency in occupant

satisfaction at Tanfield House, it has not been possible to definitively pinpoint the independent

variables that account for the stable comfort signature. Occupant density may be a significant

variable, albeit not currently able to be analysed longitudinally. It is also considered possible that the

high and exposed coffered ceilings (4.25 m maximum) may play a pivotal role in occupants’ enduring

perceptions of comfort. The generous height-to-depth ratio may foster strong perceptions of

spaciousness, as well as helping to control radiant temperature, indoor air quality, and possibly

helping to maintain good acoustic conditions over a wide range of workplace densities.

7.4 Emergent themes

Table 49 contains the main outcomes from the longitudinal studies across the case-study dataset,

with statistical changes shown for each factor drawn from the longitudinal occupant perceptions. The

table is simplified to show the latest two surveys for buildings where three surveys were carried out

(Elizabeth Fry Building and QE2CE). Some factors, such as satisfaction with cleaning and storage

provision, are not included in this analysis, primarily because no dependent variables that related to

these factors were captured in the context nests. These factors are thought more related to each

occupier’s organisational strategies than they are to morphological or environmental characteristics.

The table illustrates a key finding from the research: that the range of statistical changes in occupant

satisfaction across the research dataset – a study of seven buildings involving 14 occupant surveys

spanning 21 years – is highly context-dependent. The table, a simplification of the individual building

longitudinal tables in Sections 4 and 6, highlights the inherent failings of (non-longitudinal) research

designs that concatenate data from a large number of buildings for the purposes of statistical

generalisation, for example when analysing the performance of so-called ‘green’ buildings against

what are deemed ‘conventional’ buildings (Leder, S., Newsham, G., Veitch, J. A., Mancini, S., and

Charles, K. E., 2015). A failure to account for contextual differences may lead to category errors that

will not be evident where data sources are shorn of contextual detail. It may – at least partially –

account for a lack of repeatability between different research studies and the variations found in their

research outcomes. Research designs that are not sensitive to context, or worse do not contain any

contextual detail at all, raise the risk of generating false and misleading generalisations, and thereby

lack all-important research robustness. 

The alternative, a case-study research methodology based on a high degree of contextual detail,

offers the opportunity to identify recurring themes that may provide the robustness lacking in the

results of large cohort occupant satisfaction studies. This detailed longitudinal research project – a

context nest approach allied to large population samples – has arguably provided rare evidence for a
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Performance variable

Longitudinal change in factors influencing occupant satisfaction

Overall finding 1Foots
Cray

Depot

Elizabeth
Fry

Building
Heelis QE2CE

Rivergreen
Centre

Tanfield
House

Pennywell
Academy

S
e

a
so

n
a

l

Summer

temperature
● � � � ● ●

EFB: Statistical decline 1998-2011, and
lower mean in 2015. Linked to open-
plan offices
Heelis: Improved but no contextual link

Summer air

conditions
● � � � ● ●

EFB: Statistical fall linked to shift to
open-plan offices

Winter

temperature
● � � � � ● ●

EFB: Fall in winter temperature
satisfaction unknown, but may be open-
plan compared to cellular (P 0.1190)
Heelis: Declined, but no contextual link
RGC: Drop is linked to heating problems
and low density

Winter air

conditions
● � � � ● ●

FCB: Poor ventilation sustained despite
retrofit. 
Heelis: Declined but no contextual link

Natural light � ●
EFB: Statistical fall linked to the shift to
open-plan offices

F
u

n
cti

o
n

a
l

Space use

effectiveness � � � N/A � PWA: Improvements linked to retrofit

Noise overall � � � �

RGC: Unsatisfactory at design occupancy
(2006), satisfactory at lower occupancy
level (2015)
PWA: Noise improvement linked to
retrofit changes

Electric

lighting � � � EFB: Statistical fall linked to shift to
open-plan offices

Occupant

density (not

longitudinal)
● ● ● ● ●

EFB: Perception of high density linked to
shift to open-plan
Heelis: High density perceptions linked
to high workgroup density
QE2CE: High density perceptions linked
to high workgroup density
RGC: Better density scores linked to low
spatial density

Workgroup

size
Larger Larger Larger Smaller Larger N/A

Larger workgroups associated with
higher density

U
se

r 
co

n
tr

o
l Control over

heating,

cooling,

ventilation,

lighting and

noise 

� � � � �

EFB: Falls in control linked to open-plan
and loss of window seats (ventilation)
Heelis: Lower control linked to
centralisation of ventilation control
RGC: Less control over heating linked to
heating issues
Tanfield: Drop in ventilation and lighting
control linked to removal of occupant
controls
QE2CE: Loss of ventilation control linked
to window problems on upper floors

O
u

tc
o

m
e

Needs met ● � � N/A �
EFB: Drop in needs met linked to shift to
open-plan
PWA: Improvement linked to retrofit

Comfort

overall
● � � ●

EFB: Perception of lower productivity
linked to shift to open-plan

Health

(perceived)
● � � N/A

EFB: Lower perception of health since
1998
Heelis: Health not linked to contextual
factors

Productivity

(perceived) � � � �

FCD: Statistically higher despite overall
longitudinal decline
EFB: Perception of lower productivity
linked to shift to open-plan
Tanfield: Lower productivity in all
tenancies

Key
1EFB: Elizabeth Fry Building; RGC: Rivergreen Centre; PWA: Pennywell Academy; QE2CE: Queen Elizabeth 2 Court (East)

Table 49: Longitudinal statistical movements for key comfort variables across the building dataset. Statistical change at     r

<0.05 is shown by arrows, with a movement to above or below a BUS scale mid-point indicated by a coloured arrow.

Coloured circles indicate consistently high or low scores in all surveys.
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greater understanding of human sensitivities to a variety of built environment factors. The BUS

comfort variables have been categorised as seasonal, functional, control over environment, and

outcomes, the latter in terms of perceptions of needs met, overall comfort, and perceived health and

productivity. This categorisation was not claimed to be definitive as it was largely determined by the

structure (and longevity) of the BUS survey – a fundamental dependency that enabled the

longitudinal studies to be performed in the first place. Nonetheless the categorisation has been found

to cover most built environment factors that emerged from the studies.

The experience of characterising building contexts into the nested contexts (i.e. contexts that

decompose into contributory components) was found to work well. However, while data on physical

context was drawn from measurements or from wholly factual data (such dimensions and distances),

other components were a blend of measured numerical data and perception data. An example would

be actual occupant numbers plus perceptions of density obtained from occupant feedback, or

information on the control strategy (subject to longitudinal changes) plus occupant reported

perceptions of that control. Other data, notably perceived productivity and health, could only be

drawn wholly from occupant perceptions as no other source of evidence was available. While the

data for overall comfort and perceived productivity and health were treated as outcome variables, it

became clear in the case-studies that there was often no statistical relationship between the so-called

outcome variables and the other comfort variables, as illustrated by the statistical movements in Table

46. This did not invalidate the perceptions treated as outcome variables, but it became evident that

those perceptions were likely to be influenced by factors additional to physical or morphological

variables, such as the nature of the workplace. 

Experience with the context nest structure suggests to the researcher that the nested characteristics

could be characterised into three levels, the levels being determined by increasing reliance on human

perception data. Furthermore, the attribution of a factor to any particular level may be dependent on

the increasing complexity of interactions with other factors. Some of those factors may also be

exogenous to the built environment; they may also exert lesser or greater influence on occupant

perceptions and thereby averaged numerical scores of a population sample, plus the content of free-

text feedback.

It is suggested that, for the practical purposes of indexing occupant satisfaction to local context,

context mapping needs to be cognisant of primary level factors (categorical data that characterises

the physical context, plus direct occupant perceptions of specific comfort conditions), secondary level

factors, i.e those that may combine with other factors (such as physical density with perceived

density), and tertiary factors (such perceptions of workgroup sizes, and perceived productivity) that

may be wholly derived from perception data and furthermore which may be influenced by many

variables outside a scope of study, such as personal health and concepts of wellbeing. 

Tertiary factors may be relatively nebulous compared with simple categorical data for the primary and

secondary levels. They may also be context-independent, with origins outside the influence of built

morphology. They may also be a cocktail of other factors. Their characteristics may vary considerably

between buildings and therefore may not be generalisable. The virtue of categorising such variables

as ‘tertiary’ also serves as a reminder that correlations, for example between perceived productivity

and other comfort variables, may be purely statistical rather than real, owing to the wide range of
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influences that act upon variables, particularly at a tertiary contextual level.

For future context mapping purposes, it is therefore suggested that the primary contextual factors be

ordered thus:

● Dimensional characteristics such as accurately calculated or measured areas and 

dimensions, floor to ceiling height, height to depth ratio, and glazing ratio

● Spatial characteristics such as primary circulation, storage, and travel distances to 

and from essential facilities such as toilets, and sources of nourishment

● Occupant location in space. Specifically proximity to windows, both actual and 

perceived. Evidence has emerged for the loss of window seats leading to changes in 

comfort perceptions, and thereby partly explaining a longitudinal shift in the 

building’s overall comfort rating (Section 4.4, Elizabeth Fry Building). However, 

location in space – particularly for narrow-plan case-study buildings – has been found

to be confounding variable. For example, non-normal distributions in survey 

responses such as satisfaction with natural sources of glare have been shown to 

exhibit a bi-modal shape and/or have high variance.

● Population characteristics maximum population, workstation provision, utilisation 

(where obtainable) and measures of effective density, persons per male and female 

toilet and males per urinal

● Gender and age balance Over time, and (in certain circumstances) that which 

varies with utilisation

● Reported satisfaction with seasonal conditions including summer and winter 

temperature conditions, air conditions, and solar factors (i.e. daylighting, natural 

sources of glare and the control thereof). Satisfaction with thermal and air conditions

has been found to be (at least partly) dependent upon the occupier’s demographics –

particularly gender balance – at any one moment in time (Explored in Appendix B3)

● Environmental control strategies, plus occupant perceptions of control over 

environment, typically of heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting.

Secondary contextual factors (i.e. those that may combine with other factors) could include:

● Measures plus occupant perceptions of functionality, such as meeting rooms, 

storage provision and the effective use of space. Functionality combines with aspects

of management, availability, and usability

● Perceptions of social density linked to organisation strategies operating in the 

context in question (such as agile working, hot desking, availability of desks, and IT 
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provision), plus sources of human noise disturbance and control opportunities 

● Perceptions of internal noise conditions. A complex blend of acceptable and 

relevant noise from colleagues, less relevant noise from non-colleagues, and 

interruptive noise from other people and from building elements (such as motorised 

windows). Noise disturbance may not only be morphologically dependent on a 

building’s inherent acoustic characteristics (e.g. the Rivergreen Centre), but also 

linked to measures of density and utilisation. External noise (and the control thereof) 

may be a factor in certain contexts at certain times. This may be combined with 

physical measurements, such as speech intelligibility tests, where such 

measurements are practicable

● Actual and perceived toilet availability and hygiene. This combines with issues of 

provision, availability, and maintenance. It may also be dependent on occupier 

demographics, particularly where design allowances have been reached or exceeded.

Tertiary issues (i.e. those based almost wholly on occupant feedback and which have exogenous

influences of many kinds) are suggested as:

● Evidence of coping and adaptation as a response to the primary and secondary 

factors. Satisfaction may be a function of occupants’ scope for coping and adapting to

circumstances. The research has found responses by one set of individuals 

conflicting with the needs of others. An example is the adoption of meeting rooms 

as cellular office space, with the consequence that areas designed for relaxation (e.g. 

the atrium at Heelis) become quasi-meeting spaces, creating competition between 

those forced to work there and those who want to use such facilities for relaxation 

● Perceptions of productivity, health and overall comfort. Perceptions of health and 

productivity are considered the ultimate tertiary variables. They have been historically 

treated as ‘outcomes’ of other measured built environment variables by the BUS 

survey system and many similar surveys. The research suggests that the perceptions 

may be more a product of many contextual variables, not just those studied in the 

research project but also by factors not covered by the research. For example, survey 

respondents regularly identified context-specific variables without prompting, such 

as dissatisfaction from being denied self-catering equipment (Section 6.4, QE2CE). 

All the factors – primary, secondary and tertiary – have been found to be influenced by temporal

dynamics. These dynamics act as agents of change that may either be endogenous, i.e. internal to the

building, such as a spatial physical reorganisation that involves a shift from cellular to open-plan

working as in the Elizabeth Fry Building, or exogenous factors external to the building, such as an

occupier’s decision to increase occupant density. The research has demonstrated that higher

occupant numbers can strain gender-sensitive aspects such as toilets (e.g. Section 4.5, Heelis

building), or lead to shifts in perceptions of thermal comfort, particularly when accompanied by a

change in gender balance.
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The QE2CE case study confounds expectations based on previous case studies. The pressures on the

building’s design capacity in terms of people numbers and the statistical shift in seasonal and air

quality comfort perceptions has not resulted in falls in the outcome comfort variables of ‘needs met’,

‘perceived productivity’, ‘comfort overall’ and ‘perceived health’ when such falls might be expected.

Although mean scores are lower in 2016 compared with 2010, the sample distributions indicate that

staff believe the building continues to meet their needs. Overall levels of satisfaction are acceptable if

not good. Perceptions of productivity are not high on the 9-point semantic differential scale, but the

sample distributions have not changed statistically. 

It may be reasonable to conclude that while survey respondents have been able to identify aspects of

the building that are leading to dissatisfaction, it does not appear to have affected their perceptions

of productivity. Occupants’ resilience, tolerance, and willingness to adapt and cope cannot therefore

be discounted as a significant factor in the QE2CE’s overall performance. The case-study may also

indicate a set of conditions where operational practices (strategies, technical issues) have overridden

the buildings physical qualities that were a product of the low energy refurbishment. The two

influences may therefore need to be treated separately. While good operation may ameliorate

physical shortcomings (but not eliminate them), Shortcomings in morphology and in operational

policies may combine to have a strong negative effect on occupant satisfaction.

Overall, the longitudinal research has enabled some of the key change agents to be identified, and

explored for their tendency to affect occupant perceptions. It has been an opportunity not only to

identify the degree to which occupants in the case-study buildings can cope and adapt to the

pressures put upon them – in other words their carrying capacity – but also the disposition of

occupants to cope, tolerate and adapt to prevailing conditions. The complexity of the interactions

between the primary, secondary and tertiary factors are analogous to the “cat’s cradle of causality

and association” identified by Leaman and Bordass, an observation that warns about being over-

assertive about causation without careful appreciation of the individual contexts (Leaman, A., and

Bordass W., 2017). 

The themes generated by the three categories are now examined across the dataset. While this

section largely focusses on the office buildings, findings from Pennywell Academy are referenced

were relevant. Attempts are made to analyse the factors in the form of scatterplots, combining data

from across the case-study samples in order to identify commonalities. However, while the contextual

detail behind each datapoint is rich, the sample size of six office buildings and 14 BUS surveys is

nonetheless small, with a paucity of data at the extremes of the comfort scores, i.e. conditions

perceived by their occupants to be either exceedingly good or particularly poor. While this limits

conclusions that can be drawn, the data – especially the outliers – are thought to provide interesting

indications that might otherwise go unreported or be missed.

Where used, the linear regressions in the scatterplots indicate possible trends; however, weaknesses in

the trends – i.e. the lack of causal relationships and performances between individual buildings – is

reflected in the use of a dashed line. It is therefore suggested that the differences between individual

buildings over time are of greater importance. Arguably, it is not the r2 calculation that matters, but

the potential insights from the outliers. The generalised data is therefore presented with caution and

analysed with circumspection. The reader is urged to interpret the data with that mindset.
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7.4.1 Seasonal satisfaction

Satisfaction with seasonal temperature and air conditions had declined over time in most buildings in

the case-study dataset. Figures 177 and 178 show how satisfaction with summer and winter

temperature in the office buildings in the dataset appear to have declined over time for some

buildings while remaining static for others.

In the cases of the Foots Cray Depot and Pennywell Academy (the buildings with the shortest gap

between surveys), dissatisfaction with conditions was sustained despite interventions to improve

conditions. For Pennywell, occupants consistently perceived the school to be too hot in summer and

too cold in winter, conditions that are not unusual for a building type where daylighting requirements

are not always balanced well with external and internal solar control and natural ventilation devices

(Burman, E., 2016). The source of the thermal comfort problems were likely to be linked to chronic

problems with the building management system, dysfunctional motorised windows, and mechanical

boost ventilation systems.

Occupants’ low perception of the thermal and air conditions at Foots Cray Depot was sustained over

the period of the two-year longitudinal study. Uniquely in the case-study dataset, the Depot had been

fully monitored over the intervening 24-months. The technical and morphological causes of decline in

respondents’ (already poor) perceptions of thermal conditions could be linked conclusively to the

retrofitting of external insulation. This had been applied to a building already suffering from

overheating, without any parallel interventions to reduce solar gain. While the dynamic insulation

involved background trickle ventilation, this was not enough to deliver the air volumes needed to

overcome the building’s air supply shortcomings. The (non-statistical) decline in the already very low

seasonal scores could also be linked to the dashing of expectations that the refurbishment would

solve the building’s ingrained comfort problems, when it evidently did not (Section 4.3). While Foots

Cray Depot illustrates a weakness of the context nest approach for capturing operational factors, the

detailed and contiguous physical monitoring played a valuable role in validating occupants’

Figure 177: Mean scores for perceived temperature in

summer.

Figure 178: Mean scores for perceived temperature in

winter.
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perceptions of discomfort. This work – which ran parallel to the doctoral research – is reported in

Appendix B1.1. 

The statistical decline in satisfaction with thermal and air conditions at the Elizabeth Fry Building and

Queen Elizabeth Court 2 East (QE2CE) provided scope for pinpointing possible causes for declines in

seasonal factors. At the Elizabeth Fry Building, the physical endogenous changes captured in the

context nest were:

● A doubling of occupancy from around 70 people in 1998 to 160 in 2015, with 

consequential increases in density from one person/10.1 m2 to one person/7.3 m2

● A 27% shift to open-plan working from almost wholly cellular accommodation

● A drop in window seat locations from 76 per cent in 2011 to 53 per cent in 2015.

Disaggregating the 2015 overall response sample at the Elizabeth Fry Building into sub-samples of

open-plan and cellular accommodation found that respondents in the open-plan offices reported

statistically worse conditions for 15 out of 24 comfort variables. Seasonal variables all scored lowly,

with air conditions in both winter and summer scored statistically lower in the open-plan offices,

along with the availability of natural light. While all outcome variables were scored lower in open-

plan offices, only the mean score for perceived health fell below the scale midpoint.

While it was tempting to pin the cause of the decline in seasonal satisfaction at the Elizabeth Fry

Building wholly on the shift to open-plan working, a statistical decline in perceptions had occurred by

the 2011 survey when satisfaction with summer temperature had fallen from a high mean score in

1998 to below scale midpoint, albeit with high variance across the sample of 57 respondents which

suggested spatial variations in perceptions. By 2011, the Elizabeth Fry Building was considered to be

‘too hot’ in summer compared to 1998, although respondents in 1998 were already hinting that

Figure 179: Mean scores for ‘too hot/too cold’ in

summer.

Figure 180: Mean scores for ‘too hot/too cold’ in

winter.
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Figure 181: Satisfaction with daylight at Heelis was

scored consistently high in both surveys, nine years

apart.

conditions were a bit too hot in summer even though overall summer temperature was scored highly.

The loss of window seats for a high proportion of the population did not affect seasonal scores with

exception of marginally better air conditions in winter for those in window seats. It is possible that

factors outside of the context nest have contributed to the fall in seasonal satisfaction, such as system

setpoints. If so, some additional knowledge of the operational parameters would be beneficial.

The change in perceptions of seasonal performance at QE2CE contrasts with that of the Elizabeth Fry

Building. The buildings share common morphological characteristics. Both buildings are narrow-plan,

both have a street elevation and a courtyard elevation, and both have mixed-mode ventilation. Floor

to (exposed) ceiling heights are similar (2.80 m for EFB and 2.95 - 3.10 m for QE2CE). The key spatial

difference is that the Elizabeth Fry Building has narrower and single-sided office plates and a mix of

cellular and open-plan, while QE2CE is almost wholly open-plan. Densities vary on all floors of QE2CE,

but occupant density can be as high as one person/5.7 m2. Analysis of the seasonal variables revealed

that QE2CE occupants in 2016 perceived that seasonal conditions had worsened throughout the

building compared with the 2010 survey, with the largest (and statistical) falls in seasonal comfort

perceptions appearing to worsen with increasing floor level. 

Occupant perceptions for ‘too hot/too cold’ in summer and winter for the office buildings in the

dataset are shown in Figures 179 and 180 (Note that mean score variances are shown in the relevant

tables in case-study sections 4 and 6). While there is considerable variance between the buildings,

with the perceived performance of some (Rivergreen, Heelis) remaining static, there is decline in

others. While the Elizabeth Fry Building conforms to a downward trend towards perceptions of being

too hot in summer and too cold in winter, other buildings exhibit a more volatile performance over
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time (e.g. QE2CE), while Heelis and Tanfield House perform more consistently to the neutral scale

midpoint. That said, none of the mean scores deviate to the extremes of the comfort scales. This

demonstrates that the case-study buildings are generally good performers from a seasonable

standpoint (Foots Cray Depot excepted), albeit with individual problems, either underlying, emerging,

or location-specific.

Survey respondent perceptions of satisfaction with natural light – categorised as a seasonal variable –

did not usually change with time across the dataset. It appears that the morphological features of

buildings that dictate respondents’ perceptions of daylight may be fixed at the outset. Some

exceptions were found, and explained by changes in context. At Tanfield House, statistical changes in

satisfaction with daylight since 1995 were found in tenancies where the atriums were no longer a

primary source of natural light (Section 6.3) and a tenancy with more daylight than others (Tenant C).

The perceived decline in satisfaction with natural light at the Elizabeth Fry Building was linked

statistically to open-plan working from cellular offices and (to a weaker statistical degree), a

consequential loss of window seats. Despite well-intentioned interventions at Pennywell Academy to

overcome morphological problems with solar glare, the operator’s solution merely redirected glare

into other classrooms. This was shown in the longitudinal change in scores for glare. In the case of

Heelis (Section 4.5) daylight scores were highly consistent over time and high in satisfaction,

illustrating not only the occupants’ satisfaction with daylight, but also the success of the architectural

detailing in creating a well-daylit environment (Figure 181). 

7.4.2 Functional factors

The longitudinal studies found that satisfaction with space-use effectiveness did not change over time

across many of the buildings studied. This may be considered surprising given that many buildings in

the case-study dataset had become more densely occupied. It is possible that necessity became the

mother of invention in terms of adapting the functionality of spaces to accommodate a higher

intensity of use, such as providing more storage or changing desk layouts to fit in more people. These

changes emerged from spatial and workstation density measurements, and, for later surveys, the

perceptions of respondents on whether there were ‘too few’ or ‘too many’ people where they worked. 

The context nest analysis of Pennywell captured the morphological improvements to spaces,

specifically improving acoustic privacy, which appears to have led to a statistical improvement in

perceptions of space use. For the office buildings, occupant responses needed to be disaggregated

spatially before issues with space became apparent. At Heelis, satisfaction with space use had

declined statistically from a high score in 2006, with a decline in perception occurring most in areas of

higher density. While the limits to the building’s carrying capacity in terms of occupant density –

down from one person/14 m2 to one person/8 m2 – had not been exceeded overall, there were

pockets of high density such as the IT department where density had risen to around 1 person/4.7

m2. Although satisfaction with space use had fallen statistically, perhaps surprisingly the mean score

was still above scale midpoint. This may be regarded as a testament to facilities management abilities

at accommodating more people in a constrained space. However, respondents were found to

complain about toilet provision, particularly the need to queue for (unisex) toilets at busy times.

Similar problems with meeting rooms may indicate that the building’s carrying capacity was coming
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under strain in ways other than the questions on the effective use of space could elicit. Similarly, at

the Elizabeth Fry Building, satisfaction with space use – in common with most other functional

variables (particularly storage) – was statistically lower in the open-plan offices. However, the

perceptions of space-use effectiveness and storage was still above scale midpoint. Open-plan office

occupants scored functional issues lower, but overall still tolerated (if not appreciated) the spaces

they occupied. Even on the top floor of the QE2CE offices, where respondent perceptions of thermal

and air comfort conditions had dropped in 2016 to very low mean scores, scores for space

effectiveness and storage were maintained at high levels. Yet again, this is evidence that respondents

are prepared to differentiate between comfort factors rather than allow dissatisfaction with one set

of factors to distort or suppress their satisfaction of other variables. 

In most buildings, levels of satisfaction with electric lighting seemed to endure. There were no

unaccountable swings in satisfaction. Where satisfaction scores were statistically different there was

usually evidence to explain it. At Tanfield House, an improvement in satisfaction with the lighting in

2016, along with a statistical fall in perception of control, was commensurate with the replacement of

locally-controllable uplighters by an occupancy-sensed downlighting scheme. In the open-plan areas

of the Elizabeth Fry Building, the loss of control over electric lighting was consistent with a trend to

perceptions of over-reliance on electric light at the expense of natural light.

Overall, it is suspected that dissatisfaction will be expressed at its greatest when aspects of comfort

that people value – i.e. a window seat, good daylight, environmental control opportunities, personal

space and privacy – are taken away. This could be analogous to “you only miss it when it’s gone”. At

the Elizabeth Fry Building, four years had elapsed between the creation of the open-plan offices and

the 2015 survey. This gap suggests that any initial dissatisfaction that may have derived from the

change of use was not transient, i.e. conditions were perceived to be worse not just immediately

after the change but over the longer term. In this respect, the Elizabeth Fry Building may be regarded

an example of a building’s whose original intrinsic qualities, evident in the 1995 survey, have been

unintentionally sacrificed for expediency: the need to extract greater utilisation from a building

perceived to possess latent carrying capacity. Although the building as a whole still performed

satisfactorily in 2015, the open-plan areas may be on the cusp of being fundamentally unsatisfactory

work environments for a number of comfort criteria.

The findings from the Elizabeth Fry Building were presented to the Estates division of the University

of East Anglia (UEA) in 2015 and the decline in performance explained. While the Estates department

stressed force majeure in the decision to increase occupant numbers and switch to open-plan

working, they said they may have done things a little differently had they been aware of the likely

effects of their decisions on the (self-reported) wellbeing of occupants. 

The decline in some functional factors and the identification of increased occupant numbers in many

of the case-study buildings suggested that occupant satisfaction – and the decline in comfort

perceptions – may be linked causally to increased occupant density. Furthermore, it was thought that

increased density over time may be a stress indicator for some occupant comfort and satisfaction

variables. Section 7.4.3 therefore considers the evidence from the longitudinal surveys of the growth

in occupant density in the case-study buildings and its possible role in diminishing scores for occupant

satisfaction over time.
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7.4.3 The effect of density

While this section does not repeat the detail of the research findings, readers should cross-reference

the density data analysis with each of the case studies in sections 4 and 6. The charts should be read

with due caution and circumspection; the virtue of the case-study research design is that a great deal

is known about the individual buildings and the comfort perceptions of the occupants. Each sample

that underlies each data point are also in excess of 50 individual responses, and/or and derived from

high response rates.

Overall, with the notable exception of the Rivergreen Centre, all case-study buildings experienced an

increase in utilisation. At the times of the latest BUS surveys most buildings were running at densities

greater than one person/10 m2 and some much higher. Only three buildings or tenancies were

running at densities much lower than one person/11 m2 in 2016. The paucity of data for modestly-

occupied buildings (i.e. ‘modest’ compared with BCO guidance) places a limitation upon any

conclusions that might be made with respect to the effects of lower densities on comfort conditions.

Similarly, data for densely-occupied buildings (i.e. densities greater than one person/7 m2) is confined

to three cases: QE2CE, the open-plan zones in Elizabeth Fry, and the IT department at Heelis. 

Figure 182 shows the trends in workstation density for the case-study buildings, with floors and

tenancies separated where data allowed. For Tanfield House and QE2CE, the known differences in

comfort between floors and tenancies led to the overall scores for these buildings being replaced by

disaggregated comfort data. Similarly, for the Elizabeth Fry Building and Heelis, it was possible to

disaggregate categories of office space (i.e. cellular and open-plan) and zones of known high density

(e.g. the Heelis IT department). There is no repeated use of data. Disaggregated samples are

Figure 182: Longitudinal data for workstation

density in office buildings, tenancies and

separate floors (i.e. QE2CE, Tanfield House

tenancies in 2016) over time. Mean scores

shown without variances. Pennywell Academy

omitted for consistency with building

typology. 
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indicated by stacked dots or unique symbols. Only offices are shown. Pennywell Academy was

omitted for consistency of building type and comparability of data. Workstation density was used as

there are too many complications in graphing either population density or effective (utilisation)

density. Nonetheless all data contains inherent variance. The data are also only representative of

points in time. Trends cannot be drawn between survey data points with any certainty.

It can be seen that workstation density has tended to increase over time, most clearly illustrated by

case-study buildings with three longitudinal surveys. Density at Foots Cray Depot did not change in

the two years between BUS surveys. The QE2CE building has experienced considerable changes in

calculated density. There is some uncertainty over the accuracy of the 2006 and 2010 workstation

density calculations. Arguably only the data for 2016 can be regarded as definitive. The averaged

density data for the multi-tenanted Rivergreen Centre incorporates a range of cellular, shared and

open-plan offices. Although many of the tenancies are very small (in both 2007 and 2015) and cannot

be disaggregated, the data are representative of the larger occupied zones within the Centre. The

overall drop in density is representative of the building that was lightly occupied in 2015 in relation to

its design capacity. The occupant density at Tanfield House in 1995 cannot be determined with

accuracy but was calculated to have been around one person/8.5 m2 in the open-plan areas. The

2016 data represents the wide spread of densities in the four tenancies studied in depth. Note that

some datapoints overlap.

A comparison was made for perceptions of density over actual workstation density for the post-2013

BUS surveys that contained the perceived density question. Figure 183 shows that, broadly, occupant

perceptions track measured workstation density. The mean scores with highest and lowest densities

are labelled, demonstrating the consistency between perceptions and workstation density, at least for

the samples at the extremes of the distribution (i.e. perceptions of ‘too few’ or ‘too many’ people).

While not labelled, the density perceptions for QE2CE floors in 2016 are closest to the Heelis IT mean

score. The richness of the data that underpins the labelled samples adds credence to analysis of

density by the individual comfort variables. It may not be definitive, but at least the density

Figure 183: Mean scores for perceived density over work

station density. Data includes three Rivergreen tenancies. 

Figure 184: Summer and winter temperature over

workstation density. 
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perception data are not randomly distributed, nor begging unanswerable questions. 

Analysis of the effects of density on occupant comfort and satisfaction was made for seasonal,

functional, control and outcome variables. It was determined that the control variable mean scores

(heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and noise) were randomly distributed, as were mean scores for

most functional variables including space effectiveness. It might be considered odd that no

relationship was found for perceptions of space use. However, it had already been determined that

facilities managers had demonstrated an adeptness at space management for densely occupied

spaces that the occupants in the buildings thus affected had acknowledged. 

The checks for perceptions of seasonal comfort (temperature and air conditions) demonstrated no

relationship between mean scores and workstation density (e.g. Figure 184). This was not a surprise,

as problems with extremes of temperature in winter and summer were known to be related to issues

of control (most notably on upper floors of QE2CE). The source of the extreme overheating issues at

Foots Cray Depot (Section 4.3) were also a morphological rather than a density issue. It is also known

that the Rivergreen Centre had been suffering under-heating problems at the time of the 2015 BUS

survey, prompting the owner to increase building’s heat raising capacity at the end of 2016. Overall, it

can be said that the longitudinal case studies found no linkage between workstation density and self-

reported satisfaction with thermal comfort. While it is thought that population density and utilisation

rates may provide a closer relationship, the data could not be graphed with accuracy.

Although the mean scores for winter air conditions were also widely distributed against both

measured workstation density and perceived density, there is more of a relationship than might

initially appear (Figure 185). Well-ventilated and modestly-occupied buildings were found to occupy

the right-hand side of the distribution, while occupants in buildings and zones with known ventilation

issues in winter tend to score lower for winter air, particularly in the more densely-occupied spaces.

However, while the arrangement of mean scores for winter air may be insightful, the range of

Figure 185: Mean scores for winter air conditions over

workstation density. 

Figure 186: Perceptions of noise conditions overall against

workstation density. 
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exogenous influences on ventilation performance in the case-study buildings precludes detailed

analysis of self-reported thermal comfort against density alone, whether measured or perceived. It is

possible that higher densities may accentuate air quality problems, but the evidence, if it exists, is

compounded by other factors such as differences in ventilation effectiveness between the case-study

buildings and individual floors and tenancies, and any change in that effectiveness over time. 

Of the functional factors, noise in its various forms (from colleagues, people and external noise) may

be thought to be density-related. Too few people in a space may lead to problems with speech

intelligibility over distance and a lack of acoustic privacy, while too many people may lead to

excessive unwanted noise, thereby impairing perceived concentration. Figure 186 plots the response

data for noise overall for all BUS surveys, with tenancies and floors disaggregated where possible. The

data are widely scattered for workstation densities below one person/10 m2, indicating that comfort

with noise can be ranked acceptable (a neutral score of ‘4’) for spaces even where workstation

density is around one person/8 m2. It is also evident that dissatisfaction with noise overall does not

tend to fall below a mean score of 3.50 even for the densest workplaces. It may be evidence that

even where noise conditions are uncomfortable, they can nonetheless be tolerable. 

The BUS questionnaire contains sub-questions on noise from colleagues, noise from other people,

noise from outside, and interruptions. It has been found that noise from colleagues may be work-

related and therefore relevant (although still with the potential for being excessive) while noise from

other people may be largely unwanted and irrelevant. Survey complaints across the case-study

dataset ranged from cross-talk problems, noisy traffic in corridors, banging doors, loud people in

conversation or on telephones, and workers being disturbed by people heading to and from meeting

rooms. It may be expected that noise from colleagues may be less of an issue compared with other

noise sources. Figure 187 plots the case-study mean scores for ‘noise from colleagues’ together with

‘noise from other people’ over workstation density. While the mean scores tend towards slightly ‘too

much’ noise, the data show no trends related to workstation density. When noise perceptions are

plotted over perceived density rather than workstation density, ‘noise from colleagues’ tends to

Figure 187: Mean scores for noise from colleagues and noise

from other people mapped against workstation density.

Figure 188: Mean scores for ‘needs met’ plotted against

workstation density, with regression shown. 
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dominate compared with noise from ‘other people’. The issue of proximity is entirely logical however,

and nothing insightful can be deduced from it.

The case studies suggest that the various adaptation and coping mechanisms often mentioned in

survey comments – whether they involve use of earphones, or escape behaviours of various kinds –

may obscure differences in scores for sources of noise disturbance. It is thought possible that workers

with fewer personal freedoms, such as desk-bound clerical workers, may suffer relatively more from

noise disturbance compared with peripatetic or professional workers with greater scope to move

around. However, it was not possible to differentiate noise satisfaction scores using respondents’

work descriptions entered into the BUS forms. With the data available, only measures of ‘noise

overall’ displays a relationship to density. Modifications to the BUS questionnaire may improve

understanding of the relationship of work task with noise disturbance.

Attempts to extract general lessons from the noise/density assessment were compounded by the

absence of a key morphological independent variable: each case-study building’s inherent acoustic

characteristics. The evidence from the Rivergreen Centre suggests that an abundance of hard internal

surfaces with higher levels of reverberation and therefore slower sound decay rates may lead to

occupant dissatisfaction with noise at higher levels of utilisation (Section 6.2). Such buildings may

therefore be more sensitive to changes in occupant density than buildings with lower reverberation

and faster sound decay rates. The problem may be accentuated in naturally-ventilated buildings (such

as Rivergreen) which lack system noise to mask unwanted sounds, and particularly in open-plan offices

(Schlittmeier S. J., and Liebl, A., 2015); (de Croon, E., et al, 2005). Greater insights from BUS data may

derive from mapping occupants’ responses to noise questions against measured reverberation and

speech intelligibility data. A robust way of characterising the sound characteristics of office spaces at

various levels of population, workstation and utilisation densities may also generate an independent

variable against which noise perceptions and longitudinal changes in density can be compared.

However, it is thought that gathering such data could be unduly complex and invasive. 

The longitudinal outcome variables of needs met, comfort overall and perceived health and

productivity were analysed against workstation density for all buildings and tenancies. Where shown,

the regression lines are shown to be weak (reflected in the use of hatched lines); however, each data

point is rich in contextual detail. Associations between density and respondent scores may therefore

support robust inferences and assertions. 

The plotting of the ‘needs met’ data exhibited similar problems to other comfort factors: a lack of

data for workstation densities above one person/12 m2, and a wide spread of responses for densities

below one person/8 m2. Figure 188 shows that all buildings in the case-study dataset scored above

scale midpoint for ‘needs met’, irrespective of changes in density over time. Even respondents in the

most densely occupied floors of QE2CE in 2016, shown as a group of four data points at the left of

Figure 188 scored above scale midpoint, as did Foots Cray Depot. However, the highest scores for

needs being met were recorded in the few buildings at modest densities, notably Rivergreen in 2015

and Tenant A2 of the north-facing top-floor tenancy at Tanfield House. That said, Tenant A1 in

Tanfield House scored highly despite a workstation density of around one person/5.50 m2. Tanfield

House, however, may be an exception that proves a rule, as the building’s respondents buck trends

found in other case-study buildings. 
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Mean scores for perceived health over workstation density are plotted in Figure 189. The distribution

of data indicates that some case-study survey respondents report lower perceived health in highly

dense work environments. The paucity of data for modestly-occupied workplaces renders it

impossible to identify any level of causality between low workstation density and respondents

perception of low density and perceived health. Furthermore, other contextual characteristics can

evidently override any possible relationship between health and density, demonstrated by the scores

for Foots Cray Depot (the comfort shortcomings of that building are not likely to be resolved or

ameliorated just by reducing workstation density). Yet again the richness of the case-studies

illustrates the risks of generalising with comfort data, especially large datasets whose sheer size may

be advanced as an excuse for a lack of contextual detail.

Scores for comfort overall over density are shown in Figure 190. As with other comfort factors,

comfort mean scores are widely distributed for workplaces with high workstation densities. The

consistent performance of workplaces at Tanfield House are represented by high comfort scores for

both densely occupied and modestly occupied tenancies, and even the most problematic south-

facing top-floor zone occupied by Tenant C. By contrast, the open-plan area created out of the

seminar rooms at Elizabeth Fry Building scored lower for overall comfort than the Foots Cray Depot.

This suggests that open-plan working, done well, can perform well, but spaces not designed for that

form of working may not be perceived as satisfactory. Overall, however, causal links between comfort

and workstation density were not found. As with other outcome metrics like perceived health, other

dependent variables may obscure the relationships.

The outcome metric of perceived productivity (a nine-point scale), Illustrates that while low density

workplaces can score relatively highly, the highest density areas can also be perceived as being

productive (Figure 191). The relationship between perceived productivity and density was found to

be non-linear. Few conclusions can therefore be drawn, and for a number of reasons:

● Most case-study mean scores for perceived productivity grouped around the 

Figure 189: Mean scores for perceived health mapped

against workstation density.

Figure 190: Mean scores for comfort overall plotted against

workstation density. 
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neutral score of ‘5’ on the nine-point scale, indicating an disinclination for 

respondents to report high or low perceived productivity scores even when 

environmental conditions were perceived to be poor

● Densely-occupied spaces can be perceived as productive as less-densely occupied 

spaces, illustrated by the consistent longitudinal performance of Tanfield House 

despite tenancies that operate at different workstation and population densities

● Productivity (perceived or otherwise measured) may be linked to many factors, 

both exogenous and endogenous to the built morphology, of which occupant density 

may be but one influencing variable. This may also explain the variance in data for 

other outcome metrics of needs met, comfort overall and perceived health when 

charted against workstation density.

7.4.4 The effect of floor to ceiling height

The surprising consistency in longitudinal BUS scores for Tanfield House – plus the consistently high

scores for Heelis – prompted a check of whether floor-to-ceiling height may be influencing comfort

perceptions. All floor-to-ceiling heights, measured during the surveys or extracted from original

drawings, were entered into a spreadsheet alongside the mean comfort scores for all survey years.

The scores were disaggregated by floor and by tenancy, and also by department where a response

sample could be linked reliably to a particular floor-to-ceiling dimension. A disaggregation threshold

was set at a sample of 30 survey responses. This rule led to the concatenation of samples for

sparsely-occupied spaces, for example the small tenancies occupying the Rivergreen Centre in 2015.

Figure 191: Mean scores for perceived

productivity mapped against measured

workstation density and mean scores

for perceived density.
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The case-study buildings were had a range of floor to ceiling heights. They varied from 2.50 m for the

pre-refurbishment state of QE2CE (subsequently a 2.9 – 3.1 m floor-to-slab, depending on floor level),

to 4.25 m floor-to-coffer for the original floors at Tanfield House. At Tanfield House the conversion of

the third floor restaurant to offices involved the installation of a suspended ceiling below the waffle

slab. This reduced the floor-to-ceiling dimension to 2.7 m. The average floor-to-ceiling heights of the

Rivergreen Centre and Heelis were more difficult to determine. At Rivergreen, the first floor has

pitched roofs resulting in angled ceilings rising above 5 m (Figure 192) while the ground floor cellular,

shared and open-plan offices have conventional floor-to-suspended ceiling heights of 2.9 m. At

Heelis, ceiling heights vary considerably depending on location. Staff located below the first floor

mezzanine have floor-to-ceiling heights of around 3.7 m, while those on the first floor seated under a

pitched section may have a floor-to-ceiling height in excess of 5 m. Furthermore, those seated below

a lightwell may have a floor-to-ceiling height in excess of 8 m (Figure 193). As the location of the

Heelis IT department is well demarcated, it was possible to associate the BUS responses to a specific

Figure 192: A pitched-roofed office at the Rivergreen Centre

(2006).

Figure 193: The range of floor-to-ceiling heights at Heelis

(2006).

Figure 194: Mean comfort scores for temperature in winter

and summer over ceiling height for all buildings and

tenancies, by floor level and office type (data permitting). 

Figure 195: Mean comfort scores for air conditions in

winter and summer over ceiling height for all buildings and

tenancies, and floor level and office type (data permitting). 
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ceiling height for both the 2006 and 2015 surveys. However, it was not possible to segregate comfort

scores by ceiling height for other departments, as they spanned a wide range of ceiling heights.

All scores for longitudinal comfort variables considered likely to be influenced by ceiling height were

mapped against the known dimensions. The comfort variables analysed were temperature and air

conditions in summer and winter, noise overall, natural light, and the outcome variables of perceived

health and productivity and comfort overall. 

Mean scores for temperature in summer and winter (omitting variance and confidence limits for

clarity) are shown in Figure 194. Overall, case-study buildings with ceiling heights greater than 4 m

tended to generate comfort scores above scale midpoint. But the evidence also suggests that

buildings and spaces with relatively low ceiling heights, notably the Elizabeth Fry Building in 1998, can

deliver similarly good thermal comfort. This performance had, however, declined in the open-plan

offices created 13 years later, indicating that – in the case of the Elizabeth Fry Building at least – high

ceiling heights are no guarantee of acceptable thermal conditions in either winter or summer once

other factors, such as higher occupant densities and loss of ventilation control for the majority,

motivate survey respondents to report lower satisfaction.

A similar distribution of scores over ceiling height is shown for perceptions of seasonal air conditions

(Figure 195). It can be seen that perceptions of air conditions on the top floor of QE2CE are poorer

than that of the pre-refurbished building in 2006 prior to the removal of the suspended ceiling.

Evidently, the other environmental problems affecting Level 3 in 2015 overrode the benefits from

exposing the structure for its thermal qualities. The mean scores also suggest that open-plan areas at

Rivergreen perform slightly worse, though possibly not statistically so compared with the building

overall in 2007, and furthermore no different to cellular offices with lower ceiling heights of 2.9 m.

Analysis of noise overall over ceiling height delivered no evidence of a relationship (Figure 196). The

noise problems at Rivergreen in 2007 are reflected in the scatterplot. Respondent mean scores

Figure 196: Mean comfort scores for ‘noise overall’ over

ceiling height for all buildings and tenancies, and by floor

level and office type (where data permitted). 

Figure 197: Mean comfort scores for satisfaction with

natural lighting over ceiling height for all buildings and

tenancies, and floor level and office type (data permitting). 
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nonetheless suggest that cellular offices – and low density open-plan offices – tend towards higher

scores for satisfaction with noise overall. The low scores for Rivergreen in 2007 may be evidence of a

particular morphological problem that may affect the naturally-ventilated building at very low

population densities. 

Analysis of the comfort scores for natural light were similarly ambiguous in supporting the hypothesis

that ceiling height is a key variable. In Figure 197 a mean score around the neutral rating of ‘4’ is the

ideal. It can be seen that Rivergreen again performs well, but so do buildings with much lower ceilings.

It is likely that a building’s glazing ratio and availability of daylight are primary characteristics that need

to be satisfied before ceiling height can act as a comfort determinant. Effective glare control would also

be required; where it is poor or absent the factor of ceiling height may be largely irrelevant. 

The averaged scores for perceived productivity, health, and overall comfort are plotted over ceiling

Figure 199: Mean scores for ‘comfort overall’ for all

buildings and tenancies, and by floor level and office type

(where data permitted). 

Figure 198: Mean scores for ‘perceived health’ for all

buildings and tenancies, and by floor level and office type

(where data permitted). 

Left, Figure 200: Mean scores for ‘perceived productivity’

for all buildings and tenancies, and by floor level and office

type (where data permitted). 
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height (Figures 198 – 200). Again, the scores for low ceilinged offices spanned a wide range of

comfort scores, with the buildings with high ceilings, such as Heelis and Rivergreen (labelled)

performing well. While Tenant A2 at Tanfield House has low ceilings, the tenancy is sparsely occupied.

The sharp decline in comfort perceptions of the mixed-mode Elizabeth Fry Building between 1998

and 2015 is evident and attributable to the open-plan areas. Averaged scores for perceived health

and perceived productivity show no trend in favour of higher ceilings, although the low ceilinged

buildings and spaces can generate lower scores. Although the cellular offices at both the Elizabeth Fry

Building and Rivergreen Centre have lower ceilings, respondents of cellular offices deliver higher

perceived productivity scores than open-plan areas in both cases. The difference is not so marked for

scores for overall comfort, most likely because of the perceived decline in thermal comfort in both

open-plan and cellular accommodation.

7.5 Generalisability 

It was not the purpose of the doctoral research project to attempt to generalise from the small (but

nonetheless highly detailed) case-study dataset. Instead, individual buildings were extensively

researched in order to link the comfort perceptions of building occupants to each building’s

contextual and morphological features. The longitudinal research methodology, whereby movement

in occupant comfort perceptions was tracked over time, has made it possible to make reasoned

inferences and deductions about changes in occupant perceptions of comfort and satisfaction and

the role in those changes played by morphological and operational factors. The longitudinal research

design has also enabled a greater understanding to be reached of occupants’ sensitivity at points in

time to a range of built environment parameters. 

Patterns and commonalities have emerged from the longitudinal, in-depth study of seven buildings

and their occupants. The data suggest that certain tendencies and sensitivities might be

generalisable. Many factors found in the research are already known – such as sensitivity to thermal

conditions and noise disturbance – while others are less well understood, such as the effects of

greater occupant density on perceptions of comfort and building utility. However, the findings in this

thesis are not claimed to prove causality at any level; rather, the research has enabled reasoned

associations to be made between occupant perceptions at points in time, and likely influencing

factors for changes in those perceptions. The associations have been reinforced by carefully mapping

each research context and triangulating between measured and observed evidence – some

contemporary, some historical, some reported – with occupants’ numerical scoring and free-text

feedback. Section 7.4 has stratified the research findings into primary, secondary and tertiary factors

in order to create a degree of order that may be useful for future research projects. 

It is acknowledged that co-dependences between multiple variables will progressively involve factors

exogenous to the built environment. Organisational culture and building management decisions are

likely to influence perceptions of comfort, health and productivity in the workplace. Given the

boundaries to the research project, these influences are undoubtedly potential confounders. 

Notwithstanding that caveat, possible generalisable findings from long-term occupant satisfaction in

buildings are as follows:
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● A building’s comfort profile (or its signature), obtained from the use of a robust, 

proven, occupant feedback methodology (e.g. the BUS survey), appears to be 

consistent over time when the building itself has not changed. This suggests that 

occupant perceptions are truthful, robust and trustworthy. Subsequent movement in

overall comfort perceptions are seemingly related to that original comfort profile. This 

building-specific comfort response pattern has led to the proposed term of a building 

comfort ‘signature’ against which subsequent movements in comfort perceptions can 

be reliably compared (Bunn, R., and Marjanovic-Halburd, L., 2016)

● Comfort perceptions appear to exhibit a consistency when measured at points in

time, even where longitudinal population samples are almost wholly unpaired.

Statistical changes in those perceptions can be attributed (in the majority of case-

study examples) to alterations to a building’s morphological and operational 

characteristics. Large (statistical) changes in the pattern of responses can be 

associated with changes to a building’s morphology, and/or its mode of operation

● Buildings designed as open-plan offices have been shown to perform consistently 

well over long periods, at varying occupant densities and over a range of floor 

depths and ceiling heights. Furthermore, longitudinal occupant feedback has 

revealed that a very deep-plan and open-plan air-conditioned office, operated well, 

can consistently out-perform narrow-plan, mixed-mode buildings when the latter are 

found to possess characteristics or are operated in ways that occupants dislike

● There appears to be little statistical difference in occupant perceptions of noise 

from colleagues and noise from other people. While numerical scores tend to be 

similar, free-text feedback tends to discriminate between noise that contains relevant

information from colleagues and unwanted information from other people. With the 

latter, speech intelligibility appears to be a problem in terms of distraction and lack of 

acoustic privacy. The problem has been found in buildings with an abundance of hard 

surfaces that aid noise transfer, and at particular occupant densities 

● There appears to be some relationship between workstation density for a range 

of comfort factors, with occupants favouring lower density offices and spaces with 

higher ceilings. However, the research also shows that occupants appear to cope 

workplace densities at, or greater than, the good practice guidance issued by 

organisations such as the British Council for Offices (BCO, 2013), without survey 

respondents reporting their situation as being intolerable.

● In most case studies, perceived workgroup sizes were found to increase over 

time in line with actual increases in population density, with smaller workgroups 

subsumed into larger workgroups. The (dis)comfort consequences of larger 

workgroups could not be identified in the research project, but are thought to 

compound (and possibly be a symptom of) other emerging pressures, such as 

increasing noise disturbance, loss of personal privacy, and increased pressure on 

amenities essential to a well-functioning office, such as the toilets, meeting rooms 
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and relaxation spaces (q.v.). It is thought possible the perceived increase in workgroup

size might be symptomatic with a loss of team identity, and possibly also linked to 

the downsides of agile working (i.e. hot desking) such as dislocation from work 

colleagues, distance from work storage, and in some instances perceived increased 

risks to health associated with sharing unclean office equipment perceived to 

harbour communicable germs

● Linear regression has not shown statistical relationships between mean comfort 

scores and independent variables. This is thought due to large variations in comfort 

perceptions in the individual buildings and contexts of the occupied spaces. 

In addition to these general findings, the research methodology led to two further findings directly

applicable to research into building performance. These findings are argued more fully in Section 8:

Conclusions, but introduced here in short:

1. Statistical analysis of occupant comfort responses cannot be performed in a 

contextual vacuum, where key characteristics of occupied spaces – whether dynamic 

(like occupant densities), or fixed (like building morphology) – are not included in the 

research design. The longitudinal case-study-based analysis has demonstrated that 

such characteristics are pre-requisite to a deeper (if not thorough) understanding of 

the component parts of occupant satisfaction in buildings. Ergo, some form of 

rigorous and systematic context mapping of characteristics should be employed by 

future researchers in order to make sense of occupant comfort perceptions, and the 

movements that can occur in those perceptions

2. Large cohort research databases, where contextual differences between 

buildings are simplified or eliminated in order to create concatenated (and possibly 

normally-distributed) samples for statistical tests, appear fundamentally flawed in 

terms of generating universally applicable truths. Ergo, the subsequent sorting of 

such databases to suit researchers’ pre-conceived notions of what constitutes a well-

performing building or a poorly performing building (or a healthy building or an

unhealthy building) introduces risks. Such category errors may, in some cases, lead to 

spurious generalisations. 

With respect to the second of these two findings, it is thought that previous researchers may

unwittingly become prey to categorisation errors, for example when using large, context-independent

databases to compare the performance of so-called ‘green’ buildings with ‘conventional’ buildings, or

air-conditioned buildings with naturally-ventilated buildings. This may account for results that show

the latter can perform better than the former due to contextual differences (Leaman, A., and Bordass

W., 2007); (Yildirim, K., et al, 2007); (Leder, S., et al, 2015).

In general terms, the longitudinal studies have shown the degree to which perceived comfort can

decline when a building’s design features and systems are no longer providing the customary utility
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and delivery of service at the levels that occupants have come to value. The degree of decline has

been found to be context-dependent, but demonstrated to be influenced by:

● Dissatisfaction with automated systems (such as automated windows, vents and 

electric lighting) that do not perform well in the background, either in terms of their 

intrinsic properties and/or as a consequence of building management policies

● Ergo, services that used to perform well in the background (but which no longer do 

so) can become foreground problems for occupants, motivating them to intervene or 

otherwise adopt tactics to alleviate consequential discomfort. In some instances, 

factors can combine and have a domino effect, where a problem in one area 

aggravates an existing issue or introduces a new problem elsewhere

● A decline or loss of provision for meeting essential human needs (such as 

decreased toilet availability where occupant numbers have increased beyond the 

design allowance or perceived shortages of catering, relaxation, and meeting spaces) 

This can lead to a decline in occupant satisfaction. Dissatisfaction with basic 

necessities has been demonstrably linked to occupants’ perceptions of people 

numbers in a space and the calculated population densities; however, the density 

thresholds for dissatisfaction could not be identified in this research project, possibly 

due to lack of accurate data on actual utilisation rates

● Conversion of cellular space to open-plan or shared spaces not originally designed 

for the purpose can lead to perceived performance penalties. Dissatisfaction appears 

in a perceived loss of personal space, reduction in personal storage, loss of personal 

privacy, loss of ability to maintain preferred thermal, air, and lighting conditions, loss 

of control over lighting and noise, and lower perceptions of health and productivity

● Ergo, it is counter-productive to remove or change those aspects of a building 

that make it perform well, without a full understanding of the performance risks from

the perspective of the end-users.

Decline in comfort perceptions over time has been demonstrated to be associated with the loss of

features, functions, and attributes in a building that occupants had come to value. Such factors may

be numerous and often context-specific, but have been found to include:

● Loss of window seats, with consequential loss of control over environmental 

systems and opportunities to alleviate discomfort

● Loss of cellular offices, whose attributes were previously enjoyed but which have 

been sacrificed in a shift to open-plan offices 

● To some extent, in certain contexts: a loss of control over environment systems. 

Decline in satisfaction and comfort has been found when centralised control is not 
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perceived to be effective or responsive to need 

● Efforts by occupants to wrest back control of environmental devices, either openly 

or surreptitiously, may conflict with facilities management objectives. This may erode 

trust and understanding between the workforce and building managers and 

cultivate a hostage mentality in occupants, evident in their free-text responses. A 

persistent and unresolved struggle for supremacy may lead to lower occupant 

perceptions of comfort and satisfaction.

In analysing occupant survey data longitudinally, a check was carried out to determine gender

preferences in the numerical scoring. This check found gender differences in scores for seasonal

temperature and air conditions. The analysis is reported in Appendix B3. While gender differences

emerged strongly from the seasonal comfort data, it did not compound the longitudinal comparisons

as in most cases the gender balance remained broadly the same over time across all building studies.

However, it can be generalised that occupant comfort data cannot be analysed accurately without a

full understanding of gender-related perceptions, particularly in longitudinal studies where statistical

tests on thermal satisfaction scores may be influenced by changes in an occupying organisation’s

gender balance. Gender preferences also have implications for building design comfort metrics, and

for thermal setpoints programmed into computerised building management systems.

7.6 Robustness of the research methodology

The longitudinal research methodology adopted principles of grounded theory, being based on a

multiple case-study approach. The study aimed to generate in-depth knowledge of how real buildings

perform, longitudinally, from the occupants’ perspective in order to help building professionals

graduate from simple rule-based generalisations about occupant satisfaction to context-rich insights.

This is in-line with defendants of case-study research such as Flyvberg, who wrote: “Context-

dependent knowledge and experience are at the heart of expert activity”, (Flyvberg, B., 2006). 

There were four key components to the research methodology:

1. The use of a grounded theory methodology (Section 3.2), tailored to the 

longitudinal study of occupant satisfaction in seven buildings selected from a 

database of candidate buildings (Appendix A)

2. The Building Use Studies (BUS) occupant satisfaction survey system, whose 

longevity and repeated use on non-domestic buildings since the mid-1990s enabled 

and supported the longitudinal investigation (Section 3.4)

3. Quantitative statistical analysis, measuring statistical movement between the 

longitudinal comfort perception scores of (high response rate) sample populations 

(Section 3.5.2).
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4. Qualitative analysis of BUS survey numerical scores and occupants’ free-text 

feedback against categorical (independent) variables obtained from a context-

mapping method (Section 3.5.4).

Triangulation between the categorical, quantitative and qualitative outputs enabled the researcher to

draw inferences and make evidenced-based deductions about the relationship between endogenous

morphological variables with longitudinal movements in a wide range of occupant comfort variables

covered by the BUS survey. The systematic mapping of morphological and operational contexts of the

target buildings, internally consistent to the research project, also enabled limited generalisation of

outcomes from the otherwise highly context-specific case studies. 

The research methodology was found to be broadly robust. The first four case studies were used as

pilots in order to test the initial thematic framework, review the initial data, and refine the research

process for a further three case studies. The context nest structure quickly changed from a time-

based mapping that aimed to capture the effects of certain temporal aspects, such as daylight glare,

to a simpler mechanism of capturing changes within the broader physical context over time periods

covered by BUS surveys. Some topics captured in the context nests were found to be less useful than

anticipated (such as travel distances to main entrances and facilities) while others emerged as

worthwhile longitudinal measurements, such as number of persons per WC and urinals over time,

which helped to contextualise occupants’ change in satisfaction with a building’s toilet facilities.

The context nest approach was found to have some limitations and room for improvement:

● Glazing ratios should be captured as an independent variable to make more sense 

of daylight and glare perceptions

● Floor depth-to-height ratios could be included as a potential independent variable 

for comparison with a range of comfort responses

● Noise reverberation tests and speech intelligibility tests could be used as 

independent variables for multivariate statistical comparison with noise perceptions 

and density measurements.

It is believed that the context nest benefitted from having a simple three-level structure, and just

enough categorical variables to provide useful insights without becoming statistically laborious and

unmanageable in the time available. It was felt that the simple structure was also more suited to a

research design based on multiple case-studies. Fundamentally, the context nest structure was

developed largely for office case-studies. It is thought that the context nest structure would need to

be modified to make it relevant to other building typologies such as schools.

Difficulties were encountered when attempting to create matched datasets for longitudinal

comparison. In some cases, BUS data was found to be lacking in key detail, such partial (or no)

historical disaggregation of responses by floor levels. Survey data that initially appeared to be
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complete and robust turned out to be rather less so under closer scrutiny. Some early surveys were

found to have been modified, with the addition of (one-off) questions and the omission of others.

This compromised the longitudinal analysis for some buildings, notably Tanfield House and Queen

Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE). However, many of the shortcomings in BUS data were largely due to

the nature of an academic enquiry that demanded greater accuracy and resolution from the BUS data

than was required when the surveys were originally conducted. The rigour demanded of the

academic investigation required the historical BUS data sheets to be checked, corrected and cleansed

to make them statistically comparable with the BUS surveys conducted during the research project,

whose datasets were obtained, transcribed and curated with generally higher attention to detail.

The approach used to gain access to buildings worked well, based on high levels of personal contact

with the building owners and follow-up meetings with managers and staff where needed. In four out

of seven cases – Rivergreen Centre, Heelis, Elizabeth Fry Building and QE2CE – liaison involved regular

contact with the developers, designers and owners of the buildings. This personal contact enabled

permission to be granted for additional tests on some buildings, such as occupant density checks at

QE2CE and a sound reverberation test at Heelis. On-going contact was also found to be vital for

resolving begged questions that emerged from survey data, thereby reducing limitations in the

research conclusions. Good relationships with building owners and operators – as well as the full and

unconditional support of each building’s occupants in the surveys – led to high response rates and no

interference in the study of the buildings in neither the analysis nor the reporting of data. The

researcher was ultimately denied access to only one building: the headquarters of the Charities Aid

Foundation (CAF) owing to chronic problems with the building’s comfort systems.  

The statistical analysis proved problematic in terms of choosing the most appropriate tests to

perform, and in the setting of a dichotomous threshold that would both reveal statistical differences

in comfort variables over time without falling prey to accusations of weak statistical rigour. The

research methodology sought to achieve robustness by being flexible over the conventional (but

nonetheless arbitrary) dichotomous threshold of � <0.05 (95% confidence level) for statistical

significance, while applying the toughest t-test applicable to the data: the non-parametric, two-tailed

Mann-Whitney U-test for unpaired samples. While it is appreciated that the latter may have

inadvertently recreated the very conditions that flexibility over � <0.05 aimed to avoid (i.e. justifiable

statistical differences going unreported), the direction of travel of comfort perceptions – and in

particular the weight given to the free-text feedback – ensured that both statistical robustness was

observed (reducing the risk of false statistical claims) without anything of importance being missed.

However, a weakness of the statistical analysis lies in the sample distributions, which are often bi-

modal or otherwise non-normal. Rather than a failing, these characteristics were accepted as being

normal of samples that are typically exposed to spatial differences, such as occupants seated near to

circulation routes, toilets and lifts, and other areas that might be considered analogous to a local

micro-climate. Gender bias in samples are also thought to be a confounder for longitudinal seasonal

analysis, although, fortuitously in the majority of case studies, not a longitudinal one.

The different periods between surveys, and the number of surveys available, challenged the

robustness of the research methodology. In most cases only two surveys were available per building,

and in some of those cases (Pennywell Academy and Foots Cray Depot) the gap between two surveys

was less than three years. However, in both cases mentioned, morphological and other changes had
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occurred in the buildings to justify a check on whether occupant comfort perceptions had changed,

and whether those altered perceptions could reliably associated with the morphological or

operational changes. For other buildings, BUS surveys bridged a ten-year gap, raising the possibility

that altered comfort perceptions may be due to factors that had occurred out of sight of any research

enquiry and therefore not captured in the context nests. The ideal candidates for longitudinal study

were buildings for which three BUS surveys had been conducted at roughly equal periods between

each survey, enabling trends to be plotted. The researcher’s database only offered two buildings:

QE2CE, and the Elizabeth Fry Building. However, this research project offers the potential for future

researchers to conduct future surveys on the case-study buildings, developing further an

understanding of how the case-study buildings perform over longer timescales.

The research methodology may be regarded as suffering one other shortcoming: a lack of ongoing

operational data – such as thermal setpoints – and an absence of records covering system upgrades

and other technical interventions that might explain longitudinal shifts in occupants’ comfort

perceptions. Foots Cray Depot was an exception, as nearly two years of contiguous environmental

data was obtained – either side of a major improvement to the building’s external fabric – against

which occupants’ compared perceptions could be compared. The lack of day-to-day monitored data

for other buildings is not, however, considered a limitation for the following reasons:

● Such data is rarely logged by building operators over long periods and therefore 

cannot be regarded as generally available. Even where available, data may be prone 

to monitoring variations and inaccuracies which would require checks and provisos

● The research project used occupant comfort perceptions as the primary source of 

comfort data, and did not aim to validate, correlate or otherwise compare those 

perceptions with any measured values of internal conditions other than those that 

are largely fixed and/or directly related to the built morphology (i.e. daylight 

conditions and acoustic conditions)

● High response rates and large population samples from occupants who are able to 

recall conditions over time and found to be statistically reliable are judged to be of 

equal if not greater value than readings from a single sensor located within a system 

such as an air-handling unit, or positioned on a wall somewhere in a building. 

● Inaccuracies or wander in measured values are analogous to variance in occupant 

comfort perceptions. While environmental monitoring devices may be prey to 

differences in readings, comfort perceptions for the same space may available from 

multiple occupants and thereby able to be averaged

● Monitoring physical parameters in working buildings such as temperature, indoor 

air quality, humidity, daylight (and particularly acoustics and noise characteristics 

such as speech intelligibility), can be expensive, laborious and invasive. Measurements

may be compromised by constraints on the placement of sensors and/or the time 

available to perform the monitoring. The use of occupants as measuring instruments 

may be more insightful at determining whether a building is comfortable and usable, 
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and perceived to be healthy and a productive environment

● Human behaviour is motivated by perception not necessarily by instrumented 

values. Sometimes measured values and perception may match, sometimes they will 

not. Non-matched data does not invalidate the human perception nor render 

consequential occupant behaviours as ipso facto irrational or illogical. 

7.7 Free-text feedback

7.7.1 Analysis technique

The research project piloted a methodology for capturing, interpreting, scoring and ranking free-text

feedback from BUS respondents. Respondents’ free-text comments were entered into a coding

spreadsheet alongside their numerical scores. This had the advantage of allowing individual scores to

be linked directly to the researcher’s assessment of each comment as being either negative, positive

or balanced. It also enabled segregation of scores provided by respondents who did not comment. 

The approach to analysing comments was a refinement of a technique originally devised by Dykes

and Baird who categorised responses as either balanced, negative or positive and reported the

percentages of responses in each category (Dykes C., and Baird, G., 2012). This section considers the

robustness of the methodology.

The BUS survey equips certain questions with free-text boxes. The boxes are kept deliberately small

to prompt respondents to write one-line comments alongside their numerical scores. The vast

majority confine their comments to the box, although they may repeat the comment, or versions of

it, in other boxes particularly if they hold a strong opinion (usually critical, but not exclusively). A

small minority (one or two per 100 respondents) will provide longer tracts of text, unprompted, on

the back of their survey form. 

The brevity of the comments precludes the use of text evaluation methods such as thematic analysis.

In the vast majority of survey responses the meaning conveyed in the short sentences is usually clear

and not demanding of interpretation. In some cases, however, respondents may have difficulty in

articulating the precise cause of their dissatisfaction, usually relying on symptoms they experience

rather than pinpointing the technical source of a problem. For example, some respondents will

merely comment that they lack privacy, while others will say they can be overheard when making

private calls. Others may be more specific in observing that sounds can bounce around to the extent

that speech remains intelligible across a large, open-plan office. The differences in detail provided by

respondents raises two, slightly opposing issues for researcher attempting to parse respondents

comments:

● Respondents may be trying to articulate a particular problem but lack the technical 

vocabulary to express it in a way that enables the researcher to associate the 

comment with a particular morphological feature. In this respect the respondent may
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be issuing the equivalent of a ‘dogwhistle’: information that may only be recognised 

by a researcher who understands the context under which the comment has been 

made. Failure to hear a dogwhistle could lead to misunderstandings and lost insight 

● Conversely, a researcher sensitised to so-called dogwhistles may falsely associate 

or relate respondent comments to a specific topic of research interest, irrespective of

whether those comments truly connect. This may be a form of confirmation bias that

leads comments to be grouped into a pre-conceived category. This may be a 

particular risk of thematic analysis methods that require a researcher to create 

category bins into which comments can be conveniently segregated.

There is no easy answer to this dichotomy. In the doctoral project, the researcher was conscious of

the risks and exercised self-control in the subjective categorisation of comments as much as humanly

possible. For example, any comment not deemed wholly negative was categorised as ‘balanced’ even

when such comments were fundamentally critical but stopping short of condemnation. However,

there was no check on the researcher’s subjective categorisation. For the comments analysis

technique to be truly valid, the technique should be conducted blind (e.g. by a person not associated

with any particular building or survey), and second, be cross-checked. Neither of these two

conditions was available to the researcher. A downside to this methodological refinement is that

knowledge of context may have to be sacrificed in the pursuit of unbiased categorisation.

Many respondents do not provide comments. This led to a number of consequences:

● Those who did not comment are invisible in the comments analysis – treated as if 

they do not have an opinion. However, the lack of an expressed opinion may be an 

opinion in itself. Just because they are not motivated (or lack the time) to provide a 

comment, does not mean that they don’t have a strong view one way or the other

● Those who express an opinion have a louder voice in the assessment than those 

who have not, introducing a bias into the analysis through the process of exception 

● Those who comment are not speaking on behalf of those who do not comment. 

Those who do not comment may outnumber those who have commented

● The innate human tendency to speak out more in complaint rather than in praise 

inevitably skews an analysis towards negative and balanced (but possibly still critical)

comments 

● In a building or tenancy with a modest population, for example 50 people, a 

consequently small number of comments mean that errors in subjective 

categorisation, by accident or through bias, may lead to large swings in the reported 

percentage balance of each category.
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All these issues were present in the subjective comments analysis. Various solutions were tried to

reduce the effects of bias. In the pilot projects a system was devised whereby negative scores were

divided by positive scores in order to create ratios. The ratio approach was justified on the reasoning

that positive scores were likely to be the smaller of the two figures. Ratios below zero thereby

indicate an overall positive score. While the ratio approach was found to work, with negative

comments usually matching numerical scores, the calculation was found to be sensitive to variance in

the subjective categorisation, particularly when comments were in single digit samples. Small

numbers on one side of a ratio could lead to an imbalance in the ratio and thereby exaggerate a ratio

enough to change the ranking of topics. As a consequence it was decided to keep the calculation

simple and merely create percentage scores based on the negative, balanced and positive comments

as percentages of the entire sample (including the ‘no commenters’). This was the method refined by

Baird (Baird, G., and Waring, S., 2017) and adapted by Burman (Burman, E., 2016).

The revised methodology was applied to all buildings in the research dataset, including the pilot

studies which were re-run. All percentages were tabulated, and a selection of comfort scores graphed

in accordance with the researcher’s context nests, i.e. functional variables, lighting and acoustic

variables, and (so-called) outcome indicator variables (needs, comfort overall and perceived

productivity and health). While it is accepted that the chosen variables do not wholly reflect the

context nest topics, the exercise was dictated by the structure of the BUS survey where comfort

variables such as thermal comfort and seasonal air conditions are not equipped with comments boxes. 

A decision was taken to graph the percentage of negative comments with the percentage

combination of negative and balanced comments. This approach acknowledges two factors: first, it

provides a level of consistency with previous work by Baird et al and Burman; second, it recognises

that while a ‘balanced’ comment might be neutral, in most cases such respondents are making some

form of comment that is, in essence, critical, even if overtly negative terms have not been used. For

example, “a bit warm” could reasonably be interpreted as critical, whereas “too warm” can be

reasonably categorised as negative. Positive comments were relatively easy to identify, as such

responses usually expressed a preference (if not delight) for prevailing conditions. 

Initially, percentage scores were reported in bands, e.g. few criticisms being below 20% and majority

criticisms being above 60%. However, there was no justification for the percentage thresholds, which

may not be linear as supposed but subject to some sort of power law or exponential function, i.e.

criticisms might grow rapidly once a comfort threshold had been reached or breached. For this

reason the percentages of balanced and negative comments were merely reported and not subjected

to arbitrary categorisation that could not be justified or defended. 

As explained above (and reported fully in Appendix D), it was thought that ‘no-comment’ responders

should not be discounted from a comments analysis. A lack of comment by an individual may either

imply they are accepting of conditions, or that they are suffering in silence. The link between

respondents’ numerical scores and their comments offered the opportunity to compare the averages

of scores for positive, negative, balanced and no-comment categories of response, and to check how

those who did not comment in surveys tended to score. This was tested and the outcomes discussed

in Appendix D.
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7.8 Towards a practical application of carrying capacity

This research thesis has investigated the longitudinal performance of non-domestic buildings from

the comfort perspectives of their end-users. Such research has not, to the researcher’s knowledge,

been attempted before on such a large sample of buildings in their natural working states, nor over

such a long time-frame and to such a high level of contextual detail. As a consequence the initial

research was exploratory. Findings from early pilot studies were used to refine the analytical

methodology for a second set of case studies. 

Although the findings from the sample of seven buildings (six offices and one school) is not claimed

to be representative of how buildings generally perform over time (and how occupants react to

changes within them), commonalities have nonetheless emerged that may provide valuable insight

into the long-term relationships between buildings and the perceived comfort and satisfaction of

occupants working within them. It is suggested that the findings are evidence of the degree to which

occupant perceptions of environmental and functional conditions is influenced by changes in those

factors - something that can only be assessed through longitudinal study. In some cases the research

found evidence of possible boundaries to acceptable levels of occupant comfort evidenced by

statistical changes in comfort and satisfaction scores in the BUS survey. This chapter of the thesis

therefore explores the concept of those occupant comfort boundaries – what they are, what forces

act upon them, and how they express themselves – by analysing them using the concept of ‘carrying

capacity’ described in Section 5.6.

7.8.1 Testing models

The four models constructed by Meadows et al (Meadows, D., et al, 1972) were considered for their

applicability in describing carrying capacity in buildings in a real-time operational context (rather than

the research context of longitudinal surveys conducted several years apart). The applicability of the

models to everyday building operation presumes continuity of the occupants over time, albeit with

some degree of staff churn, but not wholesale and rapid change of occupancy, for example typical of

short-term tenancies. 

Model A in Figure 201 is an example of a population growing over time to an equilibrium, as defined

by the boundaries and limitations of an environment. The latter represents a theoretical limit of

carrying capacity. For the purposes of illustration, it can be assumed that the threshold is a known

quantity. It is thought that Model A may be considered representative of a building where ongoing

use and population density is concordant with the original design intent. Fitness for purpose may also

define this state. Other conditions are required for carrying capacity, as illustrated, to perform as a

constant: for example, a building must be managed and maintained at a level commensurate with

both the design intent and the intensity of its ongoing use. In the hypothetical case, carrying capacity

as a constant required the model to be independent of major refurbishment cycles and/or

permanent deterioration (that may, ultimately, justify demolition and replacement). For these

reasons (and depending on building type and longevity of mechanical services), a typical period over

which for carrying capacity might be considered to be a constant may only be around 10-15 years for

owner-occupied office buildings, and possibly much shorter for tenanted offices.
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Despite Model A’s broad theoretical applicability, none of the case-study buildings (with the possible

exception of Pennywell Academy) are considered a good fit for Model A. All have either undergone

changes of use, or the occupying populations have varied over time (mostly increased).

Model B offers a refinement: an example of a building where carrying capacity is still a constant (as

defined in Model A), but a situation where a population has exceeded the design intent at some stage

in time only to fall back to equilibrium. Such a reversion may be prompted by knowledge of a carrying

capacity threshold having been exceeded, thereby prompting remedial action. It also may be

characteristic of tenanted buildings like the Rivergreen Business Centre and Tanfield House where

tenants come and go, possibly as their business grows and outstrips the space available. For this

reason Model B is more applicable than Model A for buildings whose populations may rise beyond

original expectations, leading to some kind of reaction or consequence. However, as for Model A,

many other aspects would need to be constant rather than vary.

Model C is a refinement of Model B, where a population oscillates around a carrying capacity

threshold. Model C reflects the dynamic state of a population rather than one in steady-state. For

simplicity, the model presumes a rhythmic amplitude and frequency by which a population exceeds

or falls below a theoretical carrying capacity threshold. In this context a time frame may be short, i.e.

over a working week or even over a working day, or it may oscillate over a longer period. For

example, a population may fluctuate seasonally, typical of an educational facility. In those instances

there will be times when the features and functions in a building are adequate for the population,

and times when they will be under stress, leading to a risk of discomfort and/or loss of utility. 

Where breaches in carrying capacity shown in Model C are known, times of population overload may

be predictable. If so, periods of known excess may be actively managed, based on mitigation

strategies developed for such eventualities. This may typically involve planned homeworking, for

example. If a car park is likely to be oversubscribed for any reason, such as a conference or other

Figure 201: The models of carrying capacity, as described in Section 5.6.2.
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large meeting, employees may be encouraged to car-share or use public transport, perhaps with

associated latitude over time-keeping. If, however, the breaches of carrying capacity go unrecognised

and unmitigated, then there may be deleterious effects, the severity of which would depend on the

frequency and amplitude of such breaches. Minor breaches may be transient and of short duration,

merely irritating occupants and generating a few complaints, while constant (and extensive) breaches

may lead to chronic emotional and physical stresses. This may show in widespread and persistent

complaint, and may motivate staff to escape their workstation by various means. Distress may show

in numerical scores from occupant comfort surveys of the kind used in the research project.

Finally, Model D was considered for its fit with the case-study evidence. Of the four models, Model D

is thought to be the least relevant, characterising, as it does, a permanent loss of carrying capacity at

some point. Such a drop in carrying capacity might occur when a utility’s function is compromised by

a population increase. A clear example from the case studies is toilet provision. In some case-study

buildings a growth in population has exceeded the design allocation. In that respect, the absolute

carrying capacity has remained constant while the demand has increased (at least at peak times) in

accordance with Model B. However, the difference over Model B is that the higher demand has

increased the frequency for cleaning and maintenance. At a lower staff numbers these activities may

be conducted outside working hours, but as a consequence of the greater demand, toilets may be

closed for servicing during the working day. This has occurred in some case-study buildings, where

survey respondents complained variously of queues for toilets, lack of cleanliness, cleaning

conducted when toilets are needed, and unresolved maintenance issues. In other words, the higher

population has compromised availability, thereby effectively reducing capacity. 

The toilets example is arguably a consequence of resource management rather than an example of a

permanent irretrievable loss of carrying capacity, as characterised by Model D. A more relevant

(albeit theoretical) example might be where an increase in storage and meeting space has resulted in

less space available for occupants but with no commensurate reduction in population (and possibly

even a growth). The case studies, however, offer no evidence to support this. In fact, in some

buildings the reverse has occurred, with meeting rooms converted – officially or surreptitiously – into

office space in order to accommodate the higher population. Furthermore, a permanent loss of

habitat should not be confused with space conversion, where loss of one type of space has led to a

gain in another. So despite Model D’s potential for describing certain losses of capacity in buildings,

such losses would likely be transient rather than permanent as implied by the model (i.e. it is highly

Figure 202: A version of Model D whereby

sustained high population has had the

effect of degrading the carrying capacity of

a given variable (after Meadows et al,

1972).
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improbable that toilets would be removed to make way for additional office space). Model D may

therefore work with a proviso: where the population does not recede but is sustained above a

(degraded) carrying capacity threshold (Figure 202).

7.8.2 Identification of a best-fit model

Of the four theoretical models, Model C is thought to best describe the contexts found in the

longitudinal office case-studies: e.g. a rise in population but with oscillation (or variability) around a

threshold. For this association to be supported, two pieces of evidence are needed: evidence of

population rising over time, up to and beyond a defined threshold (for simplicity, the original stated

design allowance), and second, evidence of decline in occupant comfort perceptions. It is suggested

that the contention is supported by the following longitudinal case-study evidence:

● At Heelis (overall), a rise in population from 423 at design, to 475 at move-in, to 

650 in 2015 (maximum possible registered to work in the building: 900). Density rose 

from one person/14 m2 to one person/4.7 – 10 m2 depending on department

● At Heelis IT department, a rise in population from 69 in 2006 to 128 in 2015 (one 

person/8 m2 to one person 4.4 – 4.7 m2)

● At Elizabeth Fry Building, a rise in population from 70 in 1998 to 160 in 2015 (one 

person/10.1 m2 to 1 person/7.3 m2)

● At Rivergreen, a design occupancy of 500, and initial occupancy of 300, with a fall 

to 260 by 2015

● At Tanfield House, the design population was 1300 (around one person/8.5 m2; in 

2016, lettable area increased by 3565 m2 (25%). Actual population unknown (some 

areas unlet) but densities ranging from one person/5.3 – 19 m2.

● At Queen Elizabeth 2 Court East (QE2CE), the population increased from a design 

of 250 in 2007, to 280 in 2011, and to 356 in 2016 (although a total staff complement

of 436 was quoted against the 356 counted workstations). The population density

consequently rose from a maximum of one person/8.45 m2 to 5.37 m2 in 2016 (and 

potentially to one person/4.4 m2 in certain spaces) against the quoted maximum. 

Some buildings and tenancies have a more mobile workforce than others and therefore a more

regular lower level of utilisation. Other buildings, notably Heelis, have a very high potential maximum

population (said to be 900), but this is likely to occur very rarely (swipe-card data from 2015 indicated

that the average weekly occupation varies between 600 – 700 staff plus visitors). Note that the Foots

Cray Depot is not thought to conform strongly to the characteristics of Model C as its population is

steady at one person/9 m2, albeit highly mobile.

The characteristics found in the case study buildings are reinforced by studies by the British Council
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Figure 203: Mean densities in

office buildings studied over time

(BCO, 2013 p.26). By following a

sub-sample of buildings, the BCO

reported that there was a clear

trend of workplace densities

increasing from just under 13 m2

to under 10 m2 over a short

period of time (2009 – 2012). This

is consistent with the case-

studies.

for Offices in 2013 (BCO Occupier Density Study, 2013). BCO’s research indicates how office densities

have increased over time in buildings subjected to longitudinal analysis (Figure 208). 

Table 49 in Section 7.4 (page 275) presents an abridged summary of the evidence in support of the

proposed relationship between breaches of carrying capacity and longitudinal changes in self-

reported occupant comfort and perceptions of health and productivity. Inevitably, the distillation has

removed critical complexities and subtleties. The reader is therefore urged to revisit the longitudinal

changes in occupant comfort as described in each of case studies in Section 4 and Section 6. Note

that the Rivergreen Centre shows evidence that a decrease in population may have resulted in the

disappearance of noise discomfort, reported when the building was fully occupied.

7.8.3 The human dimension

Although the case-study evidence supports the basic characteristics of Model C, the relationship is

undoubtedly complicated by characteristics of the carrying capacity thresholds as they apply to

occupied, bounded spaces like offices, and the natural reactions of people to the characteristics of

the spaces they inhabit. In effect, this is the context-dependent element of the association between

carrying capacity – however it is defined – and self-reported perceptions of occupant comfort,

satisfaction, health, wellbeing and productivity. In all four models analysed, carrying capacity is

theoretically an absolute: a simplified, categorical independent variable that has fixed quantities or

properties. In reality there will be variations and ranges. Furthermore, it is suggested that there are

three innate human characteristics that influence human response to discomfort events:

● Willingness to tolerate breaches in comfort conditions, dependent on severity and 

frequency

● Willingness to cope with changing conditions when tolerance is exceeded

● Ability to adapt to discomfort conditions through behaviour change, including 

actions of avoidance and escape.
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The human ability to tolerate, adapt, and cope with sub-optimal conditions or periods of discomfort

allows a degree of latitude to be adopted in both the design and operation of buildings. A classic

example is the human adaptive response to thermal comfort, where fluctuations in thermal

conditions can be accommodated by occupants’ willingness and ability to adjust to prevailing

conditions, such as by changing clothing levels (CIBSE TM52, 2015). In this context, the carrying

capacity threshold acts as a band rather than as a fixed absolute. However, such bands still possess an

upper limit. Arguably, the closer that limit is approached, the greater people are required to resort to

adaptation and coping mechanisms in order to remain comfortable and productive in the workplace.

This may apply as much to levels of lighting and noise as it does to the thermal conditions. Moreover,

the degree to which people are able to adapt and cope is thought to be dependent upon the level of

control they are able to exercise (Leaman A., and Bordass, W, 2017). Such control will be in the form

of mechanisms such as thermostats, ventilation fans, openable windows and glare control blinds, as

well as whatever freedoms people have over when, where, and how they work. People with more

control and greater freedom may be able to cope with wider ranges of conditions than those with no

control and limited freedoms. Where there is a lack of personal control, the external control (i.e

automated or by a facilities manager) has to be as responsive and as effective as a control action that

would otherwise be performed by the people in the space (e.g. Heelis, Section 4.5). 

Findings from the longitudinal case-studies provide some evidence to support the willingness of

occupants to tolerate sub-optimal conditions – i.e. a breached threshold of carrying capacity – where

there is means of control and/or means of escape. Relevant evidence includes:

● Public sector staff in Foots Cray Depot experience extremes of thermal conditions 

and indoor air quality in a building not designed as an offices and which has known 

shortcomings with uncontrolled solar gain and poor ventilation. Conditions are poor 

(with low BUS seasonal scores), but tolerated. Occupant response: Many staff are 

peripatetic but others regularly work off-site or at home to avoid conditions 

● Desk-bound public sector staff at QE2CE occupy a mixed-mode building designed 

with ostensibly high levels of local ventilation control. However, occupants on upper 

floors report extremes of temperature and poor air conditions. Occupant response:

Few adaptation opportunities. Occupants try to exercise control over windows and 

override automated system settings to alleviate discomfort, but are countermanded 

by the building management who manage motorised windows remotely. Some 

comfort scores on the BUS 7-point scale have fallen to be on a par with those at 

Foots Cray Depot. Mean scores for the top floor are particularly low. 

● Teaching spaces in the Elizabeth Fry Building have been converted to open-plan 

offices in a building designed as cellular accommodation. Most administrative and 

clerical staff in those areas do not have access to a window and have less control over 

environmental systems than their counterparts in cellular and shared accommodation.

Occupant response: Staff in open-plan offices returned statistically lower BUS scores 

over time – and below the scale midpoint – for air conditions in summer and winter 

and for natural light. They also reported statistically less control over ventilation, 

lighting and noise compared with their colleagues in cellular and shared offices.
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● Tanfield House was converted from mixed-mode ventilation to full mechanical 

ventilation during its refurbishment. Windows previously openable by occupants 

were locked closed. Occupant response: Tenant Z at Tanfield House found a way to 

surreptitiously unlock their sash windows. The evidence was uncovered following 

atypical high BUS scores for ‘control over ventilation’. More circumstantial evidence 

supports similar discomfort alleviation actions by tenants on the (new) third floor. 

From these examples it might be expected that the BUS outcome variables for perceived health and

productivity, needs met, and overall comfort would be statistically poorer in all cases. However, while

Foots Cray Depot staff, for example, perceive conditions to be less healthy, their scores for comfort,

productivity and needs met are not as low as the longitudinal decline in seasonal scores might

suggest. A similar lack of a strong relationship was found in outcome scores for the open-plan offices

at the Elizabeth Fry Building: scores fell statistically but were not poor (except for perceived health).

The same occurred at QE2CE, even for the top floor where most discomfort was reported. 

It may be inappropriate to generalise from a sample of four buildings (for all the reasons given in

Section 7). However, the longitudinal evidence suggests that even when people report that conditions

have fallen below expectations, and score their dissatisfaction with conditions accordingly and are

critical via their free-text comments, their outcome variable scores (e.g. comfort and productivity) are

not necessarily lower in sympathy. This may be evidence of respondents’ tendency to cope and rise

above the perceived poorer conditions – particularly in contexts where there may be limited ability

and/or personal freedom to alleviate the discomfort. This might be evidence of peoples’ tendency

acquiesce: i.e. they are being paid to do a job, and therefore get on with it despite the worsened

conditions (some respondents do comment along those lines). However, their coping strategies may

require their expectations to change. If this is the case, a perceived threshold for carrying capacity,

based on altered perceptions over time, might rise to accommodate what might be termed a ‘new

normality’. Without such a mental readjustment, the alternative response may be rebellion rather

than grudging acceptance. However, there were no signs of staff rebellion in the case studies where

conditions had motivated low comfort scores. Staff may have expressed annoyance, discomfort or

dismay, but their forms of rebellion tended to be surreptitious, such as mild vandalism of control

strategies by unlocking sealed windows, or by illicitly retaining their banned lighting controllers.

With the available evidence, it is suggested that Model C could be adjusted to take account of altered

expectations as a consequence of coping strategies. In Figure 204, the perceived carrying capacity of

a oscillating variable (superimposed on Model C for simplicity) becomes a gradient. As the comfort

threshold is regularly breached, the levels it reaches might be accepted by the building’s

respondents, as expectations and tolerance accommodate the new default state. This form of

compliance would enable a building with stressed limits to its carrying capacity to remain habitable

and productive, at least superficially. Evidence of chronic underperformance could become evident

under close scrutiny, such as higher rates of staff sickness, higher absenteeism, or higher staff

turnover. These measurements were outside the scope of the longitudinal case-studies (and in any

case would not necessarily be a consequence – partly or wholly – of changes in built environment

variables). The applicability of Model C may depend on the ongoing stability and rate of occupant

churn related to the periods between measurements or surveys. The model will be most applicable

for contexts where organisations are employing various forms of real-time monitoring. 
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7.9 Next steps

Findings from longitudinal office studies have been shown to support a theoretical application of

carrying capacity as a dynamic measure to describe certain features of occupant satisfaction as it

changes over time, for example with utilisation levels. Although the relationship between occupant

numbers and outcome variables, such as perceived productivity, health and overall comfort, does not

appear to be direct (possibly as a consequence of other workplace variables), it is evident that

features in buildings can come under stress as a consequence of higher utilisation and therefore be a

source of discomfort, dissatisfaction and stress for building occupants.

The findings are consistent with many studies of office buildings, particularly open-plan offices. The

2002 literature review by Duval et al of nine research studies found office staff were less satisfied

with their lighting, acoustic, ventilation and temperature conditions as spatial density increased

(Duval, C.L., Veitch, J.A., and Charles, K. E, 2002). Similarly, the 2005 literature review of office worker

health and performance by de Croon et al identified occupant psychophysiological reactions (such as

crowding stress) to office location, layout and usage (de Croon, E., Sluiter, J., Kuijer, P. P., and Frings-

Dresen, M, ). De Croon et al found that while open-plan offices can improve worker communication

and collaboration, “open workplaces and high density offices increase cognitive workload…due to too

many people, and interactions, and too close proximity to others”. This finding was reinforced by

research by Shafaghat et al who found that open-plan office design had negative effects in terms of

workplace noise, greater disturbances and distractions, increased sense of crowding, and loss of

privacy (Shafaghat, A., Keyvanfar, A., Ferwati, M. S., and Alizadeh, T., 2015). Similarly, Keeling,

Clements-Croome and Roesch analysed the effects of agile workspaces (i.e. workers not tied to

particular desks) on self-reported experiences of privacy, crowding and satisfaction (Keeling, T.,

Clements-Croome D., and Roesch, E., 2015). Keeling et al argued that the end-users experience of the

spatial environment and its effect on occupant relations cannot be understood using simple metrics

of units per given area; instead: “typologies and features of space should be used instead”. 

The weight of evidence suggests that the concept of carrying capacity might provide a mechanism by

which thresholds to occupant dis-satisfaction might be determined. This could aid building design and

inform building management. Its practical application may require the following:

Figure 204: Occupants’ willingness to

tolerate, adapt and cope (rather than

rebel) with adverse conditions may lead

to altered expectations that enable a

building’s perceived carrying capacity to

increase. This does not imply that an

upper limit of acceptance will not be

reached at some point.
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● A method of capturing a detailed understanding of contextual factors, and a way of 

capturing the dynamic changes in those factors over time, particularly occupant 

numbers, utilisation, and effective density (possibly a refined version of context 

nesting as presented in this thesis

● A way of characterising the individual primary and secondary seasonal, functional 

and environmental control factors that operate to determine building occupants’ 

perceptions of comfort 

● An empirical and robust way of defining occupant satisfaction thresholds for 

seasonal, functional and environmental control factors. A starting point could be the 

factors covered in the BUS survey methodology (or similar survey methodology).

For carrying capacity to be applied in facilities management, effort will be needed to understand a

building’s morphological and physical contexts more fully. Furthermore, the tertiary factors listed in

Section 7 (i.e. those that are a complex combination of many different drivers) will require more

research into the nature of the interactions. As Leaman and Bordass said, “the cat’s cradle of causality

and association differs from one building to the next, making it dangerous to be over-assertive about

causation without careful appreciation of context” (Leaman A., and Bordass, W., 2017). 

For design professionals, the concept of carrying capacity may also require an extension of the

thresholds conventionally used to inform design. Primarily, it would require a greater appreciation of

the true nature of thresholds particularly those that are absolute (e.g. as defined by British Standards),

and what system redundancies may be required. This may not only be applicable to fixed provision

Figure 205a&b: The

application of thresholds in

dynamic monitoring of

carrying capacity may be

based on a traffic light

warning system. This may be

simpler to apply for fixed

provision, such as toilets

(Figure a), but more

complicated for issues such

as noise where there would

be upper and lower

thresholds for too noisy and

too quiet (Figure b).
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such as toilets, but also dynamic characteristics such as noise and thermal comfort settings. In terms

of managing carrying capacity thresholds during building operation, it is suggested that a simple

traffic-light system could operate when monitored absolute or relative thresholds are breached, such

as ‘no risk’, ‘some risk’, and ‘high risk’, with key performance indicators that flag when a carrying

capacity of a provision is breached, or is close to a breach (Figure 205). This could then trigger a

planned intervention to reduce the downsides of the breach in carrying capacity. The monitoring and

reporting required could be similar to that already used in facilities management for monitoring

utilisation, typically based on swipe-card records and other forms of real-time data (Figure 206). 

This chapter was entitled ‘Towards a practical application of carrying capacity’ for good reason: while

the concept is thought to possess potential for a better way of managing occupant satisfaction in

buildings – primarily by avoiding extreme situations that might otherwise go unnoticed and untreated

– far more research is required to understand more about the interactions between comfort variables

before any capacity thresholds can be reliably determined. It is suggested that this will be particularly

necessary for tertiary level factors (Section 7). Carrying capacity criteria may also need to include

aspects of workplace design and measures of wellbeing, both of which were outside the scope of the

research project. Furthermore, it is recognised that many factors are not only dynamic, but also

closely co-dependent or interrelated with other factors. Noise and daylighting, for example, are highly

dynamic and context-sensitive. They may defy attempts to set realistic and reliable threshold values.

However, it may be said that designers and facilities managers who seek absolute values for such

parameters may be missing the point: absolute proof may not be needed. All that matters is what the

occupants say, and how they react behaviourally to the situations in which they find themselves.

The research project has demonstrated that occupant responses to well-devised, administered, and

carefully-analysed occupant surveys may provide the necessary evidence to justify applying carrying

capacity theory to building design and management. Carrying capacity thresholds based on occupant

feedback, regularly calibrated to suit a specific context, may be all that is needed in a practical sense.

Feedback from carrying capacity evaluations during post-occupancy evaluations, and aftercare

routines required in Soft Landings projects, may serve to inform decisions made in building design. 

Figure 206: Real-time monitoring of workplace utilisation, not dissimilar to the theoretical monitoring of carrying capacity

illustrated in Figure 205. Image: TP Bennett/Investec Bank, Workplace Trends Conference, 18 October 2017, London.
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8.0 Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Overview

This concluding chapter provides a summary of the major findings of the Doctoral Research project.

The research questions, established prior to the pilot studies and refined in the light of initial findings,

are reproduced below. The research evidence is analysed to determine whether the research

contentions are supported. 

The doctorate project adopted a grounded, exploratory case-study approach for the longitudinal

analysis of ongoing building performance, using occupant feedback from buildings operating in their

normal states. The methodology focused almost wholly on occupant perceptions of comfort and

satisfaction, only resorting to physical measurements when the lack of contextual evidence was

needed in order to provide a quantitative or qualitative descriptive statistic against which the

occupants’ responses could be compared. This conclusion section brings together the patterns

identified in the case study analysis in Section 7 with the suggested application of carrying capacity

theory presented in Section 7.8.  The questions the research set out to answer followed the

methodological guidance given by Robson (Robson, C., 2011) and Ritchie (Ritchie, J., et al, 2014) with

respect to simplicity, clarity and focus in the research design.

8.2 Primary research questions

The primary research questions presented in Section 1.6 were:

●  Do perceptions of occupant satisfaction differ between identical surveys applied in

the same building conducted many years apart?

●  Are found differences random, or are there patterns in the response data that can 

be explained by influencing contextual factors in the buildings?

●  Can associations be made between changes in built morphology, operational 

and organisational factors, and occupant perceptions of comfort and satisfaction?

The primary research questions were supplemented by secondary questions in Section 2.7. These

were partly motivated by previous research in the field. These questions are abridged here for

brevity:

●  Does occupant satisfaction decline longitudinally in a transition from cellular 

offices to open-plan?

●  Do longitudinal satisfaction scores exhibit a change (decline or improvement) in 

sympathy with movement in comfort scores for other variables?
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●  Where changes (decline or improvement) are found in occupant satisfaction, can 

those changes be reliably associated with changes in perceptions of overall 

workplace health, comfort and perceived productivity? 

●  Where environmental controls are provided for the occupants, do occupants find 

their ability to exercise control over environmental parameters thwarted by poor 

perceived controls usability?

●  Do occupants with window seats express greater satisfaction with conditions 

compared with those without a window seat?

All core conclusions are presented in bold text for ease of reading and navigation.

8.2.1 Occupant satisfaction signatures

The overriding finding from the longitudinal research was the emergence of discernable patterns in the

mean comfort scores that appeared to be distinctive to each building under study. The strength of the

patterns is thought be partly due to the high level of consistency in the BUS survey questions, the

standardised approach to presenting statistics for core comfort variables, and the order in which those

summary statistics are traditionally presented. Even where shifts were apparent in perceptions over

time – both statistical and non-statistical – the arrangement of scores was found to be particular to

each building to the extent that there were often few longitudinal statistical differences for variables

where no changes could be identified in the context data. The long gaps between surveys (Foots Cray

Depot and Pennywell Academy excepted) suggest that such patterns cannot be due to matched-pair

scoring; in other words, a consistency in perceptions was maintained despite the sample populations

being comprised of overwhelmingly – if not totally – different sets of respondents. 

Such building-specific patterns were found to be absent in buildings that had undergone major

refurbishment and internal morphological restructuring, notably the Queen Elizabeth Court 2 East

(QE2CE) building (Section 6.4). However, the patterns in comfort scores appeared to be resilient with

less drastic refurbishment, the most notable example being Tanfield House (Section 6.3). Although

Tanfield House was extensively remodelled internally, the office areas were identical except for a

different lighting scheme and removal of natural ventilation. These two factors may have resulted in

longitudinal perceptions of lighting and ventilation control to change statistically. For other buildings

where movement in comfort variables were found, notably the three surveys carried out at the

Elizabeth Fry Building in 1998, 2011 and 2015, mean scores appeared to have moved in a manner

consistent with the comfort signature. Statistical declines in comfort and satisfaction scores were

associated with higher population densities, loss of environmental control, reduced amenity (e.g.

fewer window seats), and increased pressure on facilities (e.g. toilet provision).

The strength of the patterns and the consistency across the dataset lead to an hypothesis that a

building’s occupant score profile is akin to that of a comfort or satisfaction ‘signature’: a profile that is

determined at the point of the first occupant survey and only subject to change of morphological and

endogenous conditions in the buildings that are perceived by the occupants. 
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8.2.2 The role of contextual factors

For satisfaction signatures to be defensible as a concept, any statistical differences found between

longitudinal population samples should be attributable to a cause. That cause should be evident in

changes in a building’s context, albeit at varying levels of detail. Testing this concept required the

capture of the contextual variables in a systematic and structured way. Some contextual influences

were found to be morphological and others operational, while some (i.e. levels of local environmental

control) relied partly on recorded or measured changes (e.g. building population) and partly on

factual reporting by the occupants (e.g. over their levels of environmental control). Some variables

could not be easily quantified. For example, the effects of tenant partitioning on perceptions of

daylight could not be well determined although some additional daylight modelling suggests that

statistical movement in human perceptions can be consistent with physical changes (Appendix D). 

With few exceptions (e.g. satisfaction with cleaning), statistical changes in comfort perceptions in all

case-study buildings could be associated with a cause, although causal links could not be categorically

proved. In the absence of other possible drivers, it was deduced that the causes identified were, on

the balance of probability, likely to be the drivers behind altered perceptions. As a consequence of the

pattern in scoring and the in-depth statistical analysis of the scores against the contextual factors

captured in the ‘context nests’, the researcher therefore makes the following assertions about

building comfort signatures with respect to the primary research questions:

1.  While scoring for comfort variables may differ between surveys conducted years 

apart, the pattern of scoring appears related and possibly characteristic of the 

individual buildings Built morphology appears to play a strong role in average 

satisfaction and comfort scores. The core virtues of a building – and any inherent 

shortcomings it might possess – appear to influence the averaged numerical scores of

occupants, irrespective of the passage time or turnover in survey respondents

2.  Occupants to not appear to score comfort perceptions randomly or with high 

variance. With few exceptions, statistical changes and non-statistical movements in 

mean scores could be associated with changes in contextual variables

3.  The mean occupant response scores were found to be a reliable indicator of 

long-term changes in building morphology and operational and organisational 

factors. Changes in occupant satisfaction with seasonal variables were more difficult 

to associate with context. Evidence relied on changes reported by building managers 

and provided by survey respondents via their free-text comments.

It was clear from some case-studies that the context nesting approach was missing factors that might

otherwise explain statistical changes in respondent scores. Some of these factors might be physical or

morphological (such as glazing ratio), while others may be operational (such as system setpoints). For

these reasons it is recognised that the context mapping approach will require refinement, possibly

with additional levels of detail. This is explored in more detail in Section 8.4.
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8.3 Secondary research questions

8.3.1 Comparison of cellular with open-plan

The research project theorised whether occupant satisfaction declines longitudinally as a

consequence of a transition from cellular office space to open-plan. Only one building in the dataset

offered the opportunity to study such a transition. Open-plan office space at Elizabeth Fry Building

changed from 100% cellular in 1998 to 27.3% open-plan in 2015. Statistical differences between

cellular and shared offices and open-plan offices were found in 16 out of the 25 comfort factors

studied. As those seated in open-plan areas in 2015 were around 50% of the total 2015 survey

sample, it is considered that much of the longitudinal decline in satisfaction in the Elizabeth Fry

Building can be accounted for by the creation of open-plan offices in a building originally designed as

cellular offices and teaching rooms. 

Despite the statistical evidence, the building is only one example. It is therefore not possible to

generalise this finding. A similar analysis of the Rivergreen Centre (albeit not longitudinal), found that

cellular offices were also statistically better than open-plan offices for air conditions in summer.

However, this was likely due to personal access to windows and vents, and local control over heating

and lighting systems. 

It is concluded that the research project has not answered the research question categorically,

although it has provided robust evidence for future research.

8.3.2 Sympathetic movement of satisfaction variables

The research project theorised that longitudinal movement in mean scores for comfort and

satisfaction may exhibit sympathetic movement, i.e. movement in one set of comfort variables may

motivate altered perceptions of other comfort variables. Logically, such movement would be

independent of contextual drivers. No such sympathetic movement was detected. Most statistical

movements in comfort scores could be attributed to specific changes in the physical or operational

context, rather than non-causal linkages between satisfaction variables.

It is concluded that respondents’ answers to well-defined, reliable and straightforward questions

are delivered independently of other questions unless the comfort variables are strongly associated

(i.e. seasonal temperature and seasonal air conditions). For all other questions, respondents

address topics individually. 

This finding is supported by relationships found between changes in respondent comfort scores and

contextual factors.
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8.3.3 Changes in perceptions of health, comfort and productivity

The statistical findings from all case-study buildings were analysed alongside the changes in

perceptions of overall workplace health, comfort and perceived productivity in each building.

It was concluded that longitudinal comparisons of comfort variable mean scores displayed no

consistent relationship to the respondents’ scores for what were treated as ‘outcome’ variables of

perceived health, overall comfort, needs met and perceived productivity. 

As survey respondents were willing and able to analyse and rate each comfort variable separately,

their dissatisfaction with a particular comfort variable (or set of variables) did not relate to a

statistical drop in perceptions of ‘overall comfort’ or ‘perceived productivity’. Associations were easier

to make where perceptions had declined across many comfort variables over time; where statistical

declines in perceptions were confined to a few variables rather than a great many, there was often no

statistical movement in the outcome variables scores at a 0.05. 

It is therefore suspected that variables that were classified as ‘outcomes’ in the research design may

not be outcomes in reality, but rather variables that may be partially (if not wholly) independent of

other comfort variables. Statistical associations may only emerge when conditions in buildings

change so much that occupants may also deliver lower or higher BUS scores for ‘overall comfort’,

‘perceived health’, and ‘perceived productivity’. Movement in BUS scores for ‘perceived

productivity’ may not, therefore, be evidence of a causal link to movement in the other comfort

variables. Owing to the wide range of potential influencing variables at play and the interactions

between them, an association of poorer comfort with lower perceived productivity in one building

may not be a defensible association to make in another. Buildings are highly systemic environments,

the complexities of which may lead to spurious statistical associations. Comfort variables pre-

classified or otherwise pre-determined by researchers as ‘outcomes’, (particularly any measures of

perceived productivity), may generate questionable statistical associations and therefore lead

researchers to false conclusions.

This argument is at odds with much published research that claims to find compelling statistical

linkage between comfort conditions and perceived productivity. However, such linkage was not found

in the longitudinal studies. It is suspected that health and productivity variables, in particular, may be

influenced by many factors exogenous to the built environment, such as aspects of employment and

company management. This may complicate and confuse attempts to find clear and regular

associations between measures of perceived productivity and perceived health with (self-reported)

perceptions of built environment variables. This is suggests that changes are needed in future

research into the effects of comfort and satisfaction variables, particularly their role in influencing

perceptions of health and productivity (Section 8.10).

It is therefore concluded that the research project did not find consistent and repeated changes in

perceptions of overall workplace health, comfort and perceived productivity that could be

associated with occupants’ perceptions of other comfort variables.
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8.3.4 The role of usable controls 

The research attempted to determine whether the level of perceived usability of controls was a factor

in respondents’ levels of satisfaction with control over heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and noise.

A new question was formulated to this effect, asking respondents to “rate the usability of controls in

their normal work area”. Response rates to the question were lower than other questions. Fewer

respondents answered the question compared to the preceding control questions. Those that did give

a numerical score often added comments to the effect that they did not have controls or, if they did,

that they did not use them. It was found rare for respondents to comment on usability per se.

It is concluded that the question on controls usability yielded few insights and therefore the

research question was not answered. 

8.3.5 Comparisons of window seats with non-window seats

The research attempted to determine whether occupants with window seats expressed greater

satisfaction with conditions compared with those without a window seat. The longitudinal nature of

the research provided an opportunity to study preferences based on an increase or decrease over time

in respondents with direct access to windows. As most buildings studied were naturally ventilated or

mixed-mode (i.e. with openable windows and background mechanical ventilation), it was thought that

occupants’ proximity to windows may provide insight on whether comfort conditions and overall

satisfaction were perceived to differ between window and non-window seating positions.

Of the buildings studied, the Elizabeth Fry Building, Heelis and Tanfield House generated population

samples both homogenous enough and large enough in number to enable disaggregation for

statistical analysis. In the case of the narrow-plan Elizabeth Fry Building, no statistical differences

were found in the 2015 sample. Disaggregation of window/non-window samples for open-plan

offices were too small for robust analysis. Samples from 1998 and 2011 were similarly too small as

cellular offices predominated. For Tanfield House, while no statistical differences were found in 1995

other than for control of ventilation, in 2016 statistical differences (and declines) were found in

perception of daylight conditions, likely because of the loss of daylight from the atriums enclosed

during the refurbishment and as a consequence of the full-height tenant partitions. Owing to

surreptitious unlocking of sash windows by one Tanfield House tenant in 2016, occupants in window

seats reported statistically greater control of ventilation. For Heelis, it was found that comfort

perceptions for those in window seats were influenced by the behaviour of the windows and vents,

which changed from local user control to central computerised control after the 2006 survey. The

analysis was complicated by a population’s gender balance and the tendency of females in window

seats to report seasonal comfort variables differently to males. 

It would appear from the single case of Heelis that – in free-running buildings at least – reported

comfort conditions can be strongly determined by gender preferences, with any seasonal discomfort

sensed by females first. This may inform carrying capacity thresholds for managing seasonal

conditions, as reported in Section 6.6. However, care needs to be taken when interpreting the statistics

as there can be variation in reporting, e.g. whether a respondent has a window seat or is merely near
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to one. The virtues of spatial distinctions in sample distributions therefore need to be understood and

appreciated, rather than dismissed when a distribution of scores appears statistically non-normal. A

non-normal spread of data might, in reality, be entirely normal for the context.

It is concluded that occupants in window seats can report statistically different comfort conditions,

but not necessarily greater satisfaction than those in non-window seats. Proximity to the building

envelope was found to lead to perceptions of either greater comfort or discomfort, particularly for

seasonal variables whereby statistical differences can be gender-related; e.g. females in window

seats may report lower satisfaction with prevailing winter conditions than males.

8.4 The mapping of context 

The research project tested an approach to capturing morphological and operational changes in the

case-study buildings. The context mapping was based on a concept of nested contexts, i.e. contexts

within contexts. This worked for some aspects better than others. For example, complications were

found in mapping occupant perceptions to temporal contexts, such as daylight glare which varies

diurnally and seasonally. Despite such complications, the context mapping was found to work well at

identifying the key morphological and physical variables that act upon occupant comfort perceptions,

and the movement in those perceptions over time. Experience suggests its future use may need to

take into account three levels of contextual relationships, with each level having an increasing reliance

on human perception data plus appreciation of greater complexity that arises from interactions

between multiple factors.  Primary level factors may be categorical data that characterise the physical

context, plus direct occupant perceptions of specific comfort conditions). Secondary level factors may

be those that may combine with other factors (such as physical density with perceived density), while

tertiary level factors may include more complex perceptions of health and productivity that may be

influenced by many variables exogenous to the built environment, such as personal health and

concepts of wellbeing. New surveys may be needed to capture these influences not currently possible

with built environment surveys like BUS, or, alternatively, additional survey modules may be required.

The application of the context-mapping was found to possess certain weaknesses. While data such as

glazing ratio or floor-to-ceiling height was often easy to obtain, values were often not consistent

throughout a building and/or between floors, reducing the relevance of a single figure to comfort

scores, particularly when the latter were disaggregated by zone or by floor. Measured distances to

features such as entrances and toilets appear to have differing levels of relevance. In some buildings

the distances were important (e.g. to toilets or catering outlets) while in other buildings travel

distances did not appear to exert a strong influence on occupants’ perceptions. 

The context mapping, as used over the long time-scales of the longitudinal case studies, could not

capture fluctuations in the delivery of comfort conditions from HVAC systems. It is understood and

appreciated that BUS occupant comfort scores could be influenced by the prevailing operational

characteristics of HVAC systems and their management, maintenance and set-points. In two case-

study buildings – Foots Cray Depot and the Rivergreen Centre – there were known issues with

systems that could be directly associated with comfort scores. The free-running characteristics of

Heelis were also known to influence occupants’ perceptions of seasonal conditions. For other
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buildings the contextual detail on the influence of HVAC relied more on anecdotal feedback from

building operators and the free-text comments by occupants. This may need to be more rigorously

observed in future mapping of contexts against occupant survey responses.

The context-mapping exercise raised important questions over calculations of occupant density. The

research determined that quoted floor areas and occupant numbers were sometimes different to

measured area values and densities. The potential effect of density on occupant comfort perceptions

therefore differed according to the calculations used, i.e. population density, workstation density, or

effective density (a measure of utilisation). This generated uncertainties over the effects of excessive

density on occupant perceptions of comfort. 

It is concluded that accurate and well-defined data on occupied areas and density in its various

forms is needed to obtain a better understanding of occupant satisfaction, with an increased

emphasis on capturing accurate utilisation levels over both the short and long term.

Greater understanding of the relationship between density and occupant satisfaction also requires

building occupiers, particularly of office buildings, to monitor occupant density and levels of utilisation,

and to relate calculations to a specific area metric, e.g. actual occupied area (with or without notional

and prescribed circulation) as opposed to just net usable area. It is also considered a key measurement

for the ongoing monitoring of a building’s carrying capacity, as presented in Section 7.8.

8.5 Gender differences

Although researching the demographic differences in comfort perceptions was not the purpose or

objective of the longitudinal research, the large samples obtained for 16 BUS surveys over the 21-

year period enabled the separation of survey responses by age and gender to identify any patterns in

the comfort perception data. The results are presented in detail in Appendix B3. 

Analysis of survey responses by gender found a surprising consistency over time and across all

buildings and tenancies. Gender preferences for thermal comfort conditions for all the surveys

revealed that females consistently rated conditions towards ‘too cold’ when males were relatively

thermally neutral, while males scored conditions towards ‘too hot’ when females were relatively

thermally neutral. The difference in thermal comfort scores between the genders was greatest for

perceptions of winter temperature and air conditions. The pattern of scores for other comfort

variables were not clearly defined along gender lines (with the possible exception of scores for

perceived health). This finding is not claimed to be revelatory; any researcher with a similar survey

database and large enough population samples could perform a similar analysis. Nonetheless, the

gender patterns in the case-study data provide compelling evidence that gender matters when

assessing comfort perceptions in buildings, and longitudinal movement thereof. The findings are

thought to have the following implications: 

● Researchers of occupant satisfaction need to separate comfort scores by gender to 

determine the extent of gender-related bias, particularly for winter and summer 

comfort variables 
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● In longitudinal studies, researchers need to account for changes in gender balance 

in both the context mapping (e.g. for understanding toilet provision) and for 

understanding any statistical differences between longitudinal population samples

● Building designers and HVAC system integrators need to make building operators 

aware of the possible effects of gender preferences in system settings during initial 

occupation (e.g. during a Soft Landings aftercare period)

● Building operators need to take account of gender preference in system settings 

and to alter setpoints to suit the gender balance prevailing over time in control zones

● For post-occupancy evaluation, researchers should take account of gender 

differences when analysing feedback on seasonal comfort variables and when 

comparing perceptions of comfort against expectation and published benchmarks 

(e.g. BUS benchmarks). 

The researcher concludes that splitting occupant survey population samples by gender is vital for

understanding seasonal comfort perceptions (particularly in longitudinal comparisons), and the

effects of system setpoints. Gender differences may also play a role in managing a building using

carrying capacity theory: e.g. a thermal discomfort threshold set for males may be reached or

crossed by females prior to being reached by males. Without a gender-sensitive approach to system

occupant settings, the more likely females will report thermal discomfort in a survey, particularly for

questions on winter conditions. Research findings also suggest that gender differences may be

influenced by the conditions prevailing in window seat locations, particularly those buildings with

active facade elements (e.g. openable windows and vents).

8.6 Comments analysis methodology 

The research project piloted a methodology for capturing, interpreting, scoring and ranking free-text

from survey respondents. This approach adopted a technique devised by Baird and Dykes (Baird G.

and Dykes, C., 2012) and refined by Burman (Burman, E., 2016) who subjectively categorised

occupant responses as either balanced, negative, and positive. The following conclusions are drawn

from the application of the methodology, and from the occupant feedback that derived from its use:

● Survey respondents are mostly motivated to make negative or critical comments 

when conditions are below expectations (e.g. too hot, too cold, or too noisy) or 

facilities are not delivering the utility needed (e.g. toilets, storage, meeting rooms) 

● Separating comments into negative, positive, and balanced categories may suffer 

from small samples. Reporting percentages in each category may be misleading 

where small samples are involved

● Many survey respondents do not comment. A 50% or lower comment rate is not 

uncommon; rates differ from building to building and between survey questions
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● People who did not comment tended to score closer to the neutral point on the 

BUS scales; respondents’ positive or negative comments thereby tended to be 

consistent with their numerical scores  

● The researcher’s subjective rating of comments was found to broadly match 

respondents’ numerical scores. The creation of a balanced (or ‘critical’) comment 

category provided latitude in the categorisation of negative comments.

Analysing comments by frequency of repeated terms and phrases provided extra insight into the

causes of discomfort and dissatisfaction. However, it is concluded that as samples in each category

(e.g. positive, negative and balanced) were often modest, along with the wide variety of words that

could be used to describe a given condition and differences in the strength of opinion held by

respondents, the effect of researcher bias in exaggerating sources of dissatisfaction cannot be

discounted. It is therefore concluded that the ranking of negative and balanced comments are more

important for informing interventions to improve conditions than the specific percentages reported in

each category. However, evidence from the case studies suggest that critical comments made by

more than one in four survey respondents (i.e. >40%) may, in itself, be sufficient grounds for action,

particularly when the weight of comments is triangulated with other sources of evidence. 

Despite the successful adaptation of the comments analysis procedure and the development of a

simple graphical representation of the percentage of comments in each category, it is nonetheless

concluded that most insight comes from simply reading comments and understanding what

respondents are saying. It is also suspected that attempts to extract hidden meaning by use of rule-

based text analysis methods may lead to false certainty over the interpretation and classification of

comments. Instead, the greatest insight from respondents’ comments is thought to depend on the

knowledge of the context from which the comments originated. It is concluded that the more detailed

a researcher’s grasp of context, captured systematically, the greater the likelihood of parsing survey

feedback accurately. This would increase the likelihood of linking respondents’ comments reliably to

potential causal factors, whether morphological or operational, endogenous or exogenous.

8.7 Carrying capacity

The longitudinal case study research has identified declines in occupant satisfaction over time that

may be related to increased pressure on the ability of the buildings to deliver the levels of comfort

and utility expected by occupants. This led to the idea of adopting the concept known as carrying

capacity: a mechanism by which key physical and morphological components can be related to

occupant satisfaction, and boundaries and thresholds of acceptability determined where

independent values can be determined for (context-sensitive) comfort variables (Section 7.8). 

The weight of evidence suggests that the concept of carrying capacity might be applied to buildings

to better manage the thresholds to occupant dissatisfaction. This could aid building design and inform

building management. Its practical application is thought to require: 

● A robust method of capturing context
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● A way of characterising seasonal, functional, and environmental parameters

● A robust way of defining occupant satisfaction thresholds for those seasonal 

functional and environmental control factors.

Furthermore, the findings from the longitudinal case studies have demonstrated that a practical

application of carrying capacity theory to buildings will need to take into account three innate human

characteristics that influence response to discomfort events, and their acceptability:

● Willingness to tolerate breaches in comfort conditions (depending on their severity

and frequency)

● Ability to cope with changing conditions when tolerance is exceeded

● Willingness to adapt to discomfort conditions through changes in behaviour, 

including avoidance or escape from the discomfort source.

It is concluded that more research is required to understand the interactions between comfort

variables to enable carrying capacity thresholds to be reliably determined and to enable the theory

to be fully tested. This research will need to include aspects of workplace design and measures of

wellbeing, both of which were outside the scope of the research project.

8.8  Generalisation of outcomes  

While the purpose of the research project was not to identify findings of a generalisable nature, the

following (limited) generalisations are thought possible from the research project: 

● A building’s fundamental comfort signature can be determined based on outputs 

from the earliest survey conducted, preferably two years after occupation to enable 

two heating and cooling seasons to pass, along with any adjustments and 

improvements to settings and resolution of known defects. This may be the basis of a

performance baseline or set of context-specific benchmarks

● Gender preferences for thermal comfort conditions (particularly evidenced in 

winter temperature scores) for all the surveys show that females consistently rate 

conditions as too cold when males are relatively thermally neutral, and males score 

conditions towards too hot when females are thermally neutral

● Deep-plan and open-plan (air-conditioned and mixed-mode) offices can perform 

well over the long term, over a range of floor-to-ceiling heights, plan depths, and 

occupant densities

● Narrow-plan mixed-mode buildings can perform well over the long term, but 

where features and amenities characteristic of narrow-plan (such as window seats, 
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local environmental controls) are taken away from a sample of occupants, this may 

lead to a decline in mean satisfaction scores over a range of comfort variables

● There appears to be some relationship between workstation density and a range of

comfort factors, with occupants favouring lower density workplaces and spaces with 

higher ceilings. However the statistical proof is weak owing to a paucity of offices in 

the research dataset with densities less than one person/15 m2 (i.e. fewer people). 

● Some buildings appear to work satisfactorily at high occupant densities, while 

others do not. Density, in and of itself, may not be an indicator of comfort and 

satisfaction, although there appears to be some statistical associations between 

density and some comfort and satisfaction variables

● Higher measured population densities over time appear synonymous with a larger 

perceived workgroups at the expense of smaller workgroups. However, it cannot be 

concluded that larger workgroups directly correlate with a decline in occupant 

satisfaction, nor with lower perceived health and productivity.  

As explained in Section 7, the research project’s emphasis on relating local context to occupant

comfort and satisfaction scores reduces the generalisability of findings. This is not judged a weakness

of the research; rather, the outcome of the research suggests that a lack of contextual sensitivity in

existing published building performance research may account for many weak, contradictory or

ambiguous conclusions. It may even bring into question the validity of more categorical claims by

previous researchers, particularly where those claims are almost wholly statistical in nature and short

on contextual evidence. Examples in the research literature may include inconclusive results that

have arisen when researchers have attempted to compare the wellbeing performance of ostensibly

‘green’ buildings with that of ‘conventional’ buildings. In many cases researchers relied on

environmental ratings (e.g. BREEAM or LEED) as a proxy for a lack of contextual evidence when

categorising case-study buildings as well-performing or under-performing  (Leder, S., Newsham, G.,

Veitch, J. A., Mancini, S., and Charles, K. E., 2015), (Hua, Y., Göçer G., and Göçer, K., 2014), (Menadue,

V., Soebarto, V., and Williamson, T., 2013). Lack of contextual detail in these papers is believed by the

author to be a significant omission, if not an outright error in the research methodologies used.

It is concluded from the longitudinal analysis that pre-categorisation of buildings in a research design

may be an invalid strategy; each building has to be treated and studied individually, with

disaggregation on performance, where possible, related – statistically and qualitatively – to contextual

characteristics. Generalisation may subsequently be possible where it can be demonstrated that

morphological, physical and operational features are shared between buildings. Only where buildings

are found to share characteristics may they be subsequently sorted, labeled or classified.

Furthermore, it is concluded that statistical analysis of occupant comfort and wellbeing cannot

henceforth be conducted in a contextual vacuum, where key characteristics of occupied spaces,

whether dynamic (such as occupant density), or fixed (like built morphology), are not included in the

research design. The longitudinal case-study based analysis has demonstrated that such knowledge is

a pre-requisite to a thorough understanding of occupant satisfaction in buildings.
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8.9  Relevance to Soft Landings projects

The research project originally set out to explore the possibility of using BUS ‘outcomes’ scores to

inform the use of occupant satisfaction metrics, particularly on projects that adopt the Soft Landings

culture of graduation handover and professional aftercare. This was partly motivated and triggered by

a lack of tools and a common vocabulary that can reliably articulate, visualise and track occupant

satisfaction factors during building operation. In the absence of context-dependent occupant

satisfaction metrics that can be set at design, it was suggested that threshold targets for occupant

satisfaction could be set in a project’s Soft Landings aftercare period. Three points of systematic

performance assessment in the first 36 months of a buildings occupation are proposed under the Soft

Landings Framework (Bordass, W.; et al, 2014):

● Initial occupation (6-8 weeks after move-in) occupant support by the building 

operator and on-site attendance by members of the professional design and delivery 

project team. No formal measurements or surveys, but anecdotal feedback obtained 

either verbally and/or via complaints and fault-reporting procedures.

● Month 12-18 post completion First energy survey and formal occupant survey no 

sooner than 12 months after handover, after all defects have been resolved and 

snagging completed, and after the first full heating and cooling seasons have passed. 

● Month 30-36 post-completion Second energy survey and formal occupant survey 

after all fine-tuning interventions have been completed and after the second full 

heating and cooling seasons have been experienced. A performance metric report 

would be delivered at month 36.

The period of Soft Landings aftercare includes the provision for at least two occupant surveys, one no

sooner than 12 months after completion and another no sooner than 24 months post-completion

and following improvement interventions (Bordass, W., et al, 2014, page 24). The researcher believes

that a greater understanding of contextual influences on comfort and satisfaction may help Soft

Landings teams better appreciate the influences of built morphology and physical characteristics on

occupant perceptions when such surveys are used. It may also improve understanding about the

sensitivity of occupants to any changes or interventions that may be made to improve conditions

based on occupant survey results, whether using the BUS methodology or a similar survey system. 

While it is concluded that the case-study evidence presented in Sections 4 and 6, and analysed by

theme in Section 7, has not lead to the development of satisfaction metrics as originally intended, it is

thought that the concept of carrying capacity might be an appropriate way with which to apply

longitudinal occupant perception data.  However, the researcher believes that monitoring of carrying

capacity may be an approach more appropriate for medium to long-term building management.

Changes over time may be gradual, but more extensive than that likely to occur within the initial

three-year aftercare period required by Soft Landings. 

The richness of the case-study evidence provides hitherto unknown insight into the effects of

contextual changes on occupant comfort perceptions. This is suggested to be pre-requisite for an
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improved understanding of occupant satisfaction thresholds. Although generic thresholds cannot be

quantified from the research outcomes, the seasonal, functional, and control variables as covered by

the BUS survey address many of the key issues, along with the new factors of occupant density and

toilet provision. 

While occupant satisfaction benchmarks may be useful for comparing performance between types of

buildings (e.g. schools, offices), the findings from the context-specific surveys suggests to the author

that generalised benchmarks may not, in any case, be an appropriate starting point for setting

performance indicator thresholds for individual buildings. It is tentatively suggested that a survey’s

comfort scale midpoints (for example, ‘4’ in the BUS questionnaire) could be set as the initial baseline

for acceptable occupant satisfaction, against which the results of the first (month 12-18) survey would

be compared. Mean satisfaction scores – disaggregated where necessary and where samples sizes

allow – could then be compared with whatever categorical (independent) variables are relevant and

available. Results from a follow-up occupant survey could – assuming mean scores are positive on the

scales – set carrying capacity baselines and thresholds for acceptable performance over the longer

term. The researcher believes that independent variables could be a combination of values with fixed

thresholds (e.g. toilet provision to BS 6465), values to best practice guidelines (e.g. occupant density

values to BCO guidelines, or thermal values to CIBSE TM52), or values determined by design or by

client preference, (e.g. speech intelligibility or acoustic reverberation values). The placement of

warning thresholds could be at the discretion of the building operator or occupier. It is thought that a

waiver system could be based on the frequency and periodicity with which a warning threshold or

maximum threshold value is exceeded. This could, in effect, be a form of risk assessment. 

Figure 207 demonstrates how the values might be visualised. The three-dimensional plot has the

Left, Figure 207: A hypothetical plot

for monitoring carrying capacity of

occupant density, with measured

values indexed against occupant

perceptions obtained from a BUS

survey. Confidence limits are

omitted for clarity.
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advantage over a rose diagram in that three variables can be plotted: time, independent variable (i.e.

measured density) and occupant perception score. Arbitrary warning and maximum limit thresholds

for measured values are shown by amber and red lines. For illustration, the timeline shown conforms

with Soft Landings points of post-occupancy evaluations. BUS benchmarks are shown by a line

through the variable. It is appreciated that a more elegant form of visualisation would be required for

building operators who wish to have a practical way of managing such comfort variables over time,

and when instigating mitigation measures when the thresholds are threatened and/or when

occupant satisfaction scores drop to unacceptable levels.

It is further acknowledged that a comfort visualisation covering one variable, such as density, could

not exist in isolation from other comfort variables, as causes of discomfort may be linked. That

linkage, plus the complexities of human perception, may deliver comfort scores that appear to be at

odds with the categorical variable against which a particular set of perceptions has been plotted.

Mismatches between perceptions and categorical variables could lead to occupant perceptions being

dismissed as inaccurate in favour of some measured or instrumented value. Therefore any tool and

visualisation that allows qualitative perceptions to be plotted against carrying capacity measurements

may require considerable expertise on behalf of the operator in order for relationships between

perceptions and variables to be fully understood. For example, all values plotted would be relative,

rather than absolute. All relationships would need therefore need to be fully understood.

As stated in section 7.5, the longitudinal research has highlighted problems inherent with associating

occupants’ perceptions of comfort and building utility with measures of human performance, such as

perceived productivity or perceived health. It is thought that false associations  may partly be a

function of statistical conventions. For example, the convention of placing dependent variables up the

Y axis and (potentially) independent variables along the X axis may inherently bias the way comfort

variables are defined and the categories into which they are placed. Statistical tools developed to

visualise carrying capacity would need to be sensitive to such bias.

8.10 Future research

This doctoral research project attempted a rare if not unique approach to studying the longitudinal

performance of non-domestic buildings over time. The researcher is not aware of similar case-study

investigations, conducted in such depth, in the research literature. While it is not claimed that the

research is wholly seminal, the analysis of multiple working buildings over many years has

nonetheless has provided hitherto unknown knowledge of how occupant perceptions of comfort and

satisfaction change as the buildings themselves undergo change.

The database of buildings in Appendix A, including the case-studies reported in the main thesis, may

provide future researchers with a platform to continue longitudinal studies. As such the database and

the survey results may be available on request, albeit with certain caveats attached, not least the

willingness of building owners to take part, the consistency with which future surveys are conducted,

and the ethical curation of the research data. Future research may benefit from a refinement of the

techniques reported in this thesis, for example the context nesting approach and the triangulation

with physical and operational data. Additional modelling may be appropriate to test the relationships
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between occupant perceptions and prevailing conditions. It is also thought that more research into

the occupant perception of noise and building acoustics would be beneficial, particularly the

relationship between noise perceptions and indices of speech intelligibility in office buildings, which

were not covered in the research design. 

Furthermore, as the variables of perceived health, comfort and productivity did not act as ‘overall

outcome variables’ as categorised in the research methodology, it may be appropriate for future

researchers to revisit the relationships between human perceptions of these factors and the comfort

factors on which many previous researchers believe they rely.  While it is not to be doubted that

some research designs find statistical links between perceptions of productivity, for example, and

perceptions of various comfort conditions, the findings from this research project suggest the

linkages may be not be robust and possibly not repeatable, especially in buildings where changes in

perceptions for a range of variables may be alluringly statistical but not extreme. As discussed in

Section 7.8.3, the innate human predisposition to tolerate, cope and adapt conspires to complicate

links between changes in comfort conditions and self-reported responses in terms of comfort and

productivity. There may be a connection – it is logical and rational to hypothesise so – but the

evidence in this thesis does not support a repeatable and generalisable relationship.

It is therefore posited that changes in self-reported perceptions of comfort and productivity may be

products of a broader range of endogenous and exogenous influences rather than a direct summary

of outcomes from built environment comfort variables, particularly of the kind studied using the BUS

survey. Future researchers are therefore advised to devise tests for their categorisation of input and

output variables (i.e. dependent and independent) before conducting research intended to

investigate causal associations.

8.11 Final thoughts

In conclusion it is appropriate to consider the virtues and shortcomings of testing research hypotheses

using real-world case-studies of buildings operating in their normal modes of operation. Each building

studied had its own set of compounding variables, from the condition and age of the morphological

features and comfort systems, to the intensity of use and management and maintenance practices.

This introduced an unknown degree of variance into the longitudinal assessments. Furthermore,

survey respondents themselves are motivated and influenced by many factors, both endogenous and

exogenous to their work environments. As Ritchie suggested, perceptions of reality therefore tend to

possess a given “depth of realism”, where the depth is relative rather than absolute (Ritchie J, et al,

2014). The researcher was therefore mindful that reality as measured and reality as perceived by

occupants may differ, leading to mismatches when comparisons – statistical or qualitative – are

attempted between the two. The conclusions reached in this thesis may therefore conform to what

Ritchie termed a “coherence of truth”: that which occurs is held to be true if it can be supported by

other accounts or pieces of evidence. This was attempted by triangulating between physical

evidence, respondents’ numerical scores, and their free-text feedback.

As Flyvbjerg stated, case-study based research is “important for the development of a nuanced view of

reality” (Flyvbjerg, B., 2006). The researcher has found – as Flyvbjerg observed – that summarising
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from case studies in order to generate context-independent conclusions is both difficult and

problematic. The outcomes, however, can be valuable when the boundary conditions to the contexts

are appreciated and understood. It is strongly suggested that the case studies presented in this thesis

have greater value when read as full narratives not simply as a source of statistical output. As Flyvbjerg

stated, context-dependent knowledge is “more valuable than a vain search for predictive theories and

universals”, adding: “Good narratives typically approach the complexities and contradictions of real life.

Accordingly, such narratives may be difficult or impossible to summarise into neat scientific formulae,

general propositions, and theories.” The researcher agrees: it is not possible – nor has it been

attempted – to generalise from the seven case studies, no matter how deeply analysed. It is therefore

concluded that the narratives of the longitudinal studies presented in this thesis, and the insights that

have come from careful and transparent statistical and qualitative analysis of occupants’ perceptions,

have largely provided source material for a deeper understanding of long-term building performance.

The longitudinal research presented in this thesis may therefore be considered a first step on a longer

journey: a springboard to further research into the component parts of carrying capacity of buildings.

Greater certainty about the longitudinal relationships between comfort perceptions and contextual

drivers may justify relaxation of statistical thresholds for quoting changes in comfort perceptions, and

thereby lead to more nuanced conclusions. However, future research would need to be done with

great care and forethought, and with all assumptions made explicit. 

The complexities of the interactions between the comfort and satisfaction variables as covered in the

thesis may be easier to resolve in agent-based computer modeling using a well-evidenced predictive

algorithm. However, it is thought unlikely this will supplant human judgment in assessing the complex

interactions and relationships between built form and measures of comfort, satisfaction and

wellbeing perceptions. On that basis this thesis gives the last word to Flyvbjerg, who believes that

case studies have much to offer: “The force of example is underestimated…random samples

emphasising representativeness will seldom be able to produce this kind of insight; it is more

appropriate to select some few cases chosen for their validity.”
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Appendix A: BUS survey building database 

Type  Name  Total occupants  BUS responses

Schools and educational buildings 

Primary  Kingsmead Primary school  20  20 

Primary  Anns Grove  15  15 

Primary  Notley Green primary (phases 1 and 2)  23 

Primary  Deri View Primary School & Nursery Unit  33  33 

Primary  Rogiet  28  28 

Primary  Staunton on Wye primary and pre‐school*  12  12 

Primary  St Johns primary 2012  47  47 

Primary  St Johns primary 2015  47  42 

Primary  Bessemer main school (old)  76  55 

Primary   Bessemer nursery (new)  16 

Primary  Leigh Primary School  21  11 

Secondary  Lagan College, N Ireland old buildings  110 
 

28 

Secondary  Lagan College, N Ireland new wing  67 

Secondary  Castle Rock High School   18 

Secondary SEN  Oakgrove SEN School  22  22 

Secondary   Cressex Community school  55  53 

Secondary   Loxford School of Science and Technology  195  146 

Secondary   Brine Leas Sixth Form  51  51 

Secondary  Estover Community College BUS 1  142  63 

Secondary  Estover Community College BUS 2       

Secondary  Garth Hill College       

Academy  Pennywell Academy 360 Sunderland      166 

Academy  Pennywell Academy 360 Sunderland 2015  150  107 

Academy  Petchey Academy  106  76 

Academy  Stockport Academy  100  75 

Academy  City of London Academy  42  42 

Sub total  1272  1216 

Offices and mixed use       

Office (mixed)  Elizabeth 2 Court pre‐refurb 2006  257  158 

Office (mixed)  Elizabeth 2 Court (east) 2011  275  158 

Office (mixed)  Elizabeth 2 Court (east) 2016  250  217 

Mixed educational  Elizabeth Fry Building 1998  70  41 

Mixed educational  Elizabeth Fry Building 2011     60 

Mixed educational  Elizabeth Fry Building 2015  120  90 

Offices and mixed use  Jarman School of Art       

Community & offices  Mildmay Community Centre  27  21 

Offices (cellular)  Pool Innovation Centre  130  97 

Offices (cellular)  Tremough Innovation Centre  70  49 

Offices (open plan)  West Suffolk House  541  241 

Offices (open plan)  Canolfan Rheidol  360  176 

Offices cellular  North Wales Police HQ  120  65 

Offices open plan  Charities Aid Foundation 1999  200  190 

Offices open plan  Charities Aid Foundation 2008  360  260 

Offices (cellular)  Audrey Emerton Building   40  30 

Offices open plan  Rivergreen offices 2007  300  109 



 

A2 

 

Offices open plan  Rivergreen offices 2015  220  118 

Offices open plan  National Trust (Heelis) 2006  350  242 

Offices open plan  National Trust (Heelis) 2015  586  361 

Offices (cellular)  Woodland Trust     

Offices (open plan)  Foots Cray Offices 2013  70  64 

Offices (open plan)  Foots Cray Offices 2015     69 

Offices (open plan)  Hermann Millar   80  40 

Offices (open plan)  Tanfield House 1995  1300  119 

Offices open plan  Tanfield House 2016  1136  411 

Offices (cellular)  Engineering and computing (Coventry Uni)  200    

 Sub total  7062  3386 

Others (libraries etc)       

Library  Stoke Local Service Centre  36  33 

Dance centre +offices  Laban school of dance  45  34 

Sub total  81  67 

Total database  8415  4669 

 

  Note: blank cells denote lack of data or conflicting data. 
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Appendix B1:  BUS consistency with physical measurements

The use of context maps for each case-study building proved to be a valid method of accounting for

the influences of morphological, physical and operational factors on comfort scores. However, some

morphological and operational variables, particularly those with dynamic or temporal characteristics,

proved difficult to capture within the static confines of a contextual descriptive statistics. While it was

not the purpose of the research project to validate occupant perceptions against physical

measurements – as to do so would defeat the point of relying on occupant perception as the

longitudinal mechanism by which to assess comfort conditions – some changes in perceptions could

not easily be explained by the known contextual factors. The comfort factors that proved the most

problematic emerged as:

● Seasonal factors specifically occupant perceptions of temperature and air 

conditions

● Noise conditions a function of a building’s intrinsic acoustic characteristics that 

could not be distilled into a single number or rating. Dynamic variables like occupant 

density may change over time with internal modifications 

● Daylight and glare conditions dynamic variables, not only diurnal and seasonal but 

also spatial, and often highly dependent both on the orientation of a building and the

seated orientation of the people within a building.

It was neither possible nor practical within the bounds of the research project to attempt to quantify,

measure, or otherwise characterise each building’s physical qualities for temperature, daylighting and

acoustics. For these reasons the occupants’ perceptions were treated as the primary measure of

whether or not noise conditions or glare conditions were acceptable. Nonetheless, the occupant’s

perceptions needed to be calibrated against something in order for comfort perception scores to be

regarded as valid in and of themselves. 

Additional research was therefore carried out in three of the case-study buildings in an attempt to

identify the physical and morphological factors underpinning the thermal, noise and daylight comfort

scores. The aim was not to attempt statistical correlation, but to obtain better evidence of the

background conditions, through qualitative and quantitative assessment, in order to improve

understanding of conditions acting upon occupants’comfort perceptions.

Three buildings were used for physical tests:

● Foots Cray Depot The building’s environmental conditions and energy 

consumption were monitored extensively for a two year period either side of a fabric 

and ventilation system upgrade. The results of the two BUS surveys could therefore 

be compared against prevailing temperature and relative humidity conditions, and 

some (non-contiguous) carbon dioxide readings.
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● Tanfield House A simplified three-dimensional computer model of the building 

was constructed by a fellow EngD student, and daylight analysis conducted using the 

daylight programme Radiance. The modelled (overcast sky) working surface 

luminance factors were compared with Tenant A’s occupant perceptions of daylight 

and natural glare.

● Heelis Physical measurements of the building’s daylight conditions and internal 

acoustic conditions were carried out, the latter with reverberation tests to measure 

the sound decay rate in various locations. The results were compared with the 

occupant perceptions by department.

B1.1 Foots Cray Depot environmental measurements

The Foots Cray Depot in Bexley, South London was subjected to a major fabric refurbishment under a

InnovateUK-funded research programme: Invest in Innovative Refurbishment. The refurbishment

works involved the installation of dynamic external wall insulation and the introduction of

background mechanical ventilation with heat recovery. The late 1960s building is a rectilinear, brick-

built, flat-roofed, local government office of 1179.8 m2 of treated floor area over two storeys. It is

located immediately adjacent to other council properties in Foots Cray, most notably the district’s

waste recycling and disposal facilities (Figures B1 and B2). The building is adjacent to a weighbridge

for the weighing of arriving and departing refuse vehicles. The building has a mixture of open-plan

and cellular offices linked by internal corridors. 

Physical measurements, including in situ monitoring of ventilation temperature and relative humidity,

were carried out by the researcher from February 2013 to April 2015. Pre-and post-refurbishment

fabric air-leakage tests were performed by the research consultancy, BSRIA. The building was found to

exceed current Building Regulations requirements for new build, at 8.91 m3/(h.m2). Two Building Use

Figure B1: The unobstructed south-facing elevation of Foots Cray Depot prior to being clad with external dynamic insulation.

Openable windows face directly into a lorry weighing platform. The timber weighbridge office is separate to the building.
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Studies (BUS) occupant surveys were carried out: a pre-refurbishment survey on 20 March 2013, and

a follow-up post-refurbishment survey on 19 May 2015. The surveys generated samples of 64 and 69

people respectively. Estimated response rates were 78% and 98% respectively.

The performance of the building’s replacement environmental systems were monitored using Testo

175 dataloggers installed within fan boxes of the mechanical ventilation system connected to the

insulation (Figure B3). The dataloggers were installed on the inlet and outlet spigots of four systems

on the ground and first floors. Data was gathered on a 15 minute cycle, enabling comparison with

additional data gathered by dataloggers installed by Cambridge Architectural Research (CAR) within

the dynamic insulation system, and from room condition sensors located in occupied spaces on each

floor. External conditions were obtained from a weather station on the building’s roof. Largely

contiguous data over 24 months was obtained from the AHU supply and extract dataloggers. Data

from the project’s wireless room dataloggers (partial data only, owing to extensive data drop-outs)

was plotted alongside the researcher’s data. The researcher also monitored internal roof slab

temperature (at 20 mm depth) and the space temperature of the adjacent room. This monitoring

enabled a detailed comparison between quantitative physical measurements and the qualitative

occupant perceptions.

Table B1: Temperature exceedance for comparative fortnight periods in March and June 2013, with values for relative

humidity in March. Relative humidity conditions in June 2013 were found to be within prevailing comfort guidelines.

Figure B2: The unobstructed south-facing elevation is naturally ventilated,

despite opening on to a refuse recycling facility. Windows have limited

opening, and the friction stays for some windows were not functioning.  

Figure B3: Dataloggers were placed in the

inlet and outlet spigots of the fan boxes  
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Prior to the refurbishment an assessment of the building natural ventilation systems identified issues

with openable windows, such as failed friction stay mechanisms, inaccessible roof ventilator winders,

and inadequate air movement requiring walled-mounted desk fans. In addition, the (unobstructed)

south-facing elevation is immediately adjacent to the refuse recycling facility and its delivery vehicle

weighbridge (Figures B1 and B2).

Table B1 summarises the internal thermal and relative humidity conditions in the building during

March 2013 (a mid-season case) and June 2013, prior to retrofit of the external insulation. It is

evident that the building was already overheating, even in the Spring. Figure B4 shows internal

temperature readings for a typical two-week period in March 2013, with data shown for north and

south elevations on both floors of the building. Some data are discontinuous owing to malfunctioning

data-over-IP loggers on the first floor. The data shown are typical of longer periods of monitoring.

Figure B5 shows the relative humidity (rh) measurements for a similar period. Ground floor humidity

levels were found to regularly fall below 30% rh, with upper floors falling to or below 25% rh (a

sensor on the north elevation failed to record data). Relative humidity below 30% is associated with

respiratory problems, allergic reactions and greater risk of asthmatic attack (Butcher, K.M.N et al.

2006). In association with the dry bulb temperature readings, the monitoring suggests poor indoor air

quality, with occupants likely to perceive dry and stuffy conditions. Figure B6 shows carbon dioxide

readings for a typical week in June 2013. Carbon dioxide is seen to rise rapidly to around 800-900

parts per million (ppm) with occupancy, a threshold of discomfort for conditions that may be

perceived as stuffy and requiring ventilation.

The 2006 edition of CIBSE Guide A (Table 1.5, Section 1.3) recommended suitable winter and summer

temperature ranges and outdoor air supply rates for a range of building types. For general open-plan

office buildings, the acceptable winter dry resultant temperature range is 21-23�C, while for summer

a dry resultant temperature of 22-24�C is recommended. Both winter and summer values are

referenced to occupant activity and clothing levels. 

Figure B4: Typical pre-retrofit mid-season thermal conditions for all floors and orientations in Foots Cray Depot. Conditions

prevailing on the day of the first BUS survey are marked by a blue band. Note some data are discontinuous.
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Overheating was defined by CIBSE as the exceedance of 28�C for more than one per cent of occupied

hours based on an example design summer year. CIBSE Guide A overheating definitions were

superseded by CIBSE TM52 The Limits of Thermal Comfort: Avoiding Overheating in European Buildings

(CIBSE, 2013). TM52 links operative temperature to a mean value for prevailing external air

temperature. CIBSE TM52’s mean temperature factor follows ASHRAE Standard 55, which uses a mean

outdoor temperature for ‘free running’ (naturally ventilated) buildings where internal environment

would be directly influenced by external conditions. The weighted average of the daily mean outdoor

temperature over the previous few days is used to determine acceptable internal temperature.

Figure B5: Typical pre-retrofit mid-season relative humidity conditions for all floors and orientations in Foots Cray Depot for

two weeks in March 2013, except for the first floor (north) owing to datalogger malfunction.

Figure B6: Typical pre-retrofit mid-season carbon dioxide concentration conditions for all floors and orientations for a two

week summer period in 2013.
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In February 2014, following the building’s retrofit with external insulation, the researcher installed

Testo 175 dataloggers in the inlet and outlet spigots of four mechanical ventilation heat recovery

(mvhr) systems, on both floors, to measure the temperature and relative humidity conditions of the

supply air into the system and the supply air to the rooms. Data was gathered on a 15 minute cycle,

enabling comparison with data gathered by dataloggers installed by Cambridge Architectural

Research (CAR) at the inlet and outlet points in the cavities of the external insulation panels for each

floor. Room conditions were also measured along with external weather conditions. The former were

subject to extensive data drop-outs due to failed internet protocol connections to the CAR

dataloggers. Initial analysis for June to July 2014 for the south ground-floor elevation showed

extreme variation in data obtained for the external datalogger. Values above 35�C were obtained on

several occasions suggesting that the sensor was exposed to direct or reflected sunlight. 

Figure B7 shows the temperature profiles for the summer conditions in the south-facing ground floor

offices for the two weeks in June, 2014. Temperatures were found to peak between 27-30�C during

working hours. Although the mechanical ventilation system operated constantly, inlet temperatures

never fell below 21�C, even at weekends. Relative humidity levels were also low. Conditions were no

better in September 2014 (Figure B8). On the north side, away from direct solar gain, conditions in

June were similarly no better, with temperatures rising above 28�C by midday. Deeper analysis of the

mechanical supply air conditions from dataloggers in the dynamic insulation suggested that the

system may have been acting in a manner analogous to a fan-oven, with hot air pumped back into

the building with little opportunity for heat to be purged at night. Conditions were marginally better

in December 2014 (Figure B9), but internal temperatures – even in the north-facing ground floor

office, never fell below 22�C. It can therefore be concluded that, despite the external insulation and

background mechanical ventilation, thermal conditions in the building had not improved after the

refurbishment. If anything, they had got slightly worse. The environmental data suggests that the

building has inherent ventilation shortcomings, allied to uncontrolled solar gain on the south

elevation, that the background ventilation system could not overcome.

Figure B7: Post-retrofit temperature and relative humidity readings from the air handling system on the south-facing

ground floor of Foots Cray Depot for two weeks to June 16 2014. The supply temperatures from the ahu are in lieu of room

temperature readings for which there was no data available.
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Figure B8: Air handling system temperatures in September 2014. Despite constant background mechanical ventilation,

temperatures in the space never fell below 22�C even at night.

The occupant perceptions of the thermal and air conditions were obtained via the BUS surveys

conducted before the refurbishment in 2013, and after a year’s monitoring in 2015. Figure B10 shows

the response distributions for winter and summer temperature perceptions for both survey years.

While there has been no statistical movement in the distribution of scores. It can be seen that the

mean score for occupant perceptions of winter temperature are around the neutral score of ‘4’. This

is broadly consistent with the temperatures measured in December (Figure B9), although more

respondents score conditions as unsatisfactory compared with 2013. The mean score for Summer

temperature has fallen further with the median value (indicated by a notched box) falling to a score

of ‘2’. Figure B11 shows a similar distribution of scores for air conditions in summer and winter for

2013 and 2015. Although the distributions have not changed statistically, both median values for

winter and summer air conditions have fallen by an integer, with the mean score and distribution of

scores showing a skew towards perceptions of worse conditions.

Figure B9: Air handling system and room temperatures in late December 2014. Despite constant background mechanical

ventilation, temperatures in the zone never fell below 22�C, even at night, until the Christmas holiday period.
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Overall, it can be said that the occupant comfort perceptions recorded through the two BUS surveys

are consistent with the measured performance of the building’s thermal conditions, particularly

summer temperatures. Relative humidity conditions in both 2013 and 2014 were found, on occasion,

to fall below recommended levels. Finally, it is suggested that the occupants’ perception that

conditions had slightly worsened may be due to expectations not being met. As part of the

InnovateUK project, the researcher presented the 2013 BUS results to the staff, and helped to explain

how the dynamic insulation may improve internal conditions. Staff disappointment with the actual

outcome was expressed to the researcher during site visits in 2015. This may be reflected in lower

BUS survey responses.

B1.2 Tanfield House daylight measurements

Tests were carried out to determine the relationship between survey respondents’ perceptions of

daylight conditions at Tanfield House. The building is of particular interest as the three circular

atriums were thought to have a reduced role in providing daylight to the newly-partitioned tenant

spaces as a consequence of the refurbishment. Being a deep-plan building with few views of outside

and a double-skin facade with 75% tinted windows, the atriums originally played a key purpose in

bringing daylight into the office areas. Glare was controlled through the use of motorised blinds that

rotate around the atriums, tracking the solar path (Figure B12). With the refurbishment, the central

atrium was isolated from the ground and first floor offices, while the other two atriums were sealed

around their perimeters on each floor, and the lower glazing frosted to maintain visual privacy

between floors (Figure B13). The morphological changes to the building therefore offered an

opportunity to determine whether occupants’ perception of the lighting conditions had changed

between BUS surveys, and to determine the degree to which occupant perceptions may be consistent

with changes in daylighting conditions.

Left, Figure B10: Distributions of respondent scores for winter and summer temperature, pre-retrofit and post-retrofit.

Perceptions have declined marginally, particularly for summer temperature, consistent with measured conditions. Right, Figure

B11: Perceptions of air conditions in winter and summer. 2015 respondents report more discomfort with summer conditions.

All data shown between 5th and 95th percentiles with outliers. Notches denote median values, and diamonds mean values.
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No physical daylight measurements were available for the Tanfield House as built in 1990, nor was it

possible to conduct a longitudinal daylight survey for the refurbished building with the resources and

time available within the research project. The practical alternative was to create a computer model

of the refurbished building and conduct daylight analysis to determine which areas of the building

would receive daylight and which would not for the morphologies prevailing in 1995 and 2016.

The researcher entered into a collaborative arrangement with a fellow doctoral researcher at BSEER,

Longyu Guan, who created a three-dimensional computer model of Tanfield House based on site

measurements and drawings (Figure B14). The model was a simplified version of the actual building,

with some elements such as balustrades omitted and certain dimensions assumed. Glazing elements

were based on reported characteristics (Corcoran, M., 1993; Bordass, W., & Leaman, A., 1995).

Daylight factor calculations were performed in the Radiance computer program. Ray-tracing  was

used for calculating daylight factors. An overcast sky condition was used for all measurements.

The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) categorises daylight factor in Lighting

Guide 10 (CIBSE, 2014 page 53) as:

● Under 2% – Not adequately lit. Artificial lighting required

● Between 2-5% – Adequately lit. Artificial lighting may be needed part of the time

● Over 5% – Well-lit. Artificial lighting generally not required. Glare and solar gain 

may cause problems.

Overcast sky daylight factors were generated for occupied floor spaces at a working plane height of

0.8 m. The results were compared with the BUS numerical scores for satisfaction with lighting overall

(1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory), satisfaction with daylight (i.e. 1: Too little, 7: Too much), and

satisfaction with glare from sun and sky (i.e. 1: None, 7: Too much). BUS overall mean scores were

available for most tenancies but not all. However, for one tenancy (Tenant A), a desk plan was

provided with named seating positions, thereby enabling individual scores to be associated with a

daylight factor calculation grid based on the desk locations. The level of detail enabled three specific

Figure B12: Motorised glare-control blinds in the atriums

track the Sun’s path across the sky.  This image is from 1995

when the atrium was within the office area.

Figure B13: The West atrium is now external to the offices

and part of the building’s full-height, glazed circulation

space. Tenant A’s offices are on the right.
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Figure B14: The Western end of the three-dimensional model of Tanfield House created for the daylight simulations.

Internal partitions were omitted for modelling the building in its 1995 configuration.

research questions to be explored:

1. Do BUS respondents report their proximity to windows accurately, and can the 

degree of proximity be determined?

2. Are the daylight scores from BUS respondents related to the daylight factors as 

modelled?

3. Are the daylight glare scores from BUS respondents connected to potential 

sources of glare from visible areas of sky as evidenced from the ray-tracing results?

It was hypothesised that BUS respondent scores would be consistent with the modelled daylight

factors, but probably not very closely. It was also thought that any level of agreement would also be

influenced by the building’s electric lighting, which, due to the deep-plan nature of the offices, is on

most of the time during working hours. On ground and first floors the fittings have an uplit

component to model the exposed concrete coffer. On the top floor conventional recessed fittings

have been integrated within a conventional suspended ceiling.

While respondents are asked to record their names and job titles on BUS forms, for reasons of survey

ethics these volunteered details are not recorded in statistical analysis nor shared by the researcher

with any third parties. For the purposes of the daylight assessment the names from the BUS forms

were replaced by a code in the BUS response spreadsheet and the respondents’ desk positions

marked with the unique codes before the files were handed to the third-party researcher. The

researcher was then able to match survey responses from named individuals in the BUS daylight

factors for their desks without compromising data confidentiality. Of Tenant A’s staff who completed

the survey, 67% could be associated with a desk position (66 of 98 responses). This equated to 38% of
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the reported staff complement of Tenant A: enabling a reasonable spread of data to be plotted and to

obtain an acceptable level of agreement between staff perceptions of lighting conditions and the

predictions from the computer model.

The first test carried out in Tenant S was to determine whether people accurately reported their

location relative to windows. The BUS binary question asks “Do you sit next to a window at your

normal workspace?” A respondent’s score of ‘1’ is ’yes’ and a score of ‘2’ is ‘no’. Figure B15 shows the

responses to the question completed by the 66 respondents able to be identified by their desk

location. Green boxes show positive answers to window location, and red negative answers. Note

that the double-façade walkway is between 1.8 – 2 m wide. Desks were measured at 1.8 m wide.

Given that people sit mid-desk (e.g. at 0.9 m), the seated distance for the third desk from the inner

window is 4.5 m. In 1995, the (unverified) daylight transmittance for the tinted inner window was

recorded at 27%.

Good agreement was found between actual desk location and location quoted by respondents in BUS

survey returns with only one anomalous response. This may be an error by the respondent, an error in

desk location, or perhaps evidence that the individual has moved desks since the layout was drawn. It

can be seen that some people said they were next to a window even when they are two desks (4 - 5 m)

away. This effect disappears for desks more than four desk-widths inboard from a window. All those

sitting in the central office zone accurately reported that they were not by a window. 

Figure B15: Mapping of respondents to the BUS survey in 2015 by their stated window seat position.

N
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The result of the analysis enables the following inferences to be drawn:

1. It has been demonstrated that BUS respondents answer the window location 

question honestly and accurately

2. Nearness to a window – in Tanfield House – is not confined to direct adjacency but 

based on a personal judgement of proximity, evidenced by respondents seated one 

or two desks away from a window who record themselves as being next to it on the 

BUS questionnaire 

3. The evidenced accuracy in respondents’ window/non-window seat responses 

improves the reliability of comparison of daylight and glare scores, particularly when 

BUS scores are disaggregated by window location.

The second finding suggests that a degree of latitude is needed by researchers when working with

perceptions of window adjacency, as respondents’ scores for BUS comfort variables may not be as

distinct as their reported window/non-window location. This led to proposed modifications to the

BUS survey (Appendix D). 

The results from the first test justified an analysis of responses from the BUS question on satisfaction

with natural lighting with daylight factors obtained from the Radiance model. The BUS question on

Figure B16: Daylight factor measurements based on a measurement grid  overlain on desk positions at 0.8 m in Tenant A. 

N
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natural lighting is posed: “How would you describe the quality of the lighting in your normal work

area?”, with scale labels as 1: Too little, 7: Too much. Green squares indicate a neutral score (‘4’) on

the semantic differential scale while red and purple squares denote a negative response (i.e. 1/red

‘too little’, and 7/purple ‘too much’). 

Figure B16 shows the distribution of daylight factor grid values corresponding to desk positions. The

daylight factor analysis presumes that very little daylight will penetrate from the atrium walkway

through the area of curved full-height partitioning by the office reception. Similarly, little daylight will

penetrate West of the circular atrium owing to meeting rooms located alongside the glazed partition.

Daylight can, however, penetrate through the partially-frosted glazing adjacent to the circular atrium,

even though the dome of the atrium is one floor level higher (Figure B13).

Figure B17 places the 66 BUS responses for perceptions of natural light (1 Too little, 7 = Too much) on

the relevant seating locations. It can be seen that the lower scores tend to cluster in the deep-plan

zone away from obvious sources of daylight and notably directly adjacent to (and in line with) the

reception partitioning, although there are also some neutral satisfaction scores. It can also be seen

that some neutral scores are recorded in line of sight of the circular atrium. There are is only one

score of ‘6’, implying too much daylight. This unusual score could not be immediately explained. It

was thought the respondent concerned might have been seated elsewhere at the time of the survey.  

Figure B17: BUS daylight perception scores allocated to desks based on named seats in Tenant A (where data was available). 

N
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A test was carried out to determine to what extent the daylight glare perceptions of the 66 BUS

respondents from Tenant A were consistent with their locations in space, i.e whether BUS scores

were consistent with window positions and locations in line of sight of the atriums. As glare was not

modelled in Radiance, the check was confined to comparing glare scores with the daylight factor

scores, and cross-checking any high perceptions of glare with potential sources.

Figure B18 shows the results of Tenant A respondents’ perceptions of glare from sun and sky by desk

position. As can be seen, neutral scores are generally located around the perimeter, with scores

reporting too little light in central zones. The neutral scores (yellow squares) exhibit no clustering,

although scores of 5 and above tend to be nearer the glazed perimeter. There is one score of ‘7’ south

of the atrium perimeter that could not be immediately explained. The perception was checked with a

daylight factor traverse (Figure B19). The associated table shows daylight factors for two daylight

conditions: unobstructed linkage of the office space to the atrium as prevailed in 1995, and the

separation of the atrium by the part-frosted glazing separating the tenanted area from the public

walkway around the atrium in 2016. For the 2016 morphology, the model predicts identical daylight

factors at the double-skin façade elevation (A) until 12.5 m deep into the space when the daylight

factor begins to drop marginally. However, it only drops 0.3% before recovering to 4.8% by the

partition. Around five metres from the partition daylight factor is around 2% which implies that any

desk at that point may be adequately daylit for certain times of the day, and may, for any desks facing

the atrium, be exposed to daylight glare. It is therefore possible (though not proved) that the

Figure B18: BUS daylight glare perception scores allocated to desks based on named seats in Tenant A (data permitting).

N
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respondent seated facing the atrium who scored glare ‘7’ (i.e. ‘too much’) could experience glare

under certain conditions. Unfortunately, the individual respondent did not provide clarification of

their score in the free-text box provided, so the score cannot be supported by other feedback.

Figures B20 and B21 show a remarkable symmetry in perceptions of natural lighting conditions and

glare conditions in Tanfield House in 1995 and 2016. Twenty one years and a major internal

remodelling separates the two batches of survey responses, yet two different sets of occupants (non-

paired sample sizes of 119 in 1995 and 461 in 2016) score the building’s natural lighting conditions

with almost the same distribution of scores, with slightly less natural light perceived and a greater

skew in scores towards less natural glare. While it cannot be claimed that the perceptions match the

physical (modelled) measurements or even reality, the sample distributions are nonetheless held to

be evidence of consistency between the daylight model and the human perceptions, and consistency

in the building’s daylighting characteristics over time.

The outcome from the tests enables the following inferences to be drawn:

1. BUS responses are broadly consistent with daylight factor values.  

2. Areas of polarised scoring (i.e. scores between 1 and 2 relating to ‘too little’ 

daylight) are all located in desk areas where little or no daylight is able to reach

Figure B19: A comparison of daylight factors at 0.8 m across the office area occupied by Tenant A. Daylight factors are

shown with tenant partitions in 2016, and without partitions between the offices and the atrium as prevailed in 1995. 

N
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3. Neutral scores for daylight are related to window seating positions and in areas 

where some daylight is able to penetrate from the atrium area

4. There are no complaints of too much daylight. This is consistent with daylight 

factors mostly below 5. 

The analysis is subject to a number of limitations:

● It is possible that some seat locations have changed since the floor plan was drawn,

undermining the comparison of perceptions with modelled daylight factors. The 

modelled daylight factors were, themselves, derived from a simplified model

● Daylight factors are also only based on an overcast sky condition, when occupant 

perceptions will at least be partially based on cloudless skies, as well as days when 

sunlight penetrates parts of the office.

● Three desks where daylight factors were recorded above 12 could not be matched 

with BUS responses.

● As the office is almost permanently lit by electric lighting, occupants may struggle 

to differentiate between natural light and electric lighting. The lighting is controlled 

by daylight and absence detection. However, it is known to turn off during the day as 

some BUS respondents had expressed irritation with its switching behaviour. 

For these reasons the broad consistency between the modelled daylight factors and BUS respondent

perceptions is regarded as indicative rather than definitive. 

Figure B20: Respondent scores for satisfaction with natural

lighting conditions at Tanfield House, 1995 and 2016.

Figure B21: Respondent scores for satisfaction with natural

glare conditions at Tanfield House, 1995 and 2016.
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B1.3 Heelis daylight measurements

A similar set of experiments was conducted for the Heelis building to determine whether the high

level of occupant satisfaction with the building’s daylighting reported in 2006 and 2015 was

consistent with physical evidence. Heelis is the diametric opposite of Tanfield House: while both

buildings were designed as large, open-plan, mixed mode two-storey offices, Heelis was designed to

be extensively daylit while Tanfield House used three central atriums to break up the exceedingly

deep floor plates, some of which were 120 m across. As reported in the Heelis context nest (Section

4.5.3), the deepest office space measured at Heelis is 19 m, as a consequence of a large external

courtyard, a full height atrium, and five internal lightwells that break up the first floor mezzanine. The

saw-toothed roof is also liberally provided with north lights that provide daylighting throughout the

building and views of the sky from most first floor seating positions (Figures B22-25). Unlike Tanfield

House, the extensive daylighting at Heelis sometimes allows the electric lighting to be dimmed to

zero (Figure B22). Many rooflights appear to suffer from water staining. The facilities manager

confirmed that the rooflights required regular cleaning. It was also found during the surveys that the

solar control blinds on the south-facing elevation were often deployed, reducing daylight penetration

(Figures B24-25).

No measured data was available to characterise the daylighting qualities of the Heelis Building. A

Figure B22: Daylight conditions are often good enough in

the SD department for lights to be dimmed to zero.   

Figure B25: B&M Department in 2015 at a higher density of

occupation. Additional glare control blinds have been fitted.

Figure B24: Daylight conditions in the B&M department in

2006, at a much lower density of occupation to that in 2015.

Figure B23: A daylight render for the B&M department on

the first floor south elevation with blinds retracted.
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three-dimensional computer model was therefore constructed from detailed structural and elevation

drawings made available by the building’s original designers to UCL doctorate researcher Longyu

Guan. A high level of accuracy in the model was achieved from additional site measurements.

While it was not possible to attribute scores for daylight and natural glare to individual workstations,

BUS survey responses could be linked to specific departments on the departmental floor-plans for

both 2006 and 2015. Large samples from the 2015 BUS survey could be obtained from Supporter

Development (SD) and Brand and Marketing (B&M) on the south-facing first floor (Figures B23-25),

and the IT department on the ground floor. B&M desks run parallel to the building’s heavily shaded

south elevation. Both the SD and IT departments are adjacent to a large, glazed courtyard. Only the

ground floor IT department provided BUS data for longitudinal assessment, having been located in

one space since 2006 (albeit with a department name change from ‘Finance and IS’ to ‘IT’).

Figures B26 and B27 illustrate the consistency in perceptions of daylight conditions at Heelis in 2006

and 2015. Figure B26 shows the daylight perception sample distributions for the B&M and SD

departments in 2015. As can be seen the mean scores are either around or better than the neutral

score of ‘4’. Figure B27 shows the longitudinal sample distributions for the IT department, illustrating

the consistency in good mean scores, albeit with greater spread of data in 2015 with double the

sample size as a consequence of the increased departmental workstation density. The SD department

was one of the smaller departments and spatially compact (Figure B28). It therefore experiences a

smaller range of daylight conditions. The other departments delivered higher population samples but

also covered larger areas. Perceptions of natural light will likely vary across all spaces in both its

amount and its quality.

Daylight factor analysis was run in Radiance for the zones occupied by the departments using the CIE

overcast sky condition. Daylight factor grids were constructed across desk heights along with average

indirect illuminance measurement points. Figure B29 shows the values obtained for the SD and B&M

office areas on the first floor (the traverse shown in Figure B28), as well as part of the zone occupied

Figure B26: Daylight perception sample distributions for the

B&M and SD departments in 2015  

Figure B27: IT department perceptions for natural lighting

conditions in 2006 and 2015.
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by the ground floor IT department. The daylight factor of 7.1% for the SD department is consistent

with the sample distribution in Figure B27, i.e the average score is neutral with some people scoring

slightly too much natural light. The results are also consistent with evidence (Figure B22) that the

zone can be run without electric lighting in accordance with BS 8206: “... the average daylight factor

should be at least 2%. If the average daylight factor in a space is at least 5% then electric lighting is

not normally needed during the daytime, provided the uniformity is satisfactory,” (BSI, 2008). The

B&M sample distribution for natural light is also consistent with a tendency for glare-control blinds to

be deployed (Figures B24 and B25). 

In common with some other BUS comfort variables, once respondents perceive daylight to be good,

they mostly score around the scale midpoint (‘4’) rather than higher. On this basis it could be argued

that people can never have ‘too much’ natural light (although they may experience too much glare).

To reinforce this point, all natural light scores in the BUS rolling benchmark dataset of 50 buildings, on

which the Heelis mean daylight score of 4.15 is plotted, tend to fall below ‘5’ (Figure B30).

Overall, the daylight analysis of Tanfield House and Heelis demonstrated a level of consistency

between occupant perceptions and the modelled daylight factors. Responses to the question on

window/non-window seat matched the desk layout at Tanfield House almost exactly, with allowance

for perceptions of window nearness by those sitting around 4-5 m away from a window. It is thought

that the perception of window proximity may be function of the ratio of the overall depth of the

office space, and the respondent’s relative location within it; i.e. the deeper the office, the further

from a window a ‘window seat’ may be perceived. 

For Heelis, occupants in both 2006 and 2015 reported that the building is well-daylit, with no glare

Figure B28: The first floor departmental layout and  boundaries at Heelis in 2015. The red line denotes the traverse for the

modelled daylight factor analysis presented in Figure B29.
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problems. This is borne out by the Radiance computer model, which delivered acceptable daylight

factors under overcast sky conditions for the three zones under consideration. Even on the ground

floor the modelled average daylight factor was 2.1%, consistent with occupants’ self-reported

satisfaction with daylighting conditions. The match between the modelled daylight factor results and

the BUS survey is therefore presented as corroboratory evidence for the reliability of the BUS survey.

B1.4 Heelis acoustic assessment

As explained above, the assessment of occupant satisfaction with noise conditions was limited by the

absence of a single and generalisable method of characterising a building’s acoustic qualities against

which occupant perceptions of the noise characteristics could be compared. Moreover, there was an

absence of acoustic design criteria for any of the buildings beyond records of the noise reduction (NR)

values for rating noise from mechanical ventilation systems in conformance with prevailing design

Figure B29: Daylight factors and average indirect illuminance percentages for the B&M and S&D departments obtained in

Radiance under a CIE overcast sky condition. Values are also shown for the IT department on the ground floor.

Figure B30: Scores for satisfaction with daylight for all buildings in the 2015 BUS benchmark database. Heelis 2015 overall

perception score is shown as a red marker. Scores rarely rise above ‘5’ on the 7-point semantic differential scale. (1: Too

little, 7: Too much).
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practice. No longitudinal acoustic data was available for any of the morphological changes that had

taken place in the buildings. For Pennywell Academy, for example, internal changes were made in the

absence of formal acoustic surveys. 

ISO 3382 states that occupants of open-plan offices can be adversely affected by activities

surrounding them, stating that: “insufficient acoustic conditions lead to distraction and a lack of

speech privacy. Distraction weakens the ability to concentrate and reduces productivity, especially in

tasks requiring cognitive resources. Low speech privacy prevents confidential or partly confidential

conversations.” ISO 3382 further states that the acoustical performance of open-plan spaces are

driven by the amount of sound absorption, the height of screens and storage units, background

noise, degree of workstation enclosure, distance between workstations, and room dimensions. A

longitudinal comparison of the performance of cellular offices with open-plan offices has identified

noise in open offices as a “physical stressor” on workforce satisfaction (Brennan, A., Chugh, J. S.,&

Kline, T., 2002). A literature review by de Croon et al also identified noise in the workplace as cause of

discomfort: “Open workplaces and high density offices increase cognitive workload due to too many

people and interactions, and too close proximity to others” (de Croon, E., Sluiter, J., Kuijer, P., &

Frings-Dresen, M. 2005).

It was not practical to capture this level of acoustic detail in the context nest characteristics for the

case study buildings, nor the acoustic consequences of longitudinal changes that may have taken

place between occupant surveys. The researcher therefore had no physical or independent variables

against which changes in occupant perceptions of internal acoustics could be mapped. It was

therefore not possible to determine how any changes in the acoustic properties had affected –

adversely or positively – occupant satisfaction with noise conditions. It was also not practical, within

the bounds of the doctoral research project, to conduct sound experiments such as speech

intelligibility tests on working buildings, some of which were tenanted therefore limiting access. As a

consequence, the only measures for assessing a building’s acoustic qualities were the perceptions of

the occupants themselves. In some cases the statistical movements in satisfaction with noise

conditions could be associated with changes in endogenous factors, such as occupant density (e.g.

Rivergreen Centre), or exogenous factors such as external building work (QE2CE). However, the

deductions were considered to be weak owing to the absence of physical data.

In order to reduce the gap in knowledge, permission was sought to carry out some acoustic tests at

the National Trust headquarters (Heelis) in order to determine the extent to which occupant

perceptions of noise might be explainable by a building’s inherent acoustic characteristics. Permission

was obtained to measure sound pressure levels at various points throughout the building during a

normal working day, plus reverberation tests when the building was empty of people. Acoustician

Grant Waters from consulting engineering firm Hoare Lea and Partners undertook the physical

measurements with assistance from the researcher. All measurements were conducted midweek in

August 2016. 

The measurement process followed the procedures in BS EN ISO 3382-3:2012 Part 3: Open plan

offices, which states that sound pressure levels be measured in octave bands from 125 Hz to 8000 Hz

and reported as average A-weighted background noise levels measured using an omni-directional

sound level meter meeting the requirements of IEC 61672-1, Class 1. An A-weighting filter was used
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that covered the full audio range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz (a range similar to the response of the human ear

at the lower levels). The noise levels are reported as A-weighted, equivalent sound level in decibels

(dB LAeq, or LAeq), a noise parameter describing a sound level with the same energy content as the

varying acoustic signal measured over 60 seconds (i.e. LA60). 

British Standards give recommended sound pressure levels for office environments. For study and

work spaces requiring concentration, such as an executive office, Table 6 in BS 8233:2014

recommends a sound level of 35 - 40 dB LAeq. Background ambient sounds levels for open-plan

offices (unoccupied) are recommended to lie in the range 45 - 50 dB LAeq (Table 2, BS 8233:2014). The

guidance is consistent with guidance issued by the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE), which

classifies a ‘quiet office’ to lie within 40-50 dB. ‘Conversation’ is held to occur in the range 50 - 60 dB

(HSE, 2005).

BS 3382 also recommends that a room’s sound reverberation time be considered because of its effect

on noise level and clarity of speech. Reverberation time is the time required, in seconds, for the

average sound pressure level in a room to decrease 60 dB after a source stops generating sound (i.e.

RT60). While the Standard states that an excessively long reverberation time can accentuate

background noise and can reduce the clarity of speech and public address announcements, there are

no published limits on what constitutes acceptable reverberation times. In general terms a long

reverberation time (e.g. >1.5 seconds) would describe a room with echoing characteristics, while a

rapid decay rate (e.g. <0.3 seconds) would be typical of a space with sound deadening characteristics.

Acousticians therefore generally recommend reverberation times of below one second for open-plan

offices, with the ideal around 0.75 seconds.

As the open-plan offices at Heelis consist of multiple zones with different ceiling heights, furniture

layouts and use of materials and surface treatments, individual sound levels were calculated and

reported for each zone. Reverberation time measurements were also carried out in each zone with

the building empty of staff. Measurements were performed in each department on both floors of the

Figure B31: The acoustic measuring points for the noise survey of Heelis in August 2016. 
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Heelis building over a five minute duration. 

For brevity (and for consistency with the daylight analysis in Section B1.4), the acoustic analysis at

Heelis focused on three departments for which statistically valid sub-samples existed for BUS survey

noise perceptions, along with readings taken in the cafe. The measuring points are shown in Figure

B31. Measurement points in three departments existing in 2015 were as follows:

● Ground floor cafe A location in the centre of the atrium typical of seated 

occupation and circulation. The atrium houses a staff cafe and the building’s primary 

staircase for vertical circulation.

● Information Technology (ground floor). Two measurement points were chosen, 

one in the centre of the department and another adjacent to a printer and tea 

station

● Brand and Marketing (B&M). Three equidistant measurement points were 

selected for the long and narrow department, which is above and adjacent to the 

building’s atrium on the first floor. 

● Supporter Development (SD). One typical measuring point was selected: an area 

between four lightwells and in a circulation route to toilets between rows of 

open-plan desks on the first floor.

The sound measurements were recorded and stored using a hand-held meter, with up to six readings

taken at each measurement point during the working day between 09.20 and 17.40. In all locations,

minimum, average and maximum sound pressure levels were obtained, and staff numbers in the

immediate vicinity recorded in order to enabling a comparison of changes in local office utilisation to

sound levels recorded during the day. The data were then compared with the sample response

distributions for noise variables captured in the BUS survey in June 2015. 

Zone
Density m2 (75% 

utilisation)

Reverberation

time (s)
dB LAeq dB LAmax

Dominant

sound

BUS survey scores for 2015 

Value
Noise

overallb

Noise

peoplec

Noise

insidec

Sample

sized

Cafe N/A 1.73 58.3 71.9
General

conversation
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Brand &

Marketing

5.99 - 7.03a

(7.97 - 9.37)
0.82 

P6: 49.7

P7: 51.4

P9: 48.0

P6: 70.1

P7: 73.2

P9: 70.8

Transient café
noise (P7)

Office noise

Mean 3.76 4.79 4.99

81

Median 4.00 4.00 5.00

IT dept 4.42 (5.89) 0.89 
P3: 54.0

P4: 55.0

P3: 73.6

P4: 76.9

Conversation
Tea point

noise

Mean 4.16 4.23 4.49
87

Median 4.00 4.00 4.00

Supporter

Development
6.34 (8.50) 0.94 P8: 51.3 P8: 69.5

Phone
conversations
Office noise  

Mean 4.62 4.62 4.55
40

Median 5.00 4.50 4.00

Table B2: Comparison of 2016 acoustic measurements with 2015 BUS survey scores. Measurement points as Figure B31.

High median scores are shaded in direction of the BUS scale labels for clarity.

a Dependent on area boundaries
b BUS scale 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory
c BUS scale 1: Too little, 7: Too much
d Maximum sample for zone
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Department location
Reverberation times in seconds (T20 average: 400 Hz - 2.5 kHz)

Minimum Maximum Average Range

Brand and Marketing 0.64 1.01 0.82 0.36

Supporter Development 0.94

Information Technology 0.81 0.96 0.89 0.15

Atrium and cafe 1.73

Table B3: Reverberation times for the three departments along with the atrium and cafe area.

Reverberation tests were carried out at the end of the day by bursting large balloons at each of the

measuring points to create a transient sound pressure level above 60 dB, and recording the time for

the sound to decay to background levels (i.e. RT60). 

The range of readings for each department over a working day are shown in Figures B32-B34 (Page

B25). Vertical axes have been normalised for ease of comparison. The sound levels obtained are

shown in Table B2 along with average departmental densities and BUS mean and median scores for

‘noise overall’, ‘noise from colleagues’ and ‘noise from people’ from the occupant survey in June

2015. The mean and median values indicate that survey respondents in the B&M department tended

to report too much noise from people and other noise from inside. 

Although staff numbers adjacent to all measuring points were noted, staff numbers fluctuated during

the day in all measuring points, with most desks occupied until around 17:00 h when numbers fell to

single figures. Staff were also absent between midday and 13:00 h, consistent with higher numbers of

people using the atrium for lunch or meetings. Numbers using the atrium fluctuated between 30 and

45 noted between the measurements between midday and 13:00 h. Although the cafe was not seen

to be fully occupied (i.e. seats and tables remained available), greater conversation and kitchen noise

was audible at the measuring point on the first floor.

It can be seen from Table B3 that the reverberation measurements (conducted in an empty building)

place the three departments within the range acceptable for open-plan offices, i.e. less than one

second, although slightly higher in each of the three departments analysed than the 0.75 seconds

generally accepted as an ideal target. Although the reverberation characteristics are consistent with

the cavernous interior and exposed thermal surfaces of the Heelis building, the RT60 decay rate is

likely to be faster when the building is occupied. The averaged sound pressure levels for all locations

(dB LAeq) were below the HSE’s recommended upper level for open-plan offices (HSE, 2005). While the

peak sound pressure levels were above 70 dB LAmax for the Brand and Marketing (B&M) and Supporter

Development (SD) departments, these values are transient and not an indication of a continual high

level of background noise. In Figures B32-B34 it can be seen that the sound pressure levels peaked in

the morning and mid-afternoon, dipping at lunchtime and falling off at the end of the working day. On

the day of the sound tests, it was found that the open-plan offices rapidly emptied of staff after 17:00

h, with only a few staff in attendance in each department at 17:30 h.

Comments provided alongside the numerical scores for the noise variables often mentioned

distracting and annoying noise from the atrium. The sample distribution of responses for the three
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Figure B34: Measured

A-weighted average

sound pressure levels

(dB LAeq) for the S&D

department.  

Figure B33: Measured

A-weighted average

sound pressure levels

(dB LAeq) for the two

measuring points in

the IT department.  

Figure B32: Measured

A-weighted average

sound pressure levels

(dB department LAeq)

for the B&M and

atrium/cafe, with an

average value for the

three B&M measuring

points plotted. See

Figure B31 for

measuring points.
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departments is shown in Figure B35. This illustrates that respondents in B&M scored ‘noise overall’

lower than respondents from other departments, and comparatively ‘too much’ noise from people’

and from other internal sources. ‘Noise overall” was scored higher in the SD department compared

with perceptions in the other departments, but comparatively lower in the IT department.

The results from the 2015 occupant survey shown in Figure B35 were found to be broadly consistent

with the findings from the acoustic survey: while the median and mean scores for ‘noise overall’ in

the B&M department are around the neutral point (‘4’) for the question on ‘noise overall’, the sample

is skewed towards the ‘unsatisfactory’ end of the sample. Complaints about noise disturbance are

linked to noise originating from the adjacent atrium, most evident in the scores from people working

in the B&M department (Figure B32). The skew towards dissatisfaction is evidently linked to a skew in

scores towards ‘too much’ noise from internal sources and other people. By contrast, scores from the

area occupied by the SD department show greater satisfaction with noise overall, with both median

and mean scores above scale midpoint, and fewer negative responses for noise from people and

other internal sources. Staff in the IT department on the ground floor score broadly similar to the SD

department, albeit with a slight skew towards dissatisfaction with noise overall. All mean scores are,

however, about scale midpoint.

While the acoustic survey identified peak sound pressure levels above 70 dB LAmax (with the highest

value of 76 dB LAmax obtained near the IT department’s printer hub), the averaged scores did not

identify any differences between the departments. Despite staff in B&M rating noise overall lowest of

all three departments analysed, the perceptions are not supported nor explained by the physical

measurements. All averaged sound pressure levels are within an acceptable range and not indicative

of any noise problems that might explain the slightly poorer numerical survey scores.

The lack of differentiation in acoustic readings between the departments, and thereby the absence of

Figure B35: BUS survey

results from 2015 for noise

variables for the three

departments analysed in

the physical acoustic tests.
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correlation between physical readings and occupant perceptions is thought to be a product of the

acoustic survey methodology, whereby readings were taken at fixed points, for very short periods,

every couple of hours. By contrast, occupant perceptions are derived from continual, long-term

exposure to sources of noise disturbance that are reflected in their responses to the BUS survey. It is

also thought that the survey responses from staff in the B&M department may be location-sensitive,

particularly in relationship to proximity to the atrium. On that basis an attempt was made to associate

specific scores for the noise variables to specific individuals seated at specific desks. However,

National Trust departmental records did not enable scores to be associated to particular desks at a

sample size that would be statistically robust, so the attempt was abandoned. 

Overall, the acoustic survey identified that the Heelis building has inherent acoustic qualities that are

acceptable for an open-plan natural ventilated building. The acoustic measurements taken around

the building during a typical working data, typified by measurements from three specific

departments, reveal that the acoustic conditions are consistent with the overall noise scores for the

building recorded in both the 2006 and 2015 BUS occupant surveys (Table B2). Occupant perceptions

of noise conditions were the same in both BUS surveys, with whole building mean scores close to the

neutral condition of ‘4’ on the BUS sematic differential scale. 

Reverberation times measured in all workspaces were found to be between 0.6 and 1 second, with

the exception of the atrium which exhibited a reverberation time of 1.7 seconds, which may be

regarded as typical of an space where noise travels and echoes might be experienced. 

The acoustic tests carried out in 2016 were not able to capture or explain dissatisfaction with noise

disturbance reported by occupants of the B&M department immediately adjacent to the atrium on

the first floor. No extreme conditions were found in the physical readings made on the first floor at

times when the atrium and its cafe reached peak occupancy, i.e. at lunchtime. 

It is acknowledged that 14 months elapsed between the BUS survey and the noise measurements,

weakening a direct comparison of noise measurements with occupant perceptions. However, no

changes had been made to the building or office layouts in the intervening period and staff levels

found during the acoustic tests were similar if not identical those prevailing at the time of the BUS

survey in 2015.

It is concluded that while the acoustic survey broadly matched the occupant survey responses, it

could not explain the differences in comfort scoring between departments, even if the maximum

sound pressure levels measured are taken as typical of longer periods of time. The frequency of

measurement prevents this conclusion from being reached. It is also concluded that instantaneous

measurements may not be an appropriate method of obtaining noise characteristics of spaces against

which occupant perceptions of noise conditions can be reliably compared. More continuous forms of

acoustic monitoring may be required in order to compare noise data with occupant perceptions.
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B2.0 Tests for BUS validity and reliability

B2.1 The 1987 test/retest

In 1987, Sheena Wilson and Alan Hedge, the originators of the Office Environment Survey (OES), to

which the BUS survey is closely related, conducted a test/re-test study involving a group of 21

volunteer workers from hospitals and offices local to Solihull (Wilson, S. & Hedge, A.; 1987). All

workers were women aged between 20 and 60 years of age. All participants completed two

questionnaires, two weeks apart. The statistical tests performed were determined by the type of

question in the OES. Responses to 12 questions on environmental conditions were correlated

between the two questionnaires using Kendall’s Tau B (τ) test. Kendall’s τ evaluates the null

hypothesis of no relationship between two variables, but also measures the strength of the

relationship. The null hypothesis was that the correlation between ranks of subjects on variable X and

variable Y equalled zero (H0: τ = 0) for the underlying population that the sample represents. To

compute the values of Kendall’s τ, for each pair of subjects, required an understanding of whether the

subjects were ordered in the same way by the two variables (i.e. a concordant pair), ordered in

opposite ways (i.e. a discordant pair), or were tied pairs. The results from the Kendall’s Tau tests are

shown in Table B4. While the wording in the questions are not claimed to be wholly identical to those

in the BUS survey, they were close enough in their wording to be practically identical. 

Wilson and Hedge reported that the correlations were “highly significant at the r 0.001 level”. The

lowest co-efficient for winter ratings was 0.75, considered an “acceptable correlation”. The

correlations for summer variables, notably perceptions of humidity, were lower at 0.56 (a moderate

relationship); Wilson and Hedge claimed that as the surveys were all conducted in winter, and all

building sickness analyses were to be performed on winter ratings, the lower correlation was “not

problematic”. Responses to factual questions were also correlated using the non-parametric version

of Kendall’s Tau B test. The results were reported to show high correlations between responses. Only

the questions identical to those used in BUS are shown in Table B4; questions related to smoking

habits (along with other health symptom questions) were not carried over into the BUS survey. Table

B4 also lists the high Kendall Tau B results for the environmental control questions. The questions are

identical to those in the current version of the BUS survey (i.e. 1: no control, and 7: full control) with

the exception of ‘temperature’, which is now separated into ‘heating’ and ‘cooling’. ‘Control over

noise’ was introduced in 1995.

In addition, a Kendall Tau B test was conducted on the question relating to the influence of

environmental conditions on perceptions of personal productivity. The question is virtually identical

to that used in the BUS survey with the exception that the 1-9 semantic differential scale labels used

for the productivity scale were reversed (i.e. 1: ‘productivity increased’, 9: ‘productivity decreased’).

The Kendall Tau B test returned a value of 0.88 – a strong correlation.

B2.2 The 1995 test/retest

The seasonal reliability of questions in Building Research Establishment’s (BRE) version of the OES

survey was tested in a survey of 728 people in 12 UK office buildings (Raw, G. J., Coward, S. K. D.,
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Aizlewood, C. E.; Rathouse, K.; & Wilde, D. J.; 2002). The test was conducted in 2000 for the Building

Regulations Division of the UK Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR,

now the department of Homes, Communities and Local Government). Not only did the 1995 version

of the OES use questions identical to those subsequently used in the BUS, the earliest surveys used in

the doctoral research project (namely those of Tanfield House and Elizabeth Fry) used the BRE’s OES

survey. By definition, only questions common between the OES and the current BUS survey could be

used for longitudinal analysis. 

The 1995 OES included a larger number of questions on indoor air quality compared with the Wilson

and Hedge 1987 version. All questions re-used the seven-point semantic differential scales. The

following questions in the OES are identical to those in the BUS survey. The scale labels are shown in

parenthesis:

● Air in winter (1: Satisfactory, 7: unsatisfactory)

● Air in summer (1: Satisfactory, 7: unsatisfactory)

● Air in winter (1: fresh, 7: stuffy)

● Air in summer (1: Fresh, 7: stuffy)

● Air in winter (1: Odourless, 7: smelly)

● Air in summer (1: Odourless, 7: smelly)

● Air in winter (1: Dry, 7: humid)

● Air in summer (1: Dry, 7: humid)

● Air in summer (1: Still, 7: draughty)

● Air in winter (1: Still, 7: draughty)

● Temperature in winter (1: Stable, 7: varies)

● Temperature in summer (1: Stable, 7: varies).

Questions relevant to overall comfort and building functionality were included. Those wholly

equivalent to BUS are listed below. Some questions are identical to current BUS questions, although

some were split seasonally:

● Comfort (1: Satisfactory, 7: unsatisfactory, separated for winter and summer)

● Temperature (1: Too hot/too cold (separated for winter and summer)

OES 1987 environmental variables (n = 21)
Kendall’s

Tau (�)
OES 1987 factual and control variables (n = 21)

Kendall’s

Tau (�) B

Winter temp. (1: Comfortable, 7: Uncomfortable) 0.84 Hours per day in building 0.87

Air in winter (1: Dry, 7: Humid) 0.83 Hours per day on VDU 1.00

Summer temp. (1: Comfortable, 7: Uncomfortable) 0.87 Control over temperature1 (1: No control, 7: Full control) 0.65

Air in summer (1: Dry, 7: Humid) 0.56 Control over lighting (1: No control, 7: Full control) 0.83

Control over ventilation  (1: No control, 7: Full control) 0.60

1 Separated in the OES and BUS into control over heating and cooling.

Table B4: The test/re-test results for the 1987 Office Environment Survey questions known to directly relate to the OES as

used in 1995 and in the BUS survey used for the research project.
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● Noise (1: Satisfactory/unsatisfactory (separated for winter and summer)

● Lighting (1: Satisfactory/unsatisfactory (separated for winter and summer)

● Control over lighting (1: No control, 7: full control)

● Control over temperature (1: No control, 7: full control)*

● Control over ventilation (1: No control, 7: full control)

● Control over lighting (1: No control, 7: full control)

● Control over Noise (1: No control/full control)

● Cleaning (1: Satisfactory, 7: unsatisfactory)

● Speed of response to requests for changes to HVAC requests (1: Satisfactory, 7: 

unsatisfactory)

● Effectiveness of response to requests for changes to HVAC requests (1: Satisfactory, 

7: unsatisfactory).

The test/retest was conducted in 12 office buildings in England and Scotland. To check for seasonal

reliability, the first survey was conducted in winter and the second in summer. Both sets of surveys

asked questions about summer and winter conditions. During the first (winter) survey each

respondent was given an identity number, which was listed against their name and marked on a floor

plan. When possible the same people in the same locations were solicited to take part in the survey

(a matched pairs research design). This was to obtain the best possible comparison between

responses for winter and summer perceptions.

The BRE researchers calculated the mean of the responses to each question for each building.

Correlations were calculated for each pair of questions, for example between ratings of summer air

quality, based on responses in the summer survey and responses in the winter survey. Results

relevant to the BUS questions are shown in Table B5. The highest correlations (the smallest

differences between scores using a standard t-test) emerged from the more fixed features of the

buildings (e.g. the amount of control over temperature, ventilation and lighting). Correlations

between responses on management factors, such as the speed and effectiveness of response to

requests for improvements, were also high. Well-correlated environmental ratings included some

aspects of temperature, noise, vibration and general comfort. Correlations were found to differ

between ratings of summer and winter conditions.

Note that the scale labels for satisfactory/unsatisfactory were subsequently reversed for the BUS

survey. However, this does not invalidate the results for the 1987 and 1995 test/retest exercises as

internal consistency was maintained. Note also that the current BUS survey disaggregates control

over temperature (as used in the OES) into control over heating and control over cooling. 

For the Tanfield House survey (Section 6.3) the question on personal privacy posed in 1996 was

resurrected in the 2016 survey and the scale labels used in 1996 retained for that one question to

ensure longitudinal consistency. Some respondents to the 2016 survey noticed the internal

inconsistency and complained, which suggests that consistency of scale labelling within a survey may

be important, at least for those respondents with an eye for detail. Other respondents may notice it

and not comment, while the majority may not notice it. As the percentages of each type of person

can never be known, in hindsight it is concluded that internal consistency within a survey is more

important than consistency between longitudinal surveys.
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B2.3 BUS tests for reliability

In parallel with the researcher’s longitudinal studies, a doctoral research project sponsored by the

current owner of the BUS Methodology, UK consulting firm Arup, involved calculations for internal

consistency of the BUS questionnaire (Parkinson, A. T., Reid, R., McKerrow, H., & Wright, D. 2017).

Tests were carried out on 47 buildings in the BUS database, involving around 3000 individual

responses.

Parkinson et al applied Cronbach alpha tests and McDonald omega tests to estimate general and total

factor saturation using hierarchical factor analysis based on the approach used by Zinbarg et al

BUS 1995 environmental variables (n = 728) r r 
BUS 1995 factual and control variables
(n = 728 )

r r 

Winter temperature (1: Comfortable, 

7: Uncomfortable)
0.90 <0.001 

Control over lighting (1: No control, 7: Full

control)
0.99 <0.001

Temperature in winter (1: Too hot, 7: Too cold) 0.89 <0.001
Control over temperature (1: No control, 7:

Full control)
0.98 <0.001

Temperature in winter (1: Stable, 7: Varies) 0.75 <0.05
Control over ventilation (1: No control, 7: Full

control)
0.96 <0.001

Air in winter (1: Still, 7: Draughty) 0.48 NS
Speed of response to request for changes (1:

Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory)
0.92 <0.001

Air in winter (1: Dr, 7: Humid) -0.12 NS
Effectiveness of response  (1: Satisfactory, 7:

Unsatisfactory)
0.90 <0.001

Air in winter (1: Fresh, 7: Stuffy) 0.65 <0.05

Air in winter (1: odourless, 7: Smelly) 0.40 NS

Air in winter overall1 (1: Satisfactory,

7: Unsatisfactory
0.84 <0.01

Summer temperature (1: Comfortable, 

7: Uncomfortable)
0.84 <0.01

Temperature in summer (1: Too hot, 7: Too cold) 0.89 <0.001

Temperature in summer (1: Stable, 7: Varies) 0.56 NS

Air in summer (1: Still, 7: Draughty) -0.37 NS

Air in summer (1: Dry, 7: Humid) 0.75 <0.05

Air in summer (1: Fresh, 7: Stuffy) 0.87 <0.001

Air in summer (1: odourless, 7: Smelly) 0.49 NS

Noise in winter (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.84  <0.01

Noise in summer (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.83 <0.01

Lighting in winter (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.40 NS

Lighting in summer (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.83 <0.01

Comfort in winter (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.95 <0.001

Comfort in summer (1: Satisfactory, 7: Unsatisfactory) 0.82 <0.01

1 Subsequently ‘conditions in winter/summer overall’
2 Difference between summer and winter: r2 >0.2

NS: Not significant

Table B5: The results for the test/re-test of the Office Environment Survey carried out in 2000. The table is reproduced from

the original report (Raw et al, 2003).
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(Zinbarg, R.E., Revelle, W., Yovel, I., & Li, W., 2005). An omega test involves the square of the

correlation between the total (or mean) score on the given set of items and the means score for an

infinite set of items from a homogeneous domain of items of which the items in the test are a subset.

Parkinson et al reasoned that the omega test had the advantage over a Cronbach alpha test (a

measure of reliability where the more consistently an individual scores, the higher the alpha value) as

the Omega test was judged to account for the factor structure of a survey’s design and to assess

reliability better through a combination of exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis (Parkinson, A.

T., Reid, R., McKerrow, H., & Wright, D. 2017).

Parkinson et al reported that both the Cronbach’s alpha and McDonald omega tests on the BUS

methodology survey generated ‘excellent’ reliability, with values reported of over 0.9.

B2.4 Researcher test/retest

In order to determine the reliability of the BUS survey as used for the longitudinal research, with the

new questions added on occupant density and controls usability, the student designed a separate test

similar to that conducted by the BRE in 1995. An office building in Bracknell, the headquarters of the

industrial sponsor, offered the chance to test the seasonal effects. The fully air-conditioned building,

known within the organisation as the Red Building, is a rectangular, two-storey, curtain-wall building

constructed in the late 1980s. 

The test/re-test process was conducted in open-plan offices on the first floor. A virtue of the office

layout was that the east and west sides of the offices were separated by notional circulation corridors

either side of centrally-located desks. The central desks were book-ended by a small enclosed

catering kitchen and a printer hub. This separation therefore created discrete populations on the east

and west elevations for two separate test/re-tests. The methodology involved staff on one side of the

building completing a BUS paper survey in summer 2016 (Test 1a) and again in January 2017 (Test

1b). The west side of the office was to be surveyed in Summer 2017, and again in Winter 2018 (Test

2). This approach was to provide four test/retest samples on two sides of the building. 

Population samples were expected to be modest but just statistically significant, at between 20-25

members of staff on either side of the office. In the event, the population samples for the first test

was found to be lower than anticipated, with 16 staff for Test 1a and 14 staff for Test 1b. More

critically, the numbers of matched pairs required for the test of reliability was found to be much

lower owing to different staff being in residence on the day of the tests. Only seven staff were

common between the two surveys. Not only was this sample too small for reliable statistical analysis,

it was found that two respondents had competed their surveys by consistently scoring on the

extremes of the satisfaction scales, i.e. 7 for all comfort factors. Such scoring may accurately reflect

the subjective perceptions of the respondent, but it is unusual even in a large sample, e.g. of 100

people. All occupant surveys tend to include an element of such scoring (which may be honest, or

may reflect a cursory or dismissive attitude to a survey). While high sample sizes will reduce the

resulting bias from such survey responses, the bias was strong in the small test/retest sample. As

consequence the Test 1 test/retest was abandoned. Test 2 was also abandoned as the researcher had

left the sponsoring organisation in January 2017, and access – while not impossible – would have
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been made conditional by the organisation’s managers. Furthermore, it was suspected that the

department earmarked for the second test/retest would be more prone to a low percentage of

matched pairs as the staff involved worked for an international market intelligence business for which

international travel was a regular and normal part of their work. 

As a consequence of these factors, evidence for the reliability and validity of the BUS survey relies on

the tests carried out on the Office Environment Surveys of 1987 and 1995, from which most of the

BUS questions originated mostly verbatim, plus the tests for internal reliability conducted in 2016 by

Parkinson et al on the large Arup dataset of non-domestic BUS surveys. 
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B3.0  Demographic factors

B3.1. Overview

In a grounded-theory, case-study approach to research, where buildings are studied in their normal

functional states, it is not possible to control variables in the study population like gender balance

and age profile. However, it is important to capture the demographics of the case-study buildings,

and any changes in those demographics over time, and to conduct tests to determine whether the

time-series movements in comfort scores are influenced by differences in gender and age sampling.   

The BUS survey records gender, age band, location in building, and time spent in the building at desk

and working on screen. Respondents are also asked about the size of their workgroup. Historically,

the BUS survey separates the age groups between below 30 and above 30. The time-series changes in

age demographics are given in Table B6. It was hypothesised that such a broad distinction is not likely

to generate differences in comfort scores, particularly for comfort scores that may be dictated in part

by age, such as temperature and availability of natural and electric light. Hence an additional age

band of ‘above 45’ was added to the later surveys to provide additional resolution. It was

hypothesized that people above the age of 45 would score temperature and lighting variables

statistically differently to those in younger age groups. 

The objective of segregating responses by gender and age is to determine whether a given gender or

age group is more or less likely to be scoring comfort and satisfaction in particular ways. If the gender

or age balance is similar between surveys, or at least not massively different, it is reasonable to

assume that differences between the mean scores in two surveys several years apart are not likely to

be caused by age or gender. If the gender or age balance has changed considerably between two

longitudinal surveys of the same building, it becomes important to know whether gender or age

profile may have influenced the comfort scoring, and in what direction.

It is posited that comfort factors such as levels of satisfaction with personal storage, meeting rooms,

noise, or lighting are not likely to be influenced by age or gender. In other words, the differences in

scoring could be influenced by a multiplicity of other factors, such as accessibility or functionality.

However, it is hypothesised that comfort preferences that are already known from research to be

linked to gender (such as space temperature) or age (such as lighting) may be scored differently by

males and females in the BUS surveys, and similarly by youthful members of staff and more mature

workers. Understanding such differences between the comfort perceptions by age may become

Table B6: Longitudinal changes in age balance for all surveyed buildings and tenancies.
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important with advances in retirement age. It is also important to understand how intensively a

workforce is using its building, and whether there has been a shift in the hours of occupation. There

may be changes in the amount of time that men and women say they spend at their desks and on

computers. Increases over time in the latter would be concomitant with increases in workplace

computerisation, particularly during the 21 years that bridge the longest period between the

occupant surveys (i.e. Tanfield House). Staff in clerical jobs may spend more hours on computer

screens than more mobile and/or more managerial colleagues. The former may be dominated by

female workers, particularly part-time or flexible workers with young children, while the latter may be

skewed towards male workers. As the BUS questionnaire is a built environment survey rather than a

workplace survey, it does not record employment and company management policies. It is therefore

not possible to reach conclusions about the effects of the workplace on occupant comfort

perceptions. 

While it was important to understand the demographic characteristics of the survey samples, for

each survey year, it was not the aim of the longitudinal research project to attempt to correlate

survey responses statistically with demographic factors and changes in those factors, merely to

acknowledge the demographic characteristics of the case study samples. However, an attempt was

made to determine the extent to which comfort scoring may be more context-independent (i.e.

influenced by factors that dictate responses irrespective of local context, like gender), or more

context-dependent (i.e. influenced by building-specific environmental factors).

B3.2  Gender balance

The BUS survey requires respondents to report their gender. The vast majority of respondents in all

case study buildings answered this tick-box question. Table B7 shows the gender balances for each

survey building or tenant sample in each survey year. BUS survey responses are used as the basis of

the whole building gender breakdown, as actual gender splits were not provided by the building

operators nor provided by the tenant organisations. There will therefore be variance between the

quoted percentages which relate to the survey, and the real percentages (which will also vary with

day-to-day levels of utilisation).  

Note that while there are differences in building populations and sample sizes for each survey, all

survey response rates were mostly between 60-90% and therefore representative of a building total

population. Three Tanfield House tenants were large enough to be analysed independently. While

Table B7: Longitudinal changes in gender balance for all surveyed buildings and tenancies.
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most sub-sets are statistically viable, some tenanted buildings such as the Rivergreen Centre were

home to many small tenancies that could not be analysed separately. These sub-samples are

therefore concatenated into a whole building sample.

As can be seen, there were no major shifts in gender balances over the survey periods, except for

QE2CE between 2006 and 2011 (bridging the major refurbishment and change of occupying

departments), and Tanfield House between 1995 and 2016. Occupying departments at QE2CE

changed between 2011 and 2016 (and with an increase in density), but this has had no effect on the

reported gender balance. At Tanfield House, the original single occupier (Standard Life) moved out

prior to the building’s substantial internal restructuring into multiple tenancies. The larger tenancies

show a similar gender balance to the overall building population (which includes the smaller

tenancies). The gender balance in each of the buildings enabled comfort scores to be analysed

separately in most case study buildings and the larger tenancies.

B3.2.1. Thermal comfort by gender

Recent thermal comfort theory has been dominated by two concepts: stimulus-response theory

epitomized by the predicted mean vote (PMV) and percentage persons dis-satisfied (PPD) equation

devised by Ole Fanger (Fanger, P.O., 1970). Fanger’s equation was based upon climate chamber

experiments in the 1970s (subsequently enshrined in ASHRAE and CIBSE guidance, and ISO 7730),

and latterly by the adaptive comfort model based on occupants’ climatically variable expectations (de

Dear, R, 2004). de Dear argued that Fanger’s equation was well-suited to the deterministic

engineered context of sealed air-conditioned buildings with limited scope for occupants to modify the

comfort conditions, whereas the adaptive model was more relevant for contexts like naturally-

ventilated and mixed-mode buildings where occupants are expected (and expect) to interact with

comfort devices like openable windows and vents. 

Decades of subsequent thermal comfort research has tested the virtues and shortcomings of both

models, with over 200 peer-reviewed papers cited by de Dear et al between 1991 and 2011 (de Dear,

et al, 2013). Of interest to this research were investigators who focused on gender differences in

thermal sensation perception. For example, Karjalainen’s controlled experiments and quantitative

surveys of 3094 respondents in houses, offices and a university found significant gender differences in

thermal comfort, temperature preference, and the use of thermostat controls (Karjalainen, S. 2007).

Karjalainen also found that females were less satisfied with room temperatures than males, preferred

higher room temperatures, and felt  “both uncomfortably cold and uncomfortably hot” more often

than males.

A small-scale climate chamber-based study by Hashiguchi, Feng, and Tochihara assessed perceptions

of thermal sensation between the genders by changing temperatures for the upper and lower parts

of the body (Hashiguchi, N., Feng, Y., & Tochihara, Y, 2010). Hashiguchi et al found that females

became aware of thermal discomfort before males, and that an unequal thermal environment (where

air temperature closer to the ground was lower than that above) caused higher thermal discomfort

for females compared with males. Similarly, Schellen et al studied the influence of local effects on

thermal sensation under non-uniform environmental conditions. Male and female subjects in climate
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Left, Figure B36: Mean scores of winter temperature by gender for the case-study dataset, sorted on the X-axis by female

responses. Right, Figure B37: A distribution of scores for perceptions of whether conditions are too hot or too cold in winter.

While the Rivergreen Centre in 2007 was perceived by both genders to be comfortable, Foots Cray Depot was perceived to

be too hot. In other buildings females considered buildings to be too cold in winter.

chambers were exposed to convective and radiant cooling scenarios, during which physiological

response, thermal comfort, and productivity were measured (Schellen, L., Loomans, M. G. L. C., de

Wit, M. H., Olesen, B. W., Lichtenbelt, W. D., van Marken, 2012). The results showed that not only did

actual mean thermal sensation votes differ from the PMV calculation, but also that females were

more uncomfortable and dissatisfied compared with the perceptions of males. Uǧursal and Culp

studied gender differences of perceived thermal comfort under varying conditions of airflow, ambient

temperature, and metabolic rate (Uǧursal, A., & Culp, C, 2013). Their results showed that the neutral

temperatures in which people felt neither cool nor warm were 26.4°C for males and 23.9°C for

females – a 2.5°C difference. Also, analysis of the role of metabolic rate using exercise sessions during

the tests revealed that male  thermal sensation displayed a linear increase over time, whereas female

thermal sensation increased earlier than males, resulting in lower tolerance towards warm

conditions. 

The longitudinal research conducted in this thesis relied on perceptions gathered from

questionnaires, with reliance on occupants’ memories for what conditions were like in the heating or

cooling season six months previous to the survey. No clothing or metabolic data was collected during

the surveys, nor were thermal conditions monitored in real time. There is therefore limited scope for

associating any differences in thermal sensation between the genders with any prevailing or historical

physical conditions, or with specific occupant behaviours. However, it was hypothesised that the BUS

survey should find evidence of differences in reported thermal comfort between the genders,

particularly in the naturally-ventilated and mixed-mode buildings (the majority building type in the

dataset) in line with the findings of the aforementioned laboratory-based studies.

The thermal comfort mean scores for temperature in winter and summer and air conditions in winter

and summer were sorted by gender for all office building and tenant surveys. This provided a

maximum database of 15 survey samples. The dataset comprised different proportions of the

male/female populations, and thereby a range of sample sizes. Where sample sizes allowed, tenant
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Figure B38: Perceptions of temperature in summer by

gender, sorted by female responses.

populations were selected over the whole building sample. The mean scores for overall comfort, and

perceived health and productivity were also analysed by gender.

The descriptive statistics are shown in Figures B36 to B45. The data shows paired male and female

mean scores for each (unidentified) building or tenant sample. The X-axis is ranked in order of female

responses. In all cases it is important to read the Y-axis scale labels to understand the meaning behind

the occupants’ scores. Note that variance in the data is not shown as only mean scores are plotted.

The consistency of relationship between the mean scores is the main purpose of the plots.

The mean scores for satisfaction with winter temperature (Figure B36) show clearly that females in

the case study dataset consistently scored conditions to be poorer than males, scoring nearly an

integer lower on the BUS 1-7 scale, with the gap mostly consistent in itself across the data set but

narrowing when both females scores winter conditions at or above the scale midpoint. Only in one

survey (2007) did females score conditions higher than males, but this was reversed when the same

building was re-surveyed in 2015. 

For all buildings in the data set, males perceived conditions to be neutral (a score of 4) or better,

whereas females scored conditions lower than the neutral point in eight out of the 13 cases.  One

sample shows very little difference in perception between the genders. It may be significant that this

score was from a tenant in the only fully air-conditioned office in the sample, possibly justifying de

Dear’s conclusion regarding the value of the PMV equation for sealed air-conditioned buildings (de

Dear, R. 2004). Other tenancies in this building are known to have created mixed-mode conditions by

opening external doors and unlocking (supposedly sealed) sash windows. 

Figure B37 shows differences in gender perceptions of whether conditions are too hot or too cold in

winter. Females consistently score conditions to be relatively colder compared with the male scores,

which are closer to the neutral score of 4 (neither too hot or too cold). While gender perceptions

tend to be consistent in conditions that are considered to be poor, some scores above the scale

midpoint show small differences that are probably within the standard error of the mean. However,

Figure B39: Both genders agree when conditions are too hot

in summer, but females score higher in better environments.
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This is countered by the evidence from the two lowest scores in Figure B37  (Foots Cray Depot, a

building both measured and perceived by its occupants to be too hot in winter even before the

application of external insulation) that display very little difference between the genders. Monitored

internal conditions were found to have declined after the retrofit, recorded by both long-term

instrumented readings. It can be claimed that the occupants’ perception scores in the 2015 BUS

survey (reported in Section 3.7.2) are firmly grounded in physical evidence. 

Only one building had both gender scores close together and above the neutral score of ‘4’: the

Rivergreen Centre in 2007. This was the only wholly naturally-ventilated building in the dataset. This

may support the view by de Dear that the adaptive comfort model works better in free-running

buildings (de Dear, 2004). However, in 2015, both women and men scored the building as ‘too cold’ in

winter relative to 2007, as shown in the data pairing third from right.  The context prevailing in the

building at the time offers a possible cause for this change in perception.

Figure B38 shows the gender-separated scores for summer temperature that indicate less distinction

between the respective gender scores, although in most case studies males score summer

temperature to be relatively more satisfactory. The narrow difference between the scores makes it

more likely that contextual factors are motivating differences in the mean scores, but the variance in

the samples may to be great for any firm conclusion to be drawn. However, for the question on

summer temperature ‘too hot’ or ‘too cold’, gender differences disappear when scores are towards

the ‘too hot’ end of the BUS scale (i.e. a score of 3 or lower). In six cases out of the 13 case-studies,

women scored near the thermal neutral part of the scale (4), while males still scored towards the ‘too

hot’ end of the scale (Figure B39). As with winter temperature, gender distinctions tend to disappear

when everyone scores conditions towards the unsatisfactory end of the scale.

The pattern in gender-specific mean scores is repeated in the scoring for air conditions in winter

(Figure B40), but not for summer air conditions where the pattern is less distinct (Figure B41),

although males in the case study dataset tended to report conditions as being more satisfactory, but

Figure B40: Perceptions of winter air conditions by gender,

sorted by female responses. As with winter temperature,

females can score conditions as relatively unsatisfactory

when males find conditions to be acceptable.

Figure B41: Both genders agree when conditions are too hot

in summer, but females tend to score higher in better

environments.
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Figure B42: BUS scores split by gender for the variable

‘comfort overall’ and sorted by female responses.  Despite

some low scores for winter and summer temperature,

respondents score more positively for their overall comfort,

with males and females more often in agreement when

conditions are regarded by females as acceptable or good

(i.e above ‘4’). 

not universally and not to a level of being statistically different. Females scored conditions

consistently lower than males, except in conditions where female scores were above 4.8: the purely

air-conditioned office in Tanfield House and the Rivergreen Centre in 2007.  In all other cases females

scored on average 0.71 below the male scores. When males scored air conditions to be neutral (4),

the mean score for females was lower by a whole integer on the 7-point BUS scale.

Figure B42 shows no consistent differences  or pattern in scoring between the genders for comfort

overall. This is possibly because the notion of overall comfort includes many factors – thermal and

functional – that are not necessarily gender-specific. However, females tend to be less tolerant of

conditions than males when the scores are near the scale midpoint or drop below it. Variance in the

underlying data suggests in most cases that there is no statistical difference between the  genders for

perceptions of overall comfort until conditions are perceived to be marginal by females, or poor

overall. Note that the lowest female score for perceived comfort is nearly an integer lower than the

male perception. This is the score for Foots Cray Depot after the retrofit of external insulation, when

the environmental conditions in the building were perceived to have declined rather than improved,

and expectations of improvement were not met.  

Figure B43: A building-specific example of how the

differences in gender comfort perceptions change track

longitudinally over time, in this case mean scores for

perceptions of Summer  temperature and air conditions at

the Elizabeth Fry Building. While all mean scores are subject

to variance, females consistently rate conditions lower than

do males even with changes in context, e.g. a partial shift

from cellular accommodation to open-plan. 
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The conclusion drawn from the comfort scores by gender is that the perception of thermal comfort,

particularly in winter, is likely to be independent of the individual building contexts. Despite the

limited sample of surveys, it is possible to generalise that females are less tolerant of perceived

failings in their thermal environment than males, in particular scoring their workplace as being too

cold in winter compared with the perceptions of males. Females also judge winter air conditions as

less satisfactory compared with males. The differences between the genders are smaller for the

summer conditions, as both males and females both score towards being ‘too hot’. When conditions

favour females, the males still tend to score towards the ‘too hot’ end of the comfort scale. This

matches the winter scores: females feel the cold more, but when they are thermally neutral

(particularly in summer), males are still a bit too hot. That said, conclusions are limited by a lack of

data on respondents’ clothing and metabolic rate. In most buildings studied, the differences in gender

perceptions for temperature and air conditions tended to remain constant over time, notwithstanding

changes in variance in the population samples as a function of changes the buildings, for example

fewer staff in window seats and more open-plan working between survey years (Figure B43).

B3.2.2  Health and productivity by gender

Figure B44 shows the mean scores for perceived health, paired by building sample and sorted by

female responses. In all cases females score the perceived health question lower than males, i.e. that

they find conditions in the case-study buildings to be relatively less healthy. While the distribution of

response data may not be statistically different (i.e. overlapping confidence intervals), it may be

telling that the scores are consistently lower across the dataset. Only in the case of the only fully air-

conditioned tenancy in the sample dataset (Tanfield House) are the male and female health

perceptions identical (although below the neutral point on the scale). The scatterplot also suggests

that the gap in health perceptions between the genders tends to be wider in buildings and tenancies

that are perceived by females to be less healthy. However, given the small size of the dataset this

relationship cannot be claimed to be generalisable. 

Left, Figure B44: Mean scores for perceived health, paired by sample and ordered by female responses, low to high.

Females consistently score perceptions of health lower than males in the case-study buildings even though the variance in

the data may suggest no statistical differences. Right, Figure B45: There are no discernable trends in the gender scores for

perceived productivity, although females tend to score lower than males when their scores fall below the scale midpoint (5).
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Table B8: The age split for the buildings and tenancies in the research dataset. The age bands were changed for two later

surveys to capture demographic data for those aged over 45.

Figure B45 shows the mean scores for perceived productivity, paired by building sample and sorted

from low to high female responses. Females in the Foots Cray Depot score the lowest values for

perceived productivity in both survey years. In eight cases, males found the environments are more

conducive than females to productivity, but in most cases the gender scores were close. Note that

the relatively wider range of scoring seen in the seasonal comfort variables are not mirrored in the

nine-point scale used in BUS for scoring perceived productivity. This may indicate that the built

environment may not be a major variable in determining perceptions of productivity (or that

environmental conditions would need to be extreme before respondents believe it affects their

productivity). Note that graphs do not show the the variance in the mean scores.  

B3.2.3  Work demographics

The BUS survey historically asked respondents to record how many days per week they spend in the

building, along with hours spent at desk and hours working at a computer screen. This enables

longitudinal comparisons of changes in working practice. It is also possible to separate working hours

data by gender and age band, although small samples for staff aged below 30 reduce the value of the

descriptive statistical analysis. 

Overall, the longitudinal surveys reveal an increase in hours of occupation over time, and hours spent

on screen, sometimes by a large percentage scaled up to the working week. Five of the six buildings

in the dataset are shown in Table B8. The Foots Cray Depot is omitted owing to the short period (24

months) between the two BUS surveys. The smallest change in hours over time was reported by

respondents in the Heelis building. It is hypothesised that this is because the building has been home

to the same occupier (with unchanged working practices) over the survey period. By contrast, the

occupation profiles of the other buildings have either changed completely in the intervening period

between surveys (Tanfield House and Rivergreen), or where departments have been moved between

adjacent properties (Elizabeth Fry Building and QE2CE). It is not known from the survey data whether

the increase in working hours has had any effect on occupants’ perceptions of their workplace and

environmental conditions. More research is needed to determine whether such increases found in

the research dataset are typical of UK offices.

The breakdown of hours worked on screen by gender is shown in Figure B46. The data is segregated

by building and by individual tenants where the respondent sample size allowed. This is self-reported

data, so while the data is useful for relative comparisons, the numbers cannot be taken as accurate.

The data shows that, in the majority of cases, females reported working longer hours per day at

screen than males. The differences were small, but regular. 
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Figure B46: Self-reported hours

worked at desk by gender across

the entire building and (large)

tenancy dataset. Females

regularly (though not

exclusively) report spending

longer at their desks than males,

but the differences are small

over the working day.

It is posited that there many be many reasons why males report spending relatively less time on

screen: female workers in the case-study buildings may be performing more desk-bound,

administrative or repetitive tasks compared with the male workforce, particularly in the public sector

and non-professional organisations in the case-study dataset. The male workforce may also be more

managerial in nature and/or relatively more mobile in their job tasks. If the data are evidence that

females are relatively more sedentary, it may account for (some) differences in comfort perceptions

between the genders, but this cannot be tested with the information available. It remains a

potentially confounding variable in the research conclusions, and worthy of further study over a

larger dataset.

B3.2.4 Age-related comfort scoring

As with gender, occupant comfort perceptions may be a function of respondents’ (self-reported) age.

If the age profile changes between survey samples, then differences between the comfort mean

scores could be due to age-related perceptions. A shift over time in the age bands of occupying

organisations could either suppress true differences between mean scores; or worse, might skew a

mean score to exaggerate the statistical difference between two longitudinal measurements. The

resulting spurious result could mislead the researcher into believing a contextual (dependent)

variable was the cause of the statistical difference when actually it was influenced more by age.

Although it was not the aim of the research project to disaggregate longitudinal movements in

comfort scores by age group, it is nonetheless helpful to know whether the scoring of the comfort

variables are influenced by age. For the purposes of comparison with the thermal and air quality

scores separated by gender, the survey responses were separated by age band for summer and

winter temperature, and by air conditions in summer and winter. Analysis of age-banded responses

to the artificial and daylighting BUS comfort variables was also carried out in case age-related

responses to lighting levels could be detected. 

The standard BUS survey asks respondents to place themselves in one of two age groups: under 30,
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or 30 and over. The precise reason for the 30-year partition has been lost in the mists of time, but it is

known from the originator of the survey that it was not chosen to determine age-related

physiological changes, such as fluctuations in thermal sensation due to changes in metabolic rate,

menopausal influences, or changes in hearing ability or visual acuity. The analysis that can be carried

out and the conclusions that can be arrived at are therefore limited. The age bands were retained for

longitudinal consistency in most of the later BUS questionnaires, but for the final two surveys it was

decided to increase the partitions to include those aged over 45 in order to isolate respondents who

may have experienced age-related changes in comfort perceptions, for example influenced by

declining eyesight. This may be a useful refinement to the age categorisation if the longitudinal

surveys are continued.

The age profiles of the study buildings for their respective survey years are shown in Table B6. Note

that only two buildings (including tenancies at Tanfield House) were surveyed with the additional age

band. As with the gender analysis, the percentage breakdown in Table B6 on page B34 masks some

small samples for the BUS questionnaire age bands ‘below 30’ and ‘45 or over’. However, in all cases

the response rates were high and the sample sizes representative of the actual age profiles. So while

the actual numbers in the age bands may preclude the use of rigorous statistical tests, the samples

themselves are true to reality. The mean scores therefore represent the perceptions of the individuals

in those age bands, in those buildings.

Three buildings show major changes in their age profiles over time: Tanfield House, Queen Elizabeth

2 Court East (QE2CE), and the Foots Cray Depot. In 1995, the occupier of Tanfield House (Standard

Life) employed a high number of young female clerical staff. In 2015, the individual tenancies were

more male-dominated, and over a broader age range. The QE2CE building has also witnessed a shift

in the age balance, largely due to departmental moves in 2014. Around 44% of staff reported being

below the age of 30 on the day of the survey. This compares to only 25% in 2011.  As with its gender

distribution, Foots Cray Depot (a local authority building) shows changes over the relatively short 24

months between BUS surveys. This is possibly due to the building’s highly variable population of

highways officers, many of whom regularly work away from the office.

Given the contexts, it is reasonable to hypothesise that if age was a determinant in the comfort

perceptions, there should be discernable difference in comfort scores between the survey years for

samples where the age balance has shifted compared with those where it has not. Figure B47 shows

paired age data for individual buildings and tenancies for winter temperature mean scores, sorted by

scores from those aged below 30. It is immediately evident that the data shows no consistent pattern

across the buildings in the perception of temperature by the age bands used in the BUS survey.

A check was carried out for satisfaction with lighting overall (Figure B48), and again no consistent

pattern in scoring emerged. The same occurred with all other comfort variables.  As an additional

check, the standard deviation of the data underlying the mean scores  was calculated in Excel using

the STDEV.S function to one standard deviation. This provides the degree to which individuals within

the sample differ from the sample mean. In many cases the error bars overlap. 

It is therefore possible to conclude that age is not a consistent factor in the longitudinal BUS scores as

staff in one age band may score higher or lower than another. However, it is acknowledged that there
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Left, Figure B47: Mean scores for winter temperature by age band, paired by survey sample to one standard deviation and

sorted by those aged below 30 . There is no obvious pattern in the data. Right, Figure B48: As with winter temperature, there

are no discernable trends in the scores for satisfaction with lighting overall, although those reporting greatest satisfaction with

lighting tend to be below 30. However, the sample size is too small to be able to generalise. 

may be age factors operating within individual contexts that are not apparent to the researcher. For

example, the labelled paired scores for Heelis in 2010 and 2015 reflect an age pattern that has not

changed between surveys even though the overall score for winter temperature had fallen between

the survey.

Overall, there is no obvious pattern in the age-related mean scores for any of the BUS comfort

variables. It is thought possible that patterns may occur with wider age bands (such as below the

age of 25 and above 60), but this is not been possible to determine from the available longitudinal

BUS data.

B3.2.5 Discussion

The inherent nature of self-reported data, with differences in scores due to gender, age, location in

space (e.g. window or non-window), job function and time spent at desk and at screen, often creates

non-normal sample distributions. This leads to natural high variance around the mean scores.

Statistical comparison is further complicated by non-parametric sample sizes, particularly for the

lower age bands for many buildings in the case-study datasets where some samples are in single

figures. It is therefore difficult to be categorical that the differences between mean scores by gender

and age are generalisable. For these reasons the overall trends in the data – where they appear – are

held to be more insightful. 

Even with a limited number of case studies, it is striking that the trend in gender scores for thermal

conditions are consistent in showing that females score conditions worse than males for both winter

and summer temperature. The findings concur broadly with the findings of Schellen et al, Hashiguchi

et al (Hashiguchi N., Feng, Y., &Tochihara, Y, 2010) and Karjalainen (Karjalainen, S. 2007), but not with

that of Uǧursal and Culp (Uǧursal A, & Culp, C, 2013). That said, the conclusions are limited by a lack
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of data on clothing and metabolic rate. The differences in thermal scores may be due to the complex

contexts of the case-study offices, compared with the highly controlled conditions achievable in

climate chamber studies. Scores for other comfort variables show less distinction between the

genders, with the possible exception of perceived health. 

The pattern of scores for other comfort variables are not clearly defined by gender (with the possible

exception of perceived health), suggesting that respondents’ scores for comfort factors other than

thermal may be more influenced by local contextual influences.  

Although analysis of thermal comfort was not within the bounds of the research project,

respondents’ gender preferences clearly need to be borne in mind when analysing longitudinal

survey data, especially for the seasonal comfort variables. Fortunately for the research analysis, Table

B7, page B35 shows that most of the buildings in the research dataset had stable gender distributions

over time, with the exceptions of the two buildings (Tanfield House and QE2CE) that underwent

major refurbishment between BUS occupant surveys. The same is true of the age ranges where

comparable data is available. Therefore in the majority of cases, it can be concluded that the gender

and age responses can be discounted from the longitudinal survey data comparisons. For Tanfield

House and QE2CE, the  statistical differences in longitudinal scores for temperature and air condition

variables may be affected by the changes in gender balance. This limits – but does not invalidate – the

conclusions that can be reached.  

Furthermore, it is reasonable to hypothesise that if age was a determinant in the comfort

perceptions, there should be discernable difference in comfort scores between the survey years for

samples where the age balance has shifted compared with those where it has not. It is evident from

the scatterplots that the data shows no consistent pattern across the buildings in the perception of

temperature or satisfaction with lighting by the age bands used in the BUS survey. It is therefore

possible to conclude that age is not a consistent factor in the longitudinal BUS scores, as staff in one

age band may score a comfort variable higher or lower than respondents in a different band. 

There may be age factors operating within individual contexts that are not apparent to the

researcher. For example the labelled paired scores for Heelis in 2010 and 2015 reflect an age pattern

that has not changed between surveys even though the overall score for winter temperature had

fallen between surveys. Conversely, the datasets for QE2CE show a switch in gender scores, even

though the age balance has not changed significantly. It is thought possible that patterns may occur

with wider age bands (such as below the age of 25 and above 60), but this is not been possible to

determine from the available longitudinal BUS data.
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Appendix C: Modifications to the BUS questionnaire

C1.0 Background

The research project covered in this thesis is based wholly on the Building Use Studies (BUS)

occupant satisfaction questionnaire. The longevity and consistency of the BUS survey since the early

1990s enabled the longitudinal research: without it the research would not have been possible. While

some experts in survey design might argue for a radical overhaul of the BUS survey, its long term

consistency and backward compatibility are regarded as virtues that need to be protected. The

suggested changes are therefore deliberately modest in scope rather than far-reaching. Sweeping

changes would, it is suggested, be more appropriate for an entirely new survey.

The survey system on which BUS is closely based was developed in the 1980s by Dr Sherwood Burge,

consultant physician at Solihull Hospital and Dr Alan Hedge in the Applied Psychology Division at

Aston University (Burge, P. S., Hedge, A., Wilson, S., Harris-Bass, J., & Robertson, A. S., 1987). Working

within the research company Building Use Studies Ltd, (with principals Sheena Wilson and Jon Harris-

Bass), Burge and Hedge developed the survey into the Office Environment Survey (OES). The OES

became the basis of an open-source version for the Royal Society of Health. It also heavily influenced

the European Indoor Air Quality audit questionnaire (Blyussen, M., Fernandes, E.D.E.O., Groes, L., &

Clausen, G., 1996). The questionnaire was subsequently used in the Health Optimisation Protocol for

Energy-efficient buildings (HOPE) project (Cox, C., 2005).

In 1995, the OES was modified for use in the Post-occupancy Review of Buildings and their

Engineering (PROBE) series of building investigations run by the Journal of the Chartered Institution

of Building Services Engineers (Ruyssevelt, P., Bordass W., & Bunn R., 1995). The PROBE version of the

OES was blended with surveys developed by Adrian Leaman of Building Use Studies and Dr Gary Raw

of the BRE (the latter for use under guidelines issued by the Health and Safety Executive for the

determination of sick building syndrome), along with a wide-ranging questionnaire developed at the

former University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST). The OES become

known as the BUS Methodology in the late 1990s, and was purchased by consulting firm Arup in 2003

and developed into a commercial tool.

As described in Section 3.4 (and in the history of its testing for statistical reliability), the survey has

developed over time. Questions have been added and removed depending on a researcher’s aims

and objectives, particularly ones relating to health. Despite the changes, however, the core comfort

questions in the BUS survey are exactly the same as those written for the OES. There has been no

change in scale labels nor any change in the 7-point semantic differential scales (although the

direction of the ‘satisfactory/unsatisfactory’ scale labels were switched in the late 1990s). This change

is consistent with advice given by de Vaus, who advises that the basic rule is to allocate low numerical

codes to categories that indicate a low quantity of a variable (or value) and high codes to categories

indicating a high quantity (de Vaus, D., 2002 p59).

As described in Section 3.2.2, three new questions were added in order to get deeper insight into

issues suspected to influence comfort perceptions: the usability of controls, the density of occupancy,
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and satisfaction with toilet provision. In addition, a long-dropped question on personal privacy was

resurrected for the survey of Tanfield House to provide an extra longitudinal element. The only

questions dropped from the standard BUS survey were those on the ‘importance of control’, which

usually accompany the environmental control questions, and a question on furniture which was

considered of marginal relevance to a study focussing on the relationship between occupant comfort

and the physical context of buildings. It was also thought sensible to remove less desirable questions

to make room for the new ones and thereby reduce the risk of the questionnaire taking too long to

fill in (Dillman, D. A., Sinclair, M.D., and Clark, J. R., 1993).

C1.1 BUS survey developments

The four POE and BPE research programmes run between 1995 and 2015 (Section 1.4) contributed in

specific ways to the development of the BUS occupant survey methodology, the procedures in its use,

and the researcher’s experience with the tool and understanding of its outputs. 

The PROBE project combined previous health-oriented surveys and streamlined the questions into a

general built-environment occupant survey (subsequently the BUS survey) that has changed only

slightly over the intervening 20 years. This makes the output data highly suitable for long-term

longitudinal analysis. The original input data is also stored in simple and easily accessible Excel coding

Summer temp. 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Winter temp: 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Air in summer 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Air in winter  1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Lighting overall 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Noise overall 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Comfort overall 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Design 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Needs met 1: Unsatisfactory, 7: Satisfactory

Perceived health 1: Less healthy, 7 More healthy

Image to visitors 1: Poor, 7 Good

Tanfield House  2016

Perceived productivity 1: 20% or less,  9: 20% or more

Top left, Figure C1a: The BUS statistical representation developed from simple iconography to semantic differential scales

with confidence limits for occupant mean comfort scores in Figure C1b. Figure C1c: BUS native HTML web graphics adopted in

the late 1990s, with comfort variable scores in alphabetical order. Figure C1d: The EngD summary chart graphics generated

directly from the research statistics, with comfort variables ordered by theme. 
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sheets that can be quickly checked and re-formatted where necessary for statistical analysis and

comparisons between surveys. PROBE also began the process of standardising the principles and

visualisation of BUS comfort statistics, illustrated in Figures C1a-d. Early graphics used ‘smiley’ faces

(now termed emoticons) to indicate the sample population mean scores on a satisfaction scale. These

were designed to make the comfort statistics comprehensible to non-statisticians (Figure 2a). The

style was replaced in 1997 for a more statistically-pure visualisation based on vertical colour-coded

bars. This enabled benchmarks to be shown, along with the confidence limits on both the study and

benchmark data (Figure 2b). The third iteration occurred in 2004 where the visualisations changed to

horizontal bars that reproduced the data in the format of the semantic differential scales used in the

BUS questionnaire itself (Figure 2c). Detail was added by introducing colour-codes that related study

building mean scores to the 95% confidence limits of the scale midpoint and BUS benchmarks (a

rolling database of 50 buildings). 

Figure 2d shows the summary comfort scores generated directly from the statistics produced in the

EngD research. The researcher has retained the BUS visualisation style for this thesis to maintain

consistency with the current BUS style of presenting data. The colour-coding and iconography –

designed so that graphics can be read by the colour-blind and when reproduced in mono – have also

been retained for consistency. Green squares signify mean scores above both the scale midpoint and

the upper 95% confidence limits of the scale midpoint and comfort variable benchmark, while red

triangles signify mean scores below the scale midpoint and the lower 95% confidence limits of the

scale midpoint and comfort variable benchmark. Any score within the confidence limits, expressed in

an orange circle, signifies no statistical difference between a mean score and the scale midpoint and

benchmark confidence limits.

A shortcoming introduced with the 2004 HTML web-visualisation was the alphabetic arrangement of

the overall comfort variables. This separated the winter and summer temperature variables from the

closely-related seasonal air condition scores. The researcher has therefore re-ordered all summary

comfort variables in this thesis thematically (e.g. all temperature variable together).

C1.2 Assessment of the BUS survey 

The paper-based BUS survey as used in the researcher’s project contains 68 separate questions.

While the copyright that applies to the questionnaire precludes its full reproduction in the thesis, the

7-point semantic differential scale questions cover a wide range of comfort and functionality variables

that are relevant to most non-domestic building types, including:

● Gender and age bracket

● Time spent in the building, location in space, and workgroup characteristics

● Views of the building’s design, and functional issues such as space use, meeting 

rooms, and storage*

● Thermal comfort in winter and summer

● Air conditions in winter and summer

● Noise overall, and sources of noise disturbance*
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● Lighting overall, with electric and natural lighting sub-divided*

● Comfort overall*

● Perceptions of the building’s effect on health and productivity*

● Whether needs are met overall*

● Occupants’ perception of their personal desk space

● Perception of personal control over heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting and 

noise*

● Behavioural responses to conditions*

● Speed and effectiveness of response by building operators to occupants all for 

changes.*

Additional questions tested in the research project were:

● Perceived density*

● Usability of controls*

● Toilet provision*.

*Questions equipped with free-text boxes eliciting background information or qualifying comments.

The order of the questions is designed to obtain background information first, followed by more

detailed questions. However, the order of the later questions is also partly dictated by layout

considerations, i.e. the physical constraints of a 3-page A4 landscape layout. 

While the questions on control over environment and response to problems tend to exhibit relatively

lower response rates, it was found that a question’s location in the questionnaire did not necessarily

dictate response rate. For example, while the additional ‘controls usability’ question tended towards

lower completion rates (possibly as a consequence of a lack of personal control devices in many case-

study buildings), the new occupation density question delivered the same percentage response rate

as the opening questions, despite being the penultimate question in the survey. This suggests that a

high response rate is more dependent upon a question being understood by a respondent and

relevant to them, rather than its location in the questionnaire. 

As a consequence of the intensive longitudinal use of the BUS survey, along with the experience of

the new questions added for the later surveys, it became clear that the BUS might benefit from some

changes and enhancements. The proposed changes are the based on the researcher’s experience but

have also been discussed with BUS survey’s originator Adrian Leaman. 

Proposed changes to the BUS survey are of two main types: modifications to existing questions, and

deletions and additional question. The changes are considered in turn.
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C1.3 Proposed modifications

C1.3.1 Age 

The BUS survey asks the respondent for their gender. It has been found that the majority of

respondents complete this question. In line with apparent societal trends towards gender neutrality,

it may be necessary in future to add a gender neutral or transgender option. While the demand for

such a question may be less than 1% of a population sample, it may be best for the BUS survey to

reflect trends rather than appear archaic. Adding the question from 2018 onwards may provide

useful data for tracking future trends in gender re-assignment.

The BUS survey asks respondents to place themselves into an age band of below 30 and above 30. As

explained in Section 3.2.3, the age categorisation had no scientific basis to it. The bands were merely

the preference of the BUS survey’s originator. For the later case studies in the research project, an

additional category was added of ‘45 or over’ to capture populations who may exhibit age-related

changes. For example, age-related Presbyopia usually occurs around the age of 40 (Petrash J. M.,

2013). Symptoms are blurred near vision when reading or working on computer screens,

necessitating reading glasses or contact lenses. People above the age of 40 also tend to experience

reduced visual acuity, reduced sensitivity to contrast, reduced ability to discriminate contrasts, and

take longer to adapt to large and sudden changes in luminance. They may have increased sensitivity

to glare (Boyce, P., 2003). It is therefore reasonable to suppose those aged above 45 may require

higher levels of electric and natural lighting (and need it on sooner) than those aged below 40.

The BUS questionnaire as currently formulated does not cater for these innate human characteristics,

and therefore it is not possible to determine whether the responses to the natural and artificial

lighting questions in the survey are influenced by the age profile of the survey respondents. However,

as reported in Appendix B, no clear age-related differences were found in the survey data. It is

suggested that the age boundaries might be slightly adjusted in future survey to ‘under 30’, ‘30 to 50’,

and ‘50 and over’. This may show stronger distinctions. It would also be consistent with the

Environmental Quality Survey developed at the Centre for the Built Environment, University of

California, Berkeley (www.cbe.berkeley.edu/research/survey.htm), a survey accredited for the North

American LEED environmental rating system.

Other questionnaires avoid the age categorisation problem altogether by asking respondents to

declare their actual ages. This was considered for the BUS survey but rejected on the following

grounds:

● Age is a sensitive issue for some people, and asking respondents to declare a 

precise age may serve to alienate or make them uneasy. This may not be 

advantageous, particularly at the beginning of the survey, and may reduce response 

rates

● Respondents may be tempted to lie about their age, particularly when forced to 

declare a specific number. Age bands allow respondents a degree of latitude and 

personal privacy that may be less likely to motivate a deceptive response
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● Statistical analysis of survey responses by age would inevitably require specific 

ages to be placed in age bands, thus requiring extra data processing work to little 

advantage over the current use of age bands in BUS

● Narrow age bands may create ethical problems: if age is stated in reports, along 

with other characteristics (such as location and gender), this can identify individuals if

the reader has sufficient knowledge of an organisation’s staff

● Researchers could easily create their own age bands for their statistical analysis, 

which could lead to lack of commonality across research using BUS surveys and 

introduce statistical anarchy that could complicate or effectively prevent multi-survey

meta-analysis.

For backward compatibility and to reduce the risk of false responses it is recommended that age

bands be retained in the BUS survey, albeit with a third category of ‘over 50’ or ’50 and above’. It is

not recommended that the survey have more than three age bands as sample sizes may become too

small for robust analysis for all but extremely large survey samples (i.e. 500 and above).

C1.3.2 Workgroup question

The BUS survey asks for respondents to tick the size of their office or work area: occupied alone,

shared with one other or shared with 2-4, 5-8 or more than 8 others. The response rate to the

question is high: for the 2015 Heelis building survey (361 respondents), the response rate to the

workgroup question was 96.4%.

The thresholds in the workgroup question are important in defining the spatial contexts. Ostensibly it

enables differentiation of population samples between cellular, shared and open-plan contexts. It is

less robust as a differentiation mechanism for other building types such as schools, where a

classroom of 60 m2 would be reported as occupied by a single adult (the teacher) but also home to

around 30 pupils. While contextual differences do not invalidate the universality of the workgroup

question, care is always needed when interpreting responses.

The longitudinal pilot studies revealed an issue with the workgroup question that had gone

unnoticed. In the studies of the Elizabeth Fry Building and Heelis, occupant numbers had increased

between surveys (Section 4.4 and 4.5 respectively). In 1998 the permanent population of the largely

cellular Elizabeth Fry Building numbered 60, but by 2015 this had risen to 160 with the creation of

two open-plan offices. In the 2011 survey, 32% of the workforce reported sharing with eight or more

others. By 2015, this had risen to 46%. These figures might be considered consistent with the

building’s change of use and therefore beg no questions. By contrast, the answers to the workgroup

question in the Heelis survey were more enigmatic. Heelis is almost entirely open-plan, with a very

small number of cellular offices. However, in 2006, only 31% of staff reported working with eight or

more others. Furthermore, 30% reported working alone in a building regularly occupied by at least

475 people. In 2015, occupant numbers had increased to an average of 650. However, the percentage

of occupants who reported working with eight or more others had only risen to 54%, while 17% still
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reported working alone (Figure C2 a&b).

While the responses from the Elizabeth Fry Building might therefore be representative of its office

accommodation, the same cannot be said of the Heelis workgroup responses. In other words, what

may be true for a building with physical boundaries between workgroups may not necessarily be true

for a fully open-plan building. Respondents in different buildings may treat the workgroup question

differently – not just between schools and offices, but also between offices.  The wording of the

question may also fuel doubt in the minds of the respondents, as the question contains includes a

choice: “Is your office or work area...” as opposed to just one option. Some respondents appear to be

unsure what they are being asked (Figure C3). It is possible that some respondents may answer the

question as it relates to colleagues with whom they directly share tasks or responsibilities, rather

than as a statement of their actual workgroup size. Without the workgroup question having a free-

text box for respondents to add comments that might qualify their responses, it’s hard to know what

respondents are thinking about when they answer the question.

If the workgroup question reflects respondents’ relationship with, or proximity to, their immediate

colleagues, it raises a question of why there was a longitudinal increase from 30% to 54% in the

percentage of respondents at Heelis who reported working with eight or more others. One answer

may be that as workplace densities at Heelis have increased over time (from one person/14 m2 gross

floor area to one person/10 m2 in 2015), the perceived boundaries between departmental workgroups

may have eroded. At Heelis, the boundaries are assisted by corridor zones (nominated and casual), and

on the first floor by lightwells that puncture the floor plate and thereby create divisions between

workgroups. These boundaries may have become less distinct as staffing numbers have increased. It is

also probable that workgroup numbers have increased in some areas but not in others.

Figures C2 a&b: Despite

Heelis being almost entirely

open-plan, a large percentage

of survey respondents in 2006

(left) and 2015 (right)

perceived themselves to be

working in  small workgroups. 

Figure C3: Some respondents

seemed unsure of what they were

being asked with the BUS

workgroup question. It may

evidence of confusion between

social workgroups and office desk

layouts.
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Once these doubts had arisen, it was decided not to use the workgroup bands to create sub-

populations for tests of statistical difference between workgroup types. Instead, for all statistical

analyses where comfort perceptions of those in open-plan were compared with those in cellular and

shared offices, the researcher categorised the office spaces by observation, by department name,

and/or by individual tenant.

To eliminate uncertainty from the workgroup question it is suggested that it could be altered to focus

more specifically on physical layout rather than workers’ perceptions of the social structures within

which they work. While responses on the latter are interesting and insightful, there are not wholly

comparable with answers given to the other built environment questions. Researchers might also

mistakenly sub-divide survey responses by perceptions of social structure rather than by office type,

leading to analysis that generates spurious statistics and leads to flawed research conclusions. 

It is therefore proposed that the work area classification in BUS could changed to be more specific

about office types, as follows:

Is your workplace….

� Cellular (1 to 4 people in a partitioned space)

� Shared (5+ in a partitioned space)

� Team (5+ in a team, open space)

� Open (10 or more around you, with general circulation passing through)”

It is appreciated that changing the workgroup question to be more specific about types of office

space may lead a loss of insight into perceived changes in social boundaries that emerges from the

question as currently worded. For example, there may be a loss of insight into the effects of crowding

perception that occurs with higher densities, particularly in open-plan offices as illustrated by the

workgroup responses from QE2CE (Section 6.4).  For this reason the researcher is not wholly wedded

to the proposal. It may be better for the existing workgroup options to be retained, but with subtle

re-wording for the main question, e.g. “In the area where you work, do you perceive your area to

be....” followed by the options, as shown above. That adjustment would place the question more

specifically into the realm of the occupants’ perceptions rather than one masquerading as a

categorical question about desk and office layout.   

Window seat

How close is your normal work-
space to a window?

1

2

3

Please select

Next to a window

Near to a window

Not near a window

Figure C4: The proposed change to the BUS question on

window proximity.
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C1.3.3 Window seat

The BUS questionnaire asks respondents whether they sit next to a window. This is currently a

dichotomous variable, i.e. yes or no. However, the case studies suggest that perceived proximity may

be related to office depth. Some respondents in the deep-plan offices of Tanfield House, for example,

claimed to be by a window when they were separated from it by one or two desks. It is thought that

statistics based on disaggregated comfort responses by a stated window/non-window location may

therefore be prey to a degree of miss-categorisation, equating to a loss of resolution in statistical

comparisons of satisfaction distributions.

A solution to this potential problem may lie in providing a third option, that of nearness to a window.

The question could be worded as in Figure C4. At the very least the third option would provide a clear

distinction between window and non-window seats, but it may also be possible to determine the

effect of proximity on any statistics generated from the categories (sample sizes permitting).  It would

also enable further research on the effect of window proximity, particularly in relation to office depth.

C1.3.4 Space at desk

The space at desk question has been found to be too ambiguous to be useful. The question as posed

asks respondents to report whether they have too little or too much space at their desk.

Respondents who say they have too little space may be making a simple statement of fact. Some

respondents say their desk is too small for the number of computer screens they have, or too small

for the nature of their paperwork. In those cases their answers are purely related to physical space.

A free-text box enables respondents to add qualifying comments. In some cases respondents may

complain about a lack of personal storage for files or other work materials, necessitating storage on

their desktop. 

Conversely, some respondents report that they have ‘too much’ space at their desk. This begs a

question of why survey respondents would complain about having too much of something when

complaints are generally about things they lack. The additional comments can sometimes provide the

answer. In most cases where respondents have scored towards ‘too much’ on the 7-point scale they

have either been recently moved to a much bigger desk, and/or they are aware that they have more

space than their colleagues (Figure C5). Such scores may, therefore, be less about physical space and

Figure C5: Some respondents score ‘too much’ desk space

when they have more than their colleagues. 

Figure C6: Some respondents score ‘too much’ desk space

but express happiness about it.
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more about inequality. If so, the question as posed is measuring two factors rather just one. This

means that scores cannot be concatenated into an overall mean value. This argument is reinforced by

evidence of some respondents scoring ‘too much’ desk space while professing themselves pleased

about it  (Figure C6).   

It is thought that a simpler question along the lines of: “Do you have enough space to work

efficiently?” might work better. This might be accommodated within an expanded section  covering

density issues.

C1.3.5 Winter and summer temperature questions

The comfort section polls respondents’ views on their summer and winter comfort conditions. The

questions – derived word-for-word from the original Office Environment Survey (OES) – have been

found to work satisfactorily. However, there can sometimes be scoring that appears counter-intuitive

and which therefore begs questions. The section does not have a free-text box to enable respondents

to qualify their scoring, largely for reasons of space. Unless respondents have referred to the summer

or winter thermal and air conditions elsewhere in the survey (e.g. in the ‘overall comfort’ and ‘health’

comments boxes), the reasons for their scores remain unknown. It is suggested that a comments box

(or boxes) are therefore provided for the questions on winter and summer temperature variables.

C1.3.6 Winter and summer air questions

The BUS survey asks respondents to rate ‘conditions in winter’ and ‘conditions in summer’. The

questions follow after the ‘air in summer’ and ‘air in winter’ questions, and as such have long been

considered to be related to those questions rather than temperature. However, the relationship is

ambiguous: some respondents may respond on the basis that the questions relate to all

hygrothermal and air quality parameters while others may score in relation to only one variable, i.e.

air movement, humidity, stuffiness or odour. The heading would therefore benefit from clarity: i.e.

‘Air conditions in winter’. A separate comments box may be justified, space on the survey form

permitting.

C1.3.7  Noise and lighting

The noise and lighting questions have been found to work well and do not, in the view of the

researcher, require amendment. However, questions were raised by academics supervising the

research project that the ‘noise overall’ and ‘lighting overall’ questions should not precede the

detailed questions that follow (e.g. ‘noise from colleagues’, ‘noise from people’) but be placed

afterwards in order for the respondents’ ‘overall’ scores to be a summation of their detail scores.

The researcher cannot recommend such change. It has been found that scores for noise and lighting

overall do not appear to be treated as summation scores by survey respondents but rather an

expression of their overall level of satisfaction. For example, while respondents may score questions
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about ‘noise from outside’, or ‘glare from sun and sky’ negatively, it does not mean that these issues

are important or influencing their overall satisfaction. To avoid the risk of the overall scores being

confused as summation scores (under which supposition any neutral or satisfactory scores may be

presumed to be inconsistent with scores for the specific aspects), it is thought best to leave the ‘noise

overall’ and ‘lighting overall’ satisfaction questions at the start of their respective sections in order to

solicit  respondents’ general opinions before asking more detailed questions. Respondents who are

motivated to revise their overall scores after competing the detailed questions are free to do so. In

practice this appears to be rare, implying that while respondents may be aware of specific

shortcomings, e.g. with noisy people, it does not necessarily influence their overall satisfaction with

noise conditions.

C1.3.8 Perceived health and productivity

The perceived productivity question in BUS is the only question where respondents are asked to

score on a nine-point semantic differential scale. The increase in scoring resolution was introduced in

the 1990s to gain an understanding of a percentage increase or decrease in productivity for which

respondents believe the building may be responsible. Each rating is provided with a percentage value

to help respondents with their assessment. While most respondents do not appear to have difficulty

answering the question, some struggle to ascribe their productiveness (or lack of it) to the building

itself. Similar doubts are often expressed about the immediately preceding (7-point scale) question

on perceived health. With both questions, some staff can relate their experiences to the building

while others have difficulty. The free-text box enables respondents to express their concerns. Those

who harbour doubts tend to score neutrally, or comment without scoring. In the absence of an

alternative way of asking about health and productivity – both of which are subject to exogenous

influences – the differences in approach to scoring are regarded as normal and therefore acceptable. 

With respect to the nine-point scale, it is suspected that it may be unnecessary. For example, a 40%

change in productivity is equivalent to gaining or losing two days in a five-day working week. This

would be highly unlikely unless the workplace had serious problems, building-related or otherwise, in

which case the causes are likely to be evident in other scores and comments. A 7-point scale may be

more appropriate, reliable, and also more consistent with other BUS questions, not least with the

other outcome variables of health and overall comfort. However, changing it will lose consistency and

backward compatibility with earlier BUS surveys. For this reason alone the researcher is stopping

short of recommending a change. 

C1.3.9 Personal control

The BUS survey historically (i.e. since 1998) includes questions relating to the ‘importance’ of control.

These were removed as the researcher had long found response rates to the ‘importance’ questions

to be low, possibly because respondents don’t understand them or didn’t find them relevant, having

already answered questions on the degree of environmental control they possess. It is a matter of

historical record that the importance questions were introduced in the 1990s after researchers at

UMIST had lobbied for them. It is known they have been retained over time despite not yielding a
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great deal of value. It therefore suggested that the questions could be dropped from future versions

of the BUS survey without any loss of utility.

C1.4 Additional questions

Three new questions were added to the researcher’s version of the BUS survey. While these questions

had no longitudinal value in the research project, they were introduced and tested on the pilot

projects to provide insight into issues that the BUS had historically not covered. These questions were:  

● Perceptions of occupant density (i.e. perceptions of too few or too many people in 

the workplace)

● The usability of local controls (i.e. whether ‘very poor’ or ‘very good’)

● Satisfaction with toilet facilities.

The nature and purpose of these additional questions have been covered in Section 3.4.3. This

section analyses how well each question was found to work and any adjustments that may be needed

to make the questions work better. 

C1.4.1 Perceived occupant density

The density question as posed was found to work well, usually with response rates similar to that of

the BUS survey’s opening questions which most respondents answer (Figure C7). For reasons of space

constraints and to maintain longitudinal consistency of the BUS survey structure, the question was

placed at the back of the questionnaire. This does not seem to have counted against it. 

The vast majority of respondents who answered the question were thought to understand its

intended purpose. This is in comparison with the perceived health and perceived productivity

questions, which some respondents in all surveys struggle with when being asked to associate

Figure C7: The proposed new question on desk

availability, following immediately after the occupant

density question.
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productivity and health with building factors. That said, some respondents to the density question

would sometimes make references to desk availability, and sometimes to their employer’s ‘hot desk’

policies. UCL supervisors suggested that ‘too many’ people might equate to ‘too few’ desks, and that

respondents may be unconsciously highlighting problems with desk availability rather than with

density per se. While high mean scores for density (i.e. unsatisfactory) were usually consistent with

calculated workstation and effective densities (e.g. Heelis IT department, Elizabeth Fry’s open-plan

offices, and QE2CE’s offices) it is nonetheless deemed possible that, in some buildings, high scores for

perceived density may imply a shortage of desks for what would otherwise be an acceptable number

of people. An example may be the Heelis IT department in 2015, where some members of staff are

required to occupy the chair leg position of adjoining desks, squeezed in-between neighbouring

colleagues. 

Given the potential confusion (along with the inability of the ‘space at desk’ question to deliver

usable data), it is thought that an additional question could be added to the density question,

specifically asking about desk availability. The response to this question would help discriminate

between conditions of too many people and too few desks (Figures C5 and C6). This question would

require field-testing. 

If the two questions are found to work and to clear up uncertainties, it is also suggested that the

order of the questions could be changed to incorporate the improved workgroup question, thereby

bringing together perceptions of workgroups, occupant density and desk availability. It is

acknowledged that this would be most applicable to office buildings and less applicable to schools,

factories and other non-office buildings. Field testing is therefore recommended across different

building types to ensure the change does not undermine the virtues of the BUS survey as a general

feedback tool.

C1.4.2 Usability of controls

The usability of controls question often generated a high number of comments, but yielded

surprisingly few insights. Most respondents either said they did not have controls, or if they did (and

were aware of them), that they did not use them. It was rare for respondents to reflect on controls

usability per se.  It is possible that the question as worded motivated responses based on different

interpretations of ‘usability’, e.g. whether a respondent thought they were allowed to use controls,

understood what they did or how to use them, were physically able to use them, or whether it was

easy to agree with other occupants when and how the controls should be used. 

The comments box tended to be used to reflect on levels of control over the heating, cooling,

ventilation, light and noise, and whether that control was effective in and of itself. For this reason the

comments to the question were more useful for gaining insight into longitudinal statistical differences

for end-user controls than it was for understanding more about the usability of those controls.

It is suggested that the usability of controls question not be incorporated into future BUS surveys, but

that the comments box is retained. The comments box alone may be all that is needed to understand

controls issues – with usability covered when respondents are motivated to mention it.
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C1.4.3 Toilets

The question on toilet facilities was found to work well, with high response rates from all surveys thus

equipped. There were usually a high number of free-text comments. It was found that many staff

expressed critical comments about toilets – their provision, cleanlinesss, availability and maintenance

– and moreover tended to express such concerns vividly or in graphical terms. Given the response, it

is perhaps a surprise that the BUS survey has not, historically, included a question on toilets.

Many comments about toilets were not about the toilets themselves but about the washing facilities:

the basins, taps, and hand driers of various kinds. It may therefore be advantageous to split the

question into two separate questions: one on toilets and urinals and another on washing facilities

(including showers, where available). That said, respondents were not slow to identify a specific

cause of complaint. Grievances over poor maintenance were common across many of the case-study

buildings, suggesting that ostensibly minor issues such as broken door locks, coat hooks, and toilet

roll dispensers (along with splashing taps and broken hand-driers) were greater sources of occupant

dis-satisfaction than, for example, the thermal or noise conditions.

It may be useful to ask separately about the location/distance of toilet facilities, as some staff

complained of long walks to toilets only to find them occupied or being cleaned. However, others

seemed happy to walk a distance as it gave them a reason to exercise.

C1.5 Conclusion

The BUS survey was found to possess considerable utility and be consistent over time, with few

concerns over its relevance as a survey tool. Statistical tests have also shown the core questions to be

reliable. Tests for reliability and validity of a re-designed survey are recommended to ensure the

proposed changes enhance the existing survey rather than serve to compromise it.  
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Appendix D: No-comment respondent analysis

D1.1 Overview

It was reasoned that ‘no-comment’ responders should not be discounted from a free-text comments

analysis, as a lack of comment may still mean that some survey respondents are either accepting of

conditions, or are suffering in silence but scoring negatively. The link between respondents’ numerical

scores and their comments offered the opportunity to check how those who did not comment in

surveys tended to score the questions in comparison with the averaged (mean) scores for positive,

negative, balanced categories of responses. It also offered the opportunity to determine whether

variance in the concatenated scores (i.e. all responses) was different to the variance in the numerical

scores for those who did not comment. To test this, all 361 responses from Heelis in 2015 and the 119

response samples for Tenant Z at Tanfield House in 2016 were chosen as test cases.

D1.2 Method of analysis

The method of analysis followed the procedure explained in Section 3.5.5. Comments were

categorised as positive, negative, balanced and no-comment. Data was sorted in order along with

respondents’ numerical scores. The percentages for all forms of comment were calculated against the

total survey response sample. For this analysis the distributions of all scores for all categories were

tabulated and the statistics generated using box and whisker plots. Examples are shown in Figures D1-

D6. Note that all box distributions cover 5th – 9th percentiles with outliers. Diamonds denote mean

scores, and notches the median. Coloured hatching denotes small samples (i.e. often below 10

comments).

During the analysis of respondents’ free-text comments across the seven case-study buildings it was

found that ‘positive’ comments tended to be in single figures, even with large overall population

samples. As a consequence, the grouping of scores for those making positive comments tended to

lead to non-normal distributions and mean scores with high variance. Some question topics had very

few comments of any kind. This inevitably led to the averaged score for those categorised as no-

commenters being very close to the overall sample average score. The samples for Heelis and Tenant

Z at Tanfield House exhibited some of these shortcomings, but were large enough to attempt a plot

by comment sub-category.

D1.3 Results

Figures D1 - D6 are examples of the sample distribution of numerical scores for the BUS questions

‘needs met’, ‘occupant density’ and ‘perceived productivity’ for Heelis (D1-D3) and Tanfield House,

Tenant Z samples (D4-D6), separated by comment type. Note that all charts also show the whole

survey sample distribution. Where samples were found to be large enough across the positive,

negative and balanced comment categories to effect a comparison (e.g. Heelis and Tenant Z), it was

found that respondents’ numerical scores tended to be consistent with the nature of their comments.
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Figure D1: For Tenant Z, ‘No commenters’ score needs met

highly while negative commenters find conditions acceptable.

Figure D4: At Heelis, some negative commenters score

conditions below midpoint pulling down the overall score.

Figure D2: For Tenant Z, there were few poor perceptions of

density, hence the no commenters matched the overall score.

Figure D5: At Heelis, pockets of high density concerns (i.e. the

IT dept.) drove up the overall score. (Note: 7 = too many) 

Figure D3: For Tenant Z, there were few negative or critical

comments about perceived productivity.

Figure D6: At Heelis, perceived productivity spanned a range,

which may be linked to localised issues such as high densities. 
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Survey respondents generally do not express comments that are inconsistent with their numerical

scoring, i.e. a negative or critical comment tended to be associated with a low or neutral score, but

rarely a positive one. The result also offered some justification for the comment analysis

methodology, and the accuracy with which it was applied (albeit without any independent check or

verification). 

As a consequence of the consistency between comments and scores, the ‘no-comment’ sample

distributions for all questions (shaded in grey) tend to be close to the overall scores for the simple

reason that the sample sizes for ‘no-comments’ are the largest of the four categories and therefore

can be expected to have distributions closer to the distribution of the overall population sample in

each case. Second, as respondents tend to score consistent with the nature of their comments, it is

axiomatic that the degree of movement in the no-comment sample, relative to the overall sample,

will be a function of the percentages of people scoring who make a negative, positive or balanced

comment. Inevitably, the scores of those who don’t make comment will be influenced by the

percentages in each sub-category, and the nature and strength of feeling being expressed (and by

demonstrable association, their numerical score).

A check was carried out on whether the variance in the no-comment scores was different to the

variance on the overall scores. Two Tanfield House tenants were analysed and the results shown in

Table D1. As can be seen, the variance in ‘no-comment’ scores tended to be lower than the variance

in the overall scores which included all positive, negative and balanced (critical) responses. On the

one hand this is a common-sense outcome: the non-comment scores are not affected by extremes of

scoring that would logically apply to those either scoring positively or negatively on the BUS 1-7

semantic differential scale, and which are included in the overall sample. However, as the sample

sizes for some comment categories were often small, it was not appropriate to conduct a statistical

exercise to determine whether the sample distributions from the ‘no commenters’ were statistically

different to the scores of the commenting categories.

Tanfield House variance in mean scores

Tenant A Tenant Z

Survey topic
No comment

variance

Total survey

variance
Survey topic

No comment

variance

Total survey

variance

Design 0.90 1.32 Design 0.93 1.02

Toilets 1.87 2.70 Toilets 2.59 3.05

Density 0.47 0.52 Density 0.53 0.59

Noise 2.14 2.38 Noise 2.66 2.87

Lighting 2.54 3.12 Lighting 2.44 2.70

Needs met 0.94 0.98 Needs met 1.22 1.55

Comfort overall 1.33 1.67 Comfort overall 1.42 1.67

Health (perceived) 1.10 1.41 Health (perceived) 0.99 1.27

Productivity (perceived) 1.94 2.13 Productivity (perceived) 1.73 2.00

Table D1: A check of variance in scores by no-commenters versus the whole population samples for two tenancies at

Tanfield House. 

D3
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D1.4 Discussion

From this analysis this following might be inferred:

● Respondents who are classified as commenting positively or negatively tend to 

score in accordance with their comments

● Respondents who are categorised as delivering a balanced comment tend to score 

more critically than those who choose not to comment

● The mean scores of those who do not comment tend to exhibit less sample 

variance (Table D1). By virtue of their greater numbers the distribution of no-

comment scores tends to be closer to that of the overall building survey sample 

● Respondents evidently do not score randomly, thoughtlessly or perversely in 

relation to their comments. Comments and scores appear to be related.

The analysis of mean scores also provided an unintentional check on the researcher’s subjective

categorisation of comments. While the numerical scores should not be presumed to match a

respondent’s comment (i.e. they may score a variable highly while still expressing a criticism), it was

found that the numerical scoring was consistent with the commenting categorisation. While the

phenomenon neither validates the methodology nor represents a total lack of bias by the researcher,

the consistency between scores and comments categorisation does support the an acceptable level

of accuracy in the subjective categorisation. The result of the analysis therefore supports the

comments histograms generated for each building study, and by association the ranking of issues by

percentage of negative comments (and by negative-plus-balanced comments).

Despite the consistency found in both the researcher’s categorisation and the respondents’ scoring

related to their comments, some doubts and uncertainties remain. The absence of free-text boxes for

the seasonal variables precludes a deeper understanding of respondents’ scores, beyond that hinted at

via other free-text boxes, e.g. for ‘comfort overall’, or ‘perceived health’. It is therefore proposed that

free-text boxes should be added to the BUS thermal and air condition questions (Appendix C). 

In terms of judging the subjective assessment method adopted for analysing free-text comments, it is

concluded that most insight came from simply reading comments and understanding what people

were saying rather than employing a rule-based text analysis method in an attempt to extract

suspected hidden meaning and/or to interpret and re-classify comments. The exercise also suggests

that the fullest insight from respondents’ comments will depend on the knowledge of the context(s)

from which the comments originated. Among other consequences, it suggests to the researcher that

surveys conducted at arms length from a building, such as web-based surveys or postal surveys, may

undermine a researcher’s ability to reliably parse survey feedback and associate comments to

potential causal factors, whether morphological or operational, endogenous or exogenous. A full

understanding of context should enable a researcher to identify specific issues that individuals may

have in particular parts of the building, and avoid running the risk of assuming a problem is

widespread when it may be localised, or chronic when it may be transient. 
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